


Introduction to 

Cherokee Hints & Tips 2000 

The Cherokee Hints & Tips 2000 manual incorporates infor- 
mation whichoriginally appeared in thepiper OwnerMagazine and 
otherpublications. It contains the best of the articlespertaining to 
operation and maintenance of Piper Cherokee aircraft. 

I want to thank all those Cherokee Pilots' Association mem- 
bers who contributed time and effort toprovide the tips and sugges- 
tions included in this volume. Without the efforts of these members, 
the entire association would not bepossible. 

This material is published as a helping hand for Cherokee 
owners. Neither the CherokeePilots'Association nor any of its agents 
or advisors can be held responsible for theaccuracy or airworthiness 
ofanv information available herein. Consult withvour mechanic or , - ,  

local GADOofice forprofessional advice. Only youandyourproper- 
lv-licensed technicianshould make the final decisionon theapplica- - . . 

bility of the information to yourplane. 
Included i n  this manual is an  index. Use it to fi nd the articles 

which apply to the problem you are having. You can also use the 
index to return to articles which you wish to reread at a later date. - 

Nor everything in every articleapplies toeveryplane, however, 
the manual contains a wealth o f  owner experience which will prove 
invaluable for Cherokee owners. It should not be necessary to rein- 
vent the wheel each time an  owner has aproblem with his aircraft. 

I hope you enjoy this book. Browse through the material 
frequently. Or open it to anypage andjust begin reading. And ifyou 
have a tip or suggestion, send it to the Cherokee Pilots'Association 
forpublication so it can benefit other association members. 

Your comments about this publication are welcome. 

Terry Lee Rogers 
Cherokee Pilots'Association 
P. 0. Box 1996 
Lutz, FL 33549 
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Cherokee Hints er Tips 

By Terry Lee Rogers 

I n the good old days, under the Civil Aeronautics Ad ventive maintenance of his plane without amechanic at all. 
minishation, pilot applicants had to study aircraft main Further, the FAR'S permit a pilot to do just about 
tenance before they could take their exam for a pilot's anything if he works under a mechanic's supervision (This 

license. is the basis for the currently popular "owner-assisted an- 
Today, all most pilots know about maintenance is nual.") 

that it is an expensive item to delegate to an approved me- A pilot can even overhaul his own engine, if he 
chanic. desires, but he and an A&P mechanic must sign off to put 

The FAR's permit pilots to perform quite a bit of the plane back into service, and the work performed must 
preventive maintenance and more and more pilots are do- be detailed in the appropriate logbook with the date and the 
ing so, and for good reasons. name of the persoil who performed the service. 

First, maintenance is becoming more costly. Do- Most mechanics are a little touchy about s i w g  
ing some of it yourself can save quite a bit of money. off someone's else's work (wouldn't you be?), but even so, 

Second, a pilot under the FAR's is responsible for a pilot should consider at least performing the preventive 
the maintenance of his plane--not his mechanic. If some- maintenance the FAR's allow him. And asmuch of the more 
thing goes wrong the FAA comes looking for the pilot, not complex repair as amechanic will approve. 
the mechanic. 

Fillally, preventive maintenance is the best way for Some Guidance 
a pilot to get to know his plane and its systems. He learns 
how the systems operate and is made aware of their condi- First of all, your home airport may or may not be open to 
tion. pilot-performed maintenance. At some airports this is en- 

A pilot is likely to feel more secure when he knows couraged while at others it is as popular as hornets at a nud- 
the wings are not going to fall off after he has had a per- ist colony. 
sonal look inside and knows the condition of his plane. If your airport does permit you to perform mainte- 

FAR 43.3 specifically permits a pilot to perfonn nance make some arrangement with the FBO about small 
preventive maintenance on any aircraft owned or operated parts. Screws, nuts, bolts, cotter pins and safety wire may 
by him. Preventive maintenance is defined as simple re- seem like small things and they are - individually. But when 
pairs or replacement of parts "not involving complex as- you begin to take things apart and put them back together, it 
sembly operations." adds up fast. Your FBO deserves to be compensated for the 

Further definition is provided in the appendix to price of the item and for the nuisance of searching for it for 
FAR43 which permits pilots to do the following: change or you. 
repair tires; service shock struts; service wheel bearings; Anyone performing work on an aircraft must uti- 
replace safety wire or cotter keys; lubricate parts; replenish lize the techniques approved by the FAA. To learn these 
hydraulic fluid; reiinish aircraft decorative surfaces (except techniques you will need a copy of the FAA's Advisory Cir- 
balanced control surfaces); repair upholstery; make simple cular 43.13 (a two-volume set) entitled "Acceptable Meth- 
repairs of fairings and cowlings; replace side windows; re- ods. Techniques and Practices -Aircraft Inspection and Re- 
place safety belts; replace seat parts; troubleshoot and re- pair." 
pair landing light circuits; replace bulbs, lenses and reflec- This comprehensive set, costing about $10 (1984) 
tors of position and landing lights; replace any cowling not from the FAA, ESSCO or any good aviation book store, has 
requiring disconnection of flight controls or the propeller; chapters on materials, aircraft structures, control cables, 
replace, clean or gap spark plugs; replace any hose, except hardware, corrosion, metals, landing gear, windshields, elec- 
hydraulic connections; replace prefabricated fuel lines; clean trical systems, engines, propellers, radios, instruments and 
fuel and oil strainers, and replace or check batteries. weights & balance. 

Whew! Quite a list! If youneed to know the proper way to safety wire, 
A pilot can do more than half of the required pre- 'this manual is the one you need. Need to do some riveting? 
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Check with this manual first. show each product on which it may be installed. 

And once you know the general techniques for 4. A ticket or other document whch demonstrates 
working on aircraft, you will need to know about your own that the manufacturer was approved under either an Approved 
plane. Production Inspection System or an FAA Production Cer- 

The most complete source of information about tificate. 
Cherokees is the Cherokee Service Manual which is avail- Used or overhauled parts should also have tags at- 
able from Piper in Microfisch form, or, if you do not have a tached. The colors of the tags are important. 
Microfisch reader, you can get the manual from ESSCO, A yellow tag means a part has been overhauled. 
426 W. Turkey Foot Lake Road, Akron, OH 443 19. (216) The tag will show when the overhaul was performed, who 
644-7724. Price, several years ago fora PA-28 two-volume performed it, and the name of the inspector. 
service manual was $55. The PA-32 volume listed at $50. A green tag means an "airworthy" part, perhaps one 

ESSCO also listed a manual for the 150-160 hp salvaged from another plane, but which has not been over- 
Cherokee models for just $25 - quite a buy. hauled. 

The service manual is something every Cherokee A red tag means the part has been rejected and is 
owner should have. It provides complete specifications, not airworthy. Do not use it. 
diagrams of service procedures and special testing tech- Keep the tag as part of your aircraft maintenance 
niques which apply to Cherokee planes. records. 

It isn't exactly light reading, but reading which 
will help you get to know your Cherokee. Record Keeping 

Want to know the proper type of lubricant for axle 
bearings or for the control yoke? It is all given in the ser- . You should become aware of the records which 
vice manual (including brandnames where it is important.) should be kept of all maintenance, and those which must be 

kept. 
Parts All maintenance should be recorded. When your 

oil is changed you should know when so it will be changed 
Now that you have some material to guide you, again at the proper time and it will not be needlessly re- 

you will run into the problem of purchasing parts. peated too soon. 
You can always go to Piper and get your part - at a Also, a complete record system will make your 

premium price. Or you can shop around. Of course, you plane more valuable when it comes time to sell. 
must know the part you need and you may be interested in A pilot must make records in the appropriate log- 
purchasing a Parts Catalog for your plane. hook of any preventive maintenance done to comply with an 

ESSCO's price on parts manuals was $48 for the AD (Airworthiness Directive) and any work which could 
PA-28 and $40 for the PA-32 series (1984). These manuals possibly alter the flight characteristics of an aircraft. 
consist of schematic drawings of the entire aircraft with It is no longer required to keep aircraft maintenance 
each part shown and with the correct parts number given. records in a bound logbook, but it is agood idea. The value 

If you plan on shopping around at discount houses of a plane will depend on the quality of the record keeping. 
for parts you cannot expect your local dealer to look up the It is further required that records of annual (or 100- 
parts numbers for you. Go ahead - buy the manual. In addi- hour) inspections be kept for one year or until the work is 
tion to providing part numbers, it has one additional ad- repeated. 
vantage: it shows you how things are assembled together Major alterations are logged on a Major Alteration 
and in what order. Form, FAA 337. The form is filled out by anA&P mechanic 

Wherever you get your parts, the FAA requires and a copy is sent to the FAA in Oklahoma City. 
that they be "approved."This includes everything from en- Form 337's must be kept for one year. 
gine parts right on down to small light bulbs in interior or Other records must be kept with the aircraft perma- 
position lights. nently. They include a record of the total time in service of 

To determine whether you are getting approved the airframe, current status of life-limited pats,  time since 
parts, you need to check for one of the following: overhaul of parts which must be periodically overhauled, 

1. An Airworthiness Approval Tag (FAA Form current status of AD'S and their method of compliance, and 
8130-3) which shows that a part has been approved by an a list of major alterations which have been accomplished. 
authorized FAA inspector. Like the old adage says, the job is not over until the 

2. A TSO (Technical Service Order) number which, paperwork is done. And complete record keeping is vital to 
under FAA rules, will be printed on the part with the good aircraft maintenance. 
manufacturer's name, serial number or date of manufac- 
ture, the model designation and the part's weight. Tools You Will Need 

3. A PMA marking which indicates the manufac- 
turer has Parts Manufacturing Authority from the FAA. In If you are going to work on your aircraft you are 
addition to the FAA-PMA marking, the part (or its tag) will going to need some tools. More than just a pliers and screw- 
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dnver will be required, although a $2,000 set of special tools Instead, use a non-ratcheting handle or a box end wrench. 
is unnecessary. When trying to free a nut or bolt, pull rather than 

Please don't try to get by borrowing tools from a push. That way, if the bolt releases suddenly you will not 
mechanic. This isano no. Mechanics make their living with fall into the work, but away from it. 
their tools and they have spent many thousands of dollars 
on them. The cardinal rule of lnechanics is not to loan toofs- One additional wench is also needed--a torque 
-especially to laymen. wrench. They come in two styles--the dial-and-bean type 

And try to get quality tools. It is better to have a and the ratcheting type. 
few good tools than a whole tool box full of junk which The dial-and-beam has a scale on which you read 
breaks or rusts and which can damage the equipment being the torque. They are inexpensive. A 318-inch dnve model 
worked on. can be purchased for less than $20. 

Perhaps the most useful tools you will own are The ratcheting type costs more--about $60, but it 
screwdnvers You will need a selection of different sizes, is easier to work with. You set the handle of the torque you 
both ill blade thickness and width. want and begin tightening the bolt or nut slowly. When the 

The use of a screwdriver which is too big or too proper torque is reached, the handle will click aud move 
small can cause damage, either to the screws or to the struc- freely. 
ture itself. A rule of thumb: a screwdriver should fill at least You must, however, move the handle slowly. Oth- 
75 percent of the screw slot, both in thickness and in width. erwise, the torque reading will not be correct. 

You will need some Phillips screwdrivers, too. Not With the dial-and-beam model you must also move 
all cross-slotted screwdrivers, however, are really Phillips, the handle and read the torque on a scale as you turtl the nut 
Phillips screws have a rounded slot while a true pointed or bolt. To get the proper torque you must keep the handle 
head is known as a Reed & Prince screw. moving. You cannot stop and start over again. 

The proper torque for bolts is shown in the aircraft 
service manual. 

Obviously, you must treat a torque wrench wit11 
care, as it is a precisioll instrument. It cannot be used as an 
ordinary wench to loosen or tighten bolts, it must not be 
dropped or handled roughly. And it should be checked pen- 
odically for accuracy. 

You will need several pliers. In addition to the stan- 
dard model you probably already own, you will need either 
a duckbill pliers for handling safety wire, or a special safety 

These types of screwdrivers are not interchange- wire tool readily available from mail order houses for about 
able. Keep both kinds of screwdrivers on hand and be care- $8.You will also need a set ofdiagonal cutting pliers (dykes). 
ful to examine any cross-slotted screws carefully before Vise-grip pliers of several sizes can prove invalu- 
choosing a screwdriver. able when you need to clamp onto something. Also, some 

Also, you can save some money as well as a little other tools which are particularly applicable to aircraft 
space in the tool box by buying a handle with several tips. should be in your tool kit. 
Craftsman offers such a screwdriver and it is of good qual- Agood tire gauge will save you considerable money 
ity, available at your local Sears store. by increasing the life of your tires. 

Wrenches, too, are necessary. You will need a good You will need several tools to permit you to do 
quality set of combination wenches (open end at one end spark plug maintenance: a 718 inch deep socket which will 
and box end at the other.) Open end should he used where it fit aircraft plugs, wire feeler gauges, aplug tray and a thread 
is easier to slip it on and off the bolt, hut the closed end box clean-out tool. 
should be used where the bolt or nut is stubborn. Unfortunately, many "deep" sockets are not deep 

If you attempt to use an open end wench where enough for aircraft plugs, which are longer than autotno- 
strength is required, the jaws will tend to open and you may tive. When you go looking, be sure to take an old plug along 
round off the bolt or ruin the wrench, or both. so you can try out the one you are considering. 

A good socket set is also needed. The ratcheting A brake riveting tool, available for about $15 
handle will be invaluable in speeding up your work. Also, (1984), is essential as it will save you considerably when 
you can get extensions and handles to permit you to do things you reline your own brakes. 
and go places a simple wrench cannot. An aircraft hydrometer is needed to check youf 

Sockets come in both six and twelve point models, battery It is made like an automotive model, but it is de- 
The six point models have more strength and grip to work signed to operate on much less electrolyte. 
with rusty or stuck nuts and bolts. And finally, although not necessary, a pottable air 

Where a bolt is stuck, do not use the ratcheting tank can be mighty handy when inflating tires or nose gear. 
mechanism to loosen it--the mechanism may be damaged. It can be used to blow dust and grit off of working surfaces. 
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A 100 psi model is available in most auto parts stores at Hopefully, you are now interested in doing your 
low cost and can really be useful. own preventive maintenance and motivated to acquire the 

The money you spend on accumulating tools is publications and tools required. In other articles in this 
well spent. It can save you a bundle on aircraft mainte- manual we will explore some of the problems in doing cer- 
nance and the tools can make other chores, such as auto tain types of service on Cherokees. 
repairs, a lot easier. 

Checking your Idle Mixture which it has been operated. Engine accessories, including 
propellers and turbochargers, may require overhaul prior to 

Do not accept an over-rich carburetor or fuel in- engine overhaul; this decision, too, is the responsibility of 
jector at idle or off-idle engine speeds. How can the aver- the operating agency or the accessory manufacturer. 
age pilot determine whether the idle mixture setting is cor- Reliability and service life cannot be predicted when 
rect? Idle mixture may be checked by doing an engine run an engine has undergone any modification not approved by 
up which includes these steps: Avco Lycoming. The hours of service life are recommends- 

1. With the mixture control set at full rich, run the tions for engines as manufactured without considering any 
engine at 1,000 to 1,200 rpm until temperatures have come modifications that may improve the life of the engine. The 
up and stabilized. All temperature gauges should indicate recommended overhaul periods in no way affect, change or 
in the green arc areas. alter Avco Lycoming standard warranty policy or prorated 

2. Set power of engine at 2,000 rpm for 30 sec- engine replacement policy. 
onds. This will clear any lead deposits which may affect . "Notes" are used to amplify certain information 
operation at idle. provided in the service instruction. Those which are par- 

3.  Reduce power to idle (550 to 600 rpm). Slowly ticularly significant will be discussed briefly. 
lean mixture and check for an rpm rise. If there is no rpm There are several items which restrict Avco 
rise, the idle mixture is too lean. If the rise is more than 50 Lycoming engines to aTBO which is less than that for other 
rpm, the idle mixture is too rich. very similar engines. Some older engines have been built 

4. If step three produced a moderate rise (1 0 to 50 with 7/16 inch diameter instead of 112 inch diameter ex- 
rpm) no further action is necessary. If step three indicated haust valves which limit those engines to a 1,200 hour TBO. 
either a lean or rich idle rpnl the idle mixture and engine Use of an Avco Lycoming engine in an aircraft flown for 
speed should both be adjusted by a competent A&P me- agricultural spraying or other chemical applications reduces 
chanic. TBO to 1,200 hours. An engine altered in the field to incor- 

porate an inverted oil system will automatically have the 
TBO-A Subject of Concern same recommended TBO as that listed for a factory desig- 

nated A10 or AEIO engine of the same series. 
Questions are frequently asked by operators about The reliability and service life of engines can be 

the recommended time between overhaul (TBO). Answers detrimentally affected if they are repeatedly operated at al- 
to some of these questions have been supplied by Avco temating high and low power applications which cause ex- 
Lycoming. Their report follows: treme changes in cylinder temperatures. Flight maneuvers 

The established hours of service are based on av- which cause engine over-speed also contribute to abnormal 
erage experience in operation, coutinuous service and eco- wear characteristics that tend to shorten engine life. These 
uolnic factors at time of engine overhaul. The term "con- factors must be considered to establish TBO of acrobatic 
tinuous service" is intended to mean that the engine will engines; therefore it is the responsibility of the operator to 
have been in operation aminimum of 15 hours each month, determine the percentage oftime the engine is used for aero- 
and that the forecasted hours of service will have been at- batics and establish his own TBO. The maximum recom- 
tained within a proportionate period of time. mended is the time specified in Service Instruction 1009A.4. 

These hours can normally be expected provided TBO is a recommended number of-engine operat- 
recommended operation, periodic inspections and engine ing hours based upon an average experience in operation 
maintenance have been exercised in accordance with re- and continuous service. The specific TBO for your engine 
spective engine operator's, manuals. Although the time be- will be based on the recommendations of Service Instruc- 
tween overhaul periods shown in the service instruction tion 1009AA, your knowledge of how your engine has been 
represents Avco Lycoming's recommendations, operators used, and its condition at any point within its operating life. 
may continue beyond the hours stated unless otherwise linl- 
ited by FAA regnlations. Carburetor Ice Detector For Early Warning 

It is the responsibility of the agency maintaining 
the aircraft to decide ifthe engine shall be operated beyond The NTSB has issued reports advising that there 
the recommended number of hours; this decision should be are too many accidents caused by carbnretor ice. But what 
based on knowledge of the engine and the cosiditions under is carburetor ice, and how do we eliminate it? 
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Carburetor ice forms when moisture in the air 4. When parked avoid closed-throttle idle. Set en- 

freezes because of the decrease in air temperature in the gine at 1,200 rpm. The fuel contains a scavenging agent, 
carburetor venturi. It may form at temperatures weli above but it only functions at spark plug nose core temperatures 
freezing and in clear air. It is especially prevalent where of 800 degrees F, or higher. To get this temperature you 
humidity is high. must have a m i n i  of 1,200 rpm. Also, the engine will 

When carburetor ice develops the engine may run run cooler and smoother and the alternator will have more 
rough or the rpm may drop off, but the only way to be sure output at 1,200 rpm. (Taxiing is exempt - use whatever rprn 
is to apply carburetor heat. But how much should you ap- is required.) 
ply? And for how long? 5. Use normal recommended leaning tech~iques 

You know that when you put heated air in the car- at cruise regardless of altitude, and re-lean the mixtwe with 
buretor the volumetric efficiency of the mixture will de- application of alternate air or carburetor heat. If aircraft is a 
crease and the engine will develop even less power. Too trainer, schedule cross-country operation whenever possible. 
little carburetor heat, however, will not cause the ice to melt. 6. Avoid fast, low power let down. Plan ahead. 

With an ice detector the problem of carburetor ice Descend with power. 
is eliminated. This device, manufactured by ARP Industries, 7. Avoid closed throttle lauding approaches when- 
Inc., 36 Bay Drive, East Huntington, LI, NY 11743 (516) ever possible. Use slight throttle. Carburetors and fuel in- 
427-1585), provides positive indication of carburetor icing jectors are set slightly rich at closed throttle. 
with an optical probe in the carburetor itself. 8. Keep engine operating temperature in the nor- 

The unit warns immediately and reliably by red mal range. Too many people think the lower the tempera- 
light or both red light and horn when frost first begins to tures the better. Keep cylinder-head temperatures in the 
form in the carburetor, long before enough ice has a chance normal range by use of normal power and proper leaniug 
to build up and choke off the venturi. and use oil cooler baffles to keep oil temperature up in win- 

The instant the red light comes on there is no doubt ter. 
ice is beginning to form. You will have approximately five 9. Swap top and bottom plugs every 25 to 50 hours. 
minutes to apply heat before rprn drops off. When you ap- Top plugs scavenge better than bottom plugs. 
ply just enough heat to cause the red light to go out, the 10. After flight or ground operations and before 
frost (or ice) has been melted off the probe, which inciden- shut down, go to 1,800 rpm for 15 - 20 seconds, reduce to 
tally is in the coldest part of the venturi of the carburetor. 1,200 rpm, then shut engine off immediately with mixture 
There is no doubt you have cleared the carburetor of ice, control. 
With the light off you can then return the carburetor heat to 
off. 

Quick Cure for a Stuck Mike - 
Spark Plug Fouling by Harvy Randall 

In many cases spark plug fouling from the tetra- The hand mike in my plane had been actilig up, 
ethyl lead (TEL) in aviation fuels can be reduced or elimi- but after the radio shop cleared it as o-k 1 gave it no further 
nated by proper operating techniques. thought. 

The problem of lead fouling arises when low en- Then it stuck in the transmit mode and I was TFR 
gine operating temperatures coupled with a rich mixture from ALB to BOS. Turning the # 2 radio off, I depressed 
prevent the complete vaporization of the TEL. Under these the BOTH switch on the audio panel and pressed # 2 radio. 
conditions, lead deposits can form in the combustion cbam- I could listen on # 1 and then transmit by pressing 
her and may adhere to the spark plug electrodes, causing # 1 radio, and then switch to # 2 to listen. The effect was to 
misfiring. By establishing proper engine operating tempera- use the Audio Panel as a push-to-talk switch. 
tures, the TEL can be kept properly vaporized and pass out It was easier than hying to fmd which mike or push- 
the exhaust system. to-talk was bad, and I think if you have a transmit capabil- 

For those experiencing lead fouling, the following ity it is better to keep it than to risk losing it by trying an 
operating recommendations are made: "air fix." 

I. By use of spark plug recommendation charts, be As it turned out, the problem was a short in the 
certain proper plugs are installed. Do not simply replace center jack and not the mike at all. 
the same part number as those removed because a previous 
owner or mechanic may have installed the wrong ones. Worried about TBO 

2. DO not accept an over-rich carburetor or fuel Disadvantages of Constant-Speed Prop 
injector at idle or off idle engine speeds. Have a mechanic 
adjust the mixture. Richard E. Borski expressed concern about oper- 

3. ~ f t ~ ~  a flooded start, slowly run the engine to ating his Cherokee D with a 0-360 engine in excess ofTBO. 
high power to bum off h m f u l  lead deposits - then return to With 1,820 hours on the engine TBO time was rapidly aP- 
normal power. , proaching, although his compression showed in the low to 
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mid 70s and oil consumption was only one quart per six to The happy ending is we did not need a new tank - 
eight hours. just a 50 cent piece of hose and approximately $100 worth 

Although this engine has a number of hours on it of labor to remove and replace the tank. 
t h s  does not mean it is about to fall out of the plane. TBO (Ed. note: Piper recommends replacement of these 
is merely the recommended time between overhauls deter- hoses each 1,000 hours - good advice considering the num- 
mined by the engine manufacturer. It is based on an aver- ber of reports we receive concerning leaking hoses.) 
age use of the plane. 

Actually, your engine may be in much better shape Redlining of Some 180 Models 
than some low-time engines which have not beenused regu- With Sensenich Propeuers 
larly. The worst problems develop in engines which are 
used only occasionally, but which sometimes sit for weeks Some Cherokee models are redlined at specificrpms 
or months at a time between uses. while others are not. Here is how to tell whether your plane 

Avco Lycoming bases its recommendations upon is one which is or is not. 
the assumption that the aircraft will be used at least 15 According to FAA TC Data Sheets (#2A13), all PA- 
hours each month. The 2,000 hour TBO of your engine is 28 models withLywming 0-360-A3Aengines and Sensenich 
not amandatory time for overhaul, but arecommendation. Propeller Models M 76EMM-0, M 76EMMS-O,76EMSS5- 
You may exceed this time by 10 percent if you keep an eye 0 or 76EM8-0 are affected. 
on oil consumption, continue getting good oil analyses, The pilot in these planes should avoid continuous 
adhere to proper maintenance schedules, use the correct operation between2,150 and 2,350 rpm. Also, placardsmust 
grade of fuel, and avoid prolonged low-power descents or be installed in accordance with Piper Service Letter No. 526 
high-power climbs. and Flight Manual Supplement No. 1, dated April 22, 1969. 

Use of cruise power in the range of 60 to 65 per- The restriction applies not only to Cherokee 180s, 
cent can also drastically prolong engine life. A recent ar- but to some 160s also. 
ticle in the Aviation Consumer said one operator claims to Incidentally, Piper suggests that members concerned 
get 3,500 hours between overhauls by limiting cruise to 50 about this contact their local FAA General Aviation District 
percent. I do not recommend canying tlings this far, but it Office (GADO) and examine a copy of the TC data sheets. 
sure gets the point across. They present a wealth of information about these airplanes. 

Regarding conversion to a constant-speed propel- The 2Al3 Data Sheets are 43 pages long and are 
ler, I would not recommend this unless the added versati]. revised from time to time. If you use them for information 
ity and performance would mean enough to justify the cost, be sure you have the latest revision. 
increased maintenance and possible decrease in value of 
the plane. Inexpensive Upholstery Fix 

The decrease in value would come about because BY Randall 
most people considering a Cherokee are looking for a simple 
plane and would not be trained in the operation of a con- When N467FL needed some upholstery work, the 
stant-speed propeller. quotes for new seat covers were out of sight. However, we 

were able to refurbish all four seats, backrests and all for 
Gas Tube Problem less than thirty five bucks. 
By Olden Moore For the backs, we took four high neck T-shirts, the 

double knit kind (men's medium size), turned them inside 
Recently, after fueling and taking off from out, sewed up the arm holes and neck, cut off the extrama- 

Williamsburg, VA, at around 400 feet the smell of gas was terial from the arms, turned them right side out, and BINGO! 
so strong it was necessary to open the small vent window Four backs which slip snugly over the seats. We used safety 
and all air vents. The odor dissipated rapidly. pins to join the bottoms to prevent "riding up." 

However, on entering downwind to m w a y  2 of 
Patrick Henry Airport, the smell again was strong of gaso- , -. Lr 4 5  \ L ~ ~ I V L : . {  

line. r I 

We immediately proceeded to the general avia- 
tion service area and, upon removal of the rear seats, found 
wemess from raw gas. It was decided that apin hole was in 

--=-J ('7 
the right tank. \, .'- 

However, upon removing the tank from the wing 
we found the gas overflow tube was connected to a 3-112 1 
inch small rubber chaffing tube. This tube had split and in' i 
a left hand turn the gas would run outboard and in a right 
band turn the gas would run back down the root of the wing 
into the back seat. 

6 
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For the seats we purchased foam-backed nylon The problem is water w i t h  the wing. This is veri- 

stretch (bucket) seat toppers at $2.98 each from the J. C. fied by members who have had gasoline run down the wing 
Wbitney automotive catalog. They fit tightly over the front and into the cabin. Fluids in the wing collect and run down 
seats: the hack seats took a little work to At in neatly. The the spars, front main and rear. The problem is especially 
toppers came in a variety of colors, as follows: blue, green, bad at the main spar. 
brown, red and black. I believe the main source is the gas tank area, and 

If you tly this, I suggest you order the seat toppers here is a plan of attack. First, remove the old wing root 
first, if you want to coordinate colors. seals. This permits some access to all three spars. Taking a 

So long as the seats are still in some reasonable small brush, seal the spars to the sides of the fuselage skin 
shape the covers will hide a multitude of sins, including with either product A or B. Keep in mind that water is run- 
rips in the seams, stains, etc., and will be "form f ined  by ning down the bottom flange of the main spar. This step 
the end of three or four hours of flying. may also be done from inside by removing upholstery pan- 

els, but is better done from outside. 
Cures for a Leaky Cherokee Next, replace the wing root seal using contact ce- 
By William E. Howard ment and masking tape to form a tight grip all the way 

around. 
I would like to pass along all my lindings on leaky If the rubber wing root seal wants to grip the fuse- 

Cherokees. First of all, the supplies needed are as follows: lage and wing skins tightly by itself, then just a little glass 
A. AGE Auto Seal, white, black or clear. seal under both sides of the seal all the way around (top and 
B. GE Glass Seal. bottom) will do the trick without the need to use the messy 
C. Vaseline contact cement. 
D. Rubber Wing Root Seal, new, Piper Next is the big chore, hut it is most certainly in- 
E. Masking or vinyl tape. portant: sealing the gas tank. Remove the tank and inspect 
F. Contact cement. the rubber vent hose. Next, glue leatherene circular patches 
Attacking the windshield is most proper, of course, over the holes in the inboard rib. Here, water can drip verti- 

but it is not the answer to wet floors. The metal strip must cally and get on the inboard side ofthis rib and then, due to 
be removed and the Plexiglass should then be removed com- the angles of dihedral and incidence, work its way to the 
pletely. Then, remove all rubber channels, etc., and replace main spar bottom flange. 
them with copious amounts of product "A" (above) which Next, use silicone rubber to seal off all gaps be- 
will, of course, cure in place forming not only a cushion for tween the inboard rib and the main spar where water, once 
the glass, but also a perfect seal. Any excess that squeezes past the tank, can fiud an opening. 
should be wiped off and cleaned completely with gasoline. It is possible that all of this tank work can be 

The same treatment may be given to the side win- avoided by using glass seal around the edges of the tank. 1 
dows, which, while you are at it, can also be replaced with went the full route because I wanted to replace the rusty 
heavier panes. The door windows may a c ~ d l y  be drilled tank screws with stainless. 
with a series of holes through which the bucked end of the The final step is a very minor one and that is to 
rivets will fit. seal off the stall warning sender. Use Vaseline against the 

This trick permits the new glass to fit flush with wing skin with silicone formed in place against the remov- 
the aluminum skin. able stall warn switch. Again, install and tighten the four 

If you desire not to remove any windows, then prod- screws and wipe the excess to make a neat job. 
uct "B" is better as it is less viscous and will seep in better. I realize that all this is a rather lengthy process, but 

The vent window may leak and also create wind it will work. Depending on what angle the ship sits, I sup- 
noise. If it cannot be tightened, I suggest forming a gasket pose the water could also enter the tail cone. If tail cone 
from product "A" with help from product "C". water is the problem it will he harder to stop, but it can be 

I am speaking only of the metal framed window. controlled or dammed by sealing the bulkheads to the bot- 
Coat the metal with the Vaseline and then use the silicone tom skin by using glass seal and by using Auto Seal at 
rubber or the old rubber gasket. Then close the window, larger openings where stringers go through tbe bulkheads. 
remove the excess rubber, and do not touch for two or three 
days. Solved Problem of Slow-Tbrning Starter 

The window will now seal perfectly. The same trick By John A. Shindledecker 
may be used on the entire door with the Vaseline being ap- 
plied to the fuselage and the silicone to the old rubber gas- A few years ago I traded my Tri-Pacer on a 1962 
ket. Forming in place is very helpful if the door does not fit Cherokee 160 wlnch always gave me starting problems. I 
perfectly to start with. had mechanics look at the starter two times, overhauling it 

Now to the real problem-wet floors and carpets. both times with no added satisfaction. 
This is not due to windows and probably not even due to Then I took the plane to a different shop to get a 
wing root seals (although they should be a good fit.) iop overhaul and told the mechanic about my difficulty. He 
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called later to say the starter was in bad shape and of the 
wrong type. 1 authorized him to get a rebuilt one. Arrow Power Settings 

He suggested I get one that had the "gear driven" BY William M. FOI~Y 
drive instead of the straight drive I had been using. That 
ended my trouble right there. I flew it two more years with The Arrow handbook shows power settings for sev- 
not one failure. era1 different rpms and consequently one has little guidance 

Another solution might be to have a starter shop from the book as to which setting is best from a fuel con- 
rewind it to change the voltage from 12 to 10 volts. sumption point of view. 

Although the Avco operator's manual for that en- 
Comments on Alternator, Slow Starter gine is specific about the best rpm, if you examine the fuel 
By Peter Rejto consumption charts (copy enclosed) for the Arrow engine, 

you will find that for each rated power setting rpm does have 
Perhaps I should start out saying that 1 own a 74 a noticeable effect on fuel consumption. Reducing the rprn 

Wamor and I have lived with it for the past 2-112 years at a fixed power setting reduces fuel consumption. Conse- 
(600 hours.) Shortly after purchasing this plane I started quently, one should m a t  the lowest rpm/manifold pressure 
having serious alternator problems and, in fact, went through combination tabulated in the Cherokee Arrow owner's 
three alternators in the first year! In all these alternators manual, Section IV, which will provide the desired power 
(airborne "Chrysler") a diode would blow. setting. 

Finally, Apollo Aviation in Santa Barbara was able At 7,000 feet, this would be 2,250 rpm for 55 per- 
to isolate the problem and I must give them full credit since cent power. At 10,000 feet, it would also be 2,250 rprn and 
I had the plane at many other shops to no avail. at 15,000 feet it would he 2,450 rpm. The minimum rpm 

The only symptom that I would notice prior to the which can be used is established by the red line on the pro- 
failure would be that strange ammeter "dance." Replacing peller/engine combination installed in your airplane. On my 
the voltage regulator, battery, and alternator never made 1968 model 180 hp airplane, this is 2,250 rpm. Hence, I 
much difference. Finally it was discovered that the over- never use settings below that setting. 
voltage relay was defective, and since that day the charg- With respect to setting power levels, the Arrow is a 
ing system has worked perfectly. somewhat surprising aircraft. By using the fuel consump- 

It seems that the sudden breaking of the field volt- tion in the engine manual and the airspeed data from the 
age, especially when the alternator has a heavy load, can airplane manual, I have worked out miles per gallon for sev- 
cause the diodes to blow. era1 altitude power settings and wind conditions. In contrast 

to many aircraft, my calculations indicate that the Arrow 
Also, just to be kind to the alternator, it was sug- achieves best fuel economy at 65 percent power setting for 

gested that during start up I use the split master switch with all altitudes under zero wind conditions. This assumes that a 
the alternator field side off. This gives slightly more volt- best power condition is used. For example, at 6,000 feet, it 
age to use for cranking, and spares the field circuit and achieves 15.1 1 miles per gallon for a 55 percent power set- 
relay from the voltage fluctuations during the start. ting 15.2 miles per gallon for 65 percent power, and 14.59 

One other thought: never shut down the master miles per gallon at a 75 percent power setting. 
switch when there is a heavy draw on the alternator unless The situation changes slightly if one uses the best 
there is an emergency as this is just an invitation to a N- economy mixture setting. With the mixture leaned to that 
ined alternator. condition, 55 percent power settings give slightly better fuel 

Regarding starting problems ofthe engine just not economy than 65 percent power settings. 
turning over, I also replaced the battery and staner with no The influence of wind is also interesting. With a 20 
serious improvement. Finally, in desperation, I went through mph tail wind, power settings of 55 percent or less lead to 
the entire starting circuit with some steel wool and line best performance when best power consumption is used. With 
sand paper, starting at the battery box and working for- head winds of 20 mph, a 65 percent power setting still leads 
ward. The results were amazing. The ground strap on the to best fuel consumption. 
engine and the relay that it connects to on the firewall made You may find it instructive to work out these de- 
the most difference. tails from the handbook for yourself since it is very helphl 

Unfortunately, the results did not last very long in the understanding of how to obtain best performance. 
before I had to reoeat the orocess. When the temnerature 
turns a little colder I delinitely plan to change to the new 
Shell multi-weight oil, since I am sure that this will also Close Call With Nose Gear 

By George Hann 
improve the start as well as give other benefits. One other 
related thought: I am having good luck using non-resistor 
plugs; the engine fires faster and I have had no problem at 

I could share some experience with the nose wheel 
axle that might be of some interest and may even save some 

all with radio interference. lives. There is a Murphy's Law problem with the front axle 
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that allowed me to unscrew the nuts to the axle by hand. vinyl coated covers because the plasticizers in the vinyl can 

The front axle holds a tube in place that acts as a be injurious to Plexiglass, causing cloudiness and crazing. 
bearing support shaft. The axle bolt is about one-half inch Over the past thirty years, I have owned arag-wing 
in diameter. It is held in place with two castle plastic nuts. Luscombe, a Cessna 170-B and an Ercoupe, all of which 
If these nuts are tightened evenly, then the plastic castle nut were tied down outside. Protected by a windshield cover 
keeps them from vibrating loose. and engine cover and an annual Simonize job on the upper 

1 -  surfaces, these three planes showed no abnormal rust or cor- 
rosion. 

!.PI - i. However, if you tie down near the ocean, you should 
give your plane a fairly frequent thorough bath with a hose 
to dissolve any accumulation of salt, just as boat owners do, 
to protect their boats. Salt is deliquescent, absorbing mois- 
ture from the atmosphere. Moisture has to be present before 
the salt can do its dirty work. 

Suggestions on Seat Belts, Autopilot Repair 
However, if one nut is tight and the other is just By Roy Irwin 

started, then the plastic in the castle nut does not come into 
play. Thus, the front axle is held in place withanut which is After searching high and low at Oshkosh this year, 
just hand tight. I finally ordered new metal-to-metal seat belts from Airtex. 

Now, if this does not make any pilot pucker, he is They offer one of the only belts long enough for Cherokee 
braver than I am. front seats - long enough to belt in the control wheel. 

I have adapted a "quickie" Hooker Harness @or- 
Corrosion Problem in Dirt-Floored Hangars table) into a semipermanent and pretty acceptable arrange- 
By A. T. Stretch, Airtex Products ment by running extension belts over the top of the back 

seat and down to the rear seat belt anchors. 
In a previous issue it was stated that a hangar af- You cannot use the shoulder belts with passengers 

forded the greatest protection from moisture. This is true in in the rear seats, but othenvise it appears to work well and it 
a heated hangar, or one with a cement floor. However, han- does not have the spine compression problem of other Chero- 
gars with dirt floors can be worse than tying downoutdoors! kee arrangements which attach below the shoulder level. 

Dirt-floored hangars, unless well ventilated, can I would appreciate hearing from any member who 
accumulate moisture absorbed from the earth when the sun has found a good way to permanently attach a dual strap 
wanus up the hangar. Barometric changes pump the w m ,  shoulder to the roof of an older model Cherokee. As my 
moist air into the fuselage, wings and other enclosures. When family grows I will need a more permanent arrangement. 
the pressure drops, the air comes out, but leaves the mois- Bill Koch, of Br'aden Flying Service, in Easton 
ture inside. When the temperature drops, the moisture con- Pennsylvania, did an excellent job of fixing my old original 
denses on the cool metal and acts as a catalyst for salt and 1962 Piper Auto Flite auto pilot. Not many people are fa- 
other contaminates and corrosion follows. miliar with these units anymore. 

In my work of making patterns for Airtex Aircraft 
upholstely, I have gone into many dirt-floored hangars to Winterizing Doors and Windows 
work on customers' aircraft and have noticed in many cases By Richard Rickon 
that the entire aircraft was wet from condensation, due to 
temperature drop during the night. One of the more frustrating challenges I have ex- 

The only preventative to this moisture accumula- perienced with my Cherokee is water leakage through the 
tion is adequate ventilation! If you encounter such a condi- doors and windows. Over the years I have tried several over- 
tion, there are two ways to ventilate the plane; one is to fly the-counter weather sealers but always come back to clear 
the plane at least once a week or to heave the hangar doors silicon rubber. But there is a trick to it. Leaky windows are 
open. In the latter case, the hangar can at least provide pro- usually a result of the window separating from the origiual 
tection from sun and wind. If vandalism or thieves are a sealant and thus becoming loose in its frame. Silicon rub- 
problem, cut windows through the walls of the hangar and ber is difficult, at best, to run in an even, good-looking bead, 
cover them with heavy wire screen. If you hangar near the so here is how I do it. 
ocean, a closed hangar should be black-topped to keep the First take a 314 inch wide roll of masking tape and 
moisture down. run it along the aluminum skin next to the Plexiglas, leav- 

Cherokee doors and windows have a tendency to- ing about a 1116 inch of skin showing. Next, run another 
ward leaking, so if you tie down outdoors, you should use a strip of tape on the glass about 114 inch from the skin. This 
canopy cover, made of cotton water and mildew treated fab- leaves about 511 6 inch between the tapes. Do this all around 

as is offered by Airtex Products, Inc. Do not use the windows, top, bottom and sides. 
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Now, apply a liberal amount of silicone rubber cessive damage or costly repairs. These incipient failures 

about two-feet long. With one hand push in on the window cause an ablionnal high wear content in the oil. Typical fail- 
at the edge to open up any gaps and with a finger on your ures that can often be detected are crankshaft scoring, cylin- 
other hand force the silicone rubber into the gap. When der scoring, rod bearings, pistons, rings, valve guides, and 
you release the pressure on the window the gap will ex- external contamiliation if the form of sand or dirt. 
hude the excess silicone and you can make a neat bead Analysis requires that a sample be taken about 25 
between the two piecesoftape. Continue this processaround to 50 hours after an oil change. Thts sample provides a base 
the window and remove the tape before the silicone sets and from then on wear metal levels will be compared to this 

UP. base. Samples taken on a routine basis are analyzed and any 
The window should be clean and dry with all loose increases in one or more metals noted. 

sealant removed before you start. Permanent analysis sheets are furnished for each 
This method has been 95 percent successful, al- engine with results and comments concerning status of the 

though not a permanent solution. I have been getting about engine. In the event a dangerous problem is discovered and 
two to three years protection with minor resealing. it appears dangerous to fly the aircraft, the owner is notified 

As for the doors, my success rate is not that good. by the lab by telephone immediately. 
I have found when I replace the rubber 114 inch round seal The secret of low-cost, high time engines is to make 
that if I install it as far to the outside edge of the door as is minor repairs whet1 indicated by oil analysis before ugly 
practical, my success rate is higher. sounds tell you the engine is in need of expensive repair. 

If your rubber seal is in good shape but still leaks. 
I have found that by lining the door opening where neces- Quick Drain Plugs Can Be Hazardous 
sary with Macklanberg-Duncan (M-D) Self-Adhesive Foam BY Glenn 0 .  S t raw 
Tape I can eliminate most of my water problems. Be sure 
to use the closed-cell type foam which is light gray in color. On January 3, 1981, I had my oil and filter changed 
This is moderately compressible and you may find you can by our airport mechanic. After he changed my oil and put 
not close the door You niay have to adjust the door latches the cover back on, I did a test flight around the patch. Dur- 
a bit, but remember, this foam will set after a couple of ing my first approach on base leg, I observed only my two 
days and you may have to readjust the doors again. green lights on my mains were on--no green light on my 

nose gear. I did a missed approach and climbed out. 
Oil Analysis Helps Prolong Engine Life I climbed to4,500 and nosed her down at two "G"s. 

Still no gear down light. I had both tanks full of fuel (48 
Your engine is a machine trying to tear itselfapart. gallons) so I had time to try other things. 
Thousands of times each minute many parts, some The airport was going to send up one of their own 

of them iron or steel, are subjected to acceleration and de- aircraft to see what was holding my nose wheel from ex- 
celeration with dizzying changes of direction. Surfaces rub tending. Three of their planes would not start. I stayed up 
and strike each other, while hot gasses cook the pistons and for more than one hour using left rudder then right rudder, 
valves. nose up, then nose down. No luck! 

Oil, and little more, saves this monster kom tear- As I started another downwind approach to the field 
ing itself apart. Oil, a lubricant, a cooler, a cleaner and a using left, right, and banks, the nose gear extended (plus 
cushion between metal parts. Under ideal conditions every stall red light came on). 1 had three green lights at last. Thank 
moving part is covered with an oil film. In actual practice, God! 
however, there is metal-to-metal contact and there is wear. An investigation revealed that the mechanic had 

Another source of wear is abrasives carried in the installed a quick oil-drain plug and my nose gear would not 
oil. Airborne dirt or solid products of combustion are ex- clear the new drain plug. 
anples. We called our local FAA and they informed us there 

There are essentially two types of reciprocating had been several recent reports of this happening to others-. 
oils available, straight mineral and ashless dispersant. some have not been so lucky. 
Straight mineral oils leave deposits while ashless dispers- 
ant oils have an anti-sludge additive which will not leave Cowl Pad Replacement; Fuselage in Basement 
deposits in combustioil chanibers. Impurities will be held By Joe Ryann 
in suspension and will leave the engine at oil change. 

Analysis of used engine oil is becoming a day-to- In regard to a letter from A.T. Stretch of Airtex to 
day preventative maintenance tool. Developed by the rail- you advising they do not supply a cowl pad for Cherokees, 
roads, picked up by the military, today it is one of the linest in December, 1980, I ordered and received a cowl pad for a 
maintenance and troubleshooting tools available for oil- PA-28-140 from Ahtex, but it did not fit. However, I made a 
wetted mechanical systems. template, cut one out of some excess Airtex carpet that was 

Oil analysis. will indicate unusual wear patterns available. That turned out to be a nice job. 
and often detect beginning failures before they cause ex- Some advice follows. Do not remove the old cover 
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if practical. Have a friend hold a dog-leg Phillips screw- planes and find that basically they are very similara~d should 
driver on vent opening screws while you get under with a 31 fit without too much trouble. 
8 inch nut driver. (Sometimes there are hvo nuts on a screw). Of course, the doors for the PA-28 series will not 

The hick of inserting the new cowl pad far enough fit the PA-32. On the PA-28 series, there is a slight differ- 
to fully cover the cowl is to remove some of the foam rub- ence inthe upper latclimechanism on the PA-28-140's, 150's 
ber backing about 314 inch around the perimeter and up to and 160's which would require modification if swapping 
three inches per side of the instrument panel. Do not forget between these series was contemplated. This, however, 
to cut the defrost hole openings and trim nap. Then, usi11g should not be a problem with your Six which uses a door 
the rounded end of a hacksaw blade under the pad and a different from the PA-28, but common to all PA-32's. 
friend on the outside to guide, you position it very well. There are numerous doors available, as listed in 
Next, take an awl of ice pick and push up through the screw the parts catalog, but the differences seem to pertain merely 
holes and pad for the vent cover screws, have someone put to him options. The doors themselves appear identical. 
a screw on the tip of an ice pick and push back through the I suggest you check the following to see whether 
hole. Be thankful there are only four (4). the door you intend to install is, in fact, identical to the one 

I have a 1968 140 that uses up 65% of my spare being replaced: hinge locations on the door assembly and 
time. But as a hobby, I have found nothing more enjoyable latch design. If these are the same the door should fit with- 
or expensive. out any trouble. 

This may sound extravagant, but it has been a time 
and money saver for me. I bought a wrecked PA-28-140 Real Problems With Lycoming Engines 
fuselage for a reasonable price and put it in the basement. By Phillip C. Griffin 
Aside from the obvious nuts, bolts, spare parts, the entire 
cabin and instrument panel is open and accessible for fit- I had a serious problem with my 1975 Cherokee 
ting, measuring and planning. No more hips to the airport Archer which I am wondering if other people have also had. 
just to look at something for a minute. If any member is I bought the aircraft new in January of 1975 with a 
interested in obtaining a fuselage in this area, I will be glad total time of some forty odd hours on it. Except for an occa- 
to help. sional mechanic, nobody flew it subsequently except me. 

At 1,245 hours I experienced partial power failure 
Kansas Member Has Storage Tip 300 feet above the ground on takeoff at Palo Alto. I man- 
By Dan Caliendro aged to herd the machine back around the pattern and land 

it safely. Inspection revealed that an exhaust valve had bro- 
A tip I have found very useful and not seen used ken and left me on three cylinders. The broken piece had 

by anyone else: I hung wire brackets as used for "in and gone out the stack and I did not crash. I had the valve re- 
out" material in offices under the front seats of my Chero- placed and continued on my way. 
keel80. Twenty hours later, at 1,265 hours total time, air- 

When 1 got my Cherokee 6 1 built a couple of frame and engine, 300 feet above the ground on takeoff at 
shelves out of simple paneling and glued a 112 by ID-inch Pineville, Oregon, the same thing occurred again with an- 
border around the sides and back. I hung these with wire other exhaust valve. Again the broken piece went out the 
and sloped them slightly to the rear. stack and I was able to retum and land on three cylinders. 

Each of the above methods worked beautifully as At this juncture I decided I had played enough 
aplace to keep my AOPA airport directory, AIM, log books Russian Roulette for awhile, decided to replace all the ex- 
and a road atlas put out by a motel chain (free) which just haust valves, and finally endedup with atop overhaul. Sub- 
happens to indicate where I can expect a motel and what sequently, I sold the airplane. 
rate to expect. The mechanics who administered the top overhaul 

I actually prefer the shelves I built for the Six as I could find no evidence of bumed valves, bad leaning prac- 
have two shelves under each seat and it is easier to reach tices, or other worn parts which would cause the valves to 
down and remove the article from the shelf that it was to lift fail. His conclusion was that the valves themselves were 
it over the edge of the basket. The fact that the total con- faulty. 
struction cost was zero as opposed to the $5 spent on bas- 
kets is probably insignificant to most of our readers. Praise for Service Bulletins 

(Everybody knows that pilots are rich!!!) By Charles W. Fowler 

Wants to Swap Doors THANKS for the "Discrepancy bulletins!!!" You 
saved two butts literally. After greasing through an annual 

Raymond L. Shreve, of Key West, Florida, asked inspection (by an ex-Piper mechanic) I noticed all your re- 
whether alate model Cherokee door would fit a 1974 model ports of nose gear problems in the PA 28's and 32's. I de- 
PA-32. The answer: cided to jack mine up and check for myself. 

I have checked the assembly drawings of these No cracks, but the downlock fork bushings were 
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shot that a hard landing could easily have broken some- quite satisfactory. 
thing. Based on this a friend checked his and found the 4. Engine oil leaks at crankcase center and acces- 
same. Thanks. sory case flanges: clean area at feast 114 inch side of joint. 

of all paint, etc. Do a thorough job of cleaning using solvent 
Knows What to do With Old Tennis Balls and air, if available. Run bead of silicone rubber adhesive 
By Peter B. H111 sealant along seam. I use MOPARiM026070, available from 

Ckrysler products dealers. 
About all this activity on pitot covers--If the lady 5. My wife, Jan, and I have made two trips to the 

in Palm Springs plays (or knows someone who plays) ten- Bahamas, and of the places we've visited or stayed over- 
nis, ask for three old tennis balls. night at, we like Pittstown Point Landings on Crooked Is- 

After a small slit with knife or razor blade, one land, the best. (Brochure, including rates, enclosed.) 
will fit perfectly over the pitot sword. The other two, after There are twelve rooms, each having one double 
the puncture of a small hole, will fit snugly over the fuel and one single bed. Tom and Shelly McKay, who do an ex- 
tank vent overflow pipes,prevent insect blockage, and sub- cellent job m i n g  it, would like to have a group of Chero- 
sequent fuel starvation (which has been the sad fate of sev- kee pilots get together there. There are many things we like 
eral Cherokees over the years). To be sure these items are about it and most outstanding are: no telephones or televi- 
removed during preflight (they are fairly obvious when you sions, electricity 24 hours aday and walk from your plane to 
drain fuel), it might be desirable to sew a bright streamer your room. 
on each ball. We rent vests and a life raft at Red Aircraft, Ft. 

Pierce, Florida. Fly to Rock Sound and clear customs and 
Numerous Tips From New York Member refuel. Continue on to Pittstown Point Landings, and retum 
by Francis Coleman to Rock Sound for customs and fuel, then back to Fort Pierce. 

Don't think you can .make it??? There is a"midd1e 
I have been procrastinating in sending the follow- aged boy" from Lancaster, PA, that flies his Tri-Pacer down 

ing for you and other member's perusal. and back--he is 78. 
1. The problem I had with Alcor Ekonomix EGT The last item for this letter: retractable gear owners 

was that it kept lowering its maximum readout. This oc- - check the rear side of brake hoses for chaffing wheu the 
cmed over several months until on my way home in March gear goes up or down. TO correct the situation, loosen the 
from the Bahamas and of course Your sunny (but coof) upper clamp and push the excess hose up into the gear well 
Florida, the needle wouldn't move up at all. The probe and tighten the clamp. 
looked OK, and upon heating the same it did produce cur- 
rent. The gage had continuity (Check with a 10,000 ohm Ataska Member Knows Cold Weather Flying 
meter setting, as it is quite sensitive). By Al Nowland 

A call to customer service at Alcor solved the proh- 
lem. The gentleman there, after I described all the symp- 1 sent you a picture of my plane, N7061W, some- 
toms, said to move the potentiometer adjusting screw be- time back and you asked me to write down some of the win- 
hind the plastic plug in the back of the gage. I moved it ter flying problems we have up here in Alaska. Here goes. 
back and forth a couple of times to make better contact Some days the biggest problem is getting the pilot 
and, IT WORKED! started and out to his plane. 

This gage had been in service since 1969 and a I have wing covers, cabin cover and engine cover 
small amount of corrosion had built up on the contact point, (insulated). I used an 850 watt inside car heater under the 
insulating it enough to reduce the readout on the meter. engine inside the cowling and one in the cabin. If it is 0 to 

Prior to calling Alcor, two local A&P's couldn't 20 degrees, I will put beat on for about 2-4 hours and then it 
come up with an answer, so if anyone ever has a problem, I will usually start. Zero to -30 degrees I will heat it about 8- 
suggest calling Alcor first. It could save a lot of time and 24 hours. Below -30 degrees I just do not goflying unless it 
money. is an EMERGENCY. 

2. My accidentally discovered economy--Can't fly With no skis, 1 have to watch airport NOTAMS to 
with controls locked--control lock. Upon exiting my 1969 make sure the airport I am going to is plowed. I hope to 
Arrow, I pushed the right front seat, with the back tilted some day have skis for my bird, but have to talk my better 
ahead, forward so that the back wedges into the control half flying partner into the fact I really need them. HA! HA! 
wheel. A little practice as to the proper tilt of seat back and You have to check your engine crankcase breather 
it should be OK for most Cherokees that do not have head- tube to make sure it is not frozen shut. If it should freeze up 
rests. you can blow your crank shaft seal. 

3. Seat covers: 198 1 Sears Spring and Summer What is fun is to watch an Alaskan pilot waddle out 
catalog, page 614, Shows 314 inch pile lamb's wool poly- to his bird with all his winter clothes on and then watch him 
ester cotton backing at $79.99 per pair. I ordered type 4 for stuff himself into his airplane to go flying. When you go 
front seats, and after eight months use so far they seem flying up here in the winter, you do not cany a lot of bag- 
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gage, as your winter emergency gear takes up most of your flat part. As I understand it, that is not supposed to happen 
baggage area. to valves until they get a thousand or so hours on them. 

The closest to a consensus that 1 got from inspect- 
Curtains For Your Plane? ing mechanics as to the cause was that whoever did the top 
By William G. McKelvey overhaul put the valve guides in wrong. This caused the 

valves to break. In addition, it is possible that old valves 
As you know my plane is a 1970 235. 1 saw the were installed. 

curtains in anew Warrior which I really liked. The windows I don't know if there was somethmg in the way I 
in the new Wanior are the same body style as mine. operated the engine that caused this. Both failures occurred 

The way to handle the curtain situation is: go to in summer. Both failures occurredeither after or during long, 
the FBO and order the rods and the brackets to fit a new low-powered, 60 percent, leaned cross countries. While 
model Wanior. Then someone can make the curtains. opinions vary, most people agree that short of runnitig when 

If you do not know anyone who cat1 make the cur- there is obvious detonation, it is very hard to hwt the en- 
tains, you can call Pem Aire, Inc., in Martinsburg, Pennsyl- gine by using bad operating procedure. 
vania, at the Altoona airport at (814) 793-2164, and ask for I concluded that the top overhaul was done in an- 
Dan Claycomb. He can have the curtaitis made by a lady ticipation of sale a i d  was done with inferior parts and pos- 
who is a friend of his. sibly by inferior mechanics. Since I was the third owner 

I am sure they can be shipped to you C.O.D. Dan since the top and four years had passed, 1 concluded that I 
canalso order the brackets for you since he is aPiper Dealer. had no recourse against anybody and wrote the whole thing 

Having been through the factory at Vero Beach OK. 
twice previously, I highly recommend the trip to any Chero- The only real similarity to Philips' case is that the 
kee owner. He will definitely enjoy it. top was done about the same time his plane was manufac- 

tured so the same batch of valves or guides may have been 
Lycoming Problem After Top Overhaul used. 
By Kenneth A. Nelsol~ The lesson, if there is one, is to suspect work that 

is done before a sale, especially if a lot of time has passed 
I just finished reading a letter from Philip Griffin since the work and plane has not been flown much. 

that you published in your June edition describing how Philip 
lost two exhaust valves while flying his Archer. The High Speed Whumps 

I had a similar experience flying a 1963 Cherokee By Cliuck George 
180. While the situation seems at first similar, I believe the 
similarity to be superficial because my plane was much older I noticed an article iti Tlie Cherokee some titne 
and, on the average, flown less frequently. However, on the hack about "High Speed Whumps". My Cherokee devel- 
chance that there is something common and relevant, I a n  oped"Rough Speed Whumps" about five years ago a ~ d  when 
writing and describing my experiences with 7263W--a PA- it whumped I could also smell raw gasoline fumes. 
28-180 built in 1963. After checking all fuel lilies and fmding them o-k, 

Theplanehad three ownersandalmost 1,100 hours I removed the left wing taak and found that the rear bulk- 
on the original engine when a top overhaul was done in head had been "oil canning" and also had a "T" shaped 
1976. The log said 112 inch valves were installed, itlcreas- crack three inches across the top and 1-112 inches down. I 
ing the TBO to 2,000 hours. The plane was the11 sold to a repaired this with a large fiberglass and epoxy patch and a 
man who used it to get his license. He kept it two years and 16 gauge one-inch angle (aluminum), running vertically at 
flew it about 50 hours. He then sold it to me. the center of the bulkhead and contacting the upper and 

I flew it about 80 hours when I blew the exhaust lower surface of the wing to eliminate the "oil canning". 
valve on number two cylinder. I had to replace the entire My advice about "whumps" is to trace them down as they 
cylinder. The next year, about 120 hours later, 1 blew the could tnean trouble. 
exhaust valve on number four cylinder. The valve was in- I havea 1964PA-28-140,N6088W, with 2200hours 
tact when number two blew. It broke off and went through that I have owned and flown for eight years and 800 hours 
the piston. The number four valve broke up atld welit out with no down time. The Alpha 200 Genave was in the plane 
the exhaust. when I acquired it and no problems. 

I then pulled off the other two cylinders a i d  found I believe Genave avionics are o-k. The GAlOOO 
marks where free metal was floating around in the cylinder. has a11 iincandescent display and the display will last longer 
I resolved not to fly the plane again without a major over- if dimmed whenever possible. 
haul, and as that was not economically sound, I sold the 
plane. Reports On Super Tips 

The two remaining exhaust valves were not bunit, By Clifton M. Buell 
but they were "tuliped, that is, the valve stetn was stretched 
so as to be narrower where the stem comiects to the tulip or I had my PA-28-180 only two months before in- 
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stalling the SuperTips. Therefore, my experiences are some- Starters may be removed and high torque coils in- 
what limited in comparing the way the bird flies now with stalled to add that little extra to keep them flying. Many 
the way it used to fly before the installation. mechanics overlook the primer nozzles at inspections and 

I have made the followi~~g observations: I saw no checking the point gap on the magnetos. As an aircraft owner 
increase in cruise speed. In fact, I may have dropped one or be willing to ask your mechanic about these detals. 
two miles per hour. It still stalls at power off or power on, Aircraft Inspections, Inc. 
at exactly the same indicated air speed. Lebanon, Or 97355 

I do see much better climb rates from sea level up 
to near my service ceiling. I do see shorter take off rolls Lycoming Airworthiness Directive 
and I thhk it is a much more stable flying airplane, par- 
ticularly at approach air speeds. 81-1 8-04 AVCO LYCOMING: Amendment 39- 

Aileron response seems to be much crispier and it 4199. Applies to all 0-235,O-290,O-320,O-360,IO-360, AIO- 
may be alittle more stable in turbulence. I hope this infor- 360, and 10-540 engines. 
mation will help. 

Compliance required as indicated unless already 
Happy With Owner-Assist Annual accomplished. 
By Lou Cleary 

To prevent failure of the engine oil pump, accom- 
As you may recall, I became a member after call- plish the following ... 

ing you about an annual inspection costing an outrageous (b) Compliance is required within the next 25 hours 
$1,600.00+ in 1980. You agreed the price seemed high, but in service after the effective date of this Ad for all Lycoming 
that it may have been possible. Since then, the company models 0-360-AILD SiNs L-17555-36A thruL-22462-36A, 
has closed and left town. (Good Riddance). 0-360-AlF6D Sms L-L-185-36A thruL-22582-36A, 0.360- 

1981 was a completely different situation. Dela- A5AD S m s  L-17057-36A thru L-20038-36A, 10-360- 
ware Airpark, listed in the AOPA Airport Directory as Do- AIB6D SiNsL-9598-51A thruL-16595-51A,L-17273-51A, 
ver-Cheswold (302) 674-2666, is located between Dover L-17312-51A thru L-17319-SlA, L-17321-SIA, L-17336- 
and Smyma, Delaware. There is a superb mechanic (A&P 51A thru L-17340-51A, L-17347.51 A thru L-1735 1-5 IA, 
and IA) who will let you help with the annual inspections L-17355-51A, L-17358-SlA, L-17377-51A thru L-17380- 
cutting the cost almost in half The only stipulation is that 5 lA, 10-360-CC 1E6D, S N s  L-14527-51A, TO-360-ClA6D, 
advance notice be given as he is kept quite busy, as you can SiNs L-101-69A thru L-243-69A; any of the above model 
see why. engines overhauled in the field between April 7, 1970 and 

In contrast to last years annual, this one was under October 15, 1976; all the above re-manufactured model en- 
$300.00, including new parts that needed replacement and gines shipped prior to April 1 ,  1981. 
labor. 

Also, our starter gave usaproblem and he allowed (I) Replace the existing drive and driven impellers 
us to remove and inspect the same, tinding the problem with a steel driving impeller, PiN 60746, and an aluminum 
(two loose screws). The prop had to be removed which re- shaft assembly, PIN LW-13775 in accordance with Avco 
quired him to safety wire the reinstallation. The bill, in- Lycoming Service Bulletin No. 455 dated April 10, 1981, or 
cluding a case of oil at $40.00, was just over $400.00. Now later approved revision. 
I call that reasonable. (c) For all other models in the subject applicability 

paragraph, comply with paragraph @),(I) at the next over- 
haul or whenever the accessory section is removed, but not 

Mechanic Has Some Information later than 2,000 hours since new or last overhaul. An entry 
must be made in the engine logbook that compliance with 

By December, 1981, many aircraft owners will be this AD was accomplished. 
required to change their seat belt buckles to the metal-to- This AD is effective September 14. 1981. 
metal latching type. At present I have FAA and TSO ap- 
proved seat belt buckles, seat belt and webbing assemblies, 
and shoulder harness assemblies. Enclosed are the installa- Piper Service Bulletin - Fuel Line Chafing 
tion instructions which are enclosed with the buckles and 
may be obtained by writing to me. Models affected: PA-28-140, 151, 160, 151, 161, 

I have noticed that some Cherokee owners are 180, 181,236,280R, 200R, 201R, 201RT. 
having starter problems. Even after changing the battery, 
voltage regulator and starter you must consider the condi- Reports have been received of a chafing condition 
tion of the starter solenoid and battery solenoid. Although between the left fuel line, near the fuel selector, and the left 
these units may be making contact, they may also be add- fonvard air vent assembly lever. 
ing resistance to the system and causing problems. If this condition exists and is left uncorrected, the 
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chafing could become severe enough to wear through the Snug the nut each time before working the hand 
fuel line and cause fuel leakage. brake again. When the air is out, do the other foot cylinder 

in the same manner and you should have brakes. Be sure to 
Compliance Time: Within the next 100 hours or at the next keep the reservoir filled while bleeding. 
annual, whichever comes first. Now, how does the air get in this system without 

fluid leaking out? It is sucked in by the hand brake, either 
1. Remove left hand forward air vent cover. by a loose hose or a bad fitting between the top of the hand 
2. Inspect for clearance between fuel line and air brake cylinder and the reservoir. Usually the hose has be- 

vent lever. It will be necessary to rotate vent lever from come hard with age, and the spring clamp is not adequate 
open to close position to ascertain clearance throughout full for a tight seal.Operating Handbook For Power Settings 
travel. If a minimum of .05 inch exists, reinstall air vent By Gene A. Anders 
cover and proceed to instruction 7. 

3. If clearance is less than .05 inch, fabricate atool A few additional comments concerning rpm vs. 
from a suitable nonmetallic material, such as wood (dimen- Manifold Pressure. 
sions of flat piece of material: 6x.75~.  12 inches). Insert tool The August, 1980 Aero Magazine, contained an 
between fuel line and vent lever. Slide tool fonvard and aft, article relevant to my question and I have attached it to this 
at the same time twisting it in each direction, to obtain .05 letter. The article was reprinted from the Avco Lycoming 
to .15 inch gap. Flyer. 

4. Remove tool and, utilizing a suitable mirror, in- Basically, the article states that the combinations 
spect the fuel line for damage such as dents, flat spots, etc. ofrpm and manifold pressure shown in the cruise power 

5. If fuel line is worn beyond ainvorthy limits, re- charts of the airframe Pilots Operating Handbook have been 
move and replace fuel line; fuel tank drainage may be nec- flight tested and approved by the airframe and powerplant 
essary. Install new fuel line and assure clearance as described engineers, including such settings 2,100 rpm and 24 inches 
in instruction 3 of manifold pressure if they are in the power charts. 

6. Inspect for leaks, reinstall side panel and air vent 
cover. 

7. Make appropriate logbook entry of compliance Anyone for Super Tips 
with this Service Release. By Lonnie Workman 

I have owned my bird for more than eight years 
Wants Information About Harness Retrofit now and am totally familiar with how it handles. After in- 

stalling Super Tips about amonth ago I am astonished with 
George O'Dell, of Lake Worth, Florida, inquired the difference. 

about a seat belt harness retrofit for his plane. The answer: The takeoff roll is reduced by about 100 feet and 
Piper Aircraft offers a retrofit kit for PA-28 and top end is the same. However, the big difference is in other 

PA-32 aircraft. The kit fits numerous models, but you need perfonnanceranges. 61V now stalls at 55 clean and45 dirty, 
to check with your dealer to see whether it will fit yours. with power off. With power on, the airspeed is somewhere 
Ask about Piper Part number 760-365. In addition, shoul- below 40 mph indicated and at an angle that makes one 
der harness retrofit kits for passenger seats are available. want to hold on to something. 
They also are available for many model combinations. Ask 
your dealer to check Service Letter Numbers 355 and 358. I now rotate at 50 mph and climb, initially at 60 

mph with 25 degrees of flaps. After initial climb I transition 
to 85 mph with900 fpm showing. Once reaching 1,000AGL 

Rouble Shooting PA-28 Brake System I pick 100 mph for cruise climb at about 500 fpm. Ap- 
proaches are made at 60 mph, full flaps and about 1,500 

This article was submitted by an A&P mechanic rpm with a resulting 500 fpm descent. There is still enough 
with Inspection Authorization. lift being generated at flare to float for about 200 feet. I am 

We have had difficulty with air getting into the not getting theses figures from a new engine either; mine 
brake system on a Piper PA-28R-200 for some time. The bas about 1,400 hours on it. 
foot brakes would stay up for about two weeks after hleed- A friend of mind has a 67 140 with Super Tips and 
ing, then become spongy. his does the same thing. We fly out of a 2,200-foot grass 

Bleeding air Out of this system is somewhat differ- s ~ p  with trees on the ends and neither of us have any qualms 
ent than most aircraft. First fill the system wittl fluid, from about going out at yoss. 
each wheel up to the reservoir, then work the hand brake to One last thought, the airplane is much more stable 
build pressure in the system. Then, loosen the nut on the now; 60 degree bank turns at 70 mph give the impression of 
brake line on top ofthe foot cylinder close to the hand brake, being on Rails. 
and let the air out. 
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Vacuum Pump Precautions 

Wants Parts Catalog 
A potentially hazardous co~~dition exists on all light 

aircraft using dry air pumps manufactured by Airborne Many members need shop manuals or parts manu- 
Manufacturing Company. als for their planes. Robert E. L. Keller, ofyardley, Pennsyl- 

Tests conducted indicate a deficiency in the shaft vania, needed a parts catalog (airframe) for his PA-28-1 80C 
seal design and that engine cleaning procedures, ~~oirnally (1976) with 0-360-A4A engine. 
associated with routine annual and/or 100-hour inspections, The answer: Piper no longer publishes the parts 
may cause hannful agents, such as Stoddard solvent to be catalogs except in micro fiche. However, they are available 
ingested and cause premature failure. from ESSCO, 426 W. Turkey Foot Lake Road, Akron, OH 

Because solvents of this type rapidly amck the 44319. (216) 644-7724. The last price list I saw showed a 
carboll becng ,  vanes, and rotor used in this type of pump, PA-28 parts catalog for $48 (1982). 
the failure can take place quickly and with little or no wam- 
mg. Wants Long Range Tanks, Wing Leveler 

To prevent such failures, the following protective 
actions are recommended when cleaning aircraft engines: Albert Finkelstein, of New York City, wanted to 

(1) Carefully cover the coupling area between the know if any STC has been issued for carrying extra gas on 
pump and the engine drive shaft so that no cleaning solvent the 140--wing tips or otherwise. He also wanted to know if 
can reach the coupling or seal. an STC exists for a wing leveler and if so who has one for 

(2) Replace the vacuum relief valve filter after sale. 
cleaning the equipment in the engine compartment BE- The answers: First of all, I know of no STC for 
FORE starting the engine. extended range tanks for Cherokees. Flint Aero makes such 

These precautiolls are particularly applicable to tanks for Cessnas, but they are obviously in more need of 
single-engine aircraft where no backup vacuum supply is them than Cherokees. 
available. Wing levelers, also known as two-axis autopilots, 

are available. Piper used to make one, calledpiper Auto Flite, 
which is now sometimes available on the used market. 

Interested In Speed Fairings Two good sources of additional information are 
Accutrac, available from Brittain Industries, PO. Box 51370, 

C. BrnceTaylor,ofBirmingham,Michiganwanted Tulsa, OK 74151 and Tejas Avionics, 205 Corsair Dr., 
to know about the possibility of installing the newer wheel Georgetown, TX 78628. 
fairings on his 180C. The reply: 

As you know, the main difference between the Installed Shoulder Harness 
180C and the Archer is the wing design, u,hich cuts down By J. E. Ellis 
on drag (with atrade-off loss of short field take off ability). 

When the Archer first appeared it was somewhat Attached is a service letter from Piper (Senice Spares 
faster than the 180, but apparently Piper was concen~ed Letter SP-252A) on a shoulder harness kit for older Chero- 
because the book figures were not quite as hot as for its kees. I installed them in my 1966 180C, and I have been 
rival, the Cessna 182. quite satisfied. 

So, in 1978, Piper introduced new design wheel Some items: 
paits and, at the same time, announced that several knots The mount on the sidewalls, next to the rear seats. 
additional airspeed had been gained. I remember reading This limits motion of the rear seat deck to about 18 inches, 
several aviation writers opinions that the gain was more in which could be a big problem for 140's with batteries under 
the minds of advertising copy writers than UI actual perfor- here. It also complicates inspections and work on cablesrut- 
mance. ning through there. 

Piper sells plastic covers, but we found that the open 
Nonetheless, it is possible that two or three knots reels look ok, and thought the plastic covers looked cheap 

increase in top speed could have been achieved over the (like Cessna panels) and took up too much space. 
earlier Archer. Unfomnately, I h o w  of no conversion kits Price was (1980) around $150.00 plus 3-4 hours 
available. No doubt, the current wheel pants could be pur- installation. The kit, Part Number 760 365 V does not, of 
chased from your Piper dealer, but whether they would fit course, fit all PA-28's and PA-32's, but Piper dealers should 
without modification and whether or not you would need have a list of the serial numbers which apply. 
an STC to put them on the plane I do not know. 

You might check with your mechanic on this and Retractable Shoulder Harness - 
let us know whether you are able to make the conversion BY John T. Williams 
and whether it results in a measurable increase in speed. 

Robert Mitchell wrote in regard to retractable seat 
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belts. I replaced my retractable shoulder harness with Piper ing, especially the older models where the end of the starter 
P N  0107337-01 inertia reel, $142.33 is exposed to the weather. I make this a habit whenever I 

This was a complete set of seat belts for the front change oil. 
seats and included two shoulder harness inertia reels. These 
bolt right into place, but the drawback is that the plastic Wing Tips, Wax, And Starting Procedure 
covers will no longer fit since these reels are physically big- - By Joe Monison 
ger. Anyhow, my 1974 PA-28-140 has metal-to-metal buck- 
les with big, ugly inertiareels! My FBO has suggested that I have installed the Met-Cc-Aire high-performance 
1 fabricate my own reel covers from fiberglass, but I haven't wing tips on my 67 Cherokee in September, 1981, and have 
gotten around to it yet. tested them under all conditions of flight and temperatures 

With regard to the cold starting problems on the and find them to be a great improvement over the standard 
PA-28-140, I have switched to the multi-weight Aeroshell wing tips. They meet all claims of the manufacturer. 
15W-50 motor oil. The engine cranks easier when cold and I had to drill out about 15 rusted fasteners, how- 
acquires oil pressure much quicker. Preliminary indications ever I completed the entire job in four hours using the hole 
are that it is using less oil, too. The bad news is that it costs finder that was recommended. 
$4.00 per quart. In response to John Sisca's search for a good wax, 

I would recommend he try Armor-All Ultra Plate. It is a 
Artex Battery, Waxing & Wing Leveler chemical treatment and will not yellow, crack or peel. It 

seals tbe surface and I have been using it for three years. 
In response to previous letters, David N. Redwine, My Cherokee is not hangared and I apply it every six to 

of Winchester, Kentucky, offered some ideas on Artex Bat- nine months, and the paint stays bright and clean and it is 
teries, waxing polyurethane paint, and wing levelers. He very easy to apply and inexpensive. 
wrote: I buy it at McGuire Base Exchange and have seen 

John Sisca mentions problems with the Artex bat- it in auto stores. It costs about $2.50. 
tery which he put in his Rescue 88 ELT, which was manu- I read about people having trouble starting their 
factured by Garrett. I have read about many other problems Cherokees and have a tip for 140 owners that always works 
with the Artex batteries not working properly and voiding for me, even at below zero for cold weather starting. 
the warranties on ELT's. Since the long-life Artex battery I fmd that if you place the fuel selector valve on 
causes malfunctions, the apparent saving results in false the desired left or right tank, be sure the mixture control is 
economy. at the full rich position, then get out of the airplane and pull 

Mr Sisca also inquires about a good wax to use on the propeller through 10 times (with the switch off, of 
polyurethane paint. He should be aware that you use abso- course), return to the cabin and prime the engine 4-5 shots. 
lutelv no wax on polyurethane paint, and the application of Then pull the propeller through a couple of more times to 
wax on the paint only one time causes the fhisb to become allow the priming to charge the cylinders. 
dull, from which you can never recover. When returning to the cabin start the engine ac- 

Washing the airplane thoroughly with hot water cording to the Piper Cherokee check list for starting and it 
and mild soap (such as dish washing detergent) gets most of will start on the first revolution. Sounds like a lot of work, 
the wax off, but can never salvage the dulling of the poly- but it only takes about three minutes'and it worked for me 
urethane finish. Polyurethane paint gives an airplane the when preheating failed for others. 
"wet l ook  by having an artificial oil base on top of the 
color pigment. Wax ruins that fmish and should NEVER be Listing of Cherokee STCS 
used on polyurethane. 

Finally, Albert Finkelstein inquires about a wing Below is a copy of the special type certificates 
leveler for his 140. The Autoflite, installed by Piper, is made (STC) listed by the FAA that are applicable to the PA-28 
by Edc-Air Mitchell in Mineral Wells, Texas, and is installed and the Lycoming engines. 
under the Piper nameplate. The same, single-axis autopilot, The items vary from ski conversions to door stops. 
is known as the Century I by Mitchell and is a good basic Member interest is high in wing tips, propellers and wheel 
unit. The Century 11, a two axis (roll and yaw) unit is better, fairings. The list goes on and on, but most items are of very 
although significantly more expensive. Edo-Air Mitchell specialized nature and are of limited interest. For example, 
auto pilots are available from many auto pilot and avionics the 0-320 can be converted to fuel injectionor aturbocharger 
dealers, including Tejas Avionics. can be added. It can also be converted to 100 hp rated for 

1001130 octane fuel. 
Simple Touch Aids Starting Note: addresses given are listed by the FAA. In 
- By Charles George many cases, owners have changed address and no up- 

dated information is available. 
Starting problems can be helped by a touch of oil For wingtip conversions, contact Isham Aircraft, 

on the propeller ring gear teeth and the starter shaft bear- PO. box 12172, Mid-Continent Auport, Wichita, KS 67277; 
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Upper Valley Aviation, Inc., Harvey J. Ferguson, McAllen, SA646WE Dynertial pitch assist. Brittain Industries, Inc.* 
TX 78501; Met-Co-Aire, PO.  Box 2216, Fullerton, CA SA7U7SW AD127 Autoinatic Flight system. Mitchell In- 
92633 and Madras Air Service, Route 2, Box 122S, Ma- dustries.* 
dras, OR. SA708SW Plane booster flight wing tips. Upper Valley 

For aconstant-speed propeller, contact I-Iutchinson Aviation, Inc., Harvey J. Ferguson, McAllen, TX 78501 
Aircraft Service, P.O. Box 524, Borger, TX 79006; Propel- SA880WE New design fiberglass wiiig tips. Met-Co-Aire, 
lers, Inc., 5802 S. 228th Street, Kent, WA9803 1; and Avcon PO. Box 2216, Fullerton, CA 92633. 
Industries, Inc., 1006 W. 53rd street, North Wichita, KS SA1191WF Removal of baggage door for aerial photogra- 
67204. For wheel fairings, contact Van's Aircraft, Route 2, phy. Kelsey Ellis Air Service, Municipal Airport, Salt Lake 
Box 187, Foi-est Grove, CO 971 16. City, UT 84101. 

A list of STC's for PA-28 aircraft follows: SA1354WE Stability auginentation system. Brittain Indus- 
tries.* 
SA1469WE Installation of Brittain Model B2C flight con- 

SA1-649 Lube oil filter; Fram Corp. 105 Pawtucket Ave, trol system. Brittain Industries.* 
Providence, RI 029 16 SA1470WE Installation of Brittain stability augmentation 
SARPC Installation of baggage compartment kit, behind system. Brittain Industries.* 
rear seats. Island Flight Center, lnc., 203 Lagoon Drive, SA578EA Installation of Monitair angle of attack kit. 
Honolulu, Hl 96818 Rosemont Engineering Co., 12001 W 78th Street, Eden Prai- 
SAlOOEA AF-510, 512A or 512B autopilots. Aircraft rie, MN55343. 
Radio Corporation, Boonton, NJ 07005 SA687SO Installation of flight attitude alerting system. 
SAllOSO ElectricTrimSystem. PiperAircraftCorp.,Vero Aircraft Instruments, Inc., 420 Lincoln Road, Suite 206, 
Beach, FL Miami Beach, FL 33 139. 
SAl80EA Geared Starter. Turner Field, Inc., Prospectville, SA913EA lustallation of Elmo beatermuffler. Elmo Corp., 
PA 19077 2455 Dayton-Xenia Road, Xenia, OH 45385. 
SAl64SW Automatic Pilot. Mitchel Industries, Inc.* SA1189SW Air circulator. Ves-Kol, 2805 National Drive, 
SA178WE Full-flow oil filter. Winslow Aerofilter Corp., Garland, TX 75040. 
4069 Hollis Street, Oakland, CA 94608 SA1192EA Installation of Safe Flight Speed control sys- 
SA222SW Hartzell propeller and cowl rework. Hutchinson tem. Safe Flight Instrunlent Corp., PO.  Box 550, White 
Aucraft Service, PO. Box 524, Borger, TX 79006 Plains, NY 10602. 
SA224CE A3000 main and NB1200 nose skis. FluiDyne SA2052WF Installation of Hartzell propeller after conver- 
Engineering Coip., 5900 Olsoii Memorial Highway, Min- sion of engine to Lycoming 0-320-EIA. Propellers, Inc., 5802 
neapolis, MN 55422. S. 228th Street Kent, WA 98031. 
SA236SW Piper Auto Control I1 automatic pilot. Mitchell SA2325WF Replaceinent of bulkhead panel with fiberglass 
Industries.* baggage compartment. Chaffee Aircraft Service Corp., 2105 
SA246SW Nose Cowling, Modified. Hutchinson Aircraft Valley Blvd., Colton, CA 92324. 
Service, PO. Box 524, Borger, TX 79006. SA2706SW Lycoming 0-320-D3G engine. RAM Aircraft 
SA263EA Engine mount modification to permit Lord Modifications, PO. Box 5219, Waco, TX 76708. 
Mounting Kit. J,ycoming Division, AVCO Corp., SA2842WF Installation of Novastar anti-collision lighting 
Williamsport, PA 1770 1. system. Symbolic Displays,Inc., 1762 McGRaw Ave.,Irvine, 
SA319CE Model 2500 Wheel Skis. Fluidyne Engineer- CA 92705. 
ing Corp., 5900 Olson Memorial Highway, Minneapolis, SA3071WF Iiistallation of Bendix electric auxiliary fuel 
MN 55422. pump. Harry R. Dellicker, P.O. Box 746, Strathmore, CA 
SA369SW Automatic Pilot pitch trim system and lateral 91267. 
guidance radio coupler, Mitchell Industries, Inc.* SA3415WF Installation of Lycoining engine aiid Sensenich 
SA481SW Removal of door for parachute jumping. Erwin propeller. Arthur M. D'Onofrio. Jr., 206 Whthrop Blvd., 
J. Fusilier, 9617 Fulton Street, Houston, TX 77002. Croinwell, CT 06416. 
SA511SW Stabilizer. Mitchell Industries* SA1331CF Installation of 160 bp Lycoming engine and re- 
SA530SW Automatic Pitch Trim System, Mitchell Indus- pitched Sensenich. W.A. Pearce, 120 N. Old Manor, Wichita, 
tries*. KS 67208. 
SA556SW Constant-speed propeller. Hutchinson Aircraft SA2NW installation of Van's Aircraft fiberglass wheel fair- 
Service, P.O. Box 524, Borger, TX 79006. ings. Van's Aircraft, Rte 2, Box 187, Forest Grove, OR 97 1 16. 
SA6OlWE Flight controls system, B-4, including pitch SA363EA Installatio~i of Minitair angle of attack and stall 
assist and altitude hold. Brittain Industries, Div. Narco Sci- warning kit. Rosemount Engineering, 12001 W. 78th Street, 
entific, Commerce Drive, Fort Washington Industrial Park, Eden Prairie, MN 55343. 
Fort Washington, PA 19034. SA549NW Installation of Demers wing tips. Madras Air 
SA645WE Autopilot and optional nav-coupler, add on Service, Rte 2, Box 1225, Madras, OR 97741. 
B1-300, & BI-301. Brittain Industries, Inc.* SA600NW Installation of forward facing whitelights, clear 
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plastic wing tip tank nose cone. Robert C. Cansdale, Bob's SA1717SW Mitchell Automatic flight system (Auto Con- 
Aircraft Supply, Thun Field, Puyallup, WA 98371 trol 110. Mitchell Industries.* 
SA793CE Installation of Lycoming engine and Hartzell SA2969SW Lycoming 0-320-D3G Engine. RAM Aircraft 
propeller. AvconIndustries, Inc., 1006 W. 53rd Street, North Modifications, P.O. Box 5219, Waco, TX 76708. 
Wichita, KS 67204. SA3012WF Installation of Pathfinder auto pilot system. 
SA819EA Alteration to replace standard anti-collisionlight Astronautics Cop,  2416 Amsler St., Torrance, CA 90505. 
with Grimes red or white strobe kit. Grimes Manufacturing SA1075SO Wing Ding door stop. William J. Stephenson, 
Co., 515 N. Russell Street, Urbana, OH 43078. Pro Flite ofvero, Inc., PO. Box 998, Vero Beach, F132960. 
SA822SW Mitchell automatic flight system (Century 110. SA3065SW-D Mitchell automatic flight system 
Mitchell Industries, Inc.* (Autocontrol IlIB.) Mitchell Industries.* 
SA979EA Illstallation of LIR wing tip transparent fairings SA3066SW-D Mitchell automatic flight system. (Autoflite 
and sensor mounting. Rock Avionics Systems, Inc., 412 11). Mitchell Industries.* 
Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 1001 1. SA3095SW-D Mitchell Automatic flight system. (Century 
SA1072CE Installation of wing leading edge cuffs and 1). Mitchell Industries.* 
droop tips. Horton STOL Craft, Wellington Municipal Air- SA3096SW-D Mitchell Automatic flight system. (Century 
port, Wellington, KS 67152 IIB). Mitchell Industries.* 
SA1123EA Installation of Devore vertical tail floodlights. SA1971WE Installation of Model ARB-3 automatic 
Devore Aircraft Corp., Suite B., 6104 Kircher Street, NE, downed aircraft marker. Bwton Instnunentation, Inc. 2050 
Albuquerque, NM 87 109. Airway Ave., Box 822, Fort Collins, CO 80521. 
SA1227CE Installation of dorsal fin. Isham Aucraft, PO. SA1484WE Installation of Brittain Industries Model B2C 
Box 12172, Wichita, KS 67212 flight control System. Brittain Industries.* 
SA1228CE Iustallation of wing tip extension. Isham Air- SA419GL Installation of Tull Microwave Landing Sys- 
craft. tem. Burlington Northern Airmotive, 3600 E. 70th Street, 
SA1157SW Mitchell Flight system (Piper Autoflite 11) Minneapolis, MN 55450. 
Mitchell Industries.* 
SA1272SW Auto~natic Flight System (Century I & tracker). SA3352SW Installation of Mitchell automatic flight sys- 
Mitchell Industries.* tem (Century 21). Mitchell Industries.* 
SA1317CF Chrome plated brake installation. Engineering SA1789WE Installation of Brittain lateral stability aug- 
Plating and Processing, Inc., 641 Southwest Blvd., Kansas mentation system. Brittain Industries, Inc.* 
City, KS 66103. SA1792WE l~lstallation of Morse protection system. Morse 
SA1373CF Install third window. Isham Aircraft, PO. Box Products Mfg., 12960 Bradley Ave., Sylmar, CA 91142. 
12172, Mid Continent Airport, Wichita, KS 67277. SA2213WF Conversion of Lycoming engine and installa- 
SA1741WF Installation ofhand control for ]udder system. tion of Hartzell Propeller. Propellers, Inc., 5802 S. 228th 
WilliamHenry Blackwood, Route3, Box 744B3, Escondido, St., Kent, WA 9803 1 
CA 92025. SA3233WE Installation of Symbolic Display's Novastar 
SA1898SW Installation of wing leading edge cuff. flow anti-collision light. Symbolic Displays, Inc., 1762 McGraw 
fences. Barbaraor BobWilliams, Box43 1,213 NorthClark, Ave., Irvine, CA 92705. 
Udall, KS 67146. SA962SW Piper automatic flight system AK271 
SA2179WF Installation of leading edge cuff, drooped ai- (Altimatic). Mitchell Industries.* 
lerons, wing stall fences. Charyl C. Robertson, 15400 Sun- SA1737SW Mitchell automatic flight system (Altimatic 
set Highway, Bellevue, WA 98007. 111-BI). Mitchell Industries.* 
SA3026SW-D Mitchell auto flight system (Century IIB). SA1460SW Mitchell automatic flight system (Piper 
Mitchell Industries*. Autocontrol 110. Mitchell Industries, Inc.* 
SA3165SW-D Automatic flight system (Autocontrol IIB). SA2202WE Installatio~i of contoured leading edge. drooped 
Mitchell Industries.*. ailerons, fuselage flap. Charyl C. Robertson, 15400 Sunset 
SA3166SW-D Automatic flight system (Piper Autoflite 11). Highway, Bellevue, WA 98004. 
Mitchell Industries*. SA2490SW Wing tip extension a id  dorsal fin. Ishan Air- 
SA3435WF Installation of flexible oil hose assembly. Air- craft, PO. Box 12172, Mid-Continental Airport, Wichita, 
craft Metal Products Corp., 4206 Glencoe Ave., Venice, CA KS 67277. 
90291. 
SA3687WF Installation of an airloil separator. Walker En- SA3004SW-D Automatic flight system (Piper Autocontrol 
gineering Co, 2240 Sawtelle Blvd, Los Augeles, CA 90064. IIIB) Mitchell Industries.* 
SA228GL Installation of Lycoming 0-320-D3G engine. SA3093SW-D Automatic flight system (Century1 with omni 
W. Irvine Young, 54 Atomic Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, tracker) Mitchell Industries.+ 
Canada. SA3094SW-D Automatic flight system (Century 11-B with 
SA1716SW Mitchell Automatic Flight System (Autoflite radio coupler). Mitchell Industries, Inc.* 
11). Mitchell Industries, Inc.* SA3841WF Installation of fuel flow indicating system. 
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Symbolic Displays, IIIC., 1762 McGraw Ave., Irvine CA SA4103SW Installation of Brittain B-5 flight control sys- 
92174. tem. Brittain Industries.* 
S.4194GL Installation of Lycoming 10-360-ClC6 en- 
gine. Shelby Aircraft Engine Parts, Inc., P.O. Box 454, SA1156EA Installationof radomepodonrightwing. David 
Shelbyville, I1 62565. L. Stanislaw, d/b/a/ Airquip, 1435 Horsham Road, Ambler, 
SA1183CE Installation of two-axis flight control system PA 19002. 
with flight command indication. King Radio Corp., 400 N. SA28IAL Installation of large nose gear fork and nose 
Rogers Road, Olathe, KS 66061 gear tire. Tibetts-Herre Airmotive, P.O. Box 110, Naknek, 
SA420GL Installation of Tull Microwave landing sys- AK 99633. 
tern. Burlington Northern Aimiotive, 3600 E. 70th Street, SA472SO Installation of band control for rudder pedal. 
Minneapolis, MN 55450. Wheelchair Pilots Association, 421 1 Fourth Ave. S., St. Pe- 
SA3161SW-DAutomatic Flight System (Piper AutofliteII). tersburg, FL 3371 1 
Mitchell Industries.* SA757SW Automatic flight system with Century 11 
SA3162SW-D Automatic flight system (Piper Autoflite 11). autopilot optional radio coupler. Mitchell Industries.* 
Mitchell Industries.* SA788SW Piper Auto control I1 automatic pilot. 
SA3194SW-D Automatic flight system. (Piper Altimatic Mitchell Industries.' 
IIIC). Mitchell Industries.* 
SA3195SW-D Automatic flight system. (Century 111). * The following have numerous STC's: Brittain Industries, 
Mitchell Industries* Inc. P.O. Box 51370, Tulsa, OK 51370; and Mitchell Indus- 
SA3196SW-D Automatic flight system. (Century IIB with tries, Inc., P.O. Box 610, Municipal Airport, Mineral Wells, 
radio coupler.) Mitchell Industries.* TX 76067. 
SA3197SW-D Automatic flight system. (Century I with This article was submitted by Donald R. Mays, Orlando, FL 
oinni tracker.) Mitchell Industries.* 32806. 
SA148RM Install fuel flow meter and related systems. 
Symbolic Displays, Inc., 8895 Montview Blvd., Hangar Comments On Engine Noise Problem 
B., Denver, CO 80220. 

Two members became involved in adiscussion of a 
SAI383CF Installation ofEDO AIKE propeller governor. noise which commor~ly was heard in both 235 models and 
ED0 AIRE, Wichita Division, 1326 S. Walnut Street, PA-32s. James Hanson, of Sacramento, California, provided 
Wichita, KS 67213. the following comments concerning this engine noise. 
SA3771WF Installation of Fueltron IG digital fuel flow I am the owner ofa  1980 PA-28-236 (N 11 8T) which 
and totalizer system. Silver Instruments, Inc., 2346 Stanwell I purchased new. I have experienced the same engine noise 
Drive, Concord, CA 94520. problem under all ofthe conditions described by Mr. Webster 
SA1498CF Installation of King KFC 200 automatic flight and am still seeking a satisfactory explanation. 
control system. King Radio Corp., 400 N. Rogers Road, I, too. have been informed by mechanics that the 
Olathe, KS 66061 sound, while not ~lormal, is "typical" with one possible cause 
SA3323SW-D Automatic flight system (Piper Altimatic being valve flutter. 1 have been flying Cherokees for almost 
IIIC). Mitchell Industries.* 20 years and do not remember ever experiencing this par- 
SA3336SW-D Automatic flight system (Century 111). ticular sound. 
Mitchell Industries.' William S. Webster, of Ashland, Virginia, added 
SA3359SW Mitchell Century 41 autopilotlflight director, some additional remarks: 
Mitchell Industries.* One of my frequent stops is Charleston, SC, and 
SA3360SW-D Automatic flight system (Century 21). the local FBO uses a substantial number of Cherokee and 
Mitchell Industries.* Lance aircraft for charter. I have inquired thereof and they 
SAl131EA lnstallationofradomepodonright wing. David provide a local consensus. 
L. Stanislaw, d/b/a Airquip, Horsham Road, Ambler, PA They feel the "non-problem" is associated with the 
19002. air intake ducting, the air filter, and the induction manifold. 
SA2143WF Installation of drooped leading edge, drooped They say the sound is often eliminated or minimized through 
ailerons, wing stall fences, drooped wing tips. Robertson tightening of the connections and especially the air filter. I 
Aircrafi Corp., 15400 Sunset Highway. Bellevue, WA think they are right. 
98004. Meanwhile, I have ten months and tbree hundred 
SA2147WF Brittain Industries B-7 flight control system hours with this aircraft. I have had four compression checks 
Brittain Industries, Iuc.* and the lowest had been 76/80. Plugs all seem to be in su- 
SA3187WF Modification of aileron control system by perb condition and I'm burning one quart each twelve bows 
addition of aileron centering springs and installation of (Phillips XIC). While there is apparently no disaster taking 
Pathfinder autopilot systems. Astronautics Corp. ofAmerica, place if the sound persists for more than four seconds I alter 
2416Amsler St., Torrance, CA 74151. the power profile just on general principles. 
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Engine Overhaul Horrors 
By Terry Lee Rogers 

P ilots tend to view engine overhauls like any other com her three is not right - let's fix it now. But in the real world 
inodity. Spring for an overhaul and...Presto, you get it does not happen that way. Sometimes it takes years for a 
ellough engine to last for another 2,000 hours of fly- problem to show up. 

ing. And of course, there are engine problems which 
Well, many pilots know this is not necessarily so. develop overtime which have nothing whatsoever to do with 

The manufacturer's recoinmended TBO is only an estimate errors in overhaul. This leads to confusion and, at times, to 
of how inany hours an engine should last between over- a lot of had feeling between the overhaul shop and the air- 
hauls. How long an engine will last depends on many fac- craft owner. But back to unexpected overhaul errors. What 
tors, including the skill ofthe pilot flying the plane. And all types of problems are we talking about? 
TBO figures assume that a quality overhaul was performed Overhaul mistakes break down into two &stinct 
and that it was done correctly. types - top end and bottom end problems, with top end er- 

Nonetheless, there are numerous horror stories of rors predominating. Let's take a look at some common er- 
blown engines or engines which use a quart per hour of rors and how to spot them. 
essence of dinosaur just hours since a major rebuild. So the 
question is what went wrong on these engines and how can Top End Errors 
you keep it from happening to you? 

First, when discussing the potential horrors of en- The top end of the engine is where the real action 
gine overhauls, remember there are two types of problems - occurs and this is where the majority ofthe problems occur. 
those which come as a complete surprise (as when they de- Luckily, this is the section of the engine which is easiest to 
velop after a rebuild by a quality shop) and those which work on so correcting prohlems is alot cheaper than it would 
could have been expected. be if the case had to be tom apart. 

What types of horrors are in the expected class? What types of problems occur? 
Problems which show up shortly after a rebuild to "service 1. Poor cylinder finish (mainly steel cylinders). 
limits" overhaul. And you should probably expect suchproh- When the cylinder is refinished, the surface should have 
lems if you purchase an airplane with "O" since major over- just the right amount of roughness to cause rings to seat 
haul or just a few hours on the engine unless you KNOW properly. Too much or too little will cause problems with 
who did the overhaul and what parts were replaced. ring seating and oil control. The final cylinder finish is ap- 

An engine in which parts are reused to save money plied with a hone whichgenerates a specific pattern. A good 
even though they are approaching failure (though within operator is required to get that pattern. 
manufacturer's specifications at the moment) is not one 2, Improper Choke. Cylinders in air-cooled engines 
which yoll can reasonably expect to make it anywhere near have a choke - they are tapered slightly inward toward the 
TBO. cylinder end. Air-cooled cylinders have a high temperature 

Likewise, an engine withjust 500 hours since over- gradient from top to bottom and without a choke they would 
haul is not necessarily in good shape if those 500 hours tend to expand at the top and end up with an excessive taper 
were accumulated over a ten year period - that is just 50 outward at the top. Unfortunately, some cylinders arerefin- 
hours a year, and that is too little flying to keep an engine in ished utilizing a hand-held hone (among other evils) and 
good shape. the choke is destroyed. 

Enough has been written about cheapie overhauls 3.  Poor ckrome plating (chromed cylinders only.) 
and aircraft which fly irregularly to provide adequate warn- If the chrome is improperly applied to a cylinder it may 
ing to most pilots to beware. But many people do not know lack the small cbannels necessary to hold oil. In effect, the 
that mistakes occur even when an engine is overhauled by surface may be too slick to hold oil. Rings fail to break in 
one of the premier rebuild shops. Unfommately, everyone and you have yourself an oil burner. 
is human and even the best of shops have their warranty Break-in is especially critical for chromed cylin- 
claims and their embarrassing errors to live down. ders. It is necessary to avoid running the engine on the ground 

It would he nice if you could spot shop errors upon and to fly the engine hard. 
taking delivery. Oops! The cylinder hone on cylinder num- And some engines just fail to break in. If your en- 
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gine is using a quart of oil every two or three hours it may than the tight side. The overhaul shop should use either the 
improve as the break-in occurs. But after about 50 hours dye test or film-squeeze method of determining and adjust- 
the oil consumption will stabilize. If it is still using oil at ing for bearing fit. Simply assembling bearings based on the 
that point you need to discuss this with your overhaul shop. dimensions on the box is not a method conducive to long 
Tt may be time to taIk warranty adjustment. engine life. 

4. Chrome rings in chrome cylinders. Unfortu- 2. Camshaft and tappet problems. A major prob- 
nately, chrome plating can be like aspirin. A little may be lem in the bottom half of the engine is the camshaft and 
great for your headache, but the whole bottle can do you tappet. This is where some of the most expensive problems 
in. Chrome rings do NOT work in chrome cylinders. The occur, and some of them may take years to develop. 
chrome rings will not wear in and adjust to the dimensions An improperly ground cam may self destruct within 
of the cylinder walls. Chrome cylinders must have cast iron 200 to 300 hours. Make absolutely sure that the cam is ground 
rings to permit the cylinders to break in properly. by a top-flight shop with FAA approval. Better yet, insist on 

5. Improper valve installation. Lycoming engines a factory new camshaft and tappets. This problem is so ex- 
have had their share of valve prohlems and improper in- pensive to cure later that a little money spent early may be 
stallation during overhaul is one of the causes. When valve the most economical way to go in the long run. 
guides are installed they need to he hued to the seat center 3.  Improper applicationof case sealant. Many shops 
line - if they are off center they will cause wear which will use RTV-102 to seal an engine with good results. It is a good 
dramatically cut the life of the engine. modernmethod of engine sealing replacing some of the older 

There have been cases, too, where the wrong valve methods. But it must be done properly to prevent creating a 
guides have been installed or where the intake and exhaust leaker. Lycoming has covered the topic in Senice Instruc- 
guides have been reversed. tion 1125. 

Seat-grinding is a critical task - the seat contact 4. Wrong counterweight pins or bushings. The 
area must be ground at the proper angle within very tight crankshaft uses counterweights to achieve balance. However, 
tolerances. If the valve sits too high or low the lifter may it is possible to use the wrong weights or pins - the hardware 
not be able to compensate for the lash variation. looks the same. You end up with an engine with bad balance 

A top quality overhaul shop does not simply re- problems which may jar your teeth out and which may rap- 
move and replace guides. Instead, it will precision line- idly destroy spinner backplates. 
bore the guide boss to ensure that the new guide will be 
centered with and perpendicular to the seat. In Summary 

If the guide is badly off center or tilted, its rela- 
tionship to the rocker arm may be changed such that extra This certainly does not cover all the errors which 
side-forces are applied to the valve. This can cause poor are possible. It fails to mention such problems as the engine 
seating, high contact stress and even valve breakage. with the 318 inch socket left inside the crankcase. But it does 

6. Unadjusted tappet clearance. Valve lash in an cover some of the more common problems which do occur 
aircraft engine is adjusted by hydraulic valve lifters -just in engines delivered by the better quality shops. 
like in a car. But these lifters can adjust lash only so far What are the chances than some of these problems , 
When an overhauled engine is put back together - espe- will occur in an engine which you have overhauled? Most 
cially in cases where the crankcase has been machined - good shops deliver quality consistently - problems occur only 
the cylinder distances outward from the crank vary minutely. on a very small percentage of engines. Otherwise, a shop 
When the engine is reassembled it is necessary for the me- would soon be out of business based on the number of war- 
chanic to check the tappet clearance and adjust for discrep- ranty claims. 
ancies with push rods of slightly varying lengths. Other- However, when a problem does hit home it is ex- 
wise the valve adjustment will always be off and burned pensive, and anyone having an engine overhauled should be 
valves will be the result. aware of the possibility of a problem and the necessity to 

seek warranty coverage when problems do occur. 
The Bottom End 

Although bottom end problems are rare, they are 
expensive when they occur. Repairing them is not as simple 
a procedure as merely pulling ajug - it may involve disas- 
sembling the entire crankcase. 

Here is a list of some of the more common prob- 
lems which result in the engine's lower half after overhaul: 

1. Main bearings too tight. If the main bearings 
are too tight, the engine will not develop as much power 
and bearing problems are likely to develop in the future. It 
is better to fit the hearings a bit on the loose side rather 

Corn~ression <:heck--A Maintenance Aid 
by ~ o w a r d  Fenton 

Throughout t t~e aviation maintenance industry the 
compression check is used as a maintenance aid. 

On occasion, when oil analysis indicates a possible 
upper-cylinder problem, I suggest a compression check and 
too often am asked, "What is that?" So let's look at just 
what is meant by a compression check. 

There are two types. The direct or automotive type, 
and the differential. I personally consider the differential 
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best as it is simple and precise in locating specific problem Oil Cooler Causes Unexpected Landing 
areas. By John Nielsen 

A compression check should be made anytime an 
upper cylinder problem is suspected. Loss of power, in- Last Friday I experienced a problem in my 1967 
creased oil consumption, soft cylinders when hand-pulling 140 which may interest other CPA members. Shortly after 
the prop though during preflight (mag off, aircraft secured) take off, a total loss of oil quickly converted my Cherokee 
orwhenoil analysis indicates apossible upper cylinder prob- into a glider and necessitated a "short field landing" in a 
lem. It is also apart of the 100-hour and m u a l  inspection, city street. The culprit turned out to be a broken line to the 

This is what your mechanic will do. He will run oil cooler. 
your engine up to normal operating temperature prior to the Both feed and return lines had fue sleeves which 
compression check. makes inspection of the lines difficult if not impossible. In 

Next, he will put a standard 80 psi input pressure addition, the check list used for the annual inspection does 
into the cylinder through a spark plug adaptor and read the not include checking the oil lines in the 1212 separately 
pressure loss. A 25 per cent loss is generally recognized as listed items. Only one item comes close: "inspect oil cooler, 
the maximum allowable, or a reading of 60180. Should a leakage and attachment." 
low reading result, recheck and cross check before remov- Although it goes without saying that the redundancy 
ing any cylinders. in fuel and ignition systems makes for pretty reliable en- 

Spark plugs also tell a story--check those removed gines in aircraft, there is ollly one lubrication system and 
from any suspect cylinder. Use a Boroscope or at least a you cannot stay aloft very long without oil. Fortunately I 
gooseneck flashlight to check piston top and cylinder walls. did not have a recent oil change so the oil 1 lost was not 

Consider the history ofthe engine, its maintenance, new. 
previous difficulties and pilot observations. Only then should 
a decision be made based on evaluation of known factors. COItIments On Hot-Running Lance 

In summary, a differential compression check is a BY GW Gear 
good tool for preventative as well as diagnostic maintenance. 

Ours is a 1978 "T" tail we bought with only feny 
Panel Lighting Suggestion time. Since new, Ihave flown more than 800 of its 875 hours. 
By John Sisca Lance engines nm hot! 

Arizona summers call for climb airspeeds about 
The instrument lighting on my Warrior needed 10 knots above the best-rate-of-climb airspeed. During 

improvement when I bought it one and a half years ago, climb, oil temperature is nearly always at or within needle 
The plastic instrument panel cover was originally green to width of red line. Long, slow climbs seem to be the rule. 
match the interior and 1 wanted to paint it flat black. Climb performance is not really that bad since I'm 

I removed the plastic panel cover off both sides of usually 300 to 400 pounds under gross (nobody will fly with 
the panel and masked off the "reminder stickers" (cross- me when it is 120 degrees outside.) 
wind, maneuvering speed, etc.) 1 never got that concerned, because temperatures 

First I painted the back of the panel covers with stay well below red-line during the cruise and nobody flies 
the so called silver "chrome" spray paint found at most auto for fun in the middle of the summer out here. Instrument 
part stores. Beware ofover spray getting on the front if you're brush-ups, stalls, frequent landings and the like are a real 
not going to repaint it too. I did this to increase the bounce no-no during the summer. But this plane should have had 
lighting behind the panel cover. cowl flaps. 

I then sprayed the frout flat black. It would be a 
good idea before you start painting anything to wash both RAM Conversion Report 
sides ofthe panels a couple of times to get rid of any dirt or BY Hany E. Lutz 
oil. 

Before reinstalling the left panel cover, I glued two Like most CPA members, I am a11 avid Piper fa]. 
flat washers behind each mounting screw holes except the N5415S is a 1971 full IFR 140, including a Britain wing- 
ones at each corner. 'Illis is to raise the panel cover away leveler and tracker, which I purchased in 1978 with 1321 
from the instnunent panel a little bit more to give each light hours on it. My son used it to obtain his instrument, com- 
bulb a greater area to reflect off. mercial CFI and CFII ratings and I for my instnunent. We 

The result is excellent. Now each instrument is have not bad problems except that the engine ran out which 
sufficiently lit. is what I want to tell you about. 

Another thing I never understood was why the In January we installed a new 0-320-D3G 160 hp 
rocker panel switches are not lit. This was easily solved by which is STC'd for the 140 by RAM. We have been ex- 
installing an instrument post light (available from mail or- tremely well pleased with the perfonnance. 
der houses for $15) above the switches. There is no noticeable difference in the cruise 

speed, maybe because we had already helped that earlier 
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with Met-Co-Aire wing tips, but it climbs like a different servo. It is not used to reverse polarity during nonnal opera- 
aircraft. tion--it is just used for assembly purposes. Dwing the years, 

We can now use it as a four-place airplane aid the sliding switch's contacts became corroded and caused 
have done so on 70 degree days with full tanks and a climb intermittent operation. The solution was simple: we merely 
out rate of 500 to 600 feet per minute. We now have nearly hot-wired around the switch. 
100 hours on the new engine and would endorse it for any- Second, the electric servo had been used so much 
one who sincerely likes their 140, but just wants better per- that the windings or brushes were worn out or deteriorated. 
fonnance. It would have cost about $250 to send back to the factory, 

but I worked out a deal with the ValdostaEdo Aire dealer to 
Keep Firewall Clean do the work for $100. 
By Bud Groner I do not know whether Mr. Davis is still with Edo 

Aire, but he sure knew his stuff and did and excellent job. 
Notice the wetness of oil on the fiewall of your 

plane?You can prevent it by modifying the oil vent tube on Discovered Gyro Problem 
all Cherokee 150 and 180 engines and most others too. By Gary A. Otto 

You will find a I12 inch diameter tube coming out 
of the top of the engine, running over to the firewall and I would like to expose a potential danger to gyro 
then exiting the bottom of the firewall at the belly of the instruments that I have had recent experience with. I had 
plane. both ofmy gyros overhauled last October and now have 100 

hours of operation on them with a serious problem showil~g 
About midway down this tube, notice a small, 114 up on the DG. 

to 318 inch hole, pointed toward the firewall. DO NOT close Upon removal and inspection it was found that the 
this hole or tape it shut as Piper says there is a reason. (I air inlet hose had begun to disintegrate due to age (about 14 
was told it acts as an exit for engine breathing if the main years) and had ruined the bearings in the DG. 
tube gets clogged with mud or ice.) The system filter was replaced at time of overhaul, 

The solution is to purchase, at your local auto parts but the thought of changing out the hoses never occurred. 
store, one of the small breathers used on the side of the air The hoses appeared to be in good shape. 
cleaner on Fords and Chevrolets. I have since had the gyros brought back to overhaul 

You may purchase these at a dealer or parts store conditiol~ with the help of Barfield Instrument Corp. in At- 
by orderiug the following: Ford Part FA-87 Autocraft lanta , GA (who reworked them at a very reasonable cost 
Breather; Chevrolet Part FB-59 Delco or AC Breather. (Price considering my predicament) and have replaced the hose 
should be under $2.00). with clear plastic which allows any problems to be spotted 

Remove the plastic housing from the breather and at a glance. 
use the filter material only. This material is made of a con- It took considerable hunting to find a source for the 
trolled porosity filtering material and stays put under heavy hose, but I found the hose made by Parker, part number 
pressures.You simply clamp this material over the hole with PV106- 1 318 inch I.D. clear plastic hose. The Orton Com- 
small hose clamps or nylon tie straps. If the bottom hole pany, in Norcross, GA (1-800-282-5685) supplies the hose 
gets clogged with ice or mud, the tube will still breathe at about $1.50 per foot. 
through the recently installed filtering material, but in nor- This hose has a thick wall which resists kinking 
ma1 operation the oily fumes will exit only out the bottom and makes it easy to work with. Knowing about this poten- 
of the tube. Presto ... a clean firewall! tial hazard last year could have saved me considerable dol- 

lars. 
Suggested Auto Pilot Repair CAUTION: Even new rubber hoses pose a danger 
By Jim Harris to newly overhauled gyros. Many rubber hoses have an in- 

ner coating of fine particles (talc) on the rubber which can 
My plane is a 1968 Cherokee with the Piper be drawn into the gyro and cause premature failure. 

Autoflite, an all electric system without any vacuum ser- Make sure the inlet hoses are clean. (That is why 
VOS. the clear hose is suggested.) 

We had trouble with system and kept sending the 
unit back and forth to the Edo Aire factory for two years. Clean Starter Connections In Turbo Arrow 
The unit had more time on UPS trucks than it did in the By Arthur B. McKaig 
plane. 

Luckily, I ran into the Edo Aire field representa- As part of the Cherokee family, my 1977 Turbo 
tive, D. J. Davis, by chance atthe Airport in Valdosta, Geor- Arrow has been afflicted with slow cranking--mainly the 
gia. After 12 minutes of tsouhleshooting, he found the prob- inability of the starter to get through the fist compression 
lem. stroke without three or four tries. 

First, there is a reversing switch located on the Rather than replace the battery cables due to sus- 
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pected corrosion in the swagged terminals, I tried some- Leaks Through Wings 
thing else. by Stephen Goldfarb 

1 disassembled and thoroughly cleaned with light 
abrasive, all of the cable connections, including the starter I have been plagued by leaks for years, but I had 
terminal, the two starter solenoid terminals, the master so- never considered that the leaks might be in the wings. 
lenoid terminals, the battery cable ground, and the battery Sure enough, I found openings in the seams be- 
terminals themselves. tween wing panels in anumber ofplaces. These were caulked 

Would you believe, this did the trick? It cranks with GE silicon caulking material. Though this was not the 
just like new. Let's hope this may help some other loyal but complete cure, the leakage was very measurably decreased. 
fmstrated Cherokee owners. I inspected my airplane, a 1964 Cherokee 180, 

during the rain. I noticed drops of water eutering through 
Bad Fuel Gauge the normal openings in the tail area. Some drops were com- 
By Arthur E. Frank ing from the vertical stabilizer. 

The water than mckles down the fuselage a id  ac- 
On the way back from Oshkosh, the right-hand fuel cumulates behind the bulkhead, generally on the left side of 

indicator stopped working. I have checked all the wires to the aircraft. I believe this also seeps under the seats and 
the gauge and they are all right. It must be the gauge itself. wets the carpeted area in the rear seat compartment. 

The local dealer told me I could buy the gauge for 
$40.00 as a single unit, but it looks to me, like the gauge is Can Overhaul Airborne Air Pumps 
in a cluster. Must you replace the whole cluster or just re- 
move the cluster and replace the bad gauge? Can the bad A bit ofupdate on the dry air pump, as used on the 
gauge be rebuilt? Piper Cherokee (model 21 ICC for all), we would like to 

The answer: pass on the following information: 
The fuel gauge is a separate instrument which is We at Rapco, Inc., just recently got an FAA ap- 

mounted in the cluster. Once the cluster is removed the gauge proved Repair Station (#C6 1-5 1 ) for overhauling Airborne 
can be separated from the cluster a i d  replaced. A good in- dry air pumps. 
shument re-builder could, no doubt, rebuild the gauge, but We put in all new carbon pans, u~cluding the front 
the cost would probably be about the same as a new one, so end graphite bushing and a new carbon parts, including the 
replacement would be the wise choice. front end. Price (CPA special of $171.75 exchauge) will 

save the Cherokee operator $106.00 as compared to the Air- 
Has A Source For Gear Re-chroming borne list $278.00. 
by Larry A. Dietz The nice thing about getting this pump overhauled 

is that you can send it in before it fails on the airplat~e. 
I located a company in Los Angeles that did an Airborne would like you to throw the old pwnp away aud 

excelle~~tjob re-chroming the axle assemblies for my 180D. purchase a new one, but this really is not a throw away item, 
They measured the extreme upper end of the main shaft to especially at $278.00. 
determine the proper dimensiou to machine the shaft to af- Michael White 
ter the re-chrome plating. Rapco, Inc. 

The upper end of the shaft can be used because it 743 Old Tower Road 
gives no wear when the shafts are assembled into the gear Oconomowoc, W1 53066 
casting. 

The cost for this service was $125.00 per assem- Cherokee 6 Prop Problem 
bly which is quite reasonable because used assemblies mn By Dan Caliendo 
$225.00, if you can get assemblies in good usable condi- 
tion, and new assemblies cost $450.00 each. I might give others the benefit of a recent experi- 

The original chrome/nickel plating is removed be- ence 1 have had with my PA-32-300. I had my prop over- 
fore the shafts are re-plated. As a result the newly recondi- hauled during my current annual t h k s  to the AD on Hartzell 
tioned assemblies will out last the rest of the plane. props that requires tear down and overhaul every 4 years or 

The name of the company specializing in Hard 1500 hours. 
Chroming is: Chroma1 Plating Co., 1748 Workman Street, Mine was because ofthe four-yeardeadline. In spite 
Los Angeles, CA 9003 1 213-225-6121. of keeping the plane in a hangar and haviog annuals done. 

by the FBO with good reputation, they found water and cor- 
They also do re-chroming of large aircraft landing rosion inside the hub. 

gear assemblies so you can see that they are qualified in Luckily it was not extensive enough to require ex- 
their field. I hope this is of help to those members whose pensive parts and/or overhaul. The mechanic thinks the rea- 
landing gears corroded and pitted like mine did. son was that they failed to grease the hub during previous 

annuals. 
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Apparently grease should be inserted into the lower 

zerk until it oozes out of the top zerk so as to assure a hub 
full of grease. Others with similar props might make sure 
this is done each annual. 

180 LB C S R l  

How To Clean Up Caulk 
By Jim McCord 

I especially enjoyed the reprint on leaky Chero- 
kees in the February issue. Mr. Howard suggests the use of 
gasoline to clean the G.E. auto and glass seal. The most 
obvious reason for not using gasoliue is, of course, that it is 
a iire hazard and it is toxic. 

Recently, after a tile man repaired a number of 
tiles in my shower at home with silicone caulk, I ques- 
tioned him as to how he did such a beautiful job without a 
trace of the messy stuff anywhere. The answer was "anhy- 
drous isopropyl alcohol", the type purchased at almost any 
paint store. 

It is not toxic (unless taken internally), has mini- 
mal odor, and cleans the silicone very well. 

Reports On Performance Mods 
By George Dostal 

I have had the opportunity during the last 10 
months to modify my Cherokee Arrow #N3708T (PA-28R- 
180) with both Hoemer Wing Tips (Met-Co-Aire) and gap 
seals (Knots-2-U). 

Prior to each modification a flight test was accom- 
plished, the intent being to compare cruise speed of the 
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uinnodified ard modified airc~afl. Two pressure altitudes resistant shield was very soft, like tar, on the lower oil cooler 
were selected 5,500 and 7,500 feet. Three power setting, hose. 
5S0', 65'#,, and 75% at 2,400 rpln were flown at each alti- I spoke to Product Support in Vero Beacli arid they 
tude, the ~neasure of power determined Erom ha~dbookmani- said if any of the rubber engine hoses have over 1,000 hours 
fold pressure settings. on them, to check their flexibility. 

The utimodified aircraft was test flown first. This Try to move the hose back atid forth a little. If the 
was accomplished with a qualified test pilot at the cotrtrols hose is very stiiT, hard to move, a id  crackles aud pops, then 
with me along to record data as he called it out. Fortunately you may be due to replace that hose. 
finding a qualified test pilot is not a problem at Rosa~nond. 1 purchased the lower hose fiom aPiper dealer but 
California, next door to Edwards Air Force Base. the upper hose was- i~npossible to get due to production cut 

The succeeding conditions were flown by me with backs. 
my son as adatarecorder, who fomurately weighed in witlun Tl~eii I found out that Aviall in \'a11 Nuys. Califor- 
a couple of pounds of the test pilot. nia (213) 994-3423 could rebuild the hose for less than half 

The three plots enclosed will probably generate a the cost of a new hose. 
bit of conversation in the Cherokee commuuity. It is inter- Aviall reuses the end fittings, replaces the old hose 
esting that the tips alone seem to reduce speed attauiahle at and flame sleeving, and pressure tests the "new" hose. There 
65% a id  75% power below the observed witliout the Modi- are several places aro~ind the country tliat are certified to 
tication. The results with the gap seals were expected but rework aircraft hoses, and this is one way to save on maiu- 
not to the degree that this simple test indicated. tenance. 

Another way to save on maintenance is to get in- 
Warning On Gear Indicator volved through owner-assist annuals and supervised main- 
By Michael F. Walslr tenance. For those people in the Los Angeles area inter- 

ested in owner-assist annuals and nraintenaice, I would rec- 
1 would like to add another related thought 011 the ommendBask Aviation atEl Monte Airport (213)443-M74. 

PA-32R landing gear that may save someone else a few a ~ x -  Mike Passwater is the service manager. 
ious moments. Now for a helpful tip. It has to do with tire intla- 

If the di~n~irer switch assembly for tlie panel and tio~r. 
11av lights is removed from the pallel, the gear down liglit- The way I solved the hide-and-go-seek method of 
ing circuit is bypassed and becomes inoperable, leaving the finding the tire air valve hidden in the wheel fairing was 
pilot with no positive indicatio~i of gear down and locked. very simple. 

I recently had this experience thitlking (as did my Go to your local auto supply, buy a white "crayon" 
~i~eclianic) that the switch assen~bly could be removed for used for tire lettering. Find the air valve 011 tlle tire arld the11 
leisurely service while the aircraft continued in service for make a white line from the rim to the ground on the back- 
day VFR. side of the tire (the side facing the brake disk). 

Be advised that a sharp pilot would have noticed Make this mark in line with the valve, this way 
the three greens not illuminated while taxiing; I did not. when you're pushing your plane around looking for the valve, 

This could have become one of those incidents all you need to do is look for the white line on tlie back of 
where one small problem couldliave potentially growl1 ard the tire. I put the mark on the nose wheel tire on the same 
snowballed into sonietl~ing else had conditions been less side as the valve. 
thai ideal. 

Cherokee Six Cabin Door Fixed Fnel-Flow Meter, Speed Kit Comments 
By Don Taylor By J McCord 

Regarding the proble~n of poor door latching, we 
fourd the pin for the door latch ~neclianisni was bent so 
badly that it was inipossible to get the door closed tightly 
aud latched. Illstalling a new pin corrected the problem. 

Also, happy to report that we have had 110 retract- 
able nose-gear problems with our Six! 

Maintenance tips 
by Johtr Sisca 

Jolui Nielson said his oil cooler hose failed (Octo- 
ber Newsletter) a id  he replaced them with new hoses. I had 
arelated proble~n in June 1982.1 had noticed that the flrune- 

Yes, someone has successfully STC'd a fuel-flow 
meter for carbureted e~igine aircraft: Silver lostruments. 
Inc., 2346 Stanwell Drive, Concord, CA 94520. The in- 
stnunent is called Fuel Guard a id  is a totalizer plus a fuel- 
flow meter and uses a flow scat1 model 2018 trrulsducer. 

Silver has STC's for at least 20 to 30 aircraft, oile 
of which is the Cherokee 6 (not a carbureted engibe) but 
some of those STC's are carbureted engines and there are 
approximately 16 more STC's now awaiting approval at one 
of the California GADO's. 

The Archer I1 STC is one of those. I personally am 
making an application at our local GAD0 for use of the 
Fueltro~i on my 181 through Form 337. 
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The FAA is supposed to examine the proposed in- ket that indicate voltage and can go into the $200.00 price 

stallation today and give his judgement. I hope it works range. 
out. All ofthe six instrument shops that I spoke to agree 

I have just had our mechanic put a Knots-2-U kit on one thing about the Westach gauge. Do not expect a long 
on the 181 and preliminary flying seems to indicate in- life on an economically-priced gauge if you do a couple of 
creased speed and climb with definite slower flight avail- hundred hours of flying each year. 
able with full aileron control down below 55 knots. So far I When the master switch is turned on the volt meter 
am very impressed. should show 12 volts. If it indicates less, then your battery 

may be due for a charge and a water level check. 
Arrow Gear Solution With the engine started the meter should show 13.75 
By Jack Daub volts, though 13.25 is an acceptable lower limit. Therefore a 

reading of 13-14 volts would indicate a properly function- 
Reference Mr. Gaylor's letter in the March issue ing alternator. 

concerning the Arrow's "gear-in-transit" light illuminating A reading of 12-13 volts and "ALT AMPERES' 
in flight. gauge showing a load could indicate a failing alternator and 

That is not, as his CFI stated, "aproblem with the an excellent possibility that your battery is being drained by 
Arrows", but rather a nose-door rigging problem and it is trying to carry some of the load. Try to reduce that load by 
easily adjusted. turning off all nonessential electrical items. 

I am amazed at the old wives tales that many "ex- If the volt meter is indicating less than 12 volts, 
perts" spread, i s . ,  pulling hack and forth on the yoke then the "ALT AMP" gauge should be at "0" and the voltage 
"sharply" to cure the problem. reading will decrease as the health of your battery di i in-  

Try this simple solution: raise the nose or reduce ishes. The volt meter should be an important addition to any 
power to slow below gear speed. Lower the gear. After a instrument panel since it helps show you a complete picture 
gear down indication is indicatedretract the gear The door of your electrical system. 
will reposition itself completely and the transit light will 
remain off. Lubricate Your Starter 

By Franklyn N. Brown 
Recommends Voltmeter For Panel 
By John Sisca My 1973 Cruiser suffered from what 1'11 call "The 

Hard Cranking Syndrome". 
How healthy is your electrical system? I once suggested weak battery and evaluated the 
Most Pipers are only equipped with a load meter possibility of new battery leads as suggested in prior CPA 

(AMPERES gauge) which basically tells the pilot the total newsletters. 
amount of amps being demanded of the electrical system. However, my mechanic diagnosed it as dry starter 

If the "ALT AMPERES' gauge were to indicate bearing and Bendix. He took the starter and Bendix gear 
"0" amps, then you know there is a problem with the alter- and lubricated the bearing and shafts and it immediately 
nator and that the battery is supplying the electrical power. improved cranking speed 100 percent. 

If the "ALT AMP" gauge indicates a load then you For those unfamiliar, the starter and Bendix are right 
may assume the system is operating correctly. You may be behind the spinner at the 5 o'clock position and get a lot of 
very wrong! air flow and it tends to dry the lubrication off. 

There are three diodes inside the alternator that If my experience is correct, I bet that 50 percent or 
convert the alternating current (AC) to direct current (DC), more of hard starting problems are the result of dry lubrica- 
If one or two diodes become defective then the alternator tion on the starter gear and are not battery related. 
will not be putting out it's full rated voltage of 13.75 volts. Ipreviously went through a battery every two years 

Since the alternator output would be diminished and was ready to get a new one. My bud now turns over like 
but the load on the system is the same, there is a very good a spinning top on the same battery I thought was gone. 
chance that the battery would be supplying some of the 
voltage. Heated Pitot Comments 

What is actually happening is that your battery is By James E. Ellis 
being drained while your "ALT A M P  gauge shows only a 
slight drop in the load reading, in most cases this change A few comments on letters concerning heated pitot 
will go undetected. installation: 

A way to avoid this and to get a better picture of 1. The heated-pitot installation is straightforward, 
your electrical system is to install a volt meter. I have a butlabor-intensive (andtherefore expensive.) Electricalwires 

stach "2-114" volt meter with a 6-16 volt scale on it. must he routed through the wing, then past the (removed) 
stach is by far the least expensive at approximately left interior sidewall panel, to a switch and added circuit 
.00. There are a couple of other instruments on the mar- breaker. 
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2. The heated pitot has a significant current draw wires go to the terminals that they came off of. 

and if the 160 has a stock alternator it probably will not be The fuel gauges are simple and usually reliable, 
able to handle a full load of radios and the heated pitot, they have two coils that basically create an electro-mag- 
particularly at night. I also updated to a 60A alternator which netic field that moves the needle; if the gauge breaks, in 
today probably would cost somewhere around $350 to BOO. most cases you just throw it away. 

3. If the plane is to be used IFR, a new static-al- 
timeter check will be required. Mr. Ekse might also he ad- Steering Wheel Failure on Takeoff 
vised to add an alternate static source at this point, under By Maurice Brown 
his panel, as it wouldn't add much more expense to the over- 
all job. Concerning our 1973 PA-28-140, today on takeoff 

the left steering wheel came loose, cracked. I was able to 
Fuel Gauge Replacement make a short trip, but on landing the wheel came completely 
By John A. Sisca off. I grabbed the right one plus what was left of the left one 

and made a decent landing. I thought this might he of some 
Arthur Frank recently had a question about replac- interest. 

ing his fuel gauge. Now will you advise me where and how to get a 
Wag-Aero at P 0 Box 181, Lyons, Wisconsin, used or new one. I need two as the opposite one is cracked. 

53 148 sells Piper fuel and engine instnunent gauges, either There is 16,000 + hours TTA&E. 
in the cluster or individually. I also need a new owners manual and duplicate 

It is definitely worth while to contact them (also flight manual with weight-and-balance. These items were 
get their catalog) since the gauge cost savings can be 25- stolen. 
50% off. 

The catalog has photos of each type gauge so you The answer was as follows: 
will be sure to get exactly what you want; but to be on the "Cracked control wheels are an old Cherokee prob- 
safe side, tell them the limits (quantity, pressure, temp, etc.) lem. They were the subject of two AD'S on earlier models, 
that are on the gauge you want to replace. but this is the first time I have heard of a failure in many 

As you said, each gauge is individual and they are years. 
separated by a round slotted rubber insert on each side. If You might check around with FBO's in your area 
you are careful, the gauge can be swapped out without re- for information about salvaged Cherokees. Otherwise, you 
moving the cluster. The tricky part is getting the rubber in- will have to turn to Piper for replacements. The same is true 
sert back into place. of the flight manual. And this is a costly solution, I know, 

You must slip the insert in place at the same time but it is illegal to fly the plane without the flight manual 
as you are trying to put the gauge back into the cluster while aboard. 
being very careful not to touch any of the instrument needles; For an owners manual, I suggest you write to 
they bend much too easily. ESSCO, 426 W. Turkey FootLake Road,Akron, OH44319. 

When you are tightening the first nuts on the two (216) 644-7724. 
terminals that hold the gauge in place, be very careful not Incidentally, for anyone whose plane is used by 
to over tighten them. Finger tight plus 114 turn is enough. others or where you have reason to feel that these important 
The terminal can easily break away inside the gauge if it's manuals might be stolen, why not take the time to copy the 
over tightened. originals and staple the copies together to be kept in the 

Do not rule out the possibility that there may be a plane. This could save a lot of expense and irritation later. 
problem with the fuel quantity transmitter or any part of the 
wiring from the transmitter (at the fuel tank) to the fuel Constant Speed Prop Request 
gauge 

The fuel transmitter, in each wing, has one wire A member asked about a constant-speed propeller 
coming from it and going down to a terminal strip under the conversion for his plane. The answer: 
rear seat on the pilot side (on the Warrior they connect to I know of no bolt-on conversion for your present 
terminal 9 & 10). From there a wire goes to each fuel gauge, engine. A number of Cherokees have received the Avcon 
Another possibility is that the ground strap at the fuel quan- conversion, however, at a cost of about $13,500. At that 
tity transmitter has come loose. price this is not a spur of the moment thing, but may make 

One thing you may want to try is to disconnect the sense to someone who has a run-out engine. 
wires from the left and right fuel gauges and connect the The conversion kit includes a Lycoming 0-360-A- 
right gauge wires to the left gauge, check for areading when I-A engine. 
the master switch is turned on. I talked to one member who made the conversion 

If you get a reading, then it is not a defective fuel on his 1968 140. His engine had run more than 3,000 hours 
gauge. Each wire that goes to each gauge terminal has a since overhaul and a new engine was in order. One reason 
unique letterinumber code to identify it, BE SURE that those for the conversion was his concern over the unavailability 
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of 80 octane fuel for his old engine. Turboplus states that the critical altitude with the 

He purchased the Avcon kit and installed it hirn- mod is increased from 11,000 to 15,000 feet and that lower 
self. He said installation was simple. Unbolt the old engine temperatures permit more leaning during climb and cruise, 
and bolt in the new one. The rest is just detail work, and resulting in fuel savings. 
eveqthmg comes complete in the k t .  It tookhim two weeks The TSIO-360 Continental engine has had a htgh 
of labor working by himself, hut he points out his is not a rate of heat related failures and this new mod, although uot 
mechanic and a good shop cut the time in half. cheap, shows potential for solving some of these problems. 

He said top speed increase is llot significant: his 
plane went from 136 mph tq 142 mpl~. But he could not Has Data On Toe-Brake Conversion 
praise the conversion enough. By Donald A. Sankey 

The service ceiling was raised from 12,500 feet to 
14,500 feet. Takeoffroll was decreased by 25 percent. My son and I both own Cherokees. Mine is a 1971 

Climb was much stronger and he described the ex-Flite Liner. I say "ex" because I have completely redone 
converted plane as an excellent mountan plane. it and it has more equipment than most Cherokees. I am also 

One other comment. This member is an engineer ;ul A&P mechanic. 
and he keeps excellent records. He also showed a 6 mph A recent inquiry about toe-brake conversions could 
increase in top speed due to installation of Met-Co-Aire he answered by the Cherokee Parts Manual and Service 
wing tips (measured before and after with a second plane Manuals. 
as chaser.) I have installed many of these kits on my Cherokee 

so I know they are available. 
Wood Screw Shorts Landing Gear 

For the benefit of other members, the following kits 
Richard C. Robbins, of Los Angeles, CA, reports are listed in the manuals. 

that his plane suffered loss of landing gear and warning Wheel Fairing installation for 150 and 160--PiN 754 
circuit when a wood screw extended 114 inch below the 497 and 754 498. 
rear of the back seat plywood floor. Wheel Fairiug installation for 140, 150 and 160 (St 

The Arrow 20 IT suffered the problem after heavy N 28- 1530 up)--P/N 756 790. 
rear seat passengers (350 pounds) depressed the floor board Auxiliary Power Receptacle, 140--P/N 756 955. 
causing the wood screw to pierce the wire bundle located Step Installatiot~, P/N 756 785. 
on top of the rear seat belt support bracket. Single Toe-brake Installation, P/N 756 897. 

It is recommended that the floor board be exam- Single to Dual Toe-brake Installation, PiN 756 898. 
ined on other Arrows for protruding wood screws in the Dual toe-brake Installation, PiN 756-899. 
area of the wire bundle. 

Solved Starter Problem 
Simple Solution To Poor Starting By Sakari Hiltunen 
by Herb Levin 

I had a 1976 Warrior with about 2,000 hours on the 
In regards to starting, my Cherokee, a PA-28-151 engine when I bought it four years ago. I never had anything 

had this malady. By replacing the outer buslung in the starter done to the engine, other than regular maintenance. 
the disease was cured. I haven't replaced the battery cables It always started with atouch of the switch, until it 
yet, and so far it starts right up. started failing. 

Two years ago when we were doing the annual (I 
Intercooler For a r b o  Arrow was helping), I mentioned the hard starting and I told the 

mechanic about our members experiences regarding the 
An induction intercooler modification for the cables. 

Turbo Arrow has been certified and is now available for He said he had replaced cables before but it had not 
$4,995 from Turboplus, Inc., 1437 W. Valley Highway, helped and that the only thing which would help was tore- 
Auburn, WA 98002. place the starter with a geared one ($400). 

The mod consists of a modified induction system, Some half year later I decided to do something af- 
a turbocharger intercooler, cowl flaps and pressurized ter I bought a new battery without much improvement. I 
magnetos. replaced the cable from the firewall to the starter and the 

The Turbo Arrow has no cowl flaps and is prone short cable from the battery to the first solenoid. That did 
to overheating during climb. Turboplus claims its cowl flaps the trick. 
lower cylinder-head temperatures by 20 to 36 degrees. Piper So much so that I could put the old battery back 

rs retrofit cooling louvers which can help, but which and it still starts with a touch of the switch. 
during descent, increasing the risk of ther- Now I am wondering how much mechanics h o w .  
ge to the engine. 
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Cherokee performed magnificently, even without power. 

Costs Do Not Have To Get You Down When flown properly I would say this bird is one of the 
By Robert M. Winjum safest and toughest around. 

The Cherokee is heavy and can he put down very 
The cost of keeping a bird in the air is someti~nes accurately without power. As I indicated, I put it down in a 

something that really hurts the pocketbook when it shouldn't vely rough cultivated stubble field. I kept it from wheel- 
have to. A couple recent cases in point. harrowing by using 111 flaps and keeping the nose extremely 

The inside handle on my 69 Arrow broke. The cost high on touclidown. There was absolutely no physical dam- 
of a new one would have been $1 2. age to the airframe. 

After looking at the handle, the name "Ford was Now 1 will have to look for another engine. 
seen. A trip to the Ford garage yielded a new one for 85 
cents (the same one used on a Model A). Found Source For Inside Door Handle 

Now, here's a bigger problem. After replacing two By Roger Moberg 
motors on my auxiliary fuel pump (cost, $200 each), when 
the third motor didn't work, I took it to our local electrical Just a quick note to let you kuow 1 found an un- 
shop and they put in anew bearing which cost $16. usual source for the inside door handle on my 1968 Chero- 

It bothered me that all these motors froze up. Upon kee 180-D. 
inspection of the drain below the pump, gas came out when As I got a little rambunctious in closing the door, 
the putnp was turned on. the pot metal part decided to divide in two. Piper wanted 

This meant that gas was leaking from the pump $40 for a new one. 
shaft to the sealed bearing on the motor and even a sealed Salvage outfits needed about $10 plus shipping. A 
bearing would have the lubricant washed out after gas had salvage operator in Omaha was nice enough to tell me it 
sprayed on it for long enough time and then the bearing was a genuine Ford Motor Co, part and that I could prob- 
would freeze. ably get it from them cheaper. 

Now listen to this: you can buy a new motor, but if I tried ju& yards first. No luck. No one keeps cars 
you just want a fuel pump you cannot buy it alone, so you that old. 
have to buy both the pump and motor for a cost of $493 Then, my friendly Ford dealer's parts man saw it 

Now in my case, I have fixed the motor and so I and, without looking it up, identified it as a circa 1967 Ford. 
thought, why not fix the pump? After all, it pumps the gas, I ordered one and suggest you might want to record the 
but leaks. number: B7C-8122600B. Price list: $7.70!! 

To fix this, all you need is a seal around the shaft- Be aware, however, that there are three different 
-cost, $4.50. This is simple to change. handles used in 1968. This is the cast one for a splined shaft. 

All in all, to end the story, I thought it was going to 
cost me $493, but when all the smoke cleared it cost me Wants To Add Toe Brakes 
$20.50 plus tax. 

In the December issue, you mentioned a toe-brake 
Get Control Wheel Used couversion. I own a 1965 Cherokee 180, serial number 28- 
By M. Brown 2556. 

The aircraft was purchased approximately two years 
When the Piper dealer quoted $138 for a control ago and my wife and I have flown it almost every weekend 

wheel, 1 went to an FBO and secured a used one from since purchase. My chief concern in this letter is to investi- 
Ellington Aircraft, 30982E. Broadway,Walbridge, OH(419) gate the possibility of converting the hand-brake to dual 
666-2440. toe-brakes. 

1 a n  in a stew about the flight manual. I had the Please send me information so that 1 may evaluate 
manual at home with me and at time practiced on weight- the feasibility of installing the toe-brake conversion. 
and-balance as one should. G.D. Nellans 

Then, when I had the van in the paint shop to be Alexandria, VA 22301 
painted I left the van open. Of course, the paint shop pleaded 
innocent. We have received a lot of ]nail about this, so here 

is the infonnation. 
Engine Failure Forces Landing Piper offers two toe-brake conversion kits, 756-898, 
By Inky Mark which adds the second toe-brake to the passenger side when 

the plane already has toe-brakes on the pilot's side. 
My PA-28-140 with its extended wings had a forced The second kit, 756-899, provides toe-brakes for 

landing in a very rough field due to an oil line break and both sides where the plane is originally equipped only with 
consequently an engine failure. a hand-brake. 

Even though all this occwred below 500 feet, the Both kits fit the same models and serial number: 
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140 series aircraft with serial numbers of 20521 and up; Cruiser which we acquired a year ago. 
150, 160 and 180 aircraft with serial numbers of 176 1 and A prior owner had installed a Horton STOL kit on 
up; and 235 (including Arrow) aircraft with serial numbers her and she performs real well in and out of our farm ship. I 
10487 and up. have not recorded any performance figures, but I do solo fly 

Finally, we get to price. The 756-898 kit presently her with full flaps at 40 mph IAS using around 2,500 rpm to 
lists for $435 (1984). The 756-899 kit (which will be the maintain level flight (the stall warning light is usually on at 
one most people are interested in) lists for $1,015. They this point.) 
are not cheap, but then again they are not as expensive as The Horton kit does not seem to hurt speed at the 
many other aviation items are. top, either. I plan on some accurate tests and would be glad 

Cost of installation is another matter. Check with to send you the results if you are interested. 
your A&P. Most of the actual labor, however, can be per- 
formedby one who isnot overly skilled. Perhaps yowA&P Comments On Avionics and Winterization 
will permit you to do much of the work under his supervi- By Vince T ~ p i a n 0  
sion. 

I purchased a 1965 Cherokee 180C about two-and- 
Wants To Convert 140 To Four-Place one-half years ago. The airplane had a pretty paint scheme 

which was about four-years-old and it was set up for IFR. 
We own a Cherokee 140 rated as a two-seater. It is What I did not know was that this beautiful plane 

certified as 1,950 pounds gross. was going to cost me a fortune to bring it up to par. The 
We want to change it to 2,150 pounds and a four- previous owners had taken very many short cuts in mainte- 

seater. Please supply us with any information you can re- nance that were undetected. 
garding conversion. Fuel tanks started leaking, the battery needed re- 

If there is anyone out here on the West Coast that placement, avionics started failing and the wiring was non- 
could do this conversion, we would like to know. standard. Believe me, I couldulite a book and tell you things 

Walter Gibbs that would make your blood curdle. 
Lakewood, CA 90713 Last year I had some major avionics replacements 

Dear Walter, and added a DME and I have plans for an autopilot and 
You are probably in luck, depending on the serial weather radar. I receive more compliments on my pretty 

number of your plane. Cherokee than I can handle. It was like nursing a stray, sick 
The difference between a 1,950 gross and a 2,150 dog back to health and today I could not part with her for the 

gross plane is mainly the propeller. The lower gross mod- world. 
els (before 1966) had what has been described as a "climb Regarding John Steeby's winterizationkit problem, 
prop. Actually, it is not a climb prop, but exactly the oppo- I had the same problem. I finally placed a triple thickness of 
site, an overdrive prop, if you will. furnace duct tape over the intake of my oil cooler hose leav- 

To convert to the higher gross, the prop needs to ing an opening about one inch square in the center for out- 
be re-pitched to 58 inches. Some hardware is also required side air to enter. 
to make the change. There are four sheet-metal screws which fasten the 

Your A&P mechanic can do the modification for intake hose that I use to secure the tape to prevent it from 
you. Any prop shop can re-pitch the prop for you. breaking loose and possibly entering the oil cooler hose. 

The procedure is described in Service Spares Pub- The result is normal oil temperature and pressure, 
lication #230, available from Piper, which also lists the ap- even in zero-degree weather. When spring rolls around I re- 
plicable serial numbers. The kit for making the conversion move the tape and discard it, and use fresh tape the follow- 
is also available. ing winter. 

As to seats, Piper no longer makes them. How- The tape will not adhere to a cold surface so make 
ever, they are available at aircraft salvage yards thughout  sure the area is warm before applying the tape. However, 
the country. The best place to start is Trade a Plane, once the tape is in place, the cold temperature or heat from 
Crossville, Tennessee 38555. the engine does not affect it. 

You probably will not be able to find a matching 
set, but this is not important. Even the condition is not. You Electric %im Cure 
can settle for just the frames. Don Stretch, at Airtex, can By Pete &Jan Coleman 
provide covers for anything you find. 

The seats themselves just bolt in place. In reply to Don Batterton's electric him problem, I 
solved mine by removing all the old heavy grease on the 

Owns Horton STOL Model Cherokee trim jack screws located under the fiberglass tail cone and 
By Don & Myrna Champtin replacing it with MIL spec C-21567 soft film silicone grease. 

End of cold weather problem. 
We are the proud owner of a 1972 PA-28-140 Electric trim m about one fourth as fast as manual 
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trim. There is a tension spring on top of the electric trim By Fred Pollow 
motor. Remove tension on the cable and operate the elec- 
tric trim. If it runs OK, the trouble is probably heavy grease I co-own a PA-28-235C with a tiiend and live in 
(if manual trim is not too stiff). Milwaukee, Wisconsin, which means I fly in a lot of cold 

I also found the trim cable frayed around the elec- weather. The oil temperature and pressure problem is com- 
tric trim pulleys and had that replaced. mon with a high-pressure cowl aircraft like a PA-28-235C. 

I just got through soundproofing the cabin includ- You cannot restrict air flow into or exiting the cowl 
ing replacing headliner with imitation wool. It seems qui- or severe cooling problems could result. I do not know of 
eter. Will report again after we run a comparison on before an approved kit for this aircraft, but I did make a baffle for 
and after decibel readings. the oil cooler which made a definite difference in operating 

One method of starting these Lycomings that I have temperature and oil pressure. 
not seen mentioned is the way we always started our 150 At -30 degrees F, oil temperatures are in the nor- 
Hp Tri Pacer. ma1 operating range. If anyone is interested I would be glad 

Hit the starter and when the engine comes up to send a print of the baffle I made. 
against compression let up and let it bounce back, catching One must be careful when outside air temperature 
it on the rebound. It never caused any starter problems and gets up around +30 degrees F. The baffle is simple to install 
worked every time once you got the knack of it. or remove and takes about five minutes to do so. 

Also, when you have low ambient temperature, you 
TWO Items For Cherokees have high oil pressure whereas when oil is running at more 
By Ted Stanley than normal operating temperature a loss of oil pressure 

occurs, with the exception of air entrained oil, as you ex- 
You might want to pass along to the membership plained. 

information about the availability of an engine-breather tube I am sure some people would not agree, but one 
winterization kit (for the 181 and, I assume, other PA-28's can check with most oil companies and they will confirm 
as well.) this to be a fact. 

This seems to be somewhat an obscure item. I have 
only found reference to it in two places: under section 8, Gas Smell In Cabin From Primer 
Handling, Service & Maintenance, Cold Weather Opera- By Jerry Dunning 
tion, of the Pilot's Operating Handbook, and in the mainte- 
nance manual under GAMA Chapter 12, Servicing, Win- Recently I solved a raw gas smell in the cabin that 
terization Plate. had been annoying me for a year. It was caused by a loose 

This latter reference is the only source of a part fitting where the copper gas tube connects to the primer 
number. It is not listed in the part catalog. 

Another item of interest is the "Wing Ding". It is a 
neat little device that mounts on the wing using existing 
screws. It serves as an additional door stop, thus preventing 
the door from being caught by the wind, breaking the fac- C#' 
tory door stop, andsmashing into the cowling. 

This item is manufactured by William Stephenson 
whose phone number is (305) 567-2200. 

Drooped Tips On a 180 
By Wayman C. Dunlap 

We put on STOL droop tips and they have hon- 
estly lowered the stall speed by a good seven miles an hour. 
The only problem is that we had to abandon ow plans to 
install the new S-Tec 40 autopilot as the factory coniirmed 
that their autopilot is not STC'd for airplanes with after- 
market wing tips. pump on the inside of the panel. 

After several months with our new plane we have The local FBO mechanics could not find the leak 
reacheda conclusion: the 180 is one of the great usedplanes three times. After landing on one occasion, I noticed where 
of the world if you can find a good one at a good price, gas had dripped on the center panel where my mike plugs 

Ours starts first tirne, every time, hot or cold, and in. That is when I realized where the gas was coming from. 
refuses to use oil. In past letters others have mentioned a gas smell 

thinking it was coming from the tank switch. They possibly 
Recommends Baffle For Cold Weather Flying have the primer problem also. 
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on my solution to hard starting. 

Slow Plane May Have Indicator Problenl I too had become frustrated, angered and sometimes 
By Joan Schieier embarrassed at the partial cranking of the engine. C r a n h g  

was not continuous, so I could not call it "slow craukmg". 
This is directed to Mr. James and other members At best I could rock it 'and gat one half turn at a time. 

with "slow" Cherokees. I called Piper customer service and to my surprise 
My 1966 140 used to register 20 knots slow, which they acted naive that such a problem existed. They offered 

was finally pinned down to an airspeed indicator problem. no real solution other than to check for frayed wires or loose 
The plane constantly acted too fast on takeoff andapproach connections. 
and stalled slower than book values. Our FBO mechanic suggested replacing the alumi- 

The solutio~~ was simple and cheap. The pitot static num cables with copper. This was done but only a slight 
lines are metal behind the gas tank, but with rubber on both improvemelit was noticed. 
.ends. He the11 replaced the direct drive starter with aused, 

Over time in allot climate, the rubber deteriorated gear starter (plus a new ring gear) and the problem is solved. 
inside the cockpit. I replaced them with 5/32 inch neoprene Tlie engine really spins and start up is fun again. 
hose (available at any auto parts store for about 80 cents a One other item. Recently one of the two anchor 
foot.) bolts that holds the alternator support bracket to the bottom 

To do t h s  you have to take downthe lei3 wall panel of the engine case sheared off. The alternator twisted to where 
plus the gas switch knob (be sure to replace it correctly). the "hot" post contacted a tubiiig cowling brace and the arc 

Also, only replace one line at a time, longest ones bunled it ha lhay  tluougb. Annual inspection of these bolts 
first, and do not forget all the little connections between lnlght be warranted. 
the pitot-static instmnents. 

About 10 feet will cover everything in the cockpit Wants To Use Extended Core Plugs 
and out by the pitot tube. 

Be careful; the metal instrument intakes bend eas- Recently, while at Oshkosh I purchased eight new 
ily. IFR planes will need a new pitot-static check. spark plugs. They are the extended-core plugs, Champion 

If hoses do not help it is probably time for a new REM-37-BY. 
indicator (unless the plane actually is slow.) The extended-core was to eliminate fouling whch 

I was getting. This has been eliminated with the new plugs. 
Has Faded Glareshield I checked with the Champion Spark Plug people at 

Oshkosh before buying them and they told me they were 
A common Cherokee problem is fabric fading on designed for my engine, a 0-360-A4A (180 hp). 

top ofthe dash between the glare shield aid the windshield. They seemed to be doing a good job but my me- 
Do you or a ly  of the CPA members have a method chanic, who does my mluals, says they are not an approved 

of restoring the fabric to its original color? plug for my engine and I am not sure if he will reinstall 
Clarke R. Mahaffey them at my next annual. 
820 Brookmere Dr. Do you know if these plugs have been approved 
Edmonds. WA 98020 and if so where can I get some proof of the approval. 

Tlley seem to have eliminated most of the mag drop 
Most Cherokee models use a fabric trim and it can on runup and, given the expense a t~d  all, I sure do not want 

be restored by using a spray fabric dye. Several brands are to tbrow them away. Can you help me on this? 
available. Republic Aerosol Company makes a 13 oz, can Are any of our members using these plugs and have 
which sells for about $2.00, and is available in a variety of you heard of the results? 
colors. Ernie Colhert 

Ask for it at your local paint store or write to Re- Ontario, Canada K7S-3H2 
public Aerosol Company, Compton, CA 90224. 

Be careful of the over spray and be sure to care- The extended-core plugs were designed to elimi- 
fully mask a iy  adjacent areas which you do not want to nate or at least diminish the amount of fouling caused by 
dye. operating 'an 80-octane engine on 100-octane fuel. 

Some Cherokee models use vinyl for this trim. This The plugs are designed for your engine atld have 
material cannot be dyed and must be replaced (a difficult been approved for use by Lycoming.You cannot blame your 
job at best.) mechanic for not knowing this. I checked with the people at 

the factory at Vero Beach and they did not know whether the 
Geared Starter Speeds Starting plugs are approved or not. 
By Howard Moore They are listed on the new Champion charts and 

catalogs and you ca i  also get verificatio~~ of their suitability 
I owl  a 1973 Cherokee 140 and would like to pass from Avco-Lycoming. 
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includes placards and identification plates wliicil must be 

Gasoline Tank Measuring Graph installed on the aircrafi at tke fuel tank fillers as well as on 
By Charles Cl~urclima?~ the engine. Also included is information to pennit iili A k P  

inechanic with IA  to make a logbook entry a i d  fill out a 
l developed tile graph below by draining my fuel fonn 337 (~nodification to aircraft form). 

tank and nreascsring at each inch as it came up. it is a good The auto fuel used must conform to ASTM speci- 
FUEL VOLUME US T A N K  DEPTH ficatioil 0-439. 

24 M 7 4 1 1 2  4/28/83 More information can be obtained from Petersoii 
22 
zei Aviation, Route I ,  Box 18, Minden, NC 68959. 

Starling Core 
By Richard C. Eidt 

I used to own a hard stimmg PA-28- 140 wliose stat? 
irnoroved to nonnal wheii 1 leanled froin a wise mechanic - 

81 ! 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  at our field that the battery box is grounded by simple frame 

INCHES FROM BOTTOi l  OF  TANK 
coiitac,t. lftlie contacts on the comers ofthe frame get dirty 

M E ~ ~ S U R E D  F R R  BRCK O F  HOL E or painted, not enough current parses through the solenoid 
check on the fuel gauge. I thougilt you !ike to use it. to turn the engine even if the voitmeter sbowi aperfect con- 

tinuity test. 
Voltage regulator, Quick Drain, Interior On this mechanic's suggestion I lifted the battery 
By Mike Grimes box carefully without disconnectiz~g tlie l~oses, arid cleafied 

box comers and the kame underneath them by using coarse 
Just a couple of si~ort hints 1 recently ran across, sandpaper. Tlieu I bolted the box down tightly. 
My alteriiator light would come on in flight and 1 never had another problem. This is considerably 

my am~neter indicated " 0  for five seconds or so at raiidom less expensive tiran repiacilrg the aluniinum cable, althougli 
times. 1 foulid that anew voltage regulator solved this prob- that lriay ultiniately be necessary 
lem. 

The problem was so r ~ d o l n  that it was ilnpossible Gear Switcii Solves Wrrow Problem 
to get a mechanic to look at it. By Bob Leonard Jr. 

Also, 1 sudderily found on one occasion one of my 
quick drairis would not sf1111 off compIeteIy and it wouId 1 have a Turbo Arr-ow %id )lave liad a problem with 

leak just enough to keep valve and wheel pants wet. iiilernritteril pear- lowering at altitude. 

I aiticipated havinf: " replace the quick dvaiai valve. It is not jos1 an indicatioi~: tlie gear is actually low- 
tiowever, i !i7irr!d that you cat  repair a leaking val\ie by eri~ig. We adjusted the limit switches witil we were blirc iii  

removing il (remember to draiii the tank!) the face. 
Push tlir valve sheath back and there is a qua+ter We tjnaliy discovered tile actual situation and came 

inch outside diameter rubber gasket. Slip it o f f a l d  replace Up with a permanent solutioil. The pmnp in tlie gear has a 
it with allew gasket. Reillstall the ijalve alld you ue back in switch on it designed to trip a7 1.400 pounds. The ilewer 
business. Arrows have at1 1,800 poiutd limit oil them. 

Recently. I illstalled an Airtex interior in  my War- When we switched pumps to the 1,800 pound 
rior--I had no previous experiejlce. 1 definitely recommend pulnp. tile problem was solved and has not recurred. Tlie 
the Airtex. It Looks great atid is very iiiexpeilsive. Piper factory helped with the solutior: and I canliot praise 

As I said I had no experience, hut I was able to then1 enougll for the aid tliey gave us. 
strip and install the interior it1 a total of about foils days. I would suggest that anyolie with a similar prob- 

Experience would shorten the time considerably. lem call the factory to talk to a senrice represeiitative. 

Auto Fuel Legal In 140, Warrior Grime on Yoke Causes Problem 

Autoinobile fuel, approved for 11igl:-wing aircrafi Immediately after the second last ;rnoual inspec- 
for more thal  one year, is now approved by the FAA for tion of my PA-28- l SOF, l was impressed with the smooth- 
Piper Cherokee 140 a i d  Wanrior rnodels wit11 the Lycomil>g rless of control yoke travel. 11 was like the proverbial baby's 
0-320 e~igine. An STC was awarded to Petersen Aviatiorl of 1'0sterior. 
Minden, Nebraska which pennits the use of leaded, un- As the time for another iiispeciioii drew closer; rny 

leaded, avgas or of the three ill these ;rir. prefliglitdetected, instead, a w r y  gradual loss oftililt smiioth- 
craft. ness. a ~ d  tlierr grabbing as the stabilator was moved fiom 

The STC costs 50 cents per aircraft horsepower, it litnit to linlit. 
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On flight checking, after my most recent annual You do not need to change props to change pitch. 

inspection, the final approach to landing really awakened Sensenich will change your prop pitch while you wait, at a 
me as I found it necessary, suddenly, to grasp the yoke nominal cost. 
handle quickly with both hands instead of the customary But the props are also different aerodynamically. 
several fingers. I bounced in for a landing because the yoke The blade of the M74DM53 climb prop is broad and thick, 
was sticking during those last few seconds of flare and touch- while the blade of the M74DM55 is slim and slender. 
down when a delicate touch is imperative. Gas mileage with each prop is about the same in 

Even though I take a lot of ribbing for wearing out going from point A to point B, but with the climb prop it 
my paint job by over polishing, a careful inspection re- will take you longer to get there (but the engine will not be 
vealed that the lubrication of the yoke a year ago had so- working as hard.) 
lidified along with a virtually invisible film of gnme, cre- And although top speed is somewhat reduced, the 
ating the friction just when the most minute control inputs ground roll before take off is the same with both propellers. 
are necessary. The difference in takeoff occurs only when the plane has a 

Polishing both yokes thoroughly, right up to the markedly greater climb rate. 
panel, plus a shot of silicone spray, have converted my bird So if you desire to cut down on the ground roll, a 
from a two-fisted one to a two-fingered one. climb prop will not help and will cost you significant cruise 

performance as well. If, however, your problem is climbing 
Dancing Fuel & Temperature Needles over an obstacle after take off and you can afford to sacrifice 
By Leon Tubb some cruise speed, then the trade-off may be beneficial to 

you. 
I noticed some references in the past issues to I flew for several years with a climb prop on a 140, 

"dancing" alternator needles which reminded me of my own but feel that any climb improvement did not outweigh the 
fuel and oil temp gauge dancing problem. five or six knot decrease in cruise speed I encountered. 

Intermittently, either or both of the fuel gauges 
and the oil temp gauges would wander all over the face of Interior Work, Leaky Planes 
the dials, frequently pegging on the top or at the red line. 

After long digging and some tense moments wait- The Cherokee Pilots' Association Convention was 
ing to get back on the ground with the oil supposedly at a smashing success. Here is areview of some of the techni- 
260 degrees or so, 1 discovered that the previous owner or a cal information from those sessions. 
mechanic had replaced the fuel gauges but neglected to Don Stretch, ofAirtex, reminded members that you 
place an insulating spacer between the mounting posts on can do interior work yourself with no requirement of a log 
the gauges and the box they are mounted in. book entry. 

Result: an intermittent short when the vibrations Soundproofing is important, but if you soundproof 
of the running engine were just right. Luckily, I corrected your Cherokee plan ahead. Install a 114 inchwindshieldrather 
the problem before learning about it the hard way--in flight than a 118 inch - it makes all the difference. The windshield 
with a leak from the adjacent fuel pressure gauge catching is easy to replace - you need only remove the fairing on the 
one of those little grounding arcs. bottom (it is screwed in place.) 

Fonunately I'm writing about this instead of how And if you plan on replacing the cowl pad, removal 
to handle in-flight tires. of the windshield is almost a must. Defroster ducts are hard 

to work around. To remove them you have to drill out the 
Cruise vs Climb Prop bolts and reinstall them later with machine screws. 

Ken Barnes, of Tulsa, Oklahoma, asked whether When choosing interiors, remember that cloth cuts 
changing to a climb propeller would be a good idea. His noise more than vinyl. And use a high-density foam, glued 
answer ... maybe: to the aircraft skin, to cut noise, rather than fiberglass sheets. 

The performance of a piston aircraft will vary dra- Piperuses alot of plastic in theirinteriors, but these, 
matically when changes are made in propeller pitch. too, can he upholstered for a "custom look." Piper also uses 

The normal cruise prop was selected to give a good a cardboard and Styrofoam laminate for interior walls, but 
balance between climb ability and cruise performance. You this falls apart quickly. Make a new wall, but use a synthetic 
can improve climb, but to do so you will have to give up material so it holds together rather than falls apart. 
some cruise performance. Airtex cabin covers are made of canvas to permit 

The propeller on your plane is probably a them to breathe. Some covers, made with a synthetic finish, 
Sensenich M74DM55 which denotes a 74 inch long pro- cause window crazing when the plasticizer in the fabric mi- 
peller with a 55 degree pitch. A climb prop would be an grates to the plexiglass windows. 
M74DM53 which has the same overall length, but a flatter The Piper retrofit for shoulder harnesses is a good 
pitch. (A slow, powerful tugboat has a long, flat-pitched one and your Piper dealer should have information. It takes 

ropeller, where a fast destroyer has a compact, deeply about eight hours to install. 
itched set of screws.) Piper door seals use only 114 round seal material, 
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either hollow or solid. The hollow seals are better as the thought if it, but if it didn't occur to an A&P why should it 
solid seals tend to break off. occur to me? 

Before trying to install seal material close the door The moral of this is that one should never expect 
and see which areas close first. Do not try for a perfectly that a shop will think imaginatively or creatively, hut rather, 
neat, uniform seal. Instead, put the seal in loosest in the like most of us, will plod along in our accustomed groove. 
places where the gap is the widest. Inflatable seals, how- 
ever, are not the answer. They do not do much to correct the Battery BOX Corrosion 
irregularities in the door. By James M. Suhlett 

To eliminate leaks, take the interior out of the plane. 
Do notjust douse the plane with water. Do a little spot at a I recently acquired my Iirst airplane, a 1971 Chero- 
time and look for signs of a Leak. Then move on. kee 140. and promptly became a member. I had a problem I 

When using silicones as window seals, use mask- would like to bring to the attention of other owners. 
ing tape to remove the excess and set up for one half hour Corrosion started showing up on the belly next to 
Groove the edge with a sheet rock knife to insure sharp the battery drain tube. Yes, there is one and it has a plug on 
edges. it for some reason. 

And do not try to brhg back faded upholstery with The plug is supposed to be removed periodically 
fabric sprays. At best it is just a delaying action which will to drain off any accumulated acid. Well, the plug was so old 
fade again in a few months. and hard it wouldn't come off and the tube would turn as 

yon tried to twist and pull the plug off. Since the battery 
showed signs of boiling over I put the plane in the shop to 

Engine Failure Follows Lean Takeoff get to the root of the problem. 
By Paul A. Gordon They removed the battery box and found that the 

drain tube was corroded in two and so plugged they couldn't 
I own a 1970 Arrow 200, 4,000 TT, 900 SMOH even drill a hole through it. Acid had been leaking inside 

(new limits). the plane under the battery box and seeping out around the 
An hour and 10 ~llinutes after takeoff aslight rough- drain tube grommet and onto the belly on the outside. 

ness began and worsened rapidly to almost complete loss of Luckily, we caught the corrosion in time and all 
power. This necessitated a landing on a desert road. The they had to do was to clean, prime and paint the corroded 
cause turned out to be a hole burned through a piston with area. They determined that the battery had a bad cell calls- 
the expected anlounts of aluminum distributed through the ing the boil over. 
engine. The drain tube was replaced with a stainless steel 

Hiudsight now tells me what the cause was ruld is tube welded to the battery box. 
the Feason for this letter. 

The previous annual had been done about 80 hours 
before the failure at Whiteman airport by an aeronautics Cherokees Are Nose Heavy 
instructor at a local college, During the flight home to Cable, By Lawrence P. Jones 
I noticed that the fuel-flow indicator was showing a signifi- 
cantly lower flow rate than normal at both full rich and lean. In answer to Keith Williams' question, all of the 

I called the mechanic aud he merely suggested four-place Cherokees are nose heavy. (I trained in two dif- 
measuring the perfonnru~ce parameters of the fuel servo, as ferent 140's and owned a 180). 
that must be where the trouble was (although he hadn't Full fuel and two normal-to-large people in front, 
touched it.) without some rear seat loading, places all of them at or out- 

Footliill Aircraft (Upland, California) fouud the side the CG limit. 
trouble in minutes. The " B  nut connecting the fuel line to It is very nice that they happen to fly nicely that 
the fuel injector nozzle on one jug had worked loose and way because we have all flown them like that for so long 
was allowing fuel to spray out. This reduced the back pres- that we do not even check the CG anymore. 
sure in the system producing areally low flow reading. (Pres- As a matter of fact, when I did the weight-and- 
sure is what the gauge really measures, not flow.) balance calculation to show the examiner for my check ride, 

I persollally had watched the engine run up (cowl- I had to figure (with his agreement) a mythical case of oil in 
ing off) after the oil filter was installed and neither the me- the nonexistent baggage compartment. This was necessary 
chanic nor I saw fuel spraying out at the time. for us to fly legally, even with the fuel filled just to the tabs. 

So who do I fault on the whole thing? I think the I weigh 195 and he weighs about 225, so we exag- 
Iirst mechanic should have paid more attention to my com- gerated the problem. But the fact remains that we have all 
plaint, but no one at Foothill A/C bothered to warn me of flown our favorite birds beyond the fonvard CG limits many 
possible consequences of the too-lean take off. Nor did any- times. 
one recommend boroscoping the engine. 

In retrospect it is easy to say that I should have 
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New Cherokee Fuel Computer and lean to peak EGT +25-50 degrees depending 011 condi- 
by John Siska tions. 

Then I do the fine tuning by using the fuel com- 
Sy~nboiic Displays, lnc., has received approval to puter to lean by obtainiug the least fuel-flow for a given 

install computerized fuel management systems into the EGT setting. The result is less money at the fuel pump and 
cockpits of single-engine, normally-aspirated PA-28 aircraft, more in the pocket. 

One day, not long ago, l decided it would be ben- 1 believe the SDI fuel computer is an instmment 
eficial to have a fuel computer installed in my 1974 War- worth serious consideration it1 adding to your aircraft. For 
rior, N4288S. I contacted the companies that produce them more information wi te  to Symbolic Displays, 1762 McGraw 
only to find that not one company had approval for carbu- Ave., Irvine, CA 92713. (714) 546-0601 
retetl Pipers. 

I called tlie SDl technical department which put When ShooldUou Overhaul 
me in touch with the nicest and most helpful group of people 
1 have met in a long time. Seldom is the aircraft owner more at the mercy of 

I explained that there were no fuel computers that the mait~tenance and overhaul shops than when he is shop- 
1 knew of on the market to fit non-fuel-injected Cherokees. ping for an engine. 
After a discussion we decided to use N42885 as the test Many A&P mechanics do not understand all of the 
aircraft to obtain an STC and an appointmetit was sched- little nuances of engine repair anyway, so it is not unusual 
uled with tlie local FAA GADO. After five hours of testing for a11 airplane owuer to receive a lot of opinionated (and 
the computer passed every phase perfectly. oftell unfounded) advice. Shopping by mail can he tricky, 

On a recent extensive trip from Los Angeles to too, since the FAA legalistic jargon concerning engine re- 
various places in Arizoila, New Mexico a11d Texas, I had an pairs allows for some pretty loose interpretations of what an 
opportunity to use that trust. After concluding business in engine overhaul really is. 
Dallas, it was time to fight a storm-front moving southeast When it comes time to purchase anew or overhauled 
from New Mexico, and olir first leg was from Dallas to El engine for your airplane take a look at all options before 
Paso with a fuel stop in Midlard. committing any fiinds. 

Departing Dallas the storni was visible to the north- The most important first step is to positively ascer- 
west with a 30 mph head wind; ground speed decayed as tain that your engine actually does need to be repaired or 
we tr:iveled west aud the winds picked up to 50 mph. replaced. 

Turbulence started and the fuei gauge needled For most aircraft engines there is no mandatory ser- 
danced around; they were about as useful as the head wind. vice-life limit regardless ofany manufacturer's reconunended 

Through it all tlie CFS-l00lA kept steadily dis- time between overhauls (TBO). In most cases, as long as an 
playing exactly how much fuel had beell used and how much engine ca i  pass a 100-hour or aulual inspection it is ainvor- 
remained. thy. 

Tlie fuel top-offlnatclied exactly to the fuel com- nl is  means that the engine must have acceptable 
puters readout. The stonn arrived in Midland 20 minutes oil pressure and temperature and have no visible defects that 
afier we departed a11d remained in central and easteln Texas could dictate removal, such as a major oil leak. 
ibr thee days. if 1 did not have a coinpuler I would have The fact is, many aircraft engines are ton1 down for 
made an earlier fuel stop since the fuel gauges seemed to overhaul long before any serious wear has taken place just 
dance arounld empty more than anywhere else. If we had because the engine has reached arecommended TBO. 
made this stop we would have bee11 grounded by the stomi Now I do not suggest that engines be operated till 
a id  lost three days waiting for the weather to break. they blow up--[ just wish mechanics would exercise a little 

There is one CFS operating handbook procedure I more prudence before telling owners it is time for a new 
found doesn't work as the instruciiolis explain. Before each engirle just because one or two cylinders have low compres- 
start up there is a simple preflight programming phase to sion. 
enter. This tells the unit !r ti:.::: tz?:rs :;ny change in the fuel With a little sensible shopping you can have two 
aniount since the last engine shutdowi. cyliiiders and all engine accessories overhauled for much 

After the data has been entered the computer less than the cost of a, complete engine. The components 
switches to the in-flight mode and then you would proceed inside the crankcase itself (crankshaft, camshaft, tappets, oil 
with nonnal eugine stail-up. pump and accessory drive gears) are designed to he extremely 

The ~nininllun voltage to run the fuel computer is wear resistant if properly lubricated. Keep oil temperature 
10 volts and during engine s t a t  the voltage drops well be- within limits and change your oil regularly and those parts 
low 10 volts. This puts tlie CFS- 100 IA back into preflight will last a very long time. 
mode. My solution is to coniplete the preflight mode im- Additionally, using a routine oil analysis program 

ediately after start up. It works every time. you can monitor internal wear and be forewarned of im- 
One final advaiitage to the SDI file1 computers-- pending mechanical breakdown. 

y can help save fuel. I have a four-cylinder EGT installed At any rate, it is always a good idea to think twice 
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about having your old engine removed. If nothing else, get the repair sliop or ineclianic won't or can't do this, he srispi- 
a second opinion before committing yourself. A good me- cious. 
chanic should approve of this out of professional courtesy. Regardless of whether or not your engine is fac- 

Asswiiing you are certairi it really is time to install tory zero-time or one overhauled by a local shop, all of your 
a fresh engine, start investigating where the work will be money will be wasted if you do not give the engine a care- 
done. If you prefer to purchase a factory rebuilt engine you ful break in. Engines with chrome cylinders are especially 
will be protected by a warranty similar to that covering a sensitive to run inprocedures, but if properly broken in will 
new engine and the engine itself will be the closest thing to be extremely durable. 
brand new possible. 

This includes anew logbook skWillg at zero hours. 
These engines are expensive, though, as no cost is spared in Has Iteavy Wing Cherokee 
returning them to new condition. 

Every part of a factory-rebuilt engine, according Emory Hukill, of St. Claire, Michigan, reported 
to FAR91 175 will meet original tolerances and limits and on a heavy wing problem on his plane, lie wote: 
the engines will be assembled aid tested to the sane stan- I have had a heavy-wing problem with my 1977 
dards as all factory-new engines. Turbo Arrow 111 (N313EM) ever since the first 100 hours 

Only a manufacturer or an agency approved by the when I purchased the plane. 
manufacturer can grant zero-time to a11 engine, so if you It ~iow has 1,200 hours arid four FBO's have tried 
want a new logbook be certain that the repair agency actu- to correct the situation by adjusting both flaps and ailerons. 
ally has this approval before making your choice. I added ax Aero Trim and this not effective enough to pro- 

Shops sellilig "zero time equivalent" or "re-manu- vide much help. 
factured (two temis Illat meal nothing to the FAA) en- Currently during my annual i~ispeciiori, I have asked 
gines may riot be so approved, so be wary of the confusing for review of this situation. We have my left lreavy wing 
temiinology. compensated for by putting the Aero Trim to ilie iar right 

For less money (usually) you ca i  exchange your and the left Rap permanently down from the rlecrtra! posi- 
engine for one overhauled by a certified mechanic or repair tion, approximately 314 inch to 1 inch at the trailing edge. 
station, or you may elect to keep your old engine and have (It won't go any further.) This seems to put the wings in 
it repaired by one of these agencies. balance, but I guess I have lost some speed. 

Haiging on to your old engine c a ~  be a very good The above is a very annoying situation. Mine was 
idea, especially if it is being removed for the flrst time. allegedly corrected at a Piper factoiy service shtioii at Vero 

If you offer such an engine for exchange you tnay Beacli Airport under wmanty. 
be giving up a two thousald hour engine for one having They took 80 percent of the offbalaiice out only. 
four to six thousand hours of total time. Sure, this other Other FBO's have gone through the procedm-e, lengthy and 
engine will have been freshly overhauled, but you must keep costly to say the least, but no rea! good solutioii 11% been 
permalent records of all those previous hours atid the value found. 
of your aircraft may be diminished. In my opinion, my left (or maybe right wing) wai 

By all meals, if your aircraft is due for its first incorrectly installed at the factory atd as a result will never 
overhaul and you do not need the quick tun1 around conve- be true or even rouglily compeiisated for. Further, l'm sure 
niellce of an exchange engine, keep your old engine and Piper would never admit to this possibility. They were re- 
have it overhauled and retumed to you. luctatit to do what they had done by the Vero Beacli FBO 

Concerning the actual overhaul, be careful to de- while 313EM was under warranty. 
termine just what you are getting for your money as there is Your idea of a permarlent trim tab on the ailerons 
much variance in the interpretation of federal requirements, is probably the best and least costly solutioii. 
Parts inside the eligi~ie that are subject to wear should be The response was as follows: 
compared to factory tolera~ces for new parts, but are not There are out of balance wings, and there are out 
legally required to be replaced u~itil they exceed dimen- of balance wings. Your plane seems to be a drastic example. 
sions listed as service limits. The Aero Trim is an excellent device, but it should 

Technically, then, a part may be worn to the point never have lo be ruli all the way to one side to level tire 
of being at the very limit of serviceable use at~d still be wings. Furthennore, the ideaofusing alowered ilap to coin- 
legal for iilstallation in an overhauled engilie. The engine pensate for some other fomi of out-of-rigged condition seems 
will be legally aid (temporarily) operationally safe, but it costly and dangerous. 
likely to become u~i-ailworthy sooner than tlie recommended You have drastically increased your drag and botli 
TBO. speed and economy should suffer. 

The only way to assure yourself that nearly worn That plane just has to be in~properly rigged atid 
out parts will not be illstalled during an overhaul is to ask Piper should be able to find the problem. A permanent tab, 
for a wittell contract or guarantee specifying that all corn- or an adjustable one, may be useful where there is a s~nal! 
ponents will meet manufacturer's limits for new parts. If ' out-of-balaiice condition, but I cannot suggest such a de- 
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vice where a drastic correction is needed. Portsmouth, Ohio, for gas, food, and reliet? 

I suggest you keep after Piper until the cause of Upon exiting the aircraft, we found the ADF 
the problem is found. (Clothesline) antenna hanging off the plane, having come 

loose at the rear attachment point on the vertical stabilizer. 
Pathfinder Is A Big Gas Burner Advise owners to check for corrosion. The contact 
By George Timme point is plated steel against aluminum. O w  plane is a 1969 

PA-28R-200. 
It was with both sympathy and amusement that I I repaired mine by inserting a t/8 inch thick piece 

read the letter in the August Cherokee about the "Hungry of aluminum between the two thin existing pieces and pop 
Pathfinder". riveting it in place. A drawing is enclosed. 

I moved up for a 1965 180 to a 1974 235 two 
months ago. It did not take long to realize that the Piper HEET Can Cause Fuel Problems 
owners manual figures and the actual figures regarding gas 
consumption are not even close. Piper Cherokees can suffer from a nasty fuel prob- 

For example, the manual says that at 75 percent lem as shown in a recently conducted test. 
power, the gas consumed is approximately 13.0 gallons per One quick and easy way of sealing Cherokee fuel 
hour and at 60 percent power, 10.2 gallons per hour. How- tanks is to use "sloshing compound inside the tanks. This 
ever, the Lycoming manual states that at 75 percent the practice has even been advocated at times by Piper Aircraft. 
bun1 is 15.5 gallons per hour and at 60 percent 12.2 gallons The stuff is a sticky liquid similar to contact ce- 
per hour--adiffereme of approximately 20 percent more in ment. It is poured into the tank, sloshed around, and drained. 
each case. The chemical then cures into arubber-like film in about four 

The actual figures may vary eveti more when one weeks. 
considers that even Lycoming figures are an "ideal condi- There have been numerous reports of clogged gas 
tion" situation. lines when sealant has broken off and dropped to the bottom 

Fnrthennore, the burn at any power setting in cruise of the tanks. 
will vary according to the combination of rpm and mani- In addition, the use of certain fuel additives c a i  
fold pressure by as much as 1.5 gallons per hour. I have cause problems. 
found that a lower rpm and a higher MP setting (within In one test, several cans were coated with sloshing 
limits) &ways results in less consumption. I suggest the sealer and then cured. A mixture of gasoline and a fuel addi- 
rpm indication be checked at annual. rive, HEET, was placed in the cans. Result: the sloshing 

In slunrnary, I believe that anyone who accepts compound was completely dissolved, resulting in potentially 
the performance figures of any aircraft manufacturer as hazardous fuel contamination. 
gospel is in for more than a little disappointment. Aircraft Heet is mainly methyl alcohol of the type used in 
manufacturers are in business to sell airplanes, andperfor- automotive gasohol. It is commonly added by aircraft pilots 
mance figures are often little more than wishful thinking, in the wintertime to improve engine starting. 

By the way, the 235 is one hell of a fine airplane. But Cherokee (and other low-wing Piper) owners 
should beware unless they know that sloshing compound has 

ADF Antenna Problem & Cure not been used to seal their fuel tanks. 
By Francis Coleman 

Piper Sends Balance Data 
On our trlp back from Nashv~lle, we landed at B~ victor A B~~~~~~ 

I 

When I bought my PA-28-180, there was no weight 
data. 

I wrote to Piper Alrcraft to obtain a copy of the 
data in their files. I supplied them with my aircraft type, 
serial nmnber and year of manufacture. 

In about 60 days I received copies of all parts of the 
original weight, balance and operations documents. Piper 
was most generous in that there was no charge for the ser- 
vice. 
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By Terry Lee Rogers 

I t is time, once again, to discuss a subject as popular $4,000 to make the inspection and not too many shops had 
among Cherokee pilots as is the concept of posthumous experience removing Cherokee wings. The AD was not only 
recognition for outstanding flying. That subject - wing costly, hut a shop could cause more damage using improper 

spar inspections. procedures in de-mating the wing. Worse yet, the AD re- 
The concept of de-mating Cherokee wings is so quired the entire process to be repeated each 5,000 hours. 

odious to most Cherokee owners that we actually go out of And then, when things were looking extremely dark 
our way to avoid the topic. But, it is a topic which simply indeed, an amazing thing happened. After several hundred 
will not go away. inspections revealed no further wing-spar cracks, the FAA 

Now don't get the idea that some new develop- did something which had never been done before. It recon- 
ment has come along. The current service bulletin remains sidered its position %id rescinded the AD. 
the same as when Piper issued it in June of 1988. But time The matter did not go away, however Immediately, 
has come, again, for us to review the history of this hulletin. Piper, working with the FAA, issued Service Bulletin Num- 

This was made painfully clear by a phone call we her 886 on June 8, 1988. That bulletin breaks the Cherokee 
recently received from a CPA member. He was in the pro- line into four classes and requires inspections of the wing 
cess of attempting to sell his Cherokee and had a sale al- spars depending upon the class a particular ship falls into. 
most made when a check of the logbooks revealed that his The service bulletin has several advantages over 
plane had suffered an incident several years ago. Based on the AD. First of all, service bulletins are not mandatory (ex- 
the logbook entry, the buyer said "no sale" and informed cept for foreign owners and for commercial operators). Pri- 
our member that his plane was subject to a11 AD which re- vate owners are not under legal constraint to follow the bul- 
quires his wings to be inspected for cracks every 1,600 hours. Ietiti. 

Well, that is not exactly the case, but our member Secondly, the service bulletin drastically increased 
apparently had never even heard of Service Bulletin 886 the time interval for inspections for most Cherokees - those 
and the entire wing-spar crack episode had apparently passed which had normal histories without recorded damage. 
him by. But although the service bulletin does not have the 

So, as painful as the topic may be to many of you, weight of law in forcing owners to perform wing inspec- 
and at the risk of opening some new wounds, it is time to tions, the public is well aware of the bulletin and it has hurt 
take a look again at the history and current status of wing- the marketability of aircraft with known damage histories 
spar inspection. or with incomplete log books. 

History - The Infamous AD 

The problem developed when aClierokee 180, used 
in pipeline patrol duties, crashed on March 30, 1987, after a 
wing departed the aircraft in flight. The FAA responded 
nearly immediately with an AD - number 87-8-8 - which 
mandated inspection of wiug spars. 

Those i~ispections - at the time required by law of 
all Cherokees - would be perfonned by removing the wings 
from the aircraft. The AD affected the entire fleet of PA-28 
and PA-32 models except for the 236, which had a heavier 
wing spar. 

Immediate inspection was required for all aircraft 
with more than 5,000 hours on the airframe and the inspec- 
tion was costly - estimates ranged from about $1,500 to 
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What the Service Bulletin Says "Severe" Category airplanes are those which were 

engaged in low-level flying, such as pipeline patrol, fish or 
The servi

c

e bulletiii breaks the fleet down into four game spotting, power line patrol, or aerial advertising. These 
classes: normal, severe, extreme, and unknown. In addi- planes are those which spent a significant period of time 
tion, the bulletin breaks platies i:iro two groups. Both cla3- flying below 1,000 Feet AGL. 
sifications need to be considered when pla~~niiig compli- "Extreme" Category airplanes are those which suf- 
ai:::~: with the bulletin. fered damage as the result of operations from extremely rough 

Fiist of all, let's consider the group. Group I Air- nmways, flight in extreme damaging turbulence, or other 
t h s e  witli the "strongest" wings, are the basic accidents which required major repair of wings, landing . . . . i-10, 150, 160, 180, Wmior, Warrior 11, Archer 11, gear or the engine mount. 

and the Arrow and Arrow 11. Both of these categories of aircraft require inspec- 
Group 11 platies, accordi~ig to the service bulletin, tion every 1,600 hours (800 hours for Group Ir). For aircraft 

require more attention - cut all times in half for these pla11es in the severe class, however, inspections do not need to corn- 
(i.e., plan on inspections every 800 hours for planes in the mence until the plane has achieved 3,700 total hours time in 
severe or extrenie classes.) Group 11 planes are the Arrow service. No such amnesty period is available for extreme 
and Turbo Arrow 111 and IV, the 235, and the Cherokee Six class planes. 
(both 260 a ~ d  300). The final category of aircraft, "Unknown:' is one 

Now that we have determined what group your in which the history of the aircraft is ... unknown. Basically, 
plane fits into, let's consider tile class, as determined by the service bulletin seelns to say that such aircraft need to 
Piper. receive an initial inspection within 50 hours (this should have 

"Nor~nal" aircraft are, as the naiie implies, those already been done) and, basedupon what the inspector finds, 
plaiies which have had nonnal service, no unusual acci- the plane should then be assigned to one of the other three 
dents, and which do not fall into one of the other three classes for the purpose of repetitive inspections. 
classes. hspections required by the service bulletin require 

Owners of these planes would need to get an in- pulling the wings and then doing a dye-penetrant test (or 
spectioti every 6,000 hours (this is the bad news). The good equivalent) for cracks in the wing lower spar cap and in the 
news is that the first inspection does not have to be corn- upper wing skin. Obviously, any damage found would also 
plied with until tlle aircraFt lin~ been in operation 62,900 need to be corrected before the plane was returned to ser- 
hoius (approximately 150 to 600 years of tlonnal opera- vice. 
tioii.) 

Remember, however, to cut tllese times in half For And that about wraps up the service bulletin. Com- 
group 11 planes (i.e.. inspections are needed every 3,000 pli'ance is not required by law, but the bulletin remains im 
hours after the first 30,600 hours of flying.) effect and every Cherokee owner should be aware of its re- 

The next two classes may be considered as one quirements, if just for the purpose of avoiding egg on the 
unit - the bulletiti treats them alike. face when talking to potential buyers or sellers of aircraft. 

Starling Is Improved 
By Lawrence P BelljaIii11i 

At annual time, in desperation, I suggested replac- 
ing the alutnniu~n lead from the master solenoid to the starter 
solenoid, but my FBO touted me off of that kick and instead 
proposed that the short "ground lead be replaced by a cop- I, too, s h e d  the endemic startingproblem so chz-  

actenstic to the Cherokee farnily. I have a 1974 PA-28-15 1 per lead. 

that I purchased in 1977 with 830 hours. 6U4 now has 1,420 n i e  starter annahlre was cleaned, new brushes were 
installed, a id  the situation seemed to be eased. Although I 

hours tach time and I an1 pleased to report that for the past 
never could get it to start on the f is t  try, I was not able to get 

year 1 have had no problems starling. 
it past that first compression point and then get it to crank 

No magic involved, either. Tlie starting problern 
manifested itself the day i picked it up. I had to leave the by timing the bounce. It usually started on try one or two. 

This condition was at least tolerable and I felt while 
plane with the FBO who diagnosed the difficulty as a weak 

~t was a condition I could live with, I had to look for ways to 
ba:teiy Before very long I had replaced two starters a i d  

rnake the starting process easier on the starter. 
bougl~t a new battery before it would start with any degree 

First, I made it my practice to remove the battery 
of regularity. (Sound faniiliar?) 

My suspicions about the alumiu~un wire were con- 
when the weather went down to 40 to 45 degrees F and to 
bring it home to a warmer place. I periodically exercised the 

finned when I noticed the charred insulation around the 
battery wire lug at the starter solenoid. I then replaced the 

battery followed by a slow (trickle) charge thus milking five 
years of use. 

original almiiinum soleiloid-to-starrer with good old cop- 
er and while the situation seenied to ease a bit, it never 

Next, I switched to the Shell 15W-50 oil to ease 
starting in cold weather. I also make a strict practice to prime 
about 10 to 12 strokes when the weather gets down to freez- 
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ing or below and about four or five when the weather is believes was purchased in March and may he a "winter 
w m .  blend." 

After priming I always pull the prop through by He applied full power for takeoff and halfway 
hand about four full revolutions to he certain that the cylin- through his takeoff run the engine quit. Even with the elec- 
der walls are oiled. tric pump he showed no fuel pressure. 

As I said, the above practices eased the situation The pressure returned and he once again com- 
until the 1983 annual when my FBO called to tell me that menced a takeoff. Later, the engine quit at 3,000 feet, hut 
the Bendix drive on the starter should be replaced. It seems restarted when the electric fuel pump was turned on. 
that the shaft and gear were out of line and as a result, the This member reports that he has been using auto 
Bendix gear would not mesh properly with the larger ring fuel without any prohlems, hut thinks the prohlem devel- 
gear. oped when all the avgas was tinally exhausted from the tanks. 

Over a period of time, the misalignment caused He feels that any residual aviation gas in the tanks may 
the Bendix gear teeth to become distorted which, in tum, solve the prohlem. 
caused unwanted friction between the mating surfaces of Another member, experiencing partial failure due 
the two gears. Needless to say, the Bendix drive was re- to low fuel pressure, filled one tank with aviation gas and 
placed, the gears were greased and old starting problems one with auto gas to do tests. He experienced loss of power 
now appear to have been reduced to the point where it starts with the auto gas, hut power was restored when he switched 
on the first try 90 percent of the time. to the tank with aviation gas. 

In summary, let me suggest that before you go to This member says he feels the problem is gas hoil- 
the trouble of replacing the aluminum buss that runs from ing between the electric pump and the main fuel pump. 
the master solenoid to the starter solenoid or that you try The Cherokee fuel lines are all insulated, hut the 
other exotic ideas, that you have the Bendix unit checked line from the electrical to the mechanical pump passes within 
and replace it if the gears are worn or the plunger and gear three inches from the muffler. He has indicated he will try 
are either the least hit out of line or out of round. adding some heat shielding in this area and will report hack 

Further, it is important to prime and then to pull on his success. 
the prop though about four co~nplete revolutions. n ~ i s  pro- But the problem in Cherokees may become fatal if 
cedure has worked wonders for 604 as now I get it to start an engine is lost at an inopporhme moment. Members re- 
after one half turn of the prop. Try it, you'll like it. port that most problems occur after the engine has already 

been run. 
Accessory TBO? Typically, a landing is made and the owner exits 

his plane for a short time. The owner shortly thereafter re- 
I know that the TBO on my engine is 2.000 hours, starts his engine and prepares for a takeoff without perform- 

hut what about the accessories'? How do I find out when and ing a run up (after all, he just flew the plane.) 
if they need to be overhauled. The heat buildup under the cowling then brings 

Bill Murphy the prohle~n to the forefront. 
Boston, MA 02172 It is suggested that members using auto fuel may 

Many engine accessories do riot have a specific want to keep one tank filled withavgas during the hot months 
TBO. An exception would he the early Slick Magnetos which for takeoffs and for backup should prohlems develop in 
were designed to be  throw^ away at 900 hours (newer ones flight. 
can he rebuilt.) 

Accessories are considered to have the same TBO Speed Kit Report 
as the engine on which they are installed unless a specific By Ron and Mary Santouosso 
TBO is specified. To avoid prohlen~s, accessories are over- 
hauled at the same time as the engine. A short time ago I promised you the story on the 

If an accessory requires overhaul early, a careful Laminar Flow System kit and here it is. 
Logbook entry should be made. This will aid the mechanic I decided to go the whole nine yards. I ordered the 
in determining whether service is required at the time of the complete kit consisting of aileron and flap gap seal, flap 
engine overhaul. hinge covers and the fuel tank bolt fairings. Sure enough, 

about two weeks after I dropped the check in the mail box 
Auto Gas Problems the kit arrived by express mail. 

All inaterials appeared to he of good quality. The 
We have received sevei-a1 phone calls from men- instructions are quite detailed including color pictures and. 

hers who have experienced power failure using auto fuel in mechanical drawings. 
their Cherokees. So far no accidents, but several scared All necessary paper work was included; evendown 
me~nhers called to wan1 us of a severe and dangerous proh- to a formula for calculating what gains you have achieved 
!em. with the kit. 

One member reported he was using fuel which he I might add at this point, Laminar Flow does not 
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include rivets and there are about 150 or so required. My has a 10112 pitch so you may need to change the ring gear 
hand got a little sore after hand pulling 150 or so cherries. on the back of the prop. Let me check if we have a geared 
Laminar Flow claims it takes about 12 hours for the com- starter with 10112 pitch." 
plete installation and they are just about on target. We took He came back to tetlme he had a 11015lG geared 
about 13 hours including painting of the fuel tank bolt fair- starter that would fit our airplane for $350 which he could 
ings. UPS right out to us. So I gave him the go ahead. 

How does N6607J like the change? I would say Now, just a brief word about that price. Total cost, 
she likes itjust fine, and so do we. We are basedat Fallbrook, including shipping, was $409, with $50 refundable on the 
California, about a 2,200 foot strip. On the first test ride return of our old starter. 
075 got off noticeably quicker and the increase in rate-of- This may seem a bit steep at first. but bear in mind 
climb is the first thing you notice, about 250 to 300 feet- that we hadrecently priced astock replacement starter from 
pre-minute up to 7.500 feet where we leveled off. SAN-VAL, Van Nuys, CA (the local good guys of discount 

Speeds run over a fixed course support an 8 to 10 replacement parts) and they quoted a price of around $255 
mph gain. The airspeed indicator, corrected for altitude and exchange (1984). 
temperature, has indicated around 145 mph for the last 1,700 So for an additional $100 we got a geared starter. 
hours at 7.500 feet. It now settles around 155 or so. And yes, it cranks as we have always thought it should and it 

The controls feel a little more firm. This is due to starts! 
the configuration of the aileron seals. However, it is apleas- So before you jump off a bridge or set tire to that 
ant firmness. cursed non-starter of yours, why not give these guys a call? 

There is a noticeable increase in aileron sensitiv- We are very pleased with our geared starter. I am confident 
ity, particularly at lower speeds in approach configurations, our starter problem is finally laid to rest. 
My wife commented that NO71 is much more sensitive to 
ailerons at cruise speed also. Problem Wetness 

I perfomled several stalls, power on and power off. 
075 seems to stall at a lower speed, however, 1 will have to I own a Cherokee 6 and have one problem with 
do additional testing to provide any numbers. But the in- which perhaps you or our metnbership can be of assistance. 
creased aileron control in a stall is very apparent. I occasionally get water underneath my two rear seats after 

Would I do it again'? You hetcha I would. a heavy rain. I t  doesn't always happen and the water is not 
coming in from the sides or from above. 

Starter Fix I have been using a cover for the outside and have 
By Gary Fisk drilled several boles in the bottom of the fuselage. While 

this may have been of some help it has not eliminated the 
(Return to tlie son of the sequel to the hard starting prob- problem. Perhaps somebody else has found the cure. 
tem continues, Part 111 ... soon to be a major rnotion pic- Jack H. Marin. CPA 
me . )  100 Menlo Park 

Edison, NJ 08837 
Our airplane is a '74 "Flight Liner" (no back seat The problem with curing a leak such as yours is 

or wheel pants) with a Lycoming 0-320-E2A. We bouglit it finding it. As you know, a teak at one place can run quite a 
in august. 1979 and since day one we have suffered with distance and become a puddle somewhere else. 
the chronic hard-starting prohlen~. To determine the location of the leak it is necessary 

We have religiously tried all tlie fixes that have to remove upholstery and seats from the rear section. Then, 
been suggested in this publication. We bought a new bat- with one person in and one outside the plane, a water hose 
tery, scuffed off any oxidation or corrosion on tlie connec- should be gently sprayed over the exterior surface. No down- 
tors, spritzed the starter ring gear with WD-40 and recently pours are required. Just gentle, intermittent spraying until 
bit the bullet and installed copper battery cables, which is a the leak is located. 
fair amount of work. The three most likely areas are side windows, the 

Well, trying to st.M that airplane was still a de- wing root, a id  the tail cone. 
pressing exercise. There really isn't any classy way to start Once the source is determined. the leak can be cured 
an engine with jumper cables. using silicone putty or another appropriate technique. 

Then I remembered seeing a slnall ad in "Trade- 
a-Plane" for a mail order house in El Reno. Oklahoma. Sticking Valve Damage 

They advertised carburetor repair kits, generators 
and starters. So, in desperation, I called them and described One of the regional service managers at Lycoming 
our probleni. I talked with a representative who proved to indicated that he has had experience with sticking valves 
he very helpful. over the years. 

I told him we had a Delco 1 I09657 starter 'uld He conlnlented that the engine will almost always 
uiredabout ageared starter. He said."Oh yes, yourstarter provide a wming  by running very rough at start up. As the 
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engine warms up, it may then smooth out after a few sec- pressor air conditioning installation mentioned in the Octo- 
onds and run normally, but the initial roughness is a warn- ber issue. 
ing that preventive maintenance action is needed. Having had a similar experience we found it worth- 

Just a few days after these comments, a conversa- while to replace also the bearing in the large idler pulley 
tion with an aircraft owner conlimed the accuracy of these and the beaning on the air conditioner clutch pulley. 
comments. A worn bearing or out-of-balance clutch pulley will 

A recently purchased aircraft was flown to altitude cause your gyro horizon to vibrate to destruction, not to 
in the vicinity of the airport the satisfy the pilot of the mention the extra vibration throughout the rest of the ship. 
aircraft's capability to fly over mountainous terrain during These bearings or a better quality can be purchased 
a planned vacation trip. Satisfied that the aircraft and en- through and pressed on by your local automotive supply 
gine were capable of meeting his requirements, the pilot store (approximately $30 for both of them). 
undertook the vacation trip. All went smoothly on the first We hope this helps someone else avoid the expen- 
300-mile leg of the trip which ended with a planned over- sive route. 
night stop. 

When the engine was started the next day it was Electrical Cure 
very, very rough, but smoothed out and ran normally after a By Elliott Hamilton 
short time. With the engine running properly, the vacation 
trip continued to its destination. The aircraft was then tied My brother Dave and I managed to solve our elec- 
down and not operated until the return trip about a week trical problem. Let me describe our tale to you. Maybe we 
later. can save other Cherokee owners some time and grief. 

As the engine was started it again gave indications We purchased 8748E in late July in time for the 
that a valve was momentarily sticking. It ran rough for a EAA convention. We had a consistently hard to crank prob- 
few seconds, and then smoothed out. lem (which plagues many owners). 

With the engine m i n g  smootl~ly again, the re- After each start the alternator put out 60 amps for 
bun trip was started. After one or two hours in flight at a long time, finally tapering off to a reasonable charge rate. 
altitude over mountainous terrain, the engine ran very rough One day the amp gauge showed a pulsating 
again for a short period of time and then smoothed out. The charge ... zero to forty amps at an interval of about 314 sec- 
pilot decided to land at the nearest airpon. ond. The meter swing was less after awhile as the battery 

Engine examination revealed a considerable came back to life. 
amount of oil leakage. The cause was a valve which had Quite often the meter would show a healthy charge 
stuck solidly and caused the pusl~rod to bend. This bending for several minutes only to start the pulsing as the rate went 
ruptured apuslxod shroud and allowed oil to escape. This is down. Eventually the pulse charge was all that it would de- 
a classic example of the damage sticking valves can cause. liver. 

The lesson to be learned is quite simple. Do not Speculating that a faulty voltage regulator would 
neglect the warning signs. Perhaps the example here will do something like that we installed anew one only to have 
allow others to recognize a rough running engine at the start the exact same symptom. That $80 joke caused us the per- 
up as apossible indication of sticking valves. The next step form the following tests: 
is to take immediate action to prevent damage. 1. We placed 12 volts from the battery on the field 

Althoughthere may be an occasional exception, it wire of the alternator, the wire attached to the yellow lead 
is almost always at1 exhaust valve which sticks. To prevent from the voltage regulator. (Another way to tell the field 
further valve sticking and to reduce the possibility of dam- wire - it is not the one going to the overvoltage protection 
age, all exhaust guides should be cleaned of any carbon. relay.) 
varnish or ofher contan~ination buildup. Tlus is accomplished Result: a healthy 60 amp charge with no pulsing. 
by reaming the guides to their original size as specified in (It is not a good idea to prolong this, as the alternator is 
Avco Lycoming publication SSP 1776, table of limits. putting forth its best effort which will eventually lead to its 

Avco Lyco~ning Service Instruction 1425 provides premature death.) 
recommendations to reduce the possibility of valve stick- 2. We placed 12 volts from the battery on the regu- 
ing. Part I11 of the instruction gives aprocedure for reaming lator lead which goes to the overvoltage relay. 
valve guides which can be accomplished without removing Result: A healthy charge rate, decreasing like a 
the engine from the aircraft or the cylinders from the en- normal system should work. 
gine. Conclusion: The voltage regulator was good (after 

$80 it had better he.) 
Idler Pulley Bearing 3. We placed 12 volts on the overvoltage relay. Keep 
By George Durham and Ernie Raudenbush in mind that wires were connected back to their original 

place as we progressed through the charging system. 
I am writing in reference to the Airworthiness Alert Result: Same as in #2. 

for the small ($80) idler pulley on the Lycoming-York com- Conclusion: The overvoltage relay was good. 
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switch to standby when he gets a low vacuum indication ! 
from a warning light and to insure that he has a four-inch 
vacuum differential in the manifold. TBS [ORIG.=40, Ef?. O I U . =  5 nPH1 
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4. We bypassed the ammeter with a high amper- STC'd for Cherokees through the 181, A&I's 

age shunt and a multimeter. standby system provides a required four-inches of vacuum 
Result: The pulsing was back. from the slipstream provided by the propeller. It requires no 
Conclusion: It wasn't a bad ammeter. connection to the engine at all. 
5. We bypassed the circuit breaker. This system, too, retails for $395 and the company 
Result: The pulsing was still there. claims an installation time of three hours. 
Conclusion: It wasn't the circuit breaker. Unfortunately, many pilots will think the venturi 
6. We bypassed the alternator switch portion of too ugly and others will be unwilling to sacrifice speed be- 

the master switch. cause of additional drag from the venhui. Also, the present 
Result: BINGO! The pulsing stopped. model has no heating and will not work in icing conditions. 
How on earth could the switch, a simple mechani- It is a system, however, which deserves consider- 

cal device, do that? AAer installing anew switch we disas- ation by anyone who feels lie may need a backup source of 
sembled the culprit and noted badly pitted and dirty con- vacuum power. 
tacts. 

Terry, I was an auto mechanic for six years, re- Horsepower Graph 
building engines and transmissions and trouble shooting By Lewis Dewart 
electrical systems. My brother is the service manager for a 
company which ma~iufactures floor cleaning equipment I thought the members might like to see a "thrust 
which runs on 24 volt battery systems. Neither of us ever horsepower required and available plot vs. true airspeed" 
saw anything like that! for an average Cherokee. 

It is still hard to crank. After several pushes of the I have worked this out for my 160 hp PA-28-140 at 
starter switch and the resultant half turn of the prop, the 1,950 pounds loading with a cruise propeller at an altitude 
starter suddenly comes alive and spins the engine like it of 5,000 feet - sort of all around conditions at whichmost of 
should have on the fust try. us fly. 

Note the horizontal axis starts at 40 mph and each 
Auxiliary Vacuum mark is an additional five mph. These are true airspeeds at 

the selected altitude. 
Don McCaig, of Smi Francisco, California, asked i *I W 0 . l  Hp PUPI:. 15. 'WF eiFSPEE0 

about standby vacuum systems. The answer: , i PrPTII PO-28-I.8 

Three types of auxiliary vacuum are available. SE"SFN,Ol ?*,em L I U I S I  'rn. 
>Tic*.- ,959 P O W %  

For a couple of years, auxiliary pumps, operated (Ir:rYD~- 3-a rEFi  

wn - z m  
by separate electric motors, have been available for about : i ,.rion!*r s-32s-C.2*, :aa R 

$1,500. In effect, they use another dry vacuum pump con- 2 

The system comes with a chart, which is affixed 
to the panel, which indicates different power settings at 
different altitudes to maiutain the proper differential. 

At higher altitudes, liowever, the differential de- 
creases and the pilot will probably have to decrease power 
to maintain enough vacuum to operate the gyro ins tments  
properly. 

An even simpler system is available from A&I 
products, Inc., 5500 Peru St., Plattsburgh, NY 12901 (518- 
563-2282). The system coiisists of a venturi (just like you 
used in the old days), located outside the plane in the slip- 
stream, and a valve for connecting it to the vacuum lines. 

nected to the motor to provide a redundant source. o 

Now, two nifty systems have come on the market & 
to provide auxiliary vacuum at even lower cost. w 

Precise flight, 63 120 Powell Butte Rd., Bend, OR 6 
97701 (800-547-2558), offers a system which uses the 
vacuum on the intake manifold to generate vacuum for the .~ 
instruments in an emergency. - z 

The $350 system requires approximately three 
hours of shop time for installation. It requires the pilot to 

The vertical axis starts at 40 hp with amark at each 
additional five horsepower. The lower curve is the calcu- 
lated thrust horsepower required for the early PA-28 design 
witb the old-style wheel fairings and, again, at 1,950 pounds 
flying weight and 5,000 feet of altitude. 

The upper curve is the thrust horsepower from a 
Lycoming 160 engine witb a 74"/60N propeller. 

Intersection of the two curves occurs at a true air- 
speed of 139 mph and this represents the top speed at this 
altitude with this particular engine and prop. 

The informed reader might want to measure off the 
excess horsepower and do some plotting of the Rate-of-climb 
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vs. Velocity. ing, also needed some (but much less) tightening. 

These curves were obtained using classical aero- Since that time no more odor. I pass this on since I 
dynamic calculations with computer assistance. have been told by various mechanics that the cabin odor 

could have come from a had " 0  ring in the fuel selector 
Tanis Pre-Heat valve, a broken overflow line in the left tank or a leaking 
By Bob Daniels primer pump seal or line. 

1 advise anyone experiencing fuel odors in the cock- 
I have aTanis preheat system. It was installed right pit to look for loose fittings before allowing expensive and 

after delivery on a 198 1 Archer. unnecessary tank repairs. 
I leave it plugged in from December until March. I also have some comments on auto fuel use. 

It is the perfect answer to cold-weather starting. We have N-575H is a 1974 Wamor in which I am using auto 
been ahle to start without prime at temperatures of -30 de- fuel under an STC from Petersen Aviation. 
grees. I have put nearly 100 hours ofbothlocal and cross- 

The system uses about the same amount of elec- country flying during this summer and fall in Floridausing 
mcity as two large light bulbs and is easy to install by an auto gas. Cross-country altitudes reached as high as 9,500 
A&P. feet and airport temperatures were close to 100 degrees. 

The cylinder probes are installed in ports which There has never been any indication of trouble. 
are reserved for CHT probes. A heating element is bonded Quite the contrary! It runs as well as it did on 80187 Avgas 
to the side of the oil pan and the plug is tied to the oil filler and far better than on IOOLL. 
tube for easy access. In fact, 100 LL is the pits as far as I am concerned. 

For extreme cold weather Tanis recommends an Even with frequent plug cleaning I never knew (using 
engine cover (an old army blanket or two works nicely.) 100LL) whether I would he ahle to make a flight or not 
Lycoming recommends preheat below 20 degrees F. (due to misfiring on run up). 

The company provides good service (Tanis Svcs., 
P 0 Box 1 17, Glenwood, MN 56334 800-443-2136 or 612- Wing Root Leak 
634-4772.) 

I became interested when the local FBO "burned I have been having a problem with water leaking 
up" the nosewheel fairing on my brand new Archer with a in my PA-28-180. After fixing the door seal and sealing the 
ground heater. windows with GE silicone there is still some leaking on the 

left side. I think it is coming from the wing root. 
Inflatable Seals IS there an effective way to stop wing root leak- 

ing? I thought about setting the rubber gasket in silicone. I 
I have had problems with leaks on my PA-28. I will appreciate your recommendations. 

understand there is a company which is offering inflatable Alan G. Hendley 
seals. What can you tell me about this? Is it worthwhile? Huntington, WV 25705 

Lawrence Dean Water leaks are perennial problems with PA-28 and 
Seattle, WA 98134 PA-32 aircraft and the wing root gets its share of attention 
Inflatable seals are offered by Bob Fields as the culprit. 

Aeroaccessories, 340E East Smta Maria, Santa Paula, Cali- The first thing, of course, is to find out whether the 
fornia 93060 805-525-6236. They replace the factory door problem is actually at the root. As you know, in an airplane 
seal and the company claims a significant noise decrease in cockpit water has a tendency to enter at one point and then 
use, but makes no claims that the product will reduce leaks. runalong the floor or channeling and collect at anotherpoint. 

The seal colues with a rubber bulb which you The problem may be at a window or it could indeed be the 
squeeze to inflate the seal. The company claims a noise wing root. 
reduction of from 4 to 14 db, which certainly would he sig- Unfortunately, I know of no sure fire method of 
nificant. stopping the leaking which works universally. Other than 

The seal is fully STC'd. The main drawback is price working the seal material and attempting to insure that all 
- from $300 to more tha11$500. seams are closed, I can offer little hut encouragement. 

Fuel Leak, Auto Fuel 
By Stan Hines Loose Radio Tray 

What started out as a slight fuel odor became more Have you had any work done on your radios lately? 
serious just prior to ain~nal. Investigation showed that the A report involving a British Cherokee 140 may save you a 
fuel line fittings had loosened behind the left inside panel real problem in the air. 
by the pilot's seat. During an annual inspection the control wheel ai- 

The fittings on the selector valve, while ilot leak- 4eron chain was found to be suffering interference from a 
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loose radio tray. weather, but let me pass on a technique that seems to work 

When the control column was pulled back, one of for me. 
the fastening pins had been knocked out and the tray I start out by going through the normal checklist as 
dropped. The CAA reported that the tray could have dropped recommended by Piper. The only difference is that as I am 
even further which would have made it impossible for the cranking the engine I slowly advance the throttle until the 
pilot to pull the wheel aft of neutral. engine fires. I then make a little pencil mark on the throttle 

Be alert to the possibility of interference with the rod where it goes into the instrument panel. 
control column, especially after any work is performed on After doing this for a couple of weeks, I found that 
your instrument panel. all of the marks on the rod were within a quarter inch of 

each other. I then made the marks "permanent" with amagic 
Nav-Radio Fix marker. Now my procedure is to "throttle to the m a r k  rather 
By Dave Graves than "throttle cracked," and my plane seldom cranks more 

than two or three blades before settling down to anice steady 
For those having problems with their nav radios, roar. 

they may want to check their Balun. I just went through the common problem of re- 
The "V" antenna on the tail of the plane is not chroming and rebuilding the nose strut. This was not quite 

simply connected to the cable to the nav portion of the ra- as traumatic an experience as it could have been due to a 
dio. In order that the radio look to all points of the compass friendly A&P who told me what to do and then let me do it. 
correctly we must have a special system of wiring this an- The major expense was taking the strut down to the 
tenna using a Balun. local FAA repair station to be re-chromed and yellow tagged. 

Before I bit the bullet and rebuilt the strut, I was 
f+---- "- ----+I ---J trying everything I could do to avoid the problem. In the 

d----.------ process. I discovered that some of the little air compressors 
- - - - - - - you can buy at auto supply stores - the ones you plug into 
___I 

I 
, ' 1 - - - - . - - - -  - - - *  the cigarette lighter of your car - actually can put out enough 

pressure (200-220 psi) to pump up your nose stmt. 

- -.-- The trick with these small compressors is to have 

0 .- someone lean on the tail and hold it down - very carefully. 
Extend the strut to the maximum length and pump it up to .___ _ _ -- about 200 - 220 psi, whatever your pump can put out. 

When you remove the air hose and put the plane 
We have uncovered many, many cases of this thing down on its nose again, this will give you three or four inches 

being so corroded and neglected that problems resulted. of extension if the fluid level in the strut is anything even 
This Balun can be made entirely from RG58Ri. It remotely close to what it should be. If not, you will have to 

is often a source of trouble in older planes due to corrosion add fluid and try again. 
and should be inspected and replaced if it looks defective. This kept me going for several landings when the 

nose strut deflated on me and there was no mechanic with a 
Lance Leak In Tail strut pump or nitrogen bottle in sight. 
By Bernie Sherwin 

Under Cowl Fuel Leak 
We were experiencing wetness in the aft section By Thomas Raffacle 

ofmy '77 Lance until I mentioned the problem to my FBO. 
He had similar experiences with a Seneca. We had an experience today that I thought might 

The problem he discovered was that the water was prove to be a valuable lesson to other readers. My wife and 
coming in through the tail. I are both pilots and fly a 1965 Cherokee 235. We planned 

The solution was simple: unplug the drain holes to take a short cross-country down the Colorado River for 
at the back of the belly of the plane that were originally lunch. 
placed there to alleviate similar problems. In fact, the FBO 893 1W has always been a desert airplane and does 
drilled a few more holes in the same area and I haven't had not like starting in cold weather. Our usual start up proce- 
the problem again. dure includes about four shots of primer and an energetic 

pumping of the throttle while she cranks. 
Starting, Re-Chroming & Strut Pump Another quirk of hers is that the starter always spins, 
By Robert Hupp hut does not always engage the flywheel. When this hap- 

pens, tuming the prop alittle ways by handusually helps the 
I am quite surprised at the number of people who starter to catch. 

are complaining about hard starting. I do not know whether Today, we had the same problems, but while stand- 
this is a problem peculiar to particular airplanes or cold 
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ing outside the lane as my wife cranked it, I noticed fluid But I have stopped the "Cherokee Chatter." Some day I will 
being blown out of the lower cowling. I had her abort the get around to repairing or replacing the bottom cowl front 
attempted start while I checked what I assumed was water straps. 
dripping down the nose strut. 

In fact, it tunled out to be fuel! I had her turn ev- Rusty Panel 
erythng off and we pulled the top cowling. The leak ap- By C. A. "Stu" Studehaker 
peared to be around the intake manifold and there was a 
puddle of fuel in the lower cowling so I went for our me- With the advent of winter and little decent flying 
chanic. weather in these parts, I put my Cherokee out of commis- 

His first thought was that we over-primed it and sion for a number of projects including new windshield and 
that the fuel had leaked out of the carburetor venhri. On windows, sidewall upholstery and resealing of the right fuel 
closer inspection, however. he found that one of the primer tank. 
lines had tubbed against the manifold and had worn through. The fuel tank was done by Skycraft Cop ,  and I 
The resulting pinhole leak had sprayed the intake and ex- was very impressed with their work and service. 
haust manifolds with raw fuel and it had collected in the As long as the windshield was out anyway, I de- 
bottom of the cowling. cided to redo the glare shield, as the plastic was old and 

The primer lines on our 0-540-B4B5 should have getting brittle. That was when I discovered something that 
been secured by insulated clamps to the int'ake manifold to may be of interest to other members. 
reduce vibrations a id  prevent chafing. In fact, only one line Any leakage around the windshield that can get 
was. under the plastic glare shield covering will saturate the pad- 

l l W  had a ~najor overhaul about 200 hours ago ding and be held there. I do not h o w  what the source was, 
and had an annual about 20 hours ago. But the potential for but I suspect some reaction between the water and any or 
a problem like this was not caught. We pull the cowling all of the components in the glare shield covering plastic. 
occasionally to give the eugine a good looking over in pre- At any rate, when the old covering came off there 
flight, but we never thought to check the primer lines for was a strong odor similar to acetic acid and corrosion was 
chafing. starting in several areas. 

I am thankful that the starter problem had me out- 1 have since talked to another owner who recently 
side watching the start - a spark or backfire could have made purchased a Cherokee with a very leaky windshield and a 
this a very tragic or expensive lesson. 1 do not h o w  how history of not being hangared. He found the entire top of 
sewice bulletins are initiated by the FAA, but this experi- the glare shield eaten out to the extent that re-skinning was 
ence makes me wonder if other folks are aware of the im- required from the top of the tirewall back to the instrument 
portance of inspection ofthose im~ocuous little copper tubes panel. Seems to me like a good reason to keep things sealed 
under the hood. tight, especially if you do not have a hangar. 

Cowl Vibration Noise Piper SB - Wing Inspection Plate 
By Max E. Brown 

Piper Service Bulletin No. 789, dated January 17, 
That "fum~y Dakota noise" or, "Cherokee chatter" 1985, provides for the installation of a new access plate for 

as I call it, lived in rl~y Cherokee, 80D. for awhile. Most of t11e rear of the wing to give access to the wing attach fihng. 
the time it would show up in ax u~coordinated right turn. Piper also announced asecond kit to allow modifi- 

After going over the plane very closely aud then cation of the wing spar if the new access plate shows corro- 
flying out to the practice area and trying to make it occur sion. 
again, I gave up and did uot let it bother me allymore. As announced in the letter, Piper considers this 

Shortly after that I noticed the engine baffle seals bulletin mandatory. Although it would be legal to ignore 
were worn out and laying down on the engine. Part of it the letter, it would not be good sense to do so. There have 
even tunled out so it could uot longer seal agaiust the upper been corrosion problems at the rear spar attach point and 
cowl. ignoring it may result in a dangerous flying condition. 

I wanted something stiffer than what came on the This letter covers most PA-28 and PA-32 models 
engine and finally found some 3/16 u~ch  thick neoprene high with the Hershey Bar wings. Compliance is suggested within 
pressure steam gasket material. the next 100 hours or the next inspection, whichever occurs 

While putting this on I found the holes in the front first. 
bottom cowl strap elongated and this allowed the top cowl To date, no wings have been lost, but several have 
to vibrate under certain flight conditions. showed corrosion when the wing was removed for othek 

Also, the hook on the right front side of the top servicing. 
cowl had almost won1 a hole through the metal engine baffle. The "inspection access hole kit," part number 765- 

After iustalling the stiff engine baffle seal I had a 106V. sells for $40.28 from Piper. Two are required for a 
difficult time getting the top cowl on - it really fits tight. complete job, of course. The "aft wing spar modification 
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kit,"Partnumber 764-998V. is $18.80, and two are required By this time I had moved from Paris, Arkansas to 
if corrosion is found at the spar. Denver, and then to Modesto, California. When1 got to Cali- 

fornia 1 started over again with the Los Angeles oflice. 
Engine STC is Expensive at $22,000 This time I was assigned to Mr. A1 Strickfaden with 
By John R. Watson the FAA Aircraft Modification Section and the whole thing 

started to come together. I worked with six different FAA 
My Cherokee 140 is unusual in that it sports a1 men on this project and I don't think any of them knew what 

IO-360-C1D6 Lycoming engine with an HC-C2YK- IB he was doing until I got hold of Al Strickfaden. 
Hartzell constant-speed propeller. Now for what I have accomplished with my air- 

At this time I have spent $22,000 and five years to craft. First of all, before I installed the engine I tried every- 
get an STC, which I was issued in September, 1984. It has thing to gain a little speed, shorter takeoff and more lift. 
been a long and costly experience. If I had it to do over Well, I started with the gap seals from Knots-2-U and they 
again I would not attempt it. helped a little bit. 

At first I was going to just install a 180 hp engine Tlle next step was the Met-Co-Atre tips which made 
because there had already been an STC issued for this. I little difference, although they did add to the looks of the 
contacted the people that had this STC t try and buy a copy plane. 
of their paperwork, but they would do the conversion and But with the new engine and propeller I now have a 
install a 180 hp engine. The cost would be $18,000, which cruise speed of 155 mph indicated with eight gallons per 
at the time I thought was ridiculous. hour fuel bum and a top speed of 165 mph with 12 gallons 

The A&P mechanic that was going to help me do per hour fuel bum. 
the conversion said that because we were going to have to My takeoff roll is half what it used to he. I have 
obtain an STC of our own or spend the $18,000 we might flow1 the aircraft against an Arrow. We took off together 
as well install a 200 hp with constant-speed propeller. and flew for a distance of 250 miles. The Arrow beat me by 

Very little did I know it was going to be so diffi- seven minutes. I used 12.9 gallons of fuel, the Arrow used 
cult. First of all I located an engine and propeller in New 15.2 gallons. 
Orleans and went down atld picked them up and brought All in all, my little Cherokee 140 is now quite a 
them back. We removed the old engine without difficulty. performer. The engine conversion was amajortaskandquite 
The conversion was very easy - everything fit like the old expensive, but well worth it. 
engine with a few modifications. John R. Watson 

So now the engine is installed and time has come Modesto, CA 93555 
to apply for an experi~ne~ltal and work on what is required 
by the FAA for the STC. This was just the beginning. Strut Maintenance 

I was living in Arkansas at the time so I allied for By Joan Scllneier 
an experimental certificate with the FAA GAD0 in Little 
Rock, Arkansas. I also received an application for a11 STC, My Cherokee inhabits a field with a lot of Cessnas 
which I filled out and sent in. Back came three more pages and its leaky struts are the butt of some ribbing (but it has 
o f t h ig s  the FAA wanted us to do, which were more major the last laugh for smooth roll outs on a grass strip.) 
than the engine change itself. None involved changes in Anyway, since pumping up a strut or two is as much 
the aircraft -just stress tests. a part of my preflight as checking oil I'd like to pass on a 

I won't go into all of them because there are too few tips. 
many, but to give you m example, one of them was to tie Aside from temperature variations, struts go flak due 
the tail down and the wiugs up so the wheels were off the to fluid or air leaks. 
ground and put 2,700 pounds on the nose bowl. This was a Fluid leaks are generally caused by " 0  ring dam- 
static test to see if the aircraft was strong enough for the age or age and is betrayed by sticky struts (although this 
new engine. may also be caused by a brake leak.) 

Anyway, after we cotnpleted these tests aud seut Piper sells an overpriced " 0  ring kit which will 
them in, the FAA gave us alotl~er three pages to do. 111 the take care of all three struts, plus a few more which Chero- 
meantime, the Inan we started with in Little Rock was trans- kees do not have. Some of the "0" rings can be obtained 
ferred to Dallas and we either would have to start all over from a standard aircraft "0" ring assortment for a lot less. If 
or go to Dallas. you have a parts manual, you can order the " 0  riugs indi- 

Also, the A&P I was working with lost interest vidually. 
and I had to find another t~lechanic. I found another me- Maills can he worked on fairly readily under a 
chanic, started working with the Dallas office, and they mechanic's supervision. The nosewheel is a lot trickier and 
gave us another three pages to do. should only be attempted by diehard, definitely under su- 

When we finished this the man I was working with pervision. 
retired and I was transferred to the Atlanta FAA Engineer- Pitted struts eat " 0  rings. If you are not up to the 
ing office. I had to start all over again. replacement or re-chroming of the strut, J&B Cold Weld 
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Compound (from an auto parts store) can help fill in tlie freon bottle and a conversion kit (from an auto parts store.) 
pits, at least temporarily. Be sure the freon bottle is not too rusty or it may not stand 

Pull the strut off and sand it down with fine grit up to high pressure. 
after cleaning it up. Apply the compound as per directions The air tauk is handy for pumping up tires on your 
and let dry. Tlien sand off the excess using progressively pla~ie or car. Generally, on a tankful you c a ~  pump up one 
finer sandpaper. End with 400 or 600 grit. rnain stnlt, a nose strut and a few plane tires, if you follow 

If no1 left to dry too long, the compound readily that order. 
flakes off slnooth chrome while tilling in depressions. A The valve nests in the wing and is easier to access 
deep pit may require extra coats. if you screw on a little tire valve extension before shooting 

Sand around the circumference of astrut rather tliao in the air. Tlie extensions do not stand up to hydraulic fluid 
up and dow~i. Tlie final product should feel very smooth. If and may cause leaks if left on too long, but they are cheap. 
not, go back to work. Prevent future proble~ns by wiping i keep a few in my glove box. 
struts down during preflight. After adding air and letting the plane down, give 

Keep a1 oil cc,i fill1 of hydraulic fluid around for tlie wheel a sharp kick before deciding to let air out. The 
adding small amounts to your strut periodically. Add slowly strut will usually settle a few inches. You may even have to 
- it foams, especially if slightly dirty. Wipe up any paint start over! 
eating spills. If you do let air out, just depress the valve for a 

With tlie strut fully depressed, tlie fluid should just split second, thenkick the tire. A small amount ofair makes 
come up to the bottom oftlie filler hole. a several-inch difference in the strut. 

An even better practice is to raise tile strut about Last, but not least, never unscrew a strut valve with- 
an inch, tlien till to tlie bottom of tlie hole. That way, if you out first getting the weight off and then let the air out 
lose your air you still have a slight fluid cilshion for lauding SLOWLY. Otherwise you will spray hydraulic fluid all over 
to prevent damage. With proper fluid level you need a lot yourself, the wing, and maybe the windows. Even being 
less air to inflate the strut. careful, do not start strut work without plenty of clean rags 

Many air leak probletns ca i  be solved cheaply. Just or paper towels. 
the core for a Sclxaeder valve can be bought from Aircraft When finished, mop up around the wing, strut, 
Spruce & Specialty for a little over a dollar. wheel a ~ d  brake blocks; l~ydraulic fluid is detrimental on 

A common source of air leaks is the washer under the outside of just about everything and attracts dirt. 
the valve. Aluminum crush washers work OK, but are gen- Finally, check your brake fluid reservoir. It also 
erally NOT reusable. 1 have better luck with flat, resistant uses MIL-5606. 
rubber washers. but have been unable to locate a source. 0 
rings will get you by for a lauding or two, but not much STOL Kit Report 
more. By Donald A. Chanplin 

The key to adding ruiytliing to a strut is getting the 
weight off that strut. If you have friends, hold down the tail, I thought you might he interested in some infor- 
have them put their weight on top or directly over the hori- mation on tlie Hortoli STOL kit from a user. 
zontal stabilizer spar. Do not let them baiig down the stabi- The flight test sheets are from some performance 
lizer itself. tests 1 did a couple of montlls ago. I a n  not an engineer, 

Working alone I employ a cheap come-along doing the tests underrigidly controlledconditions, but I tllink 
hooked to tlie tail tie down ring aiid a ground ring. Be sure tlie numbers are accurate. 
the mains are well chocked a id  the ground tie down is se- I operate n~ y Cherokee 140E from a 1,400 grass 
cure. strip that runs uphill toward a ridge and col~sequently is a 

Jacking mains ca i  be accomplished by having one-way operation: landuplull tothe westandtakeoffdown- 
friends lift the wings wing wit11 their backs . i f  they stay hill to the east. There is a 50-foot-tree obstacle 200 feet east 
under the ribs aud not the very thin skin. of the east end of the strip which causes no problems on 

After stluggling for sollie time with various jack takeoff or landings. 
and cribbing combinations (aid also &nging tny plane belly). 

~ i s ~ s  ~ s n ~ .  IAS ~ r r s r .  
I finally bought a low-wingjack to use aid it comes ui Iiaidy ewk Degrees F. (wh) A]:. RPM weigh1 

for replacing tires and greasing wheel bearings. The jack is o 27 51 3500 850 1710 
heavy and bulky: it is not recomniended for people with 20 0 27 55 3500 850 1730 

40 0 27 58 3500 850 1730 
back problems or small cars. 60 o 27 70 3500 850 1730 

40 27 45 3500 850 1730 Be careful to jack in calm weather, no higher tliai 27 ,, 850 1730 

necessary, no longer than required, and only one wheel at a 40 40 27 53 3500 850 1730 
60 40 27 60 3500 850 1725 time. A slip could be very costly. o 25 27 4s 3 ~ 1 0  1500 1725 

It takes about 90 PSI for a nose gear and 125 PSI :: :: $ ;;$ :;$ 1725 
1725 

for a main gear, bare tnit~imutii ... if the weight is off. You M1 25 27 60 3500 1500 1725 
o 25 27 40 3500 Full ~ a c r  1720 cat1 make a portable air talk for under $20 from a used 
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door seals. and GE siliconed the windows. After arain - wet 

I have operated at MAX GROSS (2,150 pounds) floors. 
in and out of the strip with no real problems. The catch is Being desperate I removed the front floor cover- 
I've never taken an unmodified Cherokee into my strip so I ings and left 'ont side panel. More water tests. Eureka - the 
do not have much basis for comparison. water was entering from the bottom of the firewall. 

Frankly, I am delighted at the performance I get 
under slow fligbt and STOL operations. The cruise data F e z  

seems pretty close to the same numbers for a11 unmodified 
bud 

Corrosion at Step 
By Joan Schneier 

I found a corrosion problem today on my 140 
which might be of general interest. 

My plane has a tubular steel step behind the right n c r  
wing and, of course, the whole plane is subject to a consid- 
erable amount of hot. humid. saltv air. "2' . . - . - 

The step got rather rusty and after removing it I 
found that it had set up a dissimilar metal corrosion cell 
with the aluminmn side of the plane, resulting in some eat- 
ing away of the skin under the plate. Fortunately, the worst *r - *(*. *< (M'* w1 ni hw Hh nu- 

of the damage was coilfined to a skin overlap, otherwise b# n *< .Puw k r r h a r r n r  -*w / h e 6  

there might be a hole in the plane bottom by now. 
I spent several hours sanding the damage area. sand Tile water was trickling down the gap between the 

blasting and finally wire-brushing the step. On no account fuselage and the upper engine cowling into the upper cowl- 
use steel brushes on aluminum. ing rear pin holes and down the firewall to the heat control 

Over the weekend I intend to sandblast the worst box and along the bottom lip of the firewall to the engine 
pits on the plane (if my mechanic agrees), zinc chromate support attachment points (left and right) penetrating the 
the bare metal, and probably add a thin rubber layer under bottom of the firewall. 
the plate to further insulate the alumirlum from the steel. Thus the water entered the cabin at the heat control 
Plus paint it all to match and replace worn off wing walk box and the support attachment points. 
compomd (that black nonskid stuff on top of the step.) I caulked the above areas. Water again appeared, 

Anyone who notices a peeling paint problem but in less quantity. Then, by accident, I discovered that when 
around their step might consider a look-see before the dam- the cabin/defroster heat control was selected "ON:' water 
age gets expensive. I found one catch, however. The step is would enter at the heat control box. By turning the selector 
held on by six bolts, four of which are screwed into sturdy OFF - no water. 
nut plates. After 16 months the caulking developed a mysteri- 

The other two nut plates were loose and dropped ous leak. Needing an aircraft cover I elected to get a custom 
into an inaccessible place, so these two holes will be riv- cover made to include the front of the aircraft over the gap. 
eted when the step goes back on. We are talking aircraft Through torrential rains and water snows - No more water. 
quality rivets here, not your normal pop rivets. 

A good drag-reducing alternative to most of this Adds Alternator 
work might be removing the step permanently and plug- By Albert J. LaMere 
ging the bolt holes. 

Mr. E. T. Caskey's letter about converting his 0- 
Water Leak At Firewall 320.B2B engine to an alten~ator system reminded me that 
By Jim Kaduhr my plane, too, was converted. 

I helped my A&P do this job and we looked at the 
Several members have expressed problems with a alternatives for quite a while before we took the plunge. This 

water leak very similar to my own. is a major change so do not get involved without an A&P to 
ARer receiving my 1978 Archer 11 a couple of years do the work. It is a beast of a job. 

ago, I discovered to my surprise the carpeting i11 the front We decided the best way to go was straight Piper. 
and right rear would be wet after a rain. We scrounged around salvage yards for some parts and 

Being a first-time aircraft owner I sought help from bought most of the parts from Piper dealers. 
local Piper shops. They said check the wing root area, win- The Cherokees that were built in 1962 with alter- 
dows and doors. I did several water tests, replaced the weak nator systems were not basically different from those built 
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with the old 35 amp generators. to use. 

We ordered the brackets for mounting the altema- 
tor and they fit perfectly. We also ordered the baffle with Servicing Your Brakes Part I - Hydraulics 
the hump in it atid installed it with very little trouble. 

The alternator, ammeter, overvoltage relay and Aircraft brakes are constructed similarly to auto- 
electronic voltage regulator we scrounged from an aircraft mobile brakes so you might assume that they were equally 
salvage yard. They came from a wrecked Cherokee, vin- reliable. However, make this assumption and you would be 
tage 1963. The heavy-gauge wire and the 60 amp circuit co~npletely wrong. 
breaker came off the wreck, too. We installed a separate on1 For whatever reason, brake problems are common 
off switch for the alternator system, too. on light aircraft. Some can be prevented with careful pilot 

When we finished the job it looked l ~ k e  a factory technique, while others will just have to be accepted. 
installed alternator system, with the exception that we had Pilots rarely think of their brakes until something 
left the old ammeter in the instrunlent cluster. This tells goes wrong. Basically, there are two types ofproblems: those 
how much we are charging the battery, which is nice to involving a problem with the hydraulic system and those 
know. The 60 ammeter tells me how much current the sys- involving the brake disc or lining. 
tem is drawiug fro~n tlie alternator, just like Piper wanted it We will discuss the hydraulic system in this article 
to do. and discuss relining brakes in a future one. 

The advantage to doing the job this way is that all But first, let's take a look at the brake system as it 
the components are standard Piper and if some future owner is illstalled on Cherokees. 
needs to repair the system he does not have to look farther 
than his Piper Service a id  Parts nianuals. It is wired up the 
way the specs call for it. 

If you do the job the way we did it you will be 
finished with all tlie probletns of a 35-amp gerierator sys- 
tem. You should have plenty of reserve electrical power to 
care for all the avionics ;u~d  other goodies that you want to 
add to your Cherokee. 

Sitice we had tlie plane down for the conversion 
we decided to switch to a geared starter at tlie same time. 
We did this without changing the ring gear or its carrier, 
and it works just tine. 

I went through all of the agony that other Chero- 
kee owners in northeni climates experience with the direct- 
drive starters. North of the Mason-Dixon Line, a geared 
starter is a must if you want to start every time in cold 
weather. 

It lielps to use multi-viscosity oil. too. I use Phillips 

,. .... .-.. .. -. .. ..".. .. -." <.,,... 
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Wheel 6x.L. Aasembl, and have been quite satisfied. In the su~~imer, however. 1 
switch back to straight SOW. 

For Mr. Cosky's infonnation there is a way to equip 
his engine with at1 oil filter. I picked up the adaptor for this Piper uses the ever popular Cleveland brake sys- 
at the "Fly Market" at Oshkosh for about $25.00. This is a tem - popular because it is so basically simple. Cleveland 
worthwhile modification. a ~ d  I recommend it. Since I do brakes, for example, can be relined withoutjacking the plane 
not use my Cherokee intetisively I change the oil filter at or relnovillg the wheel. 
annual time. it is kind of a messy process and I have bee11 The brakes operate when the brake assembly moves 
unable to get around it. in and out of a torque plate (#IS) guided by a pair of anchor 

bolts (#17). The torque plate is attached to the main gear 
Strut Leak Cure and provides the stationary support for the whole brake as- 
By Darrel G. Opicka. DO se~nbly. 

The linings (#13 & #14) are attached to a steelpres- 
I read about replacing of tlie Strut Seal. My air- sure plate (#12) and a steel back plate (#15). The ti~iiugs are 

plane, A Cherokee Warrior, was leaking so bad that you riveted to these plates. 
could hear anti see it leak out. The brake disc, not shown in the drawing, is at- 

I got tlie strut seal leak fluid from Sporty's Pilot tached to the wheel and stops the plane when it is acted on 
Shop for $25 ( 1985) a i d  used it as directed 1-112 years ago by pressure from the linings. 
and it has not leaked since. Much easier and cheaper than to Hydraulic pressure from the master cylinder pushes 
replace the Strut Seal. The kit was very co~nplete and easy the piston (#I I) which then puts pressure on the pressure 
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plate. Because the back plate is rigidly attached by through 
bolts to the brake assembly, it causes the entire unit to cen- 
ter around the brake disc and both linings to apply pressure 
to the disc. 

The brake assembly "grabs" the disc, similar to 
the way in which a 10-speed bicycle brake caliper grips the 
tire rim. 

The free-floating feature of the Cleveland brake 
system causes the set of linings to wear evenly - so long as 
dirt or other foreign substances on the anchor bolt do not 
prevent the PI-essure plate from traveling smoothly. When 
this occurs, the lining attached to the pressure plate will 
wear much faster thai that attached to the back plate and 
problems will develop. 

Let us exanline some braking problems a td  see 
what can be done to solve then. 

Cherokee Hints er Tips 
so, they should be replaced and the cause of contamination 

Poor Braking Action 

' 

When the pedal feels nomial, but the plane stops 
poorly, the problem is either linings which are worn or con- 
taminated by a foreipi substance, or a brake assetnbly which 
is not free floating. 

Linings which have co~npletely wort1 out, or which 
have actually beeu lost from tlie aircraft, will cause a grind- 
ing sound when braking and will be apparent when you 
examine the side of the brake assembly. You cai see the 
lack of lining material where the back plate and pressure 
meet the disc. 

Alternatively, the disc material may be cotitami- 
nated with brake fluid or grease. The brakes may appear 
OK, but braking action will be very ineffective. 

You will need to take the brake assentbly apart to 
determine whether the lining surfaces are contaminated. If 

Tlie Cherokee, unfortunately, has developed arepu- 
tation of being a bear when it comes to brake bleeding. Be- 
cause of the routing of the brake lines it is difficult to re- 
move all air from the system. Nonetheless, bleeding is done 
the same way as with any other aircraft - it just takes longer 
and requires more patience. 

Brake bleeding will have to be signed off by an 
A&P mechanic - it is not considered preventive maintenance. 
Nonetlieless, you can do the work yourself (under supervi- 
sion, of course.) 

There are two ways to bleed brakes: the gravity 
system aid the pressure system. 

The gravity system involves putting fluid into the 
hydraulic reservoir and pumping it through the system with 
the master cylinder. It is not as reliable as pressure bleeding 
because air bubbles in the system have a tendency to "float" 
to the  to^ of the fluid a~a ins t  the stream of hydraulic fluid 

,-roc bake)  Ifthe plane stops, but only after a11 alarming amount 
of pedal travel and with a spongy feel to the system, you no 
doubt have air in the lines and will have to bleed the brakes. 

'IF g, 
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- 
from tlie master cylinder. 

You will need awrench to fit tlie bleeder fittine and 

(such as leaking brake fluid) should be corrected. 
Finally, the unit must be free-floating to workprop- 

erly. To check this, grab the brake housing and try to twist it 
back and forth. The brake assembly should move enough to 

show you If that there the is unit no movement, is not frozen you on will the need anchor to clean bolts. the 
a~iclior bolts with alcohol. First, of course, you will have to 
disassemble the unit by removing the two bolts that hold the 
back plate to the brake casting. Then, pull the brake unit 
from the torque plate, being careful not to bend or stretch 
the brake line. 

After cleaning, lubricate the anchor bolts with dry 
graphite or silicone spray. Do not use oil or grease - these 

some flexible plastic tubing. You will need at least one vol- 
unteer to operate the master cylinder on the wheel you are 
bleeding, and perhaps another to keep the reservoir filled 
during the bleeding process. 

Attach yourhose to the bleeder fitting and submerge 
the end in a container partially filled with MIL-5606 hy- 
draulic fluid (aircraft brake fluid). Crack the bleeder fitting 
about one-lialftuni or until fluid passes freely. Have the per- 
son in the plane pump that wheel's brake until bubbles are 
no longer visible in the container. 

Now, retighten the bleeder fitting before removing 
the hose or allowing the submerged end to come in contact 
with the air. Do not overtighten this fitting, however. 

Tlie brake is now bled and you can go on to the 
other wheel. With a toe-brake installation, each wheel has 
its own braking system independent of the other wheel. 

.. -. .,.. substances on anchor bolts will attract dirt and grit and cause .*.*...... .. .. -.. ... .. .,-. ...... the assembly to freeze up again. 
.*. ".. ",.. .." ,,. -,.. ...... ." ,,. ".." - ... .-.. ...... .- Spongy Pedal 
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The other method of bleeding brakes is tlie pres- no doubt have a leak at the hand-brake system. 

sure method and it is considered Inore precise. It involves No Pedal At All 
putting brake fluid, under pressure, into the wlxeel bleeder 
fitting and allowing excess fluid and air to exit the system How depressing it is to get into your plme, put 
through the top end (reservoir). your foot on the brake, and feel it go completely to the floor. 

Incidentally, high pressure is not required nor is it This may mean there is no hydraulic fluid in the 
desirable. Certainly 20 to 30 pounds of pressure should do system at all, but then again, it may not. 
the trick without damaging any system components. True, if there is no fluid in the system you will not 

Nomially, the process is accomplishedusing ableed have any pedal. You must then determine where the leak 
tankandadaptor which cost approximately $75. This is quite occurred, repair it, and fill and bleed the system. You should 
a sum unless you plan on bleeding your brakes a lot. You find a puddle at the wheel, indicating a teaking wheel cyl- 
may be able to borrow this equipment fro111 your mechanc inder. in the cockpit, indicating a defective master cylinder, 
if you are on very good tenns with him. or along the line from master to wheel cylinders, indicating 

And at least one nxechanic has recommended uti- a ruptured brake line. 
lizing a homemade version of the bleed tank, consisting of But you can have no pedal resistance and still have 
an oil squirt can (the pumping type) attached to a piece of a coinpletely filled system. Look inside the reservoir first 
clear plastic tubing. and see whether you have fluid. 

The plastic tubing must be filled with hydraulic Master cylinders have a small seal which normally 
fluid to eliminate any traces of air. Then the tubing is slipped prevents hydraulic fluid from moving within the cylinder 
over the bleed fitting on the brake housing and the fitting is ti-om the pressure side of the piston to the reservoir side. 
again cracked one-half turn. Piper calls this seal, which is actually a s~nall "0" ring, a 

A second piece of plastic tubing must be attached "Dyna Seal." 
to the vent fitting on top of the brake fluid reservoir to catch Sometimes a small piece of foreign material lodges 
any overflow and to check for the etnergence of bubbles. under this seal and permits fluid to leak through. Or the seal 
This tubing, too, is submerged into a partially-filled coil- niay be tom. When this happens, the piston cannot build up 
tainer of hydraulic fluid. pressure - fluid simply passes tlie seal and returns to the 

Now. tlie volunteer in the cockpit must slowly pump reservoir. 
the appropriate brake pedal while you add additional fluld Unfortunately, replacement of the seal is a com- 
to the systeni tlirough the bleeder fitting. Slowly contiiriie plicated process and you will end up paying for a master 
the operation until bubbles no longer appear at the reser- cylinder rebuild. 
voir When this happens, close the bleeder fitting and check The main cylinder "0" ring may also be defective. 
to see that the pedal is hard. Wheli this ring goes, the pedal can build up pressure during 

If the pedal is not hard, continue the process again, pumping, but will slowly bleed offfluid when constantpedal 
Othenvise, the systeln is bled and you can go on to the other pressure is applied. Once again, be prepared to shell out for 
side (if necessary. 1 a cylinder rebuild. 

When bleeding brakes. be sure no dirt enters the And that about wraps up our discussion of the brake 
system and be sure that your source of supply of new fluid hydraulic system. But that is not all there is to brakes. The 
does not nu1 dry (thereby placing more into the system.) most common brake problem is worn linings. And next 

One problem wit11 brake bleeding is that it is easy month we will discuss relining your brakes and we will also 
to add more air to tlie system than you remove if your tech- give you a few tips on how to keep your brakes working like 
nique is sloppy. LVIien you open a wheel bleeder fitting, be new with a minimum maintenance cost. 
sure that it is etico~ripassed in plastic tubing, and only crack 
it for amoment - to let fluid (and air) out, but not perniit air Servicing Your Brakes Part 11 - Linings 
to reenter the titttiig. 

When ~is i~ig a bleed tank or a substitute. be sure to In the last article we took a look at the Cleveland 
purge all air ti-oil1 tlie lines before attachitlg thern to the brakes used on Pipers and discovered how wonderfully 
bleed fitting. O~icr  again, you do not wait to inadvertently simple they are. We looked at common hydraulic and me- 
add air to the sysre~ii. clranical problems which occur and at ways to cure the prob- 

Finally. ~rlren you are finished. throw away the Iiy- lems. 
draulic fluid yoti have removed from the system. It is poor But, of course, the most common service which 
economy to try to save this fluid and possibly cause sub- tilost brake systems will require is relining of the brakes 
stantial probletns by introducing contaninants to the sys- after they have worn past service limits. 
tem. Fortunately, this is a simple operation with Cleve- 

If this process solves the problem, but the wheel land brakes. 
soon becomes m~tshy again, air is probably being sucked First of all, be aware that although most Chero- 
into the system between the reservoir and the master cylin- kees come with single-piston brake assemblies, dual-piston 
der involved. A~id if both brakes are becoming mushy, you planes are not uncommon. The main difference is simply 
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the torque plate and the pressure plate can be removed from 
that assembly. 

The pressure plate and back plate are the two items 
to which the linings are attached. 

At this point, take the bolts and washers and lightly 
reattach them. Also, find some way to prevent the brake unit 
from dangling from its hydraulic line. You are trying to keep 
from losing parts or causing any damage to components at 

Use both thumbs to push the piston back into its 
cylinder to insure that navel limits are not exceeded while 

3. SW. ,. ."... the unit is disassembled which will result in the need to bleed .. .. 
.. ...... the hydraulic system. .. .A" <,L,.c.. ,. .,..b.. c.. If you have a dual-piston system. be aware that one 
7.  ,"....me". .. .Y.... .... piston will tend to pop out as you put pressure on the other. .. .w,. 

t,. ..., .,- ,,. .,a,.. Be careful and be sure both are pushed back in without al- ,.. I..."" -1. ,.. hv.,- lowing either to pop out. 
8,. ,am,.. 
1.. ..(..,.I. ,.. "3. 

If you note a hydraulic system leak at this time you 
,,. ,,. ,,,,,,, .., .... jl will need to have the cylinder rebuilt. Otherwise, no further 

attention is needed to the hydraulic system and you are ready 
the number of hydraulic pistons used to compress the as- to reline the brakes. 
sembly. For this you will need a special brake rivet tool. 

How do determine whether brakes need You can find numerous sources of this item by looking 
relining? Ceminly not from the cockpit. You cannot tell throughTrade-a.Plane, but one source which the tool 
from the braking action. for $10, including postage, is United Starline Tool Com- 

A'icrafi brakes are self-adjusting -the pedal pres- pany, 19 Cocono, Little Rock, AR 72212, 
sure seems fine right up until the point where the rivets First you need to remove the old linings. Place the 
holding the Linings in place shear offand you have no brakes plate.lining assembly face down on a work table and use a 
at all. 9164-inch punch (or the special punch which comes with the 

To determine whether relining is necessary you riveting tool) to drive out each of the rivets. Then remove 
will have to perform a visual inspection. For most Chero- and discard the old lining. 
kees, this is a very simple procedure which can and should A word of caution here. You will be dealing with 
be done at each preflight of the plane. the material which will be responsible for stopping your 

squat behind each look at plane. Before handling the new linings, be sure your hands 
the two linings where they meet the wheel disc. Linings and work area are free of all dirt, grease and other contami- 
worn below. 100 inches or linings which are unevenly worn nants. 
should be replaced. Place the new lining material on the plate and check 

You can measure with a mler, marked in tenths of to be sure the new rivet holes line up with the holes in the 
an inch' Or can use a 3/32 ''Ien wrellch as a guide in plate exactly. Cleveland~nakes several different brakes which 
determining whether the linings are worn below limits. look identical, but which have slightly different spacing of 

Unfortuuately' Of the Pipers with the rivet holes. If the holes are not exact it is time to ex- 
fitting wheel pants will not be quite as easy to check. The 

change thelu for the correct lhlings, 
wheel fairings will have to be removed before you can gain To illstall the new lining you must place your brake 
access to the brake assembly and check lining thickness. tool in a vise to hold it securely, 

Assuming you need new linings you will now f i ~ d  Align the new lining material on the pressure plate 
another beauty Of the brake system' You need exactly as the old lining was attached. Place arivet through 
not jack UP the plane or remove a wheel to get at the brake the assembly head on the lining and the tail pro. 
assembly. truding through the pressure plate. 

To remove the old linings you need to disassemble Insert the entire assembly into the brake tool and 
the brake assembly by removing the through bolts. There place the rivet setting punch in the tool. Lower the punch 
are two such bolts on the single-piston assembly, a i d  four and center it on the tail of the rivet, 
such bolts on models with the dual-piston assembly. While holding the pressure plate firm against the 

At this point, the back plate assembly is ready to lining, tap the punch with a hammer. Turn the assembly and 
be removed and, quite possibly, has already fallen on the give it several additional taps to insure that the rivet is eveuly 
ground if you are not careful to grab it as the bolts are set. 

Repeat the procedure for the additional rivets. You 
The brake "linder housulg 'Ow be 'lid 

want to stake the rivets enough so there is no movement 
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between the plate a i d  the lining, but not so much that there 4. Be sure your brake anchor bolts are kept clean 
is splitting of either the rivet or the lining material. and permit the pressure plate to 'avel freely. Periodically 

The procedure is then repeated in exactly the same lubricate the bolts with dry silicone spray. 
manner for the back plate. And lo and behold, you have 5.  Keep dirt away from the brake filler reservoir. 
successfully relined one brake. Of course, the same proce- Dirt is the number one enemy of your brake hydraulic sys- 
dure will be repeated for the brake on the other side. tern. 

You are now ready to reassembly the unit. Use a With any luck your plane will now become one of 
dry lubricant (silicone spray) to lubricate the a ~ c h o r  pins as those wonders which never seems to need any work on its 
you get ready to put the unit back. Do not use oil or grease brake system. Happy flying. 
on these pins, as this will attract dirt and almost guarantee 
the unit will eventually freeze up on the pins. 

Put all units back in the reverse order in which they 
were disassembled. Reattach the through bolts and torque Shoulder Belt Kit, Inflatable Seal, Door Leaks 
them to 100 inch pounds. By David G. Elliott 

Breaking in New Linings I just installed the Piper shoulder belt kit, part num- 
ber 764-98IV' The kit costs $355 plus tax (1985). It con- 

At this point you may assume you are finished, but tains two lap belts, two inertia reel shoulder belts, mount- 
you are not. At least not completely. ing channels and gussets to be riveted to the fuselage, screws 

Brake linings must be properly cured to cause a and rivets, plastic Covers and instructions. 

gradual build up of its ability to withstand heat. A sudden It took me a day to peel back the headliner, fit up 
hard stop with newly.installed brake litlings can them, the channels and drill the 17 rivet holes on each side (after 
whether they are automobile or aircraft linings. conferring with the mechanic who signed off the job.) 

Sudden brake application can carbonize new lin- A half day of bucking rivets for the mechanic and 
ings causing them to have amuch lower braking coefficient another day to bolt in the belts, Put back the headliner, at- 
with correspo~ldirig poorer stoppiug power. tach the plastic covers over the inertia reels and paint the 

Clevelarid has established a break-in procedure. rivet heads on the outside ofthe plane. The mechanic's time 
Begin a straight line taxi at about 30 mph and then was four-and-a-half hours. 

brake to a stop using low pedal pressure (be sure to watch I have had reasonable success with the battle of 
out for other traffic and get permission from ground control the water leaks (thanks for the copies of past articles you 
if you are at a controlled airfield.) Then let the brakes cool Sent on the subject.) 
thoroughly. The main culprit was the door. I first installed an 

Repeat this procedure at least five times more to inflatable door seal from Bob Fields Aerocessories, in Santa 

"cure" the brake material. Paula, California. The inflatable feature is for noise reduc- 
Be sure to pel,uit the brakes to cool thoroughly tion in flight, but the seal also bas ribs that give a good seal 

between stops. You are attempting to cause the material to when the unit is un-inflated on the ground. 

gradually become "used to" applications of heat. To achieve the necessary fit, however, I had to build 
Proper break-in is the first step toward long brake UP low Spots around the door frame and upper latch area 

life. There are others. with Bondo until the seal seated everywhere, as evidenced 
by the seal tightly gripping a strip of paper wherever it was 

Prolonging the Life of Your Brakes inserted. 
I also moved the adjusting nuts on the U-bolt that 

Have you ever noticed that some people seem to engages the upper latch to make the top of the door Pull 
be always relilii~ig their brakes, while others llever seen1 to down more tiglltly. BY this time the upper door latch was 
have the need'? hard to turn, especially with the short lever on the inside. To 

~ ~ a k ~  life is largely dependent the and make it easier to work the upper latch from inside, I ma- 
there are several things you cat1 do which will dranatically chined a new lever that was longer and easier to grip. 
prolong the life of your brake linings. There was still a small leak that let water flow in- 

I .  Keep touchdown speeds at proper levels, E~~~ side the door, possibly from the upper latch handle. I drilled 
extra five miles per hour or1 approach is going to have to be a small hole in the bottom front comer of the door, outside 
dissipated somewl~ere. probably by your brakes. the seal, that prevented water from buildiulg up inside the 

2. As much as possible avoid usillg your brakes on door finally spilling over into the cabin. 

lauding. You do uot score extra poults for jerking to a stop Finally, I dnlled several 118 inch holes through the 
and using the first tum off Lay off the brakes and the plane bottom ofthe fuselage along the edges of the carpets and at 
will slow itself. low points under the rear seat. This keeps water from build- 

3. Use your brakes for stopping, not for l e g ,  ing up from the remaining small leaks. The result of all 
except when necessary.You fly a Cherokee - uot a Cheetah. these measures is a much drier airplane than before. 
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added a spin-on oil filter conversion kit to his Cherokee 160 

Lycoming Problem - Rocker Shaft with the 0-320-B2B engine. 
New, Mr. LaMere has been kind enough to provide 

I purchased IIIY Cherokee last December right af- more details about the kit. It is available from Wag Aero, P. 
ter the a~lnual inspection. The aircraft was in great shape 0. Box 181, Lyons, WI 53148 800-558-6868. 
and rated an 8+. The kit, including an adapter and oil filter, is avail- 

The air frame has some 2,610 hours and the over- able from Wag Aero for $49.95 (1985) and will fit Lycoming 
hauled engine 499 hours. Serial number is 28-4262 and the 0-320 and 0-360 engines. 
Lycoming engine is a 0-360-A3A. The following story will 
get your attention, I am sure. Gust Damage 

A couple of weeks ago I was tunning up my eo- By Al DeVore 
gine prior to take off when I noticed my right mag was 
acting up. 1 immediately aborted any idea of taking off and You might want to pass this on to the membership. 
left my aircraft with my mechanic to fix. My Cherokee enjoyed the end position of the line for a long 

The next day be phoned me to come see some- time. Last Fall we had three nights of gusty winds while I 
thing he had never witnessed before which had nothing to was on a vacation and out of town. 
do with the tnag probletn. The usual tieback position using seat belts to hold 

One of the shafts holding the rocker ann over the the ailerons and stabilator slipped loose and damage occurred 
valves had worked its way though the valve rocker cover! to the cable hinge brackets. Mechanics caught it during the 

011lya little piece of the rim of the cover prevented October annual. 
the shaft from coming out all together. Upon examination I Resulting damage to the brackets and aileron hinges 
found the other three valve covers were being slowly worked cost just under $1,000 - after insurance it cost me $200. 
though by the sliding shafts. Owners who use this method of securing their plane 

I guess the reason it was not found during the an- can check periodically by moving the aileron through its 
nual inspection is because removal and inspection of these nonnal travel. If there is amushy stop or the aileron can be 
covers is not called for. moved a half inch or more beyond the stop, the brackets 

Terry, 1 consider this an extremely dangerous situ- may have been loosened at the front end by gusty winds. 
ation. Is there any way to rectify this problem? Who do I 1 have been told this would also tend to cause some 
contact at the FAA, Lycoming and Piper to bring this epi- flutter in the ailerons during flight. 
sode to someone's attention'! 

Tom A. Binford Uses Current Weather-stripping 
Winter Springs, FL 32707 By Gene Kajawa 
Your problem is indeed one which I had not heard 

of before. 1 have sent copies of your letter to both Piper a ~ d  I mentioned that I had a chronic severe water leak 
Lycomirlg to get their assessment of the situation. accumulating on tbe right rear seat area to a mechanic at 

By now 1 an1 sure you have beard &om Jim Brown, Planemasters at DuPage Airport. He suggested using Piper's 
firom Lycoming. Apparently, the problem is not au isolated current door-sealing method of a fuselage door areaweather- 
one. strip. 

Service Bulletin Number 400, dated June 4, 1976, This weather-stripping bas a channel which directs 
was in effect when your engine was overhauled. That bul- the water out of the plane and a hollow-core door seal for 
letin calls for replacement of the rocker arm shafts with the door. 
models designed to pennit the installati011 of plastic plugs It was the best $60 1 ever spent to date. After a very 
at the end. heavy rain stonn not one drop was in the rear seat area. 

The plastic plugs act as buffers and stop metal-to- Both seals fro111 Piper must be installed on the door 
metal contact between the shaft and the rocker arm cover. cud fuselage door area respectively as the old solid-type door 

Unfortunately, whoever did your engine overhaul weather-strip is not compatible (to fit properly) with the ad- 
either was unaware of the bulletin or chose to ignore it. ditional weather strip which attaches on the fuselage door 

Also, the Lycoming operating manual specifies area. 
maintenar~ce on your engine and one item, often overlooked, 'Illis systeln can be viewedoa later-model Warriors. 
is that the rocker an11 covers should be pulled every 400 I no longer must use a chan~ois to soak up water after a rain 
hours to inspect for broken valve springs, any danlage to stonn. I tried various types of foan, etc., prior to this fix, 
the rocker arm assembly, or for anything else out of the but to no avail. 
ordinary. 

Power Surge Explained 
Oil Filter Conversion By Bob Werner 

Prev~ously, Albert J LaMere ~ndlcated he bad One of the assoclat~on members prev~ously told of 
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a 100 rpm power surge which occurred with his Lycoming painted all control surfaces need to be rebalanced. 
180 up011 takeoff. He said it only happened once and could 4. You can do your own upholstery work. But be 
never be repeated until the next time he flew. sure you buy material from a compaiy, like m e x ,  which 

We had the same situation with our Lyconiing-pow- uses approved fire-retarding material. 
ered Cl~erokee 180. We tried everything to avoid the prob- 5. You can replace bulbs for landing, navigation 
lem, but could find no cure ... until after one year when we and position lights, but you can only troubleshoot - not fix - 
did little flying. the wiring in the landing light system! 

I prepared the aircraft for a flight to our A&P for 6. Remove and gap plugs every 25 hours where 
an overdue annual and during the preflight I found that one 100 LL isused, and perhaps every 50 hours where unleaded 
of the cylinders had lost a collsiderable amount of compres- auto gas is used. Use graphite spark plug thread lube to 
sion. make it easy to replace plugs and to avoid cross threading. 

The A&P found an exhaust valve frozen in the p i d e  Get a good torque wrench - over torquing can ruin a cylin- 
and we had the cylinder rebuilt. Since that repair we have der. 
never had arecurrence of the problem with a 100 rpm power 7. Pilots call replace any hose connection except a 
jump during departure. hydraulic connection, including prefabricated fuel lines, but 

I highly suspect that this particular exhaust valve NOT oil lines. Where oil lines are ragged or where the rub- 
was hanging up and during full-power operation and heat ber is stiff, have the lines replaced. 
build up it would suddenly free up and provide full power. When bringing in a plane for inspection be sure 

I hope the member finds this helpful. There may you have done all the preventive maintenance work you can 
be several reasons for the valve failure, that may include do and have it thoroughly washed before bringing it in. 
valve springs, valve guide tolerances too close and poor lu- You may be able to save money and learn a lot 
brication. about your plane, by taking it to a mechanic who believes 

in owner-assist almuals. Not only do you save money, but 
Saving Money on Maintenance the mechanic should take the time to show you what iieeds 
By Terry Lee Rogers to be done and the correct way to do it. 

Both the regulations as well as practical safety con- Decal Removal 
siderations require the pilot to become ilivolved in the main- By Roy L. Farris 
tenance program of his plane. 

Pilots can do almost anything on their planes, in- Most decals, including state registratio11 decals, 
cluding rebuilding the engine, if they are under supervision may easily be removed after heating with a heat lamp. The 
of a11 appropriate A&P mecliauic. The regulations required adhesive may then be removed with gasoline. 
that the supervisor actually see the work being done to tlie 
extent required to insure it is being done correctly. Inspec- Annual Ritual 
tions, however, cannot he delegated. 

Tlie appendix to FAR 43 lists, in addition, certain Of all the rites concerned with aircraft ownership 
things which a pilot can do on his ow11 on a1 airpla~ie owled perhaps ]lone strikes Inore fear into an aviator's heart than 
or operated by him and not used in air carrier service. the annual inspection. And like death aid taxes, there is no 

AII)~ work done by the pilot must be signed off in legal way to get away from them. 
the logbooks like any other maintenance. The elltry must But there are a few things you can do to cushion 
show the descriptioli of the work being perfonlied, the date the shock when you get your bill and still insure that your 
completed, tlie ;lame of the person returning the plane to plane gets as colnplete an inspection as is desirable. 
service, and his signature. 

Some specific tips: Shop Around 
1. Grease wheel bearings oftell where wheels spend 

time under water, as during a heavy rain. Force the grease First of all, the cost of a11 amiual is not written in 
througli the bearing, don't just slop it on. stone. Differelit shops have different rates a ~ d  you ca i  shop 

2. Battery maintenance is especially expensive if around for tbe best price. 
you let it go d o w ~ .  If the battery is down, remove it from As a rule of thumb, shops at large, metropolitm 
the plane a ~ d  charge it - don't just jump start. It will save FBOs can be expected to charge more tlian shops at m a 1  
damage to the alternator and all the radios. And if your plane airports. Also, throughout the country there are variations: 
sits a lot without use, do not expect long battery life. the big bucks go to shops in the northeast of the country, 

3. If you have your airplane painted, beware of acid white flat rates are lowest in the south central part of the 
etch. This is used to remove the old paint and is removed country. 
with a high-pressure water hose. Ttiis forces the etch be- U~~fortunately, there are other complications. 
hind access panels. Remove all those panels to look for a1 Generally, a flat-rate annual is currently the vogue 
accumulation of acid. Also, remember that when a plane is , - a shop will give you a certain flat-rate whicli will cover 
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the actual inspection - removing inspectionplates, research- in repairs you hadn't counted on can really ruin your day. 
ing logs, and actually checking out the structures and equip- Make sure the shop agrees to return the damaged 
ment. or worn parts to you (unless there is a core charge on the 

If annuals were merely inspections, all a pilot part.) Thismay help prevent anunscrupulous mechanic from 
would need to do would he to compare the flat-rate quotes, padding your bill unrealistically (although a mechanic, so 
But like most things in life, it is not quite so simple. inclined, can usually find enough such parts in the trash bin 

On top of the flat-rate, shops will charge an hourly to make this technique far from foolproof.) 
rate, plus parts, for any repairs needed to bring the plane up 
to standards. So in checking prices, be sure to check this Owner Participation 
hourly shop rate as well as the flat-rate which is quoted. It 
is a rare bird, indeed, which can get through an annual with- A current trend in annuals is the owner-assisted in- 
out additional repairs being required, and a small differ- spection. Many shops are now offering it, although some 
ence in hourly charges can offset a large difference in the refuse to permit the owner anywhere near the shop while the 
flat-rate which is quoted. annual is in progress. 

Try to stay with a shop which regularly works on In the owner-assist annual, the aircraft owner re- 
Pipers. A Mooney or Cessna shop may have some of the moves the covers, cowls, and fasteners which must come off 
fmest mechanics around, but if they are not familiar with before the plane cal  be inspected. The owner removes the 
Pipers, you are going to pay a stiffpenalty as they "leanl" battery, drains the crankcase, loosens the spark plugs and 
your airframe at your expense. does other labor-intensive chores at the direction of the me- 

Also, try to stick with one shop for both your an- chanic. 
nual and your routine repair work if Possible. In return, the owner gets a lower price quote on his 

When a shop gets a plane to do an annual inspec- annual and gets to leam something about airplanes in gen- 
tion for the first time, the tendency is to go over the plane eral and his own plane in particular. 
with a fine tooth comb and you end up paying for this. When trouble is found, the owner is working side- 

On the other hand, if it is your usual mechanic, he by-side with the mechanic and the shock is likely to be much 
is familiar with your plane and he does not have to check easier to take than when it is presented to an owner at the 
everything as closely. He may not have to spend a lot of end in the form of a large hill. 
time in the tail cone looking for corrosioll as he remembers For example, I once performed an owner-assisted 
working there earlier in the year. He will not have to spend m ~ u a l  in my 140 when a bent rear bulkhead was found. 
as many hours checking AD compliance in the logbooks. Because I was right there, I saw the damage and got to add 
He bas already done this and is familiar with those which some input as to what sort of repair should be made. Be- 
have been permanently fixed and those which can be ex- cause I could see the actual damage and gauge its severity 
pected to reoccur. and because there was absolutely no questioli of fraud on 

Researching AD'S and handling the paperwork can the part of the mechanic, it made swallowing the extra $200 
really run up the cost of an annual. Be sure to discuss this for repair much easier. 
matter with the mechanic before work on the annual be- By assisting in the annual, you should save about 
gins. $30 an hour for your time. But even without the saving, an 

owner-assist annual is valuable for the education you receive 
What to Look For In a Shop about the inner condition of your plane. 

If you are planning to go to a new shop for your 
annual, you need to look at a few things besides prices. 

What is the attitude of the mechanic who will be 
working on your plane? Does he like to work on Chero- 
kees? If he doesn't like them he will be inclined to charge 
you more. 

Check with some of the shop's customers. How 
do they rate the service? Do they think they have been fairly 
treated? 

Find out in advance what the "flat-rate" quote in- 
cludes. Does it include oil and filter (which will be part of 
the annual inspection, but which may get its own additional 
charge)? What about the IA sign off, Some IAs tack on 
their $50 inspection fee to the price quoted - a particularly 
nasty surprise at hilling time. 

Eschew any shop which will not agree to call you 
before undertaking expensive repairs. An extra $200 or $300 

Keep Up the Condition All Year Long 

Preventive maintenance is the key to endurable an- 
nual inspections. When glitches are repaired as they develop, 
rather than saved for repair until annual time, the cost of the 
annual comes down accordingly. 

So what? Isn't the cost of the preventive mainte- 
nance going to average out the same as the higher cost of 
doing the same work at annual time? 

Well, yes and no. First of all, if you end up paying 
a little bit during the year to repair discrepancies, it is a little 
easier to take than one big whopping bill at the end of the 
year 

And when little discrepancies are allowed to con- 
tinue, sometimes they develop into much bigger and more 
expensive problems which end up costing more in the end. 
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Know Your Charging System 
By Robert M. Adkins 

L ight aircraft charging systems are similar in many able a charging system. If you don't believe me you might 
respects to theirautomotive andmarine counterparts want to reread the tale about David and Goliath and ask 
and are quite simple innature. There are a couple of Murphy his opinion while you're at it. 

notable differences however. Anyway if a problem is found with one of these 
Unlike a car or boat, an aircraft electrical system components they will be the least expensive components to 

is controlled by a separate switch (the master), not the en- replace. I assure you switches, circuit breakers and comec- 
gine ignition starter switch. In addition to the battery Mas- tions do fail, especially in older aircraft or aircraft that are 
ter switch a separate switch is provided to allow the charg- exposed to damp or corrosive envirolunents. 
ing system of an aircraft to be shut down while still leaving If after checking all of these basic parts you con- 
the battery on clude that the problem is elsewhere at least you will feel a 

This separate switching is the cause for the major- bit Inore confident about dropping $100 to $300 on voltage 
ity of the problems and the short life expectancy (high fail- regulators and alternators. 
ure rate) of light aircraft charging systems. There really is 
little difference in all oftbe other parts of the charging sys- The Major Components 
tem and apart from mechanical problems, electrically an 
alternator that is used in an aircraft should last just as long Aircraft charging systems consist of the followir~g 
(if not longer) than the same alternator that is used in a11 major ~01nponent~: 
automobile or boat. 1) Alternator. 

If you have doubts about the statemelits just made, 2) Battery. 
read on. I thiilk by the end of this article you will find sub- 3) Voltage Regulator. 
stantial justification for that statement, and proven sugges- 4) Over voltage relay. 
tions that you can use in virtually any light-piston single- 5) Battery Master Switch and Master Relay. 
engine or twin to extend the life expectancy (and reduce 6) Alternator Switch. 
the failure rate) substantially of your charging system. This 7) Field and Output circuit breakers. 
might just bring a little more peace of mind next time you 
find yourself in heavy IFR conditions at night near freezing The charging systems in late model (post 1964) 
level, not to mention the savings in mai~ltenance costs. Piper Cherokees and most other light aircraft use relatively 

I will explain the function of each of the lnajor standard off-the-shelf automotive parts. Most of the alterna- 
components found in an aircraft (and for that matter most tom used may be Chrysler, Delco or Prestolite. 
all other) charging systems. I will also describe the ~ilost The alternator is the business end of the charging 
common failure of each of the individual components and system. Alternators typically produce their rated power at 
the s~rnpto~ns  that mav be observed. I will show some ba- I I . . 
sic troubleshootine. tiDs for several of the most common I I - A 

charging system failures and the likely causes for each fail- 
ure. 

Please note that I have taken great care to arrange 
the troubleshooting and parts list in a logical and cost ef- 
fective order. You may chuckle a little when I suggest that 
you verify the operation of a switch, circuit breaker or con- 
nection, but these checks take very little time and effort to 
perform and will not cost you anything. 

These components do play mayor roles in the 
charging system. We may not want to admit it, but a lowly 
switch, circuit breaker or connection can conlpletely dis- 

Rwuisbr 

Flg~re 1, Cherokee (typtcal) alrcran eleclncal system 
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5,000 to 6,000 rpm. In automotive applications the alterna- Low output power is also a fairly common type of 
tor drive is usually reduced 2 to 1 to achieve optimum power failure. This is usually caused by failure of one or inore di- 
output at typical cruise speed engine rpms. In an aircraft odes in the rectifier. An alternator will continue to produce 
installation the drive ratio is typically 1 or 4 to 1. For this some power as long as at least one pair of the three phase 
discussion I will assume that the alternator is always turn- diode rectifiers is still functioning. In such cases replace- 
ing at the optimum rpin which would at any time allow the ment of the diode rectifiers usually restores the full output 
alternator to produce its maximum rated power. power of the alternator. 

The Battery and the Alternator The Voltage Regulator and Overvoltage Relay 

An alternator consists of three basic components, The purpose of the voltage regulator is to maintain 
the rotor, stator and rectifier. the electrical system voltage to a preset level. The voltage 

The rotor and stator are windings made up of var- regulator preforms this function by controlling the amount 
nished copper wire, the varnish acts as an insulator. The of current that is supplied to the alternator field windings in 
rectifier is made up of six diodes, arranged in pairs. Each the rotor. 
pair of diodes rectify the current from each of the fixed This device inay a be a mechanical relay type unit 
phase windings in the stator. or a solid-state transistorized unit. Either type performs ba- 

Most alternators do not have fixed magnets and sically the same function. Most 12-volt system regulators 
therefore do not produce any power on their ow11. In effect are set to maintain the electrical system voltage at 13.8 volts. 
an alternator is a form of power amplifier; it can tun1 a So-called 28-volt systems are a bit of a misnomer 
small amount of electrical power into a larger amount of since the battery voltage is usually around 24 volts (12 cells 
electrical power by using mechanical force (the engine instead of 6), however the voltage regulator is set to main- 
drive). tain the electrical system voltage at 28 volts. 

An alternator requires a small amount of external Voltage regulators accomplish this task by control- 
power to produce a magnetic field in the windings of the ling the current that is supplied to the alternator field wind- 
rotor. The strength of this magnetic field determines the ings in the rotor windings and the amount of power that is 
amount of power (current) that may be produced by the generated by the alternator stator windings. This is the only 
stator windings. functioti of a voltage regulator. 

The strength of the magnetic field produced by Solid-state voltage regulators respond faster and 
the rotor is controlled by controlling the amount of current more accurately to loads on the electrical system than do the 
that it draws. Most rotor field windings can draw up to 4 mechanical types and have the benefit of no moviug parts to 
Amps. wear out. There are however two distinct differences in the 

The output of the stator windings is three-phase way these units may fail. 
altenlating current. A three-phase full-wave diode rectifier Mechanical (relay type) voltage regulators almost 
(two diodes per phase) rectifies the AC voltage produced always fail open circuit either because arelay coil or aresis- 
by each winding of the stator to usable DC voltage. tor bums out. In very rare cases the relay contacts may weld 

The battery plays two main roles: it supplies cur- closed. 
rent to the rotor field windings to produce a magnetic field Solid state voltage regulators tend to be of a 50- 
and it acts as a capacitor to both draw and smooth the rec- 50% type failure - sometimes they short circuit and some- 
tified power (current) from the stator of the alternator. times they open circuit. I have foundmore short circuit fail- 

Alternators are generally very reliable. They do ures than open circuit failures so I tend to lean towards the 
however have one main enemy - beat. Overheating or over- possibility of a short circuit failure on the solid-state voltage 
loading an alternator will melt the varnish insulating the regulators. 
copper wire in the field windings of the stator very quickly 
and will also weaken the diodes that make up the rectifier. Q. What happens when a voltage regulator (mechanical or 

With the exception of the bearings that support solid state) fails with an open circuit? 
the rotor the field brushes are the only other part that is A. No current can be supplied to the rotor field windings 
subject to wear The brushes are not actually a brush but which turns off the magnetic field and the stator windings 
rather a precisely machined piece of carbon with an im- produce no power. The alternator is effectively tuned off. 
bedded wire and which is quite fragile. 

The brushes make contact with the rotor rings to Q. What happens when a voltage regulator fails with a short 
supply current to the field windings. Each brush is held in circuit? 
contact with the rotor ring with a spring. Carbon dust that A. Assuming that this is not a catastrophic internal failure 
accumulates as a brush wears can cause it to stick in place which would cause the alternator field circuit breaker to trip) 
and eventually the brush will not make contact with the the field windings would be able to draw themaximumpos- 

tor ring. This is perhaps the most common alternator fail- sible current and would effectively turn the alternator full 
e, the second most common is won1 out brushes. on. In this condition the alternator is producing its maxi- 
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mum rated power. You might think that this is not a prob- drive current (usually aroutid 2 to 5 Amps). This is a signifi- 
lem, but due to rules governing inductors and capacitors an cantly higher load on the switch. Yet this switch has a fun- 
even bigger problem will develop: runaway output voltage. damentally more significant role than the battery side of 
If there is not sufficient electrical load to use all of the avail- the master switch. 
able power from the alternator the voltage in the alternator The condition of the contacts (the contact resis- 
stator windings will rise uncontrollably. tance) in the alternator switch will affect the voltage that 

the voltage regulator will see. This is where Ohm's law starts 
Both of these failures are a problem. The second to have an effect and this is where just about everyone seems 

failure, however, could do potential damage to the radios to get lost and misinterprets the symptoms. 
and other appliances in the electrical system. This is the Using Olun's law we can calculate the voltage drop 
purpose of that sometimes mystical and poorly understood across a resistor based on a specific current. So what does 
overvoltage relay. this have to do with a switch? Plenty! 

The overvoltage relay will open the alternator field If I could have a dime for every voltage regulator 
drive circuit when the voltage in the electrical system rises and alternator that were mistakenly replaced because ofthis 
above apreset point. In 12 volt systems this is usually 15 to switch I would be a very rich man. You see as this switch 
18 volts; in 28 volt systems it is usually 30 to 32 volts. degrades due to oxidation ofthe contacts caused by internal 

The overvoltage relay does not cut off the alterna- arcing when it is switched on and off the contact resistance 
tor output, instead it cuts off the alteniator field drive which increases. 
effectively turns the alternator off. This device is usually a Say for example the switch has developed 0.5 
non-resetting relay. (which is very small) oluns of resistance and the maximum 

As soon as the overvoltage relay opens the field current required to drive the alternator field is 4 Amps. What 
drive and the alternator is turned off the electrical voltage voltage would be detected at the voltage regulator ? 
will drop back to about 12 volts, however the field drive is V drop = 4* 0.5 = 2 volts 
not reactivated. Otherwise the electrical system would os- 
cillate in a high-low-high-low voltage condition. V reg = 12 volts - 2 volts 

In order to reset an overvoltage relay the alternator V reg = 10 volts 
(or master) switch must be turned off for a few seconds and 
then turned back on. Now the Vreg result is not strictly accurate, however the 

By the way you might find it interesting to know voltage drop across the alternator switch is. 
that most automobiles do not have an overvoltage relay. Auto That means that the voltage regulator will see two 
manufacturers don't think that an overvoltage condition is volts less than the rest of the electrical system when four 
very likely to occur in a car. However, when it does it usu- Amps is flowing to the alternator field. 
ally burns out all of the lights. Most other components (fans, A more accurate way to look at this is to say what 
heating elemelits, etc.) will survive the condition. voltage the rest of the electrical system is at. 

With the voltage regulator preset to maintain a 13.8 
The Battery Master Switch and Master Relay volt level, then the rest of the system is at 13.8 volts + 2 

volts or 15.8 volts when the regulator is seeing 13.8 volts! 
The Master switch is actually two switches iu one. This iusidious problem only gets worse since the 

The left side controls the battery (by tunlillg the electrical resistance in the switch causes it to heat up and further de- 
system on and 0 4  and the right side controls the alternator. grade the contacts. You may be surprised to know that this 

The battery must be turned on in order for the al- same 0.5 resistance at 15.8 volts and 4 Amps must dissipate 
ternator to be tumed on. Turning on only the alternator side 8 Watts of power!! ! This may not seem like a lot but we are 
will do nothing. taking about a device that is not designed to dissipate heat. 

There is one very importait distinction that should Most of the time when a switch gets this bad it 
be made. The Alternator switch tunis the voltage regulator starts to act like (you guessed it) a Christmas tree light. As 
on and off. not the alternator output. The voltage to the al- the switch contacts heat up the metal warps and the con- 
ternator switch comes from the atenlator field circuit breaker tacts open, the contacts cool d o ~ ~  and make contact, the 
which is tied directly to the aircraft battery tlvough the mas- cycle repeats and presto, Santa is coming to town. 
ter relay. The result is a charging system that is being turned 

The battery master switch hm~dles very little cur- on and off (just as if you were flipping the switch) and the 
rent, usually less than 0.5 Amp, the current it takes to drive result is a fluctuation Ammeter (load meter). 
the master relay coil. The master relay handles all of the 
electrical load (including the engine starter) which amounts A second type of failure will also produce the same 
to 200 to 400 Amps maximum (when starting the engine) result. If the switch contact resistance increases significantly 
and 30 to 70 Amps under nornlal operating conditions. the voltage regulator may not be able to flow sufficient cur- 

The Alternator side of the master switch is a dif- rent to the alternator field before the voltage drops below 
ferent story. T h s  switch handles all of the alternator field the point at which the voltage regulator will operate. 
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When the voltage drops too low the voltage regu- tors, overvoltage relays and who knows what else in an at- 

lator huns off and stops flowing current to the alternator tempt to cure the "fluctuating" alternator output. 99% of the 
field. T h ~ s  allows the voltage level to return to normal, at time it is aproblem in this line. Most ofthe time it is simply 
which time the voltage regulator turns back on a11d the cycle a faulty or worn out Alternator switch, typically a $10 part. 
repeats. If there is a problem in this line that limits the cur- 

Once again you're flying a blinking charging sys- rent that can be drawn by the voltage regulator (and the al- 
tem, except in this case the rate at which the system turns temator field drive) several things will happen. When the 
on and off, (fluctuates) will usually be very rapid (more voltage regulator sellses a low voltage condition it attempts 
than once a second). to provide more current to the alternator field. 

I have to say that I know some very competent The more current that flows through this line the 
aircraft mechmcs whom I tmst and respect very much when greater the voltage drop that occurs; the more the voltage 
it comes to mechanical work. I must admit through I drops in the line the more the voltage regulator attempts to 
wouldn't let them wire the lights on a Christnlas tree let provide to the alternator field. This vicious cycle continues 
alone troubleshoot (at my expense) the electrical system until either the alternator is turned on full (and potentially 
on my aircraft. causes an overvoltage) or the voltage drops so low that the 

I am frankly amazed at some of the bizarre sug- voltage regulator can no longer function and shuts down. 
gestions I hear or read about on electrical systems on light As soon as the voltage regulator shuts down the 
aircraft. They are about as accurate as saying that the Earth current flow to the alternator stops and the voltage on the 
is flat and the Sun revolves around the Earth. line increases. When the voltage increases enough to oper- 

ate the voltage regulator the whole cycle repeats. 
The Ammeter (Load Meter) The pilot sees a rapidly (usually more than once a 

second) fluctuating Amp (load) meter as the charging sys- 
Last but not least is the Ammeter (sometimes called tem turns off and on like a Christmas tree bulb. 

the Load Meter). In some airplanes (and cars) the Ammeter 
shows the charge and discharge state of the battery. The first thing most mechanics will do is to take 

In Cherokees the Ammeter shows only the charg- the system apart, suspecting a faulty altenlator or voltage 
ing current (the alternator output). Under normal condi- regulator. Unfortunately this is the beginning of the expen- 
tions this charging current is equal to the electrical load on sive route to failure. 
the system and this is why the Ammeter is a Cherokee is Why suspect a switch? Or a circuit breaker? 
sometimes caller the Load Meter. Few people realize the thousands of times that the 

Keep inmind though that the Ammeter inachero- master and alternator switch is tunled on and off in the life- 
kee only shows the output of the alternator. If the alternator time of an aircraft Each time that switch is turned on or off 
is off lime (turned off or broken) the Load meter will read a small amount of internal arcing occurs. This arcing de- 
zero. grades the metal in the switch contacts and gradually in- 

Obviously one must assume that there will still be creases the resistllce across the contacts. 
an electrical load that will continue to drain the battery This usually does not cause a problem for the bat- 
unless the Master switch is turned off. tery side of the master since the actual current is camed by 

a remote master relay. The increased resistance across the 
The Charging System alternator portion of the switch will cause problems. A con- 

tact resistance of a mere one ohm will cause havoc. As the 
OK, now you know what all the major comPo- voltage regulator attempts to provide more current to the 

nents of the charging system are and how they function, alternator field the one ohm resistance in the switch (or any- 
lets put it together. Figure 1 shows the most typical aircraft where in the line) will cause the voltage to drop one volt for 
electrical system and is an accurate depiction of the elec- every one ~ m p  of current drawl by the voltage regulator 
trical and charging systems in the Cherokee. and causes it to provide more field drive current than is re- 

Note the dashed line between the breaker palel quired to maintain the correct system voltage level. 
and the voltage regulator with the Alternator switch in the I11 the early stages of this problem there are may be 
middle. This line provides three functions: a tendency to overcharge the battery and increase the over- 

1) Power for the voltage regulator's internal cir- all electrical system voltage or may even cause the overvolt- 
cuits. age relay to trip, leading to the incorrect suspicion of afailed 

2) Voltage sense of the electrical system. or failing voltage regulator. 
3) Power (through the voltage regulator) to the al- The output of the alternator goes to the alternator 

ternator field drive (rotor windings). output breaker and is connected to the aircraft electrical bus. 
The load meter is placed between the alternator output and 

Poor connections in the line can wreakhavoc with the circuit breaker to show the current flow into the aircraft 
the charging system. Many hundreds of dollars have been electrical bus. 
spent replacing perfectly good voltage regulators, alterna- One of the reasons that the load meter AD was of 
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so much concern is that if the stud on the back broke off and 4 Loose or worn drive belt. 
the alternator output was grounded out behind the panel it 4 fileddiode rect,fier(~ne or twophases), 
would occur before the alternator output circuit breaker and 
could be a fire hazard. 

I am sure that many members have seen the ridicu- Symptom: Alternator shows a substanlial charge 
Ions solution from Piper for the Load meter AD. I person- rate and then @ips off, ~l~~~~~~~ output breaker does not 
ally feel less safe with the Piper AD solution than with the trip, Upon resetting the Master (or alternator) 
original problem. charge is indicated and alternator trips off. 

That is all there is to the Cherokee chareine svs- 
tem. It is really quite simple. The charging system design Likely problems: 
on the Cherokee is virtually identical to most other charg- 4 Voltage regulator failure. Short circuit type 
ing systems in light aircraft, whether it is a Cessna, Mooney 
or Beechcraft. 4 Faulty Alternator Switch. 

As simple as these charging systems are, the prob- d Faulty Alternator Field circuit breaker or connec- 
lems that occur are often blown way out of proportion. I tions. 
have watched qualified mechanics laboriously take apart an 
electrical system before they even checked to make sure the Symptom: Fluctuating alternator output relatively 
Alternator field circuit breaker was working. rapidly, one or more times a second. 

Of course the airplane owner is paying for their 
time (and the parts). I have also heard the war stories from 1) Check the alternator drive belt for correct tension. 
aircraft owners who troubleshoot and service their own air- 2) Verify that no heavy loads are being switched on aud off. 
craft. (Such as landing gear retraction motor, landinginav lights, 

Most of these expenses can be chalkedup to a mis- pitot heat etc.) 
understanding of the charging and electrical systems. 3) Verify all connections between the Alternator Field cir- 

cuit breaker and the alternator field drive connections. 
4) Check rotor brushes (if fluctuations are very rapid and 

Lets examine some typical failures: vary with engine rpms). 

Symptom: Battery not being charged at all. No Likely problems: 
alternator output. 

4 Faultv Alternator Field circuit breaker 
1) Check alternator drive belt for correct tension. 4 Looselbad connection(s) between alternator field 
2) Verify that the Alternator switch is on. circuit breaker and alternator field drive connections at the 
3) Verify that Alternator Field breaker is not tripped. alternator. 
4) Verify that Alternator Output breaker is not tripped. 
5) Verify that alternator field drive has voltage. 4 Faultylintemittent overvoltage relay. 

6) Verify the voltage regulator input voltage. 4 Faulty voltage regulator 

7) Verify that the overvoltage relay is not open. 
8) Verify voltage at Alternator Field circuit breaker. Symptom: Fluctuating alternator output relatively 

slowly, once every few seconds. 

Likely problems are: 
1) If retractable, verify that high pressure accumulator is 

4 Open circuit voltage regulator failure. not leaking. (This causes hydraulic pump to activate every 
few seconds to keep landing gear up). 4 Faulty Alternator Field circuit breaker. 
2) Verify that no heavy loads are being switched on and off. 4 Stuck or worn out rotor brushes. (Such as landing gear retract motor, landingluav lights, pi- 
tot heat etc.) 

SY"'~tom: Some charging is occurring, notenough 3) Verify all connections between the Alternator Field cir- 
to support electrical load. Battery dies after a short time. cuit breaker the alternator field dnve connections. 

4) Remove alternator and perfom output power test. (Most 
1) Check the alternator drive belt for correct tension. reputable automotive parts shops can safely perfom this 
2) Remove alternator and perform output power test. test.) 
(Most reputable automotive parts shops can safely perfom 
this test). Likely problems: 

Likely problems are: I/ Heavy load switching onloff (lauding light, pitot 
heat, landing gear retract motor). 
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4 Faulty Alternator switch (right side of master the aircraft battery has been fully charged, has the correct 
switch). amount of fluid in each of tbe cells and has clean battery 

4 partially failed diode rectifier, ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ b ~ ~  sen. Posts with properly secured connections to the posts. 
sitive). To measure the voltages at the various points in the 

4 Faulty overvoltage relay. 
charging system, connect your VOM or DMM negative 
(black) lead to secure ground point on the airframe. A se- 

Loose connection between AlternatorFieId circuit cure Found point should be a structural member where a 
breaker and alternator field drive connections. co~u~ection to bare metal can be found. Ideally you would 
4 Faulty Alternator output circuit breaker. like to connect your VOM negative lead directly to your bat- 

Loosehad connection between alternator output tery negative post this is usually not practical (especially in 

and attenlator output circuit breaker. most Cherokees). 

The above steps should be performed iu the order Everything is relative. Establish a reference. 
shown in order to examine the simplest items first. Keep in 
mind that simple parts can and do fail. In fact if your air- The first step is to measure the reference voltage to 
plane is more than 10 years old or has more than 2000 hours which You will compare all of Your other measured volt- 
on the airframe I would suspect the switches and circuit ages. With the electrical system on measure and record the 
breakers before any of the active components. switches and voltage on the buss bar behind the circuit breaker panel. 

circuit breakers that are old sometimes just fall apart inter- The buss bar is a piece of metal that is found be- 

nally. hind the circuit breaker panel in your aircraft. All of the 
circuit breakers are usually mounted to one leg of this bar. 

Finding the problem This voltage will be your reference voltage and 
should be 12 (or 24) volts, plus or minus 0.5 volts. If this 

So now that you have all of this wonderful infor- voltage is too low there may be a problem with the battery 
mation, how can you check your charging system? Actu- Or "aster switch. 
ally you can check out 80% of the system quite easily with 
one piece of common test equipment; a hand held voltme- Check the Voltage Regulator sense line 
ter (sometimes called a VOM-or a Digital Multimeter, a 
D m .  Measure the voltages at all of the comections in 

~ 1 1  oftbe voltage measurements made the line between the Alternator Field circuit breaker and the 

out the engine running, just both sides of the master voltage regulator. The measured voltages should be, plus or 
switch on. minus 0.1 volt of your reference voltage. 

When the engine is not runnu~g the alternator is If a lower voltage is measured check the part a11d or 
not producing any output, therefore to test the alternator in question. For instance if You measure 12.0 

output I recornmelld that it be from the aircraft volts at the input side of the alternator switch and 1 1.2 volts 
bench tested, ~ h , ~  is the most eff;ctive method for on the output side there is no question that the switch is 

troubleshooting the alten~ator. faulty and should be replaced. 
Removing the alternator on most aircraft requires 

a significant amount of work, therefore I recommend that Verify that the Voltage Regulator is grounded. 
you perform as much testing as possible with the alternator 
in place. Once the voltages on the line that feeds the voltage 

since reyllator is set to the elec. regulator have been measured the next step is to verify that 
trical system voltage at a higher voltage than can be pro. the voltage regulator is Properly grounded. This step is usu- 
duced by the battery when the electrical system (both mas- "y 
ter and alternator switched on) is on and the engine is not An improperly (or poorly) grounded voltage regu- 
running, the charging system is fooled illto thinking that a lator will have you chasing a flock of wild geese. Checking 

low voltage condition is present. the grounding of a11 electronic voltage regulator is simple. 

AS a result the voltage regulator usually be With the electrical and charging system on and your VOM 
turned fit11 on (sourcing the maxiinum current to the alter. negative lead connected to a secure yound, simply measure 
nator rotor field), This condition will benefit your trouble- the voltage between the case of the regulator and ground. 
shooting efforts since it represents the worst case sceuario Do not use the transistor (usually mounted on aheat 

ofmaximum charge rate (if the were sink on the outside of the case) as a measurement point. 
There should be no voltage measured. If there is 

Check the Battery any measurable voltage the regulator in uot property 
grounded. 

Before measuring any voltages first make sure that For the old mechanical style regulators, simply se- 
lect the Ohms (R x 1 if your meter has it) scale and measure 
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the resistance between the case of the regulator and the air- Connect your VOM negative to a secure groulrd 
frame. There should be no resistance. (airframe) and the positive lead to the voltage regulator in- 

Of course you sliould check to verify that the regu- put. Start the engine and set it to approximately 800 rpm. 
lator is properly secured and that there are no loose molmnt- Note the voltage reading on your DVM. If it is 13.8 
ing screws. to 14.2 volts aud is steady your first step is complete. 

Check the Alternator Field drive 

Next task is to measure the voltage from the regu- 
lator to the alternator field. The engine should not be run- 
ning. Measure the output voltage from the regulator. Be 
careful not to short the voltage regulator output to the air- 
frame as tlus will destroy the regulator! The output voltage 
should be approximately one volt less than the input volt- 
age. If there is no output voltage the regulator is no good. If 
the output voltage is very low (only 1 to 5 volts) the regula- 
tor is marginal and should be bench tested. 

Next measure the voltage at the alternator field 
counection. There is usually only one wire ru~~ning  to the 
field of the alternator. The other side of the alternator field 
is usually grounded to the case. 

The large wire on alternator is the output line. 
Measure the voltage on the small wire goiug to the alterna- 
tor field. Again, be careful not to ground the field drive line 
as this will destroy your voltage regulator! This voltage 
should be within 0.1 volts of the output voltage measured at 
the regulator. 

If the alternator field drive voltage is low a faulty 
line or connections should be suspected. 

Check the Alternator Output 

Next measure the voltage at the output line of the 
alternator. This voltage should be within 0.1 volts of the 
reference voltage measured at the buss bar. If the voltage is 
low a faulty line or connections or circuit breaker should be 
suspected. 

When everything checks out OK ... but isn't 

There are bound to be those systems that check out 
perfectly when measuring all of the voltages as I have de- 
scribed but still don't work right. III these cases I recom- 
mend taking the tune to remove the alternator and have it 
bench tested to ensure that it is operating properly. 

Once this check has been performed satisfactorily 
you have eliniinated one of three active parts in your sys- 
tem (and usually tbe most expensive) from being the cause 
of the problem. 

The last two remaitling active parts are the voltage 
regulator and the overvoltage relay. How can you check 
them? 

Well earlier we measured the input and output volt- 
ages without the engine rwn~ing and were satisfied with the 
readings. Now we will perfonn the same measurement with 
the engine runlling. Secure the aircraft to a tie down and set 
the brake. 

Now measure the voltage at the main buss bar (the 
same place the reference voltage was measured earlier). 
Verify that it is within 0. I volts of the voltage reading at the 
input to the voltage regulator and should be within 13.8 to 
14.2 volts. 

If this is not true suspect a faulty connection be- 
tween the. buss bar and the voltage regulator input, most 
probably a high resistance connection or switch. 

If your system is not charging but the alteruator 
bench test checks out OK perfonn the following tests. Mea- 
sure the voltage at the Alternator Output circuit breaker. 
M'ake sure that the voltage reading on both sides of the 'ir- 
cuit breaker is the same. If there is Inore thal  a 0.1 volt 
difference the circuit breaker should be replaced. 

Measure the voltage at the output of the voltage 
regulator. Tun1 on the landing lights and pitot heat. Verify 
that the voltage regulator output voltage increases more than 
I volt. 

Measure the voltage at the input side of the regula- 
tor. Verify that the voltage is still 13.8 to 14.2 volts. If not 
then suspect a faulty regulator (this assumes that your alter- 
nator has passed a bench test). 

If your alternator output is fluctuating check for a 
fluctuating input voltage at the regulator. If the iuput volt- 
age is going below 10 volts suspect a faulty regulator sense 
line, switches or connections. 

One way to verify a fluctuating charging system is 
to use small jumper lines and jump across the Altenlator 
circuit breaker (only temporarily for ground testing!) and 
Master Alternator switch. 

If the fluctuating stops, your problem is in either 
the switch or circuit breaker or perhaps both. Aud of course. 
check the colulections. If when the Master Alternator switch 
and circuit breaker are jumped the fluctuations don't stop 
make sure that there is no load being switched on and off. 

Finally check the overvoltage relay connections and 
grounding. Make sure that the relay is properly secured. 

Measure the voltage across the relay connections. 
The reading should be 0 volts. 

If there is more than 0.2 volts across the overvolt- 
age relay terminals or it is fluctuating, consider it to be de- 
fective and replace it. Generally speaking overvoltage re- 
lays are inexpellsive items. They are also very reliable, but 
they do deteriorate with age. 

Fluctuating Current Demands 

You may be surprised at the number of things that 
may t u n  on and off unexpectedly causing a fluctuating 
ammeter, yet the charging system is working fine. In fact it 
is doing the job it was designed to do. 
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Rotating beacons (that are near the end of their that says "FAA-PMA Approved. 

lives), some transponders, landing lights (with bad connec- I have seen Chrysler alternators fail mechanically, 
tions) and, yes, pitot tube heaters and landing gear systems the diode packs have fallen out or the hearings have seized 
can all tum on and off unexpectedly. but not electrically. So why does everyone curse their 

The most impressive case I have heard about (and Chrysler alternator? 
perhaps the most common to retractable gear aircraft) is Probably because it was the alternator that was in- 
the landing gear pump problem. stalled in the airplane. Talk to a Beech or Cessna owner and 

A friend of mine with an Arrow was chasing the they probably don't have much good to say for Delco or 
elusive fluctuating alternator, he tried everything. I tried to Prestolite Alternators either. 
slow him down, hut he had it figured out each time. I must The alternator in an aircraft is operating in anearly 
admit I didn't quite know what the problem was myself but perfect environment, this being relatively constant speed, 
I did suspect a heavy load switching on and off. ... I just constant load, low overall load, high rpm pest cooling and 
didn't know what it could he. efficiency) in a fairly cool and relatively well ventilated space 

The tip-off should have been when he said "... ev- that rarely if ever gets wet and never sees road grime. The 
erything checks out fine on the ground.. It doesn't start act- big question is why do they fail so much more often? The 
ing up until after 1 take off" The problem was ultimately one main reason is overloading and the second is simply the 
found during the next annual. design of the charging systems in light aircraft. 

With the gear retracted after about five minutes Often the alternator and voltage regulator have not 
the gear pump would reactivate for a second or two. There- failed, simply a switch or circuit breaker has become faulty. 
after, every minute or two this would occur. Why does this not happen in a car? Read on and find out. 

The problem huned out to be a had O-ring in the 
h g h  pressure accumulator, however the total cost was a Don't Overload the System! 
new alternator, regulator, over-voltage relay and hours of 
frustration. You might say, "I can't overload it". And I will say 

Remember Murphy likes airplanes too. "You do it every time you start your airplane! 
Yes folks that's the sad truth and probably the main 

Making your system last... reason aircraft charging systems have such a high failure 
rate! Yet there is a very simple thing that you can do that 

So you don't have any problems and hope you does not require any modifications to your aircraft whatso- 
never will. Well, perhaps if you follow these two simple ever. 
suggestions you may never have a problem, or at least you 
will reduce substantially the chances of having one. The two simple steps are: 

Have you ever asked yourself why the charging 1) Turn the Alternator switch OFF BEFORE start- 
systems in aircraft fail so often. In reality the charging sys- ing the engine!! 
tems in aircraft should last longer than their automotive 2) Tum the Alternator switch ON AFTER the en- 
counterparts. gine is running!! 

Why, you ask? Well consider that the alternator in 
acar is subjected to farmore engine starts (requiring aheavy What few people realize is that this same process 
charge at low rpm), often has to sustain a heavy load dur- occurs automatically when you start your car or boat or vir- 
ing engine idle on hot days while you're stuck in traffic tually any other machine with a charging system. This func- 
with the air conditioner running full blast. They have to tion is performed automatically by the ignition switch in 
operate in heat conditions that are well above 200 degrees your car if your car has an automatic transmission or manual 
F with poor ventilation. transmission with a neutral safety switch). 

Usually the alternator is mounted near the bottom Set the hand brake (or put your foot on the brake). 
of an engine and is subjected to repeated water drowning Put your transmission in gear (any gear). Tum your ignition 
(complete with road grime and dirt) when driving in the on, tum the radio or heater blower on (an accessory that 
rain. The alternator (and regulator) in your car is subjected works only when the ignition is on). Now, try to start the 
to all of these things and yet easily survives 10 years and engine. 
over 100.000 miles. No, the engine does not start (the starter will not - 

I can honestly say that I have never seen a Chrysler engage on those cars equipped w ~ t h  a neutral safety swach) 
alternator fall electr~callv m anv veh~cle or manne aool~ca- Nobce however that the sadlo and other accessones that were 
~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ . . 
tion either in my own vehicle or somebody else's. The one active with the ignition switch on tum off when the ignition 
in my car(a 1964 Plymouth Valiant) has over 200,000 miles switch is in the start position! 
on it and is over 10 years old. Ditto for the pickup and the The switch is also cutting off the power to the volt- 
station wagon. age regulator (and shutting down the alternator) white the 

This is the identical 60 Amp alternator installed car is being started. 
onmany Cherokees, the only difference being alittle sticker You may not have noticed all of this happening when 
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you normally start your car and that is why 1 suggested that suggestions remember to turn the alternator on after you 
you place the car in gear to prevent it from starting so that start or you ]nay find yourself with a dead battery in flight. 
you can take notice of what happe~~s  when the car is being Above everything else, have a safe flight ... 
started. 

In an aircraft the alternator is usually turned on at 
the same tune the Master switch is turned on. This applies Door Latch Leak 
full power to the alternator field since the voltage regulator by Ted Stanley 
is sensing the battery voltage (which is less thal 13.8 volts). 

You then start the engine using the ignition switch. A customer and friend of mine managed to find an 
During the start power is available to the alternator through elusive leak in his Warrior. It was coming from the top latch 
the voltage regulator. on the cabin door. The leak was found by sitting in the plane 

As the engine is being stated the alternator is turn- during a rain stom. 
ing fast enough to produce some power, however at the same The strange part of it all was that although the floor 
time the starter is drawing 200 to 300 Amps. was soaking wet the front seat remained bone dry. 

Most alternators can only sustain 60 to 70 Amps, I installed anew seal on the latch and the leak dis- 
200 to 300 Amps is equivalent to a dead short on the output appeared. Just thought the members would be interested. 
of the alternator. In this situation the alternator is being sub- 
stantially overloaded. The part most likely to eventually Radio Diagnosis Ideas 
fail will be the diode rectifier. 

Many times radio troubles can be traced to prob- 
Listening to the Radio ... lems with transceivers other than black box failure. 

How many times have you taken your communi- 
Have you ever noticed how fast an aircraft battery cation radio to an avionics shop with the complaiut ofweak 

seems to run down when you are just sitting in the airplane reception or transmit and nothing was found wrong? 
listening to the radio. All you have turned on is the Master Don't give up. The radio is only half of the system. 
and one or two radios and in an hour or two you endup with The aircraft is the other part. 
a low battery, right? Check the coaxial cablesarld BNC connections for 

Sure the turn coordinator is running but electric shorts or opens. Beware that coaxial cable has a definite life 
gyros don't draw that much current, the radios certainly don't span. Outside factors, such as water, humidity, heat or cold 
either. wilt affect the dielectric constant of the cable. This will cause 

Most radios draw less than one Amp in receive high S.W.R. on the line resulting in limited transmit or re- 
mode. If you have atypical 35 amp hour battery you should ception range. Also, do not forget the antenna itself. 
have ~jlenty of reserve. Yes all of this is true except one The fiberglass antennas have a loadmg coil in their 
thing is missing -usually when youturnonthe Masterswitch base as opposed to the bent metal rod type which can be- 
you turn on both sides of the Master (the battery master and come defective on occasions. Also, make sure the antenna 
the alternator switch). is bonded to the aircraft's metal skin. 

So now the voltage regulator is on and providing It is important to remember that aircraft radios use 
up to four or five Amps to the alternator field in a vain at- aone-half wave length and the metal skin, actiug as aground 
tempt to generate some power and raise the electrical sys- plane, comprises the other one-quarter wave length. 
tem voltage to 13.8 volts, but that won't happen because If you have spent $2,000 plus for a new radio do 
the engine is not running ... right? yourself a favor. Install a good fiberglass antenna and co- 

So if you want to sit in your airplane and listen to axial cable. Do not operate it on a bent metal rod. 
the radio for a while, or anytime you turn on the Master, The metal rod was cut to length for the early 90 
don't turn the alternator on with the engine not running! It channel radios, not for the late model 360 to 720 chanuel 
won't do you any good, it will drain the battery and, if you units. What good is a new 1985 radio on a 1960 antenna 
subsequently start the engine, it will overload the alternator system? 
during the engine start. Finally, check your hand mike or headset mike. 

The carbon types are prone to decreased sensitivity when 
Remember ... the carbon granules become compacted due to humidity and 
Engine Stopped -Alternator OFF moisture. 
Engine Running -Alternator ON 

Wants Quarter Inch Windshield 
Chances are if you follow these two simple steps 

your charging system will last much, much longer, plus you Can you tell me where to buy 114-inch windshields 
will have the addedbenefit of not inadvertently running your (two pieces)? I was told a 114-inch does not fit right in the 
battery down. molding. 

One last thing to remember: if you do adopt these I have a 1967 140 OT (old and tired). 
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Roaul Solners 
Warrenton, MO 63383 
Quarter inch windshields are available from Ful- 

lerton Air Parts, 4010 W. Commoiiwealth Ave., Fullerton, 
CA 92633 (800) 327-1171. The windshields list for $87 
each (1986). $14 more than for a standard eighth-inch wind- 
shield. A bronze tint windshield is available for $120 each. 

Prices for PA-32 windsl~ields are only a little bit 
steeper - standard 118 inch windshields are $97 and, for 
some reason, bronze tint is not available. 

The quarter-inch windshields do not fit perfectly 
illto the windshield molding - they are an extra eighth-of- 
at>-inch thick, after all. The moldings are easily repositioned 
a11d fastened, however, and it is difficult to tell the installa- 
tion is not the same as done by the factory. 

Converted Old-Style Door 
By Alberl J LaMere 

up t l~e  engine. Oh boy! The squealit~g from the vacuum pump 
could be heard for half a block. 

I had inadvertently sprayed solvent into the over- 
flow tube of the pump. From this experience I think I now 
know why some people have problems with vacumn pumps 
not lasting to their normal 300 to 500 hour useful lives. Con- 
tamination of one sort or another is probably the cause. Oil, 
dirt and solvent are probably the chief culprits. 

The moral to this story is to cover your vacuum 
pump and its exhaust tube, your alternator and yourmagne- 
tos with Glad Wrap or alumhum foil before washing down 
your engine. Also, keep oil away from the drive shaft of the 
vacuum pmnp. It will co~ltaminate the carbon bearing and 
cause it to seize on the drive shaft and eventually shear the 
plastic coupling. 

All About Your Carburetor System 
By Teny Lee Rogers 

This is a response a previous letter regarding the Chances are you spend very little time thinking 
old-style door on a 1962 PA-28-160. about your airplane's carburetor. Yet it is the heart of your 

When I bought niy 160, S N  64, in May, 1977, it engine.Thereareafewthings whicheverypilot shouldknow 
too had a sliding latch safety catch and 1 had all the prob- about his carburetor. 
lems with that door that were mentioned in that letter. The Piper aircraft fuel system schelnatic is shown 

1 took my plane to the Hobart. Ilidiana Skyranch in Figure 1. Simple gravity feed is used, with an electric 
Airport it1 Juue, 1977 and they installed the new-type latch- pump backup for takeoffand landing operations. It also sup- 
ing mechauisni in my existing door and air frame. As I plies pressure in emergencies to reduce vapor through lines, 
recall, they ordered the parts from a Piper distributor and thereby preventing or eliminating vapor lock. 
ir~stalled them. The job was not an easy one as the head- 
liuer had to be lowered aud there was riveting and drilling 
and cutting that had to be done. T ~ ~ ~ ~ .  

"a"# 
Thefob was done just the way the factory has been 

doing it ever since they began using this latching arrange- 
vBo,u,, 

ment. When the Skyrancll people were finished it looked ' ' "" 

as though it was original work. M " ~  

I have forgotten the cost, but it was not cheap. ",i'ii"iil. 

,,,,,,#~ 
'Illis is a good example of the old saying about "The qual- 
ity of the work is remembered long after the cost is forgot- ,., ,., 
ten." ,,., , 

1 do not recol~unend anyone buying anew door. In ,,%.,.,, 
,,,*,. ,,,>,, 

fact, an aircraft owi~er is probably better offfrom a fit stand- ,.I 

point staying with the existiug door. As I remember it was 
the door that was the easiest to modify. It was the airframe A, i.l.,.l.,.ii 

//,1/,// 

that was the challenge. 
While I a n  at my trusty word processing terminal The actual layout of the fuel system in the plane is 

1 would like to share with our lnelnbership an experience I no accident. Fuel lines are located away from sources of 
had this fall withmy Airborne vacuum pmnp that cost me a heat to avoid vapor lock; steep rises and sharp bends were 
bundle, and was due to my own ignorance. also avoided by the system engineer. 

While my A&P was doing the annual onmy Chero- The basic function of the carburetor is simple: it 
kee I was helping with the grunt work. We decided to wash must meter fuel in proportion to the ak to establish the proper 
down the engine before putting the cowling back 011, aud I fuel-air ratio to permit the mixture to be burned, and it must 
proceeded to spray cleaning solvelit on the inside of the do this at all altitudes and under all weather conditions. 
cowling and across the engine (with gusto, I might add.) This is not a simple task, but the float-type carbu- 

Since we had a little oil weeping from around the retor used on your Cherokee does it remarkably well. The 
vacuum pmnp I gave it a good shot, top, bottom, side, all carburetor consists ofthree mainunits: an air passage through 
around. When I finished it was clean as a whistle. which the engine draws its air-fuel supply, a device to con- 

Shortly thereafter we put the cowling on and fired trol the amount of fuel admitted to the mixture, and amethod 
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of regulating the amount of fuel-air mixture actually deliv- smallest and fuel delive~y tends to decrease. To increase 
ered to the engine cylinders. fuel delivery at low speeds a fuel bleed is included into the 

Let's take alook and see how a carburetor actually system. This is a small tube, in the fuel line, which contin- 
ues past the main discharge nozzle and terminates behind 
the wall of the venturi itself In this area there is little air ' turbulel~ce and air is at atmospheric pressure. Air, bled 
through this line, decreases fuel density and pennits better 
vaporization of fuel at low rpms. 

Another problem occurs when the throttle is closed 
completely. The pressure difference between atmospheric 
pressure and that in the ventun colltillues to decrease wltii 
very little fuel is being drawn into the air stream. la fact, 
the fuel flow may stop altogether. 

Enter the idling system. The idling system is de- 
signed to insure fuel flow wheu the throttle is completely 
shut down. A separate fuel line runs from the fuel supply 
and terminates at a point just past the throttle valve on the 
engine side of the valve. With the throttle valve completely 
shut, low pressure in the manifold draws fuel directly into 

2 .  A C L L L L ~ A T O ~  pYY. the manifold past an "idling jet." 
2 .  # O L E  Y ~ X T U ~ T  Notice in the diagram that there is a separate air 

. D , " I T Y ~ * r  

3. IOLC IONIIYTN~ bleed for the idling system. It is not labeled on the diagram, 
4 .  YIIIU-E C O ~ ~ ~ O L  but it is shown as a break in the idling system line lvdding 

A"." 

5. ~ n m a r r ~ c  ~ I Y  to the area behind the venturi. It is located directly across 
6. . O W L  O R & + M  the carburetor chamber from the main air bleed. 
I .  I l lLC S T O I  A I Y  

I .  S C l r l  
As we said, carburetors have to function properly 

under all conditions. This includes all altitudes. 
The amow~t of fuel which enters the airstrean is 

r,r.,.* IMIOITLC A*.. S C R E W  
III TO 2 0 .  18 8". LSS.  r o ~ w r  deoendent on air velocity, not air densitv. As the aircraft . . 

As we see in the schematic diagram, fuel enters gains altitude air density decreases. At 18,000 feet, for ex- 
the carburetor past the fuel screen into the float chamber, ample, air is just half as dense as it is at sea level. 
The float chamber is designed to supply a constant level of As an aircraft gains altitude, asswning the sane 
gasoline to the main discharge nozzle. power setting, air velocity remains constant, while actual 

With the level of fuel constant. the amount of fuel quantity of air decreases. The fuel, however, continues to 
which flows through the main discharge nozzle is deter- flow at the same amount and the fuel-air mixture becomes 
mined by the velocity of air through the carburetor. Inci- progressively richer. 
dentally, note the small vent at the "mixture control" which You already know how this problem is solved - the 
permits air pressure to enter the float cbamber. Should this mixture control has been thoughtfully provided to the pilot. 
small vent become blocked there would be rio way forair to By changing the mixture control setting the amount of fuel 
enter this chamber and a vacuum would cause erratic per- flow is regulated. Decreasing the fuel flow restores the proper 
formance or possibly even complete engine failure. fuel-air mixture at altitude. And by completely restrictiug 

Innormal operationthc mainmetering system pro- fuel flow, idle cutoff is obtained and the engine is shut down. 
vides all fuel for engine operation, the anount of fuel deter- Now wheu you open your throttle suddenly, you 
mined by air velocity which is, in tum, controlled by the expect a sudden rush of engine power. And this is generally 
throttle valve. The throttle valve is connected, indirectly, to what you get, but it is not quite that simple. 
the pilot's hand. When the throttle valve is opened suddenly, air 

The venturi, or the area of reduced diameter in the rushes quickly tllrougli the venturi, but the fuel delivery sys- 
main chamber, causes air to move at higher velocity thereby tem has a lag in operation. Suddenly, the air-fuel mixture is 
decreasing its pressure. The fuel discharge nozzle is located too leal and the engine will tend to die out. 
in this reduced pressure area which results in fuel being To solve this problem carburetors are equipped with 
discharged. an accelerator pwnp. The pump cotlsists of a small piston 

Actually, with a low pressure in the venturi, it is a pump operated by a throttle linkage. 
higher atmospheric pressure in the float chamber which When the throttle is closed, the piston is pulled 
forces fuel through the discharge nozzle. Generally, apres- back and fuel fills the cylinder. If the piston is pushed for- 
sure difference of at least a half-inch of mercury is neces- ward slowly, as in slow throttle advancement, fuel seeps 
sary before fuel will actually flow. past it and back into the float chanber. But if the piston is 

At low engine speeds this pressure difference is suddenly moved forward, it forces fuel into the metering 

7 1 
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system and provides amomentary charge to enrich the fuel- cooler reading, but the difference will probably not be no- 
air mixture. ticeable. 

And finally, there is one additional system required On the other hand, moving the probe too close to 
on aircraft carburetors - the economizer. the exhaust valve will result in premature wear of the probe 

When an aircraft is operated at full power, as at because of the blast effect in the direct area of the valve. 
takeoff, an additional amount of fuel is needed in the mix- 
ture. This additional fuel - more than would be required High Oil Temperature Causes 
simply to obtain maximum power - is needed to provide By George Schaefer 
additional cooling to the cylinders and to prevent detona- 
tion. Hanging around my local service center today I ran 

Ergo, the economizer. This is a valve which is across a reprint of an article from some aircraft magazine 
closed at throttle settings below approximately 70 percent. dated April, 1984 concerning high oil temperature. It seems 
Above that power setting, however, a l~nkage opens this someone else has encountered the same problem. 
valve and causes additional fuel to enter the mixture. This The possible causes listed are: 
is why power settings of 70 percent or less are generally far 1. Is the oil pump AD complete or does the engine 
more economical than higher settings. have either the sintered metal impeller or early pump with a 

As we have seen a carburetor is a complicated de- keyed shaft? 
vice which needs some care to perform properly. Obviously, 2. Check for a blockage in the rocker box drain 
only an extremely qualified mechanic should ever adjust or back tubes. 
tamper with a carburetor. But the more a pilot knows about 3. The gauge capillary line may be near another 
the carburetor operation in his plane the more he will be heat source: manifold muffler, etc. Radiated heat on the cap- 
able to operate his plane in a manner to insure safe, eco- illary tube would show on the gauge. 
nomical engine operation. 4. Refer to Lycoming Service Iushuction #I088 

regarding a close valve guide fit in order to dissipate heat 
Thermal Valve Raises Oil Temperature properly. Valve guide to stem clearance will not show up on 
by Lamy Swain a compression test. The Service Instructions outline a wobble 

test without cylinder disassembly. 
We had the same oil temperame problem that Ri- The article also stated that because nothing else 

chard Wnorowski has. We cleaned the oil screen, blew out showed up as unusual it was felt the aircraft was safe to fly 
the oil cooler lines, cleaned the oil cleaner - everything while a cause and cure was found. (I would not, however, if 
was clean as a pin and nothing helped. things pointed to an oil pump.) 

We removed the thermal valve. It looked all right 
(our mechanic said he never saw one go bad.) Exhaust Back Pressure Raises Oil Temp 

I would take the Cherokee up and give it a hard By Charles L. Kessie 
climb - the oil would head for the red line. 

F M l y  I told my A&P to take the thermal valve For those concerned about high oil temperature, I 
out and put it in boiling water and see if it would open. It suggest they check their exhaust system for loose baffles or 
did not. other obstructions. I think the baffles might be detected by 

What the valve does is act like a car thermostat. It tapping on the muffler with a mbber hammer. 
opens when the oil gets hot and permits it to flow through The story behind the suggestion is as follows: 
the oil cooler. About six months after an extensive major we be- 

That was the problem, although it took two weeks gan to experience intermittent oil temperature problems. They 
to locate a new valve. did not correlate to the manner in which the aircraft was 

loaded or flown or to the outside air temperature. 
Location of EGT Probe Reduction of power and enrichment of the mixture 

would pull the needle back into the green. However, the re- 
Perhaps you can advise me as to the correct loca- turn flight on tbe same day might not produce the same high 

tion in the exhaust pipe to install an EGT probe. My plane temperature. 
is the 140 Cruiser (1974) with the 0-320 engine. I suspected a blockage in the oil cooler and decided 

Donald W. Nemec to have it cleaned or replaced. That was also a logical time 
North Edwards, CA 98523 to replace the metal oil lines with flexible lines and to re- 
The optimum location for an EGT probe is tbree place the strainer with a spin-on filter. 

inches from the exhaust flange, according to Otis Cameroll The new parts could not be installed without re- 
of Alcor Products, Inc. moving the muffler which, on our aircraft, is a single unit at 

This is an optimum measurement, however, and it the rear of the engine. 
is not super critical. Locating the probe further from the When the muffler was removed the mechanic was 
flange may delay start up time slightly and give a slightIy surprised to hear something rattling. We returned it to Wag 
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Aero who discovered the wrong size baffles had been in- to solving problems of an aging or ailing engine. Because 
stalled. They repaired the muffler without charge and the most of the wear and tear in an engine occurs in the com- 
oil temperature problem was solved. bnstion chamber and in the reciprocating parts (valves and 

I would like torecommend Alcor TCP concentrate pistons), a sick engine can often be cured by servicing these 
to the readers. Most people do not realize that 100-octane parts only. The lower part of the engine, the crankshaft, cam- 
low-lead actually contains two ml of lead per gallon, which shaft, crankcase, hearings, oil pump and gear train are left 
is four times as much lead as the old 80 octane (red) that untouched. 
contained 0.5 ml per gallon. The problem, of course, is that although most proh- 

Lead is a problem for all engines, but particularly lems develop in the upper section of an engine, they are not 
for 80-octane engines like mine. 1 have used TCP for three the only problems whichdevelop. A top overhaul, as aquick 
years and it really works. cure for an ailing engine, may last only a short time before 

I average 60 to 80 hours per year and the plugs other problems become apparent and a lot of money may 
never need cleaning before the annual. In fact, only the lower have gone down the tubes for nothing. 
plugs show any build up. 

TCP uses toluene as its "vehicle" and toluene will To Save Money 
melt many plastics and will remove paint. Therefore, I rec- 
ommend keeping the TCP in a surplus ammunition con- The reason for a top overhaul, of course, is to save 
tainer. The containers have a rubber gasket in the lid and the cost of a complete engine overhaul. 
seal very tightly which should take care of any possible leaks. Top overhauls are not cheap - they may run $2,000 

I use the container to keep my fuel tester, hut care to $3,000 or even more. 
must be taken to keep the tester from direct contact with the Often, you will be advised to get a top overhaul 
TCP. I also recommend buying a dispenser and siphon from when compression drops in one cylinder. Many mechanics 
a farm supply or veterinary supply business. This is just a consider a reading lower than 60180 low enough to requite 
60 ml syringe which can be purchased for less than $3.00, corrective action, but this is not necessarily so. 
although Alcor will sell it to you for $14.80 even though it There is no law that a cylinder with 60180 com- 
is plastic. pression or even lower be replaced. True, the FAA in AC 

43.13-IA does contain guidelines, but tlus is advisory only. 
Knowing About Top Overhauls Certainly a reading of 60180 would not be dangerously low 
by Terry Lee Rogers and should not result in pulling of ajug unless there is addi- 

tional reason to believe there is a problem, such as a noise 
The top overhaul is a controversial procedure which or excessive oil consumption. 

every aircraff owner or potential owner should be aware of. The top overhaul is often used to extend TBO to 
If you are buying an airplane you will find pages delay an even more expensive complete overhaul or to fix 

of aircraft ads which tell of "recent top overhauls." If you an obviously sick engine so a plane can be unloaded on 
fly your own plane there may well come a day when a me- another pilot. 
chanic reports one "jug down," and suggests s top overhaul. How can you decide whether it is worthwhile to go 

And your mechanic may well tell you that if one the top overhaul route? Just consider what you save and 
jug is to be removed, you might as well top the entire en- calculate how much you will need to gain in added engine 
gine. time. 

At that point you will have to make an intelligent For example, suppose you get a quote for a good 
decision on how to proceed. So, let's take a look at the top top overhaul of $2,400 while a rebuilt engine will set you 
overhaul both as a quick patch-up technique for a sick en- back $6,000. Assuming a 2,000 hour TBO engine, the top 
gine and as a technique for TBO busting. overhaul will have to extend the TBO another 800 hours to 

Just as an overhaul means many things to different break even ($2,400 divided by $6,000 times the total ex- 
people - an engine broughtup tonew Limits versus one which pected TBO of 2,000 hours.) 
just barely meets service limits specifications - a top over- Not impossible, but chancy, especially if the en- 
haul done by two different mechanics may be two entirely gine has previously been top overhauled. 
different operations. Generally, the more expensive the overhauled or 

A top overhaul means the cylinders have been re- factory re-manufactured engine is expected to be the more 
moved and some work has been done. Some mechanics likely a top overhaul will be cost effective. 
merely inspect the jugs and parts and replace those which 
obviously need replacement. Other mechanics do a com- What If The Jug is Out Of Limits? 
plete ring and valve job and may rework the jug itself. In 
any case, it still gets logged in the logbook as a top over- Perhaps new rings alone will solve the problem of 
haul although how long it will last and what has been ac- low compression or, if the cylinder walls are scored, per- 
complished vary greatly. haps honing will do the trick. 

Generally, a top overhaul is a band-aid approach But if the cylinder barrels are scored or if sticking 
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riiigs have worn too much of a step at the top of ring travel, ing on what you want to get out of a top overhaul, you should 
you will have to make a decisioil oa how to correct the at least consider replacement of the exhaust valve guides 
problem: chromed cylinders or oversize pistons in the sta11- (and perhaps the valve itself), the piston rings, and, depend- 
dard steel cylinders. ing upon the wear, the piston itself. 

At first, chromed cylinders seem like the best way If you really want the top overhaul to get you many 
to go. Everyone knows chrome is harder than steel so the additional hours of engine time you need to bring the top 
cylinders should last longer than steel, right? portion back to new rather than merely service limits. 

Well, yes, hut remember you need special piston Also, the quality of the work will depend upon the 
rings - cast iron rings - to operate in these engines. Chrome experience and care of your mechanic. A top overhaul is not 
piston rings cannot he used in chrome cylinders, so you rnerely a by-the-numbers job which anyone can perform sim- 
should expect greater wear on the rings in these applica- ply by following the instmctions in a kit. 
tions. A good mechanic is aware of common pitfalls and 

And someti~nes you just do not have a choice, can give good advice about what should and should not he 
Some late model Lycoming engines, including the 0-320- done. For example, many top overhauls fail because a me- 
A, C and E, have nihided cylinder barrels. These barrels chanic installs the piston rings upside down. They look s p -  
are surface hardened and they cannot be ground oversize, metrical, hut must be installed with the part number up. Also, 
You will have to go to chrome cylinder barrels. the job may fail if a cylinder barrel is installed with a small 

For most other engines you may want to consider amount of coding paint on the attachment flange. 
oversize grinding first. Lycoming jugs can be ground ,010 Hopefully you have a mechanic who is already 
itiches oversize (jug gets a hit of green paint at the base of aware of the pitfalls in topping an engine and who wilt not 
the cylinder) or ,020 inches oversize (jug gets a hit of yel- have to educate himself while working on your plane. 
low paint at the hase of the cylinder). 

On the other hand, if your engine is a Continental, 
the only oversize to which it can be re-ground is .0 15 inches Breaking It In 
(and 0 1  5 is stamped into the hase of the cylinder - no paint 
code is used.) Once your engine is topped you will need to break 

One factor to he considered in determining whether it in just like it was a new engine. Those cylinders which 
to go oversize or the chrome cylinder route is whether parts have been reworked are, in fact, the equivalent of new en- 
are readily available and at what prices. If cast iron rings gine parts. 
(chromed cylinders) or oversize pistons are not readily avail- If your engine has a chromed cylinder or two there 
ahle, your plane may be grounded for quite awhile in the may he some problems in breaking in. In fact, it is better if 
event of a failure while parts are or1 order. the break-in process is handled by the mechanic. 

Most engine overhaulers will not guarantee the 
break in of chromed cylinders unless the engine is actually 

How Far Should You Go? removed from the plane and run on a test stand. This is an- 
other good reason (besides cost) to try to stick with oversize 

When doing a top overhaul you have quite a hit of pistons rather than chromed cylinders, wherever possible. 
choice as to what to repair or replace and what to leave Where standard steel cylinders are used (regular or 
alone. You can cut comers a lot, but if you do so you are oversize), break in is also very importait. Tbe process should 
increasing the chances that the job will be short-lived. be started immediately and continued for awhile. A virgin 

If you are interested in bringing up coinpression honed steel surface will quickly mst unless it is fwther pol- 
in one cylinder, you may get by with reworking sin~ply that ished a ~ d  lubricated through the combustion process. 
one cylinder and leaving the rest alone. But as your me- Use straight mineral oil for the first 25 hours unless 
chanic will tell you - aud be is being truthful - the work your engine is prohibited from using it. Do this even if not 
involved in doiug just one jug is tiot much less than doing all the jugs have been reworked. The old jugs will not be 
the rest. For example, it is often necessary to remove the damaged by this oil and the mineral oil will help break in 
entire exhaust a ~ d  intake manifolds just to work 011 one the new cylinders. 
cylinder. Keep ground mming times as low as possible. Do 

Some mechanics insist that wheu one cylinder is quick mag checks and run ups, and try to keep power adjust- 
ground oversize its opposite pair must also be ground over- ments smooth. 
size to provide proper "balance." Apply power smoothly for takeoff and do not re- 

Although this is recommended it is not necessary, duce power in the climb.You want to properly seat the rings; 
Any inlbalance due to the size of the piston or even due to babying the engine is not a good idea. 
compression pressure caused by a different size piston is After 25 hours or so, your engine should be broken 
much less than the unbalance which would he caused by in and, if all goes well, you should be ahle to look forward 
varying compressioiis 111 a uomlal engine. to many hundreds of additional hours of flying on your en- 

And although it is not strictly necessary, depend- gine. 
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VORILOC needles, cross-talk between NAV & COM au- 

Overheating Cured dio, or engine noises in the intercom or radios. 
By Stephen Goldfarb The quality of the system is only as good as the 

weakest link. If shielded wire is used, but if not grounded or 
The advice in the reprint mentioned in a previous improperly done, it destroys the effectiveness of the shielded 

letter was originally directed to me when I asked for help wire. 
with my own overheating problem. The problem turned out Finally, in response to a reader who had problems 
to be a defective oil temperature sender. with a KR-86 ADF, the KR-86 is a very sensitive radio re- 

T h ~ s  can be easily unscrewed from the engine ac- ceiver. The altemator noise may be induced several differ- 
cessory block, the electrical wires extended, and the sender ent ways. The ADF loop cable cannot be bundled directly 
dipped in boiling water That is how I finally found the cause with battery cables. The ground for the amplifier in the KA- 
of the problem. 42B antenna is through the braided wire on the doubler plate. 

Boiling water stabilizes at 212 degrees Fahre~fieit, If the doubler plate is not properly grounded to the aircraft 
which is just above the midline of the temperature gauge on skin, a potential difference exists which could induce cur- 
my airplane (a 1964 Piper Cherokee 180). rents flowing in the skin directly into the antenna. 

Piper did not have any of the senders, and the manu- Hysonics makes an alternator filter which goes di- 
facturer had discontinued them. However I was able to find rectly in series with the alternator's output. However, re- 
one at Av-Pac in Lincoln, Nebraska, (Phone 402-475-41 25). member it is designed only to remove the normal mount  of 
Cost: $9.95. noise produced by a fully functional alternator. Whenever 

There were considerable difficulties in arriving at an alternator is checked by an accessory shop, the noise 
this simple solution. Nothing was reported m i s s  when the output level ueeds to be checked on an oscilloscope. 
sender and the oil system were first checked. I had a top 
overhaul after believing that all other alternatives had been Leak Fix Suggested 
exhausted. By Barry E. Breen 

However, I do not begrudge the overhaul as the oil 
usage at the time was rapidly approaching overhaul limits. For those who want to tackle the leak problems 

that many (if not most) Cherokees have, the advice of get- 
Avionics Cures ting a water hose and a friend to play rainmaker is the first 
By Rick Januszewski step. Be prepared to pull up carpets, panels, rear seat bench, 

etc. 
In m i n g  a part-time avionics shop, I have seen My leaks seem to be solved for the most part. First, 

many improper procedures and practices which cost cus- I re-caulked the windows (all) and replaced the "stom win- 
tomers aggravation and added expense. I hope these timely dow" weather strip (available from hobby shops). 
avionics tips lessen the burden of avionics repair costs. This helped a little, but secondly, I sealed the joint 

The first area I would like to discuss is the Narco where the cowling and fuselage skin come together (the old 
MK-12 series. When production was in full swing, there sealing material had deteriorated after eleven years.) 
were more than 90,000 units produced. Today there are still This requires removal of the lower cowling half 
many MK-12s in service which provide reliable operation. which is secured by screws in addition to the cowling top 

Service parts are still available either from Narco half which is simply "snapped" on. 
or from salvage yards. The biggest problem is the lack of Thirdly, I used sealant in between the wiug root 
knowledge by avionics shops to service the older equip- rubber seal aud fuselage and between the seal and the wing. 
lnent properly. The worst problem is the use of an oil base There was a gapiug open area near the main spar where 
cleaner or lubricant on the comm step inductors or nav wa- water could pass through if it got by the wing root seal. This 
fer switches. helped quite a bit. 

The oil will destroy the plastic nav-side switches Finally, I opened the inspection plates on the un- 
rendering them useless. Oil on the comm-side step induc- derside of the wings to see if water could travel along the 
tors will destroy the insulating functioll of the phenolic ma- spar and into the fuselage area. Sure enough, there was plenty 
terial resulting in short circuits. If dirty contacts appear to of opening both before and after the spar. I sealed these up 
be the problem use a product such as Dry Kleen, a dry con- with RTV. The bird now appears dry, but who knows what 
tact cleaner which leaves no deposits. water demons lurk in the shadows of age. 

The next area of concern in the installation of avi- 
onics is the use of proper wire. Whenever the radio manu- Solved Vacillating Amp Needle 
facturer calls for shielded cable, it must be used. Too many By Gerard K. Mazza 
shops or individuals delete the use of shielded wire because 
of expense or difficulty of application. We bought our 1973 Cherokee Challenger approxi- 

Whenever shielded wire is left out common mately one year ago and at that time it had a vacillating 
squawks are garbled receive or transmit audio, wandering dternator needle. 
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It never caused any problems, but would bounce 

back and forth in time with the engine. The person we Shimmy Cure Idea 
bought the plane from said he had it to several mechanics, By Dave Tbombom 
but none could come up with a fix. 

Since it did not seem to cause any problems we I wrote a while back about a shimmy in the nose 
did not give it much thought, but we did check with several gear of our Warrior 161. 
mechanics, none of whom were sure what was causing the I replaced the 5116 ID x 7116 OD x 112 inch bush- 
problem. ings in the scissors (6) and the bolts. The bushings are avail- 

Finally, during a check ride in Dalton, Georgia, able at any good bearing supply. This has solved the prob- 
the examiner, Harvey Holman (a man who knows EVERY- lem. Other CPA members may want to give it a try. 
THING about airplanes) mentioned that the problem was 
caused by a faulty master switch. Hard Starting, Carburetor Problem 

Sure enough he was right. It seems the contacts to BY Paul E. Lighthilt 
the alternator field coil go bad and therefore give only in- 
tennittent current to the alternator I felt I would like to share some of my experience 

This saved me the price of a new alternator which with my Cherokee 140, which is a 1969 "B" model. 
was the cure suggested by several mechanics. If anyone No doubt many readers will smile when I say that 
else has the same problem they can try this fix or to test it hard starting was a very m o y i n g  problem for about six 
out first, m a jumper across the leads on the master to see months, which I was not able to cure until it got so bad it 
if this fixes the problem. wouldn't even start with a hand prop. 

Causes were cumulative. Slow cranking speed was 
Master Switch Diode Comments corrected by replacing the starter bushings, both the obvious 
By Charles E. George one on the end of the starter drive and the not-so-obvious 

one inside the starter. 
If you leave your master switch on and run the Low cranking voltage was corrected by cleaning 

battery down, you have two options of getting started: you and tightening the ground cable-to-airframe connection un- 
either remove the battery and get it charged or get a '?jump der the rear seat and by adding a large area washer to prop- 
staItn. erly secure the cable. It was not necessary to replace the 

If you get a "jump", the master switch relay will not original battery cables, although the battery wing nuts were 
close until the battery gets enough of a charge to activate left loose once after an annual and this caused symptoms of 
the master switch relay solenoid. Due to the fact that the a dead battery 
open master switch relay will not deliver any current to the A suggestion about installing new batteries: after 
dead battery, the diode allows current to enter through the filling, allow them to sit on the bench overnight and check 
resistor to the battery. carefully for any leaks before installing in the airplane. I 

This diode is rather small and the average outside learned this the hard way with a brand-new battery that leaked 
power source could burn it up instantly, hence the resistor acid in the airplane and caused needless paint damage. 
to protect it and allow the current to trickle into the battery. Good spark plugs and leads are important for easy 

When the battery receives enough charge it will starting, and you should verify tbat your ignition switch is 
close the master switch relay and eliminate the diode and grounding out the right mag in the "sW" position and not 
resistor function. If the battery is absolutely discharged, it the left, which has the impulse coupling. 
may require five minutes or more before the master switch The single most important factor in curing the star- 
relay will activate. ing problem in my anplane was replacing the left magneto, 

The diode, as you know, allows current to flow which in my case had a failed impulse coupling. It was the 
only one way and it will not allow current to flow from the old series Slick, for which individual service parts are not 
battery when the master switch is open. available, hence the purchase of an entire mag. At least the 

The engine can be hand propped with a low bat- new ones can be repaired. With nearly everything in our so- 
tery, but unless there is charge enough in the battery to ciety being disposable, including some of our precious free- 
activate the master switch relay, the alternator will not op- doms, it is some comfort to know you can repair magnetos. 
erate and the electrical system will remain dead. With these items accomplished, my Cherokee starts 

The resistor on my Cherokee broke (vibration I the first time every time with no more than two prop blades 
believe) and the next time I had to '>jump" start, the relay going by. With temperatures down to 50, one or two pumps 
would not close. I realized the problem was the "resistor on the throttle before cranking seem to be sufficient, with 
diode", so I touched a "jumper" across the master relay no priming required. 
power tenninals with the master switch on and the master Last year during the annual the carburetor throttle 
switch relay closed. shaft bushings and the shaft itself showed excessive wear so 

I lucked out that time and got my Cherokee started. they were replaced. I was aware of the service bulletin on 
I hope this clears up the "diode resistor" mystery. replacing the composite floats and also the probability then 
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that it would become an AD note, so I felt it would be wise I would, however, recommend that you avoid the 
to replace the composite float with the new, improved model. use of 100 LL if you retain the composite float. I do not 

Boy, was I wrong. Aft

e

r takmg delivery of the air- know what effect auto gas would have on the float, but I 
plane I found that any time hard braking was used on roll know what auto gas does to plastic, and what it does when 
out, the engine quit! Also, leaning the mixture did not pro- you let it sit in a car for three months: it turns to varnish 
duce the recommended rpm rise and the idle speed changed since its higher volatility allows the solvents to evaporate. 
from time to time. 

Consultations with the A1 who has performed the 
work did not suggest apossible cause or solution. And since Using a Geared Starter 
returning the airplane to him would have meant an exha By Torello Tacehi 
hour of flight in either direction with possible extended 
downtime there, I decided to remove the carburetor myself N32078 is, or was, plagued with the typical 140 

and inspect it (I have an A & P license.) problem -hard starting. Mine is a 150 hp Cruiser. 
Initial inspection revealed that when the carbure- Since I have owned it from January, 1983, 1 have 

tor was reassembled the butterfly valve had not been cen- installed a second battery, now one-year old. The previous 
tered in the throttle bore according to the manufacturer's owner installed a new battery two weeks prior to my pur- 
instmctions, which are simply to close the butterfly with chase. 
the screws loose, center it in the bore, and THEN tighten As we all know, the battery is marginal at best, in 
the screws. addition to being far away from the starter. We add to that 

If this procedure is not followed the idle circuit the aluminum cable and, unless conditions are absolutely 
will not function properly. Nothng else was found wrong, perfect, our Cherokees will not start. 
so it was reassembled and reinstalled. A test run down the So we spend countless hours trying to iind an eco- 
m w a y  followed by hard braking caused the engine to die, nomical solution, but there isn't one. The problem is still 
however, so it was back to the hangar that of a marginal battery trying to meet the needs of a very 

An item in the FAA Airworthiness alerts gave a ampere hungry starter. 
hint of the problem--a similar situation in a 140 was cured The cure--an amperage miser starter--a geared 
when a new float was installed which was one-half gram starter. 
lighter. A member had witten in and said he installed a 

I obtained another metal float, removed the sus- geared Starter, but also bad to change the ring gear. Not so, 
pect float from the carburetor, and weighed them with no Cherokee breath. 
discernible difference in the two weights. so the carburetor I purchased a Cherokee geared starter from an air- 
was given to another mechanic for inspection, which again craft bone yard very reasonably. The fellow I purchased it 
revealed nothing out of specification. It was reinstalled and from assured me it was guaranteed to be in good condition. 
the airplane was flown ten bows with the engine quitting It was. 
whenever heavy braking was used, which was as little as I found that the Bendix drive had a smaller pitch 
possible since our home m w a y  is 10,000 feet long. nine-tooth gear as opposed to the larger pitch nine-tooth of 

Since the problem was still there, however, and a- my direct drive starter. Since both drives are the Bendix 
noying if not an actual safety concern, more thought was follow-through types introduced in the 50's, all I had to do 
given to it with theonly remaitling apparent solution to re- was swap. 
install the original composite float. Well, almost. It seems that the end of the shaft on 

Unfomately, the A1 had not retained it. Calls to a the geared starter is cut down to accept the small pitch gear, 
carburetor overhauler produced great flapping of wings and so simply made a bushing on the gear end of the large 
the sowrd of trial lawyers' cash registers ringing in the back- nine-tooth gear and, presto, a geared starter without chang- 
ground as they explained that the manufacturer had expressly ing the flywheel. 
forbid them from selling or installing the composite float, I purchased the Bendix drive from an automotive 
which apparently causes the wings of an airplane to fall off starter rebuild shop and found it to be identical to the air- 
if you use auto gas or 100 LL. craft counterpart except for cost - $17. The quality is just as 

A call to a friendly AC salvage yard, however, pro- good, and 1 might add, the automotive one works a lot harder 
duced the needed item. Tnank God for free enterprise. Upon than the aircraft one. 
receipt ofthe float, it was installed, float level was checked, I may also add that the starter on the Cherokee 
and a test mu contirmed that the engine did not die under began life as a Starter On a Massey Ferguson tractor--the 
any condition. parts interchange. 

One hundred hours later, everything is just as it By luck, the owner ofthe starter rebuild shop hap- 
should be. Thanks to the AOPA, the service bulletin did not pened to be a pilot and owner of one of those high wing 
become an AD, and although a little poorer from having to jobs--but very knowledgeable in his trade. At any rate, my 
buy three carburetor floats, I thiok I gained some experi- Cherokee now starts. 
ence which may prove valuable to Cherokee owners. 
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Faulty Oil Temperature Gauge Engine Conversion - 180 HP 
By Roland Backfisch 

Cherokee owners express a lot of interest in engine 
In regards to Richard Wnororski's note in the De- conversions. The lure of extra horsepower, especially to 

cember issue ofThe Cherokee in which he refers to the oil Cherokee 140 owners, is mighty powerful. 
temperature variations in his plane, I have the same prob- The main conversion is made by Avcon and will 
lem in my 1972 140. convert your Cherokee 140,150, or 160 to a 180 horsepower 

After checking everything I could think of and find- plane with constant-speed prop. Out goes the 0-320 which 
ing nothing, and combined with the fact that the oil never is replaced with a Lycoming 0-360-AIA. 
did show signs of being overheated, I resorted to the knuckle According to Avcon you can expect the following 
solutions. improvements in performance: 

I rapped the gauge with my knuckles and it would Stock Avcon 
always drop hack to normal. The exterior connections on Top Speed (mph) 139 158 
the gauge are all tight so there must be a loose or shorted Cruise (7S0h, mph) 133 150 
connection inside the gauge. Stall (unchanged) 55 55 

Take Off Run (Feet) 800 550 
Climb (FtiMinute) 600 950 

Avoiding Cherokee Leaks Service Ceiling 14,300 17,700 

By Ken Borzage How much is this going to cost? Avcon sells the 
Ever heard "All Cherokees leak like crazy?' What basic kit, minus engine or propeller, for $2,650 (1986). For 

an uninformed statement! this you get the STC, blueprints, weight-and-balance data, 
Leaks occur mainly in four places: exhaust manifolds, baffling, fuel pump, gauges, prop spin- 
1. The windshield center strip screws and the lower ner, vernier prop control, and hardware and wiring. 

strip screws. Put some silicon seal on each screw's threads You can order the same kit, including a factory new 
before you thread it into the nut. Over the top of the screw Hartzell Propeller and governor for $5,500, and if you want 
means nothing. a new engine as part of the deal, the cost is $16,650. 

2. The side windows. Use the 1-112 inch wide 31 Finally, if you would like Avcon to do the actual 
16 inch thick foam tape and NAPA automotive windshield installation, the cost is $17,450 installed at their Udall, Kan- 
butyl rope or tape. You can work with it, roll it, stretch it, sas facility. They say they would like your plane for ten 
etc., and it does not harden, hut is an excellent seal. working days to complete the job. 

3. The door. Get the snuffer rubber channel that is These prices are for a Cherokee 140. The cost of 
used on the Warrior. It channels the water around the seal these kits for a 150 or 160 is slightly higher, while the cost 
and out the bottom of the door. for a 15 1 or 161 is slightly lower. 

4. The wings leak, but into the hull, and the hull You can contact them at Avcon Conversions, P.O. 
has drain holes built into it. It is normal to see some water Box 654, Udall, Kansas 67146 or call at (3 16) 782-33 17. 
in this area. 

Impulse Coupler, Tach Error 
Stuck Bendix By Bill Leithauser 
By Mark Schrimmer 

About three months ago we got into starting diffi- 
I own a 1978 Warrior I1 with 2,800 hours on the culties again which was very intermittent and at first seemed 

airframe and 900 hours ona  factory-new engine. I am based to occur more often when the engiue was warm or hot. 
at Fullerton Airpolt, 20 miles east of Los Angeles, and fly Our first thought was that our technique was faulty 
about once a week. until it wouldnot start cold a couple oftimes.You guessed it 

Since buying my plane two years ago I have had - the impulse coupler was bad, intermittently. 
one constant problem: the Bendix on my starter gets stuck. Since it was replaced the engine starts almost im- 
Usually it will not spin out to engage the flywheel. Other mediately. Based on my experience I am convinced most of 
times, it will not shake loose from the flywheel after the the starting problems with Cherokees (at least 1979 Archers) 
engine starts. But, does the plane shake when this happens. involve had impulse couplings. 

About a year ago I had the Bendix overhauled, but We thought we had a real efficient plane since it 
after 20 starts it was hack to its old tricks. I have tried spray- always seemed to outperform the book at cruise with no par- 
ing silicone spray on the bearing in the front and also on ticularly huge fuel bum. Not so! The tach was 130 rpm slow 
the shaft, but the Wanior cowling covers the entire Bendix at cruise settings. Now that we have cut back, speeds are by 
and it is hard to reach. Any suggestions? One guy sug- the book and gas consumption is running less than book. 
gested hitting it with a hammer to shake it loose. This may be something everyone should check. 

A seemingly small (five percent) error is a lot of 
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strokes at the top end. Any fairly large maintenance opera- 5. The sunshade clips are replaced with newer, het- 
tion should have one of the new solid state hand tachom- ter ones mounted onto the 314-inch structural bar that re- 
eters which can he aimed from the cockpit which makes places the center post. The bar sits about two finger widths 
checking though the rpm range a snap. away from the glass at its widest. 

6. The cabin seems wider without the stock center- 
Converted Cherokee "250" piece. 

7. If you already have the 114-inch glass there is no 
We recently read an article in "Aero" about Bob change to your weight-and-balance. If you have 118, there 

Frischknecht, of Big Bear City, California, who changed is a seven pound penalty. 
his 1969 Piper Cherokee 235 to a 250 hp. The engine was 8. The claim of a quieter cabin is one I cannot con- 
converted, which sounds like the 235 was upgraded and not firm since I had 114-inch glass to begin with. 
changed out. 9. Kosala Associates makes no speed claims and I 

We have a 1969 Piper Dakota 235, N2888C, and did not observe speed changes. 
would be interested in the conversion. What can you tell us 10. The overall effect is very pleasing, very 
about it? Mooney-like. 

John & Carmen Bethel 
San Ramon, CA 94583 Things to watch: 
According to Bob Frischknecht, the plane was con- 1. They sell a clear (my choice), gray tint andgreen 

verted prior to his purchase. The job was handled by Lynn tint windshield, hut do not always have each in stock. Call 
Aviation, of Long Beach, California, for about $15,000. first. 
Larger pistons andjugs were used to get the increased power. 2. Since the compass light wiring must he rerouted 

According to Bob, nothing can keep up with the froin the overhead console they must open that area. One 
plane. It cruises at 175 mph while burning 1 I gallons per screw was not tightened and they failed to reconnect the 
hour. overhead lights. The fix is simple. This is another example 

of planning enough time to do it right and examine it right. 
One-Piece Windshield Report 3. Both references mentioned problems with their 
By Frank Rader compass after the change. The support bar is degaussed so 

as not to influence the compass. 
On April 1 I departed Lakeland, Florida with aone- 4. Remember to take your log books. 

piece windshield and some new friends. 
My plane is a 1976 Archer I1 with4,500 hours TT. Be Careful With Clear Strobe Lens 

The pilot's side windshield (I14 inch thick) was continuing By Dan Caliendo 
to crack despite "stop" holes where the OAT was installed. 
I anticipated it would not pass annual. Yes, I have had experience with a clear lens on the 

Another Cherokee pilot and fiieud, Gus Jamison, tail strobe. Advise readers not to try it! 
sent me information about the one-piece STC from Kosala The flash off the top of the wings and the "stopped 
Associates. prop" effect were too much to ignore and mined night vi- 

I delivered my plane at 9:30 a.m. Easter Monday sion. 
and left at 3 p.m. the next day. If he has already installed the lens or wants the 

I have flown 10 hours on the STC. Two instruments, clear lens for some reason he can cover the front of the lens 
the OAT and magnetic compass, were relocated. and block light by iustalling a piece of foil on the inside of 

Benefits: the lens (glue it in place after determining the exact size to 
1. My wife's comment, "Boy, that really looks block all of the wing and no more.) 

slick." It is very Mooney like. 
2. The compass is mounted on the glare shield di- STOL Cherokee Conversion 

rectly in front of the pilot. I am still amazed at how much 
more "heads up" I am flying with much better roll aware- A Cherokee is a great airplane, hut it is no plane to 
ness in cmise and maneuvering. The location makes me operate in the bush or from short fields. At least not unless 
feel more precise. The compass internal light is retained. it is a STOL conversion. 

3. The sweep of the windshield, combined with An article in the May issue of Private Pilot maga- 
relocation of the OAT, means I no longer "crane" forward zine covers the cost and advaotages of the Horton STOL 
to look for traffic or an accurate temperature reading. I fly conversion for a 1968 Cherokee 1800. 
more comfortably with a better view. The Horton kit adds 12.6 pounds to the aircraft 

4. The new windshield also means a complete re- weight, hut boy what it does for performance. Stall speed is 
sealing around the windshield area. We flew in light rain, decreased 13 knots. Approach speed is 52 knots with land- 
landed in heavy rain, and parked overnight inrain. The plane ing at 35 knots. 
did not leak, though it had before the change. Takeoff run is cut in half. Technique involves trim- 
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ming for landing, apply full power, popping one notch of proper tools and techniques) "have been disassembled, 
flaps at 43 knots, and applying steady back pressure toes- cleaned, inspected, repaired as necessary and reassembled; 
tablish a proper climb. and it has been tested in accordance with approved stan- 

The Horton kit provides a wing foil modification, dards technical data acceptable to the Administrator, which 
upper and lower stall fences, dorsal fin and fairing tips, have been developed and documented by the holder of the 
vortex generators, cherry rivets, hardware, fiberglass wing type certificate, or a material, part, process or appliance ap- 
tips, decals and STC, epoxy and blueprint drawings. Gap proval under Part 21.305 of this chapter." 
seals are also available as an option. A properly overhauled engine should be able to 

Not bad for a price (in kit form) of $799. Factory operated to the full recommended TBO. But you have only 
installation at the Wellington, Kansas facility runs $1,449, the reputation of the overhauler to be sure the overhaul was 
plus tax (1986). done properly. 

Reduction in stall speed is accomplished by the Service limits are specified for all major parts of 
kit components, working in unison, to increase the effec- the engine and an overhaul is legal if all these parts just 
tiveness of all control surfaces at low speeds. For example. meet service limits. Questionable parts can be put back in 
the vortex generator, consisting of small tabs, located on the engine legally and you may end up with a legal over- 
the vertical &, redirect the air to critical parts of the rud- haul, but your chances of achieving a substantial portion of 
der to insure that it remains eRective at very low airspeeds. the TBO range from slim to none. 

Anyone who feels a STOL Cherokee might fill his Cheap overhauls may present a few other nasty sur- 
needs should contact Horton, Inc., Wellington Municipal prises. For example, it is not uncommon for defects to be 
Airport, Wellington, KS 67152 or call at (800) 835-2051. found when the engine is disassembled whichmay raise the 

quoted price several thousands of dollars. What is your bar- 
Choices at Major Overhaul Time gaining position after the engine is disassembled? 

Also, without even considering the work on the 
Having spent some time discussing top overhauls, engine itself, an inexpensive overhaul may not include work 

it is time we spent a little more discussing major overhauls, on such accessories as magnetos. You need to be sure 
particularly the problem of deciding what an overhaul re- you know what work is included in an advertised price for 
ally is. an overhaul. 

Used aircraft ads use all sorts of descriptio~ls - ma- 
jor overhaul, factory rebuild, factory new, zero time .... What Rebuild Engines 
exactly do these terms mean? 

A pilot with a run-out engine has many ways to The FAA also describes what a rebuild engine 
go, but he had better understand the terminology or he may should he. It should have been "disassembled, cleaned, in- 
not get what he is expecting. spected, repaired as necessaxy, reassembled, and tested to 

Ofcourse, engine manufacturersrecommendTB0 the same tolerances and limits as a new item, using either 
(Time Between Overhaul) periods for their engines. But new parts or using parts that either conform to new part tol- 
these are recommendations only. The manufacturers do not erances and limits or to approved oversized or undersized 
make any guarantees that these engines will run to their dimensions." 
TBO times @ow many used planes with 2,000 hour TBO So there you have it. According to the FAA a re- 
engines are advertised as having 1,500 hours total time, built engine should be the equivalent of a new engine. 
300 SMOH?) And there are two types of rebuilt engines avail- 

On the other hand, it is possible to operate an en- able: factory rebuilt and custom shop rebuilt. A factory job 
gine beyond TBO. The FAA does not require engine re- is more expensive - generally the price of a completely new 
placement at TBO periods if the engine is used in noncom- engine less the core charge. 
mercial activities. (Air taxi or airline use require replace- But the factory is the only facility which is capable 
ment at TBO.) of granting "zero time" to an engine. It comes from the fac- 

Some engines have been successfully operated far tory with a brand-new log book and zero-time. 
beyond recommended TBO, but apilot is pushing his luck. An engine advertised as "zero-time" may not be 
Exhaust valves, in parlicular, are known to fail in large nun- such, and will not be unless it was rebuilt by the factory. 
bers when an engine is operated far beyond TBO. Both Lycoming and Continental distinguish their rebuilt 

But there comes aday when the only practical al- engines wit11 the letter "R" in their serial numbers. 
temative is to rebuild or replace the tired old engine. What Custom shops are usually less expensive and many 
options are available? do line work. They will often quote a good price, but it is 

contingent upon a customer guarantee of certain major parts 
Overhauled Engines of the engine - generally the crankcase, crankshaft and cam- 

shaft, and perhaps other parts as well. If any of these parts 
An overhauled engine is defied by the FAA. To do not meet limits set for new parts they must be replaced 

be properly logged as an overhauled engine it must (using and the customer pays the additional cost. 



Cherokee Hints ff Tips 

By Terry Lee Rogers 

W e get a lot of requests for the names of suppliers Btvd., Montgomery, AL 361 16 (800) 334-6359. 
of parts and services. Everything from air filters Brake Parts, Discount - Midwest Pawnee, P 0 
to Yoke Refinishing. So I thought it would be a BOX 234, Vmcennes, 47591 (800) 457-921 1 

good idea to compile a list of suppliers of the more popular Bulbs, landing & other light - Wilco, 3502 W. 
items. So if you want to buy some good or service, check M y  St., Wichita, KS 67213 (3 16) 943-9379. 
out this list first. Camshaft Reconditioning - ECI, 9503 Middlex, 

Items are listed alphabetically, by the name of the SanAnto~lio,TX78217 (210) 828-3 131 or SuperiorAir Parts, 
goods or services. 14280 Gillis Rd., Dallas, TX 75244-3792 (214) 233-4433. 

Not every aviation supplier is listed - we didn't Cable, Copper (Replacement Kits) Bogert Avia- 
have the time or room. We tried, however, to list the ones tion, Route 1, BOX 1676, Prosser, WA 99350 (800) 627- 
we get the most calls for information on. In some catego- 8088; American Aviation, Box 850023, Yukon, OK 73085 
ries - engines and engine re-builders - for example, we listed (405) 354-7 136. 
just a few ofthose suppliers with countrywide good reputa- Cable, Copper - G&H Enterprises, 1800 NW Third 
tions. St., Oklahoma City, OK 73 106 (405) 232-2607. 

Save the list for future reference. You never know CamshaftslCranksbafts, PMA, Lycoming - Air 
when you might need it. Support Co., RR2, Box 132, Marshfield, MO 65706. (800) 

247-2738. 
AD List & AD Log - Aerotech Publications, P 0 Carburetors (Parts) - Facet Aerospace Products, 

Box 6005, Freehold, New Jersey 07728 (908) 462-5330 (800) 1048 Industrial Park Rd., Bristo1,VA 24201 (703) 669-5555. 
235-6444. Carburetor Parts - Eiectrosystems, Inc., P 0 Box 

Air-Oil Separator - Walker engineering, 7405 273, ~ t .  Deposit, AL 36032 (205) 227-8306. 
Hayvenhurst Ave., Van Nuys,CA 91406 (818) 782-2154. Carburetor Temperature Gauge - Aircraft com- 

Airplanes - new - Piper Aircraft Cop. ,  2926 Piper ponents, P 0 Box 11 88, Benton Harbor, MI 49022 (800) 
Drive, Vero Beach, FL 32960. (407) 567-4361 FAX 778- 253-0800 (PN71-509-4). 
2144. Crankcase Welding - Ajax Aviation. 319 Wolf 

Alternator Rebuilding, Electrosystems, PO Box Road, San Antonio, TX 78216 (800) 531-7212 or Diversi- 
273, Ft. Deposit, AL 36032 (205) 227-8306 Or Pifer fied Manufacturing Co., 2806 N. Sheridan Road, Tulsa, 
Aiiot ive,  1660 Airport Road, Waterford, MI 48054 (3 13) OK 741 15 (800) 874-1351. 
674-0909. Cylinders, Cermichrome - ECI, 9503 Middlex, 

Altimeter Repair - Precise Devises Co., 1689 Pal- Sari Antonio, TX 78217 (210) 828-3131. 
ace Drive, Clearwater, FL 33516 (813) 581-4149. Cylinders, exchange - Aero Aviation, 3701 High- 

Auto Fuel STC - Petersen Aviation, Route I ,  Box way 162, Granite City, IL 62040. (800) 362-3044. 
18, Minden, NE 68959 (308) 237-9338; EAA, WitmanField, Decals: Aero-Graphics, 9740 SE 58th Ave., 
Oskosh, WI 54903-3086 (414) 426-4800. Belleview, FL 32620; Aero D-Cals, 3240 Drane Field Rd., 

Auto Pilot Repair - Lowe Aviation - P 0 BOX 4286, ~ ~ k ~ l ~ ~ d ,  FL 33 8 1 1 (8 13) 644-245 1. 
Macon, GA 3 1208 (912) 788-7450. Dnnr Seals. Tnflatahle - Bob Fields Aerocessories. - . .~ - ...-. 

Aviation  yeis is Directory, 400 Main St., Stam- 340E E. Santa ~ a r i x - ~ a n t a  Paula, CA 93060 (805) 525: 
ford. CT 06901 1203) 325-2647. 6776 

~ -, - \ ,  "-"". 
Battery Box Modification, Bogert Aviation, Route Door Seals, Improved - RB 5022 door seal avail- 

I, Box 1676, Prosser, WA 99350 (800) 627-8088. able from Brown Aircraft Supply, 4123 Muncy Road, Jack- 
Brake Discs, Stainless - Avpro, 1400 E. South spnville, FL 32207 (904) 396-6655. 
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EGTMannfacturers-Alcor, 12043 Colwick, San 2265 Black Creek Road, Muskegon, MI 49444 (800) 253- 

Antonio, TX 78216 (800) 354-7233; Electronics Intema- 0421). 
tional, 5289 NE ElamYoung Parkway, Hillsboro. OR 97124 Fuel Additive (TCP) - Alcor, Inc, 12043 Colwick, 
(503) 640-9797; Insight Instrument Corp, Box 194, Ellicott Sanhitonio, TX 78216 800-354-7233 -available from many 
Sta., Buffalo, NY 14205 (716) 852-321 7; J.P. Instnunents, aviation supply houses including San Val, 7456 Valjean Ave., 
P 0 Box 7033, Huntington Beach, CA 92615 (714) 962- Van Nuys, CA 91406 (800) 423-3281. 
01 12 or KS Avionics, 25216 Cypress Ave., Hayward, CA Fuel Injector Body Overhaul - Southeast Fuel 
94544 (510) 785-9407 (800) 346-4469. Systems, 1875 Barren Dr., Rockledge, FL 32955 (305) 632- 

Engines - Carter Aviation Supply, 2120 G St., 2762. 
Elizabethton. TN 37643 (615) 542-281 1, Linda Lou, 3514 Fuel Injection Overhaul - Aircraft Accessories, 
Winhoma, Memphis, TN 381 18 (901) 365-661 1 2740 N. Sberidm, Tulsa, OK741 15 (918) 835-9924, or Air- 

Engine Overhauls - Manituck Airbase, Airway craft Fuel Injection Service, 2731 Brookfield Ave., Dallas, 
Drive, Mattituck, NY 11952 (516) 298-8330; T. W. Smith TX 75235 (800) 846-2515 
Engine Co., Hangar 1, Lunken Airport, Cincinnati, OH Fuel Tanks, Ferry - Toms Aircraft Maintenance, 
45226 (513) 871-3500. 2801 E. Spring St., Long Beach, CA 90806 (213-426-533 1 

Engine & Prop Balancing (dynamic)(Call for Fuel Tank Repair and Rebuilding - Skycraft Corp, 
nearest FBO) - Chadwick-Helmutb Co., 4601 N. Arden Dr., Rt. I, Hampton Airfield, N. Hampton, NH 03862 (603) 964- 
El Monte, CA 91731 (818) 575-6161. 1450. 

Engine Baffle Material - San Val Discoullt Parts, Glareshield Replacement - Dennis A. Ashhy, PO 
7456 Valjean Ave., Van Nuys, CA 91406 (800) 423-3281. Box 1584, Upland, CA 91785 (909) 982-3793. 

Engine Cleaning Chemicals - B&B Chemical Hardware, Aircraft - Skybolt, 551 N. Park Ave., 
Co., 875 W. 20th St., Hialeah, FL 33010 (water base and Apopka, FL 32712 (407) 889-2613. 
emulsion cleaners); Eldorado Chemical Co., (emulsion), P Hat Shelf Bulkhead - Wentworth Aviation, 3015 
0 Box 34837, San Antonio, TX 78265, or Oakite Products Cedar Ave S, Minneapolis, MN 55407 (612) 722-0065; Ox- 
(water base), 50 Valley Road, Berkley Heights, NJ 07922. ford Design, 404-564-2244. 

Engine Conversion (180 hp, CIS prop) - Avcoll Instrument Panel - Walnut - Clark Gates Custom 
Conversions, P 0 Box 654, Udall, KS 67146 (316) 782- Aircraft Panels, Box 1029, Parowan, UT 84761 (800)-230- 
33 17 - 150-160 H P  - Penn Yan, 2499 Bath Road, Pent~Yan, 771 1 (801) 477-8553. 
NY 14527 (315) 536-2333 or (800) 727-7230. Instruments - ICT Instruments, 307 S. Laura St, 

Engine Mount Repair (welding tuhing) - Moult Wichita, KS 6721 1 (3 16) 263-19 17; Air Capital Instruments, 
Central, 9529 Sunset Lane, Little Rock, AR 72209 (501) 2l6Laura, Suite 2, Wichita, KS 6721 1 (316) 262-6383; Th- 
565-6100 or Kosola Associates, P 0 Box 3529, Albany, GA o~npson Associates, P 0 Box 12032, Wichita, KS 67277 (3 16) 
31707 (912) 435-4119. 263-9281; Midwest Aircraft Instruments, 4215 W. 220tb St., 

EngineMounts - Lord- Mechanical Products Div., Jordan, MN 55352 (612) 492-6008; Kelley Itlshumellts, 1024 
Lord Corp., 1635 W. 12th St., Erie, PA 16514 (814) 456- SantaFe, WichitaKS 6721 1 (800) 835-1054 or Centmy In- 
851 1; Vibration Isolation Products Corp, Box 7029, stnunent Corp, 4440 Southeast Blvd., Wichita. KS 67210 
Burbank,CA91510(818) 896-1191 orLindaLouInc.,3314 (800) 835-3344. 
Winhoma, Memphis, TN 38 1 18 (9 14) 365-661 1, Kosola & Intercooler, turbocharger -Airflow Systems, 4210 
Assoc, P 0 Box 3529,Albany, GA 31707 (912-435-41 19.) Sierra Morena, Carlsbad. CA 92008 (619) 632-7010 or 

Engine Porting - High Performance Aircraft En- Turboplus, 1520 26 Ave. NW, Gig Harbor, WA 98335 (206) 
gines, P 0 Box 1256, Mena, AR 71953 (800) 233-1099. 851-6440. 

Exhaust System & Muffler Parts - new and re- Interior Plastic - Plane Parts Co., 4429 W. 169th 
built - Wall Colmonoy Corp, 4700 SE 59th St., Oklahoma St., Lawndale, CA 90260 (3 10) 542-1702; Kinzie Industries, 
City, OK73135 (405) 672-1361 or Aero Fabricators, 1216 P 0 Box 847, Alva, OK 73717 (405) 327-1565. 
North Road, Lyons, WI 53148 (414) 763-3145 (800) 558- Jacks, Aircraft - The Jack House, 222 E. Mary- 
6868; PMA Fabricators, 2310 NW 55th Ct., Suite 125, Ft, land Ave., North Little Rock, AR 72120 (501) 835-6033 
Lauderdale, FL 33309 (800) 942-3774. Magneto Information - Bendix, Teledyne Conti- 

Fiberglass Cloth & Chemicals - Defender Indus- nental, P 0 Box 90, Mobile, AL 36601 (205) 438-341 1; 
tries, 255 Main St. New Rochelle, NY 10801 (914) 632- Slick, 530 Blackhawk Park Ave., Rockford, IL 61 104 (815) 
3001. 965-4700. 

Fiberglass Parts (Piper Replacement) - Globe Fi- Magneto P a r t s  - Aero Accessories, 1240 
berglass Inc., 4033 Holden Rd., Lakeland, FL 3381 1 (800) SpringwoodChurchRoad,Gibsonvifle,NC 27249 (800) 822- 
899-2707, (813) 644-2178. 3200. 

Fiherglass Repair & Construction Handbook - MagnetolGeneratorlStarterlCarhuretor Repair 
TAB Books, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17292-0850 (800) - Aircraft Systems, 5187 Falcon Road, Rockford, IL 61 109 
233-1 128. (815) 399-0225. 

Fittings, couplers & Clamps - Reid Tool Supply, Magneto Rebuilding - Electrosystems, P 0 Box 
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273, Ft. Deposit, AL 36032 (205) 227-4327. Accessory, 2275 Crown Road, Dallas, TX 75229 (214) 243- 

Manuals, Owner & Service (aircraft, engi~ies & 7404. 
accessories) - ESSCO, 426 W Turkey Foot Lake Road, STC Directory, Summary of Suppieme~ital Type 
Akron, OH 443 19. (216) 644-7724. Certificates ($58) -Superintendent of Documents, US Go-. 

Mouse Milk (Penetrating Oil) - Worldwide Filter, Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402. 
1685 Abraii Co~ut ,  San Leandro, CA 94577 Fax (5 10) 483- Safety Wire &Safety Wire Pliers - ATS, P 0 Box 
5122. 370, Oscoda, MI 48750 (800) 248-0638. 

Oil Alralysis - Spectrum Laboratories, Inc., 524 Screws, Stainless Steel - D&D Supply, PO Box 
Pelham Avenue, Piscataway, NJ 08854 (201) 752-1400; 1200, Hampton, NH 03843 (800) 468-8000. 
Spectro, PO Box 1227, Arlington,TX76004 (817) 861-3367 Shop Manual ($19.95)(covers shop practices) - 
or Analysts, Inc., P 0 Box 2159, Rolling Hills Estates, CA Sacramento Sky Ranch, 6622 Freeport Blvd., Sacramento, 
90274 (213) 541-5611. CA 95822 (800) 433-3564. 

Oil, Grease & Lubricating equipment - Aviation Spark Plug Hand Sasdblaster - ($12.95) - ATS, 
Lubricants, Columbus, OH (800) 666-6457 or (614) 860- P 0 Box 370, Oscoda, MI 48750 (800) 248-0638. 
0001 or Aviation Consumables, 4000 Red Bank Rd., Cin- Speed Brakes - Precise Flight Lnc., 63 120 Powell 
cinnati, OH 45227 (513) 561-9977.. Butte Road, Bend OR 97701 (800) 547-2558 (503) 382- 

Oil Cooler Repair - Pacific Oil Cooler Svc., 1430 8684. 
Chico Ave., S. ElMonte, CA91733 (800') 866-7335; Drake Starter, Bendix - Chief Aircraft, 345 Whispering 
Air,4085 Southwest Blvd,Tulsa, OK74107 (918)445-5106 Pines, Graits Pass, OR 97527 (800) 447-3408. 
(800) 542-6899 or Lori, 6930 N. Lakewood, Tulsa, OK StarterIAlternator Rebuilding - Aerotech, 815 
74117 (914) 272-8000. Huntingto~i Road, Louisville, KY 40207 (800) 634-0190, 

Paint, Aircraft - Randolph Products, P O  Box 830, or Electrosystems, P 0 Box 273, Ft. Deposit, AL 36032 
Carlstadt, NJ 07072 (201) 438-3700. (205) 227-8306. 

Parts & Supplies, All Kinds, Disco~uit - San Val STOI, Kit - Bush Conversions, P 0 Box 43 1, Udall, 
Discouit Parts, 7715 Valjeai Ave., Van Nuys, CA 91406 KS 67146 (316)782-3851; HortonConversions, Welliugto~i 
(800)423-3281; Aircraft Spruce &Specialty, Box424, Ful- Municipal Airport, Wellingto~~, KS 67152 (800) 835-2051, 
lerton, CA 92632 (800) 824- 1930; Central Aircraft Parts, (3 16) 326-2241. 
16207 Airport Rd., Lockport, IL 60441 (815) 838-5470; Strobes & Parts - Whelan Engineering, Route 145 
Chief Aircraft Parts, 345 Whispering Pines, Graits Pass, Winthrop Rd., Chester, CT 06412 (203) 526-9504; Marv 
OR 97527 (503) 474-2409; Air Parts of Lock Haven. (800) Golden Discount Sales, 3686 Lakefair Ct.. Sa l  Diego, CA 
443-31 17; Browti Flying Service, 133 1 Northern Blvd., San 92130; SaiVal DiscountParts, 7516ValjeaiAve.,VanNuys, 
Antonio, TX 78216 (512) 824-7241 or Fullerton Air Parts. CA 91406 (800) 423-2381; Cel~tral Aircraft Parts, 16207 
4010 W. Commo~iwealtli Ave., Fullerton, CA 92633 (714) Airport Rd., Lockport, IL 60441 (815) 838-5470; and Air- 
525-8226,Vai Nuys Pilot Supplies, 7516Valijean Ave., Van craft Spruce & Specialty, Box 424, Fullerton, cA 92632 
Nuys, CA 91406 (818) 988-9 I88 (parts, tubing, baffles.) (800) 924-1930. 

Pistons, ECI, 9503 Middlex, San Atitonio, TX Strut Pump - Bogert Aviation, Route I, Box 1676, 
78217 (210) 828-3131, or Superior Air Parts. 14280 Gillis Prosser, WA 99350 (800) 627-8088. 
Rd., Dallas, TX 75244-3792 (214) 233-4433 Strut Repair Parts - Aircraft Spruce & Specialty, 

Plane Se'nsc Handbook- (free) QD20-5, US Dept Box 424, Fullerton, Ca 92632 (714) 870-7551. 
of Transportation, Subsequent Distribution Sec  M-493.3, Strut Seal Kit, Grativille - available from most  nail 
Washington, DC 20590. order houses, including Chief Aircraft Parts, 345 Whisper- 

Plexiglass & tools - Aircraft Spruce & Specialty, ing Pines, Grants Pass, OR 97527 (800) 447-3408. 
P 0 Box 424, Fullerton, CA 92632 (714) 870-7551 Tire preservative - B. F. Gocdrich Age-Master No 

Plexiglass Repair Kits (Micromesh) - Micro-Sur- 1, $25.95 a quart from Sa i  Val, (800') 423-238 1 
face Finishing Products, Box 818, Wilton, IA 52778 (319) Timing Indicator, TP-102E - U.S. Tool & Supply, 
732-3240 (800) 225-3006. 15135 Cleat Street, Plymouth, MI 48170 (800) 482-4167. 

Pre-oiler, Oilamatic, P 0 Box 5284, Englewood, Tires, Discount - Haski Aviation, RD 2, Box 3 16, 
CO 80155 (303) 770-0175, New Castle, PA 16 101 (800) 652-5546 or DresserTire, 6900 

Propeller Governor Overhaul - Alamo Accesso- Acco St., Montebello, CA 90640 (800) 247-8473. 
ries, 10843 Vandale, Sat1 Antonio, TX 78216 (210) 349- Tires, Recap - Wilkerson Tires, Crew, VA 23930 
9721 (800) 950-8332. (804) 645-9641 

Propeller Maintenance & Re-Pitching - Rocky Tools (i~icludiig good aircraft spark plug socket) - 
Mountain Propellers, Tri County Airport Erie, CO 80516 Aircraft Tool Supply, Box 370, Oscoda, MI 48750 (800) 
(303) 665-7905; New Eiiglaid Propeller Service, P. 0. Box 248-0638. 
415, East Haddam, CT 06423 (800) 873-2388 (203) 873- Turbo 'verhauling & Repair  - Southwest 
9402. Aeroservice, 1501 E. 4thPlace, Tulsa, OK74120 (918) 592- 

Rockers (valve) rebushing - Aircraft Engine & 1177; or Aero-Kool, 1495 SE 10th Ave., Hialeah, FL 33010 
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(305) 888-3082. I Concerned About Engine Life 

Vacuum Pumps, Discount - Chief Aircraft Parts, ) 
345 Whispering Pines, Grants Pass, OR 97527 (800) 447- 1 Jim Dunn, of Lebanon, Illinois, asked about flying 
3408 or Haski Aviation, RD 2, Box 316, New Castle, PA I techniques to extend the life of his 0-360 engine. His an- 
16101 (800) 652-5546. I swer: 

Vacuum Pumps, Rebuilt - Prarie Aviation Sup- I 
ply, 3805 Verde Woods East, Grand Prarie, TX 75051 (800) First of all, the rate of wear of an engine is depen- 
238-7787. I dent upon the rpm--an engine running at 2,250 rpm works I Vacuum Systems, backup - Airborne Division, mucb less than one running 2,450 rpm. 
Parker Hannifm, 711 Taylor St., Elyria, OH 44035 (216) I 

I 
However, you need to balance this with the speed 

284-6300 or Pamco Industries, 7702, Geralayne Dr., Mil- at which you will end up flying. As a general rnle, any en- 
waukee, Wi 53213 (414) 771-8792. I gine speed with a constant-pitch propeller which causes the 

Valve Lifter Rebuilding - Aircraft Engine & Ac- I engine to run at 75 percent or less, should keep your engine 
cessory, 2275 Crown Road, Dallas, TX 75229 (214) 243- 1 pumingandprovidemaximurnperfomce with aminimum 
7404 (800) 808-5908, or Engine Components, Inc., 9503 1 wear on the engine. 
Middlex, San Antonio, TX 78286 (210) 828-313 1. I For engines with a constan-speed propeller, of 

Valves - Superior Air Parts, 14280 Gillis Rd., Dal- ) course, the analysis is different. A slow speed with a cou- 
las, TX 75244-3792 (214) 233-4433. I stant-speed propeller results in much higher cylinder pres- 

Wing Tips - Hoerner design - Met Co Aire, P 0 I sures within the engine which can subject an engine to a lot 
Box 2216, Fullerton, CA 92633 (714) 521-4982. 1 more wear than the speed. For these engines, an rpm some- 

Wing Tips - Drooped - Madras Air Service, 19 14 1 where in the middle ofthe recommended values for any given 
W. Demers Dr., Madras, OR 97741 (503) 475-2360. 1 percentage of power, would be most beneficial. 

Windows (side) - Superflite, 2149 E. Pratt Blvd., I As to your second question, the 0-360 engine is not 
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007 (800) 323-061 1 (ready made) I unusually susceptible to cylinder shock, but, like all aircraft 
-plastic material 1.080 Cell cast), Aircraft Spruce & Spe- I engines, this can be a problem. Certainly prolonged idle 
cialty (800) 824-1930. periods, followed by rapid increases in power, should be 

Windshields - Airtex Products, 259 Lower avotded. Of course, do not be so wary of this problem that I Monisville Rd., Fallsington, PA 19054 (215) 295-41 15 or you place your plane in danger of a crash due to timidity in 
I Superflite, 2149 E. Pratt Blvd., Elk Grove Vtllage, IL 60007 applying power when needed. 

(800) 323-061 1). I Whenever descending, try to plan ahead to permit 
Windshields, One Piece - Kosola & Associates, I you to leave some power on while in the descent. This will 

P 0 Box 3529, Albany, GA 3 1706 (912) 435-41 19. 1 make all the difference in the world and keep the cylinder 
Wrenches - cylinder stud. Gibson Aviation, P 0 1 temperature up to areasonable value. Also, avoid practicing 

Box 880, El Reno, OK 73036 (405) 262-4880. (Common I forced landings as much as possible and try to keep some 
sizes - $20)(AlIen sizes, $61.50) I power on while you are doing so (remember that this will 

Yoke Refinishing - Americoat Corp., 3715 US I make the practice not as realistic as the real thing.) 
Highway 98 S., Lakeland, FL 33801 (813) 667-1035 or I 
Profile Plastic Coatings, 2130 San Fernando b a d ,  Los An- ) Stainless Steel Brake Discs 
geles, CA 90065 (213) 227-8777. Sacramento Sky Ranch, I 
6622 Freeport Blvd., Sacramento, CA 95822 (800) 433- 1 I own a 1975 Cherokee Archer, N33666, and need 
3564. I to replace the brake discs. I am planning to keep the plane 

Other Addresses of Importance long-term and, consequently, am considering the installa- 
Lieht Plane Maintenance maeazine I tion of stainless steel discs instead of the standard carbon 
75 Holly Hill Lane I steel discs. The discs are marketed by Avpro, 1400 E. South 
Greenwich, CT 06836 I Blvd., Montgomery, AL 361 16 800-334-6359. 
P i ~ e r  Aircraft Corp. I Have you or any of the members had any experi- 
2926 Piper Drive I ence with these discs? Any information would be appreci- 
Vero Beach, FL 32960 
(407) 567-4361 FAX 778-2144. I ated, John C. Sparks 
Teledvne Continental I St. Louis, MO 63 109 
P 0 Box 90 1 Stainless steel discs are made by several manufac- 
Mobile, AL 36601 (205) 438-341 1 I turers, including Avpro. Unfortunately, there is some con- 
Textron Lvcoming ) troversy concerning their use. 
550 N. Main St. I The stainless discs have been thoroughly tested by 
Stafford, CT 06497 I the FAA and are approved formany planes. However, Cleve- 
1-800-243-9856 I land Wheel and Brake, which made most of the brake units 

I and linings, insist that stainless steel discs are unsafe and 
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they refuse to warranty units which use stainless steel. 

In their service bulletin, ESB-7013, Cleveland check the fuel pressure gauge. 
warns that stainless steel does not dissipate heat as readily If you have time, turn the magneto to the left, then 
as carbon steel and this may cause excessive heat which right, and finally to both positions and also try varying the 
could carbonize and burn the linings to the point of failure. throttle and mixture settings. If a ~ d  only if the propeller is 

Stainless steel disc manufacturers, however, dis- not windmilling, you will need to engage the starter to at- 
pute this and claim that Cleveland is merely attempting to tempt to restart the engine. 
protect its own replacement market for wheel discs - Cleve- Also, if you inadvertently ran a tank dry, the en- 
land does not manufacture stainless steel discs. gine will not restart after switching tanks until the fuel lines 

To make your owl decision you should evaluate are filled, which will require about 10 seconds. 
the type of flying you do. If you do normal flying in reason- An open door in a Cherokee, is like an open door 
ably dry conditions, you probably should stick to the stan- in any other light plane. Ifpossible, your tirst priority should 
dard brake discs. he to make a safe landing to permit a safe closure. If this is 

However, if your plane sits a lot, especially in wet not possible, climb to a safe altitude before making any 
weather or on moist grass, you probably would he better off attempt to close the door. A partially open door will not 
with the stainless steel discs and their lack of corrosion. affect flight characteristics, so the door itself does rlot cre- 

ate a1 emergency, although careless flying may. 
Airspeeds and Procedures To close the door in flight, slow the aircraft to 100 

mph, close the cabin vents and open the pilot's storm win- 
Frank F. Nesson, of Woodside, New York, asked dow. Ifthe lower latch is open, open the top latch, pus11 the 

about airspeeds and procedures on his Cherokee 180. The door further open, and then close it rapidly. A slip in the 
answer: direction of the door will cut down tl18 relative wind w d  

make the procedure easier, ifit can he done safely under the 
We have never covered some of these points in flying conditions. 

print, so we will do our best to give you answers to your One final emergency we should cover is a fire in 
questions. Piper is a little skimpy about some details, hut flight. While very rare, you should have apolicy because of 
the information is there. the seriousness of the problem. 

First of all, there is no specific airspeed for lift off First, try to determine whether you have a11 electri- 
for either short or soft field takeoffs. The technique is to get cal fire (smoke in cahin, smell of ozone) or an engine fire. 
the plane off the ground as quickly as it will fly under the For an electrical fire. turn the master switch off, open vents, 
circumstances and then remain in ground effect for a few and turn off cahin heat. Land as quickly as possible. 
moments to build up a safe flying speed. If you have an engine fire, turn the fuel selector 

Both maneuvers should be performed with flaps off, close the throttle, cut engine power with the mixture 
set at the second notch, 25 degrees, and not full flaps. With control and turn off the heater and defroster. Land as quickly 
the short field takeoff. run the engine up to full power while as possible. 
remaining stationary usulg the brakes. Release the brakes 
and accelerate to 50 or 60 mpb and, after lift off, accelerate Fancy Pants Evaluation 
in ground effect to best-angle or best rate-of-climb, depend- By Stan Hines 
ing upon whether you have obstacles to contelld with. 

The soft-field takeoff is also standard. With flaps Warrior N57SH has had the full treatment: gap 
set as above, use full power and raise the nose gear as quickly seals, re-colltoured airfoil, hinge fairings and fancy pants 
as possible. Lift off as quickly as possible aid,  once again, and I am satisfied with the results. 
accelerate in ground effect to the best-angle or best rate-of- Most of our flying consists of short hops around 
climb. Florida. We did take one trip to North Carolina for our 

Engine failure in flight requires two considerations: daughter's wedding. (Incidentally, Raleigh has auto fuel - 
maintaining the best glide speed to try to glide to a safe just ask for "B-Gas"). 
landing area, and attempting to restart the engine. Weather prevented a check on the northbound leg, 

Piper suggest a maxinium glide speed of 85 mph hut our return was CAW.  Turning 2,425 rpm at 6,500 feet 
and recommends not allowing speed to drop below 80 mph (7,000 density altitude) we were showing atrue airspeed of 
at m y  time. 135 mph. At 2,500 rpm we showed 140 mph. 

If time ,a.nd safety permit, you may try to restart This was with three people and starting with full 
the engine. Remember, however, that your firstjob is flying tanks (2,250 pou~ds). From Piper graphs at the above con- 
the airplane in a safe manner. ditions 2,425 rpm is a little over 60 percent power, while 

Check the fuel selectorand switch to another tank. 2,500 rpm is 65 percent @ w i n g  8.0 gph). 
turn the electric fuel pump on, make sure mixture is full Back to the Fancy Pants. I found them to take a 
rich, add carburetor heat, check engine gauges to determine little longer to fit than anticipated although the instruction, 
the reason for failure, make sure the primer is locked, and 'including diagrams, were very good. The most dificult part 
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was getting the new strut "Cuffs" to fit inside the pants. decided to try to make some sense out of the given data, I 
They had to be recut at the top to assume the correct angle suppose that I could have just made up a table for the sun 
inside the new fancy palits. This made theem too short to visor, but 1 like to use charts better. 
prevent them from popping out with the gear fully extended. After numerous attempts, using Piper data, a sur- 

This was corrected by adding about one inch to prising thing happened; 1 developed a chart that really helps 
the bottom to assure a safe overlap. i dreaded the thought me in the cockpit and it is made using all straight lines. 
of removing them for ainuals, but found out (from a tire Attached is a copy of this chart which I photo re- 
blowout) that after they have bee11 on for a while they re- duced and carry UI the pocket by the pilot's seat. Even re- 
quire only a few minutes more t h a ~  the original pants for duced it is easy to read while flying and is agreat comfort to 
removal a id  replacement. me knowing I am getting the desired performance. 

Using this chart is very easy (see the example). It is 
Cherokee "250" IS A Conversion used most often to find the rpm needed to give the desired 

power setting (fuel flow) after reachmg cruise altitude. 
The Cherokee 235 owued by Bob Frischknecht, Obviously, these data can be used in various com- 

of Big Bear City, California, is not really a 235 at all any- binations as desired without any cockpit calculations, ex- 
more - it is now a 250. cept for density altitude. 

Its engine has been co~~verted to a 250 and it has 
less than 300 hours on that engine conversio~i. N9483W 
also has a new propeller, all uew Narco Avionics, a new 
custom interior, and uew wi~idows. The new paint was ap- 
plied by Jim Hatfield, owner of Corona Aero Refinishers at 
Corolla Airport. 

Performance is outstaiding. On a standard day at 
Big Bear (altitude 6,750 feet) this beefed-up Cherokee will 
climb at 120 mph at 1,000 feet per minute. 

It cruises at 65 percent power at I72 mph and bums 
fuel at 11.5 gpli. Useful load is 1,437 pounds with an 84 
gallon fuel capacity. It has a range of 1,200 miles or seven 
hours of flying. 

Bob sent some of the paperwork on this plane. Tlie 
alteration was performed by Lynn's Aircraft Engines, of 
Long Beach, California, with the job approved on an FAA 
337 fom.  

Tlie cost of the change, i~icludi~ig overhaul of the 
propeller at the sane time, cane to $14,480. Materials for 
the engine conversion calne to $7,758.78. 

Clianged were the cylinders, pistons and rings, 
valves, magnetos and spark plugs. Tlie e~igiiie w s  changed 
from a 0-540-B4B5 to model 0-540.A4B5. Field approval 
was given to the plane on September 16, 1983 C O P Y R ~ G H T  198.2 C.S.~( INES 

Bob commutes each day between Big Bear and 13.0 
his business in Palm Springs. Flight time for the trip is 19 2 2 13 24 2 2 5  Z 7  

minutes. He also flies for the Palm Spring Police Aero RPM 100'5 
Squadroll and has displayed 9483W at several air shows Step-by-step: 1) Read density altitude from alti- 
a id  has won three trophies so far. tude conversion chart, after reaching your cruise altitude; 2) 

It is always fun when people try to guess the age Find density altitude line on chart; 3) Locate its intersection 
of this plane. Most think it is a 79 or 80. Guess again! with chose11 power setting (fuel flow); 4) Read down to find 

rpm- 
Warrior Performance Chart In the example given the density altitude is 5,500 
By Stan Hines feet, the power setting is 65 percent (8.0 gph) which gives 

the rpm to use as 2,450. That is all there is to it. 
I lovemy Warrior,N57SH, a 1974 PA-28-151, but Before 1 get a lot of letters about specific points on 

I found that the performance charts in the omer's operat- the chart let say that the piper "best power curvesn as 
ing manual were oflittle use outside the cockpit and no use used for my datadidnot always agree with themselves. Also, 
at all in the air. Although some planes have a power setting some distortion may have been introduced by sticking with 
table on the sun visor, milie does not. straight lines. 

After flying for awhile without such infomiation I Nevertheless, I find it sufficiently accurate to give 
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predictable results and that errors, if any, tend to be on the 6. Tighten the "bleed" finings and remove the clear 
safe side. Individual results may differ due to engine condi- tubing. 
tion or pilot experience and leaning teclnlique. 7.You will now have solid brakes with NO air. Sim- 

If an "Altitude Conversion Chart" is shnilarly re- ply refill the reservoir to the normal level. 
duced in size, readers will find that the two can be fitted Ammeters: Fluctuating ammeters should be taken 
back to back in a photograp11 protector plastic so that they very seriously in a Cherokee that has not been modified 
will have everything in one packet ready for use. with the new-style shunt-type ammeters. If it has not bee11 

changed it should be as soon as possible to prevent over- 
Made Own Windows heating of the wires and possible elechical fires under the 
By Timothy F. Foley panel. 

Hard Starting: Mauy hard starting complaults are 
I purchased a 1972 Cherokee PA-28-140, 2397T, due to the magneto "P" leads being hooked to the ignition 

about 15 months ago and, although the plane was in excel- switch improperly. Here is how to check this safely: 
lent condition with only 1,450 total hours, each of the two 1. Remove all top plugs. 
rear windows was badly cracked and glazed. 2. Temporarily hook up the leads back to the spark 

Wanting to replace these I checked out the cost plugs and lay the plugs against the engine ground so you 
from Piper as well as various aircraft glass houses. The best ca l  see the plug arc at the plug gap. 
I could come up with was $98, not including installation. 3. Put the mags first on the left, then right. The left 

Although it appeared these rear windows might be mag has the impulse and it is on the pilot's side. Have some- 
"molded," I found when they were removed they are actu- one turn the prop and be sure of the following: 
ally flat plastic. I went to a local plastic firm, TAP Plastic, a. The plugs whose wires come from the left mag 
and they cut to size, provided the same gauge and provided arc when the ignition switch is in the left position, and like- 
the same gauge of the sane composition. Total cost for the wise for the right mag plugs. 
plastic was $7.74 (1986). b. If your starter is on the key. have someone hold 

Weather stripping was purchased from Piper, along the key UI the "start" positio~l (Master switch OFF) and make 
with the necessary sealaut, for about $9. Total cost was sure the left plugs arc and the right plugs DO NOT ARC 
$16.74 versus the windows only at $98. when the ellgine is tumed by hand. 

The installation was a "piece of caken--removing Many people have trouble starting, a ~ d  wrongly 
a few screws on each side, cleaning off the old dried sealant change wiring, battery, starter, etc., when the problem is 
and replacing it. Overall, 1 spent about 3-112 hours on the the mag leads are reversed or the switch is not good. The 
project, including the time it took to go get the plastic cut. starter is trying to tun] the engine when the plugs are firing 

These windows have been in for more than a year 25 degrees sooner t h a ~  they should. 
and not a leak. It is rare that one can beat cost when it comes Low or slow oil pressure on starting: Bleed the 
to aircraft, however, this time I think 1 beat the system. air from the oil line to the oil pressure gauge at the gauge. 

Bolts that seem to work loose: Have tile propel- 
Has Cures for Several Problems ler removed and rebalanced if it has more than 500 hours on 
By Ken Borzage it. Recommendation is 1.000 hours between checks by a 

certified prop shop. The average cost is about $25, con- 
I have been aCPA mentber for several years. When plete. 

the magazine comes in, 1 read it cover to cover. Oftell when The Battery Box: The ground is made UNDER 
I read of problents people write in about. I say "I know llow the box. Remove it and clean under it. Spray 011 some WD- 
to fix that." So here it goes ... 40 and reinstall the bolts. Be sure all the drain a ~ d  vent 

Brake Problems: The 0 rings in the master, toe holes are clear. A clogged vent allows acid fiunes to collect 
and wheel cylinders are to seal agaiust leaks only. Most a d  invites corrosion. 
trouble with no pedal, low pedal, hard time bleeding air, 
etc., is caused by the Dy11;i-Seal in the toe a ~ ~ d  hand brake 
cylinders, nothing else. "Wing Ding" Information 

A simple way to bleed brakes: By Lloyd LaPlant 
I .  Go to the local pet store aud purchase 30 feet of 

3116-inch clear tubing. Regarding the "Wing Ding" inquiry by member 
2. Loosen the "bleed fittings on wheel cylinders Belanger, I have in my files ail old ad out of Trade-a Plane 

and attach clear tubing to 111s right a ~ ~ d  left wheel cylinders, that lists the item at $22 (1986). I suspect it didnot sell well, 
3. Run clear tubkg up to the brake reservoir. because I have not seen the ad again nor have I ever seen 
4. Fill the reservo11 with fluid. one installed on a Cherokee. The address was Pro-Flite, PO. 
5. Pump the hand brake and both toe brakes and Box 998, Vero Beach, FL 32960. 

watch the air bubbles rise ill the tubing. Continue to pump 
until no bubbles rise in the tubing. 
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type. They can be purchased from any good locksmith. 

Caring For The Lycoming 0-360 The latch on the back of the lock may present a 
By Keith B. Hopkey problem. I had a machinist friend make one that fit. 

If the owner has time a better lock is made by 
We fly a 1977 Archer 11 and couldn't be more sat- Medeco Security Locks, Inc., and can be ordered. It is best 

isfied. Our A4M presently has 2.0 10 hours (TTAE) and my to take the lock from the plane into the locksmith so he can 
mechanics at Whitman Airport (Able Air) say there is no match the length and turn direction exactly. 
reason I cannot expect 2,200 - 2,300 hours based on present 
engine condition. Oil is changed now (since 1950 hours) Manual, Remove Air Conditioning 
every 25 hours. Pressure is at the high end of the green and 
it will require a quart at 12 to 14 hours. Fuel bum is consis- We just purchased a 1973 Cherokee Cruiser for our 
tent at a1 average of ~iilie gallons per hour. All signals to flying club and are having fuu getting checked out in a low- 
watch, for me, are still positive. Compression was 72, 74. wing Piper. We had aTri Pacer for 19 years. 
75, and 77 last check. We have three problems that maybe  yo^ or some of 

I was advised not to baby the engine and I an1 the readers can help with. First, we would like to get an 
very careful regarding cylinder shock. In cruise flight I set owners manual for the Cherokee Cruiser. If anyone knows 
iny rpm at 2,450 - 2,500 and lea11 25 - 50 rich of peak EGT. where we could get a copy we would appreciate it. 
Descents are plantied to be powered, hopefully reducing Second, our Cherokee is IFR equipped and has lots 
risk of cylinder shock. of other goodies on it to bring our useful load down to 690 

Terry, I realize riot all engines are alike and I am pounds. We have air conditioning that we do not need very 
11ot so bold as to say my procedures are right for other en- much in Wisconsin. 
gines. It sure works for N6870F. I might also add, I cannot We would like to know how much weight we would 
remember the last time 1 primed my e~igine to start it. None gain by removing the compressor, hoses and the evaporator 
of the Cherokee hard-starting problem. system. Also, any other problems we may run into in remov- 

Regarding another letter in the July issue regard- ing this system. 
ing a gas smell in the cockpit for small periods of time. 1 Third, we have readabout many of the performance 
also experienced that. My nieclianic suggested packing the modifications for the Cherokee. Which of these seem to he 
fuel selector. He did and the odor disappeared. the best to improve the takeoff and climb performance? 

Finally, to the gentleman a few niontlis ago who Ken Whyte 
said he wouldn't sign off or tly in a plane beyond TBO: I Brookfield, WI 53005 
respect your opinion and disagree with you. If a plane is 
well maintained and you have confidence in yourmeclianic, For a manual for your plane I suggest you contact 
I subscribe to the adage. "If it ain't broken, don't fix it." ESSCO. 426 W. Turkey Foot Lake Road, &on, OH443 19. 

(216) 644-7724. These are the people who specialize in 
Fuel Smell; Better Locks owner's and maintenance manuals for aircrafl. 
By Byron Brammer Tile air conditioning system in your plane adds 67 

pounds to the total weight. Removal ofthe system is a con%- 
I had the fuel smell problem ill both my Cherokee mon procedure and I have heard of no perfonnance prob- 

140 and in my Archer. Each time the problem was fuel lems resultilig from the process. 
leaking from the fuel vent line The vent line is aluminwii To increase performance, there is no substitute for 
tubing that comes out of the filler ueck into a rubber hose pow,, Increased engine horsepower, however, is an expen- 
coupler. It is then coupled to another tube which runs to the sive propositio~i. It still, beats any other modification. 
rear of the tank and theti back to the niiddle where it again The Horton STOL System is also good and flap 
couples with arubber hose and exits the bottolll of the wing. gap seals reportedly help a little in the climb, but can not 

On both niy plales the hoses used to couple the make nearly as much difference as a few additional horses 
tubing looked like windshield wiper hose illstead of fuel under the cowl. 
line. At any rate, the coopling I~oses were rotten. 

Replacing these hoses did the trick atid I no loliger Laminar Flow Report 
had the problem. The tanks are not hard to get out, but By Richard A. Petty 
there are some tricks and you should be a rated mechanic if 
you do the work. I purchased a PA-28-161 as a student in March of 

I once had another problem on the 140 and that 1983 and have put more than 500 hours on it. However, as 
was the 0 ring on the fuel tank selector valve. When I would one gains experience the urge to move up to something more 
change tanks I would have the s~nell. Replacing the 0 ring powerful a id  faster strikes most of us. 
solved that problem. After much thought and study I decided to keep the 

One of the readers wanted infom~ation on better reliable bird and contacted Laminar Flow Systems to help 
locks for his Cherokee. 1 use the round "ACE burglar alarm me out. Robin Thomas was most helpful and provided refer- 
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ences. Unlike a carburetor, a fuel injection system cannot guaran- 

1 received the kit in a timely manner and had few tee that a fuel charge will be at a proper ratio of fuel and air 
problems with the installation. I am very pleased with the to permit proper combustion. 
results aud now leave 172s in the dust, both in climb and You prime to insure that the engine is in a rich 
cruise. Waiting for conditions close to standard, I got 130 condition at the beginning of the starting procedure. The 
h t s  at 6,500 at 75 percent power. I have not yet attempted mixture then becomes gradually leaner due to the mixture 
to determine the increase in service ceiling. being in idle cutoff. When the proper ratio is achieved, the 

I read about some of the complaints people had engine starts. 
about Robin and heard others during my discussion with Because of this condition, it is a good idea NOT to 
several references as well as those I found on my own. run a tank dry on a fuel injection engine. If you do, how- 

I offer a suggestion to those who have already pur- ever, you should not have to re-prime, as the propeller should 
chased the modification, but have complaints regarding in- be windmilling and this will in any event prevent you 'om 
stallation. Pick up the telephone and talk to Robin. I believe floodmg the engine. The engine should start when tanks are 
he will be more than happy to help you, I found several switched, just as on a carburetor equipped engine, however, 
individuals who were havingproblems with installation, but you should switch on the auxiliary fuel pump if you do not 
none indicated he asked Robin for help. show adequate fuel pressure. 

I have received several calls from pilots who have Finally, I checked with Globe Fiberglass, Ltd., re- 
seen my "new" Warrior at San Jose Muni. Each expressed garding your blistering. They indicated that this could be a 
interest in the Laminar Flow Systems modification and I local condition, caused by excessive heat, or it could result 
gave Robin favorablerecomrnendations. Plus, it makes your from delaminating of the fiberglass. 
Cherokee look better! The only cure is to sand it and then check for 

I guess it boils down to whether the extra 20 to 24 delamination. If none is found, the tank should be repainted. 
mph is worth the approximately $3,400 purchase and in- If you have additional problems, contact Globe Fiberglass 
stallation cost. I believe the savings in not moving up to at Lakeland Anport, Lakeland, Florida. 
something a little faster and more expensive will be real- 
ized over the next few years - in insurance premiums alone. 

Asuggestion for those with vent window latchprob- Materials List For Painting Plane 
Iems. I simpl~drilled a small hole in the wlndow and used 
a screw to hold the latch in place. I found no glue to solve 
the problem. 

Inflatable Seals, FI Starts 

I have a 1974 PA-28-235. Here a few questions. 
Door seals--does the company that makes the in- 

flatable door seals for Cessna make them for Pipers? If so, 
what is their address? Any one have any answers for door 
seals? 

Hot starts:awhy do we have to re-prime, even with 
avgas? If you should m one tank dry and switch tanks, do 
you have to re-prime? 

The left tip tank--the fiberglass underneath has blis- 
tered paint in small little round shapes, with a dot in the 
center. Any ideas? 

Robert D. Davidson 
Reno, NV 89502 

Jnflatable door seals which fit Cherokees are avail- 
able from Bob Fields Aeroaccessories, 340 Hangar E. East 
SantaMaiiaStreet, SantaPaula, CA93060. (805) 525-6236. 

The seal comes with a rubber bulb which you 
squeeze to inflate the seal. The company claims a 4  to 14 db 
noise reduction in flight. 

The last prices I saw indicated prices ranging from 
$300 to $500 (1987). depending on model. 

The reason you re-prime your engine, even when 
hot, is to insure that your fuel mixture is proper for starting. 

Ever wonder what it would take in the way of ma- 
terials to refinish you aircraft? This chart should give you a 
good idea. 

Unfortunately, it will not give you much of an idea 
as to the amount of time and effort required which is plenty. 

Acrylic Lacquer: 
Wash Primer System: 

Wash Primer - 4 quarts 
Acid Diluent - 2 pints 
Thinner - 4 quarts 

Epoxy Primer System: 
(preferred method) 

Epoxy Primer - 4 quarts 
Epoxy Catalyst - 4 quarts 
Epoxy Primer Reducer - 2 gallons 
Acrylic Color - 6 gallons 
Acrylic Thinner - 10 gallons 

Polyurethane System: 
Epoxy Primer - 4 quarts 
Epoxy Catalyst - 4 quarts 
Epoxy Primer Reducer - 2 gallons 
Polyuretllarre Color - 2 gallons 
Polyurethane Catalyst - 2 gallons 
Polyurethane Reducer - 2 quarts 
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Static On ADF Robert B. James Jr. 

Falls Church, VA 22046 
Gary W. Jones, of Kansas City, Missouri, asked 

about cures for static on his ADF, especially when the plane The wing root seal is part nmnber 187-526. I con- 
passed through 400 feet. Dave Graves answered as follows: tacted Piper a l d  they indicated that they are available. Your 

Piper dealer may need to order them, however. If your dealer 
If you don't mind let me answer this letter with a cannot come up with them, try your Piper distributor. 

bit of good old-fashioned infonnatioli whichmight be help- Be sure you order one kit for each side. 
ful to someone else who has a similar problem with ail 
ADF. 

1. Static or interferelice can be identified by its Piper "Prohibits" Mogas 
sound! Alternator noise is a whine. Ignition noise is apop- 
ping sound as the plugs fire. Noise caused by corrosioll is a 1 am very upset about Piper Service Bulletin #855. 
raspy type. I fly my Cherokee 150C as much as I can afford, which is 

2. The 400 feet can have no possible play in the not much. Now it looks like Piper is going to cut that time in 
story! The radio does not know if it is 400 feet or 400 miles, less than half. 

3 .  1 will suggest the following cures: The advent of mogas is the only reason this retired 
a. Be sure the grounding ofthe sense antenna cable 68-year-old flying nut could get back illto the "main stream". 

is good at the antenna end. I hope you have plenty to say about this matter in upcoming 
b. Since the bolt through the sense antenna insula- issues. 

tor (atop the cabin) is steel, it will corrode mid cause lioises. Charley Marcussen Sr. 
It is easily replaced. Slidell, LA 70458 

c. You cml buy a filter Radio Shack sells for CBs. For those members who have not seen Service Bul- 
It is a choke and capacitor arrailgenlent and it should be letin 855, I am reprinting it in below. It applies to all Piper 
installed RIGHT AT THE ADF and be grounded at the ADF piston powered aircraft and Piper considers the bulletin 
case in the rear. It goes in the A plus line wliich is one of "Mandatory", although this has no legal force or effect. 
the three ways interference can enter the enclosed box the 
ADF sits in. Antenna-Loop-A plus (3). "The use of automotive type gasoline ("Mogas") in 

d. If there is still uoise to a great extent after all General Aviation aircraft is believed to be a contributing fac- 
this, thiuk back to the problerns reported otherwise. The tor in numerous accident investigation reports. Piper Air- 
sorry grounding of the battery cables, and the different craft Corporation has found no method of defning the for- 
metals situation at both ends of tile starter cable. mulatio~i and physical properties (such as vapor pressure) of 

Lead post on the battery to steel cla~np on the con- automotive gasolilie in general, within any usable tolerance. 
nectar to aluminum cable (soon to be copper). h i d  then The compatibility of automotive fuels with sealants, gas- 
going to the same situation at the other end. And 1 think the kets, composite fuel tanks, hoses, fuel pump impellers and 
ground wiring is even worse, with a steel bolt tie to grow~d other fuel system components, as used on aircraft through 
with the battery on the fiame. the years, is unknown. In addition, there is evidence that 

Any time there is dissimilarlnetal with electricity Mogas will attack certain fiberglass materials used in fuel 
goiug through it youhave electrolysis, a id  this to aradio is tanks with resultant contamination and blockage of the fuel 
noise. system. 

e. The electroi~ics shop should have had ways to Piper Aircraft corporation does not approve any 
find the noise. A little AM radio he!d near the plane aud the fuels other than aviation-grade gasoline with the minimum 
engine, here and there, might fiud the noise if generated by octane specified in the Airplane Flight Manual (A.F.M.), 
the plane at all. Pilot's Operating Manual (P.O.M.), or Pilot's Operating 

I a n  betting on the corrosion answer. 1 have wit-  Handbook (P.O.H.) and original placards affixed in the area 
ten to quite a few people with this problem and suggested of the fuel filling port. 
cleaning up the act. I believe all were cured except one or INSTRUCTIONS: Service aircraft with fuel meet- 
two who used the filter method. ing the fuel requirements of the certification basis of the 

original t p e  design. Refer to the applicable A.F.M., P.O.M., 
Needs Root Seal or P.0.H." 

I have had a hard time findiug the wing fillet mold- This, then, just about sums up Piper's feelings about 
ing formy 1962 PA-28-150 Cherokee. Central Aircraft Parts the use of auto gas in aircraft. And Piper's view is not with- 
is out of stock and no help. The Piper dealer has the same out basis. Auto fuel has been cited as a potential contribut- 
story. ing factor in several accidents and we are all aware of re- 

Many local owners have tried. Any suggestions for ports of temporary engine shutdown when operating with 
the rubber wing root seals that many of us need? auto fuel. 
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Nonetheless, thousands of aircraft owners are op- spect I think so. But the lesson is to check the mount or 

erating their aircraft on auto fuel with a11 FAA approved change it altogether before failure or a cracked block occur. 
STC, and, despite the "Mandatory" language of the service The ammeter AD kit is apoor fix. Sure, 1 may have 
bulletin, they may continue to do so. a free, but the needle does not zero and the shunt is very 

Piper, of course, would l k e  to discourage the use bulky to install. Sorry, Mr. Weick, but this fix is Piper engi- 
of auto fuel because in the event of an incident, Piper would neering at its worst. 
surely be involved inalawsuit. Auto gas, from the company's Check your brushes on the motor for your landing 
point of view, is just one additional factor which could po- gear pump. Blushes only cost a few dollars at the FBO - 
tentially create just such an incident. Obviously, Piper would much cheaper than a new pump motor - a $thousand what?! 
attempt to avoid any liability where a plane using auto fuel - if the commutator gets eaten up. 
was involved in an accident. While searching for new engine mounts I found 

Also, it should be obvious that Piper would attempt some Lord 59613-45s much cheaper at Wil Neubert Air- 
to avoid any warranty coverage in a plane using auto fuel so craft Supply that would fit. "But are they the same as the 
long as there is any possible connection betweell the auto stock 59613-40s?' I ask. "Don't know," said Neubert, so I 
fuel and the warranty claim. called the engineers at Lord in Erie, PA, and they tell me 

Nonetheless, the FAA STC still pennits Piper own- the 45s have 100 pounds LESS shear dampening than the 
ers to use auto fuel in tbeir planes at their own discretion 40s. 
and the service bulletin will not change this fact. Ergo, stick with the original 39613-40 if that is what 

is called for unless you want your engine to droop and shake 
Arrow Owner Has Tips a little more. Besides the 40s are "only" $190 for four at 
By Ramon Pabalan Independent Aviation Supply. 

Forget the Barry Controls STC PMA engine 
Although 1 am a neopl~yte Cherokee owner, I would mounts. For my engine they were almost twice the above 

like to share some of my experiences in the short year I price from their only distributor, Aviall, even though they 
have owned my non-turbo, 3,400-hour, run-out Arrow 111. are supposed to be just as good as Lord but without the jelly 

Before tlie service bulletin came out. I had a melt cellters. 
down of the positive tenninal on the battery when the con- In spite of these problems. 1 a n  convinced the Ar- 
nector failed. Those wires sure generate a lot of smoke when row is the best SE retract for my needs. In the year I have 
they bum. Sun Battery Company, here in Jacksonville, had it I have flow11 to Iowa, Boston, the Bahamas, Cancun, 
welded a new tenninal for only $14 when they determilled Mexico, and the Cayman Islands. 
that the battery itself was still good. I o~lly bum a quart of oil in six hours a i d  have 

What we found was that the bolt had loosened and averaged 8. I5 gallons-per-hour during the 225 hours I have 
then corroded. The colluector, too, corroded, causing the flow1 it, including long cross-coultry trips a id  my IFR train- 
resistance and heat at high-current loads when starting. That ing. Total cost is about $55 per Hobbs hour, everything in- 
three-year-old battery finally gave out last month and Swi cluded, which is not bad for an average of 132 knots TAS at 
Battery soldme anew aircraft battery for $42, acid, charge, 7,000 feet. 
warranty and tax included. 

Needless to say I an1 changing to copper cables as Increased Power: Analysis 
recommended. After many days of phoning found Wilco, By Thomas C. Bowie 
Inc. (800) 523-7593) bad 2 gauge mil spec wire for only a 
dollar-fifty a foot, and coni~ectors for a dollar each. Dallas When I bought my Cherokee 150 I was living in 
Avionics (800 241-3739) also has conaectors. Total cost for Napa, Califomiaru~d the 150 horsepower four-place Chero- 
23-feet of wire and conuectors? $48 (1987)!! kee was a good choice for that part of the country at sea 

Three mollths ago on a trip up the east coast, I be- level. Now that I am living in Colorado, where the density 
gan losing electric power slowly. The annullciator lidit never altitude at my home field is more than 7,500 feet for more 
came on and the ammeter showed the battery being charged, than half the year, tlie utility of the 150 horsepower Chero- 
as checked by shutting the battery switch off After six hours kee is seriously restricted. 
of flying I didn't even have enough power for the landing The 0-320-E2A engine in my Cherokee 150 has 
light or to lower the gear. accumulated 2,700 hours total time since new and has never 

A cracked alteniator moiult allowed the alteniator had tlie crakcase apart nor any cylinders removed in these 
to spin just fast enough to show a charge 011 the meter and 21 years. 
keep the warning light off, but not enough to charge the Even tliougb the compression is 76180 or better on 
battery. Piper uow sells a new, stronger moult and that plus all cylinders and it only burns one quart of oil in six to eight 
towing, anew alteniator belt,dye-penetra~t test on the block hours, I feel it is time to do something with that engine no 
for alternator-induced cracks, cost me more than $800 at matter what other thoughts I have about inadequate power 
East Coast Aviation, in Bedford, MA. (or this high altitude environment. 

Labor alone was $670. Sound like a lot? In retro- One change that comes to mind is to convert the 
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150 horsepower 0-320-E2A at overhaul into the 160 horse- I estimated the performance values of the Chero- 
power version. I discarded this idea since it would only kee 180 at 2,000 pounds gross weight and have prepared a 
marginally improve the performance I have now. Another table showing these estimates plus the Piper book values for 
change is to go with an increase in horsepower with a con- the standard PA-28-1401150116011 80 and the Avcon adver- 
version such as the Avcon 180 horsepower and constant- tised performance values for a converted PA-28-140. The 
speed propeller modification. This sounded like areal good Avcon rate-of- climb advantage of 200 fpm mentioned be- 
idea to me at first, but then I thought what would he the fore reduces to 140 fpm in the Cherokee 180 flown 200 
advantage of going to the trouble of converting my aircraft pounds below its certified 2,400 pounds. This is still a good 
when 1 could trade up to a Cherokee 1807 The following is advantage, but the figures cause me to wonder if the gain is 
my analysis of what to do. cost effective. 

Looking at the data in the PA-28-180 pilot's op- Next, I took a look at cruise performance. In order 
eration handbook, I see that the maximum rate-of-climb at to really take advantage of the constant-speed propeller at 
sea level is 750 fpm and maximum cruise speed (TAS) at cruise you need to have amuch reduced parasitic drag. With 
7,000 feet and 75 percent power is 143 mph. the Cherokee's wheels hanging in the wind that factor is not 

Avcon advertises that the converted Cherokee will going to change much. Note that at cruise (75 percent at 
have a maximum rate-of-climb of 950 fpm and will cruise 7,000 feet) the Avcon constant-speed propeller and 180 horse- 
at 150 mph. So the big difference between the Avcon con- power engine will give a seven mphadvantage over the stock 
verted 150 and a factory original Cherokee 180 is a rate-of- Cherokee 180. 
climb improvement of a whopping 200 fpm, a seven mph This difference is due to two things. One is the in- 
faster cruise speed, a constant-speed prop, and a 200 pound creased efficiency of the constant-speed propeller and the 
lower maximum legal gross weight. other is the difference in gross weights giving lower induced 

The converted Cherokee will still be limited to drag for the Avcon conversion. I do not have any data on the 
2,200 pounds maximum gross weight by the Avcoxl STC, cruise speed of a Cherokee 180 flown 200 pounds under 
but the factory original 180 will he 2,400 pounds. The maxi- gross weight, but an estimate is that it would be anywhere 
mum legal weight of 2,200 pounds for my converted 150 between one to five miles-per-hour faster than the book value 
would be all right for me and I would still be able to oper- because the induced drag is less at lower gross weights. 
ate with the resulting useful load and full fuel tanks 98 There are a few other things to keep in mind before 
percent of the time. I would realize the full advantage of deciding to convert to a constant-speed propeller. The pen- 
the extra 30 horsepower. alty of the constant-speed propeller, aside from the initial 

THOMAS C. BOWIE cost, is the weight penalty (less useful load at legal gross 

Cherokee Cost Comprlson AnalySlS wetght) and the recumng costs 
Most popular constant-speed propellers swtable for - the Cherokee have A~rworthmess D~recttves mandatmg over- 

Used PA-28-1 80 s15.QQQ AVCON Kit 2.650 hauls every few years regardless of use and this will amount 
Propeller and Governor 
0-360 cure ::$: to an additional maintenance cost burden throughout the 
0-360 Overhaul 5.500 - Installation -lJ.aa 

Subtotal s15.000 Subtotal $1 7,650 

Less sale -S- Less sale of 0-320 Care -$_Z5I1P 

Net Cosl slO,OOO Net Cost $15.150 
WEIGHT 

TOP 
The Avcon conversion really shines in the takeoff SPEED 

and climb regime, because the constant-speed propeller (mph) 

allows the engine to develop maximum rpm and, hence, C ~ ~ f ~ ~ a  
horsepower right at the beginning of the takeoff roll all the (mpn) 

way to cruise altitude. The fixed-pitch propeller on the STALLINQ 

Cherokee 180, meanwhile, will he turning 300 to 400 rpm ::zy 
slower during the take off roll through climb and, hence, 
the engine will be producing 10 to 15 percent less horse- TAKE OFF 

power. This, of course, assumes the standard factory pro- slgtT 
peller is on the Cherokee 180. FIELD 

(feel) 
This is a red herring in the comparison, however. 

The Avcon conversion maximwn gross weight is 2,200 RATE OF 
pounds while the stock 180 is 2,400 pounds. If the Chero- (k$r 
kee 180 were flown at 200 pounds under maximum gross minute) 

'ght, it will perform closer to the Avcon values, although SERVICE 

constant-speed propeller will still have the advantage. c~~~~~ 
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years. The Cherokee 180 will be a stock, unmodified fac- asked to be enlightened as to why the more recent serial 
tory aircraft with full legal 2,400 powid gross weight capa- numbers, from 1973 on, were not affected. He told me that 
bility if needed. starting with the model after 28-7325459 in 1973 that the 

While going though these comparisoils it became wing spars had been corrosion-proofed and corrosion was 
obvious to me there will be a dramatic improvement in my not as likely or even suspected after the 1973 model. 
aircraft's performance with Avcon engine swap if the deci- He did say, however, that it is always a good idea 
sion were made to upgrade. The co~iclusion I came to on to check corrosion on annual inspections anyway. So, in the 
the efficacy of making the Avcon swap is whether or not I Cherokee 150 models the bulletin is not applicable and not 
think it is worth the extra performance the Avcon conver- all Cherokees are affected, as previously stated. 
sion offers over the cost of acquiring a PA-28-1 80. It is wise for all Cherokee owners to consider this 

My cost estimates show me that the Avcon swap, compliaice mandatory, whatever type Cherokee you might 
though very desirable, will probably cost me $5,000 more happen to o m .  
than a trade up to a Cherokee 180 and will not be worth the The exact serial nmbers  are given in the bulletin 
expenditure to me. This will not necessarily be true for some- as follows: 
one else whose Cherokee may have new paint, fresli uphol- 
stery and perhaps a lot of cash in a new aviouics pallel. PA-28- 140 28-20000 28-7325459 

There may also be the emotional factor to consider PA-28- 1501160 28-01 28-4377 
where you may just have a strong bond to your favorite PA-28-180 28-67 1 28-7305433 
Cherokee. PA-28-235 28-10001 28-73 10 155 

PA-28R- 180 28R-30004 28R-7130013 
Gap Seal, Turbo Plus Report PA-28R-200 28R-3500 1 28R-7335264 
By J. R. Corbett PA-32-260 32-1 32-7300041 

PA-32.300 32-4000 32-7340130 
I have had not one, but two Pipers with the Knots- 

2-U gap seals installed and I swear by them. Compliance with the bulletin is required within the 
I had a 1974 "6" (300) that cruised 165 mph at 65 next 100 flours or to coincide with the next regularly sched- 

percent - 15 mph more than its previous unmodified condi- uled inspection, whichever occurs first. 
tion. All ofthis in the high-density west. I kept N63 146 for All instructions necessary to comply with the ser- 
more than four years and flew her coast to coast. vice bulletin are contained in the Inspection Access Hole 

I now have N79GH. a Turbo Lance, which I pur- Kit, Piper Part No. 765-106V The kit does not apply to the 
chased in January, 1985.1 picked her up in Oklahoma, flew PA-28R-I80 and PA-28R-200 aircraft. 
to Florida the sane day aid three days later to llli~lois to Inspect the aft wing spar area at the attach fitting 
have the complete Knots-2-U kit installed. I noticed a 10 for corrosion. 
knot iiicrease in comparative cruise speeds, a11d now I can On PA-28R-I80 and PA-28R-200 aircraft, remove 
climb out 700 fpm at 120 MAS. I had the hinge fairings the contoured inspection access plate on the inboard side of 
installed a year later and noted a two to three knot increase. each main landing gear well. Though this access hole con- 

I had the Turbo-Plus uitercooler kit il~stalled in July, duct the inspection utilizing a light and a mlrror. 
1986. I noted an approximately I- 112 to two gph increase in Determine the extent of corrosion, if present. a i d  
fuel economy for the same speeds. I uow cruise in the yel- required by inspection, install the Aft Wing Spar Modifica- 
low arc at 75 to 80 perceilt power. tion i t ,  Piper Part Number 764-998V, per instructions con- 

It is too bad that Piper did not c l e a ~  these dirty tained in the kit. 
birds up a little before they shoved them out of the nest. The ~ilaterial required: One Inspection Access Hole 
Although flying is expensive I manage to fly approximately Kit, Piper Part Number 765- I O6V for each wing (except on 
200 hours per year with my "Saratoga perfonni~lg Lance", PA-28R aircraft) and one Aft Wing Spar Modification kit. 
for a lot less money. Piper Part Number 764-998V if required as determined by 

inspection. 
Wing Spar Service Bulletin Update This then, is what is required by the service bulle- 
By Ernie Colhert tin. Note the Arrows are subject to inspection and wing 

modification if corrosion is found. The access plate kits are 
I recently spoke wit11 Ron May at Piper 111 Vera not necessary, however, because these planes already have 

Beach and he advised me that my aircraft was ~ io t  included a1 access panel. 
in Service Bulletin 789A coilcernillg the illspection of the 
wing spar. He stated that the Cherokee 140 category was Prop Analysis Explains Performance 
affected through serial numbers 28-7325460 to 28-7325459 By Robin Thomas 
whichis in the year 1973. Starting withnumber 28-7325460 
the bulletin does not apply. A couple of days ago I received the December is- 

I was not quite satisfied with this explanation and sue and came upon the very challenging letter from Mr. 
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Scott Johnson, in which he showed rather conclusively, it to having a geared starter on my Archer, I did notice a smaller 
seemed, that the top speed achievable by a Cherokee with a voltage drop during cranking after installing the copper 
60-inch prop would only be 153 mph at 2,700 rpm. cables. 1 can recommend the Bogert Kit without reservation 

Intrigued by this comment, I measured the prop as an excelle~lt product with speedy delivery. 
pitch onmy Cherokee 140 to see why, when it is supposed I do, however, take exception to the recommends- 
to be 58-inch pitch, it is able to cruise at 155 mph at 2,700 tion in the December issue of the Cherokee to attach the 
rpm instead of at less than 148 mph as the numbers would ground cable to one of the main spar bolts. I have several 
suggest. objections to this idea. 

1 found that at the 75 percent position the pitch To begin with you are placing a lug that is certainly 
was 18 degrees, which is a pitch of 58 inches, considering not of the recommended hardness in a critical place on your 
that the angle is taken from the flat underside of the blade. airframe. Also, and of equal or greater importance, you are 
So far, so good, hut taken at face value this would mean building a potential for corrosion or electrolytic action at a 
that my maximum speed at 2,700 rpm would have to be point where no one would want to take a chance on it. 
less than 148 mph. I would suggest a reference to the FAA publication 

I am in a rather unique position, because I bave EA-AC-43.13 1 A & 2A, furcraft Inspection & Repair, Chap- 
extremely accurate instrumentation on my Cherokee such ter I I, for recomnendatious on attaching bonding and ground 
as both analog and digital tachometers, and both analog lugs to the airframe. 
and digital airspeed indicators, all checked by strobes and It is quite specific about proper kind and placement 
adjusted. So I really know for sure that my cruise speed is of washers and bolts when mixing metal types which it does 
155 mph at 2,700 rpm. not reconm~end. I have had quite a bit of experience with 

What is the explanation? It lies in the exanina- electrolysis in the marine field and know that it is a very 
tion of the airfoil section of the prop, which is similar to a destructive force when youmix aluminum, copper and steel 
CfarkY. First of all, the attack-of-attack of the prop should aud ruu electric current through the union. I sure do not want 
not be measured from the flat underside, but frorn the lead- this on my main spar. 
ing edge to the trailing edge, and doing it this way will For compliance with AD-86-17-01 I used an elec- 
yield an additional two degrees pitch. tronics International INC VA-I voltammeter with shunt kit. 

This means that the true pitch of a 58 inch prop is This unit has an STC and is an approved alternate method of 
really closer to 63 inches, according to my slide rule. complyi~lg with the AD. I found the kit very good and Ron 

Further examination of the Clark Y airfoil num- Roberts was very helpful and modified the instnunent at no 
bers show that to get neutral lift, the pitch has to be set at cost so it would be compatible with a variation in installa- 
minus five degrees. So the truth is that a 58 inch pitch prop tion I wanted to use. 
really has a zero thrust pitch of around 82 inches and will I feel this is a good unit for the job and, in my opin- 
still be producing some thrust up to a sped of 209 mph at ion, better than Piper's kit, although a little more expensive. 
2,700 rpm! The company is Eiectronics International, 5289 NE Elam 

Iamnot quite sure that my figures are 100 percent Young Pkwy, Suite G-200, Hillsboro, Or 97124 503-640- 
accurate. I am not an expert on propellers; that is the best I 9797. 
can do. I hope someone who is a11 expert will give us a 
more exact picture. But at least they show how a Cherokee Master Switch Causes Voltage Fluctuation 
can go impossibly fast and not exceed the tachometer red By David Ebaugh 
line. 

Our Cherokee Six had the same problem that was 
Copper Cable, Ammeter Compliance mentioned in the March issue--a fluctuating ammeter. But it 
By Frank L. Wilcox was uot caused by a had voltage regulator as everyone sus- 

pected. It was a bad master switch. 
I recently completed replacement of the alun~inum And it was very hard to find because all of the con- 

cables with copper cables on my 1978 Archer I1 along with nections were tight and the grounds were good. 
replacing the ammeter in compliaIlce with AD 86-17-01 The problem was in the way the switch was made. 
and I thought I would pass aloug a few comments to add to The wire connects to the switch via a 6/32 brass machine 
the many I have read in past issues of The Cherokee. screw. That was OK, but the metal tab is held to the guts of 

I replaced the battery cables with the kit supplied the switch with an eyelet. Right! The same kind of eyelet 
by Bogert Aviation, of Richland, WA. I found the cables that is in your shoe, where the laces go through. 
supplied to be of excellent quality a11d all exactly the same Tile eyelet was not tight. After years of use, corro- 
length and with the same size terminals as the original sion set up between the brass tab and the base metal of the 
cables. switch. 

The most difficult part of the installation was tak- You cannot find the problem with instnunents be- 
ing all the seats and the sidewall panel out. While I did not cause it will not show up until there is heavy current and 
have the starter problem common to the Warrior series due vibration. 
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Stick your hand behind the panel and wiggle the 

wires that go to the master switch - with everything ru~i- 
ning. You will see what I mean when you watch the amme- 
ter. Then try to buy a new master switch. If you ever find 
where to get one, let me know. 

Oh yes. I forgot. The metals in the switch tab, the 
eyelets and the switch base will not take solder. Solder just 
will not flow on those metals no matter l~ow much or Llow 
good of a flux you use. 

Sloshing Sealer Questions 

1 have heard about a tank sealer called a "sloshing 
sealer" for sealing gas tanks. I do not know who makes it or 
if it is FAA approved or if it works. Can you provide any 
information in this regard? 

Maynard M. Hans011 
Arlington, VA 22203 

trying in vain to find the "magic number" for the tachom- 
eter. The number we are referring to is the rpm setting that 
makes the tach recorder (hour meter) register exactly an 
how after and how's flight at that setting. 

Also, there is no best-glide speed listed in our 
owner's manual and, wbile we are planning some empirical 
flight testing, we thought you might have some good ideas. 
The owner's manual does not always seem to match reality, 
especially for the recommended approach speed, which 
causes the Cherokee to sink like a Hershey Bar 

On the other hand, o w  power settings versus true 
air speed are exactly "by the book", although fuel consump- 
tion is somewhat higher. We have new plugs and great com- 
pression, so my thoughts as to what to look for on our up- 
coming annual (regarding fuel bum) would be greatly ap- 
preciated. 

David and Susan Fiedler 
Rescue, CA 95672 

Older model Cherokees were notorious for devel- First of all, the "magic number" for your tachom- 
oping fuel tank leaks and one common cure, once recom- eter can easily be determined by some empirical testing. 
mended by the Piper factory, was to use "sloshing com- You will need agood time piece - I recommend a stop watch. 
pound", a sludge-like substace which supposedly sealed On a long cross country of at least an hour or two, 
the tanks without having to have them rebuilt. set your power setting for cruise and leave it at the same 

Unfortunately, sloshing compound was never to- setting. Now, mark your tachometer recorder setting as well 
tally efficient and, because the compound sometimes would as the tachometer indication. 
break loose in small enough clumps to clog fuel lines, sev- After flying for at least an hour at the same setting, 
era1 power failwes due to fuel starvation were reported. check your tachometer recorder setting and stop your tim- 

Most of the older t a k s  have now been rebuilt and for ing. To determine the "magic number", use the following 
anyone interested in keeping his platie, rebuilding by fonnula: 
Skycraft is recommended rather than sloshing. Sloshing 
compound is still available, however. You can purchase it "Magic Number = rpm x (RecordedIActual) 
from, among others, Randolph Products, Carlstadt, NJ 
07072 (201-438-3700). In other words, simply multiply the engine speed 

as shown 011 the tachometer by the time as shou~i  on the 
RAM Conversion; Apollo Loran tachometer hour recorder and divide by the actual elapsed 
By Bob Belinke time as you recorded it on the stopwatch. The resulting fig- 

we is the engine speed which will give you one hour of tach 
I have a 1974 PA-28- 15 1 .  In 1982 I had the 160 tilne for one hour of ~ ~ b b s  time. 

conversion done at RAM cotiversions located in Waco, To make the calculations easier, make sure you 
Texas. 1 have been very pleased with the performance. It both times to minutes. 
added about five knots at 75 percent power. The nwnber you are looking for regarding best glide 

Part of the conversation is to change a climb prop speed is 80 miles-per-hour indicated, according to my 
to a cruise prop. The people at RAM were just great. They manual. If it is not exact it should be in the right ball park. 
encouraged me to watch the work. A team of two did the Finally, it is difficult to say a great deal about your 
work and there were at least three inspections. They started fUel consumption. you did not say how much above book 
work at 8 a.m. on a Monday and I was in the air at 2 p.m. your plane is consuming, and variations exist across the 
the next day. hoard. 

The only problem was I had a hard time getting The two biggest determiners of fuel consumption 
revised power settings based on a cruise prop rather than are the state of engine tune and, most important, the method 
the factory climb prop. of leaning by the pilot. Book values are determined by en- 

gines in excellent condition and with leaning by EGT read- 
Wants "Magic Number" for Tach ings. You will need to lean by EGT or other reliable method 

in order to match book, in most cases. 
We recently acquired a 1970 Cherokee 180E as Obviously, use the actual consumption values of 

our first plane and, naturally, love it! Perllaps You could your plane when planning cross country fuel reserves. 
help us with a few bits of ioiportant trivia. We have been 
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Crash Details touching down in the first 3.000 feet. There is still 3,000 
By Paul A. Gordon feet of overmn available at the west end of the existing 7,000 

foot runway so if you land 3,000 feet long, you really have 
I would like to relate an experience my wife and I 7,000 feet in which to stop. 

had which may prove interesting. h i d  do not follow the "safe" procedure of using all 
Airplane crashes are what happen to someone else, the runway for takeoff. I will never again start my roll from 

"not me". We are constantly bombarded with all sorts of the East threshold. 
safety urgings from a variety of sources. 1 suspect that most There is a mountain pass south of the airport such 
of us, in defense, stop listening to much of it as we do with that sometimes when there is a southerly component to the 
advertising. wind, a strong low altitude flow comes across that East 3,000 

Also, once we have made a decision to take the feet, hits an egg shaped hill north of the airport, a i d  tumbles 
risks associated with flying, we do not like to keep being the air. If you skip the first 3,000 feet when taking off, you 
reminded of those risks and possibly have to reconsider the still have 7,000 feet of pavement in front of you (counting 
decision--or having to keep making it again and again. the overru~i--if it is plowed free of snow.) 

I would like to describe what happened to me and My wife and I still think that flying is safer for us 
my wife last November 8 in the hope that it may help some- than driving, tliough now I have a turbo, specifically for 
one else. Mammotl~. And now that -&e has (mostly) recovered from 

About 4 p.m. we took off from Mammoth Lakes, her broken back and can get into the airplane we have re- 
California, which is 7,000 feet in elevation in the high Si- turned to Mammoth. So, good luck to all. 
enas. On the ramp, as we loaded the winds had not seemed 
unusual or unreasonably strong. And the wind sock showed More On Open Door In Flight 
the wind down runway 27. We clinibed to about 100 feet By Verne Zeeman 
above the runway, indicating about 95 mph in my 1970 
Arrow. I have no further memories for about a week. (My With tiuther reference to doors opening in flight, 
wife's memories stop with taxiing onto the runway.) we have had our door pop open, or inadvertently neglected 

An experienced mountain pilot observed all that to close it tightly prior to take off, at least half a dozen times 
follows. He saw a sharp yaw (weather cocking) to the left during the past 2,000 hours in uur beloved Cherokee 180, 
as we entered a wind shear. The airplane then commenced "Two Romeo Juliet". 
such a sharp roll to the right that lie thought it would flip. The in-flight closing procedure can be accomplished 
(He said that he could see that I had responded aid was easily and safely. It merely requires straight and level slow 
fighting the roll so that it didn't exceed 90 degrees.) flightjust above stall warning speed. Simply unlatch the first 

The plane then began a right turn which put it notch to free the door completely, grab t11e heavy handle 
"down wind  to the shear He says I did not allow it to pitch firmly. open the door about six or eight inches, then pull 
up or down, but maintained a level attitude. But the plane quickly closed. 
did what newspaper reporters think all planes do: "it fell The entire procedure should not require more than 
out of the sky" with a very high sink rate. three or four seconds after establishing proper speed. If you 

Whether this was due to loss of airspeed or turbu- are not alone, be sure to advise your passenger to keep well 
lence, having no lift in a vertical bank at 95 mph, or a com- clear as you do not want to damage an elbow in the process. 
bination, I do not knou. Regarding your comment about diverting attention 

We impacted at well over 100 tiiph. The frozen from flying, I doubt that anyone holding more than a stu- 
gyros show a 45 degree bank and 15 degrees off-runway dent certificate would have any difficulty with this. Person- 
heading. Naturally, our injuries were quite severe and would ally, I have a greater diversion problem while dialing a tran- 
have been fatal (experts think) had not our right wing hit a sponder code. 
recently installed chain link fence, which absorbed some 
of the shock. 

I have the following advice to pass on. Speed Mods Are Limited 
1. Pay a great deal of attention to what the local By Scott Johnson 

fliers can tell you about anything peculiar to their area, 
including any inferences that can he drawn from weather I currently own a 1973 Piper Cherokee 180, and 
briefings which do not themselves contain a1 explicit warn- have been contemplating putting speed fairings and flap gap 

ing. seals on the airframe. 1 have consulted with some of the 
2. If you go to Mammoth, he advised that, accord- companies who manufacture and install these speed mods 

ing to the airport manager, all of the wind-related acci- and they tell me I can expect a 15 to 27 mph increase in 
dents over the last few years have been in the area of the cruise speed. 
3,000 foot runway extension (to the east of the previous But, I submit this is impossible as shown by the 

threshold.) following equation: 
Make a steep approach and do not even think about 
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2,700 rpn~ X 60 minlhr X 5-feet (pitch) 41 ofTCDS 2A13, revision 38 dated March 3, 1981. It lists 
.................... ---.--...-.--.---- five different approved flight manuals or Pilots Operating 

5,280 fceUmile Handbooks for the PA-28-235, depending on serial number. 
The TCDSs are available from any mechanic who 

The answer given by this equation is 153 miles per holds an inspection authorization. 
hour. Therefore, even at red-line rpm, without aimame drag, Byron Brammer complains about a leaking door. I 
the top speed could on1 y be 153 mph. I currently cruise at would suggest he refer to Piper Service Spares Letters nwn- 
142 mph at 75 percent cruise power (verified by DME), ber 364 and 365 which cover Cabin Door Sealing Improve- 
Even the lower claimed increase in cruise speed of 15 mph ments and Cabin Door Latch Improvements. I would also 
would put me well above the calculated theoretical limit of suggest the rubber washer which seals the upper door latch 
153 mph. (142 now, plus 15 miles per hour gain= 157 mph!) he checked. 

On page twelve you suggest to Lou Garetetti that 
Used Dakota Had Defects his proposed major changes will require the submission of 

a fonn 337 and a "friendly A&P mechanic to approve the 
Douglass McComas, of Oceanside, California, changes". 

writes a disturbing letter detailing problems with a 1979 First of all, an FAA form 337 may only be approved 
Dakota which he purchased for $37,950. by an A&P mechanic who also holds an Inspection Autho- 

Although the plane satisfactorily passed a flight rization. Secondly, the IA may NOT approve alteration; he 
check and a engine compression check, problems soon de- may only "approve" the alteration in the sense that the work 
veloped. After less than 30 hours of flying, Mr. McComas was done properly using previously approved data. 
decided to perform an early annual which cost $4,984 to fix Finally, on page thirteen you advise readers to "Be- 
major problems which were found. ware Carbon Monoxide Symptoms", and you mention that 

Andlessthan one yearlater, theengine,with 1,877 the heater and muffler systems should he periodically 
hours was deemed not economically repairable - a factory checked. 
new engine was installed in June for an additional $23,403 Good advice, but you should also point out that 
outlay. Piper recommends that the mufflers be replaced at 1,000 

The moral of the story - know who you are buying hours time in service. Altematively, one can have the exist- 
your plane from and whether that person will stand by the ing muffler overhauled by one of several companies, such 
plane he is selling. And do not be lulled into a false sense of as Wall Cobnonoy, who do this work. 
security because an engine passes a compression check and 
everything else seems serviceable. What you see may not Indicated Air Speed and Mods 
be what you get. by Jim Bradsbaw 

Notes From an A & P Mechanic 
By Ted Stanley 

I have just finished reading a recent issue of the 
magazine, The Cherokee and tind several things which need 
to be clarified. 

For example, you advise Paul Gordon that he 
should use epoxy (a very broad tenn) to glue his vent win- 
dow latch back in place. 

The correct epoxy is either number 3X or 1105 
Epoxi-Patch which is available from the Hysol Division of 
the Dexter Corporation. Call them at (800) 538-8712 and 
they will sell you a snlall amount. The last time I ordered it 
came in a few days via UPS, COD. 

Altematively, one could convert to the type of latch 
that uses hardware which goes through a .  19 I inch hole that 
must be drilled in the vent window (See the Piper Parts cata- 
log for information.) 

On page six you advise Dane11 Kenworthy of vari- 
ous speeds for his 235. 

In order to determine the correct speed one must 
consult the Type Certificate Data Sheets for the aircraft in 
question. The TCDS will list some of the airspeed limita- 
tions (Vne, Vno, Va, Vfe). For the PA-28-135, refer to page 

I would like to comment on the many letters which 
come in regarding the problem of making an aircraft go 
faster than the red line permits and the problems of getting 
the speed up too high for the airframe. 

It seems no one has brought out the fact that the 
speeds which limit the operation of the aircraft are Indi- 
cated Airspeeds. It is important to remember that making a 
plane go much faster than the manufacturer did is quite a 
challenge. And, getting Indicated Airspeeds which approach 
the Yellow Caution area of the airspeed indicator usually 
requires some combination of low altitude, low tempera- 
tures and high power settings. 

If, indeed, some of the wild claims which are made 
for some mods produced such high indications it would al- 
ways be possible to go to higher altitude and take advan- 
tage of such performance, without violating the operating 
limitations of the aircraft. Getting the plane to cruise too 
fast, at altitude, is not a problem which one needs to be too 
concerned about. 

Fancy Pants Evaluation 
By Luis D. Santiago 

I have a Cherokee 6 (260) on which Fancy Pants 
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were installed in June of 1985. 1 use the aircraft comtner- The Cherokee "D" of 1967 introduced the third side 
cially, flying about 200 hours per year, including a lot of window to the fuselage (first developed for the Arrow se- 
short, rough strips. I myself am an ATP, CFI uld FE on ries) and now only the 180 horsepower engine was offered. 
747's with around 10,000 hours. Piper continued to improve the marquee, adding a 

Except for having to replace the original alumi- new letter suffix to the plane as improvements were made - 
num strut fairings (which cracked after about 120 hours the " E  cane along in 1969, the "F" in 1971, and the " G  in 
and were exchanged free of charge), the Fancy Pants have 1972. 
had no problems. The new ones are far sturdier a id  look as Also in 1972, Piper developed the PA-28-1 80 Chal- 
though they will last much longer. lenger, the first 180 to utilize the five-inch cabin stretch which 

Cruise speed increased eight to ten mph on my was also used on the Arrow 11, a six percent increase in wing 
Cherokee 6, which is at least as much as I was promised. areaand alarger, all moving tail. The fust prototype N4373T, 
What I did not expect was the great increase in cruise climb. first flew in 1972 and the first production Challenger, N15020 
I now climb out at five mph faster than before AND get (S/N 7305001) was registered in the same year. 
about 200 fpm better rate-of-climb. For 1974 and 1975, the same basic airplane was 

I have also noticed that much less power is needed offered with the name changed to "Archer". However, in 
on the descents. Whereas before I would leave cruise power 1975, Piper developed a new "Archer TI", basically an Ar- 
when initiating a descent, I now have to pull off about five cher with the semi-tapered wing used in the Wanior. The 
inches of manifold pressure! This has to mean the plane is Archer I1 used the 180 hp Lycoming 0-360-A4A engine and 
using a lot less fuel. first production model. N43 19X ( S / N  28-7690002), was reg- 

All things considered, I believe Fancy Pants give istered in 1975, with deliveries beginuing that same year. 
a very wonhwhile reduction in drag ... almost like getting a The name "Cherokee" was dropped from produc- 
retractable at a fraction of the cost. tion models in 1979 while the names Warrior, Archer, and 

Arrow continued. 
Finally, there were several seaplane versions of the 

History of the Cherokee - Part I 160C and 180C produced. They were designated the PA- 
28s-160 and PA-28s-180. Total production through 1982 

The Cherokee series of aircraft did not just hap- 10,527 aircraft, as shown in the chart below, 
pen. They were developed over a number of years. We re- cherokee (through 1982) 
cently ran a series written by Cherokee Designer Fred 
Weick. In this series we will try to cover the development serial ~~~b~~ 
of the aircraft from the beginuing through the early '80s. F~~~ TO Type Year 

"Cherokeem-150, 160 & 180 series 

The PA-28 Cherokee was developed at Vero Beach, 
Florida, in the early 1960s to replace the venerable PA-22 
(Tri Pacer) series of fabric-covered aircraft. 

The prototype Cherokee, N93 15R, serial number 
28-01, was registered in 1960 and first flew on January 14, 
1960. The second prototype, N2800W, serial number 28- 
03, was also registered in 1960. 

The first production model, N5000W, 28-1, was 
registered in 1961 and flew on October 2, 1961 

At first three engines were offered: the 160 hp 
Lycoming 0-320-D2A, available in late 1961; the 150 hp 
Lycoming 0-320-A2A, available in late 1962, and finally 
the 180 hp Lycoming 0-360-A2A, available in early 1963. 
These aircraft were available in four trim lines with differ- 
ent standard equipment - Standard, Custom, Super Custom 

150, 160, 380C 64,67 
180D 67,69 
E 69,70 
F 70,71 
G 71,72 

Challenger 1972 
Archer 73,74 
Archer TI 74,75 
Archer I1 75,76 
Archer I1 76,77 
Archer I1 77,78 
Archer I1 78,79 
Archer I1 79,80 
Archer I1 80,81 
Archer I1 81,82 

and Autoflite. Cherokee History Part I1 - The 140 
The line caught the public fa~cy .  The first deliver- 

ies were made in 1961 and the thousandth Cherokee was The 140 was developed in 1963. Basically a PA- 
delivered on January 24, 1963, less that1 a Year and a half 28-150, the 140 had only m o  seats and a slightly de-Wed 
later! engine designated as the 0-320-A2B. The plane was planned 

The Cherokee ''W came along in 1963 and the as piperZs answer to the cessna 150 - aprimary flight trainer. 
"C" in 1964, with each model offering improvements to The prototype, N6000W, SIN 28-20000, was regis- 
the basic design. tered in November 1963 and FAA approval was granted in 
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February of 1964. The first production airplane, N6001 W, And with the 1979 model year, the nane "Chero- 
was registered in early 1964. kee" was dropped from the model line entirely, with the 

But, having made the plane more basic, Piper soon new n;unes Warrior, Archer. Dakota, and Arrow carrying 
found they needed to upgrade the plane and, in the Autumn the hauler for production PA-28 aircraft after that date. 
of 1965 a four-passenger version was added to the line. A total of4,423 Warriors were produced up through 
Improveme~~ts were made each model year. 1982, as summarized in tlie following chart. 

The plane becane the Cherokee B in 1969, the C 
in 1970, the D in 1971, the E in 1972 and the Fin 1973. Warrior Production (Through 1982) 

The Cherokee Flite Liner cane along in 1970. This 
was once again, a low-cost two-seater based on the 140 se- Serial Number 
ries designed to appeal to flying schools. The first Flite Liner, From To Type Year 
N140FL, SIN 28-71251 11, was registered early in 1971. 7415001 7415703 151 73,74 

The Cruiser was developed in 197 1 and there were 7515001 75 15449 151 74,75 
two prototypes - N1873T (28-7225022) and N5373T (28- 7615001 7615435 151 75.76 
722531 8). The first Cruisers were delivered in 1972. 7715001 7715314 151 76,77 

In 1975 Piper stopped production of the basic 140 771 600 1 77 16323 161 1977 
models. but continued productio~l of the Cruiser until 1977. 7816001 7816680 161 77,78 

The 140 was perhaps the most popular of all Cliero- 791 600 1 79 16598 161 78,79 
kees. Total production though 1977 was 10,089 aircraft, as 801 600 1 801 6373 161 79,80 
shown in the chart below. 8116001 8116322 161 80,81 

8216001 8216226 161 81,82 
Cherokee 140 pr~)duetioa (Throueh 1982) 

Sky Writing in a Cherokee 
Serial Number By Larry Gillett 
From To Type Year 
20000 24945 140 (6.68 Writing about sky writing is quite a job and one 
25001 26331 B 68,69 which I found 1 couldn't finish typing in one evening. But it 
26401 26946 C 69,70 is fun and there is money in it, so let's go. 
7125001 7125641 D. Flitelioer 70,71 Of course. to do skywriting requires a conimercial 
7225001 7225602 E, Fliteliner 7 1.72 license and, in addition, there would be quite a large ex- 
7325001 7325674 F, Cn~iser 72,73 pense if one didn't have an A & P license. The FAA wants 
7435001 7425444 140. Cruiser 73.74 to know exactly what is going on with both your flying and 
7525001 7525340 Cruiser 74,75 with the aircraft 
7625001 7625275 Cruiser 76,77 Actually, the FAA knows very little about sky writ- 
7725001 7725290 Cruiser 76,77 ing which puts them at a disadvantage. But inspectors are 

very nervous in looking at the equipmetit, so approach them 
with a great deal of tact and slowly educate them, while 

Cherokcc History, Part 111 -Tile Warrior being careful of their ego. You had better kuow everything 
about your airplaue and the smoke system, because when 

The Warrior, the first "Cherokees" to feature the they come out to see the finished product you can expect a 
new semi-tapered wing, was introduced on October 26, 1973, lot of questions. 
and it created quite a sensation. I have decided 1 enjoy modifying atid installing 

The new model used the longer fuselage of the the smoke system as much as 1 do flying, so my next veli- 
Cherokee Challenger, a 150 horsepower Lyco~ning 0-328- ture will be to find mother old Cherokee with a good en- 
E2D, and the new, longer-spa1 wings. gine, put a smoke system on it, and keep it for a spare or 

The wing was the biggest news. It did not have tile perhaps sell it to someone who wants totly his hmd at smoke 
old constant-chord design as used on previous Cherokees, writing. 
but had a taper on the outer panels to improve takeoff roll. My airplane is a '64 140 (stock). The STC allows 
Design on the improved plane began in June 1972 with the me to take the s~noke systeln out, put in the seats and go for 
first production plane, N55 15 1 ,  SIN 28-74] 5001 registered a Sunday flight with mends. 
in 1973. 1 suggest two radios and a transponder with alti- 

The Warrior 11, an improved model with a 100 oc- tude encoder. If you are over amajor city, if the radar people 
tane 160 horsepower Lycoming 0-320-D2G, cane along in cat, see where you are and what altitude you are at they will 
1976. The prototype, N6938.l. SIN 7716001 first flew on not bug you so much. This is precision flying and takes a 
Auylst 27, 1976 and the first production model, NI 190H, great deal of con...cntration, so you need absolutely no iu- 
SIN 7716002, was registered in 1977 with deliveries begin- tl.mptions when You are starting out. 
ning early that year. Flying is pretty much at the same altitude - there 

99 
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are no aerobatics, but lots of slow tight turns. At first you 5. Replacing safety wiring or cotter keys. 
may get a little sick until your inner ear gets used to the 6. Lubrication not rcquiring disassembly other than 
new maneuvers. removal of non-structural items such as cover plates, cowl- 

While making each leg of aletter or number count ings and fairings. 
while tbe smoke is on so every figure is the same size. If it 7. Makiig simple fabric patches not requiring rib 
is hazy or cloudy on the horizon the last letter may be hard stitching or the removal of structural parts or control sur- 
to see. If you make a mistake, you can be sure everyone faces. 
will see it. The public expects perfection and if it is not 8. Replenishing hydraulic fluid in the hydraulic res- 
done right I have found they will sure tell you when you ervoir. 
are on the ground. 9. Refinishing decorative coating of fuselage, wings, 

The Cherokee is huning out to be a very good air- tail group surfaces (excluding balanced control surfaces), 
plane for this type of flying because you can slow it down fairings, cowling, landing gear, cabin or cockpit interior wben 
for the smoking or, if you have a smoke job to do some removal or disassembly of any primary structure or operat- 
distance away, it will not take all day to get there. The only ing system is not required. 
improvement left to make would be to install gap seals. 10. Applying preservative or protective material to 
When I have the smoke system on and am making a tight components where no disassembly of any primary structure 
turn the stall warning light comes on a lot and, of course, or operating system is involved and where sucb coating is 
kicking in some rudder puts it out. After I roll out of the not prohibited or is not contrary to good practices. 
hum I then regain my lost altitude. 1 1. Repairing upholstery and decorative furnishings 

Descending back to the airport takes almost as long of the cabin or cockpit interior when the repairing does not 
as the climb to get up there because you need to keep some require disassembly of any primary structure or operating 
power on and keep the engine warm. The Lycoming engine system or interfere with an operating system or affect pri- 
is a winner - it is dependable and economical if you take mary structure of the aircraft. 
good care of it. 12. Making small, simple repairs to fairings, non- 

To cut down on costs 1 use 80187 gas for take off structural cover plates, cowlings and small patches and rein- 
and switch to car gas for the climb or cross country. I bad forcements not changing the contour so as to interfere with 
the engine quit on car gas duniug take off. But a good batch proper airflow. 
of car gas has more power to it than 80187 aviation fuel. 13. Replacing side windows where that work does 

In learning this business I have made some real not interfere with the structure ofany operating system sucb 
mistakes that turned out to be real lessons for me. as controls, electrical equipment, etc. 

Last year I called up a national news service to 14. Replacing safety belts. 
ask them to take photos of me writing "IACOCCA for Presi- 15. Replacing seats or seat parts with replacement 
dent" all over Portland. They thought it was a good idea so parts approved for the aircraft, not involving disassembly of 
at the appointed time I started writing the message in clear any primary structure or operating system. 
blue sky 16. Troubleshooting and repairing broken circuits 

But wben I got to the last A in his name, I realized in landing light wiring circuits. 
I had done the whole name upside down and backwards. I 17. Replacing bulbs, reflectors and lenses of posi- 
became very angry and upset with myself, but decided that tion and landing lights. 
since he was down there I should do it again. But in my 18. Replacing wheels or skis where no weight-and- 
frustration, I got too many C's in Iacocca and at this point I balance computation is involved. 
was so low on smoke oil the only thing to do was to go 19. Replacing any cowling not requiring removal 
back to the field. of the propeller or disconnection of flight controls. 

What May a Pilot Legally Do? 
20. Replacing or cleaning spark plugs and setting 

of spark plug gap clearance. 
A . - - .  

2 1. Replacing any hose connection except hydrau- 
CPA members have asked asked that I publish the lic connections, 

complete text of Part 43, Appendix A, which covers what 22. Replacing fabricated fuel lines. 
maintenance apilot may legally perform on his own plane. 23. Cleaning fuel and oil strainers. 
So here it is, folks: 24. Replacing batteriesand checking fluid level and 

1. Removal, installation and repair of landing gear specific gravity, 
tires. 25. Removing and installing glider wings and tail 

2. shock On land- surfaces that are specifically designed for quick removal and 
ing gear. installation and when such removal and installation can be 

3. Servicing landing gear shock struts by adding accomplished by pilot, 
oil, air, or both. And, lest you be alarmed by the omission, a spe- 

4. Servicing landing gear bearings, as cific amendment permits pilots to replace the spin-on type 
cleaning and greasing. of oil filter found on our Cherokees. 
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Dealing With Salvage Yards 

By Terry Lee Rogers 

S aircraft parts - spark plugs, oil filters, wheels, need a bit of luck to find the item you are looking for. 

brakes, tires and magnetos - are common enough and Price is one benefit of salvage parts - a salvage 
readily available just about everywhere. But some part is generally half as costly as a new part, and sometimes 

specific airfiame items - cabin doors, control surfaces, COW]. even less. But prices are determined by supply and demand 

ings, spinners, wheel pants and legs - become hard to get and. with few new aircraft being made in the past few years, 
when the production lines are not rolling.  any owners are the demand for salvage Parts has increased and the price 
having problems locating these items today. has cone up accordingly. 

When you have such a problem. one answer may Selecting the salvage yard can he a problem, too. 

be the salvage yard. You want one you have heard of and which bas been in 
Salvage yards exist throughout the country. Some business since before last week. 

have been in business for years. Small operators are not strictly taboo, but you want 

But for some owners, the purchase of~~previously. someone who will back his parts if something does not fit 
owned" parts is a last resort actiou. Some people have pur. 0' if some other problem develops. 

chased used parts for years because they were mainly look- Talk to the operator to find out, not only price, but 

ing for parts which were cheaper than new parts. his return policy, how long he has been in business, and 
Other owners were against purchasing used parts planes he has in the Yard @articularly planes of 

and stuck strictly with new ones. But as some parts have Your We.) 
become scarce, sometimes a salvage pan is the only way to He may want you to have the specific part number 

go. handy - some do not want to look up the thg-a-magig 

Of course, salvage yards have been used by auto behind the propeller spinner for a 1976 Archer. 
owners to supply parts to damaged automobiles. A used Another consideration involving used parts is your 

fender or piece of chrome trim was a lot less costly than a mechanic. Some do not like to use used parts, while other 
new one and it did the job just as well. use them regularly. Your mechanic will have some ideas 

But many people are reluctant to use used parts on 011. not only the use of parts, but on the best salvage ~ a r d s  

their plane, citing safety as the main culprit. But remember, '0 COn'act Be sure You include him in any decision regard- 
all parts on your plane are used once they have been flown ing the purchase of salvage parts. 

around the pattern once. So w11at is the difference? Your mechanic may have some good ideas regard- 
well, one difference is that you know the history ing used parts in certain applications. If a particular part on 

of your plane and the parts which are on it. you might not Your plane developed acrack, your mechanic may he aware 
know so much about the pans on a plane sitting in a salvage that Just about all similar parts develop cracks after a cer- 
yard. tain number of hours. In such a case, a used part may be 

~~d un~lke the situatioll involving auton,obile just about to fail and the only reasonable alternative would 
salvage yard, many times the parts you are considering for be a new Part. 
your plane may come from a salvage yard across the coun- You can utilize damaged parts if your mechanic 

try. You cannot inspect it yourself before you buy and you he can fix them to ahorthy s ~ m d u d s  - You do not 
will be depending upon the integrity of the yard in always have to utilize just perfect parts. (Obviously, the 

describing the part to you. salvage part would need to be in better condition than the 
You can use just about anything on a salvage yard Part On Your plane.) 

on your plane. There is no FAA mandate for new parts. The What are some of the things to consider when con- 
only requirement is that pans you use must be airworthy, sidering salvage parts? 

A problem is availability. Some items - propeller 1. Planes generally do not crash tail first. Parts from 

bulkheads on Pipers. for exan~ple. are in big demand. So the ellgine and propeller are not as available as parts further 

they are the first items to be sold off by salvage yards. you to the tail feathers. 
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2. Not only can you locate airframe parts but you Central Air Parts, Inc. 

may be able to get good buys on accessories, such as auto- Route 1, Box 456 
pilots, strobes, interiors, engines and avionics. Staunton, IL 62088 

3. Generally, parts are sold as is. Compliance with (61 8) 635-3252 
ADS and service bulletins and dete~mination that a part is 
ailworthy is the responsibility of the buyer. Central Airmotive 

4. Reliable outfits honor their return policy (in case 504 Price lane 
a part does not fit or is othenvise unusable), but you cannot Clinton, MO 64735 
return some i t em  and you cannot return any item you have (816) 885-8223 
damaged or modified. 

Salvage yards are located all over tbe country. CharloeAC Salvage 
Certainly you should try those in your own neighborhoods Route 2 
first, but do not be afraid to have a part shipped in from Oakwood, OH 45873 
another section ifnecessary. Once again, it may be the only (217) 774-3968 
way to fly. 

So if you need a part and want to try the salvage Dodson International Parts 
route, here is a list of salvage operators which may be able Route 3 
to supply your needs. Municipal Anport 
AAA Aircraft Ottawa, KS 66067 
9094 Skylane Drive (800) 255-0034 
Wadsworth, OH 44281 
(216) 336-3227 J. W. Duff Aircraft Co. 

8 13 1 E. 40th Avenue 
Aircraft & Engine Enterprises Denver, CO 80207 
Box 6070 (303) 399-6010 
Moore, OK 73 160 
(405) 794-4417 J. T. Evans Aircraft Sales 

2501 S .  Orange Blossom Trail 
Aircraft Salvage & Rehuild Orlando, FL 32805 
Route 1, Box 3 15A (305) 843-4547 
Omak, WA 98841 
(509) 826-4770 Faeth Aircraft 

750 1 Elder Creek Road 
Aircraftsman Sacramento, CA 95824 
P 0 Box 628 (9 16) 383-5403 
Hillbrook, AL 36054 
(205) 285-4469 Frank's Flight Service 

P 0 Box 655 
Arkansas Airframe Inc. Bandon, OR 0741 1 
P 0 Box 699 (503) 347-2022 
Clinton, AR 7203 1 
(501) 745-2040 Global Aircraft Co. 

5412 N. Rockwell 
Atlanta Airmotive, Inc. Oklahoma City, OK 73008 
P 0 Box 700 (405) 495-5230 
Newnan, GA 30264 
(404) 253-7478 Indiana Aircraft Salvage 

(3 17) 873-3608 (day or night) 
Beegies Aircraft Svc. 
71 1 Crosier Avenue Kosola Associates 
Greeley, CO 8063 1 P 0 Box 3529 
(303) 353-9200 Albany, GA 3 1707 

(912) 435-4119 
Boorom Aircraft Inc. 
8 16 Airport Road M & K Aviation 
Jackson, MI 49202 5412 Highway 62 
(5 17) 784-2376 Jefferson, IN 47130 
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(McElroy Aircraft Salvage 
P 0 Box 221 
Shelbyville, IL 62565 
(217) 774-3968 

Midwest Aircraft &Avionics 
739 N. 6th Terrace 
Blue Springs, MO 640 15 
(8 16) 229-6434 

Nagel Aircraft Sales 
25320 Curtiss Way 
Torrance, CA 90505 
(21 3) 326-9303 

National Aircraft Parts Sales 
3 170 Cherry Avenue 
Long Beach, CA 90807 
(213) 426-8309 

OKAircraft Parts 
11 125 Gubial Ave. 
Gilroy, CA 95020 
(408) 848-3377 

Preferred Airparts 
15 105 Baumgmer  Road 
Kidron, OH 44636 
(216) 857-7488 

Quality Aircraft Salvage 
1221 5 Mattioda Rd. 
Groveland, FL 34736 
(904) 429-90 16 

Ron's Aircraft 
3788 Muiicipal Airport Rd. 
Moses Lake, WA 98837 
(509) 765-1606 

SBN Aviation 
47 15 W. Progress Drive 
South Bend, IN 36628 
(219) 233-4607 

Sky Tractor Service Service 
R D # 2  
Red Creek, NY 13 143 
(3 15) 754-8843 

Slagle's Aircraft Salvage 
39 Robinhood Lane 
Clute, TX 7753 1 
(409) 265-8383 

Surprise Valley Aviation 
P 0 Box 279 

Cedarville, CA 96014 
(916) 279-2111 

TN Aircraft Salvage Inc. 
23 13 Old Brownsville Highway 
Jackson, TN 3 830 1 
(901) 424-7227 

Univair Aircraft Corp. 
2500 Himalaya Rd. 
Aurora, CO 800 1 1 
(303) 364-7661 

Waseca Mfg Co. 
816 2nd Street SE 
Waseca, MN 45093 
(507) 835-4200 

Wentworth Aircraft Inc. 
1801 East Lake Street 
Minneapolis, MN 55407 
(612) 722-0065 

White Industries 
P O Box 98 
Bates City, MO 6401 1-0098 
(800) 821-7733 

Solar Charger, Cold Starts 
By Robert ~hoiwell 

I have read a lot regarding copper cables to solve 
some of the hard-starting problems we have. Although this 
certainly will reduce the voltage drop in the cables, it will 
do little to help the battery itself. 

I have tried adifferent route, asolar hattery charger. 
These can be purchased for approximately $50. Being a bit 
cheap, 1 made my own by buying a solar panel from a11 
elechonics surplus dealer (Herhack & Rademan, Philadel- 
phia) and using some spare parts 1 had on hand ... a diode so 
the battery cannot discharge through the solar cell, aud "zip" 
cord. 

The commercially made models have a cigarette 
lighter plug. This route may work in some planes, but my 
Warrior's plug is turned off with the master switch. I tapped 
illto the DC line going to the clock, and brought it out to a 
plug on the instrument panel that is used for the solar cell 
only. I unplug before starting up the engine, and then plug it 
in when I tie down. 

I have used the solar cell all last winter and have 
not once needed a jump start. There is one further advan- 
tage. By keeping a charge on the battery at all times there is 
little likelihood that the electrolyte will freeze. This can be 
a very real proble~n during long periods of inactivity. 

C e m l y  there will still be a higher voltage drop 
through the alumilium wires versus the copper, hut if the 
battery is fully charged and the connectors are secure, this 
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voltage drop should not be a problem. The saddest part of this is the suspicion that it was 

Regardiilg cold starts, just because the prop spins all so unnecessary. The Warrior electrical system is relatively 
fast and the engine catches quickly does not make the cold simple and only involves a few components.Yet, three FBOs 
stan smart. When below freezing the slow flow of cold oil, and several individual specialists were unable to satisfacto- 
the different metal expansion rates within the cylinder, and rily diagnose the problem within a reasonable time. For the 
the cylinder itself can all work together to cause a prema- benefit of anyone who may have a similar situation I will 
ture top end repair I feel that anytime the temperature gets offer my own opinion and one recommendation. 
below 20 degrees a preheat is cheap insurance. In retrospect I believe that the alternator was some- 

A plug-in oil preheat was installed on my Wamor how mounted too close to the frame and this resulted in in- 
at the end of winter (the type which sticks to the bottom of termittent shorting at altitude. This in tum caused some dam- 
the engine.) The two really cold days since it was put in age to the regulator and overvoltage relay. 
seem to indicate that it works, if you give it the hour plus it The replacement of any one component was subse- 
needs to do the job. I will know more about it at the end of quently damaged by othersinthe system. Certainly this does 
next winter, I am sure. not rule out the possibility of frayed wires or inadequate 

Nevertheless, I would still rather pop the ten or grounds, etc. The alternator itself also suffered as well as 
fifteen dollars if it goes below zero to get the preheat. Given caused some harm at one time because of weakened bear- 
the price of a topoverhaul I would rather be safe than sorry! ings, misaligned pulleys and twisted belts. 

I11 conclusion, my single hit of advice is to treat 
Troubleshooting the Electrical System the electrical system as a whole and not by individual com- 
By Joseph Bachman ponents. They must all work well to work at all. 

Here is a check list for electric power loss: 
My Cherokee is a 1978 Warrior which was pur- l .  Alternator belts, bearings &brackets. 

chased used in 1980 as a commuting vehicle to my place of 2. Wire connections from alternator to cockpit and 
work. It has been an effective and depelidable means of at the battery. 
transportation during these seven years iiicludiug many 3. Voltage regulator and overvoltage relay. 
hours of night and instrument flyiiig betweell Sau Diego 4. Load meter, master switch, circuit breaker. 
and Los Angeles. One particular problem has plagued me, 
however, which might be of interest to other members. Streamlining Improvement Comments 

Beginning in early 1981, shortly after each take- By Robin Thomas 
off, the alternator load meter begai to flicker, increasing in 
intensity and finally droppi~ig all power off the line. By On page four of the April issue you reply to a letter 
shutting offthe alternator, tlie power was restored for a time from Johi Cooley, who asked what he could realistically 
and then the process repeated. It always checked out per- expect from aerodynamic modifications on a Cherokee. 
fectly on the ground and seemed to be more stable under a Could he get 20 mph or knots? he asked. 
heavy load. I just cannot agree with your answer and would like 

For one solid year a number of tneclianics stud- to help give amore precise one. Sure, 1 may well be biased, 
ied the problem a id  were unable to resolve it. During that but I am seeking to tell the truth. 
time the alternator was replaced. the overvoltage relay was First of all, your statement that just doing the gap 
replaced, and the battery, master switch. circuit breaker and seals will add ten or twelve ~ n p h  is hopelessly optimistic. 
numerous connectors were replaced as well. Gap seals only cure aminor defect in the wing design and I 

Finally, my regularmecl~aiiic tried putting silicon challenge anyone to prove to me that they give more than 
putty around the alternator posts on t11e theory that it was six miles per hour. They do, however, give about a 50 ft.1 
arcing to the frame at the lower atniospberic pressures at min increase in rate-of-climb. 
altitude. Flap hinge fairings should give about two to t h e  

Surprisingly, this last effort seemed to pay off mph, and, in my experience, they do just that. It is another 
Other than a mild flicker occasio~ially atid some whining case where aerodynamic theory and practice agree. But to 
in the radio it worked fairly well for liearly two years. Then give that nmch, they have to fair in the hinge both fore and 
the monster returned and began to steal my electrical power aft, or the itnprovement will be only half as great. 
on dark and rainy nights. Enclosillg the struts and brakes on acherokee will 

The process began all over with alternator over- yield about another seven mph on the main gear and four 
hauls, replacements of alternator holding brackets, voltage mph on the nose gear for a total of 11 mph on the smaller 
regulators, battery and circuit breaker, plus installation of Cherokees, but only eight on the Cherokee 6, due to the 
some filter boxes. greater total drag, the improvement therefore being a lesser 

After two more years of frustratio~i, inconvenience proportioil of it. 
and expense, a three-day tear dow~i of the wllole system Finally, smoothing out the leading edge in accor- 
seemed to completely correct tlie difficulty. Total cost of dance wit11 NASA procedures to ensure laminar flow will 
this one problem over five years has been $3.000! give another seven to eight mph. Some parts are necessary 
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to make this a viable modification, but it is mostly detail 
work. 

The best advice to give Mr. Cooley is to find out 
who sells the above, and at what prices, and to choose which 
ones he wants. Some consideration should be given to the 
materials used. 

So let's take the mystery out of speed mods. They 
do what they are supposed to do according to well estab- 
lished aerodynamic theory and practice. 

Numerous Tips from Louisiana 
By Wayne Brown 

I do have a few comments on items raised in past 
issues. 

For Robert James Jr., of Falls Church, Van Dusen 
Aircraft Supplies in New Orleans had wing root seal under 
the designation 8F65773 which appears identical to that on 
my PA-28-140; last year it listed for $17.50 per 10 feet 
(1987). 

For Dal Alhnin of Brookfield, WI, who asked about 
a white residue on his shoes after flying his PA-28-181, I 
read an article in another publication about an owner who 
had a similar problem, but his was with a white powder. 
The resolution involved replacing the foam-backed carpet 
with non-foam backed carpet. Deteriorating foam was caus- 
ing the powder. 

For anyone who may be experiencing in-flight fluc- 
tuating values on fuel quantities and oil temperature, I re- 
cently solved this problem by removing the instrument panel 
covering of my 1967 PA-28-140 and tightening the two 
screws on the instrument cluster, thereby providing a se- 
cure electrical ground connection. 

For Charley Marcussen, of Slidell. LA. one unde- 
sirable constituent of auto gas is alcohol, and I use amethod 
for confirming the absence of alcohol each time I add auto 
gas to my Cherokee. Using a graduated cylinder from my 
chemistry set. I add exactly 3 milliliters of water and 7 mil- 
liliters of auto gas, then shake well for 30 seconds. 

After allowing time for the droplets to separate, an 
increase in the meniscus height will mean the presence of a 
foreignadditive of an alcoholic nature (typically, an increase 
to 3.7 milliliters from 3 milliliters will indicate the pres- 
ence of about 10 percent of an alcohol in the auto gas.) 

I use the following precaution to prevent vapor lock 
when airport hopping. Whenever I leave the plane for a sbort 
period, I open the cowling on the fuel pump side. This al- 
lows all that engine heat to escape and not overheat the fuel 
pump or its suction line. 

Or for shorter periods, I will leave the fuel booster 
pump running after I have left the plane. But in no case do I 
attempt an engine start until the fuel pump has slowed down 
and sounds like it bas started pumping fuel. 

Arrow Problem Causes Gear Damage 

Our Problem is a possible gear droop on a 1978 
h o w  111, PA-28R-201. Our problem is urgent in that two 
thirds of the f o ~ d  end of the right nosegear door was 
broken from the hinge and separated from the aircraft dur- 
ing a flight on April 22. The remaining hinge half was twisted 
back to the actuator arm bracket and with the back third of 
the door, remained with the aircraft. 

The piano hinge wire was out of the hinge back to 
the actuator arm area, and was not kinked or bent, and re- 
mained with the aircraft. 

The only abnormal indication we bad during the 
flight preceding the door failure was the illumination of the 
unsafe gear warning light every time the airplane exceeded 
one or more G's. My wife and I were practicing for our 
biennial flight review and the unsafe gear light would come 
on during steep turns and when encountering rough air. 

We think that the gear was partially extending and 
retracting during those periods which somehow allowed the 
piano binge wire to work its way out of two thirds of the 
hinge. The wire was in place during the preflight inspec- 
tion. 

Our mechanic thinks the cause was severe vibra- 
tiou initiated possibly by a loose alternator. However, we 
felt no abnormal vibration from the aircraft or engine prior 
to the damage and the alternator mounting was checked and 
found to be tight. 

We would like your thoughts on this problem as 
we are installing a new nose gear door from Piper (many, 
many bucks). We cannot afford to have this happen again. 

George and Joan F. Stalk 
Springfield, VA 22 152 

Experience with 'Mogas' Your problem is somewhat unusual. I have heard 
By Tom Gray of Arrow gear drooping in flight, but have never heard of 

the hinge coming apart, as in your case. 
I am one of three partners in N8442R, a 1966 140. First, make sure the mechanic checks that the by- 

We bave owned it for three years aud enjoy it very much, draulic system is operating properly and not leaking. It 
We have operated on mogas almost exclusively for should hold the gear in the up position without any droop. 

the past 200 hours. We buy gas from the same station and Then, remember that both the landing gear and thq 
bave had only one quirk. While one of the partners was gear doors are independently adjustable.You need to be sure 
practicing landings on a hot day, the engine faltered when that the gear is adjusted so it retracts completely and the 
given the throttle while still on the runway. We speculate doors adjusted so they close completely. 
that low air flow and minimal cooling while in the pattern In addition, according to the service manual, the 
resulted in vapor lock. nose gear tension spring, mounted at the top of the nose 
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gear mechanism, must he replaced if the tension is less History of the Cherokee - The 235 
than eight pounds of pull at 4.75 inches. The Cherokee 235 was introduced in August 1963 

With the gear properly adjusted and wit11 the proper as a further expansion of the line. The basic Cherokee de- 
tension on the door, this should he a one-time experience sign was modified with the addition of a Lycoming 0.540- 
for you. B2B5 engine and increased wingspan with an additional 34 

gallons of fuel in the two tip tanks. 
Yoke Replacement, Old ELT Batteries The prototype, N8500W (S/N 28-10001), first flew 
By Brian B. Bunfill in 1962, but was registered in February 1963. The first pro- 

duction model, N8501 W (S/N 28-10001), was registered in 
1 would like to replace my won1 and chipped yokes July of 1963 

with a later style. I seem to recall someone writing about The model was improved in 1965 with the intro- 
using Archer yokes. When I called Linda Lou about order- duction of the 235B. Once again, N8500W served as the 
ing she toldme I would have to give her the specific tnodel prototype, with deliveries of production aircraft beginning 
in order for her to know which one to ship me. Could you in 1966. 
give me the information to get the correct yokes. In 1969 came the 235C with a third side window 

I also have a couple of tips. added. The model was called the D in 1970, E, in 1971, and 
If you have a Narco ELT, when you have to re- F in 1972. 

place the expired battery, do not throw the old one away. The 235 Cherokee Charger came in 1972, with the 
Udess the ELT was not operating it still has a lot of life sane five-inch fuselage stretch which was featured in the 
left You can use this old battery as a power pack for your Arrow 11. Also changed with the Charger was the addition of 
12-volt scanner, VHF receiver or CB transceiver. It works two feet to the wing span and a new larger stabilator. The 
very well and will last a long time so long as it is just used engine was now a Lycoming 0-540-B4B5. 
to receive. So far as I can tell it does not leak or cause a The prototype was N2673T, was demonstrated in 
mess. 1972 although it was not actually registered until 1973. The 

Also, a couple of years ago I had a crack appear first production aircraft, N3078T (28-730001), was regis- 
on the left side of the windscreen. It was annual time to I tered in 1972), with deliveries beginning in 1972. 
instructed the shop doing the annual at that time to replace This model was named the Pathfinder between 1974 
the damaged side and, if the right side looked like it too and 1977. The Dakota, the PA-38-236, came along in 1977. 
should be replaced, to go ahead and replace it loo. They Basically the new model was the same as the Pathfinder, 
told me that it appeared to be OK, so they left it. On the however the "236" designation indicated the use of the new 
very first flight after that annual a crack appeared and then semi-tapered Warrior wings and increased fuel capacity. 
another and another until it was in need of replacement. The prototype was N38505 (S/N 28-7911001), 

I do not know if the removal and then the retight- which was registered in 1977. The first production model, 
elling of the screws that hold the strips in place had any- N39500 (S/N 28-791 1002), was delivered in 1978. 
thing to do with damaging it or not. But my advice is if Finally, in late 1977 Piper came up with the Turbo 
both sides are the same age and one side needs replacing, it Dakota, PA-28-20 IT. This plane used the Archer I1 fuse- 
is cheaper to replace both at the same time. lage, the semi-tapered wing, and a200 hp Continental TSIO- 

................................. 360-FB engine. 
As to your question about yoke, unfortuiiately it is The prototype, N38600 (SN28-7921001), was reg- 

not so easy to do an installation. You are going to need a istered in late 1977. The first production plane, N2173K (28- 
field approval from the FAA before you can make the 7921002), was delivered early in 1979, hut production was 
change. stopped in the summer ofthat year with only 91 having been 

Basically, you need to contact your GAD0 and produced. 
discuss the matter with them. One experienced A&P me- Total productionof all 235 and 236 aircraft through 
chauic advises do not order parts or do any of the work 1982 totaled 3,104 planes, as sum~narized in the table he- 
before you have a discussion. The FAA is less likely to low. 
approve an installation unless they have been involved with 
the planning from the beginning. Serial Number VPe Year 

The best idea is to contact the FAA inspector and From To 
ask his advice. Hopefully, he will eventually think the in- 10001 10709 235 63,66 
stallation was h s  idea and more readily approve at the end. 10720 1 1039 235B 66,68 

As an alternative to using Archer yokes you may 11040 11255 235C 68,69 
waot to consider having yours refinished. We reported last 11301 11378 235D 69,70 
month that Americoat Corp., does refinish yokes.You may 71 10001 71 10028 235E 70,71 
want to contact them at 3715 US Highway 98 S, Lakeland, 7210001 7210023 235F 71,72 
FL 33801. Or call at (813) 667-1035, 7310001 7310176 Charger 72,73 

7410001 7410110 Charger 73,74 
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7510001 7510135 Pathfinder 74,75 A turbocharged engine works harder than a nor- 
7610001 7610202 Pathfinder 75,76 mally-aspirated engine of the same displacement. That is 
7710001 7710086 Pathfilider 76,77 what they put the turbocharger on the engine for in the first 
7910001 7911335 Pathfinder 78,79 place. 
7921001 7921091 Turbo Dakota 7930 Compression pressures are higher and incoming air 
8OllOOl 8011144 236 79,80 enters at a higher temperature. The result is a hotter envi- 
8111001 8111096 Dakota 80,81 ronment in tbe combustion chamber with more power and 
8211001 8211045 Dakota 81,82 more waste beat to dispose of. 

Operationally, the only technique I can recommend 
Temperature Probe Hard to Get is to simply be aware of the problem and back off on climb 
By John A. Rosso early to keep the temperature down. When you have cleared 

all obstacles, drop the nose a little to get the airspeed up. 
Your readers may be interested in the problem I Airflow over the engine is of utmost importance in a turbo. 

have experienced for a long time with my cylinder-head An intercooler can help bring temperatures down, 
temperature gauge, showing erroneous readings. Initially, but this is an expensive modification. It will prolong the 
the gauge started fluctuating erratically and then finally engine life, however, and perhaps give you extra peace of 
settled down to a position very low on the green dial. mind. 

In the past, because of the turbocharger in my Da- 
kota, at high altitudes it would always mn in tlie higher end Floatplanes; Hand-Held Transceiver 
of the green towards the red line. By James E. Ellis 

I tried ordering a probe from Piper, but they were 
out of stock and back-ordered and the Stewart-Warner part Enclosed is a Xerox of a PA-32 on floats from a 
number, SW-333B, which was taken out of the plane, was 1969 "Invitation to Flying" published by Flying Magazine. 
finally found in the AviallIVan Duesen replacelnent book. A few comments on Cherokees as floatplaies: al- 
It showed that AC part number 15 12343 1 would be compat- though I love Cherokees, as a licensed SES pilot I think the 
ible as a replacement. high-wing birds do better on floats. First, if you have ahelper 

However, this new part was not compatible and did on the dock when you come in, you want that person to 
not make any change in the readiiig on the cylinder-head catch something (like a strut) as close to the fuselage as 
temperature gauge. Consequently, we finally did find a possible. 
Cessnareplacement part -2372-2 which is exactly the same Somebody grabbing a wingtip is likely to rotate 
part as was in the plane origulally and which is also defined the front of the plane right into the dock! If someone tries to 
as Stewart-Warner SW-333B. get in front of a low-wing airplane's wing it will probably 

This was put in and solved the problems I was hav- knock them into the water. So a high-wing airplane is better 
lug. However, the Cessna part cost $64. Tile Piper part is if someone is helping you dock. 
$34, but Piper could not supply the part as it was out of If you are a macho dock-it-yourself pilot, being 
stock. able to jump onto the float and walk along it is necessary. 

Not so easy with the wing under you rather than over you! 
Turbo Arrow Runs Hot Anyway, those high-wingers need something to 

make them look balanced--like floats. Cherokees look fine 
I am the owner of a 1980 PA-28RT-201T and am as they are. 

concerned over high oil a i d  cylinder-head temperatures on Handhelds: Aviation Consumer and the latest Fly- 
climb out. Although I tly to follow tlie pilot's operating hand- ing Magazine art~cle on the KX-99 both strongly recom- 
book for power settings - 33 inches ofma~i fo ld  pressure, mend using the airplane's antenna, not the "lubber ducky" 
2,450 rpm and 105 knots airspeed - 1 find that after climb- on the hand-held for reliable communication. 
ing approximately 2,500 feet I have to dramatically decrease It is not too hard or expensive to "Y"' off the com 
my rate-of-climb (down to 300 to 400 feet-per-miiiute) in antenna input to the airpla~ie radio and have a B&C connec- 
order to avoid red-lining my cylinder head temperature. tor mounted on the panel. Then, just keep about an 18-24 

My question to you concerns any hints or help you inch cable with appropriate B&C's on both ends to connect 
might give me in solving this problem. Perhaps there are your band-held to the airplane. Otherwise, the wings or fu- 
other operational procedures I sliould follow, or perhaps selage are likely to block line-of-sight radio transmissions 
engine or airframe tnoditications which might be available. if you try to use the hand-held as is. 

Walton K. Joyner 
Raleigh, NC 27602 We received quite a bit of information about Chero- 
We get reports occasionally about high oil and cyl- kee seaplanes. We now know that at least two planes were 

inder head temperatures oti turbocharged PA-28s and PA- made. N5093W was either a 160 or 180 while N3214W 
32s. Unfortunately, this is somewliat a characteristic of this was a Cherokee Six. 
type of engine. Piper advertised a top speed of 126 mph for the 
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160 and 13 I for the 180 equipped with floats, with a 75 ground cable in 7500R soon. 
percent cruise of 117 and 122 mph, respectively. I think a volt meter is also a wise investment as it 

Ratesof climb were 600 and 640 fpm with service usually gives a better picture of what is happening than an 
ceilings listed at 10,000 and 11,000 feet. ammeter. "If ya don't got the volts, ya don't got the cur- 

Cruise range with standard tanks (36 gallons) at rent!" Let's suppose an alternator diode is blown. The am- 
55 percent power was shown as 508 miles for the 160 and meter will show somewhat of a charge rate, hut the voltmeter 
470 miles for the 180. would show reduced voltage, indicating a probable alterna- 

Despite the "superior seaplane features of the tor malfunction. The "cruise volts" could be recorded for 
Cherokee," advertised by Piper, they did not sell. future reference, when tracking down aproblem. A volt meter 

showing zero to 20 volts is sufficient andavailable from elec- 
Inexpensive Side Window Fix tronics supply houses. 
By Steve Jindra One writer mentioned alternator "whine." Bet- 

ter check out the alternator bushings and bearings. I had this 
My partner and I began our spring cleaning fix problem in a Cessna. The armature bearing had worn to the 

ups on our 180D. The number two window behind the pilot point that the armature was rubbing on the field wiring. A 
was cracked. So we took it out in about 20 minutes. complete alternator rebuild (including field wiring) cured 

Then we took it to our local glass and plastics the whine in the radios. 
dealer. We had them trace and cut another one out (same Prior to rebuild the ammeter did show a small rate 
width.) The cost was $12.02 (1987) with a total time of of charge, but not enough to keep up with landing light cur- 
two hours. rent drain, etc. A voltmeter would have made us aware of 

So you do not really need a replacement from Piper the problem sooner. Our chronic dead battery prohlem was 
on a plain window. also cured. Lesson: alternator whine is not always a had fil- 

ter. 
Data on Wing Inspection Plates Auxiliary radio receiver: Almost all aircraft ra- 

dios have auxiliary audio inputs. My Cessna 300 radio has 
In 1985 Piper issued a service bulletin calling for four aid my &nave A-300 has two. If your radio has aspare 

installation of inspection plates for the wings of PA-28 air- input it is easy to wire in a miniature audio jack on the panel 
craft and for installation of a "doubler" on the main spar if and use a shielded '3umper" cable hetween the jack (Radio 
corrosion was found. Shack item) and a hand-held scanner radio. You can now 

I was interested in whether you had ruly infonna- ~liollitor (or scan) other aircraft or business-band frequen- 
tion as to what percentage of the PA-28 aircraft that have cies the aircraft speaker with very ample amplification. 
ordered and installed the inspection ports for this service For single-radio aircraft this is a neat way to monitor ATIS, 
bulletin, and what percentage of those aircraft did discover other unico~n channels, towers, etc. 
the corrosion of a sufficient degree to require a repair kit. During last winter's annual, I replaced the carpet- 

R. C. Thompson, MD ing and pressed paper hacking in my 140. My replacement, 
Easton, MD 21601 1 believe, is very superior to the original and offers bener 
As of May (1987) Piper had sold 3,101 inspection sowld deadening characteristics. 

plate kits, interesting in that one kit is needed for each wing 1 also removed the left bulkhead vinyl and, viola! 
and presumably a one-wing Cherokee received the inspec- The cardboard backing disintegrated. After cutting out new 
tion plates. vinyl, using the old piece as a pattern (it was hard, cracked, 

Also, as of May Piper had sold 90 of the spar dou- faded and worn), I glued it to a paper-thin piece of alumi- 
bler repair kits--for 2.9 percent of the total. num backing bought at a local metal scrap yard. The fin- 

ished part is lighter than the original and should last the life 
Comments On Several Topics of the airplane. 
By Dave Henderson Cardboard strips were glued on the back side of the 

aluminum at possible wear points near cables, lines, forn- 
Concerningelectrical problems: old? a few ers, etc. The rear bulkhead was redone in a similar manner 

resistance in the primary SYsteln call cause a very large with the addition of sheet Styrofoam (112-inch thck) as a 
voltage drop at the starter. All connections should be clean stiffeller. 
and shiny. Lincoln (the car) had a cranking problem in the 
early sixties similar to Piper. This was traced to poor pri- "Turbo Normalizer" Developed 
maiy grounding. An additional ground cable from battery by Fernando Gomez 
to starter cured the problem. 

It seems to me that a separate ground cable ill the I am the owner of a 1980 Dakota, registration num- 
Pipers (along with new copper cables) would have the same her HK2448W, whose home is Manizales, Colombia, located 

. I do uot like the idea of the negative voltage path at 6,700 feet. Flyiug here in Colombia, surrounded as we 
through riveted sheet metal so I plan to install such a are by the Andes mountains whose peaks go up to as h g h  as 
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17,500 feet, I have long been interested in improving the or broken baffles, can result in excessive temperature, as 
performance of my plane. can excessive blowby in the engine, caused by broken or 

In August, 1986, I contacted Gerald Kerkhoff of stuck rings. 
Elite-craft Specialties, Stevens Field, Pagosa Springs, Colo- A few additional things to check: is the oil pump 
rado (303-73 1-2127), about a "Turbo Normalizer" be had AD complete or does the engine have either the sintered 
developed for normally-aspirated light planes. metal impeller or early pump with keyed shaft? Check for 

He then proceeded to develop a system for my blockage in the rocker box drain back tubes; make sure that 
Dakota. While he was developing the system, I saw an ar- the oil temperature sender line is not too close to another 
ticle on his systems in your November 1986 issue. heat source, such as the exhaust manifold, and, finally, re- 

In March of this year he came to Manizales to su- fer to Lycoming Service Instruction #I088 regarding so- 
pervise the installation of the system by our local mechanic, dium-filled exhaust valves requiring a close valve guide fit. 
The plane was flight tested by myself and Mr. Kerhoff and 
the results were incredible. Fuel Selector Valve Glitch 

The rate-of-climb at gross is more than one thou- 
sand feet-per-minute all the way up to the cruising altitude, David Traner, a CPA member in Corur D'Alene, 
which is between 15,000 and 17,000 feet, getting 30 inches Idaho, warns of a potential problem for anyone who has 
of manifold pressure if desired, although I prefer to use 26 replaced his fuel selector valve. 
inches and 2,400 rpm for cruise, climbing at 90 knots IAS. Dave discovered that the replacement kit, P/N 760 

The cruising speed for this airplane has been in- 546V, contained three sheet metal screws and three finish 
creased to 1601165 knots TAS at these altitudes using 75 washers. The backing plate, however, has three nut plates 
percent power and the service ceiling is now 30,000 feet. affixed to it which are designed to accommodate three ma- 

The plane is llow performing like a high-perfor- chine screws. 
mance single at all altitudes, and flying arould these moun- The replacement kit is supposed to have three ma- 
tains is now, l i e  Mr. Kerkhoffso aptly put it, "NO SWEAT." chine screws and three plain washers. The problem with the 

I highly recommend this system to all Cherokee sheet metal screws is they do not go in far enough and may 
pilots who wish improved perfonilance without having to back out. When this happens, you may discover, at an inop- 
trade their faithful bird. portune moment, that the backed out screws block the se- 

lector handle and wilt prevent you from switching tanks. 
Redline Oil Temperature Apparently, this is not an isolated case. A check 

with kits in the field indicates that the wrong screws may be 
My plane has 2,400TT with 325 SMOH by Firewall in Inany or all of the kits. If you recently have replaced 

Forward, of Colorado. It has high oil temperature, muling yours, make sure the proper screws are installed. 
at redline most of the time. 

I have replaced the temperature sender bulb, tested Arrow Gear Bulletin Comments 
the gauge by immersing the bulb in boiling water to con- 
firm a212 degree temperature, replaced the venlatherm (per I was very much disturbed upon receiving Piper 
service bulletin), overhauled the oil cooler, replaced tbe oil Aircraft's Service Bulletin No. 866 dealing with the Auto- 
filter housing with a screen housing (aud back again), in- matic Gear Extensio~l System on my PA-32R Saratoga and 
stalled new cowl baffle material, checked the timing, other similarly equipped aircraft. 
checked the cooling fins for obstructiolls aud the problem I have owned my aircraft since December, 1983, 
persists. have subscribed to and received a large number of aviation- 

The previous owner accepted the high temperature related publications, and do not remember ever reading or 
as an abnormality and just ignored the situation. I CAN'T, hearing anything negative about the Automatic Gear Exten- 
Many others, including an FBO, tell me to do the same. sion System. 

Through your experience there must be a solution. On the contrary, the system has always been pointed 
It seems many other 180 owners have had the experience; out as an added safety feature, probably preventing the all- 
surely someone has resolved the problem. too-freque~~t gear up landings that occur in other retractables. 

Thomas Dovi I can only surmise that Piper must have been the subject of 
Scottsdale, AZ 85257 a product liability suit by someone who did not make it to a 
Oil temperature problems are common and caused landing spot because his gear dropped down. 

by many things. You seem to have covered most of the bases It seems a pity that the company must resort to a 
already, but I will try to give you a few more ideas. mandatory compliance service bulletin calling for the elimi- 

Appareutly, you have already replaced the thermal uatiou of a desirable safety feature in order to protect itself 
valve, but you should check this using the boiling water from such legal action, if that is the case. 
method, to be sure it is actually opening. Otherwise, oil Fortunately, this bulletindoes not have the strength 
will not properly circulate tluough the oil cooler. of an AD; and, for the time being, I intend to retain the 

Excessive exhaust back pressure, caused by loose automatic feature on my gear system. 
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Terry, if I am missing something I should know the trapped hydraulic pressure holding the gear in the up 

and do not, please set me straight. position varied in direct proportion to the ambient tempera- 
Some of the readers may he interested in knowing ture! 

that I replaced the two-piece windshield in my Saratoga A typical flight in hot summer weather would ex- 
with a one-piece unit late in 1986. It was done locally. aid hibit 1,400 pounds immediately after retraction which would 
I am very pleased with the results and the improved visibil- decrease during climb to about 850 pounds at 6,000 feet in 
ity. The plane is usually located here at the FBO in the much cooler air At that point the "gear unsafe" light 
Lynchburg, should anyone wish to examine the installa- would activate and remain on until we would cycle the gear 
tion. After cycling the gear, the pressure would again be 

Incidentally, I am an old World War I1 Army Air at 1,400 pounds and remain at or near that pressure for the 
Corps B-24 pilot who did not fly betwee11 1945 and 1984, remainder of the flight. If we did not cycle the gears but 
right after I bought N3566P. It has been wo~~derful getting descended into wanner air instead, the pressure wouldgradu- 
hack into flying, a love and a dream I never lost. ally increase until the light would finally extinguish. 

C. L. Christian Jr. Conversely, flights made in cold winter weather 
Lynchburg, VA 24503 usually resulted in a11 increase in hydraulic pressure during 
You are right on both counts - the Piper lawyers climb, which was from very cold surface air to slightly 

moved to disarm the automatic feature because of allega- warmer air at altitude. This variations were confmed by 
tions concerning safety if it should activate during a forced observing the OAT changes versus hydraulic pressure 
landing scenario, and the Service Bulletin is coilsidered changes. 
"mandatory" only by Piper (and some foreign countries it1 I am convinced the entire problem was in the up- 
which manufacturer bulletins really are mandatory for con- manifold pressure switch. According to the 1978 service 
tinued flying. manual, this switch is designed to open the pump circuit at 

The only other criticism which has been made 1,400 PSI and close the circuit at 1,100 PSI. If this indeed 
against this feature is one concerning extension in rough happened, gear sag would be prevented by an automatic short- 
air at certain airspeeds. It would seem that apilot would be cycle of the hydraulic pump to replace the pressure lost by 
able to learn to lock the system out in either turbulence or te~nperature contraction, aud most probably the pilot would 
as part of his emergency procedure upon loss of r u ~  engine, never realize that it happened unless he noticed the momen- 

This bulletin affects all Lance, Saratoga and Ar- tary increase 111 amperage. 
row models, and I agree that the original system, along The pressure switch installed in these particular 
with some simple pilot precautions, is better than a discon- models is Cousolidated Controls Corp., Bethel, CT., type 
nected automatic extension system. 211C243-3. I am convinced that this particular switch is a 

misapplication and most probably never did achieve the de- 
Fixed "Gear Unsafe" Condition in Arrow sigu 300 pound differential between open and closed posi- 
By Dale P Jewett tions. 

This opinion is borne out by the fact that the Piper 
I was very interested in the letter from George and Service Manual was revised on July 13, 198 1 and called for 

Joan Stalk in the July edition of the Cherokee since I am a a pressure switch with an operating range of 1,800 to 1,500 
co-owner of a 1978 Arrow 111, PA-28R-201. I have flown PSI! This newer switch has a different part number, and, of 
several Arrows of the 77-78 vintage and they all have ex- course, it costs several times more than the old switch! It 
hibited the same characteristic of "gear unsafe" red light seems obvious to me, however, that Piper recognized a de- 
during certain flight conditions. sign deficiency and changed switches in later models. 

Although the Stalks' gear door damage may have At any rate, my partner and I have resolved our 
been secondary to the gear droop and primarily caused by problem by cycling the gear once after reaching altitude 
displacement of the piano hinge wire, the gear droop may during hot weather (making sure to do it below the limiting 
have aggravated the situation. air speed.) If we do that we experience no more gear sag 

Our typical condition was ilormal retraction, then problems. A permanent fix would be to install the newer 
a red light soon after reaching cruise altitude, usually in pressure switch offered by Piper. This is limited to aparticu- 
hot weather. We expended considerable effort and expense lar higher pressure hydraulic power pack, however. 
in lubrication, re-rigging, retraction tests on jacks includ- 
ing gear-up tests overnight, leakage testing, several calls to Autopilot Needs Repair 
Piper, changing the nose-gear-up-limit switch - all to no 
avail! InFebruary I purchased a 1965 Cherokee 180 which 

Finally, at my insistence, my mechanic and I in- is equipped with a Piper Autocontrol I1 unit. The unit will 
stalled a temporary hydraulic pressure gauge tapped into not stay on course for more than 10 to 15 minutes. 
the up-pressure manifold of the hydraulic system and placed I have talked with a couple of different mechanics 
in view of the pilot. After numerous test flights in both and both have told me parts are not available, plus the unit 
winter and summer weather conditions, we detennined that would not be worth fixing. 
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Have you or anyone in the association had any ex- necessary. This certainly retards the fore and aft movement 

perience with this? If the unit is not worth fixing I am going and absolutely controls the aileron motion. 
to have it removed. 

B. W. Newsom 
Altoona, IA 50009 Overheated Engine Suggestion 

By William Cannichael 
I talked with Terry Wilbuu of Lowe Aviation In- 

stnunents in Macon, Georgia (912-788-7450). They special- In connection with the letter from Watton Joylier 
ize in autopilots. regarding heating problems inhis turbo-Arrow, I would sug- 

Teny tells me the unit in your plale is a predeces. gest the following measures to prevent overheating: 
sor ofthe Century 11-B and parts are available. The problem 1. Use only Aerosllell SAE 50 during hot weather. 
is that the early models, such as yours, had no adjustable 2. Iuslall the Piper factory cooling kit consisting 
threshold which results is possible wing rock. Some units of new baffles and louvers. 
repair nicely, while others never do get rid of the wing rock. 3. Use the fuel boost pump, in low mode only, for 

It is possible to update tlie amplifier with a newer takeoffs and climbout. 
unit which will eliminate this problem. This can be accom- The cooling kit used to be available from West 
plished with an overhaul of all the units servos. Teny esti- Texas Aircraft, in Lubbock, Texas. I believe the cost was 
mates aprice of about $600 for such a complete overhaul. around $600. It can be installed in about a days time. 

With the subject mods and techniques, 1 took off 
Points to Watch on PA-32 from Albuquerque last Saturday with two passengers and 
By Henry N. Oldham luggage. Temperahue was 92 degrees, elevation 5,200 msl, 

without excessive heating in my Turbo Arrow. 
I have flown Cherokees for more than 15 years and Prior to the Arrow, I put about 2,200 hours in three 

have owned two - a 1978 181 which I sold in 1981 a~ id  a different 235's that I owned. In one of them, an insidious 
1979 Lance I1 which I still have. overheating problem developed, which may be analogous 

The Lance is a fine ship, but I want to pass on two to the proble~ns enumerated by Thomas Dovi, of Scottsdale, 
hints to the readers: in his 180G. 

1. There is increasing evidence, as stated in the A hairline crack, between cylinders in the exhaust 
media, of muffler and exhaust system problems with the manifold, developed and caused sufficient turbulence so that 
plane. There have been instances where they failed and exhaust gases in the two cylinders adjacent to the crack could 
torched the mags. In my case the center muffler ruptured, not be freely discharged. This caused the cylinders to over- 
burned holes in the shroud a~ id  air induction assembly, and heat. 
mined the engine. I similarly had gone the complete trouble-shoot- 

An 80 percent loss of power on takeoff at night at iug route before the crack was detected. 
gross is no fun. Pay particular attentioil to the exhaust on 
inspections and pre-flights. Rebuill Carbs in Field Defective 

2. Watch for cracks in the engine lnouiits near tlie 
firewall attach points. They are hard to see. Gear warning Mike Dierker, of St. Charles, MO, reports an un- 
light flicker is an indication. usual problem, but one which may affect other Cherokee 

The fonner problem is probably caused by the en- OwllerS. 
gine being too tightly cowled a id  nuniing too hot - it runs Mike experienced a problem involving the engine 
too near redline. This certainly doesn't help engine longev- continuing to mn after the mixture was pulled. It took quite 
ity. Look in Trade-a-Plane. See any Lance that got close to a bit of work to find the problem. 
TBO? It seems that some carburetors which were rebuilt 

The latterprobleln is caused by the lack of eleva. in 1983 by B&S Rebuilders were outfitted with bad plastic 
tor authority in the flare. It is very difficult to hold the nose- floats which eventually became saturated with fuel and be- 
wheel off, especially with two aboard up front. So, the nose cane too heavy. Also, some mixture control shafts were 
comes thudding down. Look at tlie moment arm between defective and would not permit the mixhue to close cam- 
the nosewlieel and the firewall. Then add the weight of tlie pletely. The combinatioli lead to the nu-on condition. 
engine to the picture. A number of such carburetors have been rebuilt 

and these carburetors may show any of the following symp- 
Inexpensive Gust Lock toms: run on after mixture cut off, high fuel consumption; 
By Joe Ryan leakage around the carburetor and high fuel level in the car- 

buretor. 
About a control yoke gust lock. For years I have If anyone is experiencing this problem remember 

beenusing aninexpensivembber bungee cord. I loop it from to check the float and the mixture control shaft. 
the inside of one yoke to the inside of the other as tight as 
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Overhaul, Intercom, Standby Vacuum pump, but that did not seem like such a good idea because 
By John E. Washburn pumps like to fail at one or two hours as much as any other 

time. The alternative I picked was the manifold-driven 
When I purchased my 1973 140, she had about standby vacuum system from Precise Flight. 

1,750 hours on the engine. The logbook showed major over- I a n  pleased with the system. I have not used it for 
haul at about 2,700 hours; the entry was "retnoved from any real failure, yet, and chances are strong against it. The 
service for major overhaul - runs fine." I made a decision to strong likelihood is that my pump will break in VFR condi- 
bust TBO based upon the fiue reputation of the 0-320, but tions. Still, I feel a lot better upon penetration of a cloud to 
by how much I didn't decide. have the system available. 

I decided to drive the h g  until either an oil analy- I hopefully learned a lesson during the installation 
sis came back bad or compression dropped unacceptable of this device, however, and that is to pick my A&P well. 
or I became nervous about driving it. This spring, at 2,600 The 'long story-short' version is that the installation cost 
hours, the latter occurred; I became nervous about driving me more than the system itself and was done so poorly that 
the thing. I felt compelled to straighten up a great deal of the installa- 

I had already done some overhaul shopping, but tion myself. The high cost had to do with how long it took 
early this year I had done a participation annual with Jim the mechanic to install the system. I do not know why; it 
Can, in Winnsboro, Texas (a very pleasant experience in- took aday-and-a-half for a two-to-three-hour job, but it did 
deed) and had been quite impressed with his co~npetence and 1 got the hill. 
and concern for engine quality. 

We had discussed overhaul then. I had Jim over- Hot Solenoid Problem 
haul my engine to new specifications. Upon breakdown it 
was discovered that my nervousness was basically UII- Leopold Katz of Rockville Centre, NewYork, com- 
founded; Iprobably could have gotten three thousand, plus, plained that his solenoid was getting hot during flight - he 
hours out ofthe 0-320-EZD, but, frankly, from the logbook was concerned about possible fire hazards. His answer: 
I couldnot accurately determine what kind of overhaul had 
been done on the engine before. Your plane has two solenoids - the starter solenoid 

This time 1 know - I have seen the inside of the aud the master solenoid. You are referring to the master so- 
engine; I have yellow tags on all the big parts; everything lenoid which is on when the master switch is on and which 
is still tbe original size, no grinding, no chrome; valves disconnects electrical power when the switch is off. It acts 
rings, pistons, etc., are new. I believe that if I keep the plane merely as a power switch and should not reduce the voltage 
long enough I will top the engine at about TBO and con- in the system. 
tinue past three thousand hours. Because all ofthe power which is usedby your plane 

On another note, I decided I wanted an inter con^. goes through this unit, it is normal for it to become warm. It 
I looked around and tried out other peoples' systems and is not normal, however, for it to become so hot as to cause 
decided upon the Radio Systems Tecln~ology kit intercom. bums when it is touched or to cause burning odors in your 
primarily because it is a kit. With a kit you can more easily plane. 
modify the device for your own needs. If the solenoid is merely very warm, this condition 

The kit is certainly the best I have ever assembled; is normal. If it is getting hot enough to cause a lire danger, it 
it worked the first time withno trouble shooting needed. It is not and there is either too much current going through it 
is a voice actuated system; I had used a friend's Sigtronics or there is too much resistance in the unit or in the connec- 
which is voice actuated and it was frustrating to use. It will tions to it. 
squelch yon if you simply pause for at1 instant in inid-sen- 
tence. Preheat Causes Engine Damage 

The RST unit, however, has a two to tluee second By Robert Blackwell 
delay; it will not cut you off in mid-sentence. Also, the 
squelch is sensitive enough that it does not chop off the On the morning of March 8, 1986,I was planning 
first syllable of your sentences as some others do. The sys- to fly to Cairo, Illinois, and return. The weather was cool 
tem has entertainment input into which I have run tny AM/ enough that the engine did not fire up as it should, so I pulled 
EM radio. The unit is quite a buy. 45W over to the terminal building for preheat. 

I occasionally find it necessary to go through I had already preflighted the aircraft so after heat- 
clouds. Like most of us, I have read plelity of obituaries of ing I got in and fired offjust h e .  
pilots who lost their gyros in the cloud and died of an ensu- I flew to Cairo and returned from the 1.8 hour flight. 
ing sudden stop at ground level. Upon exiting the plane I noticed oil seeping out dong the 

Vacuum pumps are not particularly dependable, cowling. Immediately I opened it to find the cause. The pre- 
Mine has many hundreds of hours on it; it has been a very heater had been inserted into the right air intake port. The 
good one. heat had darnaged two of the plastic pushrod tubes on the 

I began to consider replacing my functioning front jug. About a quart of oil had leaked out over the en- 
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gine. as clean as can be. 

It was not bad enough to cause oil pressure to drop, I purchased it through Aircraft Components, Inc., 
but had this been a longer flight there very well could have Benton Harbor, MI for $34.95 a gallon, which is enough for 
been a serious problem. Don't let it happen to you. 1,200 gallons of IOOLL. You can buy adispet~ser for $14.80 

which is graduated for all three grades of fuel making it a 
Faired Cowl Landing Light snap to draw out the right amount of TCP. 
By George Dostal 

Bogert Battery Box Modification 
I have a 1967 Arrow that has the landing light cav- 

ity faired into the cowling. It was done by Aronson's Air I just thought I would drop you a line and let you 
Service at Rosamond, California. It looks great and I swear know the good news. Bogert Aviation's battery box modifi- 
that the installation reduced cabin noise level about the same cation for all Piper aircraft which are equipped with ametal, 
amount that installation of a 114-inch windscreen did. sloped top battery box, has finally been approved by the 

I understand that landing lights, Cherokee variety, FAA. 
have ashort life. I would estimate that my aircraft. N3708T. This modification does away with the braided p s i -  
a leaseback, has a landing light replaced every 24 hours of tive a11d negative battery box cables forever. As you know 
light time on average, I believe it is the nature of the beast. the braided cables have been a constant source of irritation 
I haven't noticed any change in bulb life since the fairing to Cherokee owners. 
was installed. I did have some concern, initially, about heat The kit is simple and straight forward. We have 
dissipation, but it appears to have bee11 unfounded. made things as easy as possible by providing stick-on tem- 

plates for making all cuts and holes. All the hardware re- 
starting Tips, Hoses & TCP quired is included in the kit, along with instructions, tem- 
By Darrell D. Dake plates, drawings and, of course, the STC. 

Cost for the kit, including cable assemblies, is un- 
I fmd my 140 to be the most stable a ~ d  forgiving der $70. If Bogert copper cables are already installed the 

aircraft I have ever flown. 1 have some questions, advice, kit will be under $50 (1987). That is less than half the price 
and a thank you to offer. of what it would cost to replace your braided cables and 

First, the thank you to Henry Gerson of Fairlawn, positive to master solenoid cable with Piper parts. The kit 
NJ (October 85 Cherokee) for his advice regarding hard stut- may be ordered directly from us, or through your FBO. 
ing. I prime the engine three times, hand prop it tell times Richard W. Bogert 
(five revolutions), crack the throttle a half inch and hit the Bogert Aviation 
starter. The prop never turns more than a quarter turn before Route 1, Box 1676 
it catches. It is great. In the smiimer I prime it only one Prosser, WA 99350 
time. Because of this I am still undecided on whether to 
change the cables or not. If I do 1 suspect it will be because Plans Newer Seats 
of corrosiol~ others have written about. 

Second, I want to advise the readers to be sure and I am considering buying an older Arrow which will 
check their oil cooler hose periodically. By periodically I need a new interior. I would like to know whether it is pos- 
mean every fourth or fifth annual. I had the misfortune of sible to replace the seats with the newer, high-backed style 
having one fail and it cost me an engine overhaul. which incorporate a headrest. 

I had changed the oil a id  filter a ~ d  did a m u p  to If this is possible, will this require a11 STC or other 
check for leaks with no problem. There were no leaks what- FAA approval? If so, how hard is it to get? 
soever. Where can the seats be obtained and at what cost? 

Then, about five minutes after takeoff, my wife Will any modification to the plane be required other 
thought she smelled oil. We were uiifortuiiate, also, in that than simply removing and replacing the seats? 
we were over a large lake n d  residential area at the time Richard Perhacs 
and by the time 1 reached a suitable landing site it was too Erie, PA 16501 
late. Later model seats will fit your plane without any 

But thank God for the Cherokee's wide landilig gear modificatiol~s and the installation should be fairly simple. 
because it landed beautifully in a pasture. The broken hose You might be able to purchase seats directly from 
was discovered only after it was removed from the fire Piper, although that would be an expensive venture at best. 
sheathing. It was absolutely brittle. A check of the logs re- Most individuals who have replaced their seats have located 
vealed them to be the original hoses installed in 1973 them from wrecked aircraft. A list of salvage yards to try is 

Ramon Pabalan asked about TCP in the Marc11 is- enclosed. 
sue and someone asked where you could buy it a ~ d  how to FAA approval will be required, although an STC 
determine the correct amount to use. I have used TCP for shouldnot be necessary. A Form 337, signed by amechanic 
about three years and foul~d it works great. The plugs stay with inspection authorization, should suffice. 
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Replaced Worn Flooring 
By Dave Henderson 

Attached are sketches showing how I replaced the 
rotten, waterlogged flooring inmy PA-28-140. The new floor- 
ing bas the advantage of being slightly lighter in weight and 
offers better soulid proofing than the original. 

The original flooriug consists of carpeting bonded 
to a pressed-paper material, which readily absorbed water. 
The pressed-paper material was then bonded to the aircraft 
skin with an adhesive wbich appears to be similar to panel 
adhesive. The old adhesive must be carefully scraped away. 
I used a wide wood chisel for this job. The skin does not 
have to be absolutely clean of all the old adhesive, but the 
major "humps" should be scraped as smooth as possible. 

The Styrofoam does not have a"memory," thus the 
need for the aluminum. Without the alumh~u~n, the Styrofoam 
will compress when stepped on, and the appearance of the 
new flooring will suffer greatly. 

My Cherokee had the original "foot plates" on the 
two front sections. They were attached to the new carpeting 
with new bolts and huts, using the existing holes in the plates, 
prior to bonding to the a l w n i m .  The prohuding nuts and 
bolt ends arejust pushed into the Styrofoam during the bond- 
ing procedure. 

I recommend cutting the Styrofoam to size and fit- 
ting it into place first. After the four Styrofoam panels are 
trimmed to their proper size, they may be used as patterns 
for cutting the aluminum and new carpeting. Bond the three 
materials together before installing them in the aircraft Al- 
low the adhesive to set up overnight. Install the finishedpan- 
els in the aircraft using several small "blobs" of adhesive on 
the bottom of the Styrofoam panels. Entire surfaces need 
not be coated. 

All four composite panels are easily made at home 
in oue evening. New flooring is probably the one single item 
that will most improve the interior of the aircraft. Many air- 
craft owners and pilots bave seen my new flooring and all 
have made positive comments on it. 

Air-Oil Separator 

Barry Wood, of Sunnyvale, Cal~fornia, asked about 
a11 air-oil separator to eliminate the oil-on-the-belly proh- 
lem. His answer: 

Air Oil Separators are available for most Cherokee 
(PA-28 & 32) models from Walker Engineering, 7405 
Havenhurst, Van Nuys, CA 91406. (Phone 818-782-2154.) 

Bob Walker says that the units have been STC'd 
and require about two hours of shop time to install. The units 
cost $210 and do a good job of stopping the blowby which 
causes the unsightly belly oil. 
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Tip Tank Problems on 235, Wheel Pants matioa between the me~nbers. I hope that the information I 
By Cliff Malmquist am seeking is available from you or one of the members. 

1 am the proud owner of N4355B, a 1984 Chero- 
In response to anu~nberofquestions and comments kee Archer 11, which I have leased to Marit] Air Service in 

pertaining to the use of mo-gas atid its effects on fiberglass Noveto, California for the past three years. Tliis arrange- 
tanks, Piper says do not use it as it can affect the epoxy ment has made my flying and aircraft ownership afford- 
sealing the tanks. able. 

I purchased my 1973 PA-28-235 in the spring of I have been asked by a young lady renter, who is 
1986. I must admit that I did not do a visual inspection of ha~dicapped and wants to fly so desperately, to permit the 
the inside of the tip tanks. installation of certain a@achments to our rudder pedais whcli 

Shortly thereafter. I obtained a Pelersen STC for will allow her to use a demountable device to operate the 
mo-gas. A couple of tnontlis later. while changing the drain pedals; the only co~~trols she is not able to lnanipulaie due 
cock in the right tip talk, I noticed ail extensive amount of to the loss of her legs. 
what I thought was dirt in the tak. Upon re~noval and clea~l- A mechauic has told me that he could build such a 
ing, I came up with a half-cup-full of dried out, brittle ep- device which has been approved and used before, but has 
oxy, dark brown in color. It was tlie last coat ofepoxy wiped been u~~successful in his attempts. 
over the seams inside tlie tat*. I have given my consent to have the necessary at- 

Particles removed varied in size froin that of a pin tachment points installed in my aircraft for her use provided 
head to several iuches in length and a half inch wide. A tlie FAA and our insurance company will pennit it. This 
considerable aniount was also removed which had partially device must be removed from the aircraft when she is fin- 
separated from the fiberglass but not totally broken loose. ished flyizig aid it must not encumber the iiorn~al use of the 

For tlie past six years this plane was based at a fair aircraft. 
sized field in Nebraska and serviced by the local FBO. They I have rarely seen such enthusiasm and detennina- 
do not supply mo-gas and I am sure the owner never hauled tion in aperson wanting to fly, let alone from a handicapped 
it out as he is not apilot. He just owned the plane and rented person. This young lady wants very much to realize her 
the pilot. I a11 also sure the deterioration of the epoxy did dream of solo flying and eventually obtaining her pilot's 
not take place over a span of a couple of months as a result license. 
ofmy use ofmo-gas. Incidentally, the left tip shows no sign Do you or any members know of someone or some 
of the problem. company who can install such a device in our Archer. I would 

While Piper conteuds this problem is the result of very much like to hear from anyone who has successfully 
the use of auto gas, I feel it to be a result of gas (including completed a] installation. It seems to me that this young 
100 LL) and a1 improper sealing of the tank at the time of lady's call for help should he answered. 
manufacture. I hate to see a good thing (mo-gas) killed while Janes P Rutigliauo 
the actual fault lies elsewhere. San Francisco. CA 94107 

One brief comment prompted by a member in a 
recent issue. About a year or so ago I needed a nose wheel Indeed, the Cherokee is a fine airplane for hatidi- 
fairing for a 140 Cherokee wllich 1 owned. I called Wag capped pilots to fly. Portable hand controls for the Chero- 
Aero and inquired as to the quality, weight of material, etc.. kee are made by A. R. Allen, 2252 Barbara Drive, Clearwater, 
on their wheel fairing. Florida 33546. (813) 535-1 153. The price is about $250. 

They said the fairings were great and of the same Another source is Charles City Aeronautics, Charles City, 
basic unit as the factory's. I ordered tlietn and what I re- IA 50616 (515) 228-3553. 
ceived would have required several hours of fiberglass re- Several hundred paraplegics have received their 
construction to even come close to resembling a comnler- pilots license, and even a few determined quadriplegics are 
cia1 unit. I called Wag Aero and their response was "What licensed. There is one organization I am aware of whch 
do vou expect for the price?" specializes in promoting the needs of handicapped pilots. It 

The cost to me for a wol-ihless piece of fiberglass is the Internatiollal Wheelchair Aviators. Dues are $14 a 
was round trip shipping plus a couple of pho~le calls, about year and nu1 from July to July. More information can be 
$40, well in excess of half of what i t  everrtually cost to lo- obtained from the organization'ssecretary, Bill Blackwood, 
cate a used one. So if you are in ueed of wheel fairings atld 11 17 Rising Hill Way, Escondido, CA 92029. (619) 746- 
are trying to save abuck, take notice. Ain't no such thing as 5018. 
a real steal. Either go for factory parts or check with a sal- 
vage yard for original equiptne~it. High Temp Readings, Cracked engine 

By Syd Smith 
Wants Wheelchair Conversion 

I own a 1969 Arrow 200 which I bought in 1979 
As a member of CPA I have fouud that one of the after owling a Cherokee 6 for 12 years. I also have more 

values of membership is the excha~ige of ideas and infor- thal 150 hours in the Arrow 180 as an instructor. 
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I have often noted high oil temperature readings owners as distilled from Light Plane Maintenance and from 

that are not necessarily a result of excessive oil tempera- other sources, including CPA member reports. This is not a 
ture, but may merely he an incorrect indication. comprehensive report.You may want to check the Light Plane 

On both models of airplanes when the oil tem- Maintenance article for additional information on many shops 
perature indicated high, if linger pressure were applied to around the country. 
the clear plexiglass which covers the instrument cluster the Nonetheless, here is a list of shops which have pretty 
temperature indication would show normal. I feel that the good reputations. Just like anything else, however, check 
problem is a static charge buildup on the cover which dissi- them out yourself before deciding. (Information was current 
pates when the cover comes into good contact with the in- in 1987). 
strument frame. 

Recognize that the normal temperature will be in Owner As& 
the area of 180 to 190 degrees since there is a thermostat Shop, Address, Phone Number Hourly Rate 
with a setting of about 180 degrees in the oil systeln. The 
problem was cured by replacing the plexiglass cover with 
one which was slightly thicker. The silver paint can be du- Alaska Air Repair $39 Yes 
plicated on the new cover, but must be an acrylic paint to Menill Field 
avoid crazing the panel. Anchorage, AK 

The second situation I would like to note is a 
cracked engine case problem that I experienced. I had been A&E Aircraft Repair 
experiencing anoise at low speed (TO & Climb) with high P 0 Box 784 
power and felt it was the nose gear doors which we re- Nome Auport 
rigged, but did not correct the noise. Nome, AK 99762 

The noise was eventually stopped when the for- (907) 443-21 16 
ward right side baffle, over the alternator, was stiffened. 
Although the noise, which I feel was generated by the prop Camp Verde Airport 
blade pdsations causing the haffle to hit the alternator ad- Canip Verde, Anzona 
justment arm, was cured, I experienced a crack in the lower (602) 567-3371 
part of the case in the vicinity of the altemator support 
bracket attach bolt boss. I also had to have the altemator Aero Mechanics, Inc. 
rebuilt during this time. Since the case repair and baffle Municipal Airport 
stiffening, there has not been any further alternator prob- Prescon, AZ 86301 
lems, and, fortunately, no more cracked cases. (602) 445-3430 

$40 Yes 

NA NA 

$30 Yes 

Single-Weight Engine Oil Cuts Consumption Bullhead Aviation 
P 0 Box 2560 

Arnold Pritcher, of Oyster Bay, NewYork, passes Bullhead City, AZ 86430 
on a tip which may save some members money and w o w  (602) 754-4696 
His 1,200-hour Arrow was burning a quart of multi-weight 
oil every three hours and he thought the engine was in bad Central Arizona Aviation 
need of a rebuild. 51 10 E. Falcon Drive 

However, after switching to straight detergent oil Mesa, AZ 85205 
the consumption has been cut back to only one quart in (602) 832-3900 
seven hours and he is now hoping to make TBO with his 
engine. Honon Aviation, Inc. 

195 1 E. Airport Drive 
Recommended Aircraft Maintenance Shops Tucson, AZ 85706 

(602) 889-6327 
Many Cherokee owners write in asking for a good 

shop to take their planes. We have kept some information Flite Craft Enterprises 
over the years, but not as comprehensive as we would like. 3000 Merrill Avenue 

Enter the Light Plane Maintenance shop survey Chino, CA 91710 
for 1987. Thismagazine has come up withagroup ofshops (714) 597-193 I 
around the country which have customers raving. We 
thought it would be nice to come up with a comprehensive 1. S. Aviation 
list of shops known to treat Cherokee owners well. Columbia, CA 953 10 

Below is a summary of some of the information (209) 676-4673 
about these shops which should be of interest to Cherokee 
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$32 Maybe 

$33 No 

$35 Yes 

$27 Yes 



Air Yosimite 
Pine Mountain Lake Airport 
Groveland, CA 95321 

Vern Miller, Hangar 1 
Reid Hillview Airport 
San Jose, CA 951 10 

Dragonfly Aviation 
2222 Airport Blvd. 
Santa Rosa, CA 95407 
(707) 575-8750 

Benhow Aviation Maintenance 
2946 Fairchild Aproil 
Torrance Municipal Airpon 
Torsance, CA 90505 
(213) 325-3804 

Security Aviation 
3820 W. 120th Street 
Hawthorne, CA 90250 
(213) 676-4673 

Lake Aero Repair 
P O Box 545 
Lakeport, CA 95453 
(707) 263-0412 

Strahnan Aero Service 
Santa Barbara Airport 
Santa Barbara, CA 
(805) 967-8096 

Western Aviation Maintenance 
4225 W. Commonwealth 
Fullerton, CA 92633 
(714) 670-0481 

Tripple S. Flying Service 
Glellwood Springs Airport 
Glenwood Springs, CO 8 160 1 
(303) 945-2764 

Eagle Air Repair 
Montrose County Airport 
Montrose, CO 81402 
(303) 249-4004 

Diamond Aviation, Inc. 
Dover Cheswold Airpark 
Dover, DE 
(302) 674-2666 

Aircraft Engineering, Inc. 
Bartow Airport 
Bartow, FL 33830 

Cherokee Hints Sps 
$30 Yes (813) 533-1870 

Howard Aircraft Service 
Craig Field 

Yes Jacksonville, FL 3221 8 

Sun Aviation 
Vero Beach, FL 32960 

Yes (305) 562-9257 

Finefield Aviation 
Lake-in-the-Hills Airport 
Lake-in-the-Hills, IL 60102 

Yes 
Waiters Aviatlol~ 
St. Louis Downtown Airport 
Cahokia, IL 62206 
(618) 337-2810 

Yes Hancock County Airport 
Bar Harbor, ME 04609 
(207) 667-7329 

Control Aero Aviation 
Yes Frederick Municipal Airport 

Frederick, MI) 21701 
(301) 694-5555 

Minuteman Airfield 
Yes Stow, MA 01775 

(617) 897-3933 

Avant Garde Avlation 
Oakland-Pontiac Airport 

Yes Pontlac, M1 48054 
(3 13) 666-3730 

Waterford Aviation 
Pontiac Airport 

Yes Pontiac. MI 48054 
(313) 666-3333 

Precision Flightcraft 
Bootleger Trail 

Yes Great Falls, hlT 

Ron's Alrcraft Service 
North Air Terminal 
2772 N. Rancho Drive 

NA Las Vegas, NV 89 103 

Sussex Repair 
POBox311 
Sussex, NJ 07461 

Maybe (201) 875-9919 

Air Flight Service 
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Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Maybe 

Yes 

Yes 
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$30 Yes 
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Hangar 9 
Lunken Atrport 
C~nctn~~at i ,  OH 45226 

Novak Aircraft Mamtena~ce 
Portage County Airport 
Ravenna, OH 44266 
(216) 297-0087 

Atoka Municipal Airport 
Atoka, OK 74525 
(405) 889-3341 

Braden's Flylug Service 
Easton Airport 
Easton, PA 
(21 5) 258-0473 

Lancaster Aviation 
Lancaster Municipal Axport 
Lancaster, PA 17543 
717-569-5341 

Westchester Municipal Airport 
Winchester, TN 37398 
(615) 967-3 148 

Jul~e's Aircraft Service 
6805 Boeing St. 
El Paso, TX 79925 
(915) 772-2900 

Riteway Airmotive 
Addison Airport 
Dallas, TX 
(214) 239-8503 

CRG Aviation 
David Wayne Hooks Airport 
Tomball, TX 77375 
(713) 376-9061 

Aerodyne, Inc. 
Ha~npton Roads A~rport 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 
(804) 488-2835 

Orange County Aviation 
Orange VA 22960 
(703) 672-5 159 

Crown Aviation 
Paine Field 
Building C- 13 
Everett, WA 98204 

Beaver Aviation $25 Yes 
Dodge County w o r t  
Juneau, WI 53039 
(414) 386-2636 

No 
New Wing-Mount Landing Light Offered 

For those members looking for an alternative land- 
ing light arrangement, Skycraft Corporation has received a 
PMA on a dual landing light anangement which mounts a 

Yes 100-watt landing light bulb in each wing. 
The kit is $495 and Albert Snyder, president of the 

company, says it can be installed in from 10 to 15 hours. 
The lights mount in the wing edges and not in the wing tips. 

N A Kits are available for all straight-wing PA-28 and PA-32 
models. Although the company is working on kits for the 
tapered-wing planes, the PMA has not yet been issued. 

Incidentally, many menlbers have been complain- 
ing about the short life of their 4509 landing light bulbs. He 

Maybe advises that there is little you can do about the short life. 
This bulb was desigued by General Electric to have a bench 
life of 25 hours. Anything more than that is just gravy. 

Copper Cables - Disabled Arrow Gear 
Yes By Michael L. Stokes 

I joiued the ranks of those who have installed the 
Bogert Aviation cables. Not only was the kit delivered rap- 

Yes idly, but everything fit and worked the first time! I had no 
prohlen~s with the old cables and the only indication I have 
noticed with the copper cables is alower voltage drop when 
cranking. 

While I had the seats out and the left side panels 
No removed for the cable replacement, I went ahead and dis- 

abled the automatic gear system on the Arrow. Again, I had 
no proble~ns with the automatic system, but decided to com- 
ply with the Service Bulletin while the airplane was apart. 

The only problem with this installation is in the 
Yes Piper instructious. By referring to the instructions and the 

schematics you have to remove the gear warning light wire 
from the circuit breaker. If you do as directed you will not 
get power to the landing gear solenoid. 

The ouly wire which should be removed is for the 
Maybe lights which indicate the "AUTO EXT" is disabled or over- 

ridden. 
As my Arrow is a 1968 model it did not have the 

disable switch installed to start with. The other area con- 
cerns the power bus bar. The instructions call for cutting of 

Yes this bus bar completely in two. This is to facilitate the in- 
stallatiol~ of a new 25 amp; pull/push circuit breaker. I rec- 
ommend cutting anotch only for the installation of this cir- 
cuit breaker--otherwise, you disable the landing light circuit 

Maybe and the jumper cables provided in the kit do not address 
enabling the landing light. 

I found the Piper kit to be excellent and the duec- 
tions clear, except where noted. However, $132 plus tax 
seemed a little high for $25 worth of parts which could have 
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been purchased from Radio Shack. 

Wants Archer Seats in Older Model 

Gerald S. Insley, of Ashland, Oregon, asked about 
installing Archer seats in his older-model Cherokee. His 'm- 
swer: 

The Archer seats should fit your plane without any 
modifications. The biggest problem is finding a set at a sal- 
vage yard. 

Some owners, however, complail~ that the seats are 
too flimsy and tend to break. Othe~wise, they would work 
out fine in your plane. 

Bulb Substitute Recommended for Beacon 

A little something I discovered while trying to buy 
alight bulb for my Whelen rotating Beacon, Model #WRML. 
I receivedaquote of $15.60 - I  only wanted to buy the bulb. 

The Whelen bulb is a 35 watt bulb, so even though 
an automotive taillight bulb will fit the socket, at 15 watts it 
is simply not bright enough. However, I have discovered a 
direct replacement. 

K-Mart Automotive, under their brand name, stocks 
a 12-volt 50 watt bulb for their inexpensive driving lights. 
The base is exact and it is 15 watts brighter. K-Mart #FTY 
846. The best part of all, two for $2.17, and they last and 
last. I have not tried them in other nav lighcs, but I suspect 
they will work in that application, too. 

If anyone screams it is not FANPMA approved, 1 
refer to the above. Just trot on down to your favorite FBO 
and make him rich. 

D. L. Schraml 
Tampa, Florida 
My only concern about this installvtiot~ is the fact 

that you have installed a bulb with 15 extra watts. Can the 
housing dissipate the extra wattage without damage? 

I agree, the price of the WRM 1940 bulb is outra- 
geous, but I would be very concerned about possible fire 
due to too powerful a bulb. 

Numerous Tips from Canadian Member 
By H. W. Sanders 

I thought I might contribute solne of my experi- 
ences which may benefit other readers. 

Oleo strut inflation: 1 have modified a small oxy- 
gen cylinder (approximately two inches in diameter by 14 
inches long) with a 118 NPT tire valve and a 114 1.D. high 
pressure hose with a screw on tire inflation adaptor. 

This bottle can be filled for a buck or two with 
approximately 1,500 psi from your local FBO's large bottle 
and carried on board with enough punch to fill all three 
oleos with pressure to spare. 

Gust locks: For the first couple of weeks after get- 
ting my Cherokee Six I used the seat belt method of locking 

controls, but found amuch better aud quicker method which 
consists of adjusting the seats so that the back rests can be 
leaned forward to contact the yokes at the center in the full 
elevator down position and ailerons neutral. 

The yokes are thus effectively locked preventing 
elevator and aileron movement. In two years 1 have never 
experienced control movements after they had been locked 
in such a manner despite some heavy gusting. 

Tow bars: Have you ever had the tow bar slip out 
of the nose wheel attachment points when pushing back or 
turning? An easy fix consists of bending the two C-shaped 
hooks into a slight S configuration. This way the bar will 
slip into the upper curve of the S when pullitlg and into the 
lower part of the S shape when pushing back or turning. 

Engine cooling: I have taken to opening the dip- 
stick access panel on top of the cowling illunediately after 
shutting down thereby allowing the creation of a cooli~rg 
updraft of air that dissipates residual heat from the engine 
which otherwise soaks into mags, pumps, 'arbs, etc., and 
believe me, heat can do ajob 011 your mags. By the time the 
plane is unloaded, pushed back and tied d o w ~ ,  it has usu- 
ally cooled enough to close the panel. 

Now that winter is on its way 1 spray silicone lu- 
bricant onto all door seals including baggage doors. This 
prevents doors from freezing shut and will avoid damage to 
door seals which have ahabit of welding doors to frames on 
cold days. 

Here is an easy way to start your engine on a cold 
day by following these steps: 

1. Swing the propeller five to eight blades in direc- 
tion of nonnal rotation to limber up the engine. 

2. Keys on dash, master on, fuel pmnp on, fuel on, 
mixture full rich. Prime engine for regular cold start. 

3. Master off. Swing prop in direction of normal 
rotation five to six blades to draw fuel into the cylinders. 

4. Master on, prime engine three to four strokes, 
fuel pump off, pri~nerunlocked, throttle 114 inch. Insert key 
and start. 

n e  engine should tire on the first or second blade. 
Enrichen the mixture by pruning until the engine 

runs stnoothly. Lock the primer and let engine warm up. 
This procedure may sound redundant to readers from the 
southern states, but here in Canada it gets pretty nippy and 
I have never failed to start my engine this way without pre- 
heat even on very cold days. Please note: take all uecessaty 
precautions when swinging the prop. 
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post-crash cxaminatit,n tile re- s i \e nluvement at the rear  f i t t ing.  

vealed that  the r i g h t  \,ing fuel t ank  f l e r i b l c~  h ~ ~ s r  Af ter  removal  o f  the bults, i t  was found that 
,"hich t o  ,he fuel lallk the wing to fuselage attachment f i t t ing  ho l t  holes s e r e  

hlo,.ked hl cl,ntaminants, ~h~ fllel lille ,,as lllanu- elungated. l'he suhmit tcr  speculated that the long b t ~ l t s  
fartured in 1969 and was instal led ,,llrl, tile s,rplanl. caused the f i t t i ng  holes 111 elongate, and the comhina- 

,,as manufactured. 11 ,,.as fll,rl,,l lle hitr,j and t ion of these 1w11 defects was displayed by  the la tera l  

T h e  a i r f rame i n s p c r t i ~ ~ ~ ~  checklist statcc that  'l'he a i rc ra f t  maintenance records d i d  not ha \e  

the line replaced ,,hen the engille is e,,cr. any history of repairs o r  maintenance on these fittings 
hauled which occurred eight years earlier. :\ p ~ ~ n e r -  0' bolts. 
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Repair Your Own Interior Plastic 

By Joe Gibbons 

T he refurbishment of the Warrior's interior trim is a 
good do-it-yourself job -- the work is not dirty, dan 
gerous, nor critical to safe operation. And, if you pay 

someone to do it, you might spend a lot of money for an 
interior decorator with an A & P license. 

Personally, I do not enjoy working on my airplane ... 
I enjoy flying it. But when I had the engine out for amajor 
overhaul, it seemed like the right time to attack the job. 
After having completed it, I can describe the work as straight- 
fonvard with impressive results. 

My plane is a 1975 Warrior I1 with a 160-hp con- 
version. I believe that the interior layout is quite similar to 
many model years before and after it. The original plastic 
panels discolor, often in blotches, from age a11d exposure to 
sunlight. The "fix" is to spray paint them. 

The refurbishment task breaks dowl into manage- 
able packages: 

flap handle and trim wheel, get a can @lack?) for that job. 
Screws and washers - most screws are oval-head number 

4, brass with nickel plating. The cosmetic washers are called 
cup washers (also nickel-plated brass). Both screws and all 
the washers are available from your local hardware store. I 
replaced a couple of screws and all the washers because the 
new ones are very cheap and the old ones were tarnished. If 
you like, wait until you have everything apart before decid- 
ing. 

Wire markers - adhesive number tags to mark the wires to 
the speaker and lights in the overhead panel. Alternatively, 
you may use masking tape pieces and mark them with a 
pen. 

Small containers - for storage of screws, washers, covers, 
etc. 

Panel Removal 
 emo oval 
Cleaning Care must be used in the removal of the panels 
Repair since some pieces may be brittle from age and exposure to 
Painting sunlight. This particularly applies to the pieces around the 
Replacement windshield. 

Each job takes a few hours, and as you would ex- When removing the pieces that fit around the sun 
pect for cosmetic endeavors, it is a good idea I I O ~  to rush visors, it is necessary to remove the visors (two Phillips 
any of them. screws and nuts). I also removed the visor supports which 

were rusted. Keep all the parts together. 
Tools and Materials Mark the rubber window molding (a pencil is fine) 

as to location. Mark the underside of corresponding panel 
No special tools are required for the job. You will 

need the following: 
Phillips screwdrivers - assorted sizes such as can be bought 

in packages from Sears. 
Assorted flat-blade screwdrivers. 
Denatured alcohol for cleaning plastic panels - other sol- 

vents are OK as long as they do not attack the plastic trim. 
Epoxy repair kit - for cracks in the panels. I used a marine 

repair kit by West. You can get by quite well using two-part 
epoxy glue and 314 inch wide glass tape. 

Masking tape. 
Enamel paint - buy three cans of antique white or what- 

ever color suits you. If you want to repaint the cover for the 
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where the ends of the him meet. This will keep you from ance for removal of the cover. Then you will fmd a tiny little 
going crazy when it comes time to put it all back. Allen screw which locks the plastic piece in place on the 

Note that the panels around the side windows have l~andle. You cannot get this off unless you are able to re- 
screws hidden under little plastic covers. You ~iiust care- move the flap handle grip. On the other hand, you probably 
fully pry the covers offand relnove the screws inside. For a do not need to remove it. 
cross section of the arrangement, see Figure I .  By the way, Notice that the trim tab indicator ~nechanism is now 
I did not have to replace any of these covers, and I don't visible. If this needs adjustment, you should align it before 
know where to find new ones if you lose or break them. replacing the cover. 

When removing the door panel, first remove the 
upper latch hardware (including tlie outside handle). You Cleaning and Repair 
should reasse~nble these parts after the palelel is removed to 
prevent losing them. It is also uecessaty to remove the cock- Now that you have your airplane cabin all apart 
pit side of the door restraint which is held in place with a and it looks like an abandoned home-built project, what do 
Phillips screw. you do next? Hopefully, you have foundasuitable workplace 

Note that the screws for the door panel are flat where You can begin inspecting the various pieces. 
head rather than oval head. Do not ]nix them with the other As in painting a house, a car, or a fence post, the 
hardware. quality of the job depends up011 the preparation. You should 

Mark each of the interior curtain rods with mask. clean all the plastic and rubber parts with solvent. I used 
ing tape labels so that you do not have a puzzle when you denatured alcohol which is effective and doesnot attack the 
get ready to put them back. Upper axd lower artd left and plastic. Simply wipe the pieces with a cloth dampened with 
right rods look a lot alike when you get them out of the the solvent. The objective is to get a clean surface to which 
plane. Aud keep the screws together to avoid loss or mix- the paint will adhere. 

UP. At this point any cracks should be repaired. You 
In removilig the aft panels (in the baggage should cut a piece of glass tape to cover the crack on the 

part~nent) it will probably be necessary to fold d o ~ l  the unexposed side of the plastic panel part. Then prepare a two 
back seat which is held in place by a screw on either side. P"t epoxy mix t~re  and coat the tape in place. Make sure 
Take care not to damage the upholstery on tlie seat back. that the epoxy does not out through the crack or around 

111 removi~ig the overhead panel (with the lights the edge of the panel to the exposed side (see Figure 2). 
and speaker, it is best to have help available to support the Allow to harden overnight. 
assembly while marking the wires. Once the screws are By the way, I also determined that the overhead air 
removed, the panel is still coru~ected to the cockpit roof by vellt register controls were damaged beyond repair, and I 
an assortment of wires. The wires should be carefully glued them iti the open positioll with epoxy. 
marked with 'adhesive wire markers (or masking tape) be- Prior to painting, anything you don't want to paint 
fore disconnecting them. needs to be masked off with tape. This includes decals, 

Note that there is a common ground wire tllat cir- switches, the speaker grill, and air vents. Don't forget the 
culates among various lighting fixtures and the cabill speaker decal on the door panel. 
before connecting to the airframe under one ot'the attach- By the way, you may want to check the overhead 
nig screws. panel for corroded wires or electrical fittings. Also, the nut 

Once the overhead palel is free, be c,uefill to on the instrlllnelit light rheostat may need tightening. 
damage any of the exposed hardware or to poke a finger 
through the speaker cone! (Dou't laugh ... it's easy to do.) 

The remaining panel along the cockpit ceiling 
centerline is the tuntiel for veutilation air. I was unable to 
remove this entirely since a previous owner had apparently 
glued the plastic solidly in place arou~ld the vent control 
cable. I finally gave up trying to remove the panel, and I 
cleaned and spray painted it in the cockpit with protective 
newspaper covering the ceiling and the upholstery. It was 
not the ideal situation, but it worked. 

111 case you want to paint the cover for the flap 
handle, it is screwed into the cockpit floor and calll't be 
easily removed. lfyou need to adjust tlie trim tab indicator, 
this is a convenient time to do so. Hopefully you left the 
trim tab in the neutral position before you started this 
project. 

Once the hold down screws are removed, the flap 
handle must be removed to the second notc11 to allow clear- 
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Finally, we get to the fun part. The paint should be 
sprayed on for best appearance, either with individual calls 
or with a spray gun. A brush applicatio~i would probably he 
too thick and would not highlight the textured surface of 
the panels. 

If you are not familiar with spray can operation, 
practice on something besides your airplane parts until you 
get the technique down. It is not difficult to paint these parts, 
hut some skill is required. 

For a good application, hold the can about 12 inches 
away from the surface to be paiuted and make smooth 
strokes. Keep the spray going ulitil you are past the end of 
the work. The nozzle should travel parallel to the surface 
rather than making sweeping arcs. 

Unlike certain other things in life, with painting, 
more is not necessarily better. You will almost certainly he 
ahle to get by with one coat, and this should be applied 
cautiously to avoid rutis. If you find tliat you liave missed a 
spot, youmay have Inore success spraying it once the origi- 
nal is completely dry. This depends 011 the particular type 
of paint, however. 

A note on tvnes of oaint: I found enamel to be suit- 

Temperature Gauge Bad 
by Thomas Dovi 

In a previous letter I enumerated the many things I 
tried in attempting to fix a high oil temperature problem. I 
began by verifying the validity of the oil temperature gauge. 
The method I used was to immerse the bulb in boiling water 
to reflect an approximate 212 degree reading. I would like 
to inform you and other members that this "test" may not 
he accurate in all cases. 

My engine never appeared or ran as if it were too 
hot. I installed an EGTICHT gauge to determine if it actu- 
ally was heating improperly; the temperatures appeared 
normal. 

As a last resort, I had a new oil temperature gauge 
installed. This solved the prohlem! 

The original gauge "tested correctly, but was not 
reflecting true values when in actual operation. Time or vi- 
bration must account for it slowly drifting to red line. This 
was not taken into account during my immersion test. 

Please pass this information on to others. Almost 
everyone I have talked to with the overheating prohlem has 
tried the boiling water "test". Perhaps they would be pleas- 
antly surprised in what a new gauge might do. 

, . 
ahle since it is easy to apply aid durable. The original tex- 
ture of the panels is a satin finish ... neither flat nor shiny. Starter Needed Internal Repair 

By using a light coat of a gloss enamel, I did not 
by Harold bridges 

hide the texture of the panels. On one piece, 1 experiinelited 
with asemigloss top coat over the paint, but it did not seem I have a 1962 PA-28-150 and I have also had a 

liard starting prohlem that has been a plague for six years - to make any difference in the tinislr. 
since I houeht 5583W. - 

Reassembly I had removed the aluminum cables, checked the 
voltage loss from the starter stud all the way hack to the 

Putting everything back together is fairly simple. battery posts. When checked, it was within one volt. 

You just reverse the procedure used to take it all apart, but 
do it more carefully. Unless the oldnickel-plated cup wash- 
ers are very shiny, replace thenr. They are very inexpensive 
and add a lot to the appearance of tlie panels. I reused the 
screws. 

Do not overtiglite~i the screws. In fact, when rein- 
stalling a panel, it is often wise to get all tile screws stasted 
before tighteniug any of them. Tl~is is because the panels 
are flexible and tend to become distorted until they are prop- 
erly secured. 

When installitig the door pruiel, first clean the win- 
dow areaon the door and install the lubber witidow trim on 
the panel. With the door restraint ant1 upper latch liardware 
removed, fit the panel carefi~lly. Remember lo use the flat 
head screws for this job. +61.~bl &LN S O L ~ E R € D _ _  

Get another pair of llands to help support the ovef The voltage would drop to 8 - 9 volts when the 
head panel ifat all possible. Reco~lriect the wires and check starter relay was engaged. Then it would go up to 10 - 12. 
operation on the lights a id  speaker. volts if it turned over, which was seldom. The starter al- 

OK you're titiislied. It wasn't so bad, a i d  the new ways engaged with a "thud" sound, not anice quiet engage- 
panels really spiffup the interior. Atid at today's labor rates, ment. 
who wants to pay someone else to do it7 I checked for heat at all terminals and found none 

Now, the carpet is staiti~lg to look a little shabby ... after prolonged cranking. The master solenoid was disas- 
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The only practical engine swap I am aware of is the 
Avcon conversion which uses the 180 horsepower engine 
and a constant-speed propeller. The price of the kit, as of 
last year (1987), was $16,650. 

The kit, although expensive, makes sense if you have 
a really nice plane and want to upgrade. Also, it helps if 
your engine is run out and you need to make an engine change 
anyway. 

Avcon is located at P 0 Box 654, Udall, Kansas 
67146 (316) 782-3317. 

This kit may be cheap. To make an engine change 
the FAA requires many engineering tests before it will con- 
sider granting an STC, and one member once ran up around 
$20,000 in engineering test fees in getting his own engine 

8 -- 
swap approved 

sembled and found to be m very good condltlon The final . - 
thing to do was pull the starter. 

I have a Delco starter. When opened up everything 
appeared good. Bearings, front, middle, support and rear, 
were h e ,  but were all dry. While checking tlie supply post 
I noticed a hairline crack at the supply post where the field 
busses are soldered to it. The right two fields were the ones 
affected. 

I took a screwdriver and gently pried up. BINGO! 
A clean break. I had this post re-soldered for $5 and I then 
began reassembling the starter. However, when slipping the 
end cap with the brushes onto the case, 1 noticed that the 
ends of the brush pivots were eleclrically burned and me- 
chanically worn. They had been bitting tlie very comer of 
the commutator and had worn it off at a 45-degree angle. 

Here was a short. Whoever Iiad this starter apart 
before me had failed to install the copper spacer. I put on 
an oil-lite washer about 3/32 inch thick and it worked fine. 
Someone had probably turned the wliole stud when tight- 
ening the cable up. Do not let it tuln. 

When starting the engine iiow, it turns over so fast 
it is almost at idling speed. I would suspect a lot of Delco 
starters have this problem. At least i t  needs checking into. 

Passenger Seat Gust Lock 
by Donald May 

Like every other Cherokee owner I was shown to 
tie the yoke back with the seat belt. This I never cared for 
and I found that by putting the passenger seat in the full- 
forward position and turning the yoke vertical, either left 
or right, the elevator andailerolls would be held securely. I 
alternate the deflection of the ailerons. 

There is no way the pilot can eliter the plaie with- 
out undoing this gust lock! 

Strut Seal, Prop Balance 
by Jack Thompson 

Here are a couple of tips I have learned in main- 
taining my PA-28-161 

Flat Struts: Now that cold weather is here there 
are going to be a lot of flat struts, which your friendly me- 
chanic will tell you should be rebuilt. Do not rebuild them. 

First, get some Granville Strut Seal, sold through 
San Val, Aircraft Spruce, Central Aircraft Supply or some 
other source. The stuff works, and works by softening and 
expanding the seals. And if it doesn't, Mr. Granville will 
refund your money. 

I had a bad main and nose strut wbich I was told 
needed to be rebuilt. I put in the strut seal (FAA approved) 
eight months ago, aired them up, and they have been up ever 
since. 

Radio Filter: On a recent alternator change I was 
charged $67.50 for a capacitor, installed to eliminate radio 
interference. The same or comparable capacitor can be ob- 
tained from Radio Shack ($4.95). Also, any other computer 
grade (threaded ends) may be used if similarly rated. 

Prop Overhaul: One of the best things I have done 
lately is have my prop overhauled, rebalanced, reshaped and 
analyzed. The total was $140. The engine runs smoother 
and with lots less vibration.You can remove the spinner and 
hack plate and prop yourself. Be sure to identify each bolt to 
its hole and index mark your spinner and hack plate to your 
prop. Do not use a graphite pencil and do not forget that 
your mark on your propeller will not be there when it comes 
back. 

Reinstall the prop exactly as it comes off and have 
your mechanic re-torque your bolts and safety wire and sign 
your log books. Away you go. And your engine will appreci- 
ate it. 

Wants 0-360 in Cherokee 140 We are all interested in lower-cost sources of parts 
and accessories for our aircraft. One publication I have found 

Lou LaSdle, of Belleville. New Jersey, asked about very valuable is the ~rade-a-Plane newspaper. Parts discount- 
the feasibility of an engine swap of a 0-360 L~colning in ers and avionics suppliers advertise extensively in the puhli- 
his 140. The answer: cation. 
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Through one of these suppliers I purchased a por- I found the yoke harder to turn right or left on my 

table navlcomm handheld wi t ,  mine being the ICOM IA- PA-28-151 one hot day this past summer. Only I fly the 
20. Others are made by King, STS and Narco and priced plane so I knew it was not normal on my plane. I found that 
between $375 to $475. What wonders of technology these on the last inspection the control cables were adjusted with- 
things are, especially when you consider anew panel mount out taking the cold temperature into account when the ad- 
nav-comm usually doesn't have the number of features of justment was made. The hull expands faster than steel cables 
the handheld and sell at four to five times the price, plus making it tighter on the hot day than on a cold one. 
installation cost. I was told by the mechanic that this will damage 

However, for inaximum range, the handheld should the controls to the point of breaking. So if you meet more 
connect to an external antemla. This is easily accomplished resistance on the yoke on the hot day do yourself a favor 
with a panel-mounted connector to which a short length of and check those cables. 
coax is installed (temporarily) between the handheld and 
the connector. These units should he seriously considered, Battery Cables & Strut Plug 
especially if you have older avionics. by Bert Forero 

Arrow Propeller is Scrapped Another money saving idea. Recently I bought bat- 
tery cables to replace the old ones, as everybody seems to 

Speaking of propellers, I received a phone call to- be doing. 
day kom a member who has some real problems in his Ar- Again, the time consuming work is removing the 
row. As many members know, Arrows are subjected to a seats, and opening the side panel. I did this, and made an 
repetitive AD which requires the propeller to he inspected appointlnent with the mechanic, and he completed the job 
regularly. in 2-112 hours. If you do not remove the seats andpanels, it 

This member took his plane in for his inspection will be at least another 1-112 hours. Regardless of where 
and learned that he must replace both blades - at $1,600 one buys the cables, one still has to pay for the installation. 
each. The reason is twofold. First, over the years his blade My mechanic did agreatjob; the engine starts much 
has been dressed out to take care of nicks aud chips and, faster now. It is going to be a great difference in the winter. 
cumulatively, the dressing has removed enough metal so Finally, I had lost the plug that covers the struts on 
that the blade no longer has the minimum blade width to the wing. 1 found that one of the hardware stores, here in 
pass inspection. Baltimore, has a metal one which fits perfectly. The cost 

Also, apparently a for~ner owner removed two was $1.15. 
inches from the blade tips making an illegal change. That, 
too, isnot repairable and requires the blades to be scrapped. Changing Your Oil and Filter 

Arrow owners may want to check their propellers by Terry Lee Rogers 
to be sure they are actually legal, and be certain no modifi- 
cations are made which may cause the blades to be declared Of all the preventive maintenance operations which 
scrap at a future inspectio~~. may be performed by pilots, perhaps none can save as much 

money or provide as much education as the periodic oil and 
Bungee Lock, Controls Tight filter change. 
by Raymond Gibbs By performing this service yourself, not only do 

you save from $30 to $50 in shop labor, but you will give 
It appears that some of the Cherokee owners are having yourself a good idea ofhow your engine lubrication system 

problems with the yoke lockilig by using the seat belts. I is w-orking and you will insure that the job is done right. 
didn't like it for two reasons. First tbe belts are too short. Engine oil is ahard-working lubricant which keeps 
Second, I installed agap kit which caused the plane to want your engine from tearing itself apart. But, like any other 
to go in circles after being strapped for a week. component on your plane, it will wear out with use, and it 

My answer was to use a plastic end bungee cord needs to be replaced regularly. 
with ends that can be moved up and down to make it as long Cleaning additives tend to be used up, antioxidants 
as desired. By putting the ends at 90 degrees to each other become oxidized, and the oil moleculesthemselves are tram- 
they can be hooked together tying each yoke to each other formed by exposure to pressure and heat into less viscous 
with the pressure desired by the aircraft owner. I got mine molecules which can no longer cut the mustard when it 
from an auto parts house for under $5.00. comes to the job of lubrication. 

This will also let you keep the ailerons flat, and How often should you change your oil? The an- 
the yoke set for tail up, down 01. tlat as desired. swer varies depending on how you use your plane. If you 

This should take care ofthe problem with the aile- fly infrequently and yourplane sits for long periods without 
ron bellcrank if that was caused by using seat belts on the flying, change often, perhaps every 25 hours or every six 
yoke. However in this case it liiigllt pay to check the cables months, whichever comes first. You may need to change 
to see if they are properly adjusted. your oil even if the engine has not been run at all. After a 
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period of several months, the antioxidants will become oil to drain comnpletely. Remember, youare draining not only 
oxidized just from standing. the oil from the engine, but the oil from the oil cooler, too. 

Likewise, change oil frequently if you fly in dusty After the oil is drained, replace the drain plug and 
conditions or have other reasons to suspect your engine is safety wire it in an approvedmmer. Or, if you have aquick 
contaminated by dirt or sand. drain, simply snap the valve shut. 

Lycoming and Piper recommend oil changes, for Obviously, a quick drain valve has a lot to recom- 
normal use, at 50-hour intervals, with changes up to 100 mend it when it comes time to change oil. But if you plan on 
hours apart where a full-flow oil filter is used and the filter putting one on your plane, and you fly an Arrow, Lance or 
itself is changed at 50 hour intervals. Saratoga retractable, make sure you use the proper part num- 

Up until a few years ago, you would automati- ber. Some quick drains will not fit properly in these planes 
cally have chosen a single-weight ashless dispersant oil for and will cause interference with the landing gear. In this 
your engine. You would have, of course, chosen an oil with case, gear retraction may well mean an inadvertent oil drain, 
a weight appropriate to the season - heavy weight for wiu- as well, which is not what you want right after takeoff. 
ter flying, and a lighter weight oil lirr swnmer flying. Before adding new oil, however, make sure you 

But several years ago multi-viscosity oils came change your filter and the oil screens. 
on the market and are highly popular today. Some synthetic Most planes now have spin-on oil filters, just like 
oils, suchas Bel Ray, are very expensive, while some oils, on your car. Some, however, have the older type wluch 
such as Phillips XC (not to be confused with the discontin- mounts a filter inside a separate can, and some engines have 
ued XC-11) and Shell 15W50 multigrade are available at no filter at all, but merely oil screens. 
little more than a straight-weight oil. Changing the spin-on filter is a snap. First, be sure 

Multi-weight oils are still controversial. Some you have the correct part number. Check with the manual on 
owners swear that their engines consulne far less oil with your plane - do not just put on the same type which came 
single-weight brands; others swear by nmlti-viscosity oil, off If the wrong filter is in use on your plane now, you do 

Many ofthe well-h~ow~overhaulers andrebuilders not want to perpetuate this error by copying it when you 
do not recommend the multi-viscosity oils. Van Dusen, for change the filter. 
example, suggests that because multi-viscosity oils are thin- With correct filter in hand, undo the safety wiring 
ner at lower temperatures they will tend to run off engine on the old filter. Make sure you take note of how the filter is 
parts quicker and, thereby, lead to internal part corrosion, safety-wired. You want to insure that the new filter is cor- 

At any rate, what brmd of oil, a t~d whether to use rectly safety wired to the correct spot on the engine. Your 
multi-viscosity oils, are decisions you will need to make. filter will probably be the type which is removed by apply- 
And once made, stick to your decision. You may eventu- ing a one-inch wrench to the hex nut attached to the end of 
ally want to change from straight oil to multi-viscosity oil the can. 
or back, but do not keep changisig back and fostll. Once Be aware that you will probably spill about half a 
you have a brand you like stick with it and try not to mix quart of oil while undoing the filter, so have a can under- 
types, as various additives may not be totally compatible. neath to try to catch this spill. 

Shaight mineral oil, although often recommended Do not simply throw this filter away. You will want 
for break in, is not suitable for loog-tern1 use. It does not to check the pleats of the filter to see whether any metal is 
have the cleaning and antioxidant additives needed in mod- present. You can generally get a can opener at an auto parts 
em aircraft engines. store for a few dollars and this will help immensely. 

And, of course, automotive oils should never be Even if you are having an oil analysis done, the 
substituted for aviation oil. These oils contain special addi- metal shavings which show up in an oil filter may not show 
tives which will result in preignition when used in aircraft up in the oil analysis, so it is important to check. And if you 
engines. fiud something out of line, it is time to have a mechanic 

Let's now talk about actually changing your oil. check further to insure that something is not amiss. 
Of course, the fust item on the agenda is to drain the old oil Installation of the new filter is straightforward. You 
from the engine. But cold oil does not flow readily so you should pre-lubricate the oil filter gasket, but the correct lu- 
are going to want to wann it up. A trip or two around the bricant is not engine oil. Although it is common practice to 
pattern should be sufficient for this purpose. You do not smear engine oil on the gasket, engine oil will break down 
need along cross conntry trip.You want wami oil, not hot. at high temperatures and form a sort of glue. It will make it 

Locate the oil drain plug on your engine. Unfortu- harder to get the filter off next time, not easier. The correct 
nately, to get to it you are going to have to remove the lubrica~t to use is Dow Corning DC-4. 
engine cowl in most cases. You will need a four-gallon Start the filter by hand and, when the gasket seats, 
bucket to drain the oil into and you will need hose and torque the filter to 18 foot-pounds, or any other figure speci- 
funnel to catch the oil and convey it to your bucket. fied by the manufacturer of the filter. Do not overtighten. 

Now, either remove the drain plug with a wrench Otherwise, at the next oil change you are going to think the 
or, if your plane is equipped with a quick drain, open the filter is welded to the engine. Also, you can damage the can 
drain valve. It will take about 10 minutes for your engine and cause leaks. 
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Finally, using approved methods, safety wire the housing on the mounting pad and install the attaclunent bolts. 

can to the engine. Torque these bolts between 50 a11d 70 inch-pounds. 
If your plane had the older style separate-element Now you are ready to add oil. Check with your 

filter, the job of changing it will be a mice more messy, service lnanual to see how much oil you need. Most PA-28 
Ouce again, remove all safety wire. noting how it was ill- models require eight quarts, except for the 235 and 236, 
stalled. Undo the stud holding the unit together while using which require twelve. 
a can to catch the oil spill. After filling the crankcase with oil it is time to test 

Remove the entire utlit a id  begin disasse~nbly of run tlie engine. Start her up and wait no longer than 30 sec- 
the can. You will need to throw away the various gaskets onds for oil pressure to register. If you have no oil pressure, 
and replace them with new ones as you proceed. And be shut the engine down and find out why. Otherwise, run the 
sure to use approved gaskets - similar autolnotive gaskets engine for at least five minutes, shut it down, and then make 
must not be used. a final check for leaks. 

Remove the old ele~neill and replace with a new And, like the old proverb says, the job is not fin- 
one and begin reassembly of the entire unit. Otice assembled, ished till the paperwork is done. Make logbook entries show- 
reinstall it by reversing the steps used to remove it. The ing what was done and that you have returned the plane to 
various gaskets should be pre-lubricated and this time the service. h i d  the job of changing oil is finally through. 
correct lubricant is clean engine oil. Dow Corning DC-4 is If you do not have a spin-on oil filter perhaps you 
not recommended. Be sure to torque tlie bolt as specified wait to consider having one installed before your next oil 
on the side ofthe can or in the senrice tna~iual (recommended change. Lycoming markets an adaptor, part number 77852 
torque is 15 to 18 foot-pouiids.) for both the 0-360 and 0-320 engines. The list price on this 

Finally, you need to safety wire the unit just as is done is approximately $120, but it may be purchased at a lower 
with a spin-on oil filter. price from many of the discount houses. 

Servicing this type of oil filter is a lot inore messy Similar adapters are available for Continental en- 
than the spin-on type. In addition, due to the number of gines, too. 
gaskets and openings in the container, this type of unit is Also, Wag Aero markets an adaptor for the 
prone to leak. It is imperative that after replacing tlie filter Lycotning eligines for under $60, and that price includes 
the unit be checked for leaks after tlie engine has had a the filter! Wag Aero's catalog nwnber is 800-558-6868. The 
chance to warm up to operatiiig temperature. company is atBox 181,1216NorthRoad,Zyons,Wl 53148. 

Also, just like with the spin-on type filter, do not At any rate, before beginning a conversion check 
discard the elemellt until you have had a cllarlce to pick out Lycolning Service instruction Number 1319A which 
through the pleats and inspected for ally excess nietal sliav- describes the procedure for installilig the adaptor and the 
ings or pieces. materials required. 

Now that you have dra~iied the oil and replaced the Finally, it seems appropriate to end this discussion 
filter you are still not ready to adcl fresh oil to the engine. of oil and filter changes with a few words about oil analy- 
Your engine still has two oil screens whicB need to be sis. This, too, is a tool which many plane owners swear by. 
checked. I t  can be invaluable in helping provide early diagnosis of 

The oil suctioli screen is located either on the bot- potential eligil~e problems. 
tom aft end of the engine sunip, installed horizontally, or With oil analysis, you send a small sample of your 
located forward of the carburetor. installed vertically. To engine oil at prescribed intervals, generally at the time of 
remove both types, cut the safety wire and remove the hex oil changes, to a lab which then analyzes your oil for metal 
head plug. The screen should he cleailed to remove any ac- aiid other contaminants. 
cumulation of sludge and to exariiitie for metal filil~gs or The lab utilizes a device known as an emission 
chps. Obviously, anything ~ui~ts i~al  found here w,arrants re- spectrometer to detennine the percentages of certain mate- 
ferral to your mechanic for follow up. rials in the oil. What you will he looking for is iron, which 

After cleaning arid inspecrio~l, place the scree11 in- may give at1 indication of cylinder wall wear; chromium, 
side the recess in tlie hex head plug to eliminate possible which tells about piston ring wear, or cylinder wear in en- 
damage to the screen. Insert the screen into the housit~g and gines with chrome cylinders; copper, which gives an idea 
when it is properly seated, tighten atit1 properly safety the of valve-guide and bearing wear; aluminum, which in&- 
plug. cates piston wear; and silicon, which shows how much sand 

The second screen, tlie pressure screen, is located and grit is getting inside your engine. 
in a housing on the accessory case of the engine, between Actually, a one-time analysis of your engine oil is 
tlie magnetos. It t~eeds to be cleane(l and checked for en- relatively worthless. The numbers, unless they are really 
gine filings or chips and, if anything ullusaal is found, bring out of this world in any particular category, are useful only 
in your mechanic for funher diagllosis. in establishing a trend. Several analyses are needed to es- 

Piper recommends a new gasket be installed when tablish such a trend of wear in an engine. 
reinstalling the screeri. Ascenain that the screen fits flush But, when several analyses have been done, an in- 
with the base surface of tlie screen liousing Positio~i the crease in percentage of an element may then show rapid 
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wear during the last testing period. An increase in copper, ping this morning. I still don't have one, but I do know a lot 
for example, means bearings or valve guides have suddenly more about this particular lamp. Specifications on the WRM 
begun to wear more than usual - a  sign of impending trouble 1940 are as follows: 
here. GE 1940 (aka WRM 1940) Aircraft Marker; 14 

Although several laboratories specialize in oil Volts; 3.75 Amps; 50 Watts; Rated at 300 Hours; approxi- 
analysis, the results vary widely. An oil sample sent to one mately $20.00 retail ($10.00 wholesale). 
laboratory may show widely differing percentages of tlie The part number Mr. Schraml indicated is a pack- 
same sample sent to another. aging number. There were adozen different FTY #846 lamp 

On the assumption that although differeut Labs may packages. I was unable to locate any that even came close to 
give different results, but that each lab will be consistent, the intensity needed. (I say "packages" because all K-Mart 
the idea is to pick out one lab and stick with it so that any small lamps are sold in "two packs". 
changes in numbers will have sonic significance in deter- I wish Mr. Schraml would take another look at his 
mining wearpattems. If you send y o u  sa~nples to different purchase and see if he can determine what he really has. 
laboratories, the results may be meaningless a id  no trend (Look for a six digit number next to the FTY # 846, such as 
may ever be established. "82-10.77" or in the upper left hand comer such as "No. 

The lubricationsysteni is literally the heart ofyour 1141".) 
engine. It requires very little care, but it deserves more than For $2.17 per pack it is well worth pursuing. 
it sometimes gets. Take care of your oil and it will surely 
take care of you. (Ed. Note: I contacted David Schramel who responded as 

follows). 
Glare Shield Comments 

Dear Terry, 
Bill Stiles, ofNew Castle. Pennsylvania. wote in Enclosed is the package for the bulbs. Number 82- 

with both a compliment and complaint about the glare 29-06 is the K-Mart stock number. The bulb bas only one 
shields manufactured by Dennis Aslrby. marking -12V50W with no automotive number, such as 1041, 

etc. 
The compliment: they look nice when installed. Several people I have told about it have tried them. 

The problem: it takes about 25 hours of "fiddling around." A good mend found them in K-Mart in Vero Beach, and for 
The glare shields cost about $100, but Bill is ex- $1.77 yet! 

pecting a shop bill of several times that amount for the I was concerned about the heat, as you mentioned. 
labor involved in the installation. But the sane size wire is used on the 100 watt landing light 

We have run articles in the past about glare shield as tlie beacon, so I rationalized the wire is not a problem. I 
replacement. The problem stenls fro111 the lack of space in did run a test though. I ran the beacon about 15 minutes on 
which to work. Either you remove the windsliields or be the ground with the engine off. I then felt the Lexan dome 
prepared for hours of work as a contortionist. and the beacon base. I did not detect any more heat than 

Particular patience is needed when working on the usual. 
defroster ducts. These are held in place with screws and 
self locking nutsunder the panel. I t  is atwo perso11 job and Hartzell Prop Worn Down 
a tedious one at that. 

Bill says that if you can piit up with the "hassle Dear Terry, 
factor, you will solve forever the problem of rotting cloth." I am still reeling from being told my prop blades 
Nonetheless, he says he would not have done tlie job if he failed their five year inspection. The list on Hartzell7666A 
had known how much it was going to cost. blades is $1.600.00 each! Many phones calls later, I found 

A suggestion - for anyone contemplating this no secondhand blades available. 
change, enlist the aid of a very good friend and do the job After some persistence I found a shop to give me a 
yourself rather than paying a mechanic to make this instal- substantial discount and trade on the old (undamaged) blades. 
lation. And be prepared to reward your friend uicely for his Apparently he cuts them down to size for experimental class 
help. birds. He asked not to be named in print. Sorry. Advise to 

find EAA types for guidance. 
Caution Cherokee shoppers about aging blades with 

Inexpensive Beacon Revisited a history of 20 or so annuals and the attendant leading edge 
grinding. 

I was pleased to read in a recent edition of the Paul Novak 
magazine about an inexpensive substitute rotary beacon light Lexington, KY 40504 
bulb discovered by Mr D.L. Schl-am1 of Tampa, Florida. Readers will recall that Paul first learned he had a 
Good work. It's long over due. problem when he took his propeller in for a routine inspec- 

Since I just had another one expire I went shop- tion according to the Hartzell AD. He was told that the blades 
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had been "dressed to the point that they were no longer 
wide enough to pass inspectio~l. Also, someone had cut down 
the blades, removing two inches from the tips. 

This should be a rare type of problem, but one 
which will have expensive consequences if you encounter 
it. 

Spinner Nutplate Cracks Dangerous 
by Scott Gordon 

Here is a service bulletin item for all Wamor own- 
ers. I recently found cracks around the nut plates of the front 
propeller spinner bulkhead on my aircraft. Upon close ex- 
amination, I found cracks not only around the nut plates but 
also outboard of each bulkhead propeller bolt hole. 

Researching the aircraft records showed this bulk- 
head had been replaced at about every three year or at 400- 
hour interval. 

For those readers who feel they can continue using 
this part and delay the $125.04 cost of a new one I have 
only one thing to say: don't. When 1 bought my PA-28-161, 
I discovered a cracked rear propeller spillner bulkhead dur- 
ing the first aunual. The aircraft records showed it had been 
discovered on a previous inspection and deemed ainvorthy 
to be replaced at a later date. I seut my propeller in for an 
inspection and a 30 thousandtlis deep scratch was found in 
the propeller where the bulkhead rested on the propeller. 

The propeller was sent to the manufacturer for 
analysis and $325 later I got i t  back with a warning, that if 
the gouge had been a few thousa~ldths deeper, or if any fur- 
ther scratches appear on the propeller hub. l can hang it in 
my Living room and buy a new one. 

Shoulder Harness Kits for 140 

strument equipped and with a recently installed 11 morrow 
612 Loran which is a great back up. 

My problem, however, is a nose wheel shimmy. It 
is most pronounced when breaking heavily, however it can 
he controlled by taking weight off the nose wheel ,uld let- 
ting off the brakes. 

I acquired the plane io May of 1987 and in l o o h g  
through past repair records I find that this has been a prob- 
lem for a couple of years preceding my ownership with re- 
pair attempts consisting ofbalancing the tire, replacing the 
scissor bushings and adjustment of steering assembly. 

I demonstrated the problem to my mechat~ic and 
he suggests the problem might be with unequal braking, 
however I doubt this. Other than the shimmy problem, the 
airplane is a beauty to own and fly and any suggestions you 
may have as to the cause would be appreciated. 

Sincerely yours, 
William G. Kroncke 
Toledo, OH 43613 

Dear William, 
Nose gear shimmy is a common problem on many 

Cherokees. Replacement of both the scissor bushings and 
through bolts often cures the problem, but any loose con- 
nections in the steering horn assembly or a defective shimmy 
dampener can cause the problem. 

All of the parts, shown in the enclosed drawing, 
need to be checked for looseness. The shimmy dampener 
acts like a shock absorber and when it wears out it must be 
replaced or a shimmy will result. 

With all connections tight and the shimmy damp- 
ener preventing oscillation, the shimmy will disappear. 

Bulletin: Automatic Gear System 

James I. Pumell, of Manassas, Virginia. asked about As all Arrow. Lance and Saratoga SP owners are 
shoulder harnesses for his 140 The answer: aware, Piper came out with a "mandatory" service bulletin 

Shoulder harness kits are available from Piper and recently in which they directed owners of these planes to 
they may or may notbreak your b a k .  The part number is disable the automatic gear extension system. 
764-981V which contains two seat belts, two shoulder har- This was the result ofalawsuit which blamed Piper 
nesses, hardware and instructioils. Price should be under for injuries received when a pilot did not make his field of 
$400, but the Piper prices have bee11 fluctuating widely lately intended landing after anengine failure. The dead stick land- 
and you need to check with your dealer for the latest price. ing fell short of the field when the gear extension system 

This isnot merely a bolt-in addition, however.You extended the gear during the glide. 
will need to remove the headliner, reinforce the roof by riv- At the AOPA convention in Las Vegas, Stuart Millar 
eting in stiffeners, install the belts, reinstall the headliner, told apacked house that he was reviewing this directive and 
and paint the rivet heads outside the plane. Obviously, the would possibly reverse it. 
work will need to be done by an A&P mechanic or by you, Well good news for all owners of these planes. Piper 
working under a mechanics sopervision. is going to issue a new service bulletin (you may have al- 

This is definitely a rnaior project, but one which ready received it by the time this magazine reaches you.) 
gives good results, according to inentbers who have made Basically, the new bulletin will spell out two alternative 
the installation. methods of compliance. Either disable the system (,as was 

mandated in the f i s t  bulletin), or become familiar with the 
Problem With Nose Wheel Shimmy procedures, including emergency procedures, spelled out 

in your Pilots' Operating Handbook. 
Dear Teny, Piper will support the automatic system and con- 

1 am the owner of 844 Bravo, a 1982 Archer, in- tinue to supply parts for it. 
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Some owners have already ordered the kit to dis- gine compression has improved signiticantly as well. 

able the system and have done so, but most owners will 
probably leave a good thing alone. Wants Details on Granville Strut Seal 

Incidentally, the Piper instructions for disabling 
the system have a few pitfalls of their own. An article in Bill Whiston, of Winnipeg, Canada, wanted details 
Aviation Consumer reports that orlr mechanic, trying to on Gra~ville Strut Seal. The mswer: 
follow the instructions, applied voltage to a series of con- 
nections in an attempt to locate the gear horn temiinal. Granville Strut Seal is available by mail order from 
However, one of the connectior~s involved supplied power Inany supply houses. Just for example, it is available from 
to the fuel gauge at a reduced voltage. A 12-volt charge Sporty'sPilot Shop,ClemlontAirport, Batavia, Ohio45103. 
applied there will bum out the gauges. Beware. The price from Sporty's is $44.50 plus $3.50 shipping. 

This is enough for three struts. Basically, you add 
Muffler Failure Nearly Stops Engine fluid to an empty or low stmt and then top off the unit with 

hydraulic fluid and allow the two fluids to mix. 
Doug Winston, of Rancho I'alo Verdes, Califor- Granville then asks you to make a couple of land- 

nia, had a slight problem with his plane, but one which ings and to allow one week for a complete seal. 
could have caused a catastroplie lather t h a ~  an mia~tici- The fluid works by softening the seal rings in the 
pated but on-airport landing. strut. It works well, but will not solve the problem if it is 

His muffler failed. Not just your extra ~ioise or caused by a pitted strut or in a case where the strut seal is 
slightly decreased power type failure, but a uearly com- twisted rather than properly iustalled in the groove. 
plete engine stopping type failure. 

It seemsthe baffle broke loose aid completely cov- Numerous Tips & Ideas 
ered the exhaust opening into the muffler. This just about by Cecil Shelley 
completely stopped the engiue aid caused a rapid illcrease Starter problems: My bird was apoor cranker with 
in cylinder head temperature which could easily have de- a fully charged battery (Close to 1.300 on the 
stroyed the engine. hydrometer ...y ou ca l  use electrolyte of a higher acidity to 

Luckily he was uear enough Catalina airport to get the nlost out of the battery. Any good hattery shop can 
glide to a landing. Had he bee11 farther out be might have make up any degree of electrolyte you want.) 
put a good plane in the drink. I also found the cable terminal and battery termi- 

Just a remiuder for evervoee to check their muf- nals glazed with that hard substance that builds there on all 
fler regularly and be aware of the poteutial probleln. If my- batteries. Airtight terminals help. You can achieve this with 
one else has suffered this type of failure drop us a line so the use of silicone. After cleaning terminals and with a full 
we can see if there is a problem i l l  tlie tleet at large. battery, the starter spun the motor in good fashio~i. I haven't 

changed tlie battery cable yet. 
Ring Problem Instruments: I have had oil senders cause me end- 
by Michael C. Koss less work and grief. If they are causing you untrue (or seem- 

ingly u m e )  readings the cheapest test is to throw them 
I've generally found tlie Arrow to he reliable, but both (sender and gauge) as far into a swamp as possible. It is 

have had a couple of problems that your readers might be cheaper in the long run. 
interested in hearing about. First, I had bee11 having inter- Airspeed indicators are great for making old air- 
mittent problems with rough mn-ups, p~axticularly on the planes fast. I kept getting high readings on letdown on a PA- 
right magneto. 23 1 was flying. 1 finally concluded that I wasn't anywhere 

It was thought I was having a lead fouling prob- near 208 mph red line. So I keep a1 eye on the indicator as I 
lem on the bottom right or upper left plugs. The problem stopped on the runway; it still indicated 1 was doing 40 mph. 
would usually clear up after m~uling the engiue for a few No wind was blowing, So it was replaced. Older airplanes 
minutes at slightly higher than idle with the mixture con- can surely have tired gauges. 
trol brought back to near peak EGT. But occasiolially it Oil & Fuel Lines: Auother tired element I found in 
would not, and I would have to taxi back a d  scrub the my bird was the oil lines. The A1 and 1 concluded that all gas 
flight. and oil lines should be replaced. I did the removal. An air- 

After changing all my plugs (which were worn craft shop made up the lines. This cost was very minimal. 
aiyway), and checking for arcing in the magneto, we no- The plane is a 1969 140B. 
ticed that I was repeatedly getting large oil accu~nulatio~~s I found liues with the factory band on them dating 
in the lower right plug on one cylinder. This aud a high oil 1968. The log books said all oil and gas lines were replaced. 
consumption (4 quartslhour) indicated a ring problem. It That asbestos cover over the lines to the oil cooler and oth- 
turned out that the oil control ring on that cylinder was ers is supposed to keep the heat out and protect the lines. 
badly worn. I'm not to sure they don't keep heat in too. 

Replacing it has cleared up the problem, and en- Oil dripping out the lower end of any asbestos cover 
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could indicate a brittle hose. Most Airoquipt lines start to 
seep long before they fail. At least that has beellmy expen- 
ence over 40 years twisting nuts. 

Gear struts: nluie were fouiid to be low on oil. 
The nose gear dry, possibly froin engii~e heat. The oil fill is 
simple. Let the gear all tl>e way dow~i, attacll a hose to the 
filler port, the other end in a can of aircraft hydraulic juice. 

Lift the plane u~itil the wheel is off the ground. Let 
the plane down and the fluid retunis to the canl, the remaia- 
ing fluid is t l~e  correct amouut to have in the strut, giving 
the correct air oil ratio. Then pump up the correct clear- 
ance. A year later I am having no problems. 

New Gyro Instruments & Older Auto Pilot 

Terry indicates he has both models rn stock, al- 
though they have not yet beell rebuilt, and you may want to 
contact him at (912) 788-7450 

Arrow Run Up Problem & Fuel Injection 
by James McNeely 

Tlie person that has a Piper Arrow and has to lea11 
the engine during run up has aproblem with his Bendix fuel 
iujection. The problem is a seal that is leaking fuel into the 
fuel injection. 

Beildix has a bulletill about this problem and liow 
to test for it. I have an Arrow aud the fuel injection overhaul 
solved this problem. 

1 own a 1964 PA-28-180.111 April of 1965 a previ- 
ous ownerreplaced the original vacuun directional atid ho- Different Shimmy Cure 
rizon gyros with units that intercoiliiect to an Autoflite 11 by Dale P Jewett 
autopilot (wing-leveler with heading hold). 

The DG provides heading hold output when the I read with interest William Kroncke's letter about 
desired course is set to 0 degrees, and the horizon drives the the wheel shi~llrny in his 1982 Archer. I am sure that all 
wing-leveler. I'm told by avioilics people that both gyros your suggestions are valid, however I ellcouilteredashimmy 
send a radio ti.equency signal to the autopilot. Because the problem anumber of years ago whicb had a different solu- 
DG is an old "reverse reading" type and the horizon is anti- tioil. 
quated, 1 would like to update these hlshumeiits, but do not A friend had a 1975 Cherokee 140 which shim- 
want to lose the autopilot. mied very badly. It was always necessary to hold the nose 

Boxes to convert new gyros to r.f output are pro- very high until the last possible moment in order to prevent 
hibitively expensive. (I understand most wing-levelers are a violent shimmy! 
dnven by the tun1 and bank indicator, aid that newer auto- Close investigations of the iiose gear revealed that 
pilots are driven by audio freqoency signals.) Even if I the nose gear fork assentbly (item 21 in the diagram) had 
wanted to keep the gyro instrumeots as is, one reputable been installed backwards on the pistoil tube assembly (iteiii 
shop quoted me almost $600.00 each to rebuild them. 19 in the diagram)! 

Someone has suggested updatiiig the instrun~ents When the fork was turned 180 degrees aud installed 
but retaining the old horizon gyro mounted elsewhere on correctly, the shimmy was per~naiientiy cured. He was un- 
the panel, or even under a seat, so that it can still provide able to determine when the fork was installed backwards. 
output to the autopilot. This does not seem to be a11 ideal The first clue was that the nose wheel fairing slai~ted se- 
solution. Can aiyone help'? verely downward when he installed it. 

T Kllllatn 
New Haven, CT 065 1 1 

Dear Mr. Killiam, 
I talked with Terry Wilbouri~e of Lowe Aviation 

Instnunents in Macon, Georgia. First of all, Piper offered a 
number of Mitchell Autopilots under their own names, but 
he believes the one you have is actually an "Altimatic 11." 

At any rate, you are correct in your assessment of 
yourproblein, and, basically, there are two ways to go. One 
is to convert your RF output to AF. Conversion boxes are 
available a i~d he suggests you might get a good price from 
Autopilot Central, Hangar 3, Tulsa hiteniational Airport, 
Tulsa,OK74158 (918) 836-6418. 

The other optioo would be to replace your instru- 
ments with rebuilt models. According to Terry more mod- 
em 3- 118 inch instruments, iocluding a vertical card com- 
pass, are available with RF output. The DG (with heading 
bug) is model ilumber 52-D-57 aid the Artificial Horizon is 
52-D-56. 
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amount, so I'm hoping the seal will tighten a bit (it was only 

The correct installation on the 140 is when the very slowly leaking before.) 
center line of the nose wheel axle is slightly forward of the I'm writing to alert Arrow owners, and possibly oth- 
center line of the piston tube (note the diagram). That cor- ers as well, that the "three easy steps" Granville describes 
rect installation of the fork causes the castering effect to may require the help of amechanic if you don't have a top- 
attempt to hold the nose wheel straight ahead during land- of-shut, vertical-axis Schraeder valve. My mechanic hadno 
ing roll-out. idea how one could remove part of the old fluid without 

The reversed installation resulted in a reversed disassembling the strut, since you can't get the tube down 
castering effect which together with the forward cant of the into the fluid. 
piston tube resulted in the nose wheel not being able to This was no big deal - I paid the shop $33 in addi- 
"decide" what it should be doing and a very violent shimmy. tion to $35 for the single-strut kit 'om Aircraft Components 

This was an easy fix, but should be verified by a in Benton Harbor (Michigan), but I probably wouldn't have 
mechanic knowledgeable about Pipers before attempting even purchased the kit in the tirst place had I been alerted in 
any change. I would suggest that you ask your mechanic to the ad that I might not he able to do it myself (recall my 
verify the nose wheel configuration with a diagram from shut was not in bad shape, just slowly going down.) 
the Archer service manual. 

Throttle Cable Fix 
Questions On Insulation by John E. Afdem 

B. Forero, of Baltimore, Maryland, asked about Other owners might be interested in the throttle 
adding insulation in his 140. The answer: cable problem I encountered on my recently-acquired '77 

Wanior 11. 
Insulation on a small plane is designed to cut down Upon purchase of this aircraft I noted that both the 

on noise - not to keep out drafts. Dense foam insulation throttle and mixture controls were stiff, particularly when 
which bonds to the aircraft outer skin is the recommended the aircraft was cold. After approximately 10 hours of local 
product. Two sources are E-A-R Division, Cabot Corpora- flying, the situation became worse and I noted a "crunchy" 
tion, 791 1 Zionsville Road, Indianapolis, IN 46268 3 17- feel in the first inch of throttle movement. On a particularly 
692-1 11 1. The 114 inch C-3002-7-25 comes in a four foot cool morning (20 degrees F.) the throttle cable separated 
by 40-foot roll and should be enough to complete your air- during engine start. 
craft. I had the throttle, mixture and carburetor heat cables 

Another recommended product is Uniroyal replaced. Upon inspection of these cables it appears that the 
Ensolite Type LSC available from the Uniroyal Company, previous owner had injected a lubricant in the cables which 
3 12 N. Hill Street, Mishawaka, IN 46544 (219) 255-2181. became almost glue-like at colder temperatures. 
Either of these insulations needs to be glued to the aircraft This grease caused the cables excessive stress which 
skin. A recommended adhesive for this job is 3M adhesive led to failure. Had this cable separation occurred in flight, I 
#3M77N. am certain my appreciation for Nevada's dry lakes would 

have been significantly enhanced. 
Strut Sealer Problem in Arrow 
by Forrest M. Holly Jr. Quickie Harness & Other Comments 

by Fred Haxton 
Here is some information about problems with 

putting Granville Shut seal in my Arrow. The Arrow's main My aircraft does not have shoulder harnesses which 
shut has its Schraeder valve mounted horizontally, perpen- could he very detrimental to one's face in a major accident. 
dicular to the strut axis. I found alow cost solution. It's the "Quickie" made by Hooker 

As a consequence of this, and perhaps also be- Custom Harness, 30 East Jefferson Street, Freeport, Illinois 
cause of some top-end "plumbing" in the strut of which I 61032. Phone number is 815-233-5478. 
am unaware, I was unable to insert the withdrawal tube This harness locks into the rear seat belts. Easy to 
down into the existing fluid, nor was I able to add fluid to install, quick to remove. You can even use them with rear 
the strut in the fully collapsed position, even though1 knew occupants aboard. And the best part: twenty dollars per set. 
it wasn't full. That's a deal as far as aircraft accessories go. They seem to 

Granville suggested that 1 extend the strut to put be well made and come in various colors. They also make 
some fluid in, but of course this wouldn't help if the strut other custom harnesses. 
had been already full, and in any case I wasn't able to take Regarding speed mods: I installed flap and aileron 
enough weight off the shut by myself to extend it at all. gap seals from Laminar Flow - no gain. And installation 

I ended up asking a mechanic to jack up the wing time was much too optimistic. 
and put in whatever fluid it would accept. As it turns out, By the way, I took the suggestion of one member 
the level was low enough that it took just about the right and polished the prop. There was some gain definitely. Try 
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spraying some regular hair spray on the prop to retain the 
s h e .  It works well. 

I've gonen an auto fuel STC and what a blessing. 
However a word of warning. A static charge can build up 
whenusing plastic gas cans. There have been pilots severely 
bumed this way when the static charge ignites the gas. 

From what I can gather, when using plastic cans, 
use a plastic funnel, not metal. The gas sloshing in plastic 
cans seems to be what develops the charge. This type of 
accident is something one does not usually think about, and 
static is a difftcult thing to predict. 

Although a lot has been written on using polyure- 
thane paint, enamels are still widely used and are a good 
choice, especially for an owner who contemplates painting 
his own plane. 

Randolph Products, the aircraft paint people, pub- 
lish a book about aircraft painting which is especially use- 
ful. It costs only a few dollars and details what must he 
done. You can write to them at Randolph Products Co., 
Carlstadt, NJ 07072, or call them at (201) 438-4231 

Starting Problem & Impulse Coupling 

Paint Questions &Wax Comments 1 have read many accounts of poor Cherokee start- 
ing, mostly due to low starter voltage caused by the alumi- 

I have a couple ofprohlems. First, let me talk about num battery cables. However, I have a different problem 
paint. with my 1974 PA-28-151 Wanior. 

The paint on my 180 is old and I think original. I A year ago. I replaced the aluminum cables with 
have tried all the suggestions I have read in the Cherokee copper. Now the prop spins readily, hut takes one to two 
Magazine. The plane needspaint, hut I know it needs other millutes of cranking before starting (if it starts at all). 1 use 
things worse. So a few dollars on wax here and there and the book starting procedure-crank 10 seconds (mix-rich, 
now I have a small fortune in cleaners a ~ d  waxes. engine one-quarter open), if no start, prime, etc. 

My wife told me I should just save for a paint job. Recently when I had tried in vain to start the plane 
I have painted all my cars myself, and have been a do-it- for two hours, a friend suggested that I try hand propping (it 
yourselfer all my life. I have done just about everything to has worked with his tiger). This sounded odd, but it worked 
make a living to raise my six kids and I know that I can like magic! 
conquer the problem of paint! I am at a loss to explain why hand propping works 

One day I asked a guy who was working at the over hundreds of spills with a starter and external battery 
airport, detailing a car, about the temporary alternative to a jump. The mags were checked about 6 months ago, and tbe 
paint job. What happens is after I clean the plane, wax it all prop turns over quite fast. 1 would appreciate any sugges- 
up, 4-5 weeks and after some rain and heavy dew, 1 get tions from the members, as this is becoming worse! 
these dark streaks vertically. Will Roberts 

Then I have to go through the ritual again. All I Apex, NC 27502 
wanted was a wax that would last longer. Well he told me 
that I could never get anything over the counter. He told me Sounds as if you have a problem with your im- 
about this guy who is at the Jacksonville flea market faith- pulse coupler. When you tum the key in your plane to start, 
fully every Saturday and Sunday on Romona Avenue. it should short out one magneto and leave only the magneto 

The wax is called Raga Poly Car Coat Auto Polish with the impulse coupling. Sometimes, however, these "P" 
and Glaze. All I know is it lasts longer than aiything else I leads are wired backwards so you actually short out the 
have tried. The guy suggests if I use it all up and don't like impulse coupling.Your mechanic can easily check tlus out. 
it, he would refund all my money. Eight ounces cost around 
$6.00. I could get anyone his address. He does more tnail 140 Hatrack 
order business than flea market sales, he said. 

Seeing I need a expensive paint job, I need some Asmost owners of Cherokee 140'sare aware, many 
advise. What did people do before poly paiut. There must of these planes were made with a straight bulkhead right 
be something cheaper than $100.00 a gallon. Is there any behind the rear seats (which can give you claustrophobia 
articles on do's atid doil'ts of paint jobs? quickly) while others have a hat shelf rack. 

Sincerely yours, Finding a good source of hat sbelf racks is quite a 
Ron Little problem, but Steve Wentworth, of Wentwortb Aircraft, in 
Jacksonville, FL 32244 Minneapolis says he may have a solution. 

Steve offers hat racks for $250 plus shipping costs 
Painting your own plane is quite ajoh - a lot more and says they are identical to the original Piper models. For 

work than painting your ow1 car, but it ca l  be done. The more information contact him at Wentworth Aircraft 3015 
main thing is preparation. Cedar Ave. S. Minneapolis, MN 55407. (612) 722-0065. 

A coat of aircraft paint weighs about 40 pounds. 
Before painting all the old paint must he stripped down to Isham Mods NOW Availabte 
the bare metal. The surface must be properly prepared and 
a base coat applied. Isham Aircraft, which has been dormant for the past 
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few years, has announced they will begill once again sell- finish and, if not painted, can give o t i a  red oxide which is 
ing their Cherokee modificatioll kits (1988). somewliat unsightly. 

Reliewed interest by Cherokee owners and reduc- One way to tell whether you have the correct screws 
tion of part prices by Piper Aircraft were responsible for in your tanks is to examine theni. The correct screws are not 
the decision to re-introduce tlie kits, which have been off threaded right up to the head, but have an un-threaded bear- 
the market since 1980. iug area. This bearing area is included to insure that move- 

lsham bas STCs for a third fuselage window kit, a ment in the tank area does not cause the holes to enlarge. 
wing tip and stabilator tip extensiou kit and adorsal fin kit. 

The third fuselage window kit is FAA approved 
for the PA-28-140, 150, 160 and 180 models (SN 20-1 Comments on Previous Letters 
through 28-4377) and tlie PA-28-235 (S/N 28-1 0003 through by John Sandlin 
28-1 1039). 

The wing tip a11d stabilator tip extelisioll kit as Forrest Holly Jr, commented about landing gear 
well as the dorsal fill kit is approved for tile p,~.28.140, position lights in his Arrow, and their delayed operation. He 
150, 160 180 " ~ ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~  B~~ models. A wing tip asked about the use of a silicone spray to free the switch 
extensioll and dorsal fin kit is available for the p ~ . 2 8 ~ -  180 plungers. You correctly advised him ]lot to lubricate a11 elec- 
and 200 Arrows. trical switch. Most silicone sprays contain cheniicals that 

The FAA approved STCs are purchased from are hannfiil to switch parts and wlring. 
Isban Aircraft and the parts are then obtained from your However, before Mr. Holly commits himself to the 
local Piper dealer or distributor. replacemelit of a set of $2 switches that will cost $35-40 

The third fuselage wi~idow kit gives added visibil- each from his parts supplier, plus two to three hours shop 
ity as well as an ,,,,dated appear;ulce to older model cllero. time for illstallatio~l and adjustnient, I suggest an altema- 
kees. tive. 

The wing tip extension, stabilator tip extension and Mr. Holly might buy a can of TV Tuner colltrol 
dorsal fin kit produce w illcreased rate-of-climb, iliiproved Cleaner & Lubricant. b d i o  Shack Pll-4 64-23 15, and spray 
stabilator control, increased roll control power, faster cruise that on his switches instead. This material is made for such 
speed, a greatly reduced sink rate. a11d improved landing an application is not harmful to switch components or 
qualities, according to the conipmy. the wiring. At about $1.50 for a six ounce can, it's worth a 

For more infomiation contact lshani Aircraft, 4300 try. 
Palos Verdes, Valley Center, KS 67147 or call (316) 526- Scott Gordon warned about cracked propeller spin- 
6663 ner bulkheads. His comments and your respo~lse were cor- 

rect and to the point. However, cracked spinner bulkheads 
are not the norm and owners should look beyond blaniing 

Fuel Tanks Need Structural Screws the manufacturer for selling faulty parts. 
111 past letters you have pointed out the need to check 

Here is a safety alert called in by Al Suyder, of engine mounts, timing and so on when cracked spinner bulk- 
Skycraft Corp., the company which rebuilds Cherokee fuel heads are discovered. Two other areas need to be checked 
talks a i d  which tiow otiers the new wing mount landing also: the dynamic balance of the propeller on the airframe 
light. and propeller track. 

Many owners have installed stainless steel screws Eng~ne compo~~et~ts and propellers are given astatic 
in their planes to eliminate rust and make screws easier to balance during manufacture. During assembly its possible 
remove. The rub, according to Al, is that they have been that the propeller can be matched to an engine a11d the slight 
using the same trim screws to replace their fuel tatiks. This unbalance of both are added, even though individually the 
is a definite No No! balance of the eugine and propeller are satisfactoty. A few 

The fuel tanks on Clierokees are structural items tenths of an ounce out of balance can be very destructive in 
which are critical to the strength of the wings. As many a short time. 
readers know, when you remove Cherokee fuel tanks the Much of the stress created by an out-of-balance 
wings loose most of their shength. It is liot even advisable condition is focused in the propeller attachment flange area 
to move or jack these planes when the fuel tanks are re- which is where the spinner bulkheads are. Hence, they be- 
moved. come cracked. Most mechanics of FBO's can put you in touch 

Each tank has 70 screws holding it in place and with someone who will dynamically balance your engine1 
these are ilot trim screws, but special screws having a propeller; the cost is reasonable and its worth it. Checking 
strength of 185,000 psi. Stait~less steel screws are made for propeller track is easier and can be done by most A & Ps. It 
thisapplication, but they are aspecial screw. Unfortunately, is a simple test to verify that both blades of the propeller 
they are not liice arid shiny like other stai~lless screws as rotate in the same plane that is, one blade isn't bent out of 
they have less chromium to give them the proper strength. alignment with respect to the other. 

The correct fuel tank staiuless screw has a dull Non-tracking propeller blades are often the result 
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of pushing or pulling your Cherokee on the ground using 
the propeller as a handle rather tha~i usi~ig the two bar. 

Gail Millard described a11 avionics problem in his His Plane Has Control Lock 
Arrow. The symptoms he described souud like a grounding 
problem in the avionics suite. I would suggest he have his Dew Terry, 
avionics shop do a thorough grounding survey. I do not understand why everyone has so many 

Begin with the al tewas aid the11 check through problems with the control lock. My 140C (1970) has what 
the antenna coaxial cables arid connectors, up to the radio appears to be a factory installed control lock on the left 
chassis, ensuring that all of these components are properly yoke fastened to the panel by four bolts. The vertical hole 
bonded to growid. mates up nicely with the hole in the tubing. 

Next he should check the powerretun1 growid, then It is simple in construction. I wonder if Piper still 
the audio grounds - microphones, headsets, speakers, etc. offers them7 

Incidentally. all of the audio growids should be Sincerely yours. 
taken to the same point on the airframe to prevent noise Bill Thompson 

induced through ground-loops. Erie, PA 16505 
Dear Bill, 

Unfortunately, you have one of the few Cherokees 
Tips On Glareshield Replacement which did come with a control lock. Practically no one else 
by Kenueth S. Harter has them. Just a clean, non-bored control wheel tube and no 

lock. 
On the subject of the glare shield in the Cherokee. Piper did make some plaues with these locks, hut 

I recently replaced tlie material over mine. a id  it was mucli then, a pilot decided to lock tlie yoke with anail rather than 
simpler than what I was ati.aid it would be. the standard lock. 

I received the material from Airtex. The cost was Unfortunately, 011 the next flight this same pilot 
$15.00 (1988). It was vinyl which covered foam Replacing the11 forgot about the lock and was able to start the plane, 
it took about two hours, and for those that are not all thumbs taxi to the runway aud attempt a takeoff with tlie controls 
like me, the time should he less. The steps: locked. As you can imagine, this resulted in a lawsuit against 

1. Remove the interior trill1 around the front of the Piper and the rest is history. 
cockpit. The remainder of us are using seat belts or other 

2. Take off the windshield. Tliis was much easier home made locking devices to secure the controls of our 
than it sounds. Take out the screws sun.ounding it. Lift off planes. 
the pieces that hold it into tlie airframe, and carefully pull it 
out. Revised Arrow Service Bulletin 

3. Make yourself a pattern. Do this by folding tlie 
material (which came in a large rectangle) in half Draw a As ~nany of you must know by now, Piper really 
luie where the material meets tlie frolit of the area where it did what Stuart Millar said it would about the Arrow - i t  
will be glued down: and of course be very generous. Ooce issued revised service bulletin 866A. 
you have that portion done, figure where you have to cut in This bulletin is divided into two parts with two 
the back half. This side is straight. a d  mucli easier to do. methods of complia~ce. Either the automatic gear exten- 

There are a couple of tricky areas. First, around sion may be completely disabled as was previously mau- 
the defroster vents: you may need a second pair of hands to dated by service bulletin 866 dated June 19, 1987, or pilots 
help you unscrew them, and I had some trouble cutting the acting as pilot in command of one of these planes must be- 
material in the proper place to accomtnodate the holes: a d  come familiar with the information on the systeln in the 
second, cutting properly around the front corners of the Pilots' Operating Haidbook. 
glareshield presented a problem. Nanely, I &dn't leave quite Obviously, most pilots will select the alteniaiive 
enough material to cover there. It is a good idea to put the method of compliance and will not disable a fine systeln 
windshield back into place before making the final cuts just which has received kudos for its contribution to safety since 
to be sure you have the entire area covered. it was introduced on the original Arrow. 

4. Glue it 011. The Aittex cement works very well, Particularly, the service bulletin requires pilots to 
and very fast. he familiar with stall speeds, take off, climb, glide and slow 

5 .  Put the windshield back in, making sure that flight perfomlance aud back up latiding gear system operat- 
you use that goopy tape (or whatever it is called) around it ing airspeeds. 
so that you have a good seal. Replace the interior trim, and In addition, a number of early Arrows were liever 
you are in business. fitted with a11 automatic gear override, as mandated by ser- 

My glareshield just about co~npletely fell apart, vice bulletin 769. Tliis bulletin called for installation of a 
looked like hell, n d  was less tlia~l worthless. The new stuff Piper kit, part number 760 542V This kit permits the pilot 
makes a world of difference. to lock out the automatic override system in case of emer- 
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gency. 

Kit 760 542V sells for $90, but does not include Cable Tension Cures Nose Shimmy 
the flap handle cover assembly which is an additional $160, by James P Hanks 
Either of two flap handle covers completes the installation 
-67917-206V is a black cover while 67917-106V is a bark My 1977 PA-28-140 for some time had a bad nose 
colored cover. wheel shimmy. We went through the rounds of tightening 

Conlgratulations to Piper and Stuart Millar for com- everything. We even replaced the nose wheel tire. The 
ing up with a good, common sense solution to a problem. shimmy seemed worse when the wheel pants were installed. 

Then it was time for an annual and I asked a rela- 
More Arrow Propeller Problems tiveiy new mechanic to look at the problem. He said he had 

no idea, so he called Piper and they told him to check the 
A few issues back we told the stow of a man who tension on the rudder cables to see if they were taut enough. 

ended up spending several thousand dollars to get his plane He tightened them a lot to match specifications - no more 
annualed when the Hartzell propeller on his Arrow was problem. 
scrapped because it did not meet oiinimum tolerance. I added checking the shimmy damper to my pre- 

Now, asecond report from Joe Jacobson, of Boise, flight checklist. In particular, I check the bolt that attaches 
Idaho. Joe's Arrow, too, will not pass inspection because to the piston. It will bend, the lock nut will be found loose, 
the propeller shanks are not within tolerance. or, worse yet, it can be broken. That produces an exciting 

Hartzell Service Bulletin #136, dated September shimmy. 
16, 1985, specifies a minimum shank diameter of 3.344 When it shimmies, do not use brakes unless abso- 
inches. New propellers, off the shelf, have diameters be- lutely necessary. Use full back pressure on the yoke to take 
tween 3.356 and 3.359 inches. the load off the nose wheel. That shortens the moment arm 

Joe's propeller, however, is 3.322 inches, or ,022 on the scissors link and helps quiet it down. 
inches luidersize. That small discrepancy could cost three The driving force for starting the shimmy can be 
to five thousand dollars. uneven tire wear. Swap it for a main gear tire if suspicious, 

And Joe recently purchased his plane. He did not and remember to straighten the rudders out when you let the 
think to check out the propeller. Does anyone? nose wheel down during a crosswind landing. That helps 

Anyone contemplating the propeller inspection on keep the wear even. 
his Arrow, or anyone contemplating the purchase of an Ar- 
row had best be aware of this potential expensive problem. Concerned about Repitching Propeller 

Joe does have one potential solution to his dilemma 
- a new three-blade propeller conversion. Craner and Rich I keep hearing about and reading about re-pitching 
Conversions of Southern California, has developed an STC Cherokee propellers to 58,60,61, etc., and it sounds like an 
for this conversion. excellent way to tailor the performance of a plane to fit the 

At just over five grand the new propeller is any- needs of the owner. However, I have yet to see a table or 
thing but cheap. But it could turn out to be a bargain for graph depicting performance vs. pitch. Going to a higher 
anyone who needs to replace his blades. pitch should increase cruise speed, but it stands to reason 

A new set of standard blades for the two prop set that it will increase takeoff roll and decrease rate-of-climb. 
up costs $3,400 (1988). However, you will need to spend Also, what about power settings? A higher-pitched 
another $500 to $1,000 more to overhaul the hub, depend- propeller will require more horsepower to turn at the same 
ing on what the overhaul shop finds when the propeller is rpm and fuel bum? It seems to me that re-pitchtng a prop 
disassembled. means invalidating the Pilot's Operating Handbook perfor- 

So the three-blade prop will cost approximately mance tables which are vital to the safe and eficient execu- 
$1,000 more than the factory-designed version. But for your tion of all flights. 
money you not only get the obvious advantages of lower I have talked to a couple of PA-28- 140 owners who 
noise and vibration, but you will have a propeller which have gone from a "climb prop" to a "cruise prop" and they 
will not have to face another inspection in five years. say that the plane cruises "a little" faster, but accelerates 

The three-blade prop will not have problems of and climbs a "little slower." T l ~ s  is not enougb for me to 
rpm restrictions and will cruise comfortably between 2,200 base a decision on. Sure, I'd like to gain a few ~ n p h  and 
and 2,700 rpm. decrease GPH, but I want to be sure I can still fly from our 

According to Joe, however, there is one big prob- 2,500 foot strip at gross weight. 
lem. Although Craner & Rich have an STC (SA3567NM) One more thing on this. What about engine wear? 
on the conversion, the propellers are not yet in production. Does Lycoming have any objections to re-pitching apropel- 
Hartzell will be building tbe propeller, but production has ler? 
not yet started, although it is expected soon. In the mean- Tom Jozwiak 
time, however, Joe's plane is still grounded waiting for a Mt Clemens, MI 48043 
new propeller. 
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Re-pitching apropeller is agood way to tailor the nately, many owners have moved since they received ap- 
performance of an engine to the needs of the pilot. It is a proval and may be difficult or impossible to find. Nonethe- 
common procedure and can generally be done by most good less, here is the most complete set we know of. 
propeller shops for about $150. 

As we all know, the performance of any plane is a PA-28 Series 
compromise between speed and other types of performance. 
In a plane with a constant-speed propeller, the pitch of the SA630GL - Installation of aileron and flap gap seals (PA- 
propeller blades is varied to affect the performance of the 28.140, 150, 160, 235, 28R); ~nots-2-U, Inc., 1941 High- 
plane, while in a fixed-pitch plane, such as a Cherokee 140 land Ave., Wilmette, IL 60091. 
or 180, this is not possible. 

For example, in the Cherokee 140, the propeller is SA708SW - Plane Booster safe flight wingtips 101-2B (PA- 
a Sensenich M74DM witha 74-inch diameter and a 58-inch 28-140, 150, 160, 180); Harvey J. Ferguson, &%/a Plane 
pitch. That is, for every revolution of the propeller, the plane Booster, hc. ,  P o BOX 564, McAllen, TX 78501. 
would travel forward 58 inches, assuming 100 percent effi- 
ciency. SA780GL - Installation of aileron and flap gap seals (PA- 

This same propeller can be re-pitched to make it 28-140, 150, 160, 180, PA-28R); General Aviation Corp., 
either a climb prop or a cruise prop. Re-pitchedto 56 inches, ~ o c k  County Auport, Janesville, WI 53545 
it becomes a climb prop and will cause the plane to take off 
quicker and climb more rapidly, but with a corresponding SA1072CE - Installation of wing leading edge cuffs and 
decrease in cruise speed. droop tips, dorsal fin and vertical stabilizer vortex genera- 

Re-pitched to 60 inches would make it a cruise tor (PA-28-140, 150, 160, 180, P A - ~ ~ R ) ;  Horton STOL- 
prop, with additional speed for a given rpm, but with a de- Craft, hc. ,  Wellington Municipal Auport, Wellington, KS 
crease in effectiveness at take off and climb speeds. 67152. 

The engine manufacturers do not concern them- 
selves with re-pitching. The changes made by a propeller SA1487SO - Installation of speed enhancement kit (PA-28- 
shop would not be so radical as to cause problemswith the 140, 150, 151, 160, 161, 180, 181,235,236, PA-28R); Sea 
engine ($0 long as red-line and other operating Parameters w i g s ,  Inc., 1-1 Wintberg Skyline Dr., St. Thomas, VI. 
are adhered to.) 

The problem you have with re-pitching a propeller SA4236WE - Installation of inflatable door seal (PA-28- 
is that all the performance characteristics change. Take off 140, 150, 151, 160, 161, 180, 181,236,PA-28R-201,-201T, 
distances, climb rates, cruise speeds at various rpms, Per- 28RT-201, -201T); Bob Fields Aeroaccessories, 5673 
centage of power - all change and the charts and graphs Stanford St., Ventura, CA 92003. 
which came with your plane become useless. 

In short, you then become a test pilot and need to SA640GL - Installation of aileron and flap gap seals (PA- 
determine these criteria for yourself. 28-151, 161, 181, 236, PA-28R-201, -201T, PA-28RT-201, 

Because you have concerns about operating out of -201T); Knots-2-U, Inc., 1941 Highland Ave., Wilmette, IL 
a 2,500 foot strip, I would not recommend changing to a 6009 1. 
cruise prop pitch on your plane. I am sure you would nor- 
mally have no trouble getting out of the strip, but at high SA855GL - Installation of aileron and flap gap seals (PA- 
gross and with high temperature and humidity conditions 28-15 1, 161, 181, 236, PA-28R-201, -201T, PA-28RT-201, 
you could run intomore ofaproblem than You care totackle. -20 IT); General Aviation Corp., Rock County Airport, 

Janesville, WI 53545 
STC Listing Update for PA-28 and PA-32 

SA1463SO - Installation of Speed Enhancement Kit (PA- 
&veral Years ago we published a list STCs for 28-161); Causey Aviation Service Inc., Route 1, Box 137, 

PA-28 aircraft. Well, as the years have gone on, this list has ~ i b ~ ~ ~ ,  NC 27298, 
grown by new modifications. 

So, in this issue, we intend to bring the PA-28 list SA1607SO - Fabecation and installation of nosewheel fair- 
up to date. Listed below are the more recent additions to the ings (pA.28.161, 18 1); windy 's ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ f t  parts, 3 508 
STC list (since 1982). Greenview Ave., Raiibow City, AL 35901. 

You will notice the various STCs on the gap-seal 
and other aerodynamic performance mods, all of which were ~ ~ 1 5 8 0 ~ 0  - Instauation of speed enhancement kit (PA-28R- 
acquired since 1982. 201; PA-28RT-201, -201T); Seawings, Inc., 1-1 Witberg 

And since we have never published a list of STCs skyline D ~ , ,  st ,  nomas, VI, 
for the PA-32 series, that is included here also. 

Each listing gives a brief description of the STC ~ ~ 2 1 7 1 ~ ~  - ~ ~ ~ t a l l ~ t i ~ ~ ~ f p ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  ~ l i ~ h t  Speedbrake sys- 
and provides the name and address of the owner. Unfortu- 
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teln (PA-28-201T, PA-28R-201T, PA-28RT-201T); Precise 
Flight, Inc., 63 120 Powell Butte Road, Bend, OR 97701. SA2148NM - Installation ofTurboplus engine nacelle, cowl 

flaps (PA-28-20 IT, PA-28RT-201T, PA-28R-201T); 
SA1580SO - Installation of speed enhancement kit (PA- Turboplus, Inc., 1437 West Valley Hwy., Auburn, WA 98002. 
28RT-201T); Sea Wings, Inc,  1-1 Wintberg Skyline Dr., 
St. Tl~omas, V1. SA5681SW - Installation of electrically driven vacuum pump 

as standby auxiliary pump to the existing instrument air sys- 
SA1468NE - Six or 13 quart propeller anti-icing kit WAP- tem (PA-28-200T, PA-28R-201T; PA-28RT-20111; Aero Safe 
l0lA (PA-28 series); E. W. Wiggins Airways, Mullicipal Corp., Box 10206, Ft. Worth, TX 761 14. 
Airport, Nonvood, MA 02062. 

SA1383CE - Installation of Edo Aire propeller governor, 
SA913EA - Installatio~~ of Elmo Carp, beater-muffler sys- Model 34-828-014-12 (PA-28R-201T); Edo Aiie, Wichita 
tem (PA-28-140); ElanoCorp, 2455 Dayton-XermiaRd., Xe- Division, 1326 S. Waltlut St., Wichita, KS 67213. 
nia, OH 45385. 

SA2144NM - Installation of a modified air induction sys- 
SA2052WE - Installation of Hartzell HC82X1-6Fl8433- tem to the Continental TSIO-201T engine turbocharger com- 
12 propeller (after conversion of engine to Lycoming 0- pressor (Rajay system) (PA-28R-201T, PA-28RT-201T); 
320-E1A) (PA-28-140); Propeller, Inc., 5802 S. 228th Street, Turboplus, Inc., 1437 West Valley Hwy., Auburn, WA 98002. 
Kent, WA 9803 1 

SA2147NM - Installation of Continental TS10-360-FB (C) 
SA3196WE - Installation of Lyco~ning 0-320-Dl A engine, (Converted) engine and associated system (PA-28-201T, PA- 
Hartzell HC-C2YLlF/F7663-4or Hartzell HC-C2YL-IBFI 28RT-201T, PA-28R-201T); Turboplus, Inc.. 1437 WestVal- 
8468A-8Rpropi311er and associated powerplant colnponents ley Hwy., Auburn, WA 98002. 
(PA-28-140); John Grodahl. 4224 W. Ash, Fullerton, CA 
92633. SA2167NM - Installation of the Precise Flight standby 

vacuum system (SVS) (PA-28R-201T); Precise Flight, Inc., 
SA1963CE - Operatiou on unleaded or leaded automotive 63 120 Powell Butte Rd., Bend, OR 97701. 
gasoline (PA-28-140, 150, 151); Petersen Aviation Inc., Rt 
1, Box 18, Minden, NE 68959. SA1964CE - Operation on unleaded or leaded automotive 

gasoline (PA-28-235); Petersen Aviation Inc., Rt 1, Box 18, 
Minden, NE 68959. 

SA1331CE - I~istallation of 160-hp Lycoming engine and 
re-pitched Sensenich propeller (PA-28-140, 150, 151); SA1189SW - Air Circulator (PA-28-140); Ves Kol, 2805 
Schneck Aviation Inc., Greater Rockford Airport, P 0 Box National Dr., Garland, TX 75040. 
6417, Rockford, IL 61 125. 

SA2285NM - Installation of Cessna control wheels, PIN 
SAXOZGL - Modify airplane to fly on unleaded gasoline, 0513260-4 and associated installation components (PA-28- 
87 minimum antikuock index, (PA-28-140, 150, 151); 140); John H. Lunc., 3833 West Hannont, Phoenix, AZ 
Petersen Aviation Inc., Rt 1, Box 18, Minden, NE 68959. 85021 

SA2213WE - Conversion of Lycoming 0-360-A3A engine SA125XEA - Installation of Cosco Model 78 child restraint 
to Model 0-360-AIA eugine and illstallation of Hartzell system (PA-28R-200; Stuart R. Millar; P 0 Box 926, Grand 
HC-C2YK1-Bl766A-0 propeller (PA-28-180); Propellers, Central Station, NY 10163. 
Inc., 5802 South 228th St., Kent, WA 9803 1 

SA3071WE - Installation of Bendix PIN 480543 electric 
SA5679SW - Electrically driven vacuum pmnp as standby auxiliary fuel pulnp (PA-28-140); Harry R. Delicker, P 0 
auxiliarypump (PA-28R-200);Aero Safe Corp., Box 10206, Box 746, Strathmore, CA 93267. 
Ft. Worth, TX 761 14. 

SA2280NM - Installation of Silver Instruments Fueltron 1G- 
SA1762NM - 111stallation of pressurized magneto system CS-IP-CSIM UK-CS, of Fuelgard fuel-flow iudicating sys- 
on the Continental turbocharged TSIO-360-C, F and FB tem (PA-28-140, 150, 141, 161); Silver Instnunents, Inc., 
engines (PA-28-20 IT, PA-28RT-201T, PA-28R-20 IT); S. 8202 Capwell Dr., Oakland Airport Business Park, Oakland, 
G. H., Lnc, 1737 West Valley Hwy., Auburn, WA 98002. CA 94621. 

SA2145NM - lnstallation of Turboplus intercooler system SA4276WE - Installation of SDI CFS-1000, 1001 or FT- 
(PA-28-201T, PA-28RT-201T, PA-28R-201T); Turboplus, 100 fuel-flow indicating system and PIN 480543 auxiliary 
Inc., 1437 West Valley Hwy.. Auburn, WA 98002. fuel pump (PA-28-140, 150, 160, 180); Del Air, P 0 Box 
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746, Strathmore, CA 93267. gine (PA-32-260); Roto-Master, Inc., 7101 Fair Ave., North 

Hollywood, CA 91605. 
Below are the STCs listed for the PA-32 series 

SA3736WE - Installation of an engine oil cooler hose (PA- 

SA311NM - Installation of flap extension, spoiler, LIE cuff 32-260, 300, PA-32R-300); Aircraft Metal Products, Inc., 
and optional cambered wingtips (PA-32); Robertson Air- 4206 Glencoe Ave., Venice, CA 90291. 
craft, 839 W. perimeter Rd., Renton, WA 98055. 

SA3839WE - Installation of an airloil separator (PA-32- 
SA3NW - Installation of Van's Aircraft Model VA-I fiber- 260,300, PA-32R-300); Walker Engineering Co., P 0 Box 
glass wheel fairings (PA-32-260,300); Van's Aircraft, Route 815 1, Van Nuys, CA 9 1409. 
2, Box 187, Forest Grove, OR 97 1 16. 

SA893EA - Installation of eight quart alcohol propeller anti- 
SA530CE - Install Fluidyne Model 4000 and 2500A skis icing kit WAP-8OOA (PA-32-300); E. W. Wiggins Airnays, 
(PA-32-260,300); Fluidyne Engineering Corp., 5900 Olsoll Inc., Norwood Municipal Airport, Norwood, MA 02062. 
Memorial Hwy., Minneapolis, MN 55422. 

SA3513WE -Installation of Rajay turbocharged Lycoming 
SA1568SW -Wing leading edge cuff, flow fences, optional 10-540-KIG5D engine (PA-32R-300); Rajay Industries, Inc., 
wingtips and dorsal fin (PA-32-260, 300); Barbara & Bob 2600 East Wardlow Rd., P 0 Box 207, Long Beach, CA 
Williams, Box 43 1,213 N. Clark. Udall, KS 67146. 90801. 

SA2217WE - Installation of re-contoured wing leading edge, SA4345WE - Installation of cooling louvers in the cop cowl- 
raked wingtips, fuselage flap, stall fences, droop ailerons ing (PA-32R-3009; Marina Spear, 5555 Corso di Hapoli, 
and dorsal fin (optional) (PA-32-260, 300); Chary] C. Long Beach, CA 90803. 
Robertson, 1540 Sunset Highway. Bellewe, WA 98007. 

SA371EA - Zeiss aerial camera and intervalometer (PA- 
SA1486SO - Installation of speed enhancement kit (PA-32- 32-260); Janes W. Sewall Co.1, 147 Center St., Old Tom,  
260,300,301,301T, PA-32RT-300,301T); Seawings, Inc., ME 00468. 
1-1 Wintberg Skyline Drive, St. Tliomas, V1. 

SA1310SW - Stretcher in lieu ofrear seats (PA-32-260,300); 
SA820GL - Installation of aileron and flap gap seals (PA- Engineering Plating & Processing Co., 641 Southwest Blvd., 
32-260, 300, PA-32R-300); General Aviation C o p ,  Rock Kansas City, KS 66103. 
County Airport, Janesville. WI 53545. 

SA2933WE - Installation of rudder, brake and flap system 
SA609GL - Installation of aileron, flap, and stabilator gap hand controls (PA-32-260, 300, 301, 3 0 1 9 ;  Terry Doty, 
seals (PA-32-260, 300, PA-32R-300, PA-32RT-300, 300T); 19146 Sat, Jose Ave., La Puente, CA 91748. 
Knots-2-U, Inc., 1941 Highland Ave., Wilmette, IL 60091 

SA21NE - Installation of Whelan A600-PR and A600-PG 
SA4288WE - Installation of illflatable door se,ll (PA-32 se. a"ti~0~li~i011 strobe with forward and tail position-light as- 
ries); Bob Fields Aeroaccessories, P 0 BOX 390, Santa Paula, semblies as re~lacemellts for wingtip lights (PA-32R-300); 
CA 93060. Whelen Engineering Co.. Inc., Winter Ave., Deep River, 

CT 06417. 
SA932EA - Installation of Pee Kay Model 8.3500 seaplane 
floats and Pee K~~ model 3 5 0 0 ~  anphibious floats (PA. SA1159EA - Installation of DeVore "TelTail" lights onlower 
32s-300); Pee Kay Devore, Inc,  125 Mineola Ax. ,  Roselyn surface of horizontal stabilator (PA-32RT-300, 300T); 
Heights, NY 11577. DeVore Aviation Corp., 6104B Kircher Blvd Ne., Albuquer- 

que, NM 87109. 
SA2253WE - Installation of Edo Model FD-3500-21 am- 
phibious floats (PA-32s-300); T. M. Close Carp., Gardner SA836GL - Installation of a fuel-flow meter and totalizer 
Municipal Airport, Box 464, Gardner, MA 0 1440. system (PA-32 series); Shadin Company Inc., 6950 Wayzata 

Blvd, Suite 221, Minneapolis, MN 55426. 

SA490GL - Installation of a Lycoming 10-540-KIA5 en- 
gine, Hartzell propeller and associated compo~ients (PA-32- SA3670WE - Installation of Silver Instruments Fueltron 1G. 
260); Melvin C. Morkert, 915 Mootclair Drive, Racine, WI 0' IP of Fuelgard digital fuel-flow indicating system (PA- 
53402. 32-300, 301; PA-32R-300, 301); Silver Instruments Inc., 

1896 National Ave., Hayward, CA 94545). 
SA1557WE - Installation of turbocliarged 0-540.E4B5 en- 

SA3774WE - Installation of SDI Model CFS-1000, 1001, 
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FT-100 or FT-101 fuel-flow indicating system (PA-32-300, former AD required. 
301; PA-32R-300, 301); Symbolic Displays, Inc., 1762 The good news is that aircraft which can be shown 
McGaw Ave., h i n e ,  CA 92705 to fall into the Normal Usage Class need to be inspected 

only when they reach 62,900 hours for Group I planes, and 
SA975SO -installation oftwo 15-gallonauxiliary fuel tanks, 30,600 hours for Group I1 planes. 
one in each wing (PA-32R-300); Cypress Aviation, Inc., Thereafter, these planes will require repetitive in- 
3480 Drane Field Rd., Lakeland, FL 33803. spections each 6,000 hours for Group I and 3,000 hours for 

Group 11 planes. 
Wing Spar Service Bulletin Unfortunately, planes with damage history will re- 

quire wing pulling within 50 hours time in service and every 
The old wing spar AD is apparently dead. It was 1,600 hours thereafter. Obviously, planes which fall into ei- 

suspended several months ago, but now seems to have ther extreme or severe usage classifications or which have 
breathed its last breath. unknown or undocumented histories are going to present 

In its place, however, is a new Service Bulletin, problems. 
BulletinNo. 886, which affects nearly all PA-28 and PA-32 Piper, of course, considers this bulletin mandatory. 
models. The seven page bulletin is somewhat complicated, It is, in some countries and for aircraft involved in commer- 
but is workable with a little effort. cial operations. Othenuise, each owner will have to decide 

The lirst thing an owner must do, after ascertain- on compliaice for himself. 
itig his place is covered by the service bulletin, is to deter- But anyone who wants to sell his plane in the fu- 
mine what group his plane falls into. Group I includes the hue should be aware that potential buyers are going to know 
140,150, 160,180,151,161 and the h o w  180 a n d h w  about this bulletin and will be expecting to see some proof 
I1 200 models. of compliance. 

Group I1 includes the Arrow and Turbo Arrow 111, This bulletin will be a major problem for many 
h o w  and Turbo h o w  IV, the PA-28-235, and the Chero- Cherokee owners, but it is a far cry better than the previous 
kee Six (260 and 300 models) (serial numbers are specified AD which required pulling the wings off all Cherokees which 
in the bulletin.) had passed 5,000 hours in service. It will, nonetheless, be 

Once you find your model designation, you must controversial and we will cover comments on it as we re- 
determine its usage classification. Classification will de- ceive them. 
termine how the Service Bulletin is complied with. But an 
owner must have documentation or complete knowledge Do Not Use Welding Cable For Starter 
of the aircraft's Q&& operating history in order to make by John Scheller 
t h ~ s  determination. The following are the potential classifi- 
cations: I just couldn't keep still any longer after reading 

Normal: The class most aircraft will fall into - it the article by Walter Zaba from Chicago. The inain reason 
is the class your plane will be assigned if it does not fall to change the battery circuit cables is to provide a better 
into one of the other classes below. conductor with less voltage drop, and after twenty to twenty 

Severe: This class applies to aircraft which have five years of use most aluminum cables have a fair amount 
engaged in severe usage involving contour or terrain fol- of corrosion--I agree. 
lowing operations (power line patrol, fishlgame spotting, There is one other colisideration Mr. Zaba and his 
aerial advertising, police patrol) where a significatit part of A&P seem to have overlooked--the inil spec cable specifies 
the total flight time has been spent below 1,000 feet AGL, that the wire must be covered with a Teflon type covering. 
(Aircraft with part of total time in this class and part in The cable covering lnust be rated at 150 degrees centigrade. 
nonnal class may adjust compliance using a "factored ser- At least one section of the cable passes within four 
vice" calculation. inches of the exhaust stack. Welding cable, even though it is 

Extreme: This class applies to aircraft which have rugged, is not capable of this extreme temperature and would 
been damaged due to operations froin extreme rough run- in quick order dry out and become brittle possibly becom- 
ways, flight in extreme damaging turbulence or other acci- ing a fire hazard. 
dents/mcidents which required major repair or replacement On another subject, how many of today's autoino- 
of wings, landing gear or engine mounts. biles have windshields that leak? I haven't heard of any. Even 

Unknown: Tlcs class applies to aircraft or wings windshields that have been replaced don't have leaks. 
of unknown or undetermined operational or maintenance The product they use is butyl rubber--it comes in a 
history. tube that fits a caulking gun, comes in black or white, never 

Finally, you tlieii determine your inspection time hardens, cleans up easily, can be purchased at most automo- 
aid repetitive interval from the information below: tive supply stores, is inexpensive--and doesn't leak 

Another hint--when trying to slide the windshield 
This service bulletin requires the wing to be pulled in place after it has been fitted--Dow Coming DC-4 lubri- 

to determine whether the spars are cracked, the same as the cant will snake the job considerably easier! 
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By Terry Lee Rogers 

W heels and tires may not sound very exotic, but sign, while others use dial gauges. Some are designed to 
they can become a costly imtant and, in some show pressure only while the gauge is on the tire while oth- 
cases, can become dangerous if ignored. ers will register the tire pressure until reset. Some have a 

Aircraft tires, it is true, do not have as much work flexible tube to connect to the tire valve stem. 
to do as on a car where they are in contact with the road all Generally, a good-quality dial model with good 
the time (hopefully). But because of the necessity of lighter conshuction is most reliable. A flexible tube is very handy, 
weight, aircraft tires are also lighter duty. And when they especially if your Cherokee has wheel pants to contend with. 
are calledupon to work, as during a landing, the forces can The best-qu

a

l

i

ty gauge can be purchased for about $15. 
be great. When you want to add air it is handy to be able to 

Tire condition and inflation should be checked be- carry it with you. You can use aportable air tank or, you can 
fore every flight. And the fact that wheel pants make it dif- use either a small portable compressor which plugs into your 
ficult is not an excuse to skip the check. car or plane cigarette lighter or a foot-operated pump (avail- 

Air pressure is not enough. Even if the tire is hold- able from many discount stores for about $10.) 
ing pressure the tire may still not be airworthy. Such an air source is recommended as it will en- 

Proper inflation is, however, vitally important. An courage you to add air when in doubt, when you might not 
overinflated tire lessens the shock absorbing quality of the if you have to taxi up to the FBO's air hose. 
landing gear, placing extra stress on the airframe during At each preflight you need to check tires for wear 
landing. It makes cord breaks and foreign damage more and damage. Wear should be spread evenly across the en- 
likely, it results in rapid tread wear it1 the center of the tire, tire tread surface rather than be concentrated at the center 
and it subjects wheel components to excessively high forces. or at the shoulders. 
Whew! If the wear is off side, that is the outside or inside 

And if you think that overinflated is bad, under- is wearing more than the other side of the tire, you may 
inflated is even worse. AII nnder-inflated tire will have an want to periodically dismount the tires and turn them around 
unusually high tread wear rate at the tire shoulders. But this on the rims to balance the wear. 
is only the beginning. Such a condition may indicate that the gear is out 

More important, an under-inflated tire flexes much of alignment and should be aligned by your mechanic. If 
more than one which is properly inflated and results in rapid the condition exists on the nose wheel, it may indicate a 
heat build up. The heat can destroy a tire from the inside. dragging brake or improper towing techniques. Once again, 

Sidewall flex ca11 cause damage and may permit 
the wheel rim to damage the tire further. Also, under-in- 
flated tires are subject to "creep" around the rim which will 
eventually cause the inner tube valve stem to shear off and 
then there will no longer be aproblem--there will no longer 
be a tire. 

Check tire pressures when the tires are cold. After 
flight you should wait three hours before checking tire pres- 
sure to permit the tread to cool. 

Inflate tires to Piper's recommendation, not that of 
the tire manufacturers. Piper recommends 24 psi for all three 
tires on Cherokee 140's. for example. 

A good gauge is essential. Several types, all auto- 
motive, are available. Some use a central rod in a tube de- 
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have your mechanic investigate. But in either case, do re- Check to be sure the valve stem is not binding be- 
mount the tire on the wheel in such a way as to even the cause of tire slippage on the wheel and be sure that the valve 
wear stem is kept clean and capped. 

Skids are particularly damaging to tires. They re- To be sure that your main gear tires are not slip- 
sult when you land with wheels locked or apply the brakes ping, paint a small line across both tire and rim. At each 
too hard while the flaps are still down or when llydroplan- preflight inspection be sure that the line remains intact. If it 
ing on water or slush. does not, you know that the tire has rotated on the rim and 

Skids can take months off the life of a tire aud, if you should take appropriate steps to correct the problem. 
the skid exposes cord, destroy the tire in one landing. 

A skid bum will continue to grow in service, may Demounting Wheels And Tires 
cause the wheel to be noticeably out-of-balance, and will 
weaken the areamaking foreign object damage more likely. Demounting aircraft wheels is simple and requires 

A tire may also have a worn spot caused simply less muscle than the same job on an automobile once you 
by out-of-balance. The result will look similar tothat caused get past the one big hurdle -jacking. 
by skidding or hydro-planning, but there will be no bum. Aircraft jacks are expensive - $94 each in the cur- 
The cure is for the mechanic to rebalance the wheel. rent issue of Trade-a-Plane. However, most preventive main- 

To spot either type of problem, merely looking at tenance you will be involved in will require no more than 
the wheel, inside the wheel pants, is uot en~ugh - -~ou  have one wheel to be jacked up at a time. 
to rotate the tire through a complete revolution a d  con- The jacks must be aligned squarely under the jack 
tinuously check the tread. pad and the plane jacked until the wheel just clears the 

Check for any sign of damage. Look for cracks, ground. The plane should remain as level as possible and no 
blisters, missing chunks of tread, fluid on the tubber and sudden weight change should be made to avoid the possibil- 
severe weather checking. ity ofjack slippage. 

Particularly, pay attention to any sign of in tend  A nose wheel, however, generally does not require 
damage or exposed cords. Bulges or blisters on a tire or a a jack. Instead, a weight of approximately 250 pounds is 
crack through which cord is exposed will require ilivnedi- applied to the tail of the plane through the tie down ring 
ate tire replacement. (NEVER the stabilator). 

Cuts may also require immediate replacement. When jacking a plane, be sure to check the jack 
Always replace a tire when a cut penetrates cords of if the pad for integrity. Jack on a dry surface only, chock all non- 
cut is deeper than the existing tread grooves and extends jacked wheels fore and aft, shield the plane from the wind, 
the full length from one groove to the next. allow no one in or under the plane during jacking, and never 

Sidewall cuts, too, will result in immediatereplace- jack higher than the minimum height necessary to get the 
ment when cord is visible. Weather checking, in itself, is job done. 
normal, hut no cord must be visible through the cracks. Once the plane is jacked, you can remove the wheel 

Oil, gasoline or hydraulic fluid can damage the from the plane. Main wheel fairings are removed with an 
rubber in aircrafi tires. If you find this, wipe the tire off axle bolt and several bolts behitld the fairing.You will have 
with a gasoline soaked rag (no smoking please) and then to remove the back plate of the brake system to permit the 
wipe it off with soap and water. wheel to be removed from the axle. The back plate is re- 

."., .. .... .......... ........... ...... %... ",. ... .. .,.. ...... 
... .........*. 
.. %. .. ..-.. ... ...,- ... 

.................... .. ........-... %. ........ .- .................... ..... ". .... ..................... 
M.LU wheel A ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~  

moved by unscrewing the two bolts that hold it to the hack 
side of the disc. 

Remove any hubcaps or dust cover h m  the wheel. 
Pull the cotter pin from the axle nut on the wheel you are 
working on and remove the nut. The wheel is now ready to 
be removed. 

If you are working on the nose gear rather than a 
main gear, the procedure differs slightly. The nose gear fair- 
ing must be loosened and it will then slide up the fork straight 
up to permit access to the wheel. 

Remove the nut and washer from one end of the 
axle rodand slide out the rod and the axle plugs. Then, lightly 
tap the axle tube out from the center of the wheel assembly 
by use of an object of near equal diameter, being careful not 
to damage the axle tube. 

Then, remove the spacer tubes and the wheel as- 
sembly and finally, slide down the wheel fairing and remove 
it by turning it sideways. 

Whether you are working on a main gear or a nose 
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gear tire, before going any further release the air from the by haminering of the parts while the plane is at rest on the 
tire to avoid any possibility of wheel rupture while you are grouiid. It occurs when a plane, which is not often flown, 
working. To insure that all air is released, remove tlie valve rocks continually in the breeze. Ifnoted, the bearings should 
core from the stem with a core key (available at any auto be replaced. 
supply store.) If the bearings are discolored with a bluish tilige 

they have been overloaded or lubricated with insufficient 
Demounting the Tire grease. The metal has lost its temper and the bearings cai- 

not be reused. 
The first step in demounting the tire is to break the After the solvent bath, blow the bearings being 

bead. You simply go around the bead on both sides of the careful not to cause them to spin with the air (blow across 
tire and manually press it away from the rim. You may tap the bearings, not around them.) 
the bead gently with a rubber mallet, but do not attempt to Finally, the bearings should be greased. Piper rec- 
use a screwdriver or other metal tool. Such a tool cal easily ommends high temperature aircraft grease. Soine recom- 
damage the aluminum wheel. mended brands are Texaco MarFak, Mobil Grease 77 or 

Once the bead has been broken you may disas- Mobilux EP2 and Shell Alvania EP Grease 2. 
semble the wheel bolts. Owe again, make sure there is no Grease is packed into the bearings by placing a 
air pressure at all in the tire or the entire assembly may glob in the hand and working it into the various rollers. 
come apart faster than you desire. Pack each ofthe rollers, but do not pack the wheel housing. 

With the tire removed you should the11 examine 
both wheel halves for cracks, corrosio~l and elongation of Remounting A Wheel 
bolt holes. 

Minor corrosion may be tackled with a moist Remounting a wheel is simply the reverse of de- 
sponge and a non-chlorinated household cleaner. Later, you mounting one. Be careful not. to pinch inner tubes or to dam- 
should thoroughly rinse and dry tlie areaand follow up with age any parts and be sure that all parts are installed in the 
a coat of zinc chromate primer or aluminum lacquer. proper order. And that is about all there is to it. 

Use amagnifying glass to check for cracks - espe- Refer to your service manual for proper torques. 
cially in the area ofthe rim. Filially, check for elongatioli of For a 140, Piper specifies 90 inch-pounds for the through 
bolt holes and for the condition of the bolt tlreads. Elonga- bolts in the ilose wheel and 150 inch-pounds for the main 
tion results from failure to properly tighten wheel bolts re- wheel. The nuts and washers iu both cases must be on the 
sulting in movement of the two halves with respect to each valve stem side. 
other. Piper specifies torque for the axle bolts for the iiose 

If you find corrosio~i greater than surface corro- wheel - it is 35 to 50 inch-pounds. For the main axle bolts, 
sioii or elongated bolt holes, bring them to the attelltion of Pipermerely specifies that the wheel should huu freely with 
your mechanic. He will probably be able to fix either con- no side play. 
dition unless it is extreme. Finally, the wheel is safetied with a flat-head pin, 

washer and cotter pin. 
Wheel Bearing Service And if the tire leaks a large amount of air during 

the first week, do not be alarmed. Air has become happed 
While the wl~eels are off the plaue the wheel bear- between the tire and the tube and the tire will lose air pres- 

ings should be serviced. Piper recomniends service every sure until all of the trapped air has escaped. 
100 hours. The FAA requires inspection as part of the m-  If you actually do have a leak, use a soapy solution 
nual inspection no matter how many hours the plane has to find it. Check the valve stem by applying the solution to 
been flown. the valve core end. If it leaks, remove the old core and in- 

The bearings are tapered roller bearings located in stall a new one. 
a cone which is inserted in a cup, or outer race. The cup is 
pressed into place and is not removed for servicing. Cutting Operating Costs 

To get at the bearings you first remove a snap ring 
and a retainer plate. Then you c'm lift out the rings, felt Prevelltive maintenance and careful ground opera- 
seals a id  the beariiig cone. tions are the best ways of cutting the cost of maintaining 

First check the coue for any grit or metal particles wheels and tires. 
in the grease. If you find any the bearings should be re- Contrary to what common sense might otherwise 
placed. If no prohiems are noted, all componetlts are the11 tell you, landing stress is not the major cause of tire failure.' 
rinsed in a solvent, such as kerosene. It is t l~e  heat buildup which occurs during lengthy ground 

Look at the individual hearing rollers for signs of handling. 
discoloration, pitting or brinelling. Also, note any physical Of course, be careful to keep tires accurately in- 
damage. flated. This is the single best way to cut down the cost of 

Brinelling consists of numerous tiny dents caused ;tire replacement. Then, handle the plane on the ground care- 
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fully; keep taxi speeds down, avoid unnecessary ground eter may eliminate the need for further examination of the 
maneuvering and be gentle with the use of brakes. Unnec- engine and propeller or it may c o n h  the need for further 
essay braking contributes enormously to the heat build up troubleshooting. In any case, consider each component of 
in tires and their early demise. Certainly avoid pivoting the system before blaming a low static rpm indication on 
around one wheel. any one of them. 

When flying, keep your touchdown speed as low Another aspect of operation with a fixed-pitch pro- 
as possible. Be sure that your idle speed is not too high - peller cane in the form of aquestion from an engine owner. 
this, too, will increase your landing roll out. He indicated that the propeller provided by the airframe 

Preflight tires a ~ d  wheels every time you fly. manufacturer had been exchanged for a cruise propeller. (This 
Cracks in wheels and elongated bolt holes are death on exchange should only be done with FAA approval.) With 
wheels. Look for them and periodically retighten the through the new cruise propeller in use, an increase in fuel usage 
bolts in the wheels. Be careful not to scratch wheel halves was soon apparent. Operating costs increased and an expla- 
when they are disassembled. nation was requested. 

Avoid hard landings and use full-flap, full-stall Obviously, the amount of horsepower taken from 
landings whenever possible. an engine will have a direct relationship to the amount of 

Take care of your wheels and tires and they will fuel used. Therefore, it can be seen that the use of a cruise 
take care of you - and save you a bundle of cash in the propeller increased the horsepower requirement. This de- 
bargain. serves additional explanation. 

As an example, tlie standard propeller supplied with 
an aircraft may allow the engine to develop 180 horsepower 
at 2.700 rom at full throttle. in flipht, at sea level. with a 

Changing Propeller Pitch standard temperature. The ~ ~ c o m k g 0 - 3 6 0 - A  senes nor- 
mally aspirated engine illustrates this example. 

Recently we ran an article which suggested that Now, let's assume that this same engine and pro- 

the problem with propeller pitch is that perfor. peller combination is operated at 75 percent power with a 

mance charts provided by the ellg&le alld manu. best-economy fuel-air mixture setting. Again, assume sea 

facturers are somewhat incorrect. level and standard temperature to simplify and standardize 

Ken W. Johnson, of Textron Lycoming, provided the discussion. 
the following article which further illuminates questions Seventy five percent power will require about 2,450 

concerning operation ofan a fixed-p,tch pro. rp" with a brake specific fuel consumption of ,435 pounds 

peller. per brake horsepower per hour. Also, 75 percent of the 180 
rated horsepower is equal to 135 horsepower. Fuel usaee at - 

me effect the propeller has ol, ellgine operation this power and mixture setthg will be 58.7 pounds or 9 8  
and on aircraft performance is quite significant. gallons per hour. 

Aircraft equipped with a fixed-pitch propeller will The mathematics to arrive at this fuel usage are 

usually have static bm (full throttle wiih aircraft standing SLmp'e: 
still) limitations and full power in flight rpm limitations 180 hp x 75% power = 135 hp 

spelled out inthe Pilot's Operating Handbook. If static rpm 135 hp .435 BSFC = 58.7 pounds of 

is below the minimum specified, the engine could be low 58.7 pounds of fuel I 6  lbs per gal. - 9.8 galihr. 

in power. 
However, experience has shown that this is not Having made some assessments about what can 

always true. Faulty induction air systems or faulty exhaust happen with a standard propeller, now we see 
systems have been shown to contribute to indications of what happens when a cruise propeller is installed. The first 
low power. thing we must know about the cruise propeller is that it has 

A propeller is ever so slightly less than per. more pitch than the standard propeller. This means it will 

feet may cause the static rpm to he outside the designated take a bigger "bite" of air than the original propeller with 

full throttle static rpm zone, In additioll to these other fat. each revolution. This bigger bite of air will have an effect on 

tors. it is not unusual to find a tachometer is inaccu. aircraft performance and on how the engine may be OPer- 

rate: If an incorrect static rpm reading is observed during ated. 
the engine check, any one or all of these components could Taking a bigger bite of air increases the resistance 

he at fault. to the tuning propeller. Perhaps it may be easiest to imag- 

The tacl,ometer he easiest to check if a ine what happens by considering your hand when held in 

reed tachometer is placed in aircraft, This tlie air stream outside a moving automobile with the palm 

is not permanently attached to t l ~e  aircraft, but it can quickly forward as compared to having the side of the hand forward. 

verify the accuracy of the standard aircraft instrument. Because of this increased resistance, the static rpm 

Knowing the accuracy lilnits ofthe aircraft tachom- will be lower than with the original propeller. The same thing 
will be true when full throttle, in flight rpm, is compared to 
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that of the standard propeller at a similar altitude and tem- With this information as background, it is easy to 
perahxe. This will reduce the takeoff performance of any see that setting a desiredpower with a fixed-pitch propeller 
aircraft. can only be accomplished if the pilot bas a chart which ap- 

Using the earlier example. the engine was rated at plies to the specific aircraft - engine - propeller combina- 
180 horsepower at full throttle and 2.700 rpm. Now, in spite tion. Although the power chart for a new aircraft may come 
of applying full throttle, the increased resistance reduces from data obtained by test flying with a calibrated torque 
the maximum attainable rpm to something less than 2,700 meter, a fairly accurate chart can be derived for any fixed- 
rpm. As aresult of not developing the rated 2,700 rpm, the pitch propeller and engine combination. Basically, this is 
engine will not develop the full power for which it was rated. done by finding the maximum available rpm at any particu- 
Since maximum power is less than full rated, aircraft per- lar altitude and applying data from the propeller load curve. 
formance will suffer. This should be considered before a In conclusion, remember that a pilot usually only 
fixed-pitch propeller is chosen or exchanged for a different needs to accept the material provided by the airframe manu- 
model. facturer and use the engine-propeller combination as di- 

At this point we must return to the original ques- rected. If apropeller change is made, or on those rare occa- 
tion. Why does the engine require more fuel with the cruise sions when we question the power available to the propel- 
propeller? ler, the material here could be helpful. 

It is an accepted fact that the cruise propeller is 
more efficient for cruise operation, so it would not be un- Locking Gas Caps Prevent Vandalism 
usual to follow this line of thinking: seventy-five percent of by Jeny F. Graf 
rated power using the original propeller at sea level and 
standard temperature required a throttle setting to achieve I would like to respond to a comment in the Chero- 
2,450 rpm. Therefore, without more thoughtful consider- kee Hints & Tius book. One member suggested he had con- 
ation, it seems logical that the cruise propeller might also sidered locking caps until he realized that all they would 
be set for 2,450 rpm when 75 percent power is desired. Of prevent is somebody stealing the caps. 
course, there is an increase in performance, but this can be I suggest that some of us are really not as con- 
attributed to the more efficient cruise propeller cemed with the loss of fuel as we are with someone placing 

Next comes tlie realization that the increased cruise a foreign substance in the tanks. Have you ever seen what 
performance is not all efficiency, Instead of 9.8 gallons of household sugar can do to a gasoline engine? 
fuel the engine is now using a greater amount of fuel per Gas is cheap compared to an engine overhaul ... if 
hour. For purposes of this illustration, let us assume that the everything is able to survive your engine-out landing. 
number is 11 GPH. By reversing the mathematics used ear- Think about how vulnerable your little low-wing 
lier, it is possible to estimate the horsepower and percent- plane is sitting out on the line at some strange little poorly 
age of power actually beilig used as a result of operating the lit airport far from home. Do you check fuel carefully enough 
cruise prop at 2,450 rpm with a best economy fuel air mix- to detect sugar? You better! 
m e :  

RPM Restrictions, Running Tank Dry, 
I l GPH x 6 lbs per gallon = 66 pounds Leaning With EGT 
66 pounds I ,435 BSFC = 15 1.7 horsepower 
15 1.7 horsepower1 180 rated horsepower - 84.3 I own a Cherokee 180-C with a 0-360-A3A en- 

% power gine. I have heard about staying away from 2,150 to 2,300 
rpm on some engines, however, nowhere in my Piper hand- 

Assuming a fuel usage of 11 gallons per hour for book does it limit those rpms. 
this problem provides a reasoliably realistic example of the Am I OK to use whatever rpm I want? Also, what 
change which a differelit fixed-pitch propeller might cre- about running a tank dry? What is the correct procedure for 
ate. It also illustrates the need for pilots to change their restarting in the air? 
habits when a propeller is changed. Finally. I have CHT and EGT gauges. When lean- 

In addition to tlie cbatige of habits, the discussion ing what are the maximum temperatures allowable. I Suer-  
shows areal need to reevaluate the takeoff, climb and cruise ally run about 1,400 EFT and 400 CHT. However. I do not 
performance of an aircraft if the fixed-pitch propeller is See much Vm change until I lean to about 1,500 EGT. 1 
changed for a differelit model think that is a little too hot. 

Another very impoflait point concerns leaning. Doyal R. Plute 

Remember that Zycoming recommends leaning to best Independence, KS 6730 1 
economy only at 75 percent of rated horsepower or less. It 
is very possible that lealing to roughness or to peak on the The restriction on rpm is spelled out in Piper Ser- 
EGT could cause serious damage if the engine is actually vice Letter 526. It was imposed hecause of tip f a k e s  of 
producing more than 75 percent of rated horsepower. as in some propellers operated continuously in the W-v ib r a -  
this illustration. tion rpm range. 
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It applies to all Lycoming 0-360 engines (except 

the 0-360.A4A) when coupled with Sensenich propeller CORlItleIlt~ About Propeller Pitch 
models M76EMM-0.76EM8-0 or 76EM8S5-0. by John Eddy 

If your plane fits into this category it should have 
had a supplement added to the flight manual listing this I have some comments about propeller pitch which 
limitation and, in addition, it should have bee11 modified the readers might find interesting. 
with Piper kit number 760 325V which provides amarking I own a 150 hp Cherokee with a T  W. Smith major 
for the tachometer wllich wanls against contilluous opera- with 300 hours on the engine. While living in Cincinnati, I 
tion in this speed range. noticed sluggishness on takeoff on a hot day which was solved 

The best advice concerning running a tank dry by re-timing the magnetos. 
is ... don't do it. Unfortunately, sometimes after mnning a The plane is now based at Prescott, Arizona on a 
tank dry you find you cannot get the otller t& to feed leaseback, and its operation at this altitude, with the 58-inch 
properly and you could find yourself making an unsched- Propeller was, in my o~inion, unsafe on shot day with only 
uled landing. two people aboard. 

Nonetheless, sometimes you do accidentally nu1 The solution was to have the propeller re-pitched 
a tank dry. If this occurs, switch to the other tank, increase to 55 inches md I now have an airplane, not a ground lover. 
mixture and rum the auxiliary pump on. With the propeller Some numbers at a density of 7,000 feet: 2,400 rpm static, 
wind-milling, your engine should restart in several seconds. 2,700 rpn1 at 85 mph indicted air speed and a 400 fpm rate- 
If the prop is not wind-milling, obviously you will need to of-climb, up from nearly zero (my glider experience was 
use the starter as well. very useful when searching for lift with the 58-inch-pitch 

If this does not work, try carburetor heat and try propeller.) 
switching mags - it could be a prohlem other thax lack of I do not notice any cruise deterioration. At 9,000 
fuel. feet density altitude and 2,550 rpm, the TAS was 118 mph, 

If none of this works, then it is time to plan your which was my speed during the trip from Cincinnati to 
emergency landing site and set the plane up for a maxi- Prescott, altllough 1 used 2.450 rpm a as the cruise rpm O 
mum glide. never obtained the book number of 130 mph.) 

As to leaning, you lean by the EGT, never by the However, you do need to watch your 2,700 rpm 
CHT. If your leaning is causing solne weird indication on redtilie because that can now be exceeded at full throttle at 
the CHT, you have probably done some serious damage to an IAS above 85 mph. Needless to say I am delighted with 
the engine - it is not sensitive enough for leaning the en- the performance of the re-pitched propeller. 
gine. Ed Note: Re-pitching a propeller is not a matter to 

Lycoming engines gellerally operate in the EGT he take11 lightly, but it can really make adifference where a 
range of 1,200 to 1.600 degrees. Generally, you are not so plane is operated regularly under conditions of high, hot and 
interested in the absolute value showi on the face of tlie humid. 
EGT as you are in trends aud peaks. 

As you slowly lean the engine you will note the Auto Fuel Problems 
point where the EGT is lughest. This is peak EGT and the 
reference point from which you will work. Lycoming per- Auto fuel is being used widely without trouble, but 

mits leaning to peak EGT power is set for 75 per. there are potential problems. At CPA we have received a 
cent or less. number of letters concerning vapor lock symptoms in hot 

Generally, you do not wait to operate on the lean weather. 
side of peak. Although permitted with fuel injection en- The Juie (1988) issue of Light Plane Maintenance 
gines of more than 250 horsepower, the fuel flow in smaller also reported on a problem wluch occurs in cold weather. 
carburetor engines is too low to provide proper cooling and Apparently, there is a 99 degree (F) difference in the distil- 

possible valve damage will result. latioli points of auto fuel and avgas, causing auto gas to va- 
Once you have leaned to peak EGT, you are at porize poorly at low temperatures. At extremely cold tem- 

what is known as "best econolny mixture." ~t is a setting peratures, it is possible for the auto gas to fail to vaporize 
which is economical and safe to use during normal cruise completely resulting in a very black exhaust and a loss of 
operations. power. The magazine states there should be a low tempera- 

By increasing fuel flow until you get 100 to 150 ture restriction on auto gas operation. 
degrees above peak EGT, you leal to "best power mixture" 
which provides the most speed for any power setting, with Oil, & Starting 
a corresponding increase in fuel buru. This setting also pro- Tacchi 

vides areserve of cooling fuel for operation at slightly above 
recommended power setting. My previous Cruiser, N32078, met with an unfor- 

~ b ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  the use ofthe E~~ is not difficult and tunate accident due to hart starting. Here are a few com- 
it provides far more accurate leatiiilg infor~nation. ments I learned on the way to the "fortun." 
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Fully synthetic oils work great in turbines, com- but I am pretty sure the following is valid. 

puters and the like, with constant speed and no contact with Taking "cruise" performance figures as a separate 
gasoline by-products. Three years on a racing engine dy- issue from "climb" figures one can calculate the effect of a 
namo taught me that the ilnportant thing to rerne~nber with new propeller pitch pretty much on a linear basis. That is, 
oils is the viscosity at cold and hot teniperatures and the your ctuise speed from a 58-inch pitch will be about 3.6 
boiling points. Today's multigrade oils fit that bill perfectly. percent greater than a 56-inch pitch. If you cruise at 125 

Repitched propellcrs are o-k if yours is out. but mph on the 56-inch prop you will cruise about 130 inph on 
remember: if you want to get offa  grass strip at gross a i d  the 58-inch prop. 
fly cross-countl-y at the same time, you better have a lot of This is silnpiistic and disregards inefficiencies, slip- 
power or avariable-pitch prop. 1 speot 16 years sellingnio- page, etc.. but it is very close to correct. 
torcycles and the problelns were the same. "I want a bike Clirnb performance, I believe, needs to take more 
that'll go wood riding and cn~ise domi to LA." It ain't gonna careful note of additional factors, but it would be close, at 
happen. least as a starting point. 

Hard starting can be areal problem. 1 learned the On are-pitch, with no figures available, you could 
hard way. triple the 3.6 percent a ~ d  allow for an 11 percent greater 

1 yurcliased 6 2 0 3  in June of 1987 (it had been takeoff ruu. Then you could check the validity of the fip 
annualed in January of 19871. By November, 1988 1 had ures. 
scored a valve and cracked #4 cylinder. Not Raving had tny If Tom Jozwiak's strip is paved 2,500 feet, 1 doubt 
hangar finished, I paid for tlie work. $2,500 - a fair price if such a re-pitch would cause problems except in extreme 
it had been done right circun~stances. Personally, if a 3 - 1 1 percent greater fake- 

Ten hours later I had the jug off again and found a off mi was to be the detennining factor in agolno-go deci- 
broken ~nuffler, puslirods that had no bleed-down clearaice sion. I would have been taking fuelibaggagelpeople out al- 
(specs call for ,028 to .074), mags set at 28 degrees lelt. 32 ready. 
degrees riglit. Sure, re-pitching a propeller is a trade-ofi; but if 

Skipping tlie details. alter a new muffler and other you are willing to operate at less than maximum gross 011 

work, tlie engine finally runs great. The stubborn starter still those hot days, it may be a good one. 
bellows, but when the secontl tip of the screw colnes up, it Fuially, a re-pitch should cost only $40 to $50 if 
is running. the propeller is in good shape. A figure of $150 should pay 

So, if you have starter problems, before you get for a complete overhaul. One good propeller shop is Whirl- 
too crazy, check the basics. wind, in Illinois (312-336-4373). 

Broken Oil Line Forces Landing 
by Larry White 

Scored Piston Can Cause Oil Blow-By 
by Mark Hurst 

On a return flight to Falcotl Field, about 20 miles Regarding tlie letter from D. P Connelly, his blow 
out, I noticed oil on the windshield in a light, steady stream by and the high oil usage could be caused by a scored pis- 
coming from in front of the cowling. ton. 

Watching the oil pressure a id  CHTIEGT closely, I 1 had a si~nilarproblem a few years ago and tluough 
made the decision to try to get to the airport. Oil pressure compression checks found the problen?. 1 honed tlie cylin- 
stayed it] the green so I called tile tower and asked for fire der and installed a new piston and rings. That cured my 
hucks to standby. We made i t  with little problem -just a problem. 
little messy. On another topic. new copper wiring helped my 

The probleni was found to be the ridged oil line cranking problem soniewhat. Finally, I rewired tlie battery 
running from the front of the e~igine on the right side going box with nmnber 2 copper aircraft cables. I did away with 
to the prop governor. The line had cracked arolrnd the flare the bolt through the positive cable. I ran the number two 
where it fits against the 90 degree elbow fitting. tluougli the end of the box direct from the solenoid to tile 

Probable cause was the adel clamp had broken let- battery cable and did tlie same thing on the negative wire. 1 
ting the line vibrate until it cracked all the way arouid the send in a 337 on it. 
flare. It cranks so good I can hardly believe it. 

It is a good idea to check line and clanps at oil 
changes.You can bet I d o n o ~ v !  Turbocharged Leaning & PA-32 Cowl 

Louvers 
Comments On Repitching PropeIler 
by Nick Tulloli Dr. lrviiie C. Lister, of LafayeEe, Louisiana, no- 

ticed a statement in the magazine which said Lyco~ning 
I would like to co~nment on the subject of propel- perulits lealing to peak whenever the power is set at 75 

ler re-pitching raised by To111 Jozwiak. I am not an expert, percent or below. 
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That statement, however. should have been quali- 

fied to refer to "normally-aspirated engines." Gap Seats & Prop Balance 
by Walter D. Haskins 

Dr. Lister's problem was that his Turbo Lance was 
burning fuel at the rate of more than two gallons per hour I have owned my 1977 Archer for five years and 
above book. Leaning to peak would bring his fuel consump- recently installed the Knots-2-U flap hinge fairings, wing 
tion in line, hut is leaning to peak permitted in turbocharged root fairings, flap gap seals and aileron gap seals. 
Lycomings? Based upon my loran and DME readings, I have 

The answer to the question is yes. you can lean gained approximately 10 knots in airspeed. The most no- 
your engine to peak EGT unless the turbine inlet tempera- table change, however, is that the aircraft bas a much more 
ture gage (TIT) exceeds red-line temperature. Also, accord- "sotid" feel about it. Specifically, when approaching the stall 
ing to Lycoming, CHT should not exceed 435 degrees (224 during landing or during the flare to landing, the aircraft has 
degrees C). no tendency to drop a wing and has a feeling of great stabil- 

ity. 

Also, very high altitudes may result in high tem- Additionally, I just bad performed the dynamic prop 
peratures which will require additional fuel as well as cowl balancing to which some of the readers have referred. For 

flaps or airspeed for cooling. my money this is the first investment an owner should make 
And, of course, the Pilot's Operating Handbook is as the vibration level in the plane has been greatly reduced 

the final authority on all questions concerning operation of and it has a much more "smooth feel about. 
your engine. 

Dr. Lister also recom~ne~~ds a set of S ~ c ' d  COWI Technique of Polishing Propeller 
louvers to reduce engine heating. a common problem on by John E. N'ashbum 

PA-32 aircraft. 
The louvers were developed by General Aviation Doyal Plute asked about polishing propellers; mo- 

Technical Services, of Lock Haven. Pennsylvania. Dr. Lister 'Orcyclists long ago discovered You C a n  polish aluminum to 
writes: shine like chrome. The local FAA inspector told me that 

Before I installed them I was bunling more than ordinary Props can be polished with no legal problem, so 
20 gph with a CHT of about 43.i. I am now burning 17.5 last summer I used this recipe on my 1973 140. 

gph with a CHT of about 375. 1 a11 using a 65 percent Before dismounting the propeller, mark all parts so 
power setting in my PA-32RT-30 IT with a mixture setting they can be replaced exactly. Even though made of alumi- 
of 50 degrees rich of peak. The TAS is 145 to 150 ho t s .  num, the prop still weighs 30 or 40 pounds: be careful with 

My cowling is cooler atter landing. Before I could it. 

not put my hand on it and now I cal .  The louvers do a good After dismounting, remove the paint from the prop; 
job of moving the air out of the upper cowl where it nor- liquid remover from the hardware store is easiest to use, al- 
mally is trapped. beit messy. but be certain it will not harm aluminum. 

Because there have been so many reports of over- Anchor the prop to a work surface and use a circu- 
heating on Turbo Lances, 1 contacted the present marketer lar polisher to huff it with red rubbing compound. Careful: 
of the STC, Air Parts of Lockhaven, W. T. Piper Airport, Some polishers have lots of torque! 
Hangar 3, Lock Haven. PA 17745 Only polish the front surface and only down to 

The company makes available a combination of a where it goes into the spinner. Mine had tiny little foundry 
new air box, relocation of ductinp and the installation of lines in the surface that would have required excessive pol- 
four louvers. They claim the changes cause the engine to ishing to remove. I did not feel comfortable removing that 
run from 35 to 65 degrees cooler than without the modifi- muchmetal, so I usedmy usual rute for determining what is 
cation. good enough on the plane, i.e., "This ain't no antique Rolls." 

After getting a dull shine with the red compound, 
The kit is complete with all necessary parts, in- Put a fresh bonnet on the polisher and go back with white 

struction manual. STC and Fliplit Manual paperwork. The polishing compound; this is when the high shine appears. 

company says installation tllnr is approximately one day. Clean with soap and water and repaint the back of 
An additional day of ground time is needed for paint to the prop with flat black. If you want stripes on the polished 

cure. side you will need to mask off the polished area and scuff 
The kit is not cheap - $1995 fob Lock Haven, B U ~  the surface where the stripes will be with something like 3- 

for those who are constantly concen~ed because of oil tem- M Scotch to get the paint to stick. 

peratures in the area of the red line, it may be inexpensive Get your mechanic to re-hang the prop and safety- 

insurance against premature engiue failure. wire it; the bolts are torqued down like a tire to about 28 
You can reach Ailpatis of Lock Haven at (717) pounds. Finish your job with a metal polish called 

748-0823 or (800) 443-3 1 17. Semichrome, which you purchase from the motorcycle shop. 
and then coat your prop with it. Over time, you will occa- 
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sionally need to polish with Semichrome and wax to re- 
move oxidation and stains. 

This may seem like a big job, hut it really is not; I 
did the whole thing in one moniing. And then I went over- 
board: I polished my spinner and this summer even pol- 
ished my air filter cover and landing light retainer. 

The front of my 140 looks a bit like a 1950 
Studebaker, hut it s u e  draws a lot of compliments for a 15- 
year old plane with original paint. 

(Formore information, the July 1988 issue of Sport 
Aviation (the EAA magazine) Iias anarticle about some guys 
that polished a Nwion (Yes. the whole plane!) Hmmmm. 

Shoulder Harness Kit 

Sam Duncan. of Myrphy, NC., asked about shoul- 
der harnesses for his Cherokee 180. The answer: 

A shoulder han~esr kit is available from Piper. The 
part number of tlie kit is 764-981V The price was about 
$350 a year ago (1988). 

The kit includes new lap belts, two shoulder har- 
nesses and all hardware for installation, including gussets 
to beef up the airframe stlucture. 

Installation is &not easy, as it requires peeling back 
the headliner, drilling holes a~itl then riveting in the parts. 
Two people are needed for the riveting operation, as one 
needs to buck while tlie other rivets. 

Members who lhave done the work report that in- 
stallation took in the neighborhood of 40 hours. It is the 
type ofjob, however, wRere yo11 can do a lot of the tedious 
work, with your niechanic's permissioil. 

Warns of Spar Corrosion 
by Mark Hurst 

Yesterday I inspected a 140 that had corrosion on 
the P/N 6241 IZZ chai~~iel which holds the P/N 62048-03 
fitting to which the right spar is fastened. 

This oiie had been tied down outside for 13 years, 
which may have contributed to the carrosion. 

I took everything out of the inside of mine today 
and found it looked like ne\\;. You might alert those who tie 
down outside to watcli for tile problem. 

Leaky Door Handles Revisited 

We recently reported on anew source of cabin leaks 
discovered by one of our ~iienhbers. His plane was leaking 
through the door handles. 

Well Mark Palad111o. of Rochester, NewYork, had 
the same problein witli 111s Clierokee. But he discoveredthat 
you have to be carefill n l~e ic  vou place the sealant if you 
are to stop tlie leak. 

The door outer ski ti creates a little crater inside the 
door handle cutout. If you exa~nine the area carefully you 
will see that there is a seam inside this door-handle cup. 
This seam is where vou will tind the leak, and Mark recom- 

mends you carefully put a head of sealant all around the 
seam. 

The rain flows down the window, into the cup and 
then through the seam. Once inside the door, it builds up 
until it seeps through at the bottom and then soaks your 
carpeting. As it m s  down the inside surface of the panel, 
the door panel itself does not appear to get wet and thls is 
what makes this leak hard to find. 

Fuel Tanks & Engine Tear Down 
by John Driscoll 

I have enjoyed my 1972 Cruiser since 1976 and 
would like to relate some of my experiences over the past 
12 years. 

Fuel tanks: The fuel tanks had been misdiagnosed 
as leaking prior to my purchase and were "sloshed" with 
tank sealer in 1975. This "slosh sealer" began to soften and 
run and clogged the fuel drains after the plane was moved 
from Syracuse, NewYork, to Raleigh, North Carolina. 

After talking to the Randolph people in Carlstadt, 
New Jersey, Piper and Skycraft Corporation, we concluded 
that the problem could have resulted from northem FBOs 
adding deicing additives to aviation fuels and the high sum- 
mer temperatures in North Carolina. 

The tanks were removed and de-sloshed with six 
gallons of methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) at my last annual in 
1988. My A&P discovered that the leak was caused by a 
disintegrated section of mbher hose about six-inches long - 
a $2.00 Piper part. This hose connected the top fuel vent 
nipple to the vent tube which eventually vents the fuel tank 
vapors out the bottom of the wing. 

The MEK did a great job of cleaning out the slosh- 
ing sealer. I have been flying for about a year since the de- 
sloshing and there is no hint of a fuel leak. As an aside, I 
learned the following regarding Cherokee fuel tanks: 

Piper chanzed their fuel tank sealing material 
around 1969 which generally resisted chemical attack het- 
ter than their older sealer, resulting in a more secure tank. 

The major cost associated with pulling Cherokee 
fuel tanks involves drilling out rusted screws. Since these 
are structural screws I had to replace them with the Piper- 
approved non-stainless types, but would prefer stainless. 

Oil pump: 1 received a letter from an oil company 
in the spring of 1981 grounding my PA-28. I had fueled at 
Willkesbme, Pennsylvania with a bad load of Avgas (too 
much lead). That bad load of fuel resulted in other aircraft 
losing power on takeoff. 

Forhmately. due to quick, responsible action from 
the oil company, no personal injury resulted from this bad 
hatch of fuel. They paid for my engine tear down and in- 
spection and, since cylinder wall damage was discovered, I '  
opted for a complete engine overhaul. 

My A&P discovered that the Woodruff key on the 
oil pump shaft was "hanging by a thread." An AD had ap- 
parently been overlooked. I often wonder what 1 would have 
done if my oil pressure suddenly dropped to zero in flight. 
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I got no start. But when the battery was almost dead, she 

Sun Shields for $1.69 a Set would start. A well-worn inlpulse coupling will not catch 
By Steven Lindblom the dog. 

After replacing the coupling she starts just like old 
Here is some infonnatioli other members may use times on the first or second blade through. 

concen~ing a super cheap set of homemade heat sliields. Concerning performance claims of 150 mph in a 
Hope this infomiation is in time for the really hot weather. Cherokee 140, I remain a Floridian from Missouri. Here is 

They are just pieces of cardboard from big cartons why: 
cut to fit the windows, alittle oversized in one direction so 
they snap in place, except for the ones for tlie windscreen Prop pitch 58" x 2700 = 156,600 
which slip behind the sum visors (and must be made of fairly 156,600 x 60 minutes = 9,396,000 
flexible cardboard to fit.) 9,396,000 15280 ft. = 148.29 mph 

On our first set I covered the cardboard with alu- 
minum foil, using spray-on cemeiit. This looked good, but This is with a "no-slip" prop. A 10 percent slip 
has turned out to be a little delicate over time. Since then would give you close to 133 mph. Figures are bard to beat. 
we have made another set for anotller Cherokee by simply 
spraying the cardboard with white spray paint which seems Starter Overhaul & Some COIIIIII~II~S 
to work just as well (that is where the $1.69 comes in.) by Dale P Jewett 

These shelds were mearit only to fill in until we 
fowd a commercial product we could live with, but after I have experienced some slow cranking problems 
using them forasunlmer we don't see any reason to change. with my Arrow I11 and would like to share my experience 
They install and remove faster and easier than any others I with the readers. 
have used and store neatly behind the rear seat backs. They The starter on the Arrow I11 - 200 hp Lycoming - is 
wear out wit11 time, but they are easy to replace using the a geared starter, so it has some advantages over the starters 
old ones as patterns. on the 140s, but it still can produce slow cranking if every- 

Incidentally, since we mmle our shields I noticed thing is not up to snuff. 
our local lumber yard has started can-ying areflective bubble I load tested the battery on my plane and found it to 
insulating material called Retlectix that appears to be the be o-k. I then went through the entire voltage drop testing as 
same stuff used for the commercial plastic bubble heat specified in the Arrow 111 Service Manual. 
shields. It costs $3.25 a linear foot, i n  four-foot widths, and This was solnewhat more extensive than you have 
six to eight feet should domost Clierokees, dependingupon described and involved testing the drop in each segment of 
the number of wi~idows (just a rougli estimate - do not take wiring. In the process, I found a few slightly loose connec- 
my word for it.) tions which, after cleaning and tightening, gave some im- 

provement, but not enough. 
Wants Muffler & Stack By the way, since this is a fairly new plane (1978) 

the aluminum cables were found to be in good condition - 
Lew Bank, of Cottage Grove, Oregon, called and no corrosion. 

bad aprobleln with his PA-32. During an annual, the muf- 1 checked the amperage draw during cranking and 
fler and stack was declared a no-go item. But fillding one found it to be extremely high, way above the hook value 
was a problem. listed in the Service Manual. Although the starter had been 

One source is Aero Fabricators, P O Box 181, "overhauled" just before I purchased the aircraft, I took it 
Lyons, WI 53148, which specializes in rebuilding~nufflers, off and had Aero Electric, in Wichita, Kansas, check it out. 
stacks and associated compoiie~its. They found a badly burned and broken internal con- 

The compauy has a toll-free uumber: (800) 558- nection which was causing very high resistance. This ac- 
6868. They advertise a one-day turnaround. counted for the high amperage load and slow cranking. This 

was repaired for only a "minor repair" charge and it totally 
Impulse Coupling; Questions Speed solved my slow-cranking problem. 
by A1 Weinberg It sure made me wonder about the earlier "over- 

haul." I would recommend Aero Electric very highly. niey 
I owned N409AF for about 12 years. Then one are a certified repair station specializing in aircraft electri- 

day 1 had a little trouble starrilig the engine aild the prob- cal systems, hydraulic systems and similar Their address is 
lem got worse with time. 2414 SW 29th South, Wichita, KS 67204. 

Being and old A&E, 111 y first tl~ought was impulse 
coupling so I got out and turned it by hand. I listened for By the way, I recommend preheating in all cold 
the clack to indicate tlie itnpulse couplillg was working. weather conditions. I preheat with a Tanis heater prior to all 
Not so. cold weather starts. 

The sy~nptoms:~ With a good battery, fast turn over, I guess the point I am trying to make is that slow 
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cranking can be caused by ally one of a number of faults, method of measurement vuy  so widely as to make ahnost 
and probably the ol~ly sure way to cure it is to start at the all comparisons meaningless. 
battery and test methodically through the entire system. I This topic has been debated heatedly for some time 
am sure that older planes are more vulnerable to cable prob- and 1 am sure will be contested just as much in the future as 
lems and that many times the replacement of the aluminum in the past. 
cables with copper may be a great help. But there are many 
other components in the system which can cause the prob- Carburetor Heat Creep 
lem. 

1 have heard it said that a starter on an internal Burly Pike, of Shepherdsville, Kentucky, corn- 
combustion engine is the most neglected piece of equip- plained that his carburetor heat control was creeping out 
ment it has. We all teud to ignore the starters in our cars during flight. The response. 
until they co~npletely fail. Quite often, when we have a car The carburetor heat door is held shut by the fric- 
that is slow or difficult to start, we jump over to K-Mart or tion of the control cable. Unfortunately, as the cables age 
somewhere else and buy anew battery expecting it to solve they tend to loosen up. 
all of our problenls when the fault nlay be elsewhere. But before springing for anew cable, try this. The 

piper Service Manual calls for a spring back of .062 to ,125 
Stainless Screws for both throttle and mixture controls for your plane. The 

reason for this is to compensate for the natural spring action 
Jerry Gardner provided the names of a supplier of of the cables themselves. 

fuel-tank structural staiilless steel screws (the AN525-8R9 Make sure that you have a similar spring back in 
fuel tank screws): the carburetor heat cable while in the closed position. 

If this does not work, then it is time to go control 
Aircraft Supply Co. cable shopping. 
7204 Parwelk 
Dallas, TX 75235 Clock Repair 

by T. R. Thompson 
Why Discrepancy in Speed Claims? 

I have a 1976 PA-28- 18 1 and located a source for 
Donald W. Nemec asked why speed modification repairing the original equipment electric clock rna~ufac- 

kits appear to give different results on different planes. The tured by Borg Instruments. Send your clock to: 
answer: Instiwnent Services 

433 South Arch Street 
Speed kits do not know one airplane from another Janesville, WI 53545 

and will be just as effective on one pl'me as on another. 
They are designed to make a plane more aerodynanically They have a toll-free numbel-, (800) 558-2674, and 
efficient. The problem occurs wl~en we measure the in- a fixed charge of $38.50 for clock repairs as of July, 1988. 
creased efficiency. They are a factory-authorized repair station for Borg Instn- 

The speed mods are not magic. They only do one ments. 
thing - reduce drag. 

Witb a lower drag, at a given rpm and a fixed-pitch Engine Cowlings, Fiberglass Parts 
propeller, a"c1eaner airframe will be slightly faster than an by Ken Rickert 
unmodified plane. Because it is cleaner. however, the en- 
gine will have to develop less power to tun1 the propeller I want to co~n~nent on the problem of the top cowl- 
and the plane will therefore use less fuel. ing coming off of PA-32 aircraft. At annual time aircraft go 

To see what your speed increase is, you must in- through the rigors of a thorough check, but we have seen 
crease propeller rpln to get the same perceutage of power. more and more things which are overlooked on some of the 

Putting aside problems of iusuri~~g the same den- Cherokees. 
sity altitude a ~ d  wiud couditiolls in measure before and af- On the PA-32 this includes the ten parts of the cowl- 
ter speeds, the only way to detem~ine just what the speed ing starting with all the connectors and attacll fittings. 
kits have done for you is to determine the speed - before All Piper cowlings were hand-fitted to the aircraft. 
and after - for a11 e~lgi~ie  couditio~l in which the fuel con- The forward pin platesare amale-female combinatioll with 
sumption is the same both before and after. a Teflon bushing to secure the cowl. I have seen too many 

Unfortunately, most CPA members and other air- where the bushings are wom out. This allows movement of 
craft owners, are not aeronautical eugi~leers and do not have the top cowl which starts a constant wear on the pin. If un- 
elaborate testing equipment. The bottom liue is that although checked, this can cause separation. 
it would be difficult to conceive of a speed mod which did Then there are the side attach fasteners. These are 
not increase perfonna~ce, the amount of increase and the adjustable to maintain a linn fit. These are not meant to be 
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repaired with cotter keys or nails if they get tired. Please the ruler at a few five pound increments. 
replace them. This will give you a quick check of pressure with- 

And then you need to check the thumb camlocks out moving the airplane or getting on the ground. It is not 
on the top rear upper cowl. They wear just like tires or reliable on soft surfaces. Each five pounds pressure incre- 
brakes, hut how inany look at them for wear? ment raises the wheel about 3/16 inches. 

Cowlings are considered cosmetic, but one com- 2. When you do need air, you have to find the valve 
ing off in your face can ruin your day. At annual you must stem. This usually involves pushing and pulling the aircraft 
check these things along with the heat shield and the over- several times. This is easier if marks are made on the tires. I 
all condition of the cowlings, inside as well as outside. A used a white marker and put three dots at the valve stem, 
new paint job will not stop the problems that are  still form- two dots at each 90 degree position, and one dot at the 180 
ing under that body filler and shiny new paint. degree position. 

Much has been witten about the Arrow lately. Gear Strut Trouble 
door failure is another areaof concern forpilots. How many 
realize the internal wear on a gear door hinge pin or know Steve Browne, of South Lake Tahoe, California, 
how to check it? complained about one strut which would not compress prop- 

Simple enough - just check for excessive move- erly in his 180. The answer: 
lnent on the right door up and down. The right door hinge A strut will remain extended for one of two rea- 
takes the most punishment being on the P side of the air- sons. Either it ismechanically binding, in which case it will 
craft. The pin can wear inside the hinge and, unless you compress up011 a landing (Or you can jiggle it down by rock- 
catch it, it can fail at the most inconvenient of times. ing the wing.) Once it compresses it will tend to stay there. 

I have had two come through my shop to see if Or it may he overinflated. If this is the case it will 
repairs could he made when half the door was missing. If tend to remain extended no matter what you do. 
excessive play is noted on inspection, changing the hinge I know of no standard measurement of strut pres- 
pins is a good fix, hut don't wait till the door comes offto sure. The service manual does not have any values listed. It 
check it. recommends inflating to the "proper level." The proper in- 

I took a tour of o w  local aircraft and two out of flation should result in approximately two inches of strut 
five Arrows had worn pins in the right nose gear door. tubing showing on the main gear. 

Finally, here is a cautioll on how NOT to field re- Adding or bleeding air from an oleo is apreventive 
pair a cowling. maintenance item which a pilot may perform on his own 

Piper cowlings are manufactured using a combi- plane. But unless you are somewhat familiar with the sys- 
nation of cloth, resin and antimony oxide to meet the flame tem, I highly recommend against it. The pressures in the 
retardant specs of engine area components. There are spe- system are much higher than in a tire - perhaps 150 to 200 
cific requirements on these materials and they cannot he pounds. Carelessness here could cause you to lose an eye or 
altered. sustain other bodily injury 

But so many times I see repairs that have been 
done using ordinary resin and fiberglass mat that would be Gust Lock Cure 
great on a boat or a Corvette, but bas no business on an by Carter Goman 
aircraft. 

Pilots beware! If you have never seen a fire on About gust locks: in our PA-28-180 we push the 
non-flame-retardant resin, you do not want to. Flame retar- control collunll forward and turn it to the right. We then 
dant does not mean it will not bum. It simply lneans it Push the seats forward and slide them right under the arm on 
won't support a flame unless fueled by an outside source, the wheel. It is quick (the whole process takes about five 
such as fuel or oil. seconds) and stable. Severe thunderstorm gust cannot move 

the ailerons or stahilator. As a bonus, the stahilator is always 
A few Suggestions On Tires pointing down and it keeps rain from accumulating, rusting 
by Frank J. Mandriota it in the summer and icing it in the winter. 

The tires on my PA-32 seem to need air every few Fuel selector is Rebuildable 
weeks which is a bit of a chore ill a suit (guess I had forgot- by John H. Granger 
ten that the tube tires 011 cars also needed frequent service.) 
To ease the task, I suggest two things: I thought I would share with you and the CPA some 

1 .  Make a ruler about eight inches long and mark recentresearch I conducted concerning the fuel selector valve 
the distance from the ground to the horizontal edge of the on my Cherokee 6 
wheel pants at the wheel centerline. For a PA-32 with Piper My partner reported that after filing the tanks on a 
wheel pants this is about 6 318 inches at 40 pounds tire all of the fuel in the right tip tank flowed somehow 
pressure for the mains, and six inches for the nose. Mark through the selector valve back into the right main tank which 
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then overflowed through the vent line onto the ramp. All 17 The TBO is not a magic figure at which time an 
gallons were lost from the tip. engine can expect to suddenly quit or even to begin show- 

We thought we had a bad valve, hut to make a long ing signs of old age. The engine does not know it has reached 
story short, it turned out that if the selector handle is not TBO and, assuming other indications are o-k, the engine 
positively positioned in a detent for one of the tanks it is should continue to operate just fine. 
possible to be feeding from two tanks at once. Or, on the Generally speaking, problems do not just pop up 
ground with the engine off, it is possible to open a path on an engine. They develop gradually and usually on the 
between two tanks which results in a siphoning problem. top end. An increase in oil consumption or a chronic loss of 

Prior to discovering all this, I priced selector valves compression in one or more cylinders indicates attention is 
from Piper at $823 and found out in the process that no needed. 
overhaul kit exists. I just couldn't see spending that kind of But even then, on a first-time engine which appar- 
money if I didn't have to and with further research found ently has been run regularly and operated carefully, a com- 
the manufacturer's address and spoke with them. plete overhaul may not be warranted and a top overhaul 

I was told that, yes, they could in fact repair the may be all that is needed to keep the engine running many 
valve and it would cost in the neighborhood of $50 to $100 hundreds of extra hours. 
- a vast improvement over the $828 quoted by Piper. So, if Many times an operator is tempted to simply over- 
anyone really has a problem with their fuel selector valve, haul an engine to "play it safe." But no tear down of a well- 
contact: m i n g  engine should ever be made without careful check- 

Shaw Aero Devices ing and some thoughtful analysis. 
P 0 Box 80 
Industrial Road Fresh Air Vents Hard to Turn 
Wainscott, NY 11975 
(516) 537-1404 Louis J. Capozzoli, of Baton Rouge, LA, asked 

about ways to free up stuck fresh air vents. The answer: 
They are an FAA approved repair station, so all Go lightly, indeed, in working on those vents. If 

legalities are met. I sure hope someone can use this infor- you think wheel pants are hard to come by try finding re- 
mation. placement vents. 

Stay away from any lubricant with oil or graphite. 
Questions on High-Time Engine The best suggestion 1 can come up with is to use adry lubri- 

cant, such as WD-40 silicone spray. This spray will not at- 
Dear Teny, tract dirt and will not damage the plastic. Use it sparingly, 

It is close to overhaul time on our 1979 Arrow IV however, and work those vents gently. 
For the first-time overhaul 011 the 10-360-C1C-6, which has 
the reputation of being the most reliable engine in the in- Airflow Systems Intercooler 
dustry, please give me information on the following: by Bany Ward 

1. So long as compression, oil pressure and oil us- 
age continue to be reasonable is there any abllormal danger I recently installed an Airflow Systems intercooler 
or potential damage to the engine from running it beyond on my Turbo Arrow IV, and thought the results of tlns expe- 
the 1,800 hour TBO? rieuce may he of interest to other members who are consid- 

2. As this is the first overhaul for the plane, is there ering a similar modification to their plane. 
a lesser need to go for a major overhaul (a rebuilt or factory The Airflow Systems intercooler has been devel- 
re-manufactured engine?) oped by Bill Genevro, the president of the company. At 

Sincerely yours, present he has STCs for the Turbo Arrow and the Turbo 
Wayne Plaster Dakota. (Airflow Systems, 4210 Sierra Morena, Carlsbad, 
Tampa, FL 33630 CA 92008 619-632-7010). 

Dear Wayne, I had been thinking of fitting an intercooler to my 
This is a frequently asked question and a difficult plane to reduce the CHT and perhaps to extend the engine 

one to answer. The basic rule is that engine manufacturers' life. I finally took the plunge and went for the Airflow Sys- 
TBO recommendations are just that - recommendations. tems intercooler because it was less expensive than the Turbo 
They are a guesstimate as to how long the average engine Plus system. Also, ithad the advantage ofnot requiring panel 
will operate in the field without major surgery. It is designed space to fit an intercooler discharge temperature gauge. I 
to give the operator some idea as to how much to set aside had already run out of panel space. 
periodically as an engine reserve to cover replacement. I had flown an Arrow with the Turbo Plus system 

Of course, as the automobile commercials always and found the constant mental calculation to determine how 
state, your mileage may vary. The TBO is an average figure much manifold pressure to apply as a function of intercooling 
and many engines do uot make it past 1,000 hours, while temperature drop to be something of a hassle. 
others go 1,000 hours past TBO. In the case of the Airflow Systems unit, a new set 
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of power charts are given which replace the very primitive When we calibrated my tachometer before the test 
ones provided in the pilot operatilig handbook. It should be flight, we found it was reading 50 rpm low (i.e., areading of 
noted that Piper gives a constant-manifold pressure for a 2,400 rpm was actually 2,450 rpm). 
given rpm regardless of altitude. This is somewhat of an The new power settings with the intercooler for 65 
approximatioli. percent power are the following: 

Aiother advantage for me was tliat installation time 
was specified as less thau I5 hours. In fact, mitie was in- Altitude 2400 rpm 2500 rpm 2575 
stalled in a day. I was billed for eight hours. SIL 28.0 27.2 26.2 

My intercooler was fitted by Mike at Valley 2,000 27.7 27.0 26.0 
Aircrafters (209-686-7401) on the Tulare airfield, located 4,000 27.3 26.8 25.8 
15 miles southeast of Visalia. 6,000 27.0 26.6 25.6 

I chose Mike's outfit as he had already installed 8,000 26.7 26.4 25.4 
three other systems. I would strongly recommend anyone 10,000 26.4 26.2 25.2 
In California who is thinkirrg of fitting the system to their 12,000 26.2 25.8 24.5 
plane to have the job done at Mike's shop. His shop rate is 14,000 25.8 25.2 23.8 
$28 per hour. But above all he is a first-class craftsman. 16,000 24.7 23.2 
When one looks at the front of the plane. the air inlets to 18,000 24.2 23.6 
the air filter and intercooler look as though they were part 20,000 24.0 
of the original cowling. 

There are two air inlets fitted on the lower part of My impression of the kit and documentation of the 
the cowling, rile air intake on tlie left is the air inlet to the system was very good. All the parts were well packed and 
engine. The one on the right is the air inlet to the inter- there was even a new o-ring to replace the old one in the 
cooler radiator. Auother advantage of the system is that the pop-off vaive. 
air inlet to the eugine is no longer taken from above the I was lucky on my installation as we had the assis- 
number one cylinder, Hence, more air is available to cool talice of Bill Genevro, who had come to check on the di- 
the right-haid side of the engine. mensions. Having Bill's assistance helped to bring the in- 

A new air filter box is fitted whicli lias a foam stallation time down, although the tricky part of the work 
Brackett air filter. The alteniate air door from the original was the fitting of the air inlets done by Mike. I think that the 
air filter is removed and riveted onto the new filter box. In 15-hour installation time should be easy to achieve by any 
this way, the operation of the alternate air door is the same mechanic. 
as the standard plane mid call be controlled by the pilot. The cost of the operation was $3,495 + $50 + $224 

The cooling air from tlie right-haid side air illlet = $3769. 
goes to the bottom of the airlair radiator. The intercooler Since fitting the intercooler I have been on a recent 
radiator is of the plate and tin construction. The radiator is cross-country flight which was my first real test of the sys- 
attached to the engine nioulit by three clamps aid ca l  eas- tem. The flight was from San Jose to Las Vegas; then to the 
ily be removed. The output air from the tul-bo goes to the Grand Canyou and back to San Jose via V-244. Most of the 
intercooler and the original pop off valve is used to protect flight was at 11,000 to 16,000 feet which was giving a den- 
against an over boost condition. The output of the inter- sity altitude of 13,000 to 18,000 feet. The plane was at mawi- 
cooler goes into the original engine air illlet system tnum gross weight. 

The longest part of the installation and the part In the plaie I have a GEM 603 which is a great 
requiring tlie most skill requires cutting out boles in the piece of equipment. However, it is not possible to give an 
cowling and fiberglassing the new air inlet attachments. exact CHT read as each bar represents a 24 degree F tem- 
These were then filled in, smoothed down aud painted, perature spread. This is o-k for nonnal flying, hut not for 

The cost of the basic intercooler system is $3,495 getting engine test nmnbers. 
(1988). However, there is an option whicli consists of an The following are the results I have obtained. At a 
exchange manifold pressureifuel-flow gauge. This option density altitude of 13,200 feet with a manifold pressure of 
costs $50 and gives a yellow-tagged gauge which has a 26 inches and 2,450 rpm, the outside temperahue was six 
new manifold pressure face plate with a red line set to 38.5 degrees C. The IAS was 120 knots which gives a true air- 
inches. Also, the circuit in the gauge whicli lights the over- speed of 148 knots. The fuel flow as set to give a TIT of 
boost light is adjusted to come on at the lower maximum 1450 F, the CHT for cylinders one to six were 3501375,3251 
matiifold pressure. 2501,3251350, 3251350, 27Y300, 3251350. 

Once the intercooler is installed, the engine fuel These values were all one bar lower than what I 
flow is adjusted by two couilter clockwise turns on the high previously got at the same power settings - 30 inches of 
pressure regulator screw. At this point, tlie plane is ready manifold pressure with aTIT of 1,500. This corresponds to 
for a test flight. The fuel flow should be monitored on take- Bill's numbers as he said to expect a 25 to 30 degree drop in 
off to check that at red-hie manifold pressure the fuel flow CHT. 
is also at red line. Also, the rpm should be at red line. On the flight, which was 9.5 hours long, I had ob- 
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tained a fuel consumption of 11.1 gallons per hour instead ing flight decreases engine efficiency. Unless icing condi- 
of about 11.7 previously, even though I am now running tions in the carburetor are severe, do not cruise with the 
richer with 50 degrees Flower TIT. Again, Bill says he found heat on. Apply full carburetor heat slowly and only for a 
aone gallon-per-hour fuel saving if one keeps the same TIT, few seconds at intervals determined by icing severity." Not 

In cruising flight the air temperature input to the much to go on. 
engine is reduced by 60 to 70 degrees F. This figure was On a springtime VFR scud-running trip from North 
again provided by Bill and correlates with the new power Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, to Midland, Virginia, with a 
charts which, for the same manifold pressure settings, give temperature of 65 degrees, a humidity of 100 percent, sig- 
a ten percent power increase. nificant haze and a low ceiling, I learned a lot more about 

The Continental power charts specify a one per- carburetor ice. 
cent increase for every six degrees F in cooling. Shortly after take off from Grand Strand Airport 

In the climb phase of the flight the CHT cooling is (CRE), my engine developed the tell-tale signs of carb ice - 
more than 25 degrees compared to the non-intercooled en- roughness and loss of rpm. A pull on the carb heat control 
gine. This bas been evident on the GEM. The reason for verified it with a retum to smooth running, but a loss of 
more cooling in the climb phase is that the turbo is working about 200 rpm. 
harder and the discharge temperature is hotter giving the After a few seconds I pushed the control back in, 
intercooler more of a temperature difference to work with. like the book said, but the roughness returned almost im- 

The only maintenance recorntnei~ded by Bill for mediately. In my flying instruction I was taught that carb 
the intercooler radiator is to remove it every 200 hours and heat had to he full on or full off and that partial heat should 
flush it out with engine cleaning solvent. This is to clean never be used. Not true! 
any oil deposit that may have been generated by the turbo- The hook says not to cruise with carburetor heat 
charger. He also reconlmends changing the Brackett air fil- on because you'll lose efficiency. So what? A plane will fly 
ter every 50 hours when the oil tilter is changed. with 50 percent power and I had plenty of gas. With those 

Concerning whether it is worth the expense, it is thoughts in mind I decided to continue on instead of tum- 
obviously difficult to do a rational cost analysis. In my opin- ing back. Besides, there are many good anports in that area 
ion the advantages are: in case I changed my mind. 

1. Intercooling a turbocharger is the correct tech- 1 continued pushing and pulling on the carburetor 
nical solution to removing the heat built up in the corn- heat control for awhile, hut finally decided that it just wasn't 
pressed air. This helps the engine to run cooler a ~ d  reduces going to work and decided to leave it on. I found that with 
the risk of detonation. One of the problems wit11 the Turbo full carbluetor heat, to maintain a reasonable airspeed aid 
Arrow is that the engine runs hot, especially 011 climb out in maintain altitude I needed full power. 
hot weather and at high-density airports. The intercooler The manual says that "full throttle operation with 
does help cure this problem heat on is likely to cause detonation." So I decided to try 

It should he noted that assuming I can make it to partial carb heat. I found that starting with full heat and a 
TBO, the engine replacement costs are about $8 per hour smooth running engine, I could push the control in about a 
Hence, by running the engine cooler oue ca l  extend the quarter inch, gain hack about 100 rpm, and not pick up any 
engine life by a few hundred hours, one has saved on the ice. 
intercooler costs. Then I could reduce the throttle and still maintain 

2. The fact that the plaiie bas a1 i~~tercooler should airspeed and altitude. I continued reducing heat and main- 
help when selling it, althougli you may not get all the money taining 2,550 rpm until I detected a small rpm loss due to 
back. ice build up (it sure would be a lot easier with a carburetor 

3. There is a slight reduction in firel consunlptioil ice detector!) 
which may save one or two dollars an hour on fuel costs. Once I established the best setting for heat and 

I would also like to point out that as well as the throttle I sat back, ready to enjoy the flight: hut my curios- 
intercooler I have had fitted cooling louvers under the cowl ity wouldn't quit. Power is lost when using carb heat he- 
and I have high pressure magnetos with air filters. I con- cause the hot air creates a higher density altitude, the same 
sider these two modificatiotis important to the operation of as flying on a hot day. I estimated a 30 degree temperature 
the engine. Also, they are not too expensive to buy aid fit. rise or 95 degree air temperature. Cruising at 2,000 feet 

MSL (altimeter set to 29.92) and referring to achart, I found 
Self-Taught Course in Carburetor Heat that I was operating at the equivalent of 5,000 feet density 
by Robert I. Goercke altitude. 

According to my POH, 2,550 rpm at 5,000 feet is 
This concerns a subject I a n  sure we are all fanil- 75 percent power and it is recommerided to lean the mix- 

iar with, but I have nevel. seen anything written about - car- ture. Leaning for maximum rpm and reducing the throttle 
buretor heat. Even the POH for my 1962 PA-28-160 is very to 2,550 rpm (it sure would be a lot easier with an EGT!), I 
vague. The entire section follows: was finally set up for the optimum cruise under not so desir- 

"The continuous use of carburetor heat during cruis- able conditions. 
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The rest of the flight was smooth (not much tur- disassembled, it would not be a bad idea to replace the spring 

bulence on those stable-low pressure, scuddy days.) I occa- with a new one (PiN 501 1 1-00). 
sionally reduced the carb heat to see if the conditions had It is not possible to say for sure whether the worn 
improved, but they weren't going to that day. After three seat track caused the problem, but it certainly would make 
hours of straining my eyeballs, craning my neck looking sense to switch seat tracks from left seat to right to see if it 
for other fools flying that day (I didn't see any and the cures the problem. If the plunger assemblies appear to be 
good guys at ATC had plenty of time to chat with me) and working freely, the seat track is almost certainly the culprit. 
completing a self-taught course in carb heat control, I fi- 
nally reached my destination, touching down at Warrenton- Landing Gear Indicator Failure 
Fauqier airport. 

My wife had finished her book and my son woke Eugene J. Mankiuen complained of a dim left gear 
up from his nap in the back seat, totally unaware of the light on his Turbo Arrow. The answer: 
tense goings on, and wondered why I was so sweaty on a 
nice cool day (It sure would have been easier with an in- If your dim light indication were present on all 
stnunent rating!) wheels instead of just one, I would suggest a faulty instru- 

When I topped off the fuel tanks I could fill in the ment panel switch (or an improper ground). 
missing piece of the carb heat puzzle - lost engine effi- However, because yours involves just the left main, 
ciency. the problem is either in the microswitch or in the indicator 

I keep accurate records of fuel consumption for bulb and socket. 
all my flying,most ofwhich is cross-country. The rate rarely Make sure you check the bulb and socket for good 
varies from the longtime average of 8 gallons per hour. With connections. You might also swap bulbs from right and left 
a low power setting and careful leaning I have gotten 7.1 mains to see if that makes any difference. If the problem is 
gallons per hour on a 200 mile trip. On the above hip with in the microswitch, make sure the switcb is properly ad- 
the procedure I described, 1 got 10 gallons per hour, or a 25 justed as specified in paragraph 7A-36 of the service manual 
percent loss in efficiency. before you buy a new switch. You might try improving the 

This is a good number to keep in mind if you contact in the switch by cleaning it with a product such as 
choose to fly with carburetor heat on, especially if your Radio Shack television hlner cleaner and lubricant. 
fuel supply is low. I would rather stop to fill my tanks than New switches are available from Piper. 
take a self-taught glider pilot course. Unfortunately, the price is high. They listed for $219 

a year ago (1988). 
Problem With Slipping Seat One member, however, traced down the origiaal 

manufacturer of the switch. The switch was a I SEI manu- 
Ronald D. Dyas complained that the seat in his factured by Micro SwitchUSA. The price was $22.90 through 

1974 Archer has been slipping back one notch on takeoff Consolidated Parts in San Jose, California (408) 435-1200. 
The answer: 

This problem has been a big one for Cessna own- Cabin Vent Repair 
ers. In fact, Cessnas have been hit with an AD after several By Lloyd P. Laplant 
accidents resulting from seat slippage. Worn seat tracks are 
the big problem there. Members frequently ask about stubborn fresh-air 

However, we have not heard of a problem with vents of the "eye-ball" type. My experience has been that 
any of the Piper planes, at least yet. There are only four the only way to free up these vents is to disassemble them. 
parts which are likely to be at fault: the plunger, the spring, Lubricants usually do not help. 
the busbiog and the seat track itself. (See drawing) Also, new units cost $3 1.15 each and are not nec- %' essarily freely operable. I recently bought two new ones and 

wasted my money. When one of them was already too tight 
to turn, I experimented on my older ones and now have two 
operable spares. Here is my method for a 1973 180: 

I) Remove the him plate from around the vent. It is FZ3 a tight fit, but it can be slipped off. 
2) Remove screws that hold the vent assembly to 

22 the fuselage housing and remove the assembly. 
3) On the interior side of the assembly is a large 

bright metal snap ring which must be removed. Unfortu- 
Check to be sure the plunger moves freely in the nately, it may be a mean task to remove because the manu- 

bushing. Any dirt or binding here will prevent the seat from facturer did not provide a clearance notch at the split to fa- 
king. The springs must be strong enough to cause the cilitate removal. I use a variety of dental picks and probes to 
king plunger to engage the seat track and if the unit is get the ring out. (These picks are also great for cleaning 
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spark plugs.) When the ring is removed, immediately modify 
it by filing or grinding so that it is similar to the drawing. ESSCO - Source of Manuals 

We get a lot of calls from people who are looking 
Before for manuals for their airplanes. Piper offers some manuals 

and others are offered only on microfisch (used microfisch 
readers can often be found in the pages of Trade-a-Plane.) 

But for most people, a hard-copy printout of their 

R\ manuals is highly desirable. For a hard print out of most 
aircraft and accessory owner and service manuals contact 

~i cer ESSCO, 426 W. Turkey Foot Lake Road, Akron, OH443 19. 
4) Under the snap ring is another full ring which is (216) 644-7724. 

not flat, but crimped slightly at six places to provide pres- 
sure on the eyeball when it is installed (glaucoma?). Flatten Aluminum Cables Still Cause Problems 
these crimps somewhat by gently tapping with a small ham- by E. M~Lain 

mer on a hard surface. 
5) Reassemble the unit and test it. If too loose or I have just installed a set of copper battery cables 

too tight, disassemble again (now the notch is appreciated) in NU5563 a 1974 Archer. I thought my experience might 
and either re-crimp slightly or flatten some more of the full be of interest to other Owners. 
ring. First, I had experienced no acute starting problems. 

6) Repeat as necessary The prop, however, did turn over somewhat slowly - although 
7) ~~f~~~ final assembly, clean all parts of dirt, the engine never failed to start with reasonable promptness 

in the 14 months I have owned the plane. 

;;w Today I installed (with the assistance of my friendly 
mechanic) a set of copper cables plus the battery box modi- 

w"Bt,--r? - .c kYkTe,.  A m  
tery fication terminals. kit which eliminates the braided straps to the bat- 

A most interesting discovery was made during the 

etc., but use no lubricants. new cable installation. I had earlier carefully cleaned and 
mere is another small snap ring and compression treated each connection of the aluminum cables with an 

ring holding the "openn and ''shut9, butterfly valve in the anti-oxidizing compound obtained from the local electrical 

eyeball itself. I have not found it necessary to remove these supply house and designed to maintain low resistance in 

parts, but to do so the same procedure applies. aluminum wiring connections. 
In the process of removing the old aluminum en- 

gine block-to-fuselage ground cable, the cable came apart 
Mess Less Filter Change at the crimped fitting on the engine end! It was obviously 
by Milton E. McLain almost completely corroded through. 

! am happy to report that the operation was a de- 
How to perform your routine spin-on oil filter re- cided success and that N44556 now tums its propeller at a 

moval on your Lycolning 0-360 without spilling a drop of most respectable rate, leaping to life much sooner. Total 
grungy oil? time required for two persons inexperienced in this proce- 

You could shell out $14.95 for whatever is sold by dure was about four hours. We had no problems following 
some suppliers as a "special tool" to prevent oil spilling the cable manufacturer's instructions. 
during filter change. I assume they perform as advertised. So even if you are not experiencing acute starting 

Or, you could simply rescue an empty 112 gallon difficulties act now and avoid the inevitable. The aluminum 
polyurethane milk bottle from the garbage, cut out the bot- cables will eventually fail. 
tom and part of one side as you would to make a scoop. 

Simply slide this modified milk bottle below and Engine Kick-Back 
around the filter before unscrewing. Be sure, of course, to by Howard Staats 
have the milk bottle cap in place. 

When the oil begins to run out between the flange I had been experiencing a problem with my Chero- 
and filter gasket it will be in the milk bottle. ne kee 140 that needed attention. The problem was also noted 
collecting bottle should be held in place below the filter on mother 140 here at South Albany airport. 
until the filter has been completely unscrewed to ensure The problem was every time I started my Chero- 
collection of all the waste oil. kee, especially when it was cold, it would turn over and 

voila! A neat oil filter change! .,i.~d you saved then kick back sharply. This became very severe when I put 
enough for about one-half hour's worth of fuel. jumper cables on the plane off a large-size 12 volt battery. 
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Thanks to three friends that are very knowledge- backing, lay the sheets on the wing and flaps and see how 

able we found that the right mag was not shutting off dur- they will fit and how you want to position them. 
ing starting. We traced it to the ignition switch. It seems You do not want to put it right up against the fuse- 
that with the Bendix mags a ground wire is required on the lage, but out an inch or so. You can mark where you want 
switch. My switch did not have this wire. When we in- the new wiug walk to go by using a #2 or softer pencil on 
stalled the wire the problem vanished - no more kickback. your wing. 

We also have a Cherokee Six that experienced en- Once you h ~ o w  exactly where you want it posi- 
gine kickback to the extent that major damage was done to tioned, remove the backing from the large sheet. Lay it down 
the starter and, it is believed, to the gear that runs the mags, on the wing within your marks, starting forward over the 
causing in-flight engine failure on two occasions. Luckily, skin joint, smoothing it with the heel of your hand as you go 
the fust time this plane made au airport and the second to prevent air bubbles. 
time a fumer's field. You can use a rolling pin to better set the walk to 

the wing. Once the sheet is finally stuck down, do not peel it 
Wing Walk Repair up again because you will stretch the sheet and it will not 
by Bill Metzger lay flat. 

Next, apply the walk to the flap, smooth it out and 
For all Cherokee owners there comes a time when you can stand back and admire your handiwork. Use the 

the wing talk or safety walk needs replacement or repair. If same procedure on the step. 
you are like me and many other Cherokee owners, you will Do liot forget to make a notation of the R&R of 
probably have the wing walk that comes as a stick-on sheet your wing walk in your airframe logbook to comply with 
or sheets, like an enormous piece of sandpaper. FAR Part 43 

For Cherokee owners, you can order Piper part 
numbers 49471 8 and 494720. The first is a sheet 18 iuches Prop Overhaul Needed 
wide and 56 inches long for the wing and the second is for by Ted Smith 
the wing flap. The cost, at preseut (1989), is $12.53 and 
$2.43 respectively. I recently encountered a situation with my Chero- 

If you need to repair the one on the step it is part kee that I feel should be passed on to the readers. 
number 65431-00 and costs 70 cents. I own a 1962 PA-28-150 which I purchased in 1983. 

The first and most difficult part of the job is strip- 1 made the mistake of selling 5446W in 1985, but I was able 
ping off the old wing walk. For this I used a stainless steel to buy it back from the "interim owner in 1986. 
putty knife to slide under the old stuff aud peel it away. Do While he owned the plane two significant things 
not be afraid ofpulling off the paint underneath. It shouldn't occurred. First, he installed gap seals, hinge fairings, after- 
happen if you keep your putty knife at a low angle. market wheel pants and "speed strips" on the wings, all of 

After the old wing walk bas been removed, you which he claimed made a significant i~nprovement in cruise 
will be left with the old adhesive stuck on the wiug. Trying speed. 
to remove this with the putty lalife will probably damage I spotted the second "~nodification" while inspect- 
your paint. ing the plane on the ramp oue day several months before I 

Instead, buy a call or two of "Goof OW' by At- repurchased it. The corner of the tip of one of the propeller 
lanta Distributors, or a 3-M adhesive or decal remover. It blades had lost about 1/32 inch of metal, the obvious result 
can be found in most paint stores a i d  runs about $4 a can. ofaprop strike. A local shop dressed it out and it looked just 

Spray enough "Goof Off' on the old adhesive to fine. 
soak a 12-inch by 12-inch area without letting the fluid run Several months later, when I bought the plane back, 
down your wing. It will not hurl your wing, hut it is a bit I was disappointed to find that the speed modifications had 
expensive to waste. little or no effect on the cruising speed. It still hued out at 

Wait a couple of millutes until you see the adhe- 134 mph at 6,500 feet, about the same as when I purchased 
sive bubbling up and the rub it loose with at1 old rag. I it originally. 
recommend wearing rubber gloves for this part since the Last month, after several vibration-related problems 
chemical might irritate your skin. had to be corrected, my mechanic suggested I have the prop 

Move up the wing, removing the old adhesive. One balanced. After checking, it was found to be not only out-of- 
can of "Goof Off' should do the job unless you have par- balat~ce, but one blade was one and a half degrees out of 
titularly stubborn adhesive. Mine was 19 years old and well- pitch. The maximum allowable difference, according to the 
stuck to the wing. I had a couple of spots where the paint manufacturer, is 2110 degree. 
needed some touch-up and 1 took care of it with some zinc 1 was told then to overhaul the prop. (Yes, to my 
chromate spray paint and a can of gloss white polyurethane. surprise, fixed-pitch props can he overhauled.) And $175 

Now you are ready to put on the new wing walk. later I test flew my shiny "new" prop. 
You will need the assistance of a friend because the large To my amazement, the true airspeed at 75 percent 
sheet is very unwieldy. Before you remove the protective power had increased to 149 mph. Not believing the airspeed 
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indicator, I tracked to and fro111 a local VOR with DME and cargo door, the price (electric only) is an additional $353 
checked timelspeedldistance over a measured 100 mile Tke seal replaces the existing door seal and the 
course. T l~e  results were tbe sane - 130 knots. manufacturer claims it cures both water leaks on the ground 

The point is, props are much more delicate than I and air leaks in the air. 
had imagined, and there is no such thing as a minor prop 
strike. If yon haven't had your prop checked lately, it might Pitot cover, Jacking Tip 
be wise to do so. Just for the record, my prop is a Sensenich by David W. Traner 
M76EMMS-0-60 powered by a Lycon~ing 0-360-A4A 180 
hp engine. But that is another story. Here are two suggestions which may benefit other 

Cherokee owners: 
Cannot Locate Fuel Tank Sender 1) To make a pitot cover take the plastic bag that 

an aviation spark plug comes in and cut one end off. Heat a 
Arthur G. Allen complained that he could not lo- nail with a torch and poke two holes completely through 

cate a fuel tank sending unit for his 1966 Cherokee. His hoth sides near the other end. Tie a bunch of bright yarn 
answer: from one hole, but leave the other one open to let air out to 

Indeed, the old-style gauges and sending units are avoid "pressurizing" the system when applying the pitot 
extremely rare, and I know of no one rebuilding them in the cover. 
field. 2) When jacking up your Cherokee, one problem 

Luckily, they are pretty trouble-free and rarely give is that the struts tend to extend as you jack, causing you to 
problems. The older units were manufactured by AC and raise the airplane da~igerously high in order to get the wheel 
designed to run on one and a half volts. They contain a to clear the ground. To avoid this is simple. Before jacking 
precise resistance wire and are not available today. The only the airplane up, place a block (or blocks) between the scis- 
source would be salvage yards, but even then you may have sors and the strut. This will stop strut extension. If you take 
problems as several variations were used and you would the wing up two inches, the wheel goes up two inches and 
need to match up the units to be sure of getting the right you can then remove the wheel for bearing repacking, etc. 
one. By the way, I do not have aircraft jacks and 1 am 

Of course, the first questio~~ to ask is whether the tied down on a ramp (no hangs) so I jack mine up as fol- 
unit is actually bad. The most common problem is a leaky lows: 
float which fills up with gasoli~~e and you end up with no A) Place blocks on the side to be jacked (as above). 
reading. A pinhole c a ~  be soldered i l d  the float repaired B) Untie the side to be jacked. Chock the other 
once it is emptied of gasoline. side. 

The sending unit itself can be repaired, but you C) Place a large stump under the jack point. 
need to be careful. A1 Snyder, of Skycraft, has repaired sev- D) Place a common floor jack under the jack point 
eral ofthese, but says you nlust be careful not to tear up the (on the stump). 
wiring, especially when turning the lugs. You must not tun1 E) Place a five-inch square piece of 314 inch ply- 
the center portion when you are removing the nuts or you wood over the end of a floor jack and raise the plywood 
will ruin the unit. Two grommets hold the unit together and over the end of a floorjack and raise this until the jack point 
generally it works fine when cleaned up. pokes into the plywood (it cannot split the plywood block.) 

F) Jack until the tire just clears the ground. 
Inflatable Door Seals G) Remove the tire. 
by Donald R. Hellinger N) Place blocks under the axle. 

I) Lower the axle onto the blocks. 
I have a PA-28- 180 I have owned since 1966. In J) Heave a sigh of relief. 

that time I have replaced the engine, had it painted, reup- Using this method the aircraft need only be elevated 
bolstered, installed a KX-155 navcotn, KR-86 ADF, a I1 aminute or two at a time. 
Morrow loran and a Genave business band. Note: the blocks keep the jack from rolling. 

I could never get the door seal to keep out terrible 
wind noise, though, until now. I have just had an inflatable Wants Heated Pitot-Static Head 
door seal put on and it really works. I a n  enclosing the 
information on this very interesting product. Richard Gardiner complained that he could not get 

ED Note: The inflatable door seal is available from a heated pitot head for his older model Cherokee 235. The 
Bob Fields Aeroaccessories, 340E East Sa~ita Maria, Santa answer: 
Paula, cA 93060 (805-525-6236.) For some reason the retrofit kit from Piper is only 

The system comes ill three varieties, electric, de- available for 235s with serial numbers from 10487 and up. 
luxe manual, and economy n~aiual.  The prices, respectively, This is interesting since the heated pitot has been available 
for hoth the PA-28 a ~ d  PA-32 series is $469, $327 ,and $257. since the first 235 rolled off the line at Vero Beach. 
For PA-32 owners who also want to do the rear-passenger1 Because the pitot was a standard assembly, avail- 
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able from Piper, you will not need an STC to ~nstall it. You purchase a replacement, I silver-soldered the crack and re- 
need merely locate the parts and report the change on a 237 installed. 
form. The heated pitot is part number 69041-02, which re- Recently, while replacing a valve cover gasket, an- 
places part number 65790-02, the non-heated pitot. other induction tube had fuel stains on it. After removal, it 

You will also need a switch (P/N 487771) and a also 11ad a crack in the flange area. 
circuit breaker (F'/N 454658) as welt as enough wire to com- I would strongly recommend removal and inspec- 
plete the job. tion of the tubes at annual time and visual inspection for 

fuel stains at oil change and at plug cleaning time. The first 
Ski Tube & Other Hints tube was cracked on the far side, the second in plain view. 
by Dennis P. Brown Check carefully and remove any suspected tubes. 

My Arrow has a ski tube installed in its tail sec- 
tion which holds two sets of skis or poles. I do not know Vents Now Made of Metal 
who holds the STC or if the cornpany that installed the ski by Lloyd P. LaPlant 
tube is still in business, but I am enclosing a copy of my 
form 337 and hope it helps. Wanting to obtain some repair parts for my vent 

Also, here is a low-cost way to add a lot of safety system I finally located themanufacturer of the originalplas- 
into your older Cherokee. Have a mechanic put a pull-to- tic vents. They informed me that these vents have not been 
reset type of circuit breaker on your alternator field circuit. manufactured for many years. 
In the event of night or day IFR alternator failure, the pilot The vents have been superseded by an alwninum 
needs only to pull this breaker to conserve his battery. Many product. P/N 2368-503. The original PiN was 2215. 
pilots do not realize that when an alternator fails it still The company is WEMAC division of Puritan- 
uses current. By turning this breaker off a pilot need not Bennett Aero Systems, 18475 Pacific St., Fountain Valley, 
use his valuable battery power to feed a dead alternator. CA 92078 (714-962-8874). 

Also, in the event of uncontrolled regulator fail- 
we  (i.e., overvoltage), it is the only way we pilots without Starter Solves Bump Start 
a split master switch can turn off our alternator and still by Damell M. Reddix 
keep our battery power. 

I own a 1966 Cherokee 140. I bought my toy in 
Lubricate Rudder Linkages March and battled the famous bump start until November. I 
by Pete J. Anzalone tried a new battery, etc., all with no results. 

Then my mechanic offered to do an experiment. 
I would like to provide a bit of information about He replaced the starter and ring gear: starter P/N 

a problem I had concerning rudder stiffness on the ground 4222 and ring gear P/N 72566. 
as well as in the air. This solved the problem I was having withmy plane. 

I could not steer left or right due to stiffness in the Now I have no more bump start and crank with the "big 
linkage under *e pedal. I also had to stand on the rudder boys." 
pedal to bring the nose to the left The total cost was less than $400 for parts and la- 

I first explained it to the mechanic at Tampa Bay bor. 
Executive. Ed told me that every so often you have to spray 
a Teflon lubricant on all the linkages. I did so and cor- 
rected my problem. Now I can step instead of stand on the Simple Repair to Starter System 
rudder pedal. 

Ed also suggested I lube the elevator linkage as When Tom Gregg's 140 failed to start without 
well, but watch out for those early flares with the slick link- "b"'"ping" the starter switch, he tore into the starter system 
age. to find out why. He found the cable from the solenoid to the 

starter to be completely corroded - it turned to white powder 
Inspect Induction System when you moved it. 
by H. M. House So lie replaced this with a copper cable. Now, he 

says, it turns over fast enough to taxi the plane. 
I want to caution fellow Cherokee owners to re- He advised that anyone making a change here care- 

move and inspect induction tubes for cracks around the fully clean the solenoid connections. The solenoid has three 
flange area which will result in a lean mixture and leaking tpeS ofmetal inside and suffers from electrolysis. Also, when 
fuel. installing a starter cable, do not overtighten the cable on the 

Ireplaced intake gaskets onmy PA-28-180 at 1,700 starter.Yonmust be sure not to twist the lug which will dam- 
hours one rainy day. At that time one intake tube had a age the 1ImIIal connection and result in expensive starter 
crack at the flange area at least one inch long. Unable to repairs. 
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Using Oil Analysis 

By Terry Lee Rogers 

0 il is the lifeblood of your engine. You undoubtedly The dirt isremovedwhen you make yourregular oil changes. 
knew this before - this is no revelation. When making these changes, yon can use a mag- 
But yon may not have paid much anention to what net in a funnel to help remove and examine iron particles 

this sentence implies. which are in the oil. 
For oil, just like blood in the human body, can help But the most logical place to find metal particles 

you keep tabs on your engine's condition the same way that is in your oil filter. ~f you are simply throwing away your 
blood tests can help determine human illnesses and weak- oil filter when you change oil, you are not doing the diag- 
nesses. nosis which is necessary to spot engine problems before 

Oil analysis is a tool which many pitots use to good they become failed engines. You need to open up that can 
advantage in keeping their engines healthy and to assuage and examine the filter element inside. 
their own peace of mind - especially when flying near or To do this you will need an opener. (A hacksaw is 
above the TBO on their engine. At such times oil analysis is not a good idea - if you are looking for metal filings, the 
indispensable for safe flying. hacksaw is a good way to insure that you find them.) Cut- 

So let's take a look at what oil analysis is all about ters are available at various price ranges - check with the 
and what it can do for you. First of all, there are two types mail-order aviation supply houses. 
of oil analysis - visual and spectrographic. To properly check your filter use your tool to open 

Visual analysis is important because a Specfro- the can exposing the internal filter element. Cut out the pa- 
graphic analysis may miss a lot of what is going on in your per element which you thenunfold and, using your fingers, 
engine. A spectrographic analysis, for example, cannot de- search for dirt or metal debris in the pleats of the filter. You 
tect crankcase cracks, a bad chrome job in the jugs (where are looking for metallic debris - the hard carbon "coffee 
chrome flakes off in big pieces) and other defects where big grounds" are normal. 
chunks are the result. To detect these problems you need a How much is too much. A rule of thumb says 
visual analysis. ground the plane for further investigation if you find ametal 

The visual analysis is done by the pilot or mechanic. particle larger than a broken pencil lead or if you find more 
It involves looking for nletal particles in or deposited by than a quarter teaspoon of metal shavings. 
your oil. We are talking about metal which is large enough In either case send samples to the engine manufac- 
to be seen and felt. When you find an accumulation of this turer for analysis. It is not normal for large quantities of 
type ofmetal, it may mean that complete breakdown is just visible metal to accumulate in the engine and you need to 
around the comer. know where it is coming from. 

These particles, macroscopic particles if you please, 
will collect in certain places in your engine. In the rocker Spectrographic Analysis 
covers, for example, you may find cam spalling debris. 

All sorts of debris may be found in the oil system But visible metal is only part of the problem. Ab- 
pressure or suction screens. The suction screen is found at normal wear in an engine can result in metal particles which 
the oil sump and screens debris before it is "sucked into remain in suspension in the oil and which are too small to 
the oil pump. The pressure screen is found in the oil line be seen or felt. But these particles will give you a good idea 
downwind from the oil pump. They vary in location on dif- as to how the wear in your engine is progressing. 
ferent engine models, but both should be checked during To determine what microscopic metal particles are 
the annual inspection for metal particles. in your oil you need to use an oil analysis laboratory. 

The greatest collection point of all in your engine Oil analysis is a valuable tool. It was developed in 
for both metal particles and dirt in general is your oil sump. the 1940s by the railroads to detect wear in diesel locomo- 
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tives. The technique was picked up by the military andtruck- sample is collected, it should be mailed to the laboratory 
ing industries and fmally spread to general aviation. immediately. If the sample is allowed to sit, aproblem called 

Oil analysis is controversial among some mechan- "agglomeration" results in which particles tend to cling to- 
ics, but the controversy does not stem from any lack i l ~  the gether. This will cause a faulty analysis. 
technique. Rather, it comes from an attitude on the part of Once the sample is received by the laboratory, it is 
some aircraft owners that oil analysis is a cure-all for ev- tested on a device known as an emission spectrometer. The 
erything. results show contaminants in the oil in parts per million. 

Oil analysis, however, is only one of a nwnber of There are a few problems with the procedure. First, 
tools which can help detect developing problems in engines. any contamination of the sample will show up in the tests. 
Regular compression checks, horescopic inspection of cyl- Any dirt in the collecting cup, oils or dirt from fingers, or 
inders, and other investigative methods are absolutely nec- anything which drips into the sample from outside the crank- 
essary in determining the condition of an engine. case will contaninate the sample and provide false read- 

Spectrographic oil analysis, however, can help. ings. 
Let's see how it works. Also, tests have shown that identical samples, sent 

Different metals, found in engine oil, come from to different laboratories, will yield widely different results. 
different places in your engine. Depending upon the con- One lab may show that aluminum content of your oil is 8 
centration of substances, it is possible to get an idea as to ppm. Another lab may show that the same oil has aluminum 
whether any part is wearing in an abnormal manner. Some content of 25 ppm - more than three times as much. 
items, found in engine oil, and the places they originate, Which laboratory is correct? Hard to tell. 
are: What this means to you is that there is no raw pass- 

Aluminum Pistons, Bearings ing score for your oil. You simply get the results and then 
Chromium Rings, Cylinders compare them to your next oil sample. What you are look- 
Copper Bearings ing for is, generally, not a raw score, hut amajor change in 
Iron Rings, Crank, Cam proportion of material from one sample to another. 
Lead Gasoline Luckily, similar testing has shown that the sane 
Magnesium Rings laboratory, when testing identical samples in "blind" tests, 
Nickel Rings, Bearings were generally able to maintain consistent results among 
Silicon Dirt satnples. 
Silver Bearings What this means to you is that you should pick one 
Tin Bearings lab -and then stick with it during subsequent testing. If you 

switch from lab to lab each time you have a test performed 
Obviously, ifyou kuow that aparticular substance you will end up with a lot of meaningless figures. 

has increased inordinately at the time of the last oil analy- Among the contaminants tested for are lead and 
sis, you may have a particular problem which can be (at silicone. A bit more needs to be said about each of these 
least partially) identified. substances. 

For example, anincrease in magnesium would lead Silicone is the principal ingredient of dirt - sand, if 
you to the rings. Nickel to either rings or bearings (you you will. An increase in silicone indicates that the air filter 
could perhaps narrow it down more specifically by check- is not doing its job and this damaging substance is getting 
ing to see whether silver or tin or, perhaps, magnesium in- into the engine. Or it may show that at1 alternate air door or 
creased at the same time.) carburetor heat door is stuck part way open. Excess silicone 

in the engine acts as an abrasive and accelerates engine wear. 
Performing the Exam Lead, on the other hand, comes almost exclusively 

from the by-products of gasoline burning. 
The iirst step in the oil analysis program is col- Excess lead may mean either that you are not leal- 

lecting a sample. This sounds easy, but it is not as simple to ing your engine properly (check to see how your spark plugs 
get a good sample as you might think. are doing - the valve guides may he contaminated by lead, 

First of all, the engine oil should he warm when it too.) Or it may mean that excess blowby is occurring, per- 
is collected - the engine should have been recently run. haps because of a stuck ring(s). 
Also, it must be collected in midstream. The oil at the be- Some laboratories, when testing oil, will note un- 
ginning of the stream and at the end can be expected to usually high occurrence ofsome potentially devastating con- 
contain nonrepresentative particles which will contaminate taminants and will flag your test results to bring them to 
the sample. The sample should contain only oil with sus- your attention. Some labs will even get on the phone to warn 
pended metal particles no larger than five microns in d i m -  you to ground the plane if the results appear to warrant. 
eter (about 40 millionths of a11 inch). This is what will be But unless certain materials are present to the ex- 
tested by the lab. tent that the results are completely off the scale, a one-shot 

The lab that you select will supply you with a test- analysis does not have that much value. The value occurs 
ing kit and instructions for making your collection. Once a over a period of time as one analysis is compared to the past 
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ones. And the results need to be verified and cross-checked member recently called in to remind everyone that the proce- 
by your mechanic usi~ig other tools, such as the compres- dure is specified in Service Letter 527D. 
sion check and borescope. Cherokees built before 1978 were subject to a re- 

So, for a quick sluntnary, how valuable is micro- petitive requirement to iuspect the control wheels for cracks 
scopic oil analysis? It is probably well worth the money so each 100 hours. Cracks were found on a number of colltrol 
long as tlie aircraft owner realizes tlie limitations and uses wheels where they connected with the shaft. 
it as a tool along side of the conventional testing and analy- Service Letter 527D eliminated the periodic inspec- 
sis techniques used to check the co~iditio~i of an engine. tion when ranis honi type control wheels were instdled. 

The new control wheels came in two flavors: 78729-02V 
Where are They? for aircraft with 314 inch shafts and 79276-00V for aircraft 

with 1 114 inch shafts. 
A final question: wliere can you get your oil aiia- These wheels were to he installed if cracks were 

lyzed?You might want to try one of the following: foulid in the older style wheels or if the owner desired to 
eliminate the requirement for repetitive inspections. 

Spectru~n Laboratories, Inc. The cost of the replacement is not cheap, however. 
524 Pelham Avenue Piper lists the 78729-02V wheel at $193 each (1989). 
Piscataway, NJ 08854 
201-752-1400. Second Avionics Master 

Cleveland Tecli Center 
18419 Euclid Ave. 
Cleveland, OH 441 12 
216-383-8200 

Spectro 
P 0 Box 1227 
Arl~~igton, TX 76004 
817-274-5754 

I purchased N75078 last August aud noticed two 
master avionics switches, one marked "Aux Master." 

I asked the previous owner about this and was in- 
fom~ed tlie "Aux" switch was wired in parallel with the 
master. If the master failed, the aux switch could be closed. 

It seems as if a switch failure had taken place he- 
fore a~id this was a backup cure. 

Concerned About PropelIer Overhaul 

Bill Nemeth expressed concern about tlie repeti- 
Juice Jug Mends Fairings tive AD on his Arrow's propeller. His answer: 
By Ralph D. Loewii~ger 

To get the complete scoop on how this AD affects 
For those members who wish to reyau their origi- your plrule I talked with hfike Kelsey at New England Pro- 

nal plastic fairiligs and tips, save those Tropicaua frozen peller Service. Here is what lie said. 
juice co~itainers (the plastic type.) AD 77- 12-06must he complied with 011 your plaiie 

The original Piper plastic does not do very well each 2,000 hours or each five years, whichever comes first. 
with fiberglass repairs, but PVC pipe cement and a strip of When the AD was first promulg,lted it required compliance 
Tropicana container works great. I a n  sure there are other each 1,500 hours, hut tieldreports indicated that the longer 
plastics that melt auto fairiugs, but Tropicalla is tops. interval was pemiissible. 

Cornpliance with tlie AD requires the propeller to 
Installing Newer Control Wheels be disassembled with the blades and hearings being removed. 

The blade retention areamust then be dye-checked for cracks 
Members ask from time to time about installing arid corrosioo. 

newer-style coiitrol wheels ill older model Clierokees. One Overtiaul is not mandated, but higlily reco~n~nended 
at least every other time. The heavy Hartzell blades put a 
strain on the bearings and both the bearings and seals should 
he replaced regularly during an overhaul procedure. 

Also, there is a limit to the number of tinies over- 
haul is pemiitted. When the blades me reworked due to cor- 
rosion, some metal is removed and eventually tlie blade di- 
me~isio~is are too far out of spec to allow the propeller to 
return to service. Then you need to purchase new blades. 

Cost of complying with the AD or overhauling the 
blades varies, but nlns about $625 if you!ust want to corn- 
p!y with the AD to about $1,100 if you want to completely 
overhaul the propeller. 
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One other course of action would be to replace the can be plugged into the cigarette adaptor to provide emer- 

propeller. New England now has a certification to install a gency power in case of electrical failure. 
three-blade McCauley on the Arrow 200 and is awaiting This recently occurred to me last November at night 
approval for installation on the 180 h o w .  Cost is not cheap in IFR conditions and I vowed to he better prepared should 
- it runs about $5,000, but it does eliminate the periodic it happen again. I have already purchased an ICOM A-20 
inspection and overhaul. It is quieter and it provides im- handheld radio, but this does not help much o n p  ILS ap- 
proved climb performance. proach. 

I recommend this for either VFR or IFR pilots, es- 
Frustrated Over Bleeding Brakes pecially in today's airspace environment with the'require- 

Inelits for transponder and two-way communication. 
J. E. Harris complainedthat he was finding itnearly 

impossible to bleed his Cherokee brake system. The an- ,I *-- 
mA.n,r 

swer: B A W ~ W  

Unfortunately, all Cherokees have areputation of i$ LWW 

being a bear to bleed brakes on, but the procedure can be 
done with patience and some planning. 

It does take time, however, to get all the bubbles i e d t r r  

out. And possibly the biggest problem i~lvolves mechanics A O ~ ? T O R  

forgetting that the hand brake, too, can introduce bubbles FUSE 

into the system. The hand brake needs to be activated at P D A ~ . R  

least several times during the bleeding process. ~ i z .  

One method, suggested by a CPA member, which The battery is a sealed 12-volt lead-calcium bat- 
seems to work, involves bleeding the brakes into a long tery (i.e., no electrolyte needed) providing six amp-hours of 
section of clear brake tubing. With this method both brakes power. This battery can be purchased from Tower Hobbies 
are bled simultaneously and the parking brake is activated for about $28 (800-637-4989). Order Mafrec 12-volt bat- 
numerous times as part of the bleeding process. tery, No. HCAP0775. 

Attach about 15-foot sections to each brake bleeder You can put this in a small tackle or tool box. I 
valve and pump fluid witb both the foot and hand brakes. connected this to an amp-meter I had around the house to 
Have an assistant make sure the fluid in the reservoir re- tell me how much amperage the electrical units were using 
mains full. (not required). 

Prunp uutil no air bubbles rise in either side. The You can then purchase from Radio Shack a ciga- 
members suggested returning the lines to the reservoir, al- rette adaptor to connect the battery and amp-meter (see dia- 
though it is not good practice to reuse brake fluid. But use gram). I suggest buying the adaptor with the fuses in the tip, 
your own judgment. as this is a much better unit and also serves as a safety de- 

vice. 
Electric Fuel Pump Price Attach the adaptor unit so the wire remains inside 

the box, with the adaptor sticking out one end, but so that it 
Gene P. Durieux complained about the high price will allow the connecting wire to be pulled out to connect to 

of new electric fuel pumps. He wanted a possible rebuilder. the cigarette lighter socket. 
His answer: Whenusing emergency battery power, pull the gen- 

erator and field circuit breakers which you no longer need. 
1 did find one shop which will rebuild Piper elec- Also, turn off any mecessary electrical units and always 

tric fuel pumps. It is B&S Aircraft Parts and Accessories, all the lights. 
1414 S. Mosley, Wichita, KS 6721 1. Their toll-free num- Depending on your aircraft configuration, you 
ber is (800) 835-2961 should have power for at least one hour. Below is the amper- 

They charge approximately $300 to rebuild your age for the units in our aircraft: 
pump along witb a new motor. They may be able to install Unit Amp Load 
anew motor on the old pump at considerably less than that. Baseload 1.5 amps 

Of course, there will be a short down time while Turn Coordinator 0.25 
they rebuild, but perhaps not as long as it would take to AT-50A Xponder 0.75 
receive a new pump. King 8002 Loran 0.5 

King 170B (talk) 0.25 (1.75) 
Created Battery Pack King 170B Nav .25 
By Mark Veerman King 145 Navcom 1.0 

KR-86 ADF 0.75 
I recently made an emergency battery box that Fuel Pump 0.25 
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I also suggest you use a 500 MAH charger when 

you charge it, as it gives a full charge without risk of over- Arrow Propeller Mod Now Available 
heating or damage. 

When finished you have a battery box that weighs As Arrow owners are aware, Hartzell propellers are 
about 5.5 pounds and fits nicely under the front passenger subject to arepetitive AD which requires the propeller to be 
seat. I have tested the battery pack for an hour on the ground rebuilt each 2,000 hours or five years, whichever comes first. 
with all the units listed above on, and I still had power re- A major nuisance and a big-bucks expense. 
maining . Well, some Arrows will avoid the AD and get a 

little extra "sex appeal" when they are equipped with athree- 
Shoulder Harness Tough to Install blade McCauley propeller. 
By David A. Folker The modification is now available for Arrow 180 

and 200 models from U. S. Propeller Service of Connecti- 
During the past year a significant service bulletin cut, Inc. According to the company, the three-blade propel- 

was issued by Piper recommending the installation of shoul- ler provides notably better thrust, especially in takeoff and 
der harness assemblies. The bulletin included a reference climb. 
chart for models, serial numbers, etc. (SB 896, Ed.) In addition to eliminating the AD hassle, the com- 

The shoulder harness assembly kit, complete for pany claims lower noise level and removal of the red arc 
the PA-28-140, was $309 (1989), including shipping. The restriction on the tachometer. Also the company claims lower 
kit contains almost all necessary hardware along with re- cabin noise level. 
placement lap and shoulder harness belt assemblies. For more information concerning the Arrowhead 

Before purchasing this kit, I talked with the Piper Conversion, contact the McCauley Accessory Division, P 0 
technical service department to get a handle on installation Box 430, Vandalia, OH 45377 (513) 890-5246 or U. S. Pro- 
difficulties and costs. 1 was told at the time that the greatest peller Service, P 0 Box 415, East Haddam, CT 06423 (800) 
difficulties included removal of the headliner, several bulk 233-2586. 
head rivets, and the placement of approximately 12 rivet 
pins. Conversion Source: 140-160 hp Engine 

During my recent amual inspection I had my A&P 
install the harness assemblies. I was preselit during most of While I was on the phone to New England Propel- 
the associated work with the bottom line being 16 hours ler Service, Chris Sienko casually remarked that the firm 
labor the harness installation alone. In my opinion, the work can convert the Cherokee 140 engine to 160 horsepower. 
time was legitimate and required a great deal of careful tool The new engine provides more power with a re-pitched 
manipulation. There was also some metal fabrication re- 74DM60 propeller and the engine now uses 100 octane fuel. 
quired. The installation requires the change be recorded 

When the job was completed, my A&P indicated on a337 form, that the tachometer be red-lined to 2575 rpm 
he hoped it would be a long time before he had to do this and that the fuel tanks be marked "100 Octane Minimum." 
again. The finished job is first rate, the harnesses are very Also revised are the flight manual and the weight- 
effective, and they are stowed very neatly. As to whether or and-balance forms. The cowl skirt is modified to accon- 
not the job is worth more than the $700 cost is for someone modate the new engine. 
else to decide. New England Propeller sells the papenvork on the 

The point here is for those who are concerned or 337 modification for $250. The change would then hemade 
have an interest in this installation - he prepared for a long, by your A&P or IA during an overhaul or top overhaul of 
complex labor application along with a small amount of your engine. 
external refinancing. The engine is converted from a 0-320-E2A (wide 

cylinder flange) engine to a 0-320.D2A. Although rated at 
Automatic Wastegate for Turbo Cherokees 160 hp, this engine is limited by the 337 to 155 hp by 

placarding the tachometer at 2.575 rpm. However. takeoff. 
A Washington fin11 has introduced anew automatic climb and cruise performance is improved and the engine is 

wastegate to replace the fixed-wastegate system in turbo- enabled to bum 100 octane fuel without the lead problems 
charged Arrows and Dakotas. of the original. 

The Merlyn '"lack Magic Control" is designed For more information contact New England Pro- 
specifically for the TSIO-360 series engines used in these peller Service (the address is the same as U. S. Propeller 
planes. The compact unit weighs 21 pounds. service in the previous article.) 

The colnpany is offering the "standard version. 
with a cast housing, for $1,595 while also offering a unit Loud Buzz Indicates Alternator Problem 
with ajet-black anodized finish for $1,895. By Richard Goosman 

For more infomiation contact Merlyn Products Inc., 
West 7500 Park Drive, Spokane, WA99204.800-828-7500. Regarding the problem with the on and off electr- 
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cal system, the answer is quite simple as it happened to me costly and not that productive in comfort." 
as well. 

The cause tunled out to be a bad diode in the al- Interior Tips 
ternator which gave single phase output instead of three by Kent Shaw 
phase. With too much load tlie voltage would droop and, 
with too little, the overvoltage relay would kill the system Another way to make your interior sparkle is to re- 
until recycled. place all of your interior screws (origiually nickel plated) 

The deadgiveaway for this condition is a loud buzz with stainless steel. Although several of the stainless steel 
in the avionics (use your least favorite radio) when the mas- companies offer kits for your exterior, none of them provide 
ter switch is t~uued to alternator only ,and the battery is no kits for the interior. 
loliger able to filter out the electrical spikes. Replace the I requested all of my interior parts piecemeal from 
alternator and all will be well Gamnann Stainless, P 0 Box 10058, Delran, NJ 08075. 

They always sent my order promptly and at reason- 
Converting the PA-32 to Club Seating able prices. I usually just mailed them one ofmy old screws 

a ~ d  asked them to "Send me six of these." 
A question whicli comes up frequently concenis Still another improvement is to remove all of your 

converting a PA-32 with straight-ahead seating to tlie popu- iuterior plastic parts and repaint them with a vinyl paint. 
lar club seating configuration. You can get your local automotive paint dealer to mix some 

I checked with Mike Roney of Mike's Upholstery to match your current interior color or you can do like I did 
at North Omaha Airport, Omaha. Nebraska, to get a few and go to your local hardware store. 
tips. I used a paint made by Mar-Hyde. It comes in an 

Mike specializes in aircraft u~teriors and conver- aerosol can just like a regular paint (J was told it is actually 
sions for Bona~zas aid other aircraft, He recently did a a dye.) The results, with ordinary care, will be superb. One 
club seating conversion for a Cherokee Six. However, it friend of mine even asked if I had bought all new plastic 
wasn't easy. parts from Piper! 

According to Mike, the only way to go is either to Now that you have removed all of your placards to 
purchase tlie complete interior from a salvage yard, or to repault your plastic, why not replace them with engaved 
buy new interior compoiients from Piper. There is no good plastic from your office supply store. The cost will be about 
shortcut method. the sane as Piper would charge for replacements, but will 

The basic installation is simple. The problem with look so much better! Just give them the dimensions and the 
creating your own solution is the seat belt attachments at exact wording and use rubber cement to attach. 
the main spar. The FAA will not issue a field approval un- 
less tliey see valid eilgineering tests to show that the ai-  Lycoming Offers Troubleshooting School 
chors are capable of withsta~iding a 1,500 pound dynamic 
load. Textron-Lycoming offers a four-day, Monday 

Some shops are willing to put an interior in for through Thursday, troubleshooting course for aircraft me- 
you andmay quote anice price, but they will not make a ly  chanics, but tbe course is not limited solely to mechanics. 
representations that the papelwork will be approved by the According to those who have attended, the school is first- 
FAA. Do not get involved in this situation. Otherwise, at rate and the instructor, Don Stahl, is superb. 
the next (or some future) atvlual, you will probably find The plant is in the scenic mountains of Pennsylva- 
your plane gounded until the improvised interior is removed nia with good places to eat and reasonable motel rates. The 
a ~ d  an approved interior iustalled. course is free, but each person is responsible for h s  owl  

Don Stretch, presidelit of Airtex Products, also has lodging. 
had some experience with the co~~version, but does not rec- Transportation between motels and the school is 
ommend it. He said: provided. 

"First of all it is a very long downtime in making For more information contact Bob Ohnmeiss at 
the conversion. You will have to replace the middle seats Textron Lycoming, 652 Oliver Street, Williamsport, PA 
with the special reinforced backrests aud restlucture the 17701. (717) 327-7127. 
bottom frane. 

"The location of the safety belts has to be changed Cowling Change, Seats and Flap Problem 
and new front attachmelit points have to be mounted aft of 
the secondary spar. I have heard of prices as high as $2,000 I have a few questiolis to ask. 
for this conversion. What do you have to do to install alater-model two- 

" ~ l ~ ~ ,  keep inmind that when you go to club seat- piece cowling on my 1969 Cherokee 140? The bolt pattern 
ulg the aft facing seats do not recline - a poor comfort fea- around the cowling is the same $0 it will physically fit on 
ture. the airplane, but it looks as though you must change the 

y o ,  to sum it up, I feel the lnodification is quite engine baffling and oil cooler mounts because the newer 
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cowling engine air intakes are up higher than the older style. 
Also, what about the paperwork involved? Bleeding Brake Tip 

Also, I would like to replace the low-back froot by Michael Whittlesey 
seats with a later pair of high-back seats when I reupholster 
my plane. Is there a later model style of seats that will slip I ow11 a 1966 140 that has a manual brake only. 1 
right in? What about a pair from a Warrior or Cruiser? have done a lot of work on the brake system during the 

And I would appreciate it if anyone out there could twenty-one years I have owned N7520R, including master 
give me input on the Horton STOL kit. Are the performance cylinder replacement. 
gains anywhere close to what they advertise? The method I use is to cotmect a pump-type oil 

Finally, I ran into one problem with the manual can to the brake bleeder with a piece of plastic tubing. With 
flaps on my Cherokee I would llke to pass along. the pump can full of brake fluid I reverse bleed the systeln 

While practicing short field takeoffs with the flaps by forcing brake fluid backward through it with the puinp. 
set to 25 degrees just after rotation there was a sudden POW The fluid accumulates in the brake fluid reservoir 
as the flap bar slammed agaiilst the floor and the plane came along with the air. For my airplane's system this method 
back to the ruuway. I was glad it wasn't a real short field requires only a few minutes aiid can easily be done by one 
takeoff. person and works every time. It is sure nice to have gravity 

What had happened was the pin that holds the flaps on your side for a change! 
locked in their groves on the lnounting plate broke in half at One additional note: I use this pump-type can 
the center where there is a hole for the cable. ONLY for aircraft brake fluid and never for anything else 

While installing a new pi11 1 found that the bolt (like oil) to avoid coiltamination problems. 
that the flap bar mounts to was worn 75 percellt through 
and would have given out so011 n i e  bracket itself was Source of 180 CIS Prop Conversion 
cracked in three of the four holes where it attaches to the 
floor. The time on the airplarie is 3,500 hours. Michael Lopez, who owns a Cherokee 180 with a 

David Dixon constant-speed prop, directed us to the STC holder, 
Phoenix, AZ 85021 Hutchinson Aircraft, of Borger, Texas. 

They have the STC to convert the 180 to a con- 

Dear Dave, stant-speed Hartzell propeller (hut unfortu~iately, nothing 
Thanks for the i n f o r n ~ ~ t i o ~  about the flaps. ~h~ for the Archer). They have not made a modification in tile 

Piper system is pretty foolproof, but it does need some at. last couple of years. Jolul Sewell said he did not have exact 
tention aid, as service difficulty reports indicate, it does figures, but that a c ~ l l ~ e r ~ i o n  would cost approxilnately 
tend to get igliored. $9,000. 

The two-piece cowlii~g would not be too difficult The propeller is subject to the Hartzell recurring 
to install. Any mechanic could handle the baffling ;uld AD. Just like the Arrow, and placards limit the propeller 
inounting problems easily enough. The real problem, bow- rpm to 2,700 rpln and war11 agaillst continuous operatio11 in 
ever, would be the paperwork. the 2,000 to 2,350 rpm range. 

The FAA would require data to show that the cowl- Unfortunately, the "manual" which comes with the 
ing change was sound. Although the cowling itself is not a STC is skimpy: it infomis pilots to check for pitch chalge 
structural pa t ,  it is easy to see what a hazard would be if it 011 preflight runup, says to use high pitch for takeoffs and 
let loose in flight. landings, and states that the performance "meets or exceeds" 

~y guess is that FAA requirelnents for engineer- that shown in the basic aircraft flight manual. 
ing data would make the swap impractical, but you might The Hartzell manual which also comes with the 

check with your local FAA district office. STC does not provide much specific information, covering 
The seats, too, are no problem, and many owners several ~nodels of propeller. Michael Lopez says it basi- 

of 140's have replaced them with new seats. The o ~ l y  prob- cally tells You that You have a llon-featllering model pro- 
lems are changing of weight-wd-balailce dataand, of course, peller, but not very lnuch Inore. 
FAA paperwork. Also, although the propeller cat1 be installed on 

Don Stretch, of Ailtex Products, however, warns mOSt 180s, it will llot fit all. Later inodel 180s came with a 
that the seats on PA-32 t~~odels  are offset aid will not fit solid crankshaft and cauiot be fitted. To check you need to 
PA-28s. Also, later model Cherokees cane with two kinds pull the spiluler atld see if there is a freeze plug at the end of 
of seats -the ones used up to about 1970 had reclinillg seat the crank. If so, it is hollow 'uld will accept a constant- 
backs, while later models are firlly articulating, using pis- speed propeller. 
tons to change the angle of the seat. So, if you have been waiting to find a source for a 

Many people moving up to later-model seats pre- constant-speed propeller for your 180, contact Hutchinson 
fer the recliniilg seats to the fully articulatiiig models. Be Aircraft, Hutchinson County Airport, Borger, Texas 79009 
sure to get the ones you prefer. (806) 274-6781. 
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Multigrade Oil; Exhaust Leaks 
by Torello Tacch~ Shop Around on Propeller AD 

Last year I switched to Shell multigrade AV oil Thanks for printing my letter concerning the pro- 
and, just as an engineer told me 20 years ago, it is the way peller AD (Arrow); I subsequently had the AD done at a 
10 fly. Starting ismuch easier (I still have aluminum cables), total cost of $426.15 by Redlands Prop Service. However, I 
oil temperature is cooler and more consistent. received the letter below from another member and I be- 

The real kicker comes when you add the extra oil lieve everyone should be aware of the contents. Beware of 
for long hauls. At the end of last year I flew to Tallahassee rip-offs. 
and had to turn hack because of foul weather. The total Bill Nemeth 
flight time was two and a half hours and it used one quart Vista, CA 92083 
of oil - it had not yet reached the six quart mark. On my 
IFR cross country this year I also went to Tallahassee for "Dear Bill, 
the flight time of 4.3 hours and guess what - the oil level is "I also have an Arrow 180 and have had the AD 
the same. It finally lost that extra quart at 14 hours. note done two times. The fust time the blades were replaced. 

Multigrade doesn't work some say. It is unfortu- Then, later, the two blades were checked by Hartzell and 
uate that aircraft engine technology has not advanced at were good. The AD note cost me $1,500. 
the same rate as lubricants. "The second time the AD note was done the hub 

On another subject, at the last inspection we no- was replaced and it cost me $1,800. The prop has cost me 
ticed a small exhaust leak on the #4 cylinder. Since we had more than anything on the airplane. 
to remove the muffler for closer inspection (remember, I "I know of another person who sent his propeller to 
had broken baffles on the last one), we decided to elimi- Hartzell and let them do the AD. It cost $275. 
nate the problem once and for all. Blow-proofgaskets help, "If I were you, the next time I had the AD note 
but they still manage to seep. done I would let Hartzell do it. It costs less and they will not 

After hours of head scratching we found that the replace parts that should not be replaced." 
entire exhaust system is hung by four hare minimum ex- Name Withheld 
haust flanges. Add to that the fact that two of the pipes are 
a slip fit to allow for expansion aid flexing , so now you Another Source for Landing Light 
really have only two flanges doing the actual holding. As 
time goes by, the flanges bend and, oops, leak. Tired of spending $20 for a landing light bulb? Well, 

After some research I found that some Piper mod- one enterprising reader in a farm area, suggests contacting 
els have extra muffler supports, evidently to prevent this your local farm store. 
problem. We decided to experiment and add such a sup- It seems the 4509 aviation bulb is also available for 
port, though temporary, and some 25 hours later, no sign of about $6 from many farm outlet stores to fit tractors. Both 
leaks. In addition, a lot of engine compartment vibration is are 13-volt bulbs and both will fit aircraft or tractors, but the 
gone since the exhaust system can~o t  resonate to the tune tractor bulb is a lot less. 
of engine vibes. No Inore bending flanges. Also, many A&Pmechanics, especially where bulb 

I hope to make this a more permanent installation life is ridiculously short, have for years advocated mounting 
later on. I also found that Genuine Parts carries those extra the bulb with a vertical orientation to the filament. This sup- 
long brass exhaust nuts in both coarse and SAE threads. posedly reduces vibration and drastically increases bulb life. 
They are designated as w exl~aust nut a1:d. 111 most cases, 
must be ordered. Lordy, Lordy Discount Mounts 

by Steve Decker 
Carburetor Problem Solved 
by John E. Washburn 1 bought my Cherokee 140 almost two years ago. I 

noticed the Lord mounts on the Dynafocal engine mount 
Last year I had a problem with my carburetor The had radial cracks in the rubber "donuts." 

engine ran on after a mixture-%ll-lean shut off, unless I Replacement Lord mounts are very expensive, list- 
opened the throttle. ing for between $350 and $400 a set of four in Trade-a- 

I had replaced the tloat, needle and seat valve on Plane (1989). Heaven only knows what they would cost at 
the throttle shaft, all of which needed replacement, but it retail locally. 
still ran on. About a year ago I saw them on sale in Wag Aero 

Finally a solution (Ta-Daaah): I replaced the fuel and ordered a set at substautial savings over the TAP prices. 
mixture metering valve, the device which is operated when Recently, I got around to having my friendly A&P install 
the mixture control knob is moved, and everything is back them and what a difference they made. The engine runs as 
as it should be. The valve had apparently worn so as to smooth as silk at all rpms. This is the first Piper 1 have ever 
;illow some gasoline to leak past it even at full lean. owned and I simply assumed it did not like t o m  at about 
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2,300 rpm without vibration. Sort of like some engine-prop in the manual. 
combinations used to be placarded against certain rpm set- 
tings. Some Cures For Sticking Valves 

POM readers with cracked Lord mounts or vibra- By Bob Shotwell 
tion problems might have the same good luck I had. 

A few years back we were having quite a few prob- 
Engine Porting lems in my Warrior with valves sticking and plugs that would 
by A. 0 .  (Jim) Thornburgh need frequent cleaning. 

At that time a Lycoming engineer related, totally 
We have a 1974 Warrior that we have had since it off the record, that mixing 1 oz. of TCP and 3 oz. of Mys- 

was almost new. Last year, after 2,000 hours, we had the tery Oil per 10 gallons of fuel has worked for others. He 
engine overhauled by Beaver Aviation of Juneau, Wiscon- couldn't suggest it - he just wanted to pass on the info for 
sin. The cylinders were re-ported and balanced by High Per- what it was worth. 
formance Engines. This boosted the horsepower about four For the past few years we have been adding the 
horsepower per cylinder. above witheach refueling. The plugs have runmuch cleaner 

The added 16 horses have really made a big differ- and there has been no further need for valve reaming. 
ence. It increased the cruise about 10 knots and even on Well, the plane went in for an annual at the begin- 
really hot days we can climb at 800 to 1,000 feet per minute. ning of November. The mechanic found a cracked cylinder. 

(Ed note: High Performance Aircraft engines and Unfortunately, these things do happen and that cylinder had 
Components is located at P O Box 1242, Mena AR 71953. been on the engine since top overhaul 1,000 hours ago. 
Telephone 501-349-6026). Before removing the cylinder, he suggested that 

valves would probably have to be replaced, also. Prior to 
Vent Knob Fix; Heavy Wing Plane working in Northampton, he had worked for a well-respected 

engine overhauler. The mechanic told me that with only 
I have owned a64 PA-28-235 and needed the knobs 300 hours on the valves, they will frequently have to be 

to open the air vents. After checking all over I finally went rejected, not because they aren't good, but because if the 
to Radio Shack and found a set of knobs used in radio build- mechanic sees any pitting or wear he has to reject it. Oh 
ing. They were smaller in size (same size shaft), hut had a well, more money. Nobody ever suggested that owning a11 
knurled surface which made them easier to tum than the aircraft was cheap. 
originals. They cost me $2.98 apiece and have worked fine. Imagine my surprise when he told me the valves 
I hope this helps out. were acceptable. He couldn't believe they had 1,000 hours 

Now it is my tw-11 Sor help. My 235 has a bad habit wear on them - they looked too good. I told him of the TCPI 
of going into a tight left bank whenever I let go of the con- Mystery Oil added to the fuel. He had heard of it, but had 
trols during straight and level flight. The ailerons are equal never seen any after results. 
when the control wheel is straight (when on the ground), There is no way to know for certain that the ')uice" 
but once airborne I nmst keep a constant right htheel pres- saved the valves, but I am convinced and so is the mechanic. 
sure to maintain straight and level flight. It is more pro- Like the Lycoming engineer before me, I am not suggest- 
nounced when I have full fuel on board (42 gallons each ing that anybody do likewise - I am only passing it on for 
side). what it is worth. 

I am looking for allyolie that 11s~ had this problem 
and possible solutions. 1 all1 considering the total re-rigging Half-Baked Yoke May Be Needed 
of the aircraft, but have held off pending any suggestion. 
Oh, I have checked tlie tlaps for possible hanging down, but We have, in past issues, recommended a source for 
that does not exist. Suggestions are greatly welcome. refinishing Piper Yokes. That source is Americoat Corp., 

J. C. Harris 37 15 US Highway 98 South, Lakeland, FL 33801. Tele- 
Anchorage, AK 995 18 phone (813) 667-1035. 

However, there is one caveat: they will not accept 
Dear Mr. Harris, a yoke for refinishing with the shaft still installed. 

It sounds like re-rigzing your plane may be in or- Piper attaches the yoke to the shaft using Lock- 
der. Tite, which causes the unit to appear to he almost one piece. 

Unfortunately. yo11 cannot check rig by merely However, the shaft can be removed. To remove it 
eyeballing the flaps and ailerons. If either is off a little bit, place the entire unit in your home oven and heat it until the 
it will make a big difference in the handling. shaft loosens. 

You can, however. ~iiake apreliminary check your- Obviously, be careful not to bum yourself on the 
self using the methods described in sections 5-12 and 5-44 heated yoke assembly. 
of the maintenance manual. Both require construction of a Incidentally, in case anyone knows of a Piper Az- 
homemade jig, but the instructions and dimensions are given tec with no control wheels, the firm apparently recently re- 
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ceived a set of white wheels for refinishing. Unfortunately, diagnosed the problem immediately as a failed voltage regu- 
there was no retum-address with the package. lator. 

Instead of the automatic response of ordering a new 
A Quick Drain Warning regulator, he told me that the part which usually fails is a 
By Torello Tachi transistor which is bolted to the inside of the metal case. 

The symptoni is reading (0) volts out on the yellow (output) 
I received tny private ticket in Jatiuary, 1979, in wire when it is disconnected from the alternator, even though 

Chicago. It was eight degrees belowon my check ride. The there are 12 to 14 volts on the red (input) wire. The black 
following week at 12 below zero, a friend who owned a wire is grounded to the airframe with one of the mounting 
brand C 150 and I flew to Satiger Field some 60 miles south screws. 
of Waukegan. Bob arrived an hour ahead of me to wann up I removed the four screws holding the cover on the 
the plane and get it ready for our little jaunt. regulator and tested the transistor with a digital voltmeter. It 

When I arrived he was still shoveling snow. We indeed proved to be bad. (Glad those years of college weren't 
finished shoveling and some 45 ininutes later we were air- wasted.) 
borue. We decided to fly along the coast of Lake Michigan After replacing the transistor, reinstalling and ad- 
(icebound) in order to avoid air traffic from Glenview and justing the regulator to the specifications in the Piper Ser- 
O'Hare. vice Manual, the regulator was fixed for less than $10. Cer- 

Tliere we were trying to climb out with outside tainly at1 improvement over the $130 for a new one! 
temperature now -20 degrees. Bob asked tne to give it more Our regulator was a 14-volt PAC-484121 made by Lamar, 
power, but I already had it puslied tl~rough the dash. Then, Inc., of Medford, NJ. Contrary to the service manual de- 
we lost power. scription, it is ]lot sealed in epoxy and can be both adjusted 

I will spare the details, but suffice it to say I made andrepaired. The partwhichusually fails is aTIP-2955tran- 
aperfect dead-stick landing in tlie snow-covered sand dunes sistor, (This is aseries pass transistor, for you technical types.) 
at Illinois Beach State Park. The cold weather enabled us If you have a different regulator, the transistor num- 
to glide a long way from 2,000 feet. The plane was in good her may be different, though the procedure is the same. When 
shape except for a broken liose gear. you open it up, check the numbers printed on the transistor 

After the suow had settled we weut back to find mounted inside the metal cover. 
out why the engine had quit. Tlietz was no oil in the crank- If your regulator hasan adjustment hole in the cover, 
case, although when we checked i t  during preflight it had then it can probably be repaired as follows: 
seven quarts. 

Bob, being an excellel~t A&P, caught a glimpse of ...............-- W M N G  ...........----.--- 
the quick release drain valve aid, you guessed it, it was 
open. Note the positions of all of the parts and the order in whch 

It seems that Cessna utilized the valve oil many they are asse~nbled as you take them apart. The metal parts 
of its models and, in addition, they added a six-inch piece of the transistor MUST NOT touch the case or the mounting 
of hose to the valve to prevent oil from draining all over the screw. 
cowl. With the cold weather, the liose was hard as a rock -- - --. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. - -- - - - -. . . . 
and, with vibration, it popped tile drain open quickly draiued 
the oil from the sump. Open the case and the transistor is bolted on the 

Tlie standard Curtis valve is perhaps the best sys- inside of the cover, mounted with a short bolt, nut andplas- 
tein. It requires a positive posh into a id  twist to open it. tic spacer in the transistor mounting hole. There is also a 
Tlie quick release requires simply a squeeze or1 the side clear mica insulator between the back of the transistor and 
springs and pull out aud, presto, out goes your oil. the metal box. 

By the way, this was lily tirst trip as areal pilot, so Make sure that the transistor has TIP-2955 printed 
I had experienced a real-life eliiergency very early in iny on it (there will be other printing also), otherwise you will 
flying career. Three months later. I was to get caught in need a different transistor for your regulator. 
lakeeffect snow only twohours after leaving C.A.V.U. skies. Write d o m  the order ofthe wires. From left to right 
I had an instant lesson in instrument flying thanks to all with tlie pins coming out of the bottom of the transistor, 
excellent coiitroller. they will probably be green-red-yellow. 

Using a SMALL soldering iron, remove the wires 
Repair Your Own Voltage Regulator from the pins. There may be more than one wire on a pin, 
By Stan Zamkow but they should both be the same color. 

When all of the wires are off, you may unscrew the 
011 a recelit tligllt, tlie ammeter stopped sliowing bolt holding the transistorto the case. Carefully put the hard- 

a charging current on our I'A-28R-201, so my Partner re- ware down in the order in which it was removed, especially 
turned toour home field at Mansfield, Massacliusetts. Steve the plastic shoulder washer. Bend and cut the leads of the 
Manning, one of the excellent A&Ps at  case^ Aviation, new transistor so that they are the same as the old one. Now, 
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spread a small amount of heat sink compound (thennal Recently it has been afflicted with what my FBO 
grease) on the back of the new transistor axid mouut it in calls "Moniing Sickness." It rolls over fine for starti~ig, but 
place of the olie you removed. occasio~~ally it will start and seem to rug1 on about two or 

Be sure that it is on the iiisulator, not toucliing the three cylinders for maybe fiveor ten seconds before it comes 
metal case. The plastic shoulder washer goes over the screw, to full life, after which it runs just fine. 
down through the l~ole in the transistor so that the metal I have used Alcor TCP for several years and lately 
screw does not come in contact with the metal part of tlie added some Marvel Mystery Oil to the cra~ikcase, which 
TIP-2955. seems to help some. Because this is said to be a syniptom of 

Now, solder the wires back on the leads, niatchiug sticking valves, 1 wonder what other owners experience has 
them with the correct leads from the list you ~iiade before been, atid what they liave done for it. 
you removed them. (You DID write it down, didn't you?) Floyd Panrsh 
Make sure that there are no wires or solder touching any Los Angels, CA 90045 
lead, other tlian the one you meant to co~l~lect it to, or to the 
case. "Morning sickness" is a common problem, espe- 

Before you reinstall the regulator, you can make a cially among the lower-powered Lyco~ning engines. Unfor- 
quick check by connecting the red lead to the battery posi- tunately, this is, indeed, the first sign of sticking valves. 
tive terminal and the black lead to the battery or airframe One thiug to check is your pushrod liousitigs (the 
ground, (You cmi use a car battery for this check, aiid it is long tubes connecting the heads to the crankcase. Look for 
usually easier to get to the contacts.) beut or bowed housings. If you find one, it is a sign of 

If the repair is correct and works, tile voltage be- pusluod bellding caused by valve sticking and sliould im- 
tween tlie yellow lead and grou~id will be greater tba~i four mediately result in grounding the aircraft until tlie probletii 
volts. if not, check your repair work atid if that is OK, then cmi be corrected. (Tlie cylinder will have to bedisassembled 
the tra~isistor was not your oiily problem a id  the hole for the exhaust valve will have to be reamed). 

Note: A commo~i cause of regulator failure is short- What happens is that deposits on the valve stem 
ing of the output to ground (yellow wire to airframe.) Be- tend to freeze tlie exhaust valve when things contract after 
fore reit~stallation, I suggest a check of the wiring from the engine shutdown. Then tlie valve (usually stuck partly open) 
voltage regulator connections all the way to the alternator sticks. 
field for broken insulation atid slio~t circuit to ground. Because an e~igi~ie call be seriously damaged by 

After installi~ig tlie regulator back in the plmie, liave startirig with stuck valves, always pull tlie engine tlirough 
it checked andadjusted by yourmecha~~ic. The system volt- before the first start of the day. If you have a valve stuck 
age should be 14.0 volts at 1,800 rptn with no electrical shut, you will have one pull whicli is very tough to pull the 
items on, m~d  should not drop below 13.8 volts witli all the propeller tlrrougli. If you have a valve stuck open, you will 
high amperage items (beacon, laiiding light, pitot heat, avi- elid up witli one pull in whicli there is little resistatice. 
onics) tunled on. In either case, have your mech,uiic check out the 

Tlie TIP-2955 call be obtained from Active Elec- situation before you attempt to start the engi~ie. 
tro~iics, (I-800-ACTIVE4 or l-800-ACTIVE8) as their stock 
11111nber 2903 1. Tlie thennal grease is part number 77024. 1 Concerned Over Cruise Prop Performance 
suggest you order an extra transistor as a spare, while the 
tube of grease will last a lifetime. If the transistor in your I just bought my first airplaoe, an excellerit 1981 
regulator is not aTIP-2955, Active may still have it, or try a Piper Archer 11. 
local electronics distributor. 1 am very happy wit11 it! I have oue lnystery to 

I recelitly saw a 28-volt regulator (PAC-550390 clear up, however. The mechanic on the pre-purchase in- 
from a Lance atid it used a type MJ4502 tra~isistor. This spection could not get the engine to nu1 up to full book rprn 
may be a common unit i l l  Piper 28-volt systems and may be speed. Tlie log book shows the prop was clia~iged, uot long 
repaired in a similar ma~uier. after tlie airplatie was new. My mechanic feels the new prop 

My lawyer says I must say that you use this infor- is probably a cn~ise prop. 
mation at your own risk aid that I expressly disclaim any Tlie prop cu~~ent ly  on the airpla~ie is a Sensenich 
responsibility for screwilig up your plaie and or hurting Model 76-EM855-0-62, SIN 18502K. Instead of 2,700 rpln 
yourself or others. But other tlian that, good luck and sup- the ~naiual  says 1 should liave at full throttle, the best I get 
port your favorite charity witli pa17 of the money you saved! is 2,500. 

Cali someotle tell me what kind of prop tliis is, 
Airplane Has Morning Sickness cruise, climb, etc.'? I would also like to hiow how I car 

obtain the perforn~a~ice figures witli this prop, sucli as rpni 
Dear Terry, at 65 percent, 75 percent, etc., so I can fly by the rpm num- 

We are on our second Piper in I2 years - this one a bers. 
'79 Archer. It has only 900 hours on it, but we have flown it Also, call solneoiie tell me the advantages aiid dis- 
in most of the states, including Alaska. advmitages of such a prop? 
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Jim Dagnoii around the door has been eliminated, making for a very quiet 
Arlington, TX 76016 plane. 

Johnny credits the improvement on anew type door 
Dear Jim, seal. It is RB 5022 door seal available from Brown Aircrafi 

It would appear that you have, indeed, a cruise Supply, 4123 Muncy Road, Jacksonville, FL 32207. (904) 
prop on your plane. The specifications for your plane call 396-6655. 
for a Sensenich 76EM8S5-0-60 propeller (I believe the This seal is a quarter-round soft rubber seal which 
number you gave was a misprint.) can be stretched to produce a seal which follows the curva- 

The important figure, of course, is the 60 and 62 ture of the door. The instructions emphasize that it should 
at the end of the numbers. This indicates the "bite" of the be put on tight. 
propeller. The propeller on your plane would, if all losses So if you are bothered by door leaks or noise and 
are discounted, propel the plane forward 62 inches for one plan on replacing your door seal, give this a try. 
rotation of the propeller, while the stock propeller would 
propel tbe plane 60 inches for one rotation. Trouble With Nosewheel Shimmy 

The effect of the change is the same as driving a 
car in overdrive (or with a lower ratio in the rear axle.) Gary M. Howland, of WaKeeney, Kansas, com- 

The advantage is that at cruise, your engine runs plained about a nose wheel shimmy on roll out between 40 
fewer rpms for the same speed, resulting in quieter opera- and 50 mph. The answer to his query: 
tion and potentially less wear on the engine. 

The disadvantage is that the engine, during take- Nose wheel shimmy can be introduced by any loose- 
off, for example, does not mn up to full speed and there- ness in the steering system. It is quite common for it to ap- 
fore does not develop full power. Also, it is easy to put an pear at certain speed ranges as an out-of-balance condition 
additional load on the engine by climbing too slowly and sets up a resonance at a certain speed. The same thing often 
increasing the combustion pressure inside the cyliiiders, happells with the front end of automobiles. 

And, of course, the other big problem is that you We had one member who recently solved his prob- 
cannot get a power chart to give you the figures you want lem by replacing the main gear tires on his plane. It seems 
to run the engine at a particular speed. You have to work they would set up a shimmy because of an out of balance 
the figures out, approximately, yourself. condition and that shimmy would then transmit itself through 

There isno hann caused by running either a cruise the airframe and was then felt in the nose gear. Strange, but 
or a climb prop. lucidentally, the prop on your plane, even true. 
though nonstandard, may well be the prop which came with Unfortunately, there are so many places the shimmy 
the plane. To get a cruise prop you do not have to actually can originate that it will require some trial and error to cure 
change props - you merely need to have a prop shop re- the probleni. 
pitch the prop you have, a relatively easy and inexpensive 
process. Clogged Primer Lines 

You have two choices - either keep the prop you BY. M. M. Kovar 
have and work out performaice charts (work out a graph of 
engine rpm vs. fuel coilsumption, with the engine properly Very recently I found it necessary to remove all three 
leaned. Then compare the figures with the standard chart of the engine primer line fittings on a Warrior to clean off 
and extrapolate to get the correct figures for your plane, the carbon deposits covering the small holes near the ends 
The reason: an engine putting out 65 percels power will of the fittings. I used ,020 inch safety wire to poke through 
use the sane fuel eve11 if the speed changes somewhat.) the carbon deposits plus MEK. 

Or, you can take your plane to a local propeller This problem was noticed when priming for a start 

shop and have the propeller re-pitched to the original 60- with the cowlillg remove ill collnectioll with an ~ ~ t e p a t o r  

inch specification. replacement -- an assistant noticed avgas squirting past the 
copper tube fastening nut rather than going into the combus- 

A Door Seal You Can Count On tion chamber. 
I believe this item is worth of note for other mem- 

We get a lot of queries about door seals - where to bers of the association. 
get it and how to install it. So I thought it would be a real 
good idea to pass this tip on. Concerned About Engine Problems 

Johnny Mott, of St. Petersburg, showed me some- 
thing I had never seen before. A Cherokee with a door which During a trip back east from Colorado in October 
fits so wet1 that you do not need to slam it shut. In fact, if in our Arrow, I made two precautionary landings on two suc- 
you just gently close it, it clicks shut, like the door on a cessive days. The first occasion was due to a r e c k n g ,  short- 
Mercedes Benz. term engine "shudder" which seemed to me as a fuel-starva- 

The aircraft is extremely quiet, too. The noise from tioil induced phenomenon. The mechanic who checked the 
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engine found nonnal compression, but a good bit of oil on I am not overly surprised by Mr. Grahams' com- 
the upper plug in cylinder ~ iu~nber  four. ments and apprehelision on valve problems with his Piper 

We made a complete plug change, I did a quick Arrow engine. As we all know, the engines on our aq lanes  
test hop which showed normal engine operation, and we are the most valuable a i d  expensive part of owning aid 
were on our way. operating an airplane. We have been besieged with prob- 

The next day, about 2:20 into the flight, I noticed lems from the fuel we use, including auto fuel. The prob- 
oil pressure in the yellow range on the indicator. I thought it lems are many aud varied, but fortunately, there are answers. 
probably a gauge problem since I bad experienced recent Probletn No. 1 - our so-called low-lead aviation 
normal oil consumption and liad allnost sevenquarts during fuel does not have low-lead content, but is co~npounded in 
preflight, but landed immediately as a precaution. such a way as to increase lead fouling problems and valve 

Sure enough, the oil level was down to almost three sticking. The lead fouling is caused by globs of lead that 
quarts. The engine was checked for any significant oil leaks foul the spark plugs and short them out. In other cases, tlie 
and since none were found, 1 filled the smnp and made a lead and carbon encrustations build up on the valve stem. 
short hop home. The exhaust valve is the one more apt to become 

Inspection the next day by my home base rnechan- stuck. The exllaust valve runs at amuch higher temperature 
ics showed only a minor exterior leak. A call to the nearby than tlie intake valve. 
Piper dealer resulted in a suggestion to have the valve guide Auto fuel presents a slightly different set of prob- 
clearances checked. The shop chief there said that some lems. Most notably, a lack of lead in unleaded and the pres- 
Lycoming engines were showing out of tolerance well be- ence ofalcohol and other cornpounds that attack rubber and 
fore TBO. (My IO-360-'1C engine was overhauled at 1,850 plastic parts. In addition, there are other proble~ns with rapid 
hours and I had about 2.560 at the time of these problems.) aging and proper storage. 

The valve guide clearmice check showed cylinders The solution - 111 autos, the lack of lead lubricatio~i 
number one and two out of toleraice, with three and four was solved by increasing thehardness of both the valve seats 
acceptable. Some of the excessive oil consumption was at- a id  the valves. This was done to minimize the excessive 
tributed to oil entering tlie co~nbustion chambers through wear and, in hlm, allowed for the use of unleaded fuel. We 
the valve guides. certainly need to address the issue of e~iviromnental pollu- 

However, since there was evidence of over grind- tion. Lycoming has dolie a lot of work in i~nproving their 
ing of all four valve seats during the overhaul and since the exhaust valves to give longer life and greater reliability. 
wet upper plug was in number four, a con~plete top over- The biggest threats are lack of maintenance, infe- 
haul was recommended. rior maintenance, low utilization. exteuded oil change in- 

The "top" was done by Columbia Aircraft Service tervals. moisture and rust (especially in cold climates.) 
at Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania. In addition, another problem is perhaps uninten- 

The main reason I am witing concerns what I was tional, but abusive engine operation. Hard, low airspeed full- 
told was the probable cause for the valve guides being out power climbs and low rpm descents result in shock cooling 
of tolerance. The Piper sliop chief said that valve guides and cracked cylinders. Improper baffling that results in over- 
were designed to be lubricated by tlie lead in aviation fuel. heating, even in cold weather, also cause problems. There 
Since the lead content 11as been reduced, there is apparently are excellent lubricating oils on tile market - be sure to use 
not adequate lubrication provided by the fuel, hence exces- the best. 
sive wear well before TBO. What can you d o '  Tighten up 011 your maintenance 

The same gentleman said that some of their Pipers and follow engine manufacturers' operating guidelines. 
were showing this excessive wear and some were not. There Change your oil more frequently - each 25 hours is a good 
was no particular pattern evident. I was told that there is no time interval. If you start the engioe, fly tlie airpla~ie to bnog 
fuel additive available to compensate for low-lead, nor is operating temperahlres up to ~ionnal. If your airplane is in a 
there aiy other way to aid lubrication of the valve guides. cold, damp hatigar, heat the engine with olie of several err- 

My question is, must I look forward to replacing gine heaters on the market. This should be an oogoi~lg op- 
the valve guides on this engine every 7- 800 hours to avoid eration -some people use a light bulb under the cowl - I do 
high oil consumption, plug fouling, etc'! Carl you confirm not recommend this because of the fire hazard. 
tliat the inrchanic's explanation of the valve guide wearprob- To avoid plug fouling increase grouud rpln to at 
lem is accurate? If so. is there any way to provide for ad- least 900 to 1,000 rpm and lean your engine. Most 
equate lubricatio~i" Lycomings nu1 excessively rich on tl~e groutid. Remove. 

Ward G. Gralia~n clean aid rotate plugs tnore frequently. 
Ma~iris Choice. PA 15550 Proper engine operatio11 a ~ d  good rnai~itenat~ce will 

do wonders for reaching TBO on your engine. Keep the 
Dear Ward. guuk and goop out of your engine with frequent oil cliat~ges 

I referred your letter to E~uico Bottieri. of Aircraft and watch tliat air filter. Dirt, dust. rust a id  poor ~naitlte- 
111spectloos Ser! ice. it] Sauta .Alitla. California. for his com- liance are the enemies. Like the ad says, you can pay now 
nir~its His letter folio\\> or pay more later. Proper engine operation will hold lead 
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fouling and valve sticking to a minimum. inch seal in a slit which is, at places, just an eighth of an 

h i d  here is another tip - try using Champion REM inch thick. 
37BY spark plugs - they have a new tip to help reduce lead A Piper spokesman said, "Well, we put them on 
fouling. before we put on the wings." 

Secret Ingredients - Alcor TCP added to fuel in Nonetheless, Dave reported that he was able to corn- 
proper amounts seems to help witli spark plug fouling. This plete the job himself by using Vaseline to help make the seal 
product is approved and readily available. responsive. However, the job took 40 liours. 

A product which is widely used and does a supe- 
rior job of upper cylinder lubrication in addition to reduc- Decals Available 
ing the effects of lead fouling is in the mystery category - 
no one knows why. This product is not approved, but still 1 got a phone call from a member who bad painted 
gets mentioned a lot in maintenance literature. It has been his cowling and aeeded the decals of the Cherokee logo to 
around for many years. It is called Marvel Mystery Oil, colnplete it. By coincidence, at the sanle time I received a 
comes in a red can, and looks a lot likc red hydraulic fluid, package from a supplier of decals. So, I tllought I would 
which it is not. It is a superior fine upper cylinder lubrica~it pass the illfonnation 011 to everyone - it is a topic which 
and has been used in the auton~otive and racing industry comes up frequently. 
for years. It also does ~narvels for freeing up stuck valves Authentic reproductions of aircraft logos,and yapli- 
and piston rings. Remember - it is not approved aud I only ics is offered by Harry Moody. P O Box 1359, Belleview. 
mention it for your information. Florida 32620 (800) 749-2462. Prices of the Piper logos run 

It is my opinion, as well as that of a prominent from $8.95 to $12.95 with a $2.00 charge for shipping (and 
Califoniia cylinder overhaul facility, that with proper care a minimum $10.00 order.) 
and maintenance the Lycoming engines should reach their 
TBO times and that the present &el situation does not re- More On Voltage Regulator Repair 
tlect on that fact. By Dm Logue 

Anything else? -Yes! Because of the high cost of 
operatilig aid ~naintai~iing your engine, you should get a The receut article on repairing your own voltage 
leg up on what is going on inside that engine. one of the regulator was interesting. For those who are not "do-it- 
best ways to do this is with a good quality engine EGTI yourselfers," read on. 
CHT scanner. Trend mo~litoring is an important part of find- I recently had a regulator failure in my Warrior and 
ing probletns before they hit your wallet hard, not to men- contacted a colnpally by the nallle of Hzotronics at 1622 
tion the peace ofmind that hiowing what is going on in the East Whatley St., Longview, TX 75601 (903) 758-6661 
engine compartment can bring. They instructed me to ship the uuit (Lamar Part 

T strongly endorse aud highly recommelld the J. p. #003 1-2 1 ) to thern with a check for $30. About ten days 
Instrument EGTICHT scanner. It is well built, accurate, later I received the unit back, complete with a description of 
easy to read, and comes with an excellent guar;ultee. parts replaced, final test results a~id a yellow tag, since they 

J. P Instruments also makes a newly developed are mi approved FAA repair station. 
highly accurate tachometer. Most tachometers are off by The repaired regulator has worked perfectly and is 
I00 to 200 rpm. Many times when your airplaie is not per. col~siderably less expensive than $140 for a new one. Inci- 
fonning to specs, it is because the power is not set prop. dentally, the regulator failure was caused by an internlittent 
erly. You are relying on instrument that is inaccurate open circuit in the line between the alterflator arid regulator 
and prone to errors. You can call JPI a d  obtain informa- as a result of sloppy work done by the A&P on a previous 
ti011 011 tlleir toll-free line, 800-345-4JPl. (Califoniia: 7 14- a ~ l u a l .  
557-9840, fax: 714-557-9840). 

We ca~i  no longer take that dependable enelne for Tracking Down Power 1 ~ 0 ~ s  Problem - 
granted. Overhauls cos;big bucks - $10,000 and up. Treat By Stanley Zmlkow 
your engine with all the respect that it deserves. We caruiot 
a i d  sllould not treat it like the engine in your car. Pedal to Here is a~iother troublesliooting story which may 

the metal will put a big dent in your wallet. he helpful to other CPA members. It involves an intem~it- 
tent power loss in our 1977 Arrow 111 

Replacing Your Wing Root Seal Last September, when attempting to depart 
Teterboro, I decided to abort the takeoff when the ground 

Anyone out there pla~ining on replacing his wing run didn't "feel right". After taxiing back to the departure 
root seal'? It seems like such a simple job. Simply relnove end, I ran the engine up to the recommended 2,000 rpm and 
the old seal and put in the new. everything checked out fine. 

Dave Asher, of Clifton, Texas, reports that the job I put the feeling off as just a result of a hot night 
is simple, but not quick. The problem, of course, is that andnot eliough flying lately. However, when I couldn't get 
you are trying to insert a seal with very little room - a more tha11200 fpln climb on the next takeoff, the tower was 
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quick to approve a1 immediate 180 to laid on the departure problem. It is important to know that in this, and probably 
end of the runway. all other fuel injected Arrows, the fuel flow gauge does not 

The next morning I was able to tind a mechanic at actually ~neasure the fuel flow, hut rather tlie fuel pressure 
Teterboro AircraR Service who hadexpenence with this type in the Flow Distributor at the top of the engine. 
plane (which is harder than you'd expect in the land of Lears If all of the nozzles, pipes ;u~d hoses are open and 
and Citations.) fuel is flowing properly. then fuel flow is correctly related 

Tile diagnosis was a clogged fuel i~ljector nozzle, to the pressure. HOWEVER, if something is blocked, the 
and he proceeded to remove all four, clea11 the111 and per- flow through that part decreases and tlie pressure increases. 
form a flow test. While one of the injectors had bee11 a little This causes all incorrect indication of high fuel flow when 
loose, nothing was obvious visually, a id  tlie tlow test was there is actually less fuel flowing to one or more cylinders. 
satisfactory. The subsequent takeoff wasnolmal, and so the The best (and least expensive) way to learn is tioin 
probleln seemed to be solved. the trials atid tribulatioil of others. I hope you find this use- 

More recently, a friend and his transition training ful. 
instructor experieiicedinomentary u~ter~nittent power losses, 
often after a stall series or slow flight. It was now winter, Wants Toe Brakes 
atid the initial thought was waterlice in the fuel. 

Draining several gallons from each side produced Arthur Whitmarsh, of Manliawkin, New Jersey, 
nothing but 100 LL, even after tlie drained he1 was warned asked about adding toe brakes to his Cherokee 160. The 
indoors to thaw any ice crystals. answer: 

With nothing else to go on, the consensus recom- 
mendatioii of the hanger flying associati011 was to replace Toe brakes are commo~ily added to early Chero- 
the electric fuel pu~iip. This was suggested because some- kees. Piper, in fact, offers a kit for the purpose. It is part 
one had once had a probleii? with a leaking diaphragm al- 756-897 (756-899 if you want toe brakes on each side.) 
lowiilg air into the fuel lines, causing a silnilar intermittent Many members have installed the kit, but otliers 
power loss. say that with a price in excess of $1,000 for the conversion, 

Finally, after the probleni occurred on a touch & the Johnson Bar works just tine for them. 
go, we had some clues! Tile rpln would oilly get up to 2.100 
at full throttle,and the fuel flow indicator needle waspegged New Source of Tail Leak 
at the high end of the dial. By Dave Doherty 

We brought tlie plane into Casey Aviation to llave 
the entire fuel delivery system opened up. We hoped to see One more note on the eternal Clierokee tail leak- 
ifthere were ally pieces of hose ofotherjuIlk floatillg around age problem, and it's one I haven't seen in print anywilere. .. 
the fuel distributor or injector nozzles, which might accouilt Last week. I vacuulned about a gallon and a half of 
for tlie intennittent power drop. water out of the rear carpets and the tail on lily PA-32 after 

Prior to disasse~nbling all the fuel lines, atl,orougll a series of heavy rains, and I vowed to tind the culprit(s). 
engine inspecti011 revealed that the alternate air door had I went to the airport at 10 p.m. during alieavy rain 
broken offits hinge a~ld was lying loose at the intake of the alld climbed into tlle airplane. I reinoved the rear seats and 
fuel injector servo regulator. pulled the hatch cover. Water was flowing back there, steruii- 

NOW, in llilldsigi~lt, the prob~enl was ,rile ing in aloiig the joints in the sheet metal that run dowi~ both 
loose door would randomly move around the front of the sides of the tail. 
injector intake, occasioilally blocking airflow and causiog The next moming, I retunied to the airplane. The 
loss of power. A few parts, a few ]lours, atld tile probleln tail section of the fuselage (maybe 8-1 0 feet long ill the PA- 
was gone. 32) is coniposed largely of two sheets of alu~iiiriu~ii. The 

The morals of this story are: lower sheet wraps around the upper sheet, creating a clian- 
(I)  That e~igine ru11 up to 2,000 rpni lias been proven 11" Ion each side wl~icli call trap water. 

to be a11 insufficient engine test. Our prefliglit checklist now Evidently, there was a seal between these sheets 
llas an additional iteln after tile normal 2,000 rpm lllag and that deteriorated with time. The trapped water was flowing 
prop checks: "Throttle to full power, verify rpln greater tlia~i into the fuselage along the seams. 
2,600 aid fuel flow LESS tlia~i 18 GPH". I don't luiow why the upper sheet didn't wind up 

(2) Clleck your alternate air door wlie~iever you on the outside of tliis sealii, which would liave eliminated 
liave the top cowl off. I a n  sure that ours must have been the problem. The PA-28 seems to be made the same way. 
Iia~iging by only a small part of the hinge for quite a while AAer clearling the area, I ran masking tape 118" 
before it broke offcompletely. Early detection would have above and below the seam 011 tlie exterior of the airplane, 
eliminated the lieart pounding excite~iie~it one experiences and ran a bead of clear RTV along the sea~n. I worked the 
when there is a power loss during takeoff? RTV with my frllgers to he sure it adhered and covered the 

(3) Know what tlie fuel flow gauge actually does, enfire sealn, the11 relnolred the tape. 
so that you know wl~at it really is telling you if you have a You would never know tlie RTV is there unless you 
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know to look for it, and I had a dry airplane after the next remains - short service life - around 25 bours in many cases. 
rain. I will let you know how it works in the long term. One possible solution covered by Light Plane Main- 

tenance involves substitution of other landing lights. T l~e  
Cutting Tire Maintenance Costs main landing light bulb - a 4509 - puts out 110,000 candle- 
By Terry Lee Rogers power. However, a 4595 lamp, a direct physical replacenlent 

- puts out only 60,000 candlepower, but it has a life expect- 
Preventative maintenance and careful ground op- aticy of 330 bours, rather thai 25 or so. 

erations are the best ways of cutting the cost of maintain- Both of these bulbs are 4.5 inch diaineter bulbs. If 
ing wheels and tires. your bulb is a 5.75 inch model, try a 4536. 

Contrary to what common sense might otherwise The replacement bulb, at discount. may cost more 
tell you, landing stress is not the major cause of tire failure. than tlie standard bulb (probably about 50 percent more). 
It is the heat buildup which occurs during lengthy groutid but tlie longer life more than makes up for the cost differen- 
handling. tial. 

Of course, be careful to keep tires accurately in- The big mb, of course, is that direct substitutio~~ of 
flated. This is the single best way to cut down the cost of these bulbs is not exactly legal. You will, to be legal, need 
tire replacemellt. Then, handle the plrtlie on the ground care- approval of your FAA GADO. LPM magazine suggests that 
fully; keep taxi speeds dowu, avoid unnecessary ground you should get little resistaice from tlie office, but, as many 
maneuvering and be gentle with the use of brakes. Unnec- of you are aware, that may depend upon whetlier your GAD0 
essary braking contributes enormously to the heat build up inspector has just had a cup of coffee or not. 
in tires and their early demise. Certailily avoid pivoting on 
one wheel. Control Column Universal Replacement a 

When flying, keep touchdown speed as low as Hassle 
possible. Be sure that your idle speed is not too high--this, 
too, will increase your landing roll out. For those owners whose control colu~nns seem a 

Preflight tires and wheels every time you fly, little loose, it could be the universal joint behind tlie panel. 
Cracks in wheels and elongated bolt holes are death on Unfortunately, replacement may be a real hassle, according 
wheels. Look for them and periodically retighten the through to member Gary Mogge. 
bolts in the wheels. Be careful not to scratcli wheel halves The universal joint is part number 62834-02 which 
when they are disassembled. is a common unit to fit all Hershey Bar wing PA-28 models. 

Avoid hard landings mid use full flap, full stall Unfortunately, it comes from the factory in a form which 
landings whenever possible. needs further alteration. 

Take care of your wheels a i d  tires and they will The universal was mated to the sprocket in early 
take care of you--and save you a bundle in the bargain, model planes with an AN-3-1 IA bolt, but in later serial nun- 

ber models, the bolt was replaced with a tapered pin. 
Source of Plane Documentation If your plane is an early model, you need to drill 

out the hole to fit the bolt, while if it is a later model, you 
Interested in the history of your aircraft? Getting need to use a drill and then a tapered reamer. Accordi~ig to 

background documentation is easier than you may think. Gary, tliat reamer is just about impossible to find out in tlie 
All you do is call (405) 686-213 1 or write the FAA field. 

Aircraft Records Section, P O Box 25082, OklahomaCity, In addition, the universal supplied to Gary would 
OK 73125. It costs $3 to get every document ever filed not have fit even if lie could have found the reamer in that 
with the FAA on any aircraft. the hole in the cud was off ceuter by 15 tliousatidtbs of an 

All the previous owners are listed and a copy of inch. 
every 337 ever done on the aircraft is included. It comes on If anyone has any suggestiolis on this operation, we 
microfiche - just trot down to tlie local library and their would be happy to hear from thern. 
machine will make a print of all the records. 

Plane Has A Cessna Engine 
Burned Up Over Burned Out Bulbs? 

Brad R. Kiiigma~i, of Akron, Ohio, was infoniied 
If you are upset over tlie short life a~id high cost of by his mechanic that tlie engine on 111s plane, a Lycotning O- 

landing light bulbs, join the crowd. Latiding lights are not 320-E2D, was tlie incorrect engine for liis plane. He won- 
designed for long life and most operators are not getting dered what to do. The auswer: 
m y  happy surprises from their bulbs in the field. 

The May issue of Light Plane Maintenance talks This situation, unfortunately, comes up occasio~i- 
about possible solutions. We have covered the possibility ally. I don't know whether some people are unaware that 
of shopping for a farn-tractor equivalent in past articles. engines which look alike are not necessarily tlie same or 
And although it ca i  save a little money, the real problem whether unscrupulous owners switch engines to save a buck 
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hoping no one will discover their deed. is available from Lycoming. It is part number 60297.10. 

To answer your first question, yes, your mechanic 
is right. That engine should be sitting in the front of aCessna. Some Additional Rechroming ideas 

However, it is possible to convert the engine to ax 
E3D by utilizing a Sensenich M74DM or 74DM6 propeller. Here are a some sources recommended by CPA 
Perhaps the conversion has been made on your plane but members for re-chroming: 
the paperwork was not completed. From Frank Elwell, of Nevada, comes a recom- 

According to the type certificate data sheet No, mendation for Chromal Plating Co., 1748 Workman St.,Los 
2A13, aCherokee 140 can have an E2A or a E3D engine. I Angeles, CA 9003 1 (213) 225-6121. He says the company 
am sending a copy of a 317 form which converts the E2D to has been around a long time and knows what it is doing. 
an E3D. The persoil to contact at this company is Robin Bokelman. 

You will note that additional changes are neces- Finally, an Alabama company reports it can do the 
saw, including replacement of the propeller flange hush- work. Patrick McCarty, of industrial Plating Co., P 0 Drawer 
ings, the accessory case (P/N 72506), Gear (PN 75072 and 2365, Anniston, AL 36202 (800-525-6408), wrote: 
the plunger (P/N 6 1544). "Our company can pre-grind, re-chrome and fin- 

The other alternative would be to try to find aused ish grind shxts. We are also an FAA certified repair station. 
or rebuilt engine from a 140. The conversioii would, of "If any members are interested in our services they 
course, he the most eco~lomical way to go. can call us at 800-525-6408." 

The price of re-chroming (about $ I00 to $200 per 
Questions On Leaning His Lycoming 0-540 leg) sure heats the price of about $800 for new pieces. 

But as member John Toale, of Coral Springs, 
I read the July issue on leaning the 0-540 engine Florida, suggested, do not dismiss the advantage of purchas- 

and have a few questions. I have attached a copy from the ing a unit from a salvage yard. He purchased a gear leg, in 
Piper owner's manual. It reads as follows: good condition without pits, for $50 from a source found in 

"If an optional exhaust gas temperature gauge is Trade-A-Plane. The low cost beat all re-plating companies 
installed, best power mixture may be more accurately set by a wide margin. 
by leaning to 125 F on the rich side of the peak tempera- 
ture. Know Your Fuel System 

"Best economy fuel flow may he set by leaning to By Al Snyder 
50 F on the lea11 side of peak temperature. Should the cur- 
rent AVCO Lycoming procedures conflict with the above Aircraft owners as a general rule don't understand 
leaning methods, the Lycoming procedure should be fol- how fuel is stored in their aircraft. In fact few pilots realize 
lowed." the weight of fuel is more than the structural weight of the 

We own two 1974 Cherokee 235's and put almost wing. 
2,500 hours on one engine using the 50 degree lean setting. A Cherokee 140-180 wing weighs l I0 pounds. but 
However the plane does not have much power at that set- the 25 gallons of fuel weighs 150 pounds. 
ting (75% power) when fully loaded. We average around The Cherokee wing includes, as astmctural inem- 
14.3 gallhour on the 50 degree lean setting. ber, a removable fuel tank. It is part of the airfoil skin sur- 

Would you please contact Lycoming and find out face portioned off with an internal three sided bulkhead 
if these are still their current leaning recommendations. which is sealed and riveted to the skin surface. This riveted 

Jim Richinoi~d tank is secured to the surrou~iding wing structure by screws 
El Cajon, CA 92020 into nutplates. Such is the basic Cherokee fuel tank. 

The Cherokee fuel tank is constructed of a skin of 
Dear Jim, ,040 2024-T3 Alclad (the basic structural fonn of aluini- 

1 contacted Michael E. Caldera, a field engineer tiurn used throughout the aircraft). It uses four hat section 
for Lycoming, who said the Piper recolnmendations are stiffeners, two top and two bottom, flush-riveted to the in- 
pretty close to what Lycoming recommends. side of the skin laterally. MS20426AD (dimpled head) riv- 

The Lycoming recommendation calls for alimita- ets are used because skin and stiffener are heat treated. 
tion of 150 degrees on the rich side of peak tor peak power, The bulkhead is 040 2024S0, a soft, non-heat- 
with an operation at peak EGT for best economy cruise. treated fonn of Alclad, 11 is hydro press fonned into a three 

Bothrecomn~eiidations assume the engine isoper- sided part with a flange aroound tlie edge. 
ated at 75 percent power or less and that the cylinder head The edge is sealed and riveted to the skin in a jig. 
temperature is monitored for any u~lusually high readings. MS20426A rivets (smooth head) are used because of the 

Eitherthe PiperorLyco~ningrecomnendationswill soft wing (it has a two degree twist from inboard to out- 
work well for you. The Lycorning suggestions are a hit more hoard). 
conservative than Piper's. uarious fitlings are sealed aid riveted to the ski11 

Incidentally, the Lycoming 0-540 Operators Manual and bulkhead. Filler neck, drain vent and drain plate on the 
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skin Vent fitting, sender boss, outlet fitting and rivnuts for late 68, so tlie probletn of leaking fuel tanks is still with us. 
the vent line on the bulkhead. Piper still recommends sloshing. Why I don't k~iow. 

It is important to widersta~d the different types of They no longer use it in production tanks. Tliere was even a 
rivets and where they are used. An AD rivet is heat-treated service bulletin about sloshing coming offtlie side ofa  tank. 
for strength and used in all structural altaclunents (skin, Tlie bulletin suggested clea~iing tlie tank and resealing. 
ribs, spars, etc.) An A rivet is used in non or semi-structural Sloshing never worked very well and did create a 
attacbtnents. It is not heat treated and is used in its original lot of problems. When repeated several times in tlie same 
soft condition. tatlk it plugged up the drain. Water then welit down stream 

Both rivets become work hardened (instant heat to the firewall quick drain 
treating) when riveting action is perfonlied with a rivet gun In rare occasions it plugged tlic outlet screen cut- 
and bucking bar. Since tlie bulkhead is in a half bard (SO) ting the luel k o n ~  that witig tank. 
condition an A rivet is used so that the rivet holes in the The better way is to have the tak taken apart, com- 
bulkhead will not be enlarged. pletely disassembled, cleaned to bare metal atid resealed with 

Some backgrouiid on the tank design tnay be help- a gas-proof sealer. It's more expensive initially, but it is 
ful for the owner to u~iderstmid why tanks are not inter- cheaper and safer in the long run 
cliangeable from one wing to another. How do you tell wliat sealer your tank has'! Look in 

During the original design of the Cherokee tlie the tank, through the filler neck - use a flashlight of course, 
production of the wing had to be considered, Tlie question and check the color of the sealer. 
of titting the tauk to the wing or the wing to the tank had to Light grey covered with slosliing is the old sealer. 
be decided. Dark brown on clean bright metal means the gas-p~oof sealer. 

It was decided to build tlie wing as four subassem- If it's the old sealer, getting the talk resealed is the 
blies: (1) spar with rear skins, ribs, rear spar from butt to only way to really solve the leak probletn and the loss of 
tip, (2) inboard canted skin, gear box and ribs, (3) outboard expensive fuel. 
two L.E. skins and ribs, and (4) tlie t a k .  These four suhas- If you have gas-proof sealer and have alealung rivet 
sernblies were to be mated in a master jig. on a stiffener, it can be fixed with a cl~erry rivet and sealer 

Since the tank wouldn't be removed very often without removing tlie tank. If the leak is ofthe back of tlie 
and in light of the costs of manufacture, tlie most logical tank or along the outboard lower edge, it can be one or both 
decision was to build the wing and fit the tank affer tlie oftwo things: either tlie sender unil is le,aking (rarely a crack 
other tliree subasse~nblies were secured. in the bulkliead below the sender) or the vent line hoses have 

This meant the tank would be built oversized and cracked. 
the11 fitted to the wing by trimming and filing until it fit the Both problems will require removing the tank to 
opening. perfonn service. Servicing the sender unit will be covered 

Tlien four drill straps were aligned to the edges of later. 
the tank for the 70 screws to secure the tank. These drill A rusty filler ~ieck occurs due to lack of service. 1C 
straps weren't interconnected because the tank opening it's just surface rust with no pitting, wire brushing and 
wasn't constant. Production tolerance it's called. chromating when ueeded (once or twice a year) will save 

At Skycraft we have noticed as much as 114 inch you a heap of money. 
difference in width of the tank Tliat meals the holes don't Ifit is badly n~sted and pitted you mn a good chance 
line up if you try to install another tank from another wing. of getting water - lots of water - in the talk. 
If you elongate the screw holes you're compro~nising the The filler neck cat1 only be replaced froni the 111- 

structural strength of the wing. side. This requires opening tlie bottom side of the lank, re- 
T l~e  only way is to get a new tank, wliicli is blank moving the neck wid resealing and riveting in a new stain- 

mid oversize, trim the tank to fit the opeoitig in tlie wing, less neck, Tlie necks are only available from Piper. 
then make a transfer template to pick up the original hole Occasioaally we liave foimd fatigue cracks in tile 
pattern. This is the only way to maintain the structural in- bulkhead lower edge in the f la~ge  radius. It can be repaired 
tegrity of the wing. witliout taking the tank apart 

Why the problem with leaking Cherokee tanks? Sender miits are no longer available, but we've 
Taken on the whole it's a maintenance problem with all found they are very durable. If you have one that is not work- 
aircraft, not just Piper. ing quite rigbt try this (we assume the tank has been re- 

At tlie time the Cherokee was first designed the moved of course): 
sealer in vogue was gas resistant, but not gas proof This Remove the sender from the tank, clean the base of 
lead to overcoating tlie sealer with a slosliing compound the sender and tank with acetone or thinner, mix a little etcli 
that would keep the fuel from co~itacting the sealer. with water (1 :4), pour the solution in the cup that liouses the 

Piper sloshed all the tanks until sornetime in late rheostat and contact, swish the sender anii to extremes about 
1968. Then they changed the sealer to a gas proof type twenty times, flush tlie unit liberally with water, and finally 
which didn't require sloshing. Since then Piper has had very check on a continuity meter for smooth operation between 3 
little problem. But most ofthe Cherokees were built before and 20 Ohms (Stewart-Warner), or I to 20 Ohms (AC). 
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The latest 1111its are sealed and can't be worked on. Use the #45 drill bit to debuir ID anda file ibr OD. 

Buy new. Use the #I2 to drill up tile broken fitting in tile tank 318 
On the AC models tigliteri the inner nut. On t11e S-  inch. 

W's use a 10132 rivllut puller to tighten the screwnut--gen- Apply a tliiri coat ofepoxy to tile upper 318 incli of 
tly. Also clieck the float. If it is worn replace or shin1 i t  up, tubing. Insert in the fitting, rotate abit, and alipi witli scarfed 

Put the end ofthe float wire in a vise and flatten. It edge fo~ward. 
will keep the washer and float from cotning o f a ~ i d  costing Hold in place with a piece of tape till the epoxy 
a couple hulrdred dollars to remove the tank just to replace sets; then remove the tape. It lakes maybe half hour at tlie 
tlle float. ~nost.  Screws are another problem. Maiiy of the stainless 

Lastly, remember that the reas011 for re~novilig the kits include screws for the tanks but are not stnic,tiiral. How 
sender was that it leaked. Reinstall it wit11 a fuel-proofsealer. do you identify these screws'! 

Check tile vent system. Install new hoses while the First there are 70 in each tauk, 40 short and 30 
tank is out. Blow out tlie tube. Insects love to call it home, long. Look for a small 'C' staiiiped in tlie bead. It's the 
Also the vent drain. stainless identification. 

Open the rear hole to #45 (.082). A thick coat of Tlre call out for the screws are MS27039C0809 for 
paint may close the smaller hole. This is one of two vent sbort arid MS27039C0812 for the long. Tlie steel cad plated 
systetns. The other is in the filler cap. Check i t  too. screws carry the sariie number minus the C. 

It's a good time to remove tlie nipple atid screen at All of these screws have an uotlveaded slia~lk so 
this time. Clean and inspect both. Sometimes the screen is that the threads are never bearing on tlie sides of tlie hole. A 
partially clogged or ever1 broken. It's one of three screens in macliine screw is threaded to tlle liead. OK for non-load 
the fuel system. The other two are a finer screen in the bearitigattachtilentslike i~lspectionplates,etc. Kitsfor~nost 
tirewall drain and a very fine screen at tlie carburetor inlet. of the above fixes are available from SKYCRAFT CORP. 
llse a fuel-proof sealer on the third and more threads. 603-9(6-1450 

Sometimes tlie quick drain plate is cracked or leaks 
around the outer edge. It call be tixed without retiloving the FAA Might Approve Cessna Engine 
tank. 

Fly the fuel to a low level and then drain the rest. Recently we ran wi article about a member wlio 
Remove paint from the raised section ofthe plate and clieck found he liad a Cessna engine i~lstalled in 111s plalie. 'Tl~is is 
with a 10 power glass. If cracked it will have to be replaced a probleni wl~ich is apparently not unique - we liave re- 
so order one from your Piper dealer, the part ~ i u ~ n b e r  is ceived several such reports. 
62033-00. Tlie problerii usually surfaces wlieii ail eagle-eyed 

To renlove the plate, tirst remove tlie QD, then drill inspector refuses to retuni a plane to service after an ill- 
out the eight rivets using a#3O drill. Be careful not to toucli spection. Tlie pla~re is tlien grounded until someonc thinks 
the scl-een inside. up a solutio~l. 

If using the same plate rea~ii the eight holes with a One me~nber, Gus Dreyl~aupt, of Princetoti, New 
#27 drill. Mark positiori. Use a sbal-pscraper blade and ham- Jersey, discovered lie had tlie satlle situation. His solutioii - 
~ n e r  to pry off the plate. If replacing the plate remove it. call tlie FAA. 
Position a new plate wit11 couple of clecos, mark the posi- "They se~lt an i~ispector dowii to look it over," he 
t i o ~ ~ ,  open all eightholes wit11 #27 drill and remove it. said. "Our plane liad been flying wit11 that engine ibr i i  

Clea~i tlle skin and plate to bare metal. Wipe the years and, based on tlie fact tllat i t  was working perfectly. 
plate, ski11 a i d  rivets witli thinner. the illspector granted us a 337 for a onelinie npplicatioil. 

You'll need eight CR3243-4-03 cherry blind riv- The 337 stays with the plane and it is legal." 
ets. Mix a small a ~ n o u ~ ~ t  of PRC 1422 sealer. Using a11 acid Dreyliaupt says the oi~ly difference betweeii the 
brush cut to 318 inch, coat liberally the body a ~ d  stem ofall engines is the propeller flange - one is desi~:iied to he ;ibli: 
eight rivets. to acco~ii~i~odate a constai~t speed propeller, and one is not. 

Coat the flat side of the plate to within 112 inch of Unfo~tonately, not all FAA field offices have the 
celiter. Position a cleco coated plate to mark on tlie skill. same procedures arid whetller to approve wl i~istallatio~i or 
Insert rivets and pull till stem breaks. Clea~i excess arou~id not is pretty much at the discretion of the i~idividn;il exalli- 
plate a id  inside liole with tliioner. Wait overnight before iner. But when all else fails, perliaps it is time to call tire 
installing QD and fueli~rg. FAA for help. 

Another easy fix which has been costly is tlie vent 
drain -the little tube that protrudes out of the bottom, out- Another Example of Overzealous 
bound, at conier of the tatik. It is easily broken. 

It too call be fixed witliout rernovil~g the talk.  Se- 1 received a relepllone call from a inember with a 

cure a sectioll of alulninmn 3/16 inch OD x .22 illcll wall 1976 Arrow and a ~ilajor lieadache. It seeriis he took his 

tubing 1 518" lol~g and a dab of epoxy glue for materials. A plalle in for all aallua1 a i d  ttle AI refuses to retun1 the plalle 

fine file. 1112 and #45 drill bits aud a dl-ill. to service u~itil all of tlie oil, fuel a ~ i d  hydraulic lilies on the 
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plane axe replaced. Since West Palm Beach is avery short distance from 

The problem is that the plane bas 3,000 hours in Vero Beach, I flew to Piper Aircraft to talk to their Engi- 
service and still sports the original hoses. Novi I am not neers. The Engineer said that the problem occurs when the 
saying that is a good idea - we have covered in the past the pulley on the alternator wears down. 
fact t h a t  Piperrecommends replacing hoses after they have The pulley is aluminum and the flywheel and idler 
acqui red  1.000 hours in service. are steel. When the pulley wears down the belt hits the hot- 

T l ~ e  problem is, however, that by requiring replace- tom and rolls over. He said the helt should never touch the 
merit o f  all  hoses at once, the A1 is creating two problems: bottom of the pulley, if the belt touches the bottom, the pul- 
high c o s t  and lengthy down time. ley must be replaced. 

The member was quoted a price of about $2,000 So, 'heck to he sure that the belt is being held up at 
to r ep l ace  every hose and fitting on the plane, and that price the top of the pulley by the neck and that the "V" on the helt 
does not  include labor. is suspended from the neck and not touching the bottom of 

Inaddition, many of these items are not currently the yoove. 
being s tocked  by anyone, so the plane will have to be Blowing fuses was another problem. 
gounded until new ones are manufactured. First, the mechanic found agrounded out wire com- 

And although the member tried to get another A1 ing from the compressor. But, it still would blow a fuse after 
to look at the plane and render an opinion, the second A1 a few cycles. 
was hesitant at reviewing the work of another AI. The FAA We solved that by putting the fanon it's own switch. 
position - these people have discretion so they can use it - Now, I can run the fan without turning on the air condi- 
the FAA will not second guess their decisions. tioner. Plus it stops the power surge when the system is tuned 

on. 
power Upgrade Woe With Cherokee 140 I haven't had aprohlem with the air conditioner for 

a year and a half. I use it all the time here in South Florida 
Jim Ragazzo, ofTrenton, New Jersey, asked about and it feels great! 

converting a11 engine to 160 horsepower. The answer: 
Alternator Belt Solutions 

The Cherokee 140 is converted to 160 horsepower By Jim Orosz 
by using new pistons and cylinders which substantially 
changes the compression ratio. The new engine must uti- I purchased a 1973 PA-28-200 Arrow, N16362. 
lize 100 LL fuel (not 80). about four years ago. It came with factory installed air con- 

There is a conversion available. New England Pro- ditioning. I too wanted to pick up some more useful load, so 
pelter sells the papenvork for the conversion for under $300. at the first annual I had the air conditioning colnpressor and 
This allows the engine to he converted to the higher horse- related parts removed. 
power. My first reaction was disappointnlent at the modest 

However, there is one caveat Piper used two en- 35-40 pound gain in useful load, but then the fun began. 
gines in the Cherokee 140. Early models, up to 1971, uti- Within three hours of the annual I noticed a half 
lized a 0-320-E2A engine, while 1972 and later models twist in the narrow alternator V belt. A new belt was in- 
utilized a 0-320-E3D. The conversion works only on the stalled (which requires pulling the prop in the Arrow). 
earlier models. Guess what? Within two hours the half twist was 

Anyone interested in changing their early model hack, in spite of a brmd new helt. 
140 to a 150 horsepower engine should contact U. S. Pro- Over the next six weeks I went through two more 
peller Service, P O  Box 41 5, East Haddam, CT 06423 (800) belt changes, pulley alignment, bracket adjustments and tluee 
873-2388. A & P's, all to no avail. Within a few hours of correction, the 

The engine conversion does not change the pay- half twist would reappear which of course would accelerate 
load characteristics of the plane. belt wear tremendously. 

After telling my tale of woe to all how would lis- 
ten, I ran across a grizzled former Piper service chief. I no 

Solved Problems With Air Conditioner sooner said "twisted alternator V belt" then he said, "Let me 
BY Tom Messina guess, you had your air conditioning compressor removed, 

right?' 
The previous owner ofmy Cherokee had removed Yup. That's the problem. The solution? Either re- 

the air conditioner. When I purchased it, I requested the air place the flywheel to accommodate a larger belt (very ex- 
conditioner he reinstalled. pensive) or hang the AIC compressor hack on its bracket. I 

For the first couple of years the system worked chose the latter and have not had a another probleln with the 
fine. Then it just started to ''eat'' alternator belts. 1 tried all helt since. Evidently removing the compressor altered the 
kinds of things to fix it. 1 was about to give up when my bracket stress enough to set up a vibration or torque that 
mechanic suggested that 1 ask Piper! caused the belt to continually twist. 
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Lycoming 0-320: A Great Engine 

By Terry Lee Rogers 

T he Lycoming 0-320--the engine found in the Chero An early AD, 63-23-02, covered guide wear in en- 
kee 140 and Warriormodels, isone ofaviation's most gines with 7116 inch diameter valve stems. Lycoming also 
beloved power plants. It is one powerplant which has issued a service bulletin, No. 293, which prescribed a 

a good service record (except in the ill-fated 0-320-H ver- "wobble" test to check for valve guide wear. 
sion used in some Cessna products). This would be a major AD but for the fact that 

It is used in so many Piper models that I thougllt it nearly every engine affected has since had tlie valves re- 
would be nice to take a little closer look at the engine this placed with 112 inch valves. Nonetheless, it is possible that 
month. an engitle may still exist which has never had the valves 

First of all, let's define the engine. The 0-320 is a replaced. 
family of engines with approximately 20 differelit Certainly, such an engine should riot be flown at all and 
tions. The " 0  in tlie designation meals that the engine has should have the engine rebuilt immediately. 
opposed cylinders (as do nearly all current general aviation AD 73-23-01 applied to the -DlF and -D2A vari- 
models) and the 320 designates it as a 320 cubic-inch ell- ants (Cherokee 160) and required magnetic pa~ticle inspec- 
gine. tioo of piston pins within 50 hours. The piston pin in ques- 

The design originated in 1953 as little more than a tion, PLN 69650. has been superseded, but some are still in 
bored out 0-290 with hydraulic lifters. And it turned out to the field. 
be one of Lycoming's brighter ideas. Nearly 60,000 have AD 75-08-09 required replacement of old-style 
been produced over the years, not including fuel-illjected Woodruff-key oil pump impellers with a new style impeller 
versions. It has been one heck of a success. using a flat-side drive. 

The basic model is the 0-320-AIA used in such But that AD did not solve the problem ofoil potlip 
planes as the Tri Pacer and the Apache. It was configured failures ill Lycomillgs. LycoITIilig continued to manufacture 
for a controllable-pitch propeller and had a 5.125 inch bore ioipellers with "sintered-iron" construction, and they coil- 
and a 3.875 inch stroke. It used Bendix magnetos and had a tinued to malfunction. So ... 
compression ration of 7: 1 AD 8 1-1 8-04 called for replacement of all sintered- 

Now, let's examine the variations of this engine iron itnpellers with hardened steel varieties. l'he replace- 
which are used in Cherokee model aircraft. melit was to be made at overhaul or at anytime that the 

The 0-320.A28 was used in t l~e  original Cherokee accessory case was off, but in no case was the life of tlie 
150. It was tlie sane as tlie -Al A, but had a straight riser in sintered-iron ilnpeller to exceed 2,000 hours. 
the oil sump. There is one tiiajor problem with this AD. 

The 0-320-828 was used in the Cherokee 160. It Lycoming did not keep records sliowing which engini?s liad 
was the same as the AI A except it had 8.5: 1 compression sintered iron impellers ruld wliicli received another oil pump 

ratio pistons, and had a straight riser in the oil sump. configuratio~i which had a hardened steel driving gear and 
The 0-320-D2A, used in some later model I6O9s, an alumilium drivel1 gear. 

had the higher compression pistons, used 318-inch attacli- This combination has not presented aprohle~n, but 
ing bolts, and used a "Dynafocal" engine mount. if you own a plane with a pre-1982 engine, you have a tlif- 

The 0-320-E2A, used in the 140, had the Dynafocal ficult problenl if you decide to bust TBOunless you KNOW 
engine mounts, and 318 inch mounting bolts. It also used for sure that your plane has the :rilworthy ptunp configura- 
the 7: 1 compression pistons. tion. 

The 0-320-E3D, used in the Warrior, had 318 inch And finally, AD 87-10-06 calls for inspection of 
bolts, the 7: 1 compression pistons, the 0-235 lllaill bearings tlie rocker amis on a11 engines ~nat~ufactured between July 
and Slick magnetos instead of Bendix. 1, 1985 arid October 8. 1986 (or rebuilt during that period 

using Lycoming part nutnber LW- 18790 rocker arms). 

There have been so~ne AD'S against the etigitie over Despite the AD'S, the 0-320 has prove11 remark- 
the years, but nlost apply to the H series cessna variant. able trouble-free in service. Many meclia~iics. in fact, refer 
Some others, however, apply to versions used in Pipers. to it as a blllletproof ellgille. 
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This applies especially to the bottom end. The 0- one with the piston, or it will stick closed atid a bent push- 

320 bearings, rods a i d  cratlkshaft rarely if ever give trouble rod will occur. Ofleu, the sticking will occur after the en- 
during a THO run or tliereaffer. gine is shut down so it will not become apparelit until tlie 

The top end, too, is reliable, but, like niany other next time the eligi~ie is turned over. 
1,ycotiiing engines, it has been known to suffer from valve- If the valve guide clearance is too great, the engine 
stickiog. develops two problems - the engine uses too much oil and 

valve stickiiig or breakage is a problem because the heat 
Valve Slicking transfer from the hot valve stem is reduced by lack of con- 

tact. 
If the 0-320 has an Achilles lieel it is the problem Or when your mechanic checks your valves using 

oi' sticking valves. So let's take a few riiinutes out from the wobble test (Service Bulletin 388A), if he finds the fit 
praising this engine, to studying this potential problern. For too tight, the guides must be reamed and then honed (Ser- 
those ofyou whoowliplanes with other Lycoming engines. vice lnstructio~~s 1200 and 1425). Service Instruction 1425 
please pay attention, too. TIiis lnay affect you. provides a procedure for performing the job without remov- 

Valve stickilig has been a proble~ii with certain ing the heads from the engine. 
Lycorning engines for years. The company lias addressed 
valve sticking with a large number of Service Bulletins: Other Service Information 
No. 274 in 1960. 289 in 1962,388 in 1975,419 in 1978. 
'The problem has also been addressed in Service I.etterL197 111 addition to the infommatio~i on valve guide re- 
in 1982, Service Instnrction 1425 i n  1983 and Service Let- conditioning, Lycoliiing has published a number of addi- 
ter L205 in 1984. tio~ial service letters, service instructions and service bulle- 

Tlie problem occurs because of close tolerances tins on the 0-320 engine. Among others, they include: 
between valves a ~ i d  valve guides in aircraft engines. There SB 456 & 385 - Discuss the oil pump problems. 
is no consensus as to why the problem occurs [nore fte- SB 466 - Concerns inspection of oil filter adapters 
quently with Lycoming engines tha11 with co~iti~iental en- manufactured prior to 1983. 
gines. One suggested cause may be the use ofsodiuni filled SB 240 - Discusses parts which should be replaced 
valves in Lycoming engines. at the time of engine overhaul 

Lycoming lias developed a"wobble test" to deter- SI 1136A - Discusses half-inch valve retrofit. 
mioe whether the valve guides are too carboned up and SI 1418 - Describes a procedure of usirlg walnut 
need to be reanled out. And although not everyone knows shells to blast-clea~i lead deposits tio111 conibustion chain- 
i t ,  the "wobble test" is considered ~iia~idatory by Lycorning hers. 
at the lialf TBO point. SI 1247B - Talks about Teflon hoses as replace- 

The test itself is pretty simple a i d  can be accom- ments for oil and fuel hoses. 
plished quickly, allhough it does require a special tool - Sl 1037J - Describes the proper pistons, rings and 
1,ycoming tool ST-7 I. The rocker covers and rockers are valves for Lycoliiing engi~les. 
first removed from the engine. Then the procedures speci- SI 1218A - Discusses integral-gear and camshaft 
fied in Service Bulletin 388A are performed. compatibility (including appropriate part numbers). 

Basically, the mechanic then wiggles the valve SI 13 19A - E l k s  about installation of a11 external 
stel~i back and forth and measures the movement with a oil filter. 
feeler or a dial i~idicator. if the valve wobbles too much, SI 12678 - Discusses problems with pistol1 plugs. 
tlie engine is sufferiiig from won1 valve guides. Too little SI 1255, 1316A & 1423 - Discusses the oil cooler 
wobble means that the guides are filled with variiish or car- bypass valve. 
bon and are likely to stick. They will have to be reamed out SI l172C - Discusses installation of an adjustable 
to the proper dimension oil pressure relief valve. 

One reason given for the preponderance of the S1 1409A - Permits the use of LW-16702 oil addi- 
problem among Lycoming e~igines concenls tlie sodium- tive to l~elp  reduce wear. 
filled valves. Lycoming uses these valves to achieve better SI 10981) - Discusses propeller indexing to the 
valve cooling. crankshaft flange. 

But the result is that the sodium transfers a large SI l256D - Discusses appropriate valve guides for 
amount of heat from tlie head to the stem very quickly. installation. 
l'liis heat transfer causes tlie nickel-alloy stem to expalid. SL L210 - Discusses the probleni of hard starring. 
If the cleara~ice is loo low at low-temperatures, it is re- SL L- 197 - Discusses preventive maintenance pro- 
duced even further wben the engine is hot a i d  sticking be- cedures. 
comes likely. 

Add some vaniish or some carboll iii the valve Any of these publications can be ordered from Avco 
guide and tlie problem is even worse. Lycoming 625 Oliver St., Williamsport, PA 1770 1. While 

Eventually, a valve will stick open and become you are ordering, you might want to purchase tlie overhaul 
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manual for your engine PIN 60294-7-4, which costs about 
$40. A complete collection of service bulletins is $45. Third Window & 180 hp Conversions 

Caring For Your Engine John Engle, of Mesa, Arizona, asked about a fea- 
tured Piper ofthe Month - aCherokee 140 owlied by Robert 

Proper maintenance and good operator technique Harris of Redwood City, California, wl~icli had a 180 l~orsc- 
will increase the usefill life of your 0-320 engine adgreat ly  power engine mid a "third window" conversion. His rcply: 
increase the likelihood of reaching or surpassing TBO. 

As we stated, valve sticking is the engine's major I put your questions to Robert Harris, and lie all- 
problem and it has gotten a good deal worse since the near swered as follows: 
elimination of 80 octane fuel. The extra lead in I00 LL is 
enough to exacerbate the situation. Use of unleaded auto The third window modification was obtained at 
fuel or tlie use of TCP fuel additive is a big help. lshanAircraft,4300 PalosVerdes. Valley Center, KS 57147 

Chaigi~ig oil often will lielp eliminate deposits. (800-899-2707). Parts are available from your Piper dealer 
Certainly, changing oil and filters at least every 50 hours and it takes about a day to install. 
will keep the oil cleai and cut down on the problem Isliani supplies full-size blue prints, side windows. 

Leaning the engine is extremely important. The and instnlctions. Tlie cost was around S 300.00 last year. 
engine should be leaned anytime it is putting out less than The wit~dow modification was cosmetic but im- 
75 percent power. This includes the time spent on the taxi proves visibility. 1 have a Dalliiatia~~ wliich flies witli me 
way, during run up, in cruise climb, and descent. frequently a ~ d  he enjoys looking out t l~e  third window:~s he 

In fact, you sliould probably be leaiing your en- sits it] tlie back. 
gine at all times except wl~en takeoffpower is applied. (Don't But if the third window installation was cosliietic 
overdo the leaning, however. An over lean engine will tend the 180-horsepower engine wit11 constant-speed propeller 
to rut1 hot atid you may end up burning the valves). was useful. 

And pay attention to tlie engine - it often provides My original 140 horsepower engine tiad about 3.400 
early warnings which will tip you offto a developing prob- hours on it so I was considering a 160 liorsepower engine 
len?. when I leart~ed about the Avcon conversion kit, wliich ill- 

One such sign is know1 as morning sickness. The cluded a consla~it-speed propeller. 
engine will run rough after tlie first st,m up of the day, hut I purchased tlie kit from and had it installed by 
will sniooth out after the engine has had a chance to w m  Wildcat, 2121 S. Wildcat Way. Poterville, CA 93257 (209- 
up. This is a warning of imminent valve sticking. 784-9440). 

Another sign occurs in the air. Generally, the pilot Installation took about a week aud cost Sl2,000.00 
enters a descent for landing a i d  suddenly the engine will in 1980. 1 felt it was a good investment si~ice I liad no inten- 
begin to misfire aud shake. T l ~ e  problem may persist or it tions of ever selling 111y plane. 
!nay suddenly vanish. The most dramatic change that 1 noticed since tlie 

Do not ignore either sign or assume that tile prob- new engine was installed was a rate ofclitiib of about 1.200 
lem cleared itself and will go away. Instead, inspect puslxod feet per minute sea level. 
tubes for any bending (a sign the valve liad tried to stick Tlie top speed is 150 miles per hour and service 
shut) and confer w ~ t h  your niechanic immediately. A stuck ceiling is 18,000 feet. I uow liave 420 l~ours on the engine 
valve could get to be PI-etty expensive and you would be and it has not liad any probleriis. 
wise to become alerted to the problem early. I talked to Han-y Dellicar. owner of Del-Air last 

A I I ~  one final bit of advice. If you wait  your en- week and he said that lie has perfonned about 200 180 hol-se- 
gine to achieve or surpass TBO, the main ingredient neces- power conversions in tlie last 20 years on Cessna 172's and 
sary is exercise. Experience l~as  slrown that an engine run Cherokee 140's. Tile current cost varies to a ~iiaxirnn~ii of 
regularly is likely to make TBO while e ~ ~ g i ~ i e s  which sit S22.000.00. 
regularly a i d  fly inti.equently rarely do. Inactive engines In the past ten years I have tlowt~ out of FlaggstaE, 
are generally those you see listed in airplane ads which show Arizona and Lake Tahoe. Nevada witli a nonnal load and n 
such things as 1,500 hours TT, 300 SMOH, 25 STOH. to the a~nazetnent of onlookers familiar with the Cherokee 

Lycoming bases its TBO recotnmendations on the 140 an unbelievable rate of climb. 
assumption that an engine will tly at least 15 hours each I have been really pleased with the perfor~iiai~ce of 
month. Tlie company also reconmiends that any engine he the engine modification and think it %:as a wise investment. 
specially prepared for storage if it is to be left sitting for 30 
days or more. Airplm~es which fly infrequently simply do Nosewheel Shimmy 
not last as long as p l a ~ ~ e s  wliich are t l o w ~ .  By Gary M. Howland 

About a year ago I wrote to ask about tives tor 
shlmmy ~n the nose wheel of my Cherokee Based on you1 
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letter and the several suggestions in Hints and Tips I tried as primary i~~strument replacements a ~ d  that co~nply with 
replacing the bushings in the nose wheel scissors, bolts were this Airworthiness Directive. They provide digital tneasure- 
OK and not replaced. ment of bus voltage to 1110 of a volt and battery charging 

I also replaced the pin at the top of the strut going and discharging curreuts to I l l0  of an amp. All units replace 
tlirouglr the steering ann with a slightly larger one. These a 2 114 inch gauge. 
solved the shimmy problem and it has not recurred. The voltlamp instrument, plus external mowiting 

Earlier 1 had also tried a new shimmy damper, but shunt. sells for $233 
it didn't solve the problem, so we put the old one back on. For information contact Electronics International, 
I don't know which of the two fixes: the pin or scissors 5289 NE Elam Young Parkway, #G200, Hillsboro. OR 
bushings actually solved the problem, but suspect it was 97124-6490 (503) 640-9797. 
tile scissors bushi~~gs as the pin had only ,005 wear and 
thus the replacement pin was ouly that much larger. Some Interior Plastic Available 

Auto Fuel Ready For Cherokee 180 One of the items we get a lot of requests for are 
plastic interior parts - you know, those cracked and stained 

Recently we pointed out that auto fuel was not moldings that go around the windows and windshield. 
permitted in the Cherokee 180, but that Petersen Aviation These parts are made of ABS plmtic and are one of 
was working on a11 STC. the first items to begin looking tawdry in the cockpit of your 

Well, for all those who have been waiting, the STC. plane. 
is now approved (I99 1) -a t  least for planes with serial num- They are also hard to find. Well, we have a source 
bers 28- 1761 and up. Earliern~odelsrequire extensive mob-  of some of the parts. It is Kiuzie Industries. P 0 Box 847. 
fication of tlie airplane cowliug 'and muffler system. Alva, OK 73717 (405) 327-1565 (Fax 405-327-0526). 

The STC for later models requires chatiges to the Kinzie specializes in interior plastic parts. They 
fuel systeln. The electric fuel pump is discarded aud re- advertise that their plastic is thicker than original. All of the 
placed by two newly designed pumps. Tlie fuel system for- plastic can be painted, if necessary, to maintain your inte- 
ward of the firewall must also be rebuilt. rior scheme. 

I~lstallation requires that the plane have a 318 inch What is available? Some examples - for tlie PA-28 
fuel liue from the right fuel tank. The company says the models, windshield top pieces are $28 each while side bows 
i ~ ~ s t a l l a t i o ~ ~  takes about four hours. are $30 each. Window posts are $32 while the cover is $37.50 

The price of tlre kit is $420. including the pumps, each. Rear window frame is $1 I0 while the center frame is 
plumbing, placards, STCs aud instructions. $88. 

If your p l a ~ e  has composite floats. they should be Window frames are not currently available for the 
replaced with metal floats, although this is tlot a require- PA-32 models. Tlie ceuter pedestal, however is $80 aud the 
meut for the STC. To detenniue wllether your plane has flap handle cover is $45. 
~netal floats, check the data plate attached to the carbwe- This is about all that is available for Pipers at the 
tor. AII " M F  stamped or etched in tlie plate means ametal momeut (more is available for Braud C or for helicopters if 
float has been installed. The compaly is suggesting deliv- you have one at home). However, l n z i e  has a p l a ~  for ev- 
ery dates of from six to eight weeks after placing an order. eryone else, too. 

For more intionnatiolr corltact Petersen Aviation, If you need a p,m wliict~ is not offered, and have a 
Route I ,  Box 18. Minden, NE 68959 (308-237-9338). fairly representative sanple, you c a l  send it to l ~ i z i e  to use 

as a sample for additional tooling (obviously, it would have 
Ammeter Mod For Piper AD to be in at least good enough condition to accomplish this.! 

Kinzie would theo sell you a new part at a 40.per 
AII STC'd anmeter mod meets the requirelnents cent discouut (price quotes would be given in advauce!, 

of the AD requiriug ammeter replaceme~lt on matiy Piper So for anyone with bad ABS plastic in their interi- 
~iiodels. accorditlg to Electrot~ics lotenlational. Inc. ors (just about everyone), you might want to get tlie Kinzie 

The company reports that some Piper models were catalog. Coulbl't hurt. 
~l~adverte~itly omitted from the list i n  the August 1986 AD. 
Kot listed. but ir~cluded in tlie AD were PA-28-180 models Some Ideas On Engine Miss 
w t l ~  serial ~iombers 28-3378 tlirough 28-75052.59 ;u~d  se- by Torello Tacchi 
rial  number 28-E 13. 

AD 86-17-0 1 requires removal of iutemal-slitu~ted A member rece~itlv mote about uitennittent !miss 
:iinmeters ,u~d replaceiiiet~t with an extenial-shunted ~iiodel, in his 180. Here are some suggestions. 
The Piper replacement kit. according to Piper custonler ser- My 140 Cruiser liad a similar dilemma. (Before I 
vice. Ihns bee11 back-ordered for several ~nont l~s .  go ally further - it  was not auto gas, it rulls better 011 auto 

Electronics lnten~atiol~al mruiufactures a line of gas.) My Iudial has been nuu i i~~g  well silicr 1 rebuilt flie 
digital voltlamp instruments that have bee11 FAA appro\.rd e ~ i g i ~ ~ e  after spendi~~g $2.500 at a local A&P Ho\ve\:er. I 
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noticed I had to reset my throttle more than once while re- likely we would have used the wrong linings. 
turning from a short hip. This happened mofe than several I still do not fully understand: 
times. (1) What different kinds of linings are available? 

Occasionally there was an intermittent miss, but I (2) How are they rated: hard or son? Metalized 
attributed that to not leaning enough and "loading up" the and non-metalized? Asbestos and non-asbestos? 
spark plug. (3) When is each kind of lining to be used? 

Well when inspection time came I found the cul- Please set us shaight on this missing aspect of lin- 
prit. Before I disclose the problem, I'll also add that I had ing replacement or tell us where to find the data. 
erratic fuel consumption varying from 7.5 gph to 12 gph. George Till 

It huned out the bottom ofthe carburetor was loose, Portland, OR 97220 
the bowl dancing around and the gasket nearly destroyed. 
Afier dismantling and inspecting the "mixer" (carburetor to The story is that there is only one brake lining avail- 
you airplane buffs) I also found the float bowl to be too able for your plane - sort of. But let me try to clear up the 
high. situation involving brake linings today. 

The Al reset the aircraft, but after 75 or so hours A few years ago you purchased brake linings and 
passed, another dilemma. This time I went to restart and the got either asbestos or metallic linings. If you bought asbes- 
left magneto (with impulse) was dead. So I taxied back and tos, you got either heavy duty or regular. 
parked it. But then, the environmental protectiol~ agency de- 

I thought I had loaded it when it became hard to creed that both asbestos and lead would be eliminated from 
start, but it was really a dead mag. brakes on airplanes as well as cars. The end result - although 

So off with the magneto (another FAA approved you had a choice a few years ago, today there is none. 
dinosaur) and found the following. Before I describe the The brake linings you buy today are a composite 
problem, this magneto had to be reset in the last annual and mixture made without asbestos and, because asbestos is com- 
is also the magneto that had been reworked in my $2,500 paratively cheap, the new linings are more expensive. 
repair job. Also, according to Roger Dixon of Cleveland Brake 

I found two worn Japanese bearings. Not that the Division of Parker Hannifin Carp., the uew linings require 
Orientals can't build bearings (they couldn't when I raced adifferent break in procedure from the old asbestos brakes. 
an Oriental motorcycle - most of its bearings had to be re- If you fail to break them in properly, you can hang 
placed with an American or Europeai equivalent), but that up the idea of getting any life out of the linings and, per- 
the brand used was by far the cheapest form of *@XX** haps, the rotors, too. 
one could find. Here is how to break in the linings to get maxi- 

Further, the points, with only some I50 hours, were mum wear: 
fried, the little timing gears worn to a frazzle and the im- (1) Taxi the aircraft for a distance of 1,500 feet 
pulse coupler at maximum clearance. with the engine at 1,700 rpm, applying brake pressure as 

I called Slick and asked why the Jap bearing they needed to keep the taxi speed between five and ten mph. 
said Ugg!!! We do not use them. (2) Allow the brakes to cool for 10 to 15 minutes. 

In any case they explained it would be less expen- (Either fly or shut the engine down. Do not tun the engine 
sive if I purchased a rebuilt (factory) from one of their sup- on the ground for that long to avoid overheating.) 
pliers. I did and saved about $40. So now the miss is gone, (3) Press on the brake pedals and check to see if a 
throttle setting is constant andauto gas works like a charm high-power run up results in excessive creep. If the plane 

can be held motionless with normal pressure effort, the lin- 
Wants Information On Brake Linings ings have broken in satisfactorily. 

(4) If the plane cannot be held stationary during a 
My partner and I have replaced the brake linings static run up without standing on the brakes, repeat the pro- 

on our PA-28-150. We took the pitted discs to be machined cess until the brakes have broken in. 
the first time we did it. When we had to repeat the job after What you are trying to do is to develop a thin layer 
o111y a year, we resolved to look foreither stainless or chrome of hardened material on the face of the linings, This allows 
discs for future installation. the brake linings to work more effectively and wear more 

Concluding we had gotten "soft" linings the first slowly tha, if there is no hardened surface. 
time, we bought "hard ones the second time around. But Normal use of the brakes generally creates enough 
the TBO on those linings didn't seem much better with our heat to constantly re-glaze the surface. n ~ e  brakes remain 
chronically rusty discs. continually broken in. 

Finally, while our Cherokee was down for its an- Unfortunately, some people who try to go lightly 
nual we had o w  A&P install chrome discs. At that time we on the brakes find that the glaze wears off Tlleir brakes will 
leanled a vital lessoll - that different linings are to he used then lose their effectiveness and they will have to repeat the 
for different discs. procedure above to re-glaze their linings. 

If we had done the last relining ourselves, very 
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Got 160 NP Engine in New York 
by Davld Mouckley 

Tracked Down Charging Fault 
by Jack Tedford 

I just returned tion? Sacrsota where I left my Chero- The charging system article was, indeed, helpful to 
kee (at Jo~les Aviation) whiclr I had flown down froin me. After a new regulator, pulling the propeller, removing 
Toronto with a brand new 160 hp engine. the alternator and then reillstalling everytling, tny ammeter 

I read the letter tiom Jim Ragzzo and your reply still remained deflected. 
to h i ~ n  Mine is a PA-28-140 but it was 150 hours away Followi~~g the procedures in the asticle ( I  am all 
tioin a tnajor so I took it to Pel111 Yall Ael-0, Penn Yall, NY electricianmyself a ~ d  into electronics) I discovered that when 
14527 (315-536-2333). the wire fro111 the suppressor on the alternator was grounded 

Tlie people tliere are most professional; the shop it caused the a~nmeter needle to deflect. It pegged against 
is i~n~naculate and I thilik they dealt fairly with me. l bought the stop on the anmeter gauge. 
a bmid new 160 bp Lycoming, of whicli they had 140 or Wlien tbe wire was not grou~ided, the system worked 
so, for $13,000 which included new tnounts, etc. perfectly. Without the article I would have been sold a new 

I did not pickup much in cmise, but now it clilubs nleter and no one would have really k~iown the answer as 
like a rocket a ~ d  with the 160 hp I'm able to get off my the AME tried to tell me I bent the needle. 
grass strip 11earToronto with full tmks (50 gal) and aheavy 1 told him he should read the article. 
person sitting beside me on a real hot summer day. I sug- 
gest that prospective buyers look at Pe~u~Yari Aero. Availability of Tsham Mods 

One Inore comment - you were right - it runs on 
100 LL fuel ONLY! Dear Terry, 

I noted with vested interest the January issue letter 
titled "Third-Window & 180 hp Conversions." 

Trouble Shooting Oil Temp Gauge The third-window STC, drawings, and iostmctions 
by Rip Sessions are available for $125. Our address sl~ould be corrected to 

4300 PalosVerdes,Valley Center, KS 67147. (800-899-2707). 
1 had occasiot~ to discover a failure with my oil Parts are to obtained from the owner's local Piper 

temperature gauge in my 1977 Amow 111. It seems that the dealer. Of our STC's sold we have not received ally com- 
original gauge and sensor are no lollger bell% used b~ Piper lnents on availability of parts - so I am assmning owners 
in new aircraft as the manufacturer discolltinued produc- liave beeti able to purcl~ase them. 
tl0ll. 

Tliey were ill the process of certifying a replace- 
ment instmment made by Rochester. Unfortunately the new I 
gauge is different fro~n the old one aid requires a change 
of both sensor and gauge and I'm not sure the gauge is an 
exact mechanical replacement. 

I was able to get around this PI-oblem by finding a 
used unit from National Aircraft salvage (213-426-8309.) 
They 1)romptly provided a11 excellent unit which appeared 
new for a good price. 

The t~ouble shoot~ng o f t h ~ s  proble~ii to locate the 
failure took some dolng as these gages call fa11 (I~ke 1n111e 
d ~ d )  III a very we~rd ma tine^ What happens 1s that one cod 
elves normal ~~i&catlon at lower temperatures on the ground, 
but qi~~ckly goes to a li~gli readrng aud shows red lrne (250 
degrees) when actual te~npe~ature I S  about 180 degrees 

After much checking of sensor, veri-thenn valve 
aiid a suspicious low cornpressioli cylinder, my advice is to 
suspect the gauge first in a case like this and substitute a 
resistor of proper value for the sensor. 

Piper provided me with tlie resista~ice vs tempera- 
ture data for both type sensors for this purpose ,and was 
very helpful in all aspects of support (except replacement 
gages!). 

Isham Kits - Manufacturer's Data 
140 81 U C  IAC R-I80 IAC 
150 140-150 180 180 R-200 Arrow 

Gros r e r g h t  2150 2150 2400 2400 2500 1500 

Win% Span 30 11 32 1 i i  30 32.2 30 32.2 

Wing Arca 160 169 160 169 160 16'1 

Wing ioadlng 13.4 11.72 15 14.2 15.63 14.79 
Shabrlalar Span 10.0 12.83 10 ,283 1066 10.66 
TaXc OK S O D  800 720 720 820 

820 

Ovcr SO-fml  1700 ,517 1625 1477 1665 1165 
Ralc 01 Cilmb 660 810 750 PO0 875 PPO 
l o p  Sprrd 111 3 151 I55 170 173 
71 1 rrviw 135 137 143 146 162 165 
Landing Roll 535 535 725 710 857 872 

Over SO-,mi  1023 1023 0 600 776 776 

Range 780 n1 liS0 1150 1140 1340 
Sink Raic  Rcdui. - - -  Z 7 X  .. 1 .  - -  27.m 

lsham Aircraft also has STC's available to extend 
the 30-foot wingspan to 32.32 feet, add tlie later style 
wingtips, stabilator extensions, and new style dorsal fill on 
all PA-28-140, 150, I60 and 180 airpla~ies. 

Also available is a11 extended wingspan and dorsal 
fin for the PA-28R- 180 and R-200; and the STC for the dor- 
sal ti11 only on the 140, 150, 160 and 180. Tlie third window 
STC covers the PA-28-140 through the 235. 
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I am in the process of amending my STC on the E3D, is not strong enough to withstand the higher compres- 

Arrow to update our extended wingspan and wing tip to sion of such a conversion. 
improve parts availability and reduce the installation costs. This engine (and the following list of engines he 
I expect this improvement to be available on March of this gave us) have thin main beanings and are narrow deck en- 
year. gines, which means the flanges on the cylinder heads are 

I am hopeful we will be able to offer he improve- narrow. 
ments to fixed-gear owners at the same time. I will forward The following cannot be converted: 
more information as the project nears completion. 

Sincerely yours, A2D E2D 
Brad Isham E2G E2H 
Isham Aucraft E3D E3H 
PO. Box 193 10-320-E2B 
Valley Center, KS 67147 AEIO-320-E2B 

Report On Horton STOL Kit Anyone upgrading one of these engines ends up 
by Arthur G. Allen with an illegal engine and becomes a testpilot. The cheaper, 

safer and legal way to go is flap and gap seals for better 
We recently purchased N4898T our second PA-28- performance. 

180G. This one is a 1972 with a great IFR radio package, The frightening part of all t h s  is that while check- 
autopilot and a 500 hour Mattatuck engine. We improved it ing out different A&PIAI's (all were known to be excellent) 
with new seats, paint, a Flybuddy loran and of course the NONE of them knew this conversion was illegal for this 
upgrade. engine. 

1 really wanted the Horton STOL kit. We are not 
getting a 20 mph approach speed reduction but more like Unhappy With Owners Manual 
15 mph. I can drop it in on a short field procedure and stop 
in 300 feet easily. We can maintain full control at 65 mph John Jennings, of Kansas City, Missouri, com- 
(50 knots) on final and maintain a 48 mph (40 knots) slow plained about the lack of "V" speeds in Piper owners manu- 
flight under the right conditions (wind, flaps). als. The answer: 

This is maximum effort performance. Under nor- 
mal operating conditions the aircraft is more stable and safer The Piper owners handbooks have come under criti- 
than my last aircraft without this option. cism for years (see following article, also.) 

The kit was installed at Four Star Aviation in Information is spread throughout the manual rather 
Lawrence, Massachusetts, a local FBO with a number of than grouped conveniently. Also, some data is incomplete, 
these installations under its belt. including power and performance figures except for very 

Some think the final product looks a little strange selected numbers. 
with the "cuff' they install on top of the fuselage attaching I have acquired the V speeds applicable to a num- 
to the tail. There is a new leading edge cuff, new wing tips her of Piper models and have included them here. The par- 
and fins on top and bottom of the wings. ticular V speeds we are talking about are: 

By the way the parts run $800. ($1200. with gap 
seals), Installation will set you back $700 or so with paint Va - design maneuvering speed 
and trim. To me this was a bargain and an investment in Vfe -maximum flap extension speed 
peace of mind. Vle - maximum gear extension speed 

Vne -never exceed speed 
Limitations on 160 hp Conversion Vno - maximum structural cruising speed 
By Alex & Dontla Alley Vs - stalling speed 

Vx - speed for best angle of climb 
In aviation, as in everything, lady luck sometimes Vy - speed for best rate of climb 

arrives when we least expect it and most need it. 
We recently joined CPA and received our first is- The actual figures, for anwnber of Cherokee mod- 

sue in December. In January, we had planned on majoring els, are shown in the chan below (all figures are in miles 
our Cherokee 140, and until we received this issue with the per hour): 
article "Power Upgrade Woe With 140," had been making Unfortunately, the figures shown are calibrated air- 
plans to upgrade to a 160. What a disaster that would have speeds. To convert them to indicated airspeeds you will need 
been. to consult the airspeed correction chart for your plane. These 

We called Avco-Lycoming (717-323-6181) and charts are generally included in the operating manual for 
spoke with Bob Ohnmeiss. Bob was very informative and your model. You will need to do your own math (you will 
stated that the bottom line is that the later engine, 0-320- need to interpolate the correct figures from the correction 



chart) 

Va - 
Vfe - 
Vle - 
Vne - 
Vno - 
v s  - 
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nological device. It is cheap, simple, light weight, and ca- 

(180) pable of operating at high rpm for a long period of time. 
140Archer 151 161 235 216 -- It 11as just one major drawback - it has a tendency 
129 127 124 127 143 143 to fail without giving any warning. This can be quite a prob- 
115 115 125 118 117 117 lem, especially to a pilot who flies a lot in IFR conditions. 
... ... ... --- ... --- Let'stake alook at the constructionofa dry vacuum 
171 171 171 184 207 199 pump. Actually, there are two brarids of pump whicfi oper- 
140 140 140 145 159 158 ate pretty much the same, but differ in construction details. 
64 68 65 58 66 74 

Vx - 78 76 76 73 83 84 
Vy - 89 85 87 91 100 98 

Arrow Six Saratoga 
200m!&E301 

Va - 131 149 152 154 
Vfe - 125 149 122 129 
Vle - 150 --- 148 --- 

Vne - 214 212 220 227 
170 168 

Airborne Pump Sigmatek Pump 
Vno - 175 177 
Vs - 7 1 71 65 7 1 

85 95 100 92 
One pump, manufactured by Airborne, has a round vx  - 

95 105 106 103 
rotor operating inside an elliptical alumi~iuni housing. The 

VY - rotor as six vanes, spring loaded, made of carbon, which 
ride along the surface of the housing and create the vacuum 

The correction chart for the Cherokee 140 Cruiser action, 
is shown below: 

The other pump, manufactured by Sigmatek (for- 

IAS CAS IAS CAS 
merly Edo-Aire), is similar except it has eight carbon vanes 

60 66 110 110 
rather than six. The vanes in the Airbome pump are slightly 

70 75 120 119 
angled (while the Sigmatek vanes point directly to the cen- 

80 83 130 128 
ter of the rotor.) 

90 92 140 137 
Both pumps use a "frangible" dnve - that is, the 

100 101 150 146 
drive is designed to shear if the pump locks up. This is to 
prevent damage to the engine accessory drive in such an 
event. 

Why doesn't Piper eliminate this step and simply 
Also in both pumps, both the rotors and vanes are 

give you the indicated airspeeds? Well, as you will note, 
made of graphite (carbol~). This is part of the inspiration of 

the correction is based on pitot tube location, but the error 
the design (the graphite not only supplies the sealing quali- 

changes depending on whether flaps are utilized or not. 
ties necessary in the pump, but also the lubrication.) 

For example, at 70 mph indicated, the Calibrated 
Unfortunately, the graphite construction is also one 

airspeed is actually 75 mph with no flaps, but with 40 de- 
of the weak points of the design - graphite wears out quickly 

grees of flaps, it becomes 72 mph. 
and limits tlie useful life of the pumps. 

Obviously, if you want to be 100 percent accurate 
you would need a set of IAS figures to correspond wlth Why Do Pumps Fail 
each set of flap cond~ttons In actuality, we generally learn 
the figures for non-flap sltuatlons and ball park our flylng 

So what causes vunlvs to fall There are a number 

Your Vacuum Pump 
By Teny Lee Rogers 

. . 
of causes, but let's take a look at tlie ~ilost common ones: 

1) Normal wear - remember, we said that graphte 
tends to wear out under any conditions. How lolig is that? 

Pilots rarely give much thought to their vacuum Unfortunately, pumps wear out at varying times. 

pumps -that is until they fail. And fail they do, with pre- And remember, they give no warning before they fail - no 

dictable regularity. gradual decrease in vacuum, no noises or other symptoms. 

Although engines are reliable enough that most Generally, the first indication a pilot gets is slug- 

pilots expect them to achieve or surpass TBO, rarely does gish gyros which soon just roll over and play dead. This is 
why pilots spend so much time practicing partial panel fly- the modem dry vacuum pump reach this milestone. Let's 
mng. examine a vacuum pump and see why 

First of all the dry vacuum pump is not really a Most overhaulers agree that a vacuum pump, prop- 

failure of a design - it is, in fact, quite an impressive tech- erly installed and operating normally, should be dependable 
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for between 400 and 600 hours. Beyond that graphite just tion unless the pump warranty is to be voided. 
cannot be expected to last. However, even with a new filter, a plane owner is 

2) Rough handling - Pumps are pretty delicate de- not in the clear. Particles so small they pass through the 
vices and handling in transit may result in a pump which filter can cause damage. Thisis why cigarette smoke is con- 
fails shortly after installation. It is not uncommon to find a sidered such a problem. Not only does it enter the pump, 
pump, right out of the box, which is no longer functioning. but it is absorbed in the vanes, contributing to their wear. 

Poor handling during installation can also ruin an 7) Excessive Engine Speed - Running your engine 
otherwise good pump. Definitely, a pump must not be over redline will quickly eliminate your vacuum pump. Air- 
dropped and putting the lightweigllt housing in a vise to borne pumps are designed to operate at no more than 4,000 
install fittings is a definite no no. rpm, while Sigmatek pumps have a design limit of 4,200 

111 addition, shocks caused by hard landings take rpm. But don't think you don't have to wony if your en- 
their toll. In short, anything which tends to jar or inflict gines do not hit these speeds. The engine pads on Continen- 
stress on the pump contributes to a short life. tal engines generally run at about 1.5 times engine speed, 

3) Reverse rotation - Remember when we said that while the pads on Lycomings turn at about 1.3 times engine 
Airborne pmnps had a slight angle to the vanes in the rotor speed. 
- they do not go in and out straight like in the Sigmatek For longest life, pumps are designed to last longest 
n~odels. Well, this angle gives the Airborne pumps a pre- at engine speeds of approximately 2,000 rpm. 
ferred rotation - they come in clockwise and counterclock- 8) High altitudes - When a pump operates at a 
wise models and their directions must not be reversed. higher altitude, it has to work harder. This means more heat 

This makes it pretty obvious that when installing is generated and heat is one of the biggest killers of dry 
an Airborne pump, the directioil of rotation must be noted vacuum pumps. Unfomately, at higher altitudes the hu- 
and the proper pump style used. midity is lower and cooling is not as great. A vacuum pump 

What is not so obvious is the damage that can be puts out nearly as much heat as a turbocharger and gener- 
caused by inadvertent reversal of the engine. In fact, this is ally vacuum pumps are not located in areas conducive to 
the reason pilots are cautioned about ever pulling an engine good cooling. 
through backwards with the prop. It is not the engine which 9) Rapid acceleration - Quick throttle biusts put a 
will be damaged, but possibly the vacuum pump. greater load on the vacuum pump and can result in prema- 

Also, when starting and shutting dowu an engine, ture demise. Be especially alert to this problem during go- 
it only takes one kickback of the engine to trash an Air- arounds and during i~ormal acceleration on the rwlway. This 
borne pump. All the pilot can do is to be careful and to try is one of the reasons some engines are placarded to read 
to avoid such a kickback. "two seconds from idle to full throttle." 

4) Contamination - That graphite is just like a 
sponge - it tends to absorb any solvents, oil or grease. Such Choices After Failure 
contaminatioi~ drastically lowers the life of the vanes. Oil 
from the engine or de-greaser, sprayed on the engine in an When a pump fails, an owner has several options, 
attempt to clean it, can enter the system and trash the vacuum some of which are better than others. 
punip. Obviously, pilots should be on the lookout for any One which is not recommended is the purchase of 
engine leaks a ~ d  should be exceptionally careful when spray- a "rebuilding kit:' available from many aviation suppliers. 
ing any solvent on or near the engine. The pump you save These kits are FAA approved, but still not a good idea for 
may be your own. most pilots. 

5) Misalignment - Unfortunately, the drive pads First of all, unless you know why your pmnp died 
on many engines are not completely up to specs - there are and the condition of its internal parts, you have 110 way to 
variations during ma~ufacture. Where this results in mis- know whether your pump is at all re-buildable in the first 
aliginnent of the drive gears, it is possible to end up with a place. A scored housing or damaged rotor will render aunit 
pmnp which fails at the drive mechanism. Manufacturers 100% trash and you are wasting time and money trying to 
are constantly working on i~nproveinents to the drive mecha- rebuild it. 
nistn to try to minimize this problem Also, vacuum pwnps are built to close tolerances - 

6) Foreign material - AIIY foreign material which they are not something to mess with by someone without a 
enters the system will reduce the life of the vacuum pmnp - lot of special expertise. 
often drastically. Some large particles can do in a pump Another option, which is a lot more viable, is to 
quickly. It is possible for some vacuum hoses to be so brittle purchase an overhauled pump from areliable re-builder. By 
that pieces break off inten~ally. These pieces can kill a doing so, you will receive a w i t  with a 400 hour warratlty 
vacuum pmnp immediately. for roughly half what you would pay for a new unit (new 

Even carboll pieces from the former vacuum pump units run about $800 for a 400 series Airborne and about 
call be killers. $300 for a 200 series Airborne through many mail-order 

A I I ~  dust or other contamination can quickly trash houses in Trade-A-Plane.) 
a pmnp. This is why new filters are required in an installa- And finally, of course, you can purchase a new 
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pump. Remember to check prices for pumps in several sup- minutes a year. 
pliers in Trade-A-Plane. Sometimes the price for a new Times have changed but the 4509 light has not. Now 
pump is so low that it would be foolish to try to save a many pilots (including me) use their landing light for colli- 
small amount by buying rebuilt. sion avoidance purposes during most or all of every flight. 

Incidentally, as to doing rebuilding in the field, Towers routinely ask you to "show a light" to help them find 
there is one small exception to t h s  for Airborne operators. you. 
Airborne specifies a life limit of six years for their cou- Like most newer aircraft our landing light is 
plings. Kits are available to replace the couplings. ECIt No. mounted in the high-vibration cowling nose bowl instead of 
350 fits 21 1 and 212 series pumps, while Kit No. 352 fits on the wing leading edge. Landing light use and abuse has 
440 series pumps. skyrocketed and so has the 'equency of bulb replacement. 

There are some definite dos and don'ts in replac- Many suggestions (suchas remounting the light with 
mg vacuum pumps. the filament vertical, putting aresistor in the power line and 

1) Be sure to troubleshoot the cause of failure of so on) have been made to extend the life of the 4509 landing 
the old pump. Simply slapping in a new pump may well be light. Here is my suggestion - use a different light. There are 
an expensive exercise if your pump failure was caused by two good choices. 
outside forces. Be sure to check hoses for signs of deterio- I use a GE 4595 sealed beam bulb. It is an exact 
ration - a tittle bit of hose material sucked into the new physical substitute for the 4509. Tlle only differences are 
pump will trash it, too. Check the system for any signs of that it puts out somewhat less light in exchange for its 100 
blockage. Look at the old pump and check for signs of oil watt power draw and has a 300 hour design life. Any loss of 
wetness, indicating an oil leak light output (I cannot tell the difference in the real world) is 

2) Verify part numbers and make sure that, if your well worth it to me because of the increased reliability. 
pump is an Airborne, you use a CW pump where rotation is The 4509 retails for about $15, the 4595 at about 
clockwise, and a CC pump if rotation is counterclockwise. $30.You can get them through the mail order discount houses 

3) Be sure your replace all filters. Not only will (ChiefAircraft, 800-447-3408 or Sm-Val, 800-423-3281 to 
failure to do so void your warranty, but you will be guaran- name two I've dealt with happily) for about $10 and $14 
teed a failure if old filters pass dust and debris. respectively. These places are a great source of other com- 

4) When attaching fittings to the pump be sure mon parts at good prices, by the way. 
you do not put the pump body in a vise. It is generally o-k Another individual, Bill McKay uses a Wagner 
to put the base in a vise, but never the body. Lighting Products H7604-12V halogen sealed beam. It can 

5) Check the drive pad for oil. There should be he ordered through most large auto parts stores for about 
none. Otherwise, leakage into the new pump could mean a $16. It is also a direct physical replaceme~it for the 4509 and 
quick demise. has a 100 watt power draw. 

6) Replace any brittle hoses. Also, avoid using any Like all halogen lights it produces a lot of intense 
Teflon tape or thread lubes. This stuff is just waiting to get white light and runs at very hot temperatures. I to not know 
into the lines and to destroy your new pump. its design life, but halogens are generally very long-lived. 

7) Remember to save your old pump. It has sal- Bill has not had any heat problems, but be uses his landing 
vage value to a re-builder even if it is damaged. light for only brief time periods. 

1 am nervous about using the Wagner unit since it 
Lousy Landing Bulb Life runs so hot. The intense white light would be nice, hut the 
By Bob Purse11 potential for heat buildup has me worried because 1 run my 

landing light full time for collision avoidance. 
The GE 4509 sealed beam landing light used in I am no expert, but that is what I have leanled. Try 

our airplanes bums out very quickly, but it really isn't the one or the other if you like, hut be careful of the operating 
light's fault. It is designed to bum out quickly! temperature of the halogen bulb if you try it. By all means, 

The design life (the amount of time it will last if if you find something better, let us know. 
turned on and left on) is only 30 hours. Most lights have a 
design life of around 700 hours and up. The short life of the Some Arrow Gear Information 
4509 allows the filament to burn at a literally suicidal level By Gary Dykstra 
of brightness for its 100 watt power draw. 

In the high vibration environment of a light air- I had a problem with the "Gear In Transit" light 
plane the landing light (andall other lights, for that matter) coming on in flight. My mechanic's idea, initially, was to 
bums out well before the design life (which is based on adjust the main gear. He felt it might be saggitlg and then 
optimum conditions.) getting pulled down by the airstrean. Unfortw~ately, that 

In the "old days" the short service life was not a did not solve the problem. 
problem. Landing lights were used only for takeoffand land- I felt that the problem was electrical vs hydraulic, 
ing (and some taxi time at night, maybe.) The total bum because I could see that the pump was tuming off after the 
time on the average light aircraft landing light was only gear was retracted via the drop in current draw. 
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Upon close examination ofthe electrical schematic than these, the method which you used to calculate the max 

of the landing gear circuits, I found that the "Gear InTran- LID speeds, or best economy, as you call them. Note that 
sit" light had n o t h g  to do with the hydraulic motor being the speeds that I have calculated by Silver. I am sure that 
on as you might expect, but rather, will remain lit as long as there are slight errors in both methods. 
any one of the landing gear is between down and locked However, my figures show that they are very close 
and fully retracted. to being the same as best rate-of-climb speeds, except for 

This is accomplished through micro-switches lo- the early 140 and 180 models. Note that these speeds also 
cated at each wheel. In my particular case, I found that the differ from the glide speeds given in the handbooks. 
actuating arm on the nose wheel upper limit switch was The exact speed is very elusive, but there is a ball 
broken. park range. I would say that, if best glide speed is given, use 

it. If not, use the best rate-of-climb speed. In any case, the 
Determining Best Economy Speed speed given is for maximum gross weight; at lower weights, 
By H.C. "Skip" Smith the speed would be even lower. 

I have always maintained that flying at such 
The speed for most miles per gallon, or best range, economy speeds is primarily academic, since they are very 

has long been known. It is simply the speed for lowest drag, slow. Most of us fly to get somewhere in a hurry; making 
or, stated another way, the maximum LID speed. the whole trip at best rate-of-climb speed is somewhat frus- 

Glider pilots are very well aware of this speed. It trating and seems to defeat the capability of the airplane. 
gives the greatest distance with or without power. Although However, if saving fuel is a primary concern, fly- 
it isnever mentioned inconjunction with cruise performance ing close to the speed will work. You can think of it as a 
for airplanes, a speed is often specified in the POH for glide lower boundary on speed. Flying any slower would waste 
performance. While it is not required by the FAA to be spe- fuel and speed. Flying slightly higher would mean a few 
cifically determined, we can assume that this value would less miles per gallon, but more speed. 
be the best glide speed, the same as maximum range speed. I would also be concerned about possible detrimen- 

Silver approached the determination of this speed tal effects to the engine for prolonged operation at the low 
by information that is given in the handbooks, namely fuel power settings associated with these speeds. Saving a few 
consumption at various conditions. The max LID speed (as dollars on fuel does not justify a few thousand on engine 
I like to refer to it) is quite simply defined mathematically overhaul. 
in an equation that involves four variables: weight, wing- 
span, wing area, parasitic drag coefficient, and the span ef- Constant Speed Propeller Talk 
ficiency factor. By Edward Lucas 

Unfortunately, these last two parameters are con- 
sidered engineering data, and are not readily available. I11 Many questions have been asked concerning a con- 
fact, such information is often hard to determine accurately. stant-speed propeller conversion for a Cherokee PA-28-1 80C 

However, drag coefficient can be approximated with fixed gear. 
from handbook speed-power perfonnance data, with some I o m  a 1965 PA-28- 180C Cherokee which had a 
assumptions. The process is a bit technical, so I won't go Lycoming re-manufactured engine (0-360-A3A) installed 
into details. in 1978. I became interested in a constant-speed prop, so I 

Also, the span efficiency can be estimated fairly wrote to Piper and was told that Pacific Propellers, Inc, of 
accurately for various wing configurations. Using this Kent, Washington had a STC SA-2213WE for installing a 
method, I calculated the max LID speed for the Cherokee Hartzell HC-CZYKI-81766A-0 propeller. (P 0 .  Box 1187, 
models on which I had information available. The results Kent WA 98035, 206-872-7767, 800-722-7767.) 
were as follows. I then coinpared these to the glide speed Lycoining told me that my engine, 0-360-A3A, has 
(assunled best) listed in the POH. Results are as follows: the crank case and shaft already machined for a constant- 

speed propeller, and the conversion must comply with 
Model VniaxLlD YgMs Yy Lyco~ning Service Instruction 1098C. This conversion 

changes the engine to a 0-360-AIA and would require a 
140 81 72 74 name plate change. 
1 80(65-72) 87 . . 74 November 1979 I purchased the STC, SA 2213WE, 
Warrior I1 77 73 79 from Pacific Propeller and they sent iiistructions and all items 
Archer I1 8 1 76 76 needed for the conversion. The propeller and spinner were 
Arrow I1 93 91 96 shipped from Hartzell. 
Arrow I11 89 79 90 The kit consisted of a Woodard Governor, a id  dnve 

* All speeds in knots. adaptor, crankshaft flange bushings, bracket for control 
cable, manifold pressure gauge, prop and spinner. 

I also listed the best rate-of-climb speeds given in Upon completion of the conversion the perfomlance 
the POH. Silver class max LID speeds are about 20 %higher was greatly improved in climb, airspeed and fuel consmnp- 
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tion. Airspeed went to about 143 mph indicated at altitude center post while it is still wet, but, it will stain your fabric 
using eight to nine gallons per hour. upholstery, so be careful. The whole process cost about $2 

The caution area on therpm indicator was changed and one hour of time, plus it looks factory new. It is much 
to avoid continuous operation between 2,000 and 2,250 rpm. easier than removing the windshield. 
Piper sent a fuel and power chart for the Lycoming 0-360- Second, if you have had problems with the flap 
A series engine. The chart gave settings for 55,65 and 75% handle slipping out of your hand during a go around you 
power. I might add that at 23" HG and 2,400 rpm, I have need to replace the grip with a bicycle type foam grip which 
never reached 75% power - usually 68.70% power and 143 can be purchased at K-Mart or a bike Shop for about $5. 
mph indicated. Just slip the old handle off, put a little RTV on the 

I flew this plane for about ten years until early metal shaft to bold the grip, and slip the new foam grip hack 
1989 when an STC for three-blade propeller was out for on and let the RTV set up. It won't slip and looks better too. 
h o w  and Mooney conversions. I became interested and Third, if you are a1 instrument student doing par- 
purchased aHartzell three-blade propeller, HC-C3YR-IRFI tial panel work, you need something to cover up the inop- 
F7282, and spinner through Craner Rich Conversion in Long erative instruments. 
Beach, California. They have STC SA 4528NM for an Ar- The old-style suction cup soap holders will do the 
row Conversion. trick. They are three inches in diameter and have lots of 

In January, 1990 I received a one-time field ap- little suction cups on them to keep it anchored. I had a set of 
proval for N7952W to install the Hartzell three-blade pro- Sporty's Covers but they never would stay in place. 
peller. The installation has removed the rp~n  restriction, it You can find these soap holders at Hill's Depart- 
has less vibration and is much more quiet. lnent Store. They cost about a dollar. 

The only restriction is to avoid continuous opera- Finally, if you have ever tried to change the light 
tion below 15" HG between 1,950 and 2,350 rpm. The con- bulbs in your palel only to have them break while trying to 
version added 13 pow~ds to the empty weight. get them out or not go back in correctly because you can 

By myself I can cruise at 4,500 Feet, 22" HG, 2,400 barely get your fingers around the bulb and into the socket 
rpm with 153 mpb and 7.5 to 8 gallons per hour. It's a fai- hole, here is the solution. 
tastic machine and it's the only fixed-gear Cherokee with a Go to your local industrial electrical supply house 
three-blade prop that I know of. The prop and engine were and ask for a lamp removal tool. They are a small rubber 
checked for balance and vibration, and the reading indi- device that fits over the bulb. Cost is about $5 .  
cated 075  IPS, which is excellent for a reciprocating en- 
glne I have a good comblnatlon 

I agree the prop conversions are expenswe, but I Worried About A/C Belts 
wanted mine and 1% very satisfied with mypiper Chero- 
kee. 

Glareshield, Flaps & Bulb Tool 
By Alan Skidnore 

I own a 1980 Warrior I1 along with Clovis Ray. 
We are based at Ona Airport in Milton, WV. 

We have had this airplane for more than two years 
now and by doing our own maintenance we have learned a 
few things that might be helpful to other owners. 

First, the glare shield was faded badly and caused 
alot ofproblems on sunny days. After reading through sev- 
eral back issues of POM for suggestions, our only hope 
seemed to be replace the material which meant removing 
the windshield. Not wishing to go that far, I decided to try 
and dye the material. 

The material itself was in good shape. So I got a 
package of RIT dye (Black of course), a one-inch foam 
paint brush and a lot of rags. 

After mixing the dye with hot water I brushed the 
dye onto the glare shield fabric. The results were excellent. 
You can even get into the tight side comers if you're care- 
ful witb the foam brush. 

The dye will wipe right off of the windshield and 

R. C. Thompson, of Easton, Maryland, colnplained 
that his a r  conditioned Cherokee continually wore out al- 
ternator belts. The answer: 

Where a plane has a chronic problem with the air 
conditioning belts, the problem nearly always amounts to 
the same thing - worn pulleys. 

The system is designed so that the helt is supposed 
to be supported on the sides - along the sides of the V - the V 
portion of the pulley. When operating correctly, the tip of 
the V ofthe belt should he suspended and not actually touch- 
ing the bottom of the pulley groove. 

What happens in practice is that the pulleys wear 
and the sides tend to erode. When enough metal has disap- 
peared the sides are no longer close enough to properly sup- 
port the belt. As a result, the helt tends to ride the pulley in 
such a way that it is now supported, not by the sides, but by 
the bottom of the groove in the pulley. 

The helt can now flex back and forth between tlie 
lands of the pulley. The wobble which results can cause the 
belt to colnpletely turn over and, this will lead to rapid fail- 
ure. 

Of course, this analysis asswnes that the system has 
proper tension on the belt at the time of installation. If the 
belt is loose to start with you can also expect premature fail- 
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ure of the belt. Theft Proofing & Other Tips 

One final tip, as recently mentioned by another By RalphD. Loewinger 
owner of an air conditioned Piper, one good idea is to store 
a spare belt behind the propeller. That way, in case of fail- For those owners who don't know, it is a piece of 
ure, the propeller will not have to be removed to install the cake to get into a Cherokee with little more than your bare 
new belt. hands. 

Anyone with a pliers, screw driver or knife can take 
Major Problems From Valve Springs the cotter pins out of the door hinge, push out the hinge pin, 
By Robert A. Quallich grasp the door, pull it slightly forward to release the catch 

from the latch, replace the pins in the open door and look 
I purchased a PA-28-235 horsepower Cherokee with like a busy owner. 

47 hours since major overhaul. It had 2,047 hours total time. I made a hinge lock plate that is "S'shaped when 
After 204 hours, at the annual, I was told there was viewed from above and is screwed to the holes on the for- 

excessive~netal in the oil filter. The engine was disassembled ward side of the latch lever. As the door closes, this plate 
and was found to have the cam lobes and lifters severely just clears the wall by the copilot's right knee and prevents 
worn, but only on certain cylinders. The engine had a new the door 'ont from being pulled outward at the hinged edge. 
cam and lifters installed at that time along with new piston I then placed a decal nearby stating " h g e  lock 
rings and new bearings. installed and replaced the Piper lock with a Medico lock. 

Please note that the cylinders were not disas- Now at least they have to punch out the window and climb 
sembled. I flew the aircraft another 170 hours and again in. 
found excess metal in the oil. A cylinder was removed by I also stopped my bird from leaking by applying a 
mechanic. Upon inspection, he again found worn cam lobes silicon clear bead on the outside of the side windows, but 
and lifters. the big leak was found when I removed the windshields. 

I took the engine to another reputable mechanic This is an easy job if you are prepared with the foam tape 
and, upon his inspection, he disassembled the cylinders and used in sealing the edges and a wide flexible tape for re- 
found the valve springs too large for the seat. The springs placing the bottom one which you will find shriveled and 
therefore would sit 011 top of the seat trying to hammer them- full of holes for water to seep onto your avionics and no 
selves in and causing excessive pressure on the cam and longer covering the huge hole at the corner. 
lifters, causing premature can  and lifter failure. This is the place you always see condensation af- 

The older versions oftbe 0-540 have smaller valve ter each rain. The vertical tape goes on after the horizontal 
seat pockets and smaller valve springs than current versions tape to seal best. 
and I have been told that the sane condition applies to both While the glass was out I swept away all the dead 
the 0-320 aud 0-360 engines. bugs and re-dyed the sun bleached dash cover with a vinyl 

dye kit from the auto parts store. It is a coal tar derivative. 
T l~e  problem is that Lycotning has gone to larger water soluble while wet, sad dries dead flat in three min- 

diameter springs, but, to my knowledge, has never issued a utes. 
bulletin to the mechanics. If you need spring replace~nent Don't use the clear gloss that is included. This is 
in your engine in its original condition, the LW 800 springs the same stuff as driveway black top and dyes everything it 
will NOT fit unless the mechanic dishes out the seat to ac- touches after cleaning with a detergent (comes with kit). 
cept the larger springs. After replacing the moldings, I filled the cavity with 

The mechanic that found the problem in my en- clear silicon, masking off the glass with tape and removing 
gine claims he has had 13 other engines with springs which the tape right away. I took the same sealer and applied it to 
did not fit io his shop alone and he has one there right now. each wire bundle and pipe that ran through the fire wal1.m 
We called the FAA when my engine was d o w ~  and apart well as the door handle seam Now, we be dry as a pretzel 
and they refused to come down and see the problem. After belch! 
all, no one had crashed or died, had they? I had trouble replacing the old rusted screws 011 

The mechanic that foluld this problem dishes out the dummy plate at the top of the tail and the center strip of 
the valve seat to accept the larger than original springs, con- the windshield with new stainless screws. Some of the screw 
trary to any iilstrnction available from Lycoming. My me- heads shipped. 
chanic removed one original cylinder as evidence and can I took speed tape (alumil~un foil tape) and placed 
show myone that the old springs fit. The new springs - the it over the glass, with a frame-less hacksaw handle I cut a 
only ones available - do not. slot in the screw head, took a blade screw driver and worked 

Let mestate that ifyourengine has beenoverhauled it both ways until loose and got all of them out perfectly. 
and they did not change the springs, you are probably all I also removed both wing tanks and found the 
right. But if you have any new springs on the parts list, I source of the fuel odor in the cabin. The hoses were old, 
would be concerned as to how they were installed. brittle and unfit, but the real stink came from the vent lines 

which have a rubber section which Piper connected with 
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some junk like wiper hose. 

AII fuel fumes were venting into the wing and thus Vent Seal Spring & Power Loss Solution 
the cabin. We installed quality fuel line and stainless screw 
clamps to the vent lines. We also replaced the tank gauge Here are a couple of potential solutions for prob- 

gaskets which were seeping. lems raised by members. 
In the June issue Jim Ragazzo was concerned about 

occasional power loss on takeoff. Another member says be 
More On Arrow Gear Problems sure and check the muffler for a loose baffle. The same situ- 

ation occurred with him and a loose baffle was found. It 
A couple of issues back we invited Arrow owners would move around and when it would cover the exhaust 

to share information about gear retraction problems and port, it would kill the engine. The mechanics had a difficult 
cures. Well, here is atwo-for-one special for you. time finding the problem despite the fact that it occurs regu- 

Ron Lawson, of Davenport, Iowa, had an irritat- larly in the field. 
ing problem with his Arrow I11 which cost a bit of money In the same issue, Calvin Reeves asked about a 
and time to troubleshoot. When the gear was retracted, the wire spring for his vent door. These are impossible to find. 
gear did not come all the way up - it would actually come One member suggests making them from spring wire. Sim- 
up and then fall part way back. ply go to a model airplane shop and ask for a piece of 3132 

Ron spent three weeks looking for the problem piano wire. Hobyists use it to make landing gear for model 
and replaced anumber of parts before finding the real cul- planes. The wire can be cut with an abrasive wheel and bent 
prit. The diaphragm was incorrectly adjusted. to proper shape with a pliers. 

At high airspeeds the diaphragm was pushing the 
shuttle valve too far causing a leak - the fluid was leaking Has Info On German CIS Propeller 
back into the reservoir. The pump could then not supply by Bernhard Wolf 
enough fluid to raise the gear all the way. 

With that problem cured, all seemed well for six Several months ago I asked about a constant speed- 
months when another problem developed. At cruise, the Prop conversion for my 1983 Archer 11. At that time none 
gear system would suddenly activate i d  the gear deploy, was available since the engine has a solid crankshaft, there- 

This problem turned out to be a bug which en- fore no oil pressure for a conventional prop governor is avail- 
tered the pitot head and then died. The corpse would appar- able. 
ently move around and occasionally block the pitot open- A solution for this problem has been found now, 
ing. This would give the gear system areading of zero rela- however. Mueblbauer Propeller in Germany has developed 
tive wind and, presto, the gear would deploy. a four-blade constant-speed prop for the Archer, which is 

The problem came to light only after the mechanic one of the most popular airplanes in Germany. 
blew the system out. This prop has an electric governor, thereby elimi- 

nating the need for oil supply. The modification has already 
been approved by the LBA (the German equivalent of the 

Update: Lycoming Valve Spring Problem FAA). I was told the company is currently seekiug FAA- 
approval for this prop. 

Last month we reported on a problem involving I am confident they will get it, since they already 
Lycoming valve springs reported by Robert A. Qualich. Well have experience in the US market: an example is the "Speed 
here is an update. Canard", a two-place composite pusher airplane which is 

Mr. Qualich had a problem in that the cam and FAA-certified and flies with a Muehlbaur prop. 
lifters were wearing even after overhaul. It was almost like The new prop for the Archer supposedly not only 
he had one of the infamous 0-320-H engines in his plane - improves performance significantly, but also makes t$plane 
one of Cessna's worst. much more quiet (I was told about 4 dB). It was mainly 

Mr. Qualich complained that the older 0-320 and developed out of a need for quieter airplanes due to tougher 
0-360 engines had valve spring seats which were too nar- German anti-noise-laws. 
row for the valve springs being supplied for overhaul now. 1 was told the conversion should be in the vicinity 
According to Mr. Qualich, he was right. He has now been of $10,000. In July I will ferry my airplane back to Ger- 
contacted by the FAA and told that the problem does exist many. Then I will install this prop and I will report you my 
-many engines have seats which do not match the current experiences. 
production of valve springs. Hopefully they will also have FAA approval by the11 

As aresult, Service Bulletin 1240 is being revised By the way, This prop uses a newly developed spinner and 
to call for machining the valve seats on these engines to backplate, which are included. It therefore could also be the 
1.690 inches. Look for the new service bulletin within a end of all spinner woes. 
couple of months. If you want more information, here is the address 

of the company: 
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Turbo Saratoga Exhaust Cure 

MT-Propeller Gerd Muehlbauer GmbH 
Flugplatz Straubing-Wallmuehle As most owners of Turbo Saratogas and Turbo 
D-8441 Atting Lances are well aware, the planes have recently been plagued 
Germany by problems caused by a poor joint in the exhaust system. 

Now Lycoming may have come up with a cure 
which works. 

Fuel Gauges Highly inaccurate Lycoming Service Bulletin No. 499 details the new 
cure which involves installation of a new one-piece exhaust 

Kenneth Wilson, of Salt Lake City, Utah, com- pipe assembly. The new unit, PIN 40B2f 375, replaces both 
plained that his fuel gauges were way off. The answer: PIN LW-15809 and LW-15811. The list price is $475. 

This is the second "fix" for the problem. 
Yes, it does sound like your gauges are a little less Lycoming's first try was to simply design an "improved 

I-eliable than I would prefer if I were to have to depend on coupling, but this did not work much better than the origi- 
them. However, before you decide what you need to do, it nal design. 
is important to determine whether the gauges or the send- The new design is important to owners of these 
ing units are at fault. aircraft in that the original exhaust system design has been 

One way to do so is to substitute a known good implicated in several in-flight fires. 
sending unit across the gauges and see what type of read- 
ings you get. Unfortunately, few people have an extra send- Praises New Engine High Performance 
ing unit available. By Bob Axsom 

You indicate that both gauges are reading incor- 
rectly at empty, but with different magmtude errors. There- In my last letter I reported that my mechanic had 
fore, by crossing the connections - connecting the left wires removed the engine and shipped it to High Performance 
to the right gauge and vice versa- you can determine whether Aircraft Engines & Components in Mena, Arkansas. That 
the gauges or the sending units are at fault. If the error company stood by the price they had quoted me during the 
changes gauges, the problem is in the sending units. If it previous year. That price did not cover components that do 
does not, the gauges are at fault. not normally have to be replaced such as the cam which tny 

The quantity transmitters must be removed from mechanic found to be defective prior to shipping the en- 
the tanks to work on them and the tanks must be removed gine. 
from the plane for this operation. The only adjustment of The defective items were detected, reported and 
the senders involves bending the arm on the float to get my autl~orization was obtained before proceeding with the 
correct position. This operation is done using a special jig, replacement. The defective parts were returned to me with 
as specified in the maintena~ce manual. the engine (I plan to make a lanlp out of the camshaft.) 

To determine whether the sending unit is working The following items were replaced at extra charge: 
properly internally, you need to check resistance at both tach shaft, fuel pump drive gear, camshaft, starter adaptor 
full and empty positions and also check for dead spots dw- ring, cylinder drain line, inner cylinder baffle, primer line, 
ing arm travel by using an ohmmeter. Resistance for the oil pump body and vacuum pump. The extra charge was 
metal float sender [PIN 62037-00) should range from 0 to $1,543.43 and the total came to $13,070.17. 
31.3 ohms. Resistance for the rubber float sender (PIN While the engine was rebuilt I had the propeller 
68101-00) should range from 0 to 4.5 ohms.) sent to a prop shop for service and rebalancing Bad news - 

Obviously, if the units fail the ohmmeter test, they the prop had been filed down so ma11y times to remove nicks 
need to be rebuilt. Talk with A1 Snyder of Skycrafi (215- that it was below spec and could not be returned to service. 
493-1 875) or the folks at Air Parts of Lock Haven (800- We had our choice of a new Black Mac (available immedi- 
772-31 17 or 800-443-3 117) for more information about re- ately) or a Sensenich which would have to be special or- 
building. Sorry -there are no new units available - yours dered (several week delay). 
must be rebuilt. I was told the Black Mac is a little lighter, slightly 

Now that we have talked about the gloom anddoom cheaper, same diameter and pitch, with essentially the same 
ofrebuilding parts, please check one more thing before you performance. I decided to wait for a brand new Sensenich 
do so. Both gauges read high at empty. At empty, the fuel because I have too tnuch money in this change to bring in 
gauge transmitter has 0 ohms. It is possible that additional another variable which does not offer a performa~~ce im- 
resistance in the circuit can be causing your problem. This provement. 
could come from a bad ground at the fuel tank sending unit I was told by the company to expect the airplane to 
or (more likely) behind the panel at the fuel gauges. Check be down for 5 112 weeks. It turned out to be approximately 
this first. If you find a bad ground, you will not only solve two months. 
your problem you will save a ton of money, too. When the engine came back it was quite an attrac- 

tion. Several pilots who read the previous letter in the POM 
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called and made special trips to look at it. The crankcase is Sincerely yours, 
painted metallic blue, the cylinders are painted black and Walter C. Sykes, A&P 
everythtng else is chrome plated. It looked like one of the 905 N. Swinton Ave. 
beauties we saw in hot rods of the fifties. Delray Beach, FL 33444 

This is High Performance Aircraft Engine's stan- (407) 278-1964 
dard fi~iish. With the engine were check and break-in in- 
structions. One of the things they stressed was checking for Automotive Parts As Replacements 
oil leaks. 

After the initial short test run a seeping oil leak I believe I can offer some help to Charlie Waldrop 
was found around an accessory plug at the forward end of in finding an alternator belt for an air conditioned Wamor. 
the right crankcase half My Mechanic removed the plug, As you know, Gates Rubber Co, will no longer of- 
coated the threads with sealer, and reinstalled it. This fixed fer any products for auplanes. They do still ~nanufacture the 
the leak and no others were found. belts, however they must he bought from non-aviation sup- 

The test flight and break-in instructions are simple, pliers and you know the non-aviation part numbers. I have 
but very specific and the consequences of not following an air conditioned Cherokee 180 which uses a Piper alterna- 
them is stressed. On the second flight I was totally focused tor belt #452-572 (PS10069-1-1) and a Piper air condition- 
on compliance out over the ocean a mile or two from ing helt#452-573 (PS10069-1-2). The corresponding Gates 
Catalina Island. All of a sudden the engine started to die. numbers are belt #7M 1030 and product #8903-1030 for the 
As I was considering my chances of making the airport, alternator and belt #I 1M 1060 and product #8904-1060 for 
preparing to declare an emergency, turning on the fuel pump the air conditioning compressor. 
and switching tanks, the engine suddenly came to life. I Although these are not legal replacements (i.e, they 
was so busy concentrating on the break-in procedure I had do not have Piper's blessings and they cost about as much as 
run a tank dry. their aviation equivalents), they are absolutely identical to 

High Performance requires that you change the the Piper belts and do have the major advantage of being 
oil and filter between 10 and 15 hours of operation. My available. 
checks showed the fuel consumption was a hit high and it To order the belts, one can try auto parts stores, 
seemed to he getting worse. The fuel system was checked Western Auto stores, or can call Gates in Denver Colorado 
while the airplane was down for the oil change. He found to find the location of their nearest distributor. If all else 
that the engine fuel pump was leaking. We notified Al fails, you ca l  send me the name and number of the person 
Hadaway at High Performance and he located a pump and needing the belt as I have bought several to stock up. Of 
had it in our hands the next day! course anyone using one of these belts will he using it for 

The engine seemed very tight at first, but after farm use on tractors and not for aviation. 
about 50 hours it is running smooth and strong. Oil con- On another subject, I recently had lny alteniator go 
sumption has settled down to allnost zero. out on arecent flight in IMC. Luckily 1 noticed the problem 

I would not have expected the airplane to cruise right away due to the sudden disappearance of the back- 
any faster - after all, a given propeller turning at a given ground whine in my headsets and made a11 uneventful land- 
speed produces a given amount oftlmst. However, the air- ing on battery power. 
plane is cruising faster and I have to attribute it to the new After having the alternatorrepaired (the modes were 
propeller with its wider chord and different airfoil. blown), I had another failure in VMC. This time it was the 

What 1 did expect to see is an increase in rate-of- voltage regulator. 1 called all over the country trying to find 
climb. I have not been disappointed. a replacement for the Prestolite regulator (old part # 68804- 

03, new #484-182). None were available. I finally did find 
Has Engine Swap STC for Warrior an aviation supplier that had an overhauled Electrosystems 

Part #VR200 regulator that is a replacement for $85. 
1 note that many members are interested in swap- This has been installed and works perfectly. I have 

ping engines to achieve more power and more perfonnance, since found at an auto parts store a Wells VR706 (old style 
I have received an STC from the FAA to install a Lycoming Chrysler regulators) which appears identical for $9. I a n  
180 horsepower A4A or A4M engine it1 the Piper Warrior. not sure if it is exact replacement, but you bet that I will he 

We call it the Arch-Wanior. This aircraft will out- carrying it as a spare to use in a pinch sii~ce the aviation 
climb and outrun the Archer 181. A delightful plane to fly. regulators are becoming rarer than hen's teeth. 

Drawings and an STC are provided. Some weld- One last item concerns landing lights. After read- 
ing and sheet metal work are required for modification of ing about it in apast issue of POM, I had an auto parts store 
standard Warrior and Archer parts. order for me several Wagner H7604 12 volt halogen sealed 

Thismodification can be accolnplishedhy anA&P bean lights. They fit exactly the same as the old landing 
~nechauic in little more time than a11 engine change with light, are brighter, last longer and draw the same 100W. As 
the liual rehun to service by a11 FAA form #337 signed off for your concenl about greater heat generation, I do not feel 
by a11 IA. that this should be much of a problem, since the light is 
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situated behind the prop which should act as a rather large to check for leaks in the repairs. No leaks appeared, but two 
cooling fan. days later, the tanks still out and filled with autogas, the 

(Name Witheld) entire seam sections of both my tanks were leaking severely. 
I called Skycraft and spoke to A1 Snyder. It seems 

Gear Retraction Glitch Uncovered that Piper was using a sealant (pinkish in color) that was 
By John L. Brown only gas resistant to seal the seams, and then sloshed with 

another sealant to protect it from attacking the sealant. 
On a recent takeoff my gear did not retract when I This Pinkish sealant was used up until 1968. Piper 

cycled the switch. I checkedmy breakersand triedthe switch then switched over to totally different sealant which is im- 
again. Nothing happened. pervious to ALL gases including autogas. 

I thought my airspeed was too slow so I continued So fair and urgent warning to all Cherokee ovners 
the pattern and saw my speed increase to what should have who are thinking about auto gas for their birds. Check your 
let the gear come up. It didn't. tanks by looking in on a sunny day or with a flashlight to 

I wanted to try the override up, but I thought if I see if you have the dark sealant or the pinkish sealant. 
had a problem I would rather have it down and locked than It will cost you $675.00 plus painting and shipping 
up. I asked for a visual to confirm I was down and locked. to have them resealed by Skycraft. Don't take any chances, 
Although 1 had three green lights, I began to doubt the sys- have them overhauled quickly with tllenew impervious seal- 
tem. I landed without incident and went to my ~nechanic, ant. 

He checked several things first - fluid, hoses, etc. Also, what caused my tanks to leak was traces of 
Everything looked okay. He did a retract test and got under alcohol in my unleaded auto fuel. Yes I said traces of alco- 
the back seat to the diapkragm. To our surprise it looked hol in them, but not enough for the goven~ment to force gas 
like green garden hose going from the outside ram air pitot companies to list it as having alcohol in their gases. The 
vent that works the emergency gear down. The diaphragm amount is very small. But that small amount attacked my 
would not cycle so the mechanic, Charles Farmer, discon- tanks like you wouldn't believe. 
nected something and up went the gear. While your tanks are off, replace those dry a id  

After a closer check the diaphragm was okay, so brittle overflow connector hoses in each tank -there are two 
we thought the green garden hose had collapsed under the connectors in each tank. And remember to replace your tank 
heat, but it was fine. On to the gear pitot. screws (stainless) when you have completed your repairs 

At first inspection, it looked fine. It's hard to be- a ~ d  or your resealing job. D & D Screw Co. of Hampton, 
lieve, but I always check it. Charles looked close and saw New Hampshire (800-468-8000) is the cheapest for the screw 
some residue - so off it came. Mud dobbers had gone in and kit. 
built a nest on the inside piece of the ram air system. A If your talks have never been taken OK, you can 
careful cleaning followed and we are back on line. look fornard to fun taking those screws out of your talks to 

I bought a pitot cover for the airspeed and tried it replace those hoses. 
on the ram air vent but it wouldn't fit. So 1 took the vent Inanutshell, ifyour bird is olderthan a 1968 Chero- 
down to our local shoe shop and Mr. Chadwell made aper- kee, your chances are good that your hoses will need re- 
fect cover in no time at all ... and cheaper than the pitot cover. placing, and the chances are even greater that you have the 

old type pinkish sealant in your tanks. At this point you 
Fuel Tank Fault In Older Plane have the decision to make, AUTOGAS or NO AUTOGAS 
By Victor Filosa STC. 

Recently I purchased a 1966 Cherokee 140, 471 Engine Conversion - How About Porting? 
TTAE. The plane is pristine in atid out. 

However, aprobleni was discovered rather quickly Nelson Muncy, of Artesia, New Mexico, asked for 
in my bird. I purchased a Petersen STC for auto fuel, had it advice about converting to another engine and about "port- 
installed by my FBO repair shop and went on my way. ing" his mill. The answer: 

A few days before installing the STC, I filled the 
bird with AVGAS a id  went on a vacation by car, when I To answer your question concerning an engine 
returned, I had several phone messages to go to the airport swap: yes, you can change engines. With enoug11 nioney to 
and correct a SERIOUS LEAK. spend and enough perseverance to tackle the STC process 

It seems that filling the tanks to above half tanks wit11 the FAA, almost anything is possible. Whether it would 
produced two leaking gas tanks. My FBO repair station di- make sense for you, however, is something only you can 
agnosed cracked and brittle rubber connector hoses in my decide. 
overflow system. The porting issue is one we have not previously 

The parts were $1 .OO each tank, but it cost $300.00 covered. Engine porting is an old lot-rodder's trick which 
in labor to get the tanks off and replace brittle leaking hoses. increases engine power by removing metal from the intake 
The hoses were replaced and the tanks filled with autogas and exhaust ports of a cylinder thereby improving "volu- 
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mem'c efficiency." lief. We finally feel like we have a real airplane. 

The technique certainly works well for automo- 
bile engines. Anything which improves engine breathing 
should, and does, increase engine power. Spinner Source 

Porting is more controversial in aircraft engines, By Mike Friedman 
however. These engines are designed to be lighter and do 
not have much extra metal to spare. M n g  the past years I have been reading in the 

Although several shops are doing porting, and have CPA magazine about the problems in obtaining spinners and 
been doing it for about five years, the process does not make bulkheads for the Cherokee. Imagine my dismay September 
much sense for most owners. In the first place, porting is 25 when I arrived at the Manchester, NH airport to fly my 
expensive. Secondly, you cannot get something for noth- 1962 Cherokee 160 (N5540W) and found the spinner bulk- 
ing - ported engines use more fuel than un-ported engines head bashed in and the bulkheads bent and cracked. Some- 
to get the extra power. The smooth, ported intake manifold one struck the plane while I wasn't around to complain, and 
also tends to prevent fuel from mixing properly and a lot of they did not hang around long enough to confess. 
fuel goes straight out the exhaust pipe. As I expected from readzng in CPA magazine, calls 

Finally, the big disadvantage was recently summed to Piper and all of the other usual channels for parts brought 
up by Light Plane Maintenance magazine when it said, "it's nothing more than amused giggles. We called every salvage 
hard to be enthusiastic about aprocedure that ... can poten- yard. One even told us of their 170 plane waiting list for 
tially compromise ... cylinder head strength." Cherokee spinners and bulkheads. Needless to say I was not 

In other words, removing metal from the heads a happy Piper owner. 
can aggravate a problem with head cracking which is al- After doing some interesting cross referencing, I 
ready a problem in the field. discovered that the 1501160 horsepower Tri-Pacer used the 

Generally speaking, porting is not arecommended same spinner, Piper part number 14422. Earlier in my search 
procedure for light aircraft unless the owner is planning on I had called a coinpany called Univair because they list a 
participating in long-distance racing. Tri-Pacer spinner, but they explained to me that they had 

nothing for the Cherokee. 
Geared Starter Interestingly, their part number for the spinner was 
by Gary Adams and Linda Wilson 7-U14422. Hmmmmmmm. I called back and after asking a 

few questions about dimensions and mounting holes 1 or- 
Our first major chore after purchase was to attack dered the parts. 

the ever frustrating hard starting problem which is a well When the spinner arrived the next day (it was in 
know11 characteristic of the older 140's. Our plane had the stock!) it was stamped as "FAAIPMA approved for the PA- 
~ioii-geared direct-drive starter and unlike some others we 18, PA-22, PA-25, and lo and behold PA-28. It bolted on 
have read about, it started very well on the first start of the without problem, and N5540W was back in the air again! 
day. This should come as welcome news for all of those 

With some careful hand propping (about eight good Cherokee owners with cracked or otherwise unserviceable 
pulls) and the mixture on full rich, it usually started about spinners and bulkheads. Univair was not aware that the part 
eight times out often. No priming wasnecessary. Theprob- they were selling was approved for the PA-28 etc., and they 
lem and frustrations came with the second and subsequent only advertise it as a PA-22 spinner in their catalog. 
starts that day, especially on the warmer days. They carry the spinner, and both the outer and in- 

Even amaster at "timing the bump" with the starter ner bulkheads either separately or as a complete kit. The 
switch was lucky to get it started. Once she started though, cost of the kit is $239, and it is FAAIPMA approved for the 
she flies like a dream. PA-28. Univair's phone number is 303-375-8882. 

We worked methodically though the "Hints a id  I hope this helps out some of the spinner victims 
Tips" - cables, corrosion, battery, box, all connections - no I've read about during the past years. If anyone out there 
help. We finally got to the geared starter alternative as rec- sees a plane with wing tip damage accented by a smear of 
ommended in an article in "Hints and Tips" by Gary Fisk yellow paint (the color of my old spillner!) please let me 
of Lomita, California. know, my insurance company waits to speak to them. 

The El Reno Aviation folks in Oklahoma were 
great to do business with. The new starter, aPrestolite model Bushings Don't Fit ,411 Control Yokes 
MZ 4218 ($450), and the ring gear ($120), which has to be By Lloyd C. Freeman 
changed with this model starter, were installed approxi- 
mately six months ago. El Reno could not locate the previ- Some months ago one of the members asked about 
ously marketed starter that utilized the stock Cherokee 140 asource of control columxl bushings and you told them about 
ring gear. the Teflon bushings sold by Wag-Aero. These bushings have 

The results were veryrewardiug, it's now 120 hours a314 inch inside diameter and will not fit later model Chero- 
later and lots of starts -what a difference - and a great re- kees with the larger diameter control columns. 
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Fuel Pump Gasket Information from engine to engine and from one installation to another. 

Notwithstanding all these caveats, there must be a 
You recently published an article regarding gas- "rule of thumb" that says that in the majority of -E2As in- 

kets for the Facet and Bendix fuel pumps. The writer stated stalled in 1968 Cherokees, the number X cylinder runs the 
that he could not buy a gasket for this pump because he leanest at cruise. 
could not find a part nwnher. If there is a high degree of repeatability between 

So, as he stated, he bought a NAPA automotive engines, I sure would like to know which cylinder it is. 
repair lat and solved his problem. Well, as you know the fix Finally, in a related question, what recommenda- 
was only temporary. He may have stopped a possible fuel tion can you provide concerning the price, accuracy and 
leak, hut he put his insurance injeopardy. Also, unless he is reliability of high quality analog EGT units (e.g. Alcor) ver- 
a certified FAA mechanic any such repairs he may have sus the new generation of digital EGTs (e.g. Electronics 
made, if known to a future buyer, will greatly reduce the International? 
demand for his aircraft W.R. Vandeventer 

For the benefit of the CPA membership I have re- Atlanta, GA 30360 
searched the pump situation and offer the following infor- 
mation: Dear Rich, 

Thanks for the tip regarding the replacement of the 
Model Pump PIN Cover Gasket No. vacuum filter. 
PA-32-260 481-701 751-872 As to your question regarding the leanest cylinder 
PA-28-235 481.701 751-872 in a Cherokee 140, as you state, there is no sure fire way to 
1611181 481-666** 751-872 say. Piper, however, recommends placing the probe of a 
180/160/150 481-666** 751-8781751-872* single-cylinder EGT on the number three cylinder. The rea- 
PA-28.140 481-666** 751-872 son for this location is that this is generally considered to be 

the leanest cylinder in this application. 
** This unit has been replaced by Piper with Part Number However, the leanest cylinder varies from time to 

35328-800. It uses Cover Gasket P/N 75 1.872. time on the same airplane depending on the power setting. 
* 751-878 gasket was used on earlier pumps with stamp The accepted convention, in the industry, is to determine 

numbers R-l through R-7 on them. 75 1-872 is used on R-8 the leanest cylinder at full power application. 
and up pumps. Current cost: $2.45. 

Faster Plane With Prop & Rigging 
We hope the foregoing information will be helpful by Torello Tacchi 

to the membership and keep them out of trouble. 
6203J (Turbo Arrow) has been a real pleasure to 

Vacuum System Tip; EGT Questions fly. It made possible our instrument rating and a lot of f w ~  
In a letter I wrote some time ago, I mentioned a repair shop 

Here's a maintenance tip for owners of aircraft nightmare, which to date has not reoccurred nor shows any 
equipped with an Airborne (Parker Aerospace) central signs of reoccurrence (I'm having trouble holding up my 
vacuum system filter. swollen head), 1 have since replaced the wing tips (Met Co 

1 spent an uncotnfortable hour under the instrument Air), upgraded the radios, but alas, like everyone else I want 
pallel trying to figure out how the filter assembly was at- to go faster. Where do I start? 
tached to the firewall and how it could be disassembled to Easy - the propeller is a likely target for scrutiny. 
replace the element. Finally, 1 located a nut on the upper A quick look at the logs (HA,HA) and only one entry: "prop 
left forward face of the firewall that holds the assembly in inspected" 
place. I contacted Mr. Joe Brost of Oceanside Propeller 

Once this nut was removed, it was easy to disas- Service in Merrit Island, F1, and sent my propeller off for a 
semble the filter mechanism wider the instrument panel and recommended overhaul. Joe did an excellent job: meticu- 
replace the element. lous, very reasonable and most importantly, prompt. 

By the way, unless you have extremely long arms, He also revealed that this propeller can no longer 
it's a two person job - one person under the instrument panel be overhauled because it has been done three times previ- 
holding the through bolt securely to prevent it from turning ously (logs you say?) and that it had been shaven to maxi- 
and a second at the firewall to remove the nut. mum tolerance. 

Also, I would appreciate your advice about identi- 
fying which cylinder in a Lycoming 0-320-E2A operates at He also re-pitched it from an estimated 74 x 53 
the leanest mixture (highest EGT) during cruise power set- inch to its standard 74 x 58 inch and presto - a 15 mph gain. 
tings. I know that Lycoming is reluctant to provide a spe- Although the gain was substantial it still climbed 
cific answer to this question because of product liability like an aerobatic machine and still over revved on straight 
concerns. I am also aware that the leanest cylinder may vary and level. 
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A call to Joe revealed a slight loss due to material owners. A lot has been written about the problem, but much 

removed from the prop. A cure would be to re-pitch to the of it is applicable mainly to fuel injected engines. Fuel in- 
allowable extra inch. Joe did so free of charge my only cost jected engines present a special problem because of their 
was shipping, coffee and donuts. long exposed fuel lines, but as you point out, the malady can 

Guess what: fivemore mph. I couldnow reach the strike at the heart of normally aspirated engines as well. 
advertised speed of 142 mph. I could still over-rev but only Normally, an engine which has been shut down for 
by I00 rpm. Climb went from 1000 fpm to 800 fpm (those no more than 15 minutes should have little difficulty restart- 
figures are real). I highly recommend Oceanside. ing. 

Simply crack the throttle and engage the starter. 
I also decided to find out why, this plane always No priming should be necessary (and whatever you do, do 

flew left wing low. A careful study of the shop manual, not pump the throttle). 
revealed that I was flying right when the ailerons never Ifthe engine refuses to start, you ueed to try the hot 
lined up flyulg straight and level. start procedure. The idea here is to clear the engine of ex- 

1 made a gauge required for rigging and lo aud cess fuel vapors without flooding it in the process. 
behold, the ailerons and flaps were out. So follow the book. The starting procedure is as follows: 
I did and guess what: straight and level, no wind, solo, 25 1) Open the throttle about a quarter of a11 inch. 
gallons of fuel - 150 mph cruise. 2) Turn the master switch on. 

The tach needle was, of course, in the red so I had 3) Turn the electric fuel pump on. The idea here is 
to back off to avoid over doing it. But I could probably to pump cool fuel into the overheated carburetor system. 
stand more propeller. I bad read about the importance of 4) Put mixture in the idle cut off position. You do 
proper rigging - now I believe it. not want to flood the engine in the process of trying to clear 

035 is now in the shop to have a pitot-static check it. 
to keep "Big Brother" happy and me safe, and a wing lev- 5) Engage the starter. When the engine fires move 
eler I purchased from Clyde Meyers, installed. the mixture control forward and set both mixture and tluottle 

I still wish I had more speed, but I believe the ex- at the proper settings. 
tra few or at least the published "numbers" will keep me The procedure here is basically similar to the one 
off the streets for a while. It's amazing how much perfor- used in fuel injected engines, but it is also the procedure 
mance one can gain by making it "according to the book.  recommended by Piper for normally aspirated engines. 

One important thing to remember: whenever you 
Heavy Fuel Burn In Cherokee 235 have trouble starting your engine, do NOT crank for tiiore 

than 15 seconds at atime. Then, make sure you wait aminute 
Cbarles W. Legan reported an excessive fuel bum or two before resuming cranking. Otherwise, you will over- 

on his 1965 Cherokee 235. His answer: heat the starter and perhaps the battery cables as well. Ex- 
tended cranking has been known to melt the terminals off a 

The power setting table for a Cherokee 235 indi- battery when there was some resistatice at the terminals. 
cates that fuel consumption at 75 percent should be 15.1 
gallons per hour when leaned for best power cruise, and 13 Recommends ECI 
gallons per hour when leaned for best economy cruise, by Gene Kujawa 

The question then is what method are you using to 
lean your engine. Your fuel burn is a little high, but prop- We did a field overhaul or1 my Lycoming 0-320- 
erly lealed it should fall somewhere between these limits E2A, 90 hours ago (May 91). The crankcase, craukshafi, 
at 75 percent power. connecting rods, etc. were dolie by Engine Compo~ients, Inc. 

You did not indicate 111 your letter whether you They did all the machining and they also overhauled my 
are leaning by ear or are using an EGT or engine analyzer, cylinders to new limits with their Cermiclironle process. 
Whatever method you use, it is the leaning process which I am obtaining 13 to 14 hours per quartofoil, I was 
will determine your fuel bum. extremely pleasedwith theirelitireorganization. I called them 

However, beware of over-leat~ing that engine. Too with various questions on service bulletins and procedures 
lean a mixture will save a little fuel, but you 1u11 the risk of about a dozen times. They always belit over backwards to 
burning those exhaust valves - a very expensive proposi- answer my questions and usually would connect me to the 
tioti. shops forelilan who was responsible for the component in 

question. 
Trouble With Hot Engine Starting I would highly recommend Engine Components, 

Inc, in San Anto~iio, Texas to anyone needing the services 
E.J. Peiker reported difficult hot starts in his Ar- they offer. ECI was also very price competitive and even 

cher, often requiring two hours since shutdown before nor- less expensive than similar concerns. ECI offers machine 
ma1 starts were possible. His answer: services, parts and a tear down inspectiol~ report and cylin- 

Hot starts are a major problem for many aircraft der rework, etc. They will assemble cylinders only. 
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By Twy Lee Rogers 

0 
lea sms create many ofthe maintenance problems all preflight inspections. Use that rag to wipe away any dirt 

face Cherokee owners, And yet perhaps no on the oleo strut tubes. Do this every time you do a walk 
where else cal a little preventive maintenance pay around, whether the struts appear to be dirty or not. The dirt 

such surprising dividends. may not be obvious, but it is there. 

Struts themselves are simple affairs and mainte- When taxiing, as much aspossible, avoid areas with 

nance is simple. With a few precautions pilots can do most dust Or, in other weather conditions, mud. 
of the work on struts themselves, saving money and insur- The hardest hit strut is usually the nose wheel strut. 

ing that their struts won't leave them flat. This is so because the strut is directly behind the prop which 

~ i ~ ~ ~ ,  let,s take a look at what we are talking tends to blow dirt directly onto the strut. For this reason, 
The accompanying drawings show typical Cherokee nose many pilots keep their nose wheel strut inflated to the mini- 

and mGn gear oleo struts. ney are all very mum height recommended by Piper. m e  idea is to keep 
ing of a housing in which a piston is free to travel up and damage down limiting the amount of chrome tube ex- 
down. The pistol] and tube is, of course, connected to the posed '' this prop blast. 
axle of your plane. 

The assembly is topped by a high-pressure filler Routine Strut Service 
valve, similar but certainly not identical to the valve on the 
tires of your car. Air and oil inside the strut provide the Despite preventive maintenance, you are eventu- 

spring effect for the landing gear. ally going to find a strut which is low or completely flat. 

The only other strut parts are the "0" ring seal and What shall you do! 

several retainer clips. These parts are where the majority of The FAA says that for routine service - adding air, 

problems occur. oil, or both - you will not need amechanic. You may service 

A shut goes flat when air or oil leaks from the unit. your own plane (but not planes belonging to others!) 

Air may leak out because the filler valve is not completely First, determine whether the strut is low on air or 

tightened or because the valve itself has been contaminated oil. The test is simple. Using a wing tip, rock the plane a 

by dirt. few times on the gear. If the plane bobs up a ~ d  down in 

With oleo struts, the adage "cleanliness is next to short strokes and stops after just one or two bobs, you need 

Godliness" might be turned around to say "Cleanliness is to add air. If it travels in longer strokes and continues to bob 

next to lower maintenance bills." Each filler valve (there after you stop rocking the wing, you need to add oil. 

are three - one for each wheel) must be capped with a yel- 
low pressure cap, MS20813-IB. If one is absent, buy one 
and put it on. Otherwise, the filler valve will become con- 
taminated and leak air. 

Fluid, too, has a tendency to leak past the "0" ring 
and retainer rings. Damage to the " 0  ring occurs because 
of dirt or pitting of the piston tube. 

This tube, a portion of which hangs out in the 
breeze, carries an oily film which attracts all kinds of grit 
and dirt. Upon landing, of course, the tube is driven up into 
the "0" ring, taking the grit and dirt with it. 

The simplest preventive maintena~ce trick, which 
will pay big dividends, is simply to carry a rag with you on 
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To service a strut the wheel needs to be off the With the airplane removed from jacks and the wheel 

ground. Jack up the wing or apply weight to the tail through sitting on the ground, air from the strut pump is added via 
the tail skid to raise the nosewheel. Be sure to chock the the filler valve until the extension is correct. Jiggle the wings 
other wheels to prevent the plane from moving. to be sure the strut has settled down. Piper specifies tube 

Now, remove the air from the strut. Remove the exposure of 3.25 inches for the nose gear and 4.5 inches for 
yellow safety cap to expose the valve. Then, slowly push the main gear of a PA-28 with fixed gear, and 2.75 inches 
the valve core needle in to release the air. for the nose and 2.0 inches for the main gear of a PA-28R. 

The valve looks like a tire valve and acts the same If you do not have a strut pump you must add air 
way. But be sure to release the air slowly - there is hydrau- while the plane is still on jacks. Use the low-pressure shop 
lic fluid as well as air in that strut, and too much too quickly air or air from your portable bottle of air to fill the strut. 
will get you a bath in the stuff. Then, lower the plane and check extension. 

After all of the air has been released, remove the You will probably be overextended, which requires 
valve core from the valve using the same type of tool used that you SLOWLY bleed air from the valve. A little air goes 
to remove an automotive tire valve. along way, so make sure you do not rush this, or you will be 

Get a rubber hose with a 114-inch inside diameter jacking up your plane to add air again. Be sure to rock and 
about four feet long to add fluid. Attach one end to the jiggle the wings to make sure the plane settles after each 
valve and put the other end in a clear jar filled half way attempt to release air from the valve. 
with hydraulic fluid. Before we leave this topic one word of warning 

Speaking of hydraulic fluid, the substance we are about the filler valve. As we said, it looks like a tire valve 
talking about is aircraft Ruid known as 5606. It is not clear, but it is not a tire valve. Actually known as a Scluaeder valve, 
llke automobile brake fluid, hut red, like automotive trans- it is designed to handle extremely high pressures, whereas a 
mission fluid. It is a discrete substance, however, and should tire valve is not. Also, the tire valve has rubber parts which 
not be mixed with any automotive product. will deteriorate if exposed to 5606 fluid. Using a tire valve, 

Now that the air is out of the strut, you are ready either accidentally or on purpose, is an invitation to disaster 
to use the wheel on the plane as a pump to add the proper as the valve eventually deteriorates and finally explodes, 
amount of 5606. Lift the wheel slowly and slowly let it probably during the shock of a landing. 
down again. Keep repeating this process until the fluid corn- 
ing out of tbe hose into the ja r l~as  few or no bubbles com- Replacing the "0" Ring 
ing out with it. 

Then, lift the wheel, compressing the strut. Re- Pilots may add air or hydraulic fluid to shock shuts 
move the hose from the valve and let the wheel settle down. - it is specifically authorized by Appendix A of Part 43 of 
Finally, reinsert and tighten the valve core. the FARs. 

There are two ways to put air into the strut: with But for most Cherokees there comes a day when a 
and without a strut pump. hydraulic fluid leak requires that additional service be per- 

A strut pump is adevice which takes standard shop formed. The " 0  ring seal needs replacement, and a pilot 
air, between 100 and 200 psi, and increases the pressure up can perform this service legally only under A&P supervi- 
to as much as 1,500 psi. Such a pump can be purchased for sion. The mechanic will have to oversee the work and sign it 
less than $100 from mail order firms catering to A&P me- off in the aircraft logbook. 
chanics. First of all, the plane must be jacked and the strut 

deflated. Place a driv van under the strut - this is going to be . . - - 
messy. 

Remove the Schraeder valve from the top of the 
strut. You can cut down the amount of mess by inserting a 
small diameter tube into the top of the strut and draining as 
much hydraulic fluid as possible before disassembly of the 
strut. Any hydraulic fluid removed from the strut must he 
thrown away. Do not plan on reusing it. 

Remove the upper and lower torque link connect- 
ing bolt assembly and disconnect the links. Note the nun- 
ber and thickness of any spacer washers between the two 
links. They will need to be reassembled in the same position 
in which they were removed. 

The piston tube is now ready to he removed. 
After removal of the piston tube remove the retainer 

(snap) ring, spacer ring, and then the scraper ring. The " 0  
ring seal, located just before the scraper ring, may be re- 
moved by using your fingers, or, if necessary, by using a 
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curved wire or spoon shaped tool inserted under the ring. Check tile fasteners for wear, particularly the hos11- 

Reassembly is the reverse of disassembly. ing which receives the pin, at each fastener location. Tliese 
First, lubricate a new " 0  ring with 5606 fluid and often wear and, in a few cases, have permitted the cowling 

insert it in the slot. Now, install the scraper ring, spacer ring to depart the aircraft in flight. 
and finally the snap ring. Engine: Begin inspection of the engine while it is 

Carefully reinstate the piston tube into the housing HOT. The compressioir test needs to be conducted with the 
being careful not to use force. You do not want to twist the engine at or near operating temperature. On some models. 
" 0  ring in its slot. Lubricating the piston with 5606 fluid readingsaremore easily obtained f o n ~  the lowerplug holes 
will help. rather tlian the top due to interference with ecgine bafles. 

Reattacli the upper aud lower torque links being Valve cover screws on Lycoming engines should 
careful to reinstall any spacers in the correct position. be tightened to eliminate oil leaks. They have a tendency to 

Do not over tighten the links. Piper says that the vibrate loose. They should be torqued to 50 inch-pounds 
links should be free enough to permit easy action of the dry. 
gear, but should he tight enough so there is no side play. Cooling baffles must operate properly or you will 

Now, you are finished except for servicing of the have an overheating engine. Check for looseness, cracking 
sbut with air and hydraulic fluid using the same method and for absence of the rubber seal along the top. Some models 
you would use for routine service. have a metal rod to maintain tensio~~ - tlie rod shotrld be 

Congratulations! You have done a lot of work, but checked for tiglrtness. 
your Cherokee should he standing tall with a landing gear Hoses and Lines: Inspect all flexible lines aiid 
like new. And you should know as much about oleo strut hoses. Remember, Piper recommends replacing these lines 
landing gear as any pilot. every 1,000 hours and that is a good idea. 011 early niodels, 

Piper used a lot of copper tubing for suclr things as oil pres- 
sure sending lines. Check them carefully as they are prone 

Inspecting the Cherokee to wear and hardening. Do not be amazed if you find that 
By Terry Lee Rogers the hoses are the original equipment hoses - even on older 

planes. 
Every Cherokee is inspected once each year or each Timing: Those magnetos need to be timed. And 

100 hours of operation. Nonetheless, many mechUics are with the PA-32 series there is a catch. Tlie timing marks are 
not overly fan i l i a  with the Cherokee line and some in- hidden by tlie propeller spinner bulkhead. Luckily, there is 
spectiolls are not as t1lorough as they might be, Tllis article a second set on the rear of tlle flywheel which should be 
will take a look at some of the itelns conunonly lnissed on aligned with tlie split in the crankcase. The procedure is to 
inspections. do a "rough" timing with the rear marks, then go to tile 

Before any inspection of a Cherokee, tile inspec. small front marks for the fine tuning with the hole in the 
tion checklist published by Piper should be secured. These front of the starter Bendix housing. 
checklists are detailed and indicate every item which needs SCATTubing: That tubing is functional - check i t  
inspectio~i. Obviously, other publications are also needed, for wear and tear and replace if necessary. 
including service manuals and service bulletins from both Exbanst System: Start at the top of the cylinder 
Piper a11d the ~nanufact~rers of tile engine and accessories. exhaust flanges and work down Remove all shrouding, carb 

So, with that sort of disclaimer out of the way, jet's lieat aid cabin heat and look fol- disco lo ratio^^ and cracks. 
take a look at some of the specifics involved in a Cherokee Make sure all lluts or gaskets are intact. 
inspection. Engine Controls: Make sure that all engine con- 

Propeller: ~ h ~ t  propeller needs to be trols (tluottle, mixture, carb heat) are hitting the stops, Be 
closely for nicks a,d gouges with attentioll required sure there is enough cushio~i sliowing in the cockpit. Use 
if the plane is operated off unimproved strips. the amount of space specified ill the maintenance manual 

F~~ those plarles supplied with fiberglass spilnlers, Ifl~olie is shown, leave 114 inch between the control and the 
check those screw holes, especially from the inside. firewall to perinit the pilot to know the control is going all 

For constarit-speed propellermodels, lnake sure the the way to the stop. 
Hartzell AD has been complied with and that the propeller Rigging: Check rigging of all cables using a tensi- 
is within TBO. (For more information about TBO, consult ometer. Poor rigging is a major cause of handling and per- 
Hartzell Service Letter 6 1 .) fonnance problems. Be sure to check all pulleys for weal- 

Cowling: Remove the cowl and i~rspect it - do not and inspect cables for f r a ~ i ~ l g .  
just place it in the comer and ignore it until it is time to A particular problem i~~volves the Cherokee flap 
reillstall it. Disconnect the latiding light wires before re- clevis. This little bolt attaches the flap actuator handle to 
lnoving the lower cowling. check the ,,,ires (one grourld, tire cable. This AN23-11 bolt is prone to wear. Piper's in- 
one to the bulb contact). These wires often become brittle spectioll guide recommends replacement every 500 hours, 
froni exposure. but they are cheap. Replace them whenever they begill to 

look suspicious. 
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Fuel Selector: Check the fuel selector for leaks. 

Put a wrench on each of the " B  nuts and check for loose- The inspection process on a Cherokee is very 
ness. Make sure the mechanism works smoothly without straightforward and would present few problems except that 
binding. Examine the lines themselves for wear. The fuel some mechanics have had little experience with them. 
selector valve controls all the fuel used by the plane and if Piper publishes an excellent checklist for use with 
it sticks between detents, the result will be a forced land- an annual inspection (and it makes a nice list for a pre-pur- 
ing. chase inspection, also.) Use of that list almost guarantees a 

Interior Items: lnterior items which are often good inspection. 
omitted on an inspection include the seat rails and attach If possible, it is a good idea for an owner to either 
points, seat belt and shoulder harnesses. Seat belts more participate in an inspection or at least be at the inspection 
than five years old can no longer meet safety requirements location to see for himself how thorough an inspection is 
- exposure toultraviolet light have drastically reduced their and to get an idea of the condition of his plane. 
strength. Replace them. Plane owners fear the unexpected discovery at in- 

Landing Gear: The iirst thing to do is remove spection time which will cost them extra money for repair. 
those wheel pants and check for damage. Make sure they However, a good, thorough inspection is like life insurance. 
are not caked up inside with mud. With the pants removed, What owners should fear is the major problem which is NOT 
you then have access to the wheel and brake assemblies. discovered in the course of the annual inspection. 

Lnspect tires, wheel bearings, brake pads, and the 
brake discs. Check the wheel halves at each bolt hole for Wobble Test - Valuable Tool 
cracks. If the wheel discs are pitted, replace them. Other- By Steve Lindblom 
wise, they will act like a file and grind away the disc pads 
as fast as you can replace them. We just got arou~id to doing the valve wobble test 

Inspect the landing gear for security, especially at on 9659W and thought CPA members might be interested in 
the upper attach points. Look for pitting of the strut tubes reading about it. I did an article about it for Light Plane 
and inspect for leaks. Make sure the gear is properly in- Maintenance should anyone want more detail. 
tlated. Most CPA readers have probably seen mention made 

Pay close attention to the torque links. Look for in POM and elsewhere, ofLycoming Service Bulletin 388A, 
cracks and for proper security. When disassembling a torque usually referred to as the "valve wobble" service bulletin. 
link, you will find numerous washers in the assembly. Put This service bulletin, which has been around since 1978, 
them back in exactly tlie way they came out - not accord- gives a procedure for checking exhaust valve guide clear- 
ing to the picture in the maintenance manual. These wash- ance without removiiig the valve or cylinder, by measuri~lg 
ers are used to adjust the wheel alignment on a Cherokee bow far the valve can wobble side to side in the guide. 
and changing the order throws the wheel alignment out of Lycoming suggests it be checked every 300 hours 
adjustment. in helicopters and from mid-TBO on in aircraft It applies to 

Pitot Static System: The Cherokee uses a dual- all Lycoming aircraft engines although compliance is not 
purpose pitot-static mast - both pitot a i d  static ports are mandatory. 
located in the same unit. Check for cleanliness a id  for ob- As aresult, very few A&P mechanics and Lycomuig 
structions. owners seem to have bothered with it. The reason seems to 

Check the lines themselves, especially where they be a mistaken belief that since valve guides aren't likely to 
pass from the wing to the cabin. On many models, they still be tight on an engine with time on it, all the procedure 
~iiake a sharp turn at this point and have a tendency to chafe. will detect are loose ones, and those will be taken care of at 

Wings and Control Surfaces: Check each wing rebuild time. 
for loose rivets and for obvious damage or defects. Those No so! Tight guides are the most likely problem, 
fuel tanks form an integral part of each wing. Check under- caused by the build up of lead and carbon deposits within 
neath for leaks. Check caps for security and make sure there the guide. 
is no rust in the filler necks. Since valve sticking is a common Lyconiing prob- 

Check all control surfaces for freedom of move- lem, its a mystery why this service bulletin is not more often 
ment and for security. Check tlie aileron balance weights complied with. Certainly, anyone who is considering having 
to make sure they are not loose. an engine topped because of valve sticking problems, or has 

Be sure to check the leading edge of the stabilator a high-time engine and is trying to decide wlietlier to do 
for wear or damage -they are subjected to more thau their some TBO busting should give it a try. 
fair share of abuse. Two special Lycoming factory tools are required to 

Exterior Fuselage: Get under tlie plaie aidmake do the job, a cast aluminum gage plate which holds a dial 
sure there is no damage there. While there, check all anten- indicator, and a valve stem adaptor which clamps to the valve 
iias for security and damage. The underside of an airplane stem and acts as a11 extension to provide a clear surface to 
is a place whch generally gets very tittle attention from indicate off of. 
anyone. The valve covers, rockers and rocker shaft are re- 
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moved, the adaptor clamped to the tip of the valve stem, 
and the gage and dial indicator bolted to the head using two The Fixed-Pitch Prop 
of the valve cover screw holes. The valve is then wobbled 
back and forth, and the difference between the high and low Fixed-pitch propellers are a lot easier to care for 
reading noted. than co~rstant-speed props, but they still need care. 

I'd figured on improvising the tools, using a home- First of all, fixed pitch propellers do not need to be 
made adaptor and a simple dial gage holder, but ended up overhauled. Nonetheless, Sensenich recommends "recon- 
borrowing the tools from Lycoming. Lycoming, it turns out, ditioning" the prop every 1,000 hours. 
has a set of service tools at the factory they loaii out for Reconditioning, of course. means doing preventive 
free. maintenance on the propeller blades. Typically, the blades 

It's just as well I did, because the gage turned out are stripped of paint (usually by bead blasting), then a dye- 
to be a more complicated proposition than is clear from penetrant inspecti011 is performed to look for cracks. The 
casual reading of the service bulletin. Not otlly does it hold blades are heated to force any cracks present to show up 
the dial indicator, but it also compresses the valve spring so more vividly. 
the valve is free to wobble, and gives asurface to pry against Then the blades are sprayed with a dye and given 
when you wobble the valve. It's a low-tolerance piece, time to permit the dye to penetrate any cracks which might 
though, and could easily be improvised in the field, should have been missed. A developing solution is the11 applied 
it be necessary, by taking a piece of flat plate and using the and the blades are checked under ultraviolet light. Cracks 
illustrations in the service bulleti~~ as a guide, drilling and show up as red-blue lines in the blades. 
hack sawing the necessary holes in it for the lnounti~~g Obviously, cracks are important. Even a small crack 
screws, rocker ears and adaptor to go through atid adding a11 can lead to blade failure, and blade failure is much more 
ear to hold the dial indicator. serious thai an engine failure. When blades fail often apiece 

The one critical dimension is the height of the dial departs tlie propeller and when that happens the whole as- 
indicator above the head - it should be I 3116 inches from sembly becomes so unbalanced that it may cause vibratiori 
the gasket tnati~ig surface. Lycoming is currently working severe enough to wrench the engine from the airframe. 
on plans for a new gage that will be easier to make and use Any cracks detected by any of the procedures above 
in the field. mean that the propeller must be scrapped. If no cracks are 

The job tunied out to be an easy one. A good me- found (the nonnal case), the prop goes to the next stage. 
chaiic should be able to do it in only a couple of hours on a All dime~isio~~s of the blades are checked - length, 
320 or 360 (other Lycomings may require removing more width, chord thickness. If the blades are within limits, they 
parts.) The specs call for a minimum of ,025 and a maxi- are put tlvough a grinding process to remove surface metal 
mum of ,045 inch for 112 inch guides. fatigue and any corrosion pits. 

Olle of our guides failed. being too tight at ,016. Metal fatigue is a killer of propellers. Remember. 
Too tight is better thail too lose, since loose guides meall any time a propeller is working, one side of the blade is 
overhaul time, where tight guides ca i  simply be reamed, placed in tension and the other side in compression. This 
Lycoming, in Service Instruction 1425, gives a procedure results in fatigue which is cumulative - no blade can be ex- 
for removing the exhaust valve aid reaming the guide in pected to last indefinitely even if no undue stresses are ap- 
place - all without removing the cylinder. It takes about a plied. The accumulated metal fatigue takes its toll over a 
110ur or SO per valve, give11 a mechanic with nimble fingers. period of time. 

Ifanyotie has a11 otherwise sound engine with sticky Luckily, this fatigue is concentrated at the surface, 
valves, this could be a real money saver. which is why surface grinding is able to relieve it. 

After grinding, the blades are atiodized and treated 
Caring for Your Cherokee Propeller wit11 Alodioe so that the blades develop a corrosion-resis- 
By Terry Lee Rogers tant surface coated with aluminum oxide film. 

Finally, the blades are painted and the prop is given 
Pilots spend hours tuning their ellgirles to peak ef- a static balatlce. It is now ready to be reillstalled on your 

ticiency and washing, waxing and otlienvise caring for their plane. 
airframe. Yet they often neglect the most important deter- To have your propeller reconditioned, plan on down 
miner of perfo~i~iaice of them all - the propeller. time of three days and a cost of from S 175 to $400. 

In fact, the only consideration given the propeller 
by many pilots is the quick check for nicks during the pre- What's the Pitch? 
flight inspection - and that itispection is cursory for many 
pilots. Actually, the type ofperformance you get from your 

The propeller deserves more attention. A prop plane depends largely on the pitch of the propeller. And the 
rvliicl~ is out of balance or illcorrectly pitched can cut miles good news: pitcl~ is adjustable within celtain limits. 
per hour from cruise speed, while a prop which has been The propeller Piper selected for your airplane was 
subiected to mistreatment can fail catastrophically. designed as a compromise to permit the plane to be as ver- 
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satile as possible. Unfortunately, this Jack-of-all-trades pro- Nonetheless, Hartzell says that the TBO was selected for 
peller is most efficient at only olie particular airspeed and more thai arbitrary reasons - that propeller takes a lielluva 
engine rpni, usually closest to the rpln which produces tlie beating li'mdling all that horsepower and at TBO time it re- 
full rated horsepower. ally needs to have parts replaced. 

However, tliis standard prop is not something you Also, the TBO on most propellers is at least 2,000 
are merely stuck with. You can select from c~uise a ~ d  climb hours, so it only makes good sense to have the propeller 
props if your demands make a switch advisable. overhauled while the engine is in for its overhaul. 

Using different pitch settings is similar to shifling 111 addition to the service of blades (as indicated 
gears in at1 automobile - you use a low gear to climb a hill above for fixed-pitch props), constant-speed propellers need 
and pennit the engine to rev up at slower speeds, while you to have service of the governor and the guts of the hub. 
use ahigher gear for highway drivuig when maximu~n speed And while your local mechanic can overhaul your 
is desired. engine, he catinot overhaul your propeller. He c a ~  nierely 

Tlie sune principle works for lurplaiies. The pilot remove the propeller - it is then sent to an FAA-approved 
wlio fliesonly long-distance trips aidoperates fiom letigtby repair station rated to work on your prop model. 
ru~iways will find a cruise prop an adva~itage, while apilot During overhaul, tile hub is completely disas- 
who flies shorter hops and has to conte~id wit11 short-field sembled. Some parts, such as hall be'aings, gasketsand seals, 
takeoffs regularly will be happier witli a climb prop. are automatically thrown away and replaced with new. 

For those seeking speed, especially in cotijunction All parts are checked for cracks - steel parts are 
with perfor~iiance modifications which eliminate aircraft Magilafluxed while aluminum parts get the same dye-pen- 
drag, a cruise prop is anatural. You may be able to increase etrant tesls used 011 propeller blades. 
speed 10 to 15 mph with no increase it] file1 co~isurnption Once the unit is assembled it is given a static bal- 
or engine wear. ance, just like the fixed-pitch unit. 

The down side, however, is that you will lose some If you are going to get a prop overhaul, plan on a 
of y o ~ u  takeoff performance so it is not a chaige you will five to seven working day dowi time and plan on spending 
wlult if you occasio~~ally have to contend with short field in excess of $1,000. And if your blades are found to be out 
takeoffs, especially if conditions are hot, high and humid, of tolerance and need to be replaced, plan on spe~iding sev- 

Pitcl~ is measured in inches a id  is reflected in the eral times that amount. 
last two  umbers of your propeller. A Sensenich M74DM58, 
for example, is a 74 inch propeller with a 58 inch pitch. It The Black Mac 
was standard on the Cherokee 150. It meals that the pro- 
peller would move forward 58 inches for one turn of the One possible cure for the recurring Haizell AD is 
propeller if propeller efficiency was 100 percent (i.e., 110 to colivert from a Hartzell to a three-blade McCauley "Black 
slip.) Mac" propeller. The cost of this conversion is not cheap - 

So you want a cruise prop'? Nave your prop re- about $5,000 - but not o~ily does the conversion eliminate 
pitched to 60 inches. How about a climb prop'? Once again, a iy  AD requirements, it is also said to be a good deal qui- 
a re-pitch is called for, this tirue to 56 inclies. Tllose nun-  eter atid it certainly makes a Piper an outstmiding looker on 
hers make a big difference in performance. the ramp. 

If you want to chauge the performance character- The mod reportedly also tolies down vibration 
istics of your plane, discuss the matter with your propeller w l~ i c l i~~o t  only makes flyinga lot easier, but should cut down 
shop. They c a ~  usually re-pitch tlie propeller on your plane on vibration induced engine maintenance. 
for a fairly nominal cost. The modification is available fiotn New England 

Propeller Service. P 0 Box 415. East Haddani, CT 06423 
Hartzell Props - Overhaul (800) 873-2388. 

And for Archer owners, there is a Black Mac prop 
Hartzell props are controllable - that is, they are for you, too. That prop is a two-blade rnodel a~id it is not 

constant speed props as used 011 the Arrow arid tlie PA-32 controllable, but it is ... well, black. It looks impressive and 
line of planes. They eliminate having to select one perfor- the company says it has a thicker shank and an airfoil wliicli 
mance characteristic - they are adjustable so you Irave a cuts dowi 011 vibration. The cost ofthis modification is about 
climb prop, a cruise prop and everything in between $1,500. 

Unfortunately, their complexity results in some 
additional maintenance alid in higher maintenance costs. Balancing Your Prop 

To begin with, constan-speed props do need to he 
overhauled and they come with a factory recomtne~ided To sn~ooth out your flying, why not try prop bal- 
TBO (time between overhaul), just as aircraft ellgi~les do, ancing. Dynamic balancing (perfomled on a rum~ing engine) 

Now everyone knows that maiufacturers' TBOs bas been in vogue for several years and seems to make air- 
are recommendations only - they are not mandatory except planes a much nicer place in which to he. 
for co~~unercial operators who must comply with them. To begin, the shop will remove your cowli~ig so a 
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sensor can be mounted to the engine. The sensor nieasul-es 
the intensity of vibratio~i and tra~isniits the data to a corn- Wing Root Seals; Bulbs & Tires 
puter. by Robert B. Fox 111 

To deterniine the location of tlie imbalarice the 
system uses a hig11-iote~isity strobe that "freezes" the pro- 1 have a tip to pass on conceriii~ig installation of 
peller at the point of maximu~n imbalance (they put a piece wing root seals. 1 was advised to wax them and tlien put 
ofreflective tape on one blade to differentiate wliicli blade.) them ill tlie sun to warn1 them up before I tried to install 

This infonnatioll gives the techniciai infomiation them 
about where to bolt washers on the hub as balance weights. They becane very limp and were pushed in the 

The engine is run up to cruise speed and the ma- root gap with a woodeli paint stirring paddle. 'Tliey went in 
chine then does its thing. In about five minutes it gives a with relative ease, but even so_ it took about 75 mi~~utes  
plot of bala~ice and pennits the techliiciau to temporarily each. 1 would have preferred to have white rubber, bul it 
halarice the prop by placing washers on tlie outside of the was not available. 
spinner. Another item has to do with the use of a halogen 

The process is then repeated and the machine will lanp as a replacenlent for the 4509 landing light. Accord- 
determine whether the balance weights are properly set. ing to my I.A. the#-e is no PMA for this lamp and it should 

Those who have bad tlieirprops balanced rave about not be used regardless of brightness, life spai, or cost. Thc 
the increased quietness arid lack of vibration. Generally, they 4595 has a PMA, but the caidlepower is 60,000 vs. 1 10,000 
say it was money well spent. for the 4509. 

For more itiformation and the name of the balance The 4595 bulb was not the bulb Piper delivered 
shop nearest you, contact Jolm Beach, Chadwick Hehnulii with the bird and, since it is not equal or better in bright- 
Carp., 4601 North Arden Drive, El Monte, CA 9 171 1 (818) ness, 1 do not believe it call be substituted (legally). With a 
575-6161. 300 hour expected life spa11 versus 25 hours for the 4509, it 

sme makes economic sense, however. My 4509 just burned 
Caring For Your Prop out, but I am not going to say what the replacetnent will he. 

Propeller care is simple, but important. First of all, Modifying Those Cherokees 
when doing a preflight inspection, really do a pretlight in- 
spectioli. Look that prop over and look for any signs of dain- The following two letters are similar to many we 
age. If a controllable propeller, check tlie huh for signs receive concerning making ~iiodifications oil Cherokees. 
of leaks or distress. They al-e similar in that the writers have little idea of tbe 

Second, when operating off gravel strips or ally- complexity of making changes on their airframes. 
where else where debris might strike the prop, be extremely Tliis is quite cor~imon among aircraft owners. So, 
cmeful. Just a small flick is ellougli to start a stress riser for those interested in making some rnodificatio~is to tlieir 
which ca i  eventually kill that propeller. favorite airplaiies, read on: 

If you find any nicks during apreflight inspection, 
do not ignore them. Have your mechatiic dress them out. Dear Terry, 
And keep away from that prop uith a file yourself it is I mldersta~id that to change a 150 horse engine to a 
illegal for all aircraft owner to attempt to dress his propeller 160, all you have to do is add 8.5: 1 cornpression pistons 
- i t  isliot simple preve~itive maintenance. A~iy~nistakes here which are part i~ulnber 75089. 
could kill someone. Cali this be done with a logbook entry by an A&P 

And do not over speed your engine. The power aid placarded or is there ar1 STC'? 
delivered by apropeller and the stl-ess it must bear is related If so ca i  you tell me where I can get tliis STC'? I 
to the square of the operating speed. If you over speed the would like to increase power a id  change to a cruise prop to 
prop by ten percent you will increase the stress more than gaiil speed. Let me know the in's a l d  out's of this situation 
20 percent. This extra stress may just do your prop in. Have i f  YOU C". 

it checked. ., I'm sure I'm not the first to wonder about all this. My 
Cherokee 140 is the Lycomiug E2A model with M74DM58 

Propeller care is simple and basic. And propellers Prop (1 tllillk). 
are trustworthy - fewer than one percent of aircraft acci- 
dents result directly from propeller failure. arid the following ... 

However, propellers are impoltant and, unfortu- 
nately, are neglected by far too many pilots. Propeller acci- Dear Terry, 
dents are rare, but when they occur they are quite likely to I am atneniber of the Association, and have a 1978 
be catastrophic. With just a little awareness and care there Warrior. I redly like the aircrafi and elljoy fly& it. 
is no reas011 your pla~ie should ever have a propeller prob- I u~iderstarid there was a change to the 79 or 80 
lem. Warrior that moved the battery from under the rear seat to 
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the engine compartment with an increase in the gross weight Westec, Westberg Manufacturing '0.. 3400 Westach Way, 
and useful load. True? Sonoma, CA 95476 707-938-2121 

Is there a11 STC to cover this for my aircraft? It The comp'my is still alive as I spoke to them, or- 
not, would this be an easy change, assuming parts avail- dering some EGT probes. 
ability from the plant? 

Airspeed Indicator Cause of Crash 
First of all, to modify any airplane you need to do by Tim Brown 

more than visit aparts bin and select what you want to add 
or change on your plane. You must have FAA approval which This is an update on the crash of N5650U which 1 
generally is acquired through a1 STC or tluough a 337 fonn. wrote about in the November 1991 Piper Owners Magazine. 

An STC is commonly needed to make a change. As you may recall, l rode my 1970 Cherokee 140C in a very 
An STC can be either a one-time STC or a multiple use rapid decent and made a very hard l ad ing  1,000 feet sl io~t 
STC. If it is a one-time approval, engineering data is re- of the runway after the plane liad made a sudden and steep 
quired by the FAA and the approval is for one plane -just left bank at 100 feet AGL while taking a BFR. 
one serial number. It cannot be itistalled on another plane, After many insurance company induced delays, a 
even if that plane is identical to the first. couple of tnontlis of repair und a month of trying to get at 

Sometimes amultiple use STC is acquired. Here, appoititnient with a part-time CFI, I finally started working 
additional engineering dataaid testing is required. but the myself back into flying a i d  a BFR on May 2. 
owner of the STC is then allowed to sell the paperwork to I was EXTREMELY nervous (i.e., shaking like a 
others for installation on certain other aircraft. Those air- leaf, sweaty palms and cotton mouth) but after my new CFI 
craft must be of certain tnodel airpl'mes a id ,  often, serial (Tim McConnell of Anderson, SC) reviewed my log book, 
number limitations are applied. pilot's manual and gave a preflight briefing describing his 

111 the examples above, there is an STC for con- lesson plan I felt a lot calmer but still not sure of myself. 
verting some 150 horse Lycomings to 160 horsepower. It is Remember I had not flow1 at all since the "crash" 
lield by New England Propeller Service, P O Box 415, East on August 10, 1991 and had not really flowti since May 5, 
Haddam, CTOM23 (800) 873-2388. The STC requireslnore 1991. For some reason I did the preflight, engine start, taxi, 
than merely replacing the pistons and can become expen- engine ru~i-up a i d  take oft' without a hitch. In fact I was 
sive, but it does provide extra perfonna~ice which many climbing tluougli 800 feet AGL before tlie reality hit me 
owners desire. that I was tl ying again. 

The Wmiors with serial numbers 28-83 I600 1 a i d  At this nioment a BIG grin made its way from my 
up have the battery on the firewall rather than under the starboard ear to my port ear and I tried to communicate to 
rear seat. However, moving tlie battery to the engine com- the CFI how great it was to be in tlie air. I tliought for a 
partment is not the subject of a11 STC which can be applied minute my DG was broken since tlie needle seemed to be 
to earlier Warriors. To make the chatige you would need to glued to our heading of 180 degrees. 
go tlirough an expensive process to get FAA approval a i d  We climbed to 3,000 feet MSL a i d  did 720 degree 
then tlie gross weight of your plane would remain at 2,325 turns botli left arid right over beautiful Lake Secessioii. My 
pounds rather t11a1 go to 2.440 pounds. tunis were executed so well that I was surprised at illy abil- 

There is one other way chatiges may be made in ity to hold altitude a i d  roll out on heading. It seemed almost 
a11 airframe - tluougli an FAA Fomi 337, a major repair atid too wireal that after a year of abstinence from flying that 
alteration form every skill "ca~iie back" so quickly. (This is not to be co11- 

However, a 337 fonn is not merely a short cut to strued as a recornmendation. If I liad not had a 7.000+ liour 
getting a11 STC. It is for otherwise approved ch'mges or CFI witli me I would have stayed on the ground.) 
repairs - not for unusual modificatioiis of a plane. For ex- The real eye opener came when Tim McCo~unell 
aniple, a 337 form is filled out when radios are added or took coiitrol to check out tlle stall characteristics ofN5650U. 
re~iioved from a plane. The fomi will then refer to a A PA-28-140C is supposed to stall with no tlaps at 64 mpli 
ma~iufactilrer's instructions. For example. when a DME is (indicated) a i d  with full flaps at 55 mph. But withoot tlaps 
installed, the form might say, "System installed in accor- we stalled at 75 mpll a ~ d  witli full flaps at 65 nipli. 
da~lce with manufacturer's specifications and AC 43.13- Suddenly, we both lost any desire to do more ma- 
2A." neuvers. We made a fast retuni to the airport and landed 

Generally, the FAA fonn will refer to other ap- with power held witil right over the threshold. 
proved paperwork which is readily available before it will This tliorouglily explains the "crash" ill 199 1 .  Mak- 
be approved by the FAA. ing a sinmlated engine failure approacl~ at the POH speeds 

we were on tlie ragged edge of stall when a wisp of a gust 
Has Ordered EGT Probes caused the left wing to stall and the rest is l~istory. I had also 
by Eniie Davis noticed for tlie past two years that after lifting NS65OU's 

nose at 60 mpli an additional amowit of yoke pulling was 
Someone was looking for the EGT probes frotn: needed to get airbonie. 
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Ti~n  McConnell also found this to be strange on two jacks including paint and machine shop? About $95 1 

our take off Taxiing down the runway at 52 mph (indicated) also made my own tail weight by cementing a Ilold dow11 
looked like a good speed. (Aud to think I thought this was chain into 250 pounds of concrete and when dry, adding 
due to the width of the runway and my position higher than four large swiveling casters. 1 use an S-link to connect the 
seen from an auto). In my car I drove at 52 mph and noted a chain to hold down hook of the plane. 
tremendous difference in the motion of objects along the One tip on jacking retractable aircraft, If ouly oue 
road. If it looks wong it probably is. wing is jacked for landing gear repair extreme caution should 

A couple of points your readers need to heed: be used. The hydraulic pressure and down-lock latches nor- 
1. If you have to haul back on the yoke after rais- mally hold the gear down and locked, but if the hydraulic 

ing the nose, check the stall speeds as shown on the air- pressure is released as when manually retracting the jacked 
speed indicator. An airspeed indicator should be assumed wheel, it could cause loss of pressure enough to release the 
wrong until absolutely proven right. down-lock and the plane will fall onto the non-jacked wing. 

2. Even after an accident or mishap, never give up This will cause the plane to fall off the jack and punch 
on yourself. The best approach is to get back into flying as through the wing. Not a pretty sight. That is if you're still 
soon as possible. After you return to the joys of flying, the alive to see it after having the plane fall on top of you as 
jitters will disappear. you work on the landing gear. 

A final comment. Use the jacks on solid, level pave- 
Some Jacking Suggestions ment. If you must jack the plane in the soft dirt of your tie 
by Ramon Pabalan down, use wide heavy boards to spread the load of the jack. 

Otherwise the jack may imperceptibly settle into the ground 
As anyone who does a fair amount of maintenance until unstable and again, the famed jack-tluough-the-wing 

knows, jacking your aircraft is inevitable. I have a few ad- picture. 
ditional suggestions. 

First of all, 1 made two jacks and I must say they A Potpourri Of Hints & Tips 
are very sturdy. The actual hydraulics I bought from Harbor by John Sandliu 
Freight and Salvage in California. For around $35 they have 
three-ton hydraulic jacks that rest at around 20 inches and Regarding the recent article concerning the strauge 
fully pump up to around 42 inches makiug them ideal for whining noise coming from the engine compartment. I be- 
jacking low-wing planes. lieve that whine is caused by cavitation of the small hy- 

I made the bases out ofone-and-a-quarter inch angle draulic pump inside the propeller governor. 
steel using old bed frames! 1 welded them into a triangular That pump takes engine oil from the oil gallery. 
base 30 inches on each side putting io a tray to hold and increases the pressure to about 250 psi and supplies it to the 
ceuter the base of the hydraulic pump in this equilateral propeller hub to adjust the pitch setting of the propeller 
triangle. Don't weld the pump itself since the heat may dam- blades to control engine speed. The whine sound occurs so011 
age the hydraulics. after the engine is first started and contil~ues until the en- 

To hold the top of the pump from tipping over, I gine oil is warm and sufficient flow is provided to the pro- 
had amachine shop fabricate a large quarter inch steel ring peller governor. The presence of the whine indicates insuf- 
that would slip over the top of the pump body and welded it ficient oil flow to the propeller governor; absence of the 
to three 314 inch angle steel braces that I bolted to the three whine indicates adequate flow. 
comers of the base. To correct the problem: Remove the propeller gov- 

I used bolts so if I ever needed to remove the pump emor and replace the gasket between the govenlor and the 
I could unbolt the braces and lift the bracing ring off and engine case. There is a fine mesh screen in the oil supply 
pull the pump out of its centeriug tray. opening in the gasket which prevents dirt particles from 

Since the pump has no adaptor to fit the cones on entering the govenlor I suspect this screen is dirty or other- 
the Cherokee jackiug points I also had the shop machine a wise partially blocked reducing oil flow to the governor 
sleeve that slips over the cylindrical ram of the jack. The causing the pimp to cavitate. The proble~n corrects itself 
sleeve. a solid 2 112 inch in diameter, has a 314 inch hole on when the oil heats sufficiently to flow freely. 
the opposite side 314 inch deep to hold the jacking cone. You can't just clear1 the screen, you must replace 

For roll-away convenience, I welded two non-swiv- the gasket because the screen is integral to it. Another op- 
eling casters on one side of the bases so that when sitting tion is to change to a nmlti-viscosity engine oil. This will 
flat, the casters are off the floor but for transport, tipping insure that during start-up and initial wann-up. the oil will 
the jack over onto its wheels allows this heavy jack to move flow more easily. 111 ally event, I'd have a look at that gasket 
easily. In fact one of my friends showed me how easily it and oil screen. 
rolls into HIS hangar where I hope my jacks still are. Recently, Dean Thompson of Sandpoint. Id'aho 

The bases should be triangular since most floors asked about an inexpensive method of removing frost with- 
aren't very level and a rectangular base would rock if one out damage to the aircraft surfaces. 
comer wasn't finnly on the pavement. Total cost for the Something I've used that works well is a fifty per- 
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cent mixture of automotive antifreeze, ethylene glycol 
(Prestone, Zerex, etc.) and water. I put it in into a small %rho Engine Differences 
spray bottle, and spray it onto the frost or frozen dew. The by Paul Ashwood 
ice melts instantly! I also carry a supply ofsmall haid tow- 
els lo wipe off the residue. In my searching for aTurbo Arrow 111 I've run into 

This only works if the surface is otherwise clear - an iiteresting dilemma. The Co~ltineiital engine supplied with 
- it won't work to remove a layer of ice from freezing rain the original planes, the TSIO-360-F, apparently had prob- 
for example, or several inches of snow. Be sure to clean all lems fkoni overheating aid over-boosting. These led to en- 
of the wing surfaces top and botto~ii and the elevator aud gines not making TBO and frequent top-end overhauls. 
rudder too. With a fairly heavy 'oating of frost on a Chero- Co~itinental addressed the problem with the modi- 
kee, you can cleat1 the whole thing in about ten minutes. fied FB engine. According to the April issue of AOPA Pilot, 

Also, Burlyo I'ike of Shepherdsville, KY asked the new FB engine enjoyed an increase in TBO as aresult of 
about his cabin lieater problem. Tlie cabill lieater valve is stronger colulectil~g rods. When J called Piper Aircraft to 
physically located at tlie bottom of the firewall at the rear verify this I was told a "large bore" craukshaft was used in 
of the engine compatment. It is really a bypass valve. the FB and for Inore detailed infomiation I should contact 

Ram air always flows througl~ ajacket around tlie Teledyne-Continental. 
e~igine muffler and is exhausted tlirougb the cabin heater However, a1 initial call to Teledyne-co~~tine~ital's 
valve. When cab111 beat is not needed, air flowing around service deparhnent landed amechanic who told me the crank- 
the muffler flows tlirougli the heater valve a~id overboard. shaft was made larger (larger bore) and tlie crankcase was 
Wllell cabill heat is needed. the valve sliuts the overboard modified to accept the larger bore, but made no mentioil of 
air flow atid redirects the hot air into the cabin. cliatiges in co~nlecti~~g rods. 

Air flow tluough the mufiler jacket is importa~it After rereading the AOPA article I placed a second 
for cooling the muftler aud it should not be blocked. If the call to TCM and was told the connecting rods on the FB 
cabin heat valve does not shut fully, some of the hot air were actually smaller (the head of tlie rod was reduced in 
will leak into the cabin. size to mate with the larger crankshaft). 

Piper designed a spring to be attached to the valve Meanwhile aused aircraft salesma11 told me he had 
lever to hold it tightly shut whe11 cabin lieat isn't needed. 1 a Turbo Asrow I11 with the stronger eogiue, something he 
suspect this spring has broken a~id was lost. called an FB- I ,  which had beefier rods, crankshaft and heavy 

If lie were to look carefully at the lever ann that crrurkcase. As it tu~iis out, lie had it I-ight. 
operates the valve. he will find a small hole in it for the A fiilal call to the engineering department at TCM 
spring attacli point. The other attacli poitit is on the air- andl wasput througl~toasalesreprese~~tative,Lorel~Lemo~~. 
franie near the firewall. He has a choice of going to a Piper Mr. Lemon told me the FB has aheavier crankcase (part no. 
dealer to get the part (good luck) or of going to all automo- 642037), a larger bore crankshaft (part no. 011627) a~id con- 
rive p'Ws store aud getting acarburetor linkage return spring. necthgrods (put no. (d6320) lie thought were a touch wider. 
A spriiig about 318 inch in diameter that can be cut to fit He told me the TSIO-360-FB has continued to evolve and 
should work llicely. the new-FB has intenial modifications not found in the origi- 

11als. 
Any Information 8 1 1  Water Ditching? 

Airspeed Indicator Glitch Discovered 
Jeremiah S. Bums, of Salem, Massachusetts, asked by George Ewaucliew 

for information about water ditching in a Cherokee. The 
atiswer: The airspeed can be an indicator which does not 

By coincidence, I got a phone call last year from a have real accurate cross-checks. Mine seemed to read low 
member with some interesting information. a id  finally, after some time, would not register over 90 knots 

His pamer and a flight instructor suffered a1 en- in a dive and 80 knots cruise. 
gine failure shortly after takeoff a ~ d  ended up ditching. "Simple enough," we all said (including good me- 
Conhary to what most of us believe will he the eventual cliaiics). Just blow out the pitot line. That is simple enough 
ending, the plane hit the water and the main landing gear if you ca i  get the pitot mast off after 14 years (Piper used 
then immediately acted as a fulcn~m and tlie pla~ie simply screws in which the heads were rusted into globs). Some 
nosed over and did an immediate dive. very careful drilling around that alumillum casting and a 

The entire episode was so quick that tleitller pilot couple of hours later, the mast was in our hands. 
thought to open ttie door and insert a shoe or other item to Everything looked good there a ~ d  in the wing. Af- 
keep it open. Luckily, the flight iristructor was able to kick ter much hlowing-out still the same readings. No Problem, 
out a windshield and both men escaped. obviously the indicator is bad. Off it goes for overhaul. Well. 

The moral: if a ditching appears iniminent, prop $90 later, still exactly the sane AIS readings. Back to the 
ope11 the door, hope for the best, but be prepared for a sub- shop goes the gauge - same readings. 
merged airplane in short order. Now we start co~isulti~lg the "Experts", including 
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Piper at Vero Beach. No one lias a real good answer, and aid installed in on a pelmanelit basis in less than a11 hour. 
most of the plumbing is pushed, pulled, disconnected, re- The mechanic tied the wire into a separate fuse so 
connected until I began to wonder if everything was any- that in the event of a panel failure on my original lights, I 
where connected the way it was when we started. could use the post light as a back up. 

Still the exact same A/S readings. Total cost was less the $120.00. The post light was 
But, while the months went by, and the pitot mast installed on the left side of the plaue between the front screen 

was pulled off and put on many times, in the search, the and the pilot's window. 
well-meaning investigators broke off both pitot heater wires The post light has provided me with all of the light 
at the mast so that we now needed two new heating ele- 1 need for night actual IFR. 
ments which were supplied by Air Parts, Florida. 

After all authorities were exhausted, Piper wrote lnlproving Turbo Performance 
the only place the problem could exist was in the pitot line by Nate A. Newkirk 
from behind the AIS indicator. We gently blew in that line 
and the static instruments all went crazy as if they were In the spirit of helping other Turbo owners as you 
being put under direct pressure. and they have helped me, this is offered. 

Piper said that the only place in the pitot-static sys- OVERHEATING - I solved my bird's problems 
tem where the two lines were together was the pitot mast. with three additions: 
But, we could find no leaks in the mast itself. I. The Piper Cooling Kit. 

111 desperation, I finally bought a mast from Air 2. The Insight Graphic Monitor. This told me Iliac 
Parts, but after installation, we still liad the satne readings. the standard CHT gauge isn't telling me the whole story. 

So, we flew oo at 80 knots until the next annual at My engine wasn't running as hot as the scuidard gauge said. 
Harpers' Keep-em-Flyin' in Clewiston, Florida. Bob Harper 3. The Merlyn Black Wastegate Controller. Tliis 
is a real pro, and after a half horn of standing on his neck thing is truly magic. On a hot day climb-out (800 fpm, 100 
under the panel, he discovered a plastic niounting bracket Knots) tny CHT's are running 300-325. TIT is around 1400. 
with two tubber hoses going into a small plastic box. One At 2,300 rpm. 35 inches MP (all altitudes) 1 leal to those 
hose attached on the pitot line aid one attached to the static same temps, regardless of fuel flow, and am averaging I 1  
lines. GPH overall. 

He had no idea what that box did, but frorn it ra11 I can't say enough good about Susanne and Hugh 
two wires which went tlxough a relay and disappeared in a Evais at Merlyn. Hugh is incredible at diagnosing prob- 
wiring bundle. Iems over the phone, starting with installation (which was 

Looking tl~rough inatiuals was no help, so back to quite easy). 
Piper to describe this unit. Lately, 2.112 years after installing the Merlyn Co~i- 

Now comes the question from tlie Tech Rep: "Do troller, it developed a minor problem. Hugh figured it out 
you have electric trim in your Archer?'Alia, after maiy over tile phone, then offered to fix the controller free, and 
tnontl~s and maiy dollars, tlie answer was not reflected in got it back tome within three days. Who could ask for more'! 
those manuals. Others can take a lesson in service from Merly~i. 

Piper was concerned that if the electric trim rnotor Without a doubt, Merlyn's little gadget is the real 
should inn away and could not be shut off for some reason, secret to temperature control for my airpla~le. 
a pressure switch wit11 a diaphragm betweell the pitot and Merlyn Products 
static systems would activate a relay wliicli in tun1 would W 75 10 Park Drive 
terminate electric operations before the pitch trim got to Spokane, WA 99204 
the stops. 800-828-7500 

Hence, my pitot-static problems. If t11e diaphragm 
should rupture, pitot pressure would be applied directly to THROTTLE SENSlTIVIlY - Here's at~otlier place 
the static lines and put some pressure 011 the static side of where the Mer lp~  Wastegate Controller has helped my air- 
the airspeed indicator causing those low readings. plane. Sensitivity is much less, at all altitudes, particularly 

Very simple now, but we wentthrough ~nuchagony the 8,000-13,000 feet range, where it was the worst. In IF'R 
and abuse of the systems before this simple answer was conditions, this is really important. One less thing to dis- 
obtained. tract me. 

OVERBOOST WARNING -That little yellow liglit 
Post Light Cures Panel Lighting isn't much good at the most critical time for overboost -- 
by Mickey Janies takeoff I'tn too busy looki~ig elsewhere. Two things have 

helped me greatly: 
About five years ago I pmcliased a Cherokee Six. I 1. Using fingernail polish, 1 put a mark on the 

had a problem wit11 the lighting and did not wait to spend a throttle quadrant, to indicate about where the throttle needs 
lot of money on the panel. My mechanic purchased a por- to be set to draw about 35 inches MP. 
table post light from Sporty's Pilot Shop for about $80.00 2. Bought a Radio Shack buzzer (Part # 273-075) 
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for $6.95. It emits a 95 decibel pulsing scream. Connected 
it to the wire going to the overboost light. When that thing Reports On Fixed-Pitch Black Mac Prop 
goes off, you will pull back on that throttle! Why didn't the by Tom Hill 
factory install such a device? 

TACHOMETER ACCURACY - A year or so ago, I want too share some comments on my experience 
I talked to the local FAA folks about installing a digital of instalhg a new fixed-pitch McCauley Black Mac prop 
tach in my airplane, because I had a strong feeling that the on my 1968 Cherokee 180D. 
mechanical tach was quite inaccurate. They told me it After 24 years of nicks and dings it was time to 
couldn't replace the mechanical tach, because it wouldn't replace the original Sensenich prop. I chose the Black Mac 
show trend information. I couldn't see why it wouldn't, but because of its additional diameter tolerance (up to one inch 
knew I was in no position to argue. can be taken off of each end of the prop if needed) and no 

Frankly, when I saw the announcement about Ho- rpln reshictions. I wasalso pleased with the price and I looked 
rizon Instnnnents P-1000 Digital Tach, I was delighted, forward to having a Prop that was designed in my lifetime. 
Being a certified gadget freak, I bought it. I am glad I did. My first impression of the prop was its looks on the 
Here's why: plane - great! Second, I had to do a double-take after start- 

1. Installation was easy. It connects to the ignition ing the engine to confirni that it was running - there was no 
leads. noticeable vibration felt inthe cabin at idle or during runup. 

2. The factory tach was reading tow by about 175 Several pilots and inshuctors have spent a lot of 
rpm at cruise and climb settings. time in my plane before and after the conversion and all of 

3. No more need to do my arithmetic about mag us have noticed a slight improvement in climb performance 

drop. The P-1000 does it for me. (approximately 50 fpm); however, we all concur that cruise 
4.  After one tunup, its red trouble light was on. speed has increased four to five mph. 

Why? I hadn't set the ignition switch to "both" after the I know that these are less than scientific observa- 
mag check -- something I've done a time or two before tions, but since I did not expect any change in performance 

without spotting it promptly. you can imagine my pleasure with improvements in both 
5. The P-1000 told me that rpm tends to creep up climb and cruise performance. I Iighly recommend the Black 

15-20 rpm on continuous cruise. Though I had never used Mac to anyone needing a new prop for their Cherokee 180 
the lock on the throttle-prop-mixture, de

c

ided to try it. No Or Archer. 
more rpm creep! 

6. During a recent trip to Florida, we were in Trouble Starting Cherokee Six 
clouds, bright sunshine, and darkness. The P-1000 was al- 
ways perfectly visible (the indicator light dimming switch I recently soldmy husty Cherokee 180 and moved 
was helpful after dark). Those big numbers are always easy UP '0 a Cherokee Six 300  I'm having a prohlen1 with the 
to read. start up procedure under certain conditions. 

Wait until Horizon gets this gadget STC'd for PA- The manual gives cold and hot start procedures, and 
28's. Then you can take out that mechanical tach at the these work fine for the initial start-up ofthe day or when the 
same time. Horizon Instruments, Ron Jacobs, 556 JS. State engine is hot. MY problem occurs when I crank UP the en- 
College Blvd, Fullerton, CA 92631 (714) 526-1919. gine, move the plane a short distance (such as taxiing to the 

gas pumps), and then shut it down. Neither procedure works 
Wants Information On Air-Oil Separator for the restart; the engine just folds and results in a difficult 

start-up. Any help aloug this line would be appreciated. 

Pete Legan, of Ulysses, Kansas, asked for infor- I installed anew set ofAirtex carpet when I bought 
mation about air-oil separators for his 235. The answer: the plane. The quality of the carpet kit is excellent. but the 

installatiou is pretty labor-intensive (it took me about 12 
Air-oil separatorsare ingenious devices which are ~ I O U ~ S  to do it). 

designed to eliminate blowby from aircraft engines through Some of the carpet pieces are oversized, so some 
the crankcase vent tube. They operate well except in cases trimming and fitting is required. Most of the pieces require 
of extreme blowby (worn rings). cementing in place. Airtex sells the celllent by the pint, but 

They are ma~~fac tu r ed  by Walker Engineering, one pint isn't enough to do a Cherokee Six. Since their price 
7335 Havenburst, Van Nuys, CA 91406 (81 8-782-2154.) for the cement is high (SX.OOIpint), and since it's ordinary 

These units have been STC'd for snost Cherokee contact cement, 1 suggest buyillg a quart of good-quality 
(PA-28 and PA-32 models) as well as for other populargen- Contact cement from a local source. You'll come out ahead. 
era1 aviation planes and are in wide use. Finally, do you know of a source for the side cowl- 

Cost is approximately $250 and installation by your ing fasteners? I have tried salvage yards and several vei~dors 
mechanic should run about two hours, according to the com- of new Piper parts with no success. 

p a w  Thanks for putting out a good magazine. 
Sincerely, 
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Don McGohan blowby causes higher pressure than normal in the crauk- 
Osceola, AR 72370 case which ca11 force oil out. The cure, obviously, is ;ur en- 

Dear Don, gine overhaul. 
Thanks for the information about the Airtex up- However, aircraft engines have another source of 

holstery. Airtex bas been around for many years and has a pressurization. The high speed of aircraft causes a rani eC 
good reputation in the aviation con~munity. fect at the front of the engine. A leaky front seal call cause 

Obviously, it is not possible to be 100 percent ac- high pressure to enter the crankcase causing a whole lot of 
curate ill diagnosing a problem over this distance - you did miscliief. The cure - generally replacing the front engine 
not provide many specifics concerning the problem. One seal. 
possibility is that you may be experiencing vapor lock. However, air entering the engine tl~rough the air- 

Apparently your plane starts just fine using either filter cannot cause case pressurization. Tbat air simply goes 
the cold start or the hot start procedures. The only proble~n through the carburetor into the combustion chambers of tlie 
occurs when the engine has been run and then shut down cylinders. Even ifthe pressure is high the only result will be 
for a short time. In many cases, what happens is that heat to force a11 additional amount of air into the cylinders creat- 
builds up inside tile engine compartlnellt and actually boils ing a sort of supercharger effect. 
the fuel in the fuel lines. This pressure is on the conipression side of' the 

The cure -possibly slight rerouting of file1 lines to rings, however. It will not make any difference in tlie crank- 
keep them away frorn exhaust colnpollents and other en- case side. 
gine hot spots. Others simply wait a little longer before try- 
ing to restart the engine and perhaps leave tlie oil filler door 
open to aid cooling. Wants Engine Conversion 

Finally, Ken k c k e n .  of Globe Fiberglass, recom- 
mends the following company for cowling fasteners as well Tom Renner, of Vincentown, New Jersey, asked 
as most other aviation hardware: about 160 and 180 hp conversions for his Cherokee 140. 

Skybolt Aeromotive, The answer: 
551 N. I'ark Ave., Apopka, FL 32712 
(407) 889-2613 (407) 889-8103 (FAX) Right now there are two conversions which are 

possible. One is the A\rco~i conversion which puts a 180 
Pull Blades Through For Cold Start horsepower engine with a constant-speed propeller in your 
by Doug Dunn plane. The conversion is expensive, running around S20.000. 

According to Avcon, the top speed increases from 
Pulling the prop through on a cold engine will n~ake 139 to I58 mph with cruise going from 133 to I50 mplr. 

it ~nuch easier 011 the starter. The first blade will feel tight, Climb increases from 600 to 950 fpni while the service ceil- 
each successive blade will loose~i until about the fourth, ing goes from 14,300 to 17.700 feet. 

Our cold start procedure is: two shots of prime, Despite the cost, tlie conversion has been popular. 
pull eight blades (four revolutions) then Mag on LEFT a i d  especially with those living ill mountain areas or who regu- 
it always starts on the first blade. larly fly from small airstrips. The gross weight is not af- 

Don't do tliis when the engine is hot! Raw gas and fected. You call contact them at Avcon Conversions. P O 
a hot cylinder call fire with the mag off Years ago as a line- Box 654, Udall. KS 67146 (3 16) 782-33 17. 
boy, I was filling a Cessna 170 when the engine fired the Also. it is possible to convert tlie engines of Cliero- 
prop over a couple blades. It really scared me! kee 140's made before 1972 to 160 iiorsepower. This is done 

As it turned out, the owner was shutting down by using new cylinders and pistons (the new engine cannot use 
leaning, the11 as i t  started to quit. lie pushed the mixture in auto fuel). 
a ~ d  shut off the mag. This would pre-load the cylii~ders for The STC is available from U. S. Propeller Service. 
"a11 easy start" he said. I' O Box 415, East Haddaiii, CT O(623 (800) 873-2388. 

Rementber. the prop is always datigerous! Once again, this STC does not chatige the payload 
characteristics of the plane. 

Problem With Pressurized Case Actually. the STC is for the airfratne -not the en- 
gine. The engine is sitnply converted fro111 an E2A to a D2A 

I was recently contacted by a member who is hav- by following the Lycoming overhaul manual, nitriding the 
iog a problem with excessive blowby \r:hich he believes is cylinders a i d  installing tlie larger pistons. This change may 
caused by a pressurized case. He asked if I had lieard of any be perfonned by any mecha~~ic  using a 337 forn~. 
pressurization caused by problems with the air filter - I had The STC allows this engine to be used in the Chero- 
not. kee airframe. It is available for S250. It requires the propel- 

Pressurizatioll does occur in aircraft engines. First ler be re-pitched to 60 inches a i d  that the fuel talks be 
of all, aircraft engines, like automobile engines, cat, de- placarded for 100 LL fuel. 
velop leaks past the rings. When this happens, excessive 
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'rracked Down A/C Problem Inelit parts were missing from the used seat and required the 
by Les Koclscli expel~sive special hardware. 

In my plane 1 had to swap the left and right center 
Tliere have been several  articles writtell on air row seats to move tlie recline levers outboard to allow the 

'ooditionirig in Pipers aud I would like to offer the follow- new seat to fit. It really makes a bench seat out of the three 
ing as suggestioris for those with proble~iis. and is a nice annrest when folded. 

I had a p~obleln with my air conditioning having a The otily problem is that the rear leg ends are the 
very small leak and would have to have frequent recharg- wrong ones for the fixtures I got. They just screw in how- 
iiig in order to use the air co~iditioni~ig system. ever, aiid Wentwortl~ is sendiug the riglit ones at no charge. 

I spent inore than $1000 in labor by having val-i- Just like the otlier foul- seats, rear seat relnov a I  IS^ 

ous ~iiechanics and air conditioning experts trying to locate snap, and you need to keep the belts fastened even if iinoc- 
the problen~. After several years of going through this, I cupied as it is the seat belt which restrailis the seat in a crash. 
filially decided to take a look at the air conditioning system By the way, lily plane is a 1975 PA-32-300 without 
11iyself. club seating. 

I borrowed a sriifter from one of the local air con- 
ditioning repair facilities and started my search. I finally Cured Hot Start Problem 
ibund the pl-oblem behind a firewall where the liigli pres- by Janies R. Knigliton 
sure Line rui~s froni tile compressor to the rear of the air- 
plane. One problem wliicli I was finally able to solve my- 

1 had to remove tile cal-peti~~g and a small metal self was that liateful probleln of being unable to restart a 
piate where the liue passed through tile firewall. When Piper Warrior after a short stop. 
designed the system, in order to go fro111 the cotnpressor to I tried all of the suggested starting tecl~niques stated 
tlie rear of tlie airplane, they ran the high pressure lilie in your publicatioll as well as a11 overhaul of tlie carburetor. 
through tlie beat duct. It was at this jullcture where the in- Nothing seemed to work and for more than six months I was 
tense lieat caused tlie hose to develop a very small leak. stranded every time I stopped for luuch. 

The original Piper hose had a center core of plas- Filially at annual time the intake air filter air box 
tic material a id  with this intense heat, it filially defoniied was opened to replace the filter. There it was: a handful of 
tile material enougl, to cause tliis leak. grass, picked up months before, providing enough resistance 

After locating tlie problem, the entire hose line to choke the hot engine on restarts. 
was replaced and it was interesting to note that the design Since this time, l have flown more than 100 hours 
and manofacture of the replacement hose had aliletal shield with not a single hot starting problem. 
tiirough the entire area that would eliminate this problem. 

It is quite surprising that Piper never did ack~~owl- Landing Gear Questions 
cdge n change in the hose that would allow Piper owners 
with air coilditioning to check for possible leaks. Richard J. Lahey, of Lindsay, Ontario, asked about 

I do hope this infoniiation will be helpful to all of pitted landing gear struts and about ill-fitting strut caps. His 
the readers with air conditioning. miswer: 

Information On Seventh Seat 
by Larry Shaw 

I want to give you infonnation about tlie seventh 
seat modification. This spring I added the extra seat to my 
Six with no difficulty. I didn't even try Piper - I'm sure they 
liave enougli problems. 

I got the seat, four mounting fixtures and belt parts 
from Weotwortli Aviatioli for $350.00 plus $14.75 for ship- 
ping, ba~~dling a ~ d  insurat~ce. 

I was having my interior dolie at Oxford (Maine) 
Aviation. so I bad them recover, re-foa~i~, and repaint tlie 
rather dirty seat for S125.00. They also did the installatiol~ 
for a~rother $1 14.00 plus $33.90 for hardware. All told in- 
cluding tax $639.69. One could buy a very nice La-2-Boy 
for that. but it's not FAA approved. 

The installation is very easy. The mounting fix- 
tures just go into plywood like the otlier seats. The seat belt 
ends use the existing inboard attacli fittings. Some attacli- 

When the chrome on your gear leg ends up badly 
pitted you have two choices - either buy a good unit from a 
salvage yard or have yours re-chromed. 

Rechroming ca i  be done and members have ad- 
vised us of at least one company which car1 do the work: 

Illdustrial Plating Co., P 0 Drawer 2365, Aliliistoo, 
AL 36202 (800) 525-6408. 

Be careful about those scissor joilits. Those wash- 
ers are not just in there to take up slack. They are located in 
the joint it1 a special order to maintain wheel aligrunent. You 
cmiot  just add washers or change the arrailgetnent without 
realigning your wheels. There should be some give in tlie 
joint. However, if it is excessive, you may have won1 parts 
which need replacement. 

The oleo pressure cap cover does not liormally give 
much trouble - it is simply pressed into the round hole. If the 
caps are won1 and can no longer be made to fit tight, they 
must be replaced (some liiembers replace them with stain- 
less steel wits  available at some plumbing supply houses). 
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lsham Arrow Kit Is Upgraded plastic coating, the bulbs are very difficiili to remove aiid 

almost impossible to reinseri 
For those interested in the 1sha1n perfomlance kit 2. Intennittent Radio Problems: If yois begin li:r\'- 

for the Arrow, some changes have been made which should ing intermittent radio problems, check the connectors on 
improve the quality and parts availability problems. the backs of the audio pailel and radios for dirt or corrosion 

The kit extends the wingspan from 30 feet to just on the coilnector pins or tabs. 
over 32 feet. The extension is now performedusll~g extended My problem was dil? on all of ilie ridges of tlif 
wing tips - previously the kit utilized Piper-manufactured Amphano1 connector on the back of my King audio pniiel. 
wing extensions. Previously, kit availability was dependent This caused the overhead speaker and one radio to be inter- 
up011 Piper factory parts which were often difficult to get. mittent. I cleaned the dirt off with an electrical co~i~iector 

The new parts are be@ nia~ufactured by Globe spray clea~ier available in hardware and electronics stores. 
fiberglass in Lakeland, Florida. After spaying the contacts, wiping then1 clea11 with 

Before the modification the "fat wing" Arrow llas a Q-tip and reinstallation into the aircraft, both tlie speaker 
a tren~endous sink rate at reduced power. The extended wing- and radio have operated without further probleins. 
span provides a gentle sink rate, improved rate-of-climb, 3. Door Holder Slide Bracket: I can replace tlie 
and illcreased cruise speed. Also, the extended wingspan long spring wire in the door holder slide bracket of Warrior 
and dorsal fin improve the appearance of the airplane dra- 11s. 1 tliink this same bracket is used on all C'herokres made 
matically. after 1976. 

The dorsal fin kit is FAA approved and available 
now The newextended wing tip project is currently in flight Trouble shooting Lance Landing Gear 
testing and should be available for production orders in No- by Donald A. Tumer 
vember 

For more information contact Isham Aircraft, 4300 Several months ago 1 sent you a letter reqoestii~g 
Palos Verdes, Valley Center, KS 67 147 (3 16) 755-07 13 or advice on how to fix the hydraulic system on my 1976 Lmcz 
Globe Fiberglass, 4033 Holden Road, Lakeland, FL 3381 1 so the nose landing gear would always go down and loch at 
(800) 899-2707. speeds of approximately 125 knots. My log book iiidicated 

the hydraulic pu~np motor had beell replaced twice by the 
Some Maintenance Tips From Warrior Chner previous owner due to the high h i t  pressure switch failing 
by Sam Levine to turn off the motor. The niotor ran continooosly in flight 

until it failed. 
I have been a11 owner of a PA-28- I61 since about I assumed that since the hydraulic prrmp liiolor had 

July 1988 and do some of the maintenallce of my aircraft beet] replaced, that tlie pump must be ptittilig out tile riglit 
with my mechanic checking it out afterwards. I have a few pressure. Consequently, I sent your iiiagazilie m y  probier11 
tips for our fellow Cherokee pilots: and received a very helpfill letter plus a phone call froni 

I .  Panel Lights: When the blue coating on the GE- two of your readers. They told me 11ow to test a system to 
52 panel light bulbs gets too gummy or you get too frus- find the problem. As usual, after the problern was pinpointed, 
trated to remove and replace the bulbs I suggest the follow- fixing it was easy. 
Ing: To test the gear we put the plane on jacks and lo\!.- 

a. Rernovethe plastic i l i ~ ~ ~ 1 l l e l l ~ p ~ l l ~ ~ f ~ 0 l l ~  SOYOU ered the gear. As tlie gear lowered, a mecha~iic tried to stop 
can get to the aluminum panel the nose gear from going dowir. He stopped it by piisl~ing 

b. Remove each bulb being careful to not pus11 the on it with Iris hands. Next, we checked tlie nose wheel Fly- 
lamp socket into tlie back of the aluninuln pallel. Take your draulic cylinder to be ce1tai11 that we did not have a bad 
time. This is very tricky. cylinder. We did not, so we knew that proper pressure was 

c. Peel off the plastic coati~ig on each bulb. not being developed or the pressure was being lost solne- 
d. Paint the glass only of each bulb with a red where in the system. 

Sanford "Sharpie" Permanent Marker. Next, we felt that our PI-oblem was either ill tile 
e. Let the color dry for about one nlillute the11 reill- hydraulic pump or the bypass valve was leaking. Since we 

sert the bulbs into the sockets (carefully). llad recently replaced the " 0  rings i n  the bypass valve we 
f Check out the ligllts to make sure all are work- felt we should check tlie pump. 

ing correctly. Previously, we felt tlie puliip must be good because 
g. Replace the plastic instrument front. two motors had been replaced. This was a wrong assump- 
Materials: One Sanford red "Sharpie" Permanent tion. The electric motor had been replaced twice witllout 

Marker available in stationery stores. If you like the blue anyaxle ru~~iiing a bench check 011 the pump itself l'lie out- 
color of your lights you might try that color which Sanford put pressure was only about halfof what it would have been 
also makes. so we h'ad the punp rebuilt. 

This results in a11 excellel~t red lighting of the in- Up011 installing the pump we found the nose gear 
stnunents and is much easier to maintain. With the old blue was much harder to stop but we could still stop it with our 
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hands. We were puzzled. Our mechanic felt he shouldpres- 
sure test the bypass valve. Upon testing the bypass valve he Solved Low FueI Pressure Gauge 
discovered it was opening too soon. by Earl Smith 

Over the years, the spring had weakeoed a little so 
lie adjusted the tensioii on the spring until the bypass valve The problem on my I977 Warrior was that my fuel 
does not open lu~til the nonnal high operating pressure is pressure dropped to 112 pound with high flow of fuel during 
exceeded. The mechanic reconnected everything and we take off and climb. 
retested the nose gear. After checking the electric booster pump, the en- 

Now, when the nose gear is lowered, it will push gine driven fuel pump and after pressure blowing the lines 
you across the hanger if you try to stop it. In flight, we can all the way back to both of the fuel tanks I came to the con- 
feel the jar when the wheels hit the stops and we have "three clusion that air must be getting into the system at some point. 
in the green" every time. I replaced the gaskets at t11e fuel selector valve and 

To eliminate the problem of the hydraulic motor the gascolator with still no joy. Upon checking under tlie 
not tunling off because the high pressure switch fails, I in- instrument panel the input line to the primer pump was found 
stalled a yellow light on the instrument panel that is lit to be broken. Replacing this line fixed the problem. 
when the motor is mniing. This problem could have been very serious except 

When we activate the lauding gear we expect this for the excellent safety engineering by Piper engineers. The 
light to tun1 on until tlie wheels are positioned and then it 118 inch copper line was so small that the fuel pumps could 
sfiould go out. When it fails to go out, we will pull the still maintain sufficient pressure as not to effect the e~lgine 
breaker on the pump to prevent the motor from burning up, operation in any way. No fuel was lost through the broken 
When we want to lower the wheels we can turn the breaker line because there is no fuel pressure at the gascolator which 
or, and know we still have a hydraulic system that works, is the source of fuel for the primer. 

Tips on Starting A Six or a Lance Wants Pitot Tube & Hat Shelf 
by Donald A. Turner 

Our PA-28- 140 is a 1972 model and we were trying 
1 read the article about trouble starting a Chero- to find out if we cat1 add pitot heat. We would also like to 

kee Six 300. We have a Piper Lance which is ahnost iden- add a"hat shelf' as ours is a Flight Liner model. Any infor- 
tical to the Cherokee Six 300. Here is what works for us mati011 would be helpful. 
every time. Sincerely yours, 

Rogue Aviation 
Cold Start St. Charles, IL 60175 

- Prop set to high speed 
- Mixture control full rich Dear Folks at Rogue, 
- Turn on fuel pump for 5 - 7 seco~lds The pitot heat was an accessoly on 1972 models. 
- off fuel pump You can purchase a kit from Piper if it is still in stock. The 
- Set mixture back to idle cutoff part number of the kit is 757 004. 
- When engine fires, quickly move mixture to full rich If you cannot locate the kit, you may have to try 

salvage yards or other sources to locate the individual parts. 
Hot Start The heated pitot is part number 69-041-02 which replaces 

- Prop set to high speed part number 65797-02, the non-heated pitot. 
- Mixture control full rich You will also need a switch (I'm 48771) and a cir- 
- Tun, 011 fuel pump for 5 - 7 seconds cuit breaker (PIN 454658) as well as enough wire to com- 
- Set mixture control to idle cutoff plete the job. 
- Note - Leave tlvottle wide open As to the hat shelf, try Wentworth Aviation, 3015 
- Engage starter Cedar Avenue South, Minneapolis, MN 55401 (612) 722- 
-When engine fires, quickly move mixture control to full 0065. They have a new bulkhead which really adds class (as 

rich and quickly move the t l~~ot t l e  back to 114 well as some breathing room) to the early models. 

Be careful. YOU must yet the throttle back quickly Wants Painting Information 
since it is set at full throttle. 

If engine does not start after 10 seconds of crank- Robert B. James Jr., of Falls Church, Virginia, asked 
iug, set mixture colltrol to full ri&, tunl on fuel pump for about information on painting his plane. His answer: 
five seconds, let starter cool, and c r a k  again. 

After asbort mn up, like taxiing to the gas pumps, Randolph Products Company has au updated edi- 
use tbe hot start procedure. The engine likes to find any tion of a publication, "Aircraft Product and Applicatio~l 
excuse to flood itself. Manual" which gives a good start as to procedures and 
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amounts of paint needed to paint your plane. Copies of this on the engine, since there is no way that I know of that a 
manual are available free along with a paint chart which fitting can wear out. This part still remains a mystery! 
lists most Piper colors. The second item is a new glareshield that I pur- 

The manual includes many tips concerning strip- chased from Dennis A. Ashby Company. I am very pleased 
ping and painting an aircraft. with the quality of the product and its appearance in my 

To get a copy, contact Randolph Products Co., P 0 airplane. 
Box 830, 701 12th Street, Carlstadt, NJ 07072 (201) 438- Also, I am very pleased with the lighting that it provides 
3700. my instrument panel as I opted for the additional option. 

I did iind one minor problem which I am going to 
Wants to Repair Storm Window bring to Dennis's attention. This problem is that the way 

the glareshield is constructed it can cover up half of your 
Olga Cassella, of Rutland, Vermont, asked about audio panel. 

repairing her storm window and replacing the knob. Her In my airplane, I will need to lower the whole ra- 
answer: dio stack so that the audio panel is not covered. Fortunately, 

I have space to do that. The other item is that the glareshield 
Unfortunately, I could find no source for new win- also covers up, to some extent, the gear-unsafe light and the 

dow knobs. Salvage yards would be a good source for this gear-in-transit light on my Arrow. 1 feel that there should be 
P m .  some mention of this in the instructions, at least in the case 

As to the glue problem, I contacted Don Stretch at of the radios because they would be easier to lower when 
Airtex Products. Don said he usually uses lacquer thinner to the glare shield is off. 
good advantage. However, make sure you use R small amount As far as the gear lights, 1 do not have a solution to 
ofsolvent and work slowly, checking for damage to the plas- that. It did take about six hours to do the installation, which 
tic as you go. came out beautifully. 

Incidentally, many people simply replace the win- 
dow and go to the later-style frameless vent windows. Air- Paint Touch Up; Black Glareshield 
tex carries these windows, complete with vent window and 
all hardware, for about $200. Airtex is located at 259 Lower John R. Holthause, of Randallstown, Maryland, 
Monisville Rd., Fallsington, PA 19054 (215) 295-41 15. asked about touchup paiot for his lmron paiot job and how 

to re-blacken his glareshield. His answer: 
Oil Pressure Dance, New Glareshield 
by Alex J. Lakatos I posed your questio~l to Bill Henshaw, of Ra~dolph 

Products, Co. His answer: 
I wanted to share a couple of experiences that 1 "Our Randolph acrylic lacquer, available in 16 oz. 

have had with my 1973 Piper Arrow with other readers. aerosol cans and available in all Piper colors, is recom- 
The first item is an oscillation that I uoticed in the mended for touch up on most substrate finishes, i~~cluding 

oil pressure gauge of my airplane. This was a small oscilla- polyurethanes, such as Imrou. 
tion about the width of the needle itselfand was fairly peri- "Just make sure that the surface is cleru~ and free 
odic. It exhibited itself duru~g climb-out and cruise, but not of wax - a very light scuff will do." 
during taxiing. Bill said he did not know of any finish that would 

Since the propeller of the airplane was recently rejuvenate vinyl. Some automotive products are available, 
overhauled, we suspected that it would most likely have to but they would cause a high gloss and a bad reflection prob- 
do with the propeller or governor. The propeller was ruled lem in the windshield. 
out, as were many other items by my regular mechanic. As Most Cherokees, however. have a fabric coating 
the engine was still under a warranty by P e ~ Y a n ,  who did and some members have reported that this can be re-black- 
the major about a year ago, my local mechanic suggested I ened using either Rit dye or an aerosol spray can of black 
go to Pen11 Yan for help. dye. 

After trying a number of things they finally dis- Another member reported good luck dying black 
covered the problem. The oil line that feeds the oil pressure vinyl using an automotive type dye. In his kit the "gloss" 
gauge has arestricted fitting in the engine block, which is was included separately and he did not apply it, thereby 
supposed to dampen oil pressure needle oscillations. Penn getting a flat surface. 
Yan found that the fitting was the proper fitting, but the Incidentally, Bill Henshaw is acherokee pilot and 
opening when compared to a new fitting was too big. says he will be happy to make himself available in the eve- 

My regular mechanic did verify that it was the nings to answer painting questions after 7 p.m. EST. His 
proper type of fitting, but did not compare the opening to a home phone number is 215-449-3673, but let's not abuse 
new fitting. By putting in a new fitting the problem was his generosity - the man has to have a little time to eat and 
solved. Why I did not notice an osciftation before, I cannot sleep. 
explain. This fitting must have been in there since the major Thanks for the assistance, Bill 
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When checking pulleys, all three must be checked 

Needs Rams Horn Control Wheels - the drive pulley, the driven pulley and the idler. 
Several other causes may exist. The belt may not 

Paul Spaug, of Ellco, Nevada, asked about chang- have the proper tension - 90-100 poutids as measured by a 
ing to rams horn control wheels on his 1965 180. His an- belt tension gauge. The pulleys may not be in correct align- 
swer: ment. Or the belt itself, may have incorrect dimensions. 

The proper way to check these things and correct 
Piper maiufactwes retrofit kits to fit older rnodel them is spelled out in service letter 903 wluch was issued by 

Cherokees. Besides looking better the wheels eliminate the Piper in December 1980 and which applies to all air condi- 
necessity forrepetitive inspections each 100 hours to check tioned PA-28 and PA-32 models. So, as you can see, the 
for cracking. problem has been around for quite a while. 

The wheels come in two flavors: 78729-02V for 
aircraft with 314 inch control shafts and 79276-00V for air- Some Ideas From Frogmore 
craft with 1 114 inch shafts. Your mechanic will need to by Richard and Susan Beasley 
check your Piper distributor for current price and availabil- 
ity. We had our 67 140 prop re-pitched from a 58 to a 

The only other source would be to check with sal- 55. It made all the difference in the world in take off and 
vage yards to try to obtain a pair. climb perfonnance. We lost a little on cruise speed, but we 

For more informatiou get a copy of Piper Service fly for fun. H & H Propeller in Burlington, NC did tlie work 
Letter 527D which covers the replacement. - a fine job at a co~npetitive price. 

Recently we had tui FBO refuse to sell us aviation 
Source of Gust Lock 100LL because we are STC'd for auto fuel. I contacted the 
by Larry Shaw FAA in Atlanta, GA. (phone: 404-994-5306.) Howard 

Robinson was very informativeand told me arnling has bee11 
There IS a source for the gust lock. Tiis was stan- made whereby an FBO catloot refuse to sell aviation fuel to 

dard equipment at one time (apparently before a liability an airplane which liolds a valid STC to buni auto fuel. They 
case caused its demise) and it can be secured from can tell you where to self-fuel your airplane and establish 
Wentwortli Aircraft, 3015 Cedar Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN safety procedures for grounding and fueling within reason. 
55407 (612-722-0065). To refuse you service is discrimination. 

In the case of the 1 118 inch OD colltrol wheel Planes using auto fuel do not pollute the atmosphere 
shaft in the PA-32 the "plate" which the pi11 drops illto is PI nearly as nmch as those burlling 100LL simply because of 
N 6693 I .  The pin itself is PIN 66932 and the placard is P N  the high lead content of 100LL. I have to buni 2,000 gallons 
66934. of unleaded auto fuel to introduce as much lead into the 

Even in later models the holes line up so all that is atmosphere as ONE gallon of 100LL. That should explain 
required of your mechaiic is to remove the wheel, add the somewhat the valve sticking problems experieuced by many 
plate (with longer hardware), drill the shaft, and the11 re- of our older 7: 1 compression ratio engines which do not re- 
place the wheel. quire all that lead. 

When drilling the shaft be careful not to abrade Worried about vapor lock? During the hot, hot 
any wires. In terms of where to drill, observe the location months we mix one gallon IOOLI.. to nine gallons regular 
of tlie stabilator drain holes: the leading edge should be mileaded auto fuel. It does something to greatly reduce the 
low (and the aileron neutral). chances of vapor lock. In reality, you have more chance of 

111 my case Wet~tworth wanted $15 for the plate. I having a stuck valve than of vapor lock. 
made the pin myself and the A&P took two hours. It is A couple of more tips: auto fuel does not store 
certainly worth the money. well. If you plan on storing your airplane and pickling Uie 

eligine the11 fuel the tanks with aviation fuel. 
Problems with Dakota A/C ~ l s o ,  do not bum auto fuel purchased ill the sun-  

mer in the wiuter time or vice versa. The auto fuel producers 
Jerome B. Lanmers, of Madison, South Dakota. add the appropriate additives to suit the climates atid tern- 

co~nplained of short belt life on his air-conditioned 1979 peratures. ~t would also be wise to insure your carburetor 
Dakota. His response: has a metal float before using auto fuel. 

For those of us livillg in the South, investing the 
Your complaint is fairly common for owners of extramoney in multigrade oil versus straight 40 or 50 weight 

air-conditioned Pipers. The most common cause of short- aviation oil is not sensible for our older engines. If yoti re- 
ened belt life is won1 pulleys. The pulleys in the system ally want to do your engine a favor cha~ige the oil five hours 
must not pennit the belt to rest on the tip of the V - it should earlier than required. The multigrade oils are great if you 
be suspended by the pulley by the sides only. Othenvise it live in a high temperature or experience extreme hot or ex- 
will pennit the belt to flip over and self-destruct. treme cold. That is what they are made for, right? 
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If you insist on a multigrade the Phillips 20W50 service from them. 

will do fine and is much cheaper. As for additives, leave I have close to 50 hours on the conversion now and 
them alone. All aviation oils have everything in them your I am one oftlie happiest 140 drivers around. The conversion 
engine needs for a long healthy life. was very straigl~tforward and we ran into no complications 

Make sure it is m i n g  at the proper operating tem- whatsoever. 
perature, not too hot and not too cold. Oils are designed to I bought an overhauled propeller from the propel- 
do their lubricating and cleaning job at a specific tempera- ler mall, Trev Zander, (3 14-296-4157) and he gave me a 
ture range. very good trade-in on my old prop. 

I have heard Marvel Mystery Oil does a fine job of The only real draw back to the conversion was my 
keeping valve stems clean, preventing valve sticking and airplane was down for five or six months, but during this 
neutralizing crankcase acids. It is not approved for use in tune I put ill Bogart cables which are wonderful, Dennis 
airpla~~es but like Terry and so marly other light plane Guru's Ashby's glare shield and all new windows fmm Jim 
I just thought I'd mention it. Bradshaw of Knots-2-U. My current project is putting the 

Plane waslwg: the Carbon X from Sporty's does, wing tips with lights in them from RMD Aircraft Lighting 
a great job, even on belly grease. Also did you know Woolite on the Cherokee. 
is very strong soap but has 110 corrosive or otherwise da111- The old 150 hp engine had 2,440 hours on it and 
aging characteristics? had served well but it rvas time to do something with it. 1 

Planning on redoing your airplane's interior? Most estimate the cost difference in going with the STC'd engine 
upholstery shops have a source catalog for FAA approved aid prop verses just overhaulu~g the old etlgine to be around 
materials. We bought the material and did our floors and $5,000 to $7,000. Is it worth it?You bet. l'd do it again in a 
seat inserts for about $125 all wit11 legal material. A lot of second. 
work? Not really. It was fun and we took our time and leanled 
a lot. Wants Some Strobe Advice 

About owner assisted antiuals; here's another one 
for you: Masters Aviatiw located at Beaufort. SC (733). IA Delores Jewett, of Kent, Ohio, asked about instal- 
Mike Much~nore h ~ o w s  his stuff from Cubs to hrrbo props, lation of a strobe or strobes on her 1974 140. Her atlswer: 
mecha~iics and electronics. The shop is well equipped and 
very clean. For an appoilitment call 803-525-1801 Strobes on the belly, tail or wing tips are probably 

The rates are very competitive and you will learn a a good choice for your plane. Generally, uotle of the strobes 
lot h n  a very nice and knowledgeable person with excel- will cause problems in the cockpit. When flying in or near 
lent crede~itials and a vast a ~ n o w ~ t  of experience on singles clouds there might be some disorietlting liglit, but the same 
and twins alike. There are 3,300 feet of hard ruilway with thing can be said about~uany rotating beacons. As you hiow, 
food aiid lodgi~ig nearby. If nothing else, it's worth the drop- the standard advice for both strobes and rotating beacons is 
ping in to see the vintage Super DC3 operated by Beaufort to tun1 them off when flying in or near clouds. 
Cou11ty Mosquito Control painted in it's original colors. To get a good idea of what is available colltact 
Absolutely beautiful ... Whelel~ Engineering Co., Route 145, Winthrop Rd., Chester, 

CT 06412 (203) 526-9504. They have a catalog (catalog K)  
Installed 180 hp With Fixed Prop which displays their various units. 
by Jon Paschke The tail strobe, is the o111y one likely to produce 

liglit in the cockpit under nomlal conditions aid Whelen 
1 wote about six mo~iths ago to tell you I had pur- builds it with ared lens facing forward to reduce "propeller 

chased a11 STC for my 1973 140 to put in a I80 horsepower reflection." 
0-360. 

This STC is from Avcon, Inc. (800-872-0988) and Problem With Slow Cherokee 
is for a fixed-pitcb propeller not a constant-speed which 
they also have. Alfred H. Dean, of Falinouth, Maine, complained 

The STC 1 bought included all the hafiles aidl~oses, that his 1967 180 was slow and asked what to check before 
air box, backing plate a~ id  spinner with uecessary nuts and he llad the plale painted. His answer: 
bolts. Tlie STC includes all tbe necessary paperwork, all 
your A & P needs to do is make a 337 and mail it in. The book figures for your airplai~e i~idicate that 

AVCON does not include the eugine or propeller you should get 113 knots at 9,300 feet and 110 knots at 
but tliere are several models of the 0-360 approved aid two 2,000 feet (TAS) at 75 percent power. With au engine in 
different propellers approved. good conditioli there are three things which might be caus- 

Avcoo does have new motors a11d props available ing the lower speeds - tachometer, propeller, or rigging. 
but I chose to obtain my owt,. 1 purchased a major over- The first thing to check (it is the cheapest) is your 
hauled engine from Chuck's Aircraft in San Carlos, CA (415- tachometer. Have your mechanic check it for accuracy. If it 
593-8403) and I couldn't be happier with the engine or the is too fast, you are simply running your engine too slowly. 
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At 5,000 feet, you would achieve 100 knots at 60 2,475 rpm. This noise has been here at least 200 - 300 hours. 

percent power. You would be at this setting if your tachom- I change oil and filter every 25 hours. I cut the can 
eter was off by 200 rpm. open and have never found metal in the filter. So I do not 

The next item to check is your propeller. From really worry about it, but it is annoying. 
your description it sounds like someone may have pitched Please listen to the tape and pass on any informa- 
your propeller as a climb propeller sometime in the past, tion you could. 

Nonnally your propeller would be pitched at 60 Sincerely yours, 
inches -that is, for every turn of the propeller your plane R. L. Bamard 
would move forward 60 inches (assuming I00 percent effi- Kent City, MI 49330 
ciency). A climb propeller would be pitched to 58 u~ches to Dear Mr. Barnard. 
give a better climb. However, a climb propeller takes its Thank you for the tape. It certainly makes an inter- 
toll on cruise. While you get tachometer indications show- esting addition to my stereo collection. Unfortulately, as I 
ing you have set power to 75 percent, the actual power de- am sure you suspect, it is just not clear enough to have much 
veloped is less. effect. 

One good way to check either of these problems Based on your descriptioll 1 would have bet heavily 
is to check your fuel consumption. At 75 percent power on the problem being in the Veritherm valve, but, as you 
your engine should be using 8.8 gallons per hour. If the indicated, you have already switched valves with no result. 
bum is somewhat less, it means your engine is not develop- The noise seems to follow the rather unusual oil 
ing 75 percent at the indicated settings. Either the tachom- pressure situation - low oil pressure at start up and increas- 
eter is off or the propeller blades are pitched too flat. lug pressure as temperature increases.You would expect pres- 

And if both of these items check out, the third thing sure to go the other way around. It seems that you are on the 
which can cause slow speed is improperrigging. lfthe flaps right track in suspecting the oil system, but frankly I am at a 
droop or the ailerons are pitched up (or down), they add loss as to what to try next. 
tremendous additional drag and can slow down ail other- As to the second noise, this in-flight noise could be 
wise finely tuned plane. caused by any number of things - vibration or noise from the 

Incidentally, when determining your speed by lo- valve system. Interestingly, most 180s are placarded agailist 
ran, do liot simply average your speeds on a round trip. certain continuous operation, but the range prohibited is from 
This only works when there is no wind or where there is a 2,150 to 2,300 rpm, not the range you are having the prob- 
wind directly on the tail or nose. A cross wind will com- lems in. 
pletely invalidate aiy speed figures unless the wind factor At this point it might be best to have other owners 
is computed. act the Sherlock Holmes part - usually other people have 

experienced similar noises and have some ideaas to the cause 
Strange Noises In Engine and cure. 

I have a Cherokee 180C. The current engine is a 3-Blade Prop For Lance & Six 
T.W. Smith rema~ufactured 0-360-A3A. I recently had a 
ring break and had to replace the cyliuder with a T. W. A three-blade prop conversion is now available for 
Smith Cem~icrome cylinder. the Cherokee Six a11d Lance models, according to Hartzell 

Sulce the airplaue has been retunled it has astrange Propeller, Inc. 
whiny sound (the first sound on the tape which I have en- The col~version was previously available for the 
closed). It is only there on start up until the eugine starts to Saratoga models, but an STC has now been obtained for 
wann up. these additional models, according to the company. 

Also, the oil pressure on start up goes just into the The conversion greatly improves takeoff and climb 
green and as the engine warms up the oil pressure u~creases. performaace by replacing the 80-inch two blade prop with a 
At w m  cruise pressure m l s  at the top of the green. 78-inch three-blade prop. The installatio~~ also reduces noise 

When the engine is makiug this whiny sound there and provides greater ground clearance. In addition, it elimi- 
is a vibration in the oil line goiug to the oil cooler. The oil nates the repetitive 50-hour hub inspections required by AD 
cooler is bolted on the fuewall and seems to magnify the 90-02-23 for Lauce owlers. 
sound into the cabin. The conversion is available immediately in kit fonn 

Wheu we put the new cylinder on we installed 50 and will come with the prop, polished spinner and STC pa- 
weight mineral oil. Since then we have switched to 30 perwork. It will sell for $6,495 excludiug freight. 1t can be 
weight mineral oil. We have checked the oil lines, checked installed by the Hartzell Service Center or by any qualified 
intake to the cylinders for air leaks a31d have tried a thermo mechanic. 
valve off another engine. We also cleaned and checked all For more information contact Kris Bendickson at 
oil valves. Still we have the uoise on start up. the Hartzell Service Center (800) 942-7767 or (513) 778- 

1 do not know if the tape will be clear enough to 4201. 
pick it up, but there is a rattle or knocking sound at 2,450 - 
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Bleeding Piper Brakes 
? 

By Terry Lee Rogers 

T here have been numerous articles written on aircraft passing and the Dyna-Seals in the toe brake masters cause 
brake systems and many are very good. Unfortu fluid (see figure 2) topass from the individual master cylin- 
nately, few stop to explain a common complaint ap- der to its corresponding wheel cylinder. 

plicable to Piper brake systems. This is the reason why you cannot pull the hand 
The common scenario - the operator bleeds and brake up when the toe brakes are applied and why you can- 

bleeds the brake system. But no matter how long and how not use the toe brakes when the hand brake lever is applied. 
hard he bleeds the system, the brakes remain spongy. It is a clever system which permits the hydraulic 

This is a common problem which applies particu- system to perfonn two duties rather than just one. 
larly to Piper systems. But the problem is not necessarily However, when one of the Dyna-Seals develops a 
that an elusive air bubble cannot be purged from the sys- leak, hydraulic fluid is diverted to the reservoir rather than 
tem. The spongy condition may result from internalhydrau- to the appropriate wheel cylinder(s) and you get that spongy 
lic leaks within the system and no amount of bleeding the feeling. Note that only one Dyna-Seal needs to go bad to 
brakes is going to help. cause such a leak. 

Let's take a look at the typical Piper brake system What you end up with is a system that acts like 
and see how it operates and why many operators have the you have air in the system, but no amount of bleeding will 
spongy brake syndrome. help. The only cure - overhaul the lllaster cylinder and re- 

First of all, the Piper system uses three separate place that leaky Dyna-Seal. 
master cylinders to operate the brakes - one for the left toe, 
one for the right toe, and one for the hand brake. In each of Bleeding the Brakes 
these cylinders, there is a small but impoltant seal know1 as 
the Dyna-Seal. We have seen that bleeding Piper brakes cauln~ot 

The Dyna-Seal is designed to seal off fluid flow in solve all problems with spongy brakes. However, whenever 
one direction. Without the seal, when you applied the hand 
brake the fluid would flow through the toe cylinders back to 
tbe reservoir and there would be no brake action. Also, the 
salne result would apply with the toe brakes - the fluid from 
these cylinders would flow through the hand brake cylinder 
back to the reservoir. . ,. 

pressure lines which coxnlect to the wheel disk cylinders. 
When the hand brake is applied, its Dyna-Seal per- 

mits hydraulic fluid to enter the pressure line. However, 
Dyna-Seals in each of the toe brake master cylinders acti- 
vate to prevent fluid from passing. I11 effect, the Dylla-Seals 
lock out the toe master cvlinders. 

Likewise, when the toe brakes are applied, the Typical Hand  Brake (Arrow)  
Dyna-Seal iu the hand brake master prevents fluid from ( # 3 6  sliowa Ulna Seal) 1 
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air is allowed to enter the system, such as when brake cyl- healthy fully charged battery in a static condition (nothing 
inders are repaired or replaced, the system is going to have turned on) should read, on a voltmeter, less than 13 volts 
to be bled. and more than 12.5 volts. A reading of 12.65 is a good target 

There are several ways to bleed the brake system, number. 
Your mechanic may use a pressure system which applies Many of you may read 12.0 volts to 12.5 volts. 
fluid under pressure from an air tank. Where did you measure that voltage? A panel mounted volt- 

Assuming that you do not have a pressure bleed meter, probably! Again, I'm not talking about a current meter. 
system available to you, you will be bleeding the system If you have apanel mounted voltmeter, then you or the guy 
using one of two similar methods. before you installed it. 

In one method, you put a short length of Tygon You may very well read less than 12.5 volts at the 
tubing (available at your auto parts store or at the local pet panel, while a portable hand held voltmeter could measure 
store - the kind used in fish aquariums). You want tubing 12.5 volts at the positive terminal on the battery in reference 
with an inside diameter of 3116 inches. to the negative battery post. Should you read adifference in 

Put one end of the tubing inside a partially filled potential between the buss mounted tneter and the battery 
glass jar of hydraulic fluid (use ouly MIL-H-5606 aircraft post, this could point to the beginniugs of a11 electrical fail- 
hydraulic fluid). Make sure the end is kept submerged in ure. This difference in potential is called voltage drop, or 1R 
the fluid and attach the other end to the orifice on the wheel drop. 
cylinder. Then pump both the hand and the toe brake until A common electrical system failure is the alterna- 
the bubbles stop. Then do the other side. Wheu all bubbles tor belt, and it is the easiest to troubleshoot. But I suspect 
are evacuated from the system, the system is properly bled, you are not reading my writing if you have an "easy to 

The other method is simply a variation ofthe first. troubleshoot" electrical problem. Until scieuce gives us the 
You simply use longer lengths of tubing - about 15 feet on "super conductor" we mortals will have to live with con- 
each side of the plane - and run these two tubes from the ductors, semiconductors and resistors. 
respective orifices to the main fluid reservoir on the firewall. A good clean conductor, going from your two bat- 

Now pulnp both the hand and each toe brake until tery posts through your solenoid, master switch and avion- 
all bubbles are evacuated from both sides. The entire sys- ics switch to reach your panel mounted voltmeter, and the 
tem has now been purged of air in one operation. setniconductors in your avionics, rnay read 1/10 of a volt 

The only thing left to do is to tighten each of the less. Example: positive battery post = 12.65 volts, wliile the 
bleeder fittings and remove the tubing. The job is com- panel buss meter measures 12.60 volts, this would be ac- 
plete. ceptable. A voltage difference greater than this should be 

investigated 
I must at thrs point make mention that the accuracy 

Rudiments of the Electrical System of your voltmeter could skew your troubleshooting I always 
by Mlke Peter carry two band-held meters 

I have some useful information on electrical sys- 
tems I wish to share with the members. On my Cherokee 
there is a panel mount amp meter provided by the Piper 
Aircrafi Company when N6726J was ~nanufactured in 1967. 
Most of, if not all, Cherokees have this amp meter. What 
does it do? Also, why does it always jump around'? 

These are very common questions and problen~s I 
hear at AvTek from owners. First, the rudiment (101) of 
Electronics: voltage does not travel through wire. Current, 
or (free electron movement) is what flows through a con- 
ductor. Voltage is the potential (or the pressure) that when 
applied to a conductor allows the current to freely move 
within that conductor. 

The instrument used to lneasure current is an amp 
meter. An amp tneter for the most pan will tell you nothing 
about the voltage in the system. Again, this discussion is 
about the rudiments of your electrical system; it's beyond 
the scope ofthis writing to go into greater detail of electri- 
cal engineering. 

A voltmeter is much more useful in predicting 
gloom and doom while in flight than an amp meter. The 
source of your voltage potential is your aircraft battery. A 

The next step would be a dynamic test. Same test 
points: battery post of a fully charged battery and the buss. 
Create a load - a reading of 6.5 amps is a good load and 
conveniently located in your landing light. Now is when we 
bring in that current meter. Some people call it a load ii~eter. 
or amp meter. With your engine off, master switch on, and 
only the landing light on (fuel gauges and turn indicators 
can't be switched off) you should measure 12.0 volts, but 
not less than 11.75 volts. 

You need not run the landing light more that1 one 
minute, 20 to 30 seconds will give the information you'll 
need.You then need to run the engine with the inaster switch 
on, and everything else off Your current meter should now 
read 20 amps or more. 

The current rneter can also fluctuate or jump around. 
This is the regulator doing it's job. Wliile you are running 
the engine on the ground or iti flight. the current meter will 
be fluctuating. While the voltmeter should be inore stable at 
14 volts or greater, but less than 15 volts. Should your volt- 
meter read greater than 15 volts, your current meter will 
probably show large fluctuations. This is not acceptable.You 
need to troubleshoot the problem. 
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What should be clear to you is that voltage aid Murphy's Law working at its best to get the exhaust pipe 

current meters work together, but measure two different prop- covered. The bail can be checked by laying down on the 
erties in physics. So a check list should be: if you measure ground and taking a flashlight a id  looki~ig up the exhaust 
less that 11.75 volts with the engine off and landing light on pipe to see if the wire bail is in fact in place. 
for 30 seconds, you have one or more cells in your battery It is interesting to note that other airplanes exhaust 
that are dead or dying. pipes are identical to the Cherokees and cost about thirty 

Get a hydrometer and check each cell. A reading dollars less, but the others do not have a bail on the~n. It is 
of 15 volts or greater with tlie engine runling points to a something to get on yourback overbecause the extramoney 
defective regulator. Large current jumps in the amp meter could save your life.. 
20 to 30 amps after 30 minutes of flying indicated abnor- A new exhaust pipe is about $75.00 PMA'd (1993). 
~na l  power draw. First place to check this would be the hat- 
tery, cell by cell, with a hydrometer. 

Then the next inexpensive steo would be to look continental SB Potential Problem 
for an intermittent loose connection capable of delivering 
large amounts of current. Large amounts of current, 20, 30 For those owners of aircraft powered by Continen- 

or more amps should be foulld on olle on tal engines, Service Bulletin M92-15 may become the worse 

buss in your panel. problem to appear on the horizon in years. 

Look at the starter cable and go back slowly, check- The bulletin affects about all 360, 10-360,IO-520 

ing each connection until your reach the positive terminal and TSIO-520 engines built or overhauled before January 
on the battery post. It seems however that the first place 1 ,  I9g1, and compliance could cost abundle. 

people look at is the alternator, and they replace it. The Basically, the bulletin calls for replacement of the 

we&est componetlt in the alternator is the belt, the "IIOII-VAR crankshafts in these engines whenever the en- 
to and koln it. please inspect it often, ~h~ lnost often ,,,is. gine is overhauled or whenever the crankshaft is made ac- 
used phrase used by mechanics is "The diodes are bad'' cessible for any other reason. 

I have beard lnatiy times mechanics referring to In 198 1 Co~itinental began using VAR (Vacuum Arc 
transistors as diodes. n i e  alternator contains a bridge recti- Relnelt) c r ahha f t s  using a superior manufacturing Pro- 
her which consists offour diodes, l-lle bridge rectifier3sjob cess which eliminated impurities in the crankshaft metal. 
is to convert alternating current (ale) into direct (dlc). The newer, improved, crankshafts are not affected. 

Diodes can fail either by shorting or opening. A But for the owners of planes with the earlier crank- 

shorted diode will draw a large amoul,t of ~~t be- shafts, the cranks will have to be scrapped at overhaul time. 
fore you can see this large current on you panel snip meter, Co~~tinental is making the cranks available at spe- 
your field or alternator circuit breaker will pop open. cia1 prices. For example, a PIN 649134 cra~lkshaft normally 

If one of the diodes opens, then the bridge rectifier sells for $7,339, while under the new pricing progran the 
will become defective and there will be no output. Wit11 no crank is available for $2,222 excllaige. You must pay full 

output your aircraft battery will be dead. price and then the "core" charge is refunded when you re- 
turn a "serviceable" crank. 

Has Solution For Alternator Belts One millor glitch: according to Continental, none 
by Ricky Mackino of the affected cra~lkshafts may be used in any application, 

ergo, what is the definition of "serviceable?" Probably, ell- 
On alternator belts I have the answer. Gates auto gille owners will be entitled to their refund unless the crank- 

belt # 9335 fits almost all Cherokees. I have nm one on my shaft bas been damaged in some other way, as in a prop 
1973 200 Arrow for five years without a problem. I fit the strike, for example. 
belt the same as Piper's old ones that don't last 

Best Buv On Piaer Part 
Simple Exhaust Pipe Check by Ira B. Lewis 
by Reece Beasley 

With further regard to the cracked trunnion on my 
I keep reading in POM about power loss due to the Arrow nose gear, 1 developed another crack and decided 

baffles co~ning loose in the muffler of Cherokees. that it was time to replace the tmluiion with a new one. 
If the proper tail pipe is installed it would seem I dug up the Jarluary edition of the Piper Owners' 

almost iinpossible for the broken offpiece of baffle to cover Mawine  to find a p m s  supplier or salvage yard to supply 
the exhaust pipe. As you hiow, the end of the exllaust pipe one. I called J. T. E v a ~ ~ s  Aircraft Sales in Orlando. Florida, 
that goes up in the muffler has a "bail" 011 it which means a1d sure enough he had a brand new one in stock: price 
two wires crisscross in bird cage fashion about an inch a id  $1.350. 
a half above the top of the pipe which is intended to prevent This sounded excessive so I contacted the A&P 
the exhaust pipe beiug covered. mechanic that does my work, Harper's Keep 'Em Flyui' i11 

~t would have to be a very small piece with Clewiston, Florida. They told me that they thought it could 
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be obtained cheaper. Wilco, Inc. (800-767-7593 or 3 16-943-9379) reports 

To make a long story short, they contacted Piper it purchases Piper's excess inventory five years ago consist- 
and obtained one from their distributor. The price: $724, ing of 32 48-foot hailers filled with parts - mostly vendor 

The moral of the story - try the manufacturer first, items. 
you could be surprised. The inventory consisted of more t1ia11 15,000 line 

items and the company still has much of it on hand today. 
Turbo Misfiring & Oil Loss Problem 
by Stephen Wilson Fuel Valve Needs Rebuilding 

I own a "77" Turbo Arrow with a TSTO-360-FB My rnechanic recenlly distna~~tled my fuel selector 
engine that was installed in 1978 as new. valve because the valve was not shutting the fuel off ti.om 

I've had two problems to solve this year: a rough the left tip tank when the plaue was parked and the fuel 
idle around the 900-1000 range that goes away at higher selector valve was left in the right main position. The fuel 
rpms and an oil loss through the breather at higher alti- from the left tip would nu] out on the ground from the right 
tudes - 13,000 feet or higher (I lost four quarts at 15,500 main overflow tube. 
feet in 15 minutes.) The mechanic dete~mined that the five Teflon "0" 

I am anA&P and do most ofmy ow11 work, but I rings in the fuel selector valve needed to be replaced. In 
enlisted the help of Jim Fahl of AFC Maintenance at calling around to Airborne and to Piperhe was told that there 
Levermore, CA (5 10-443-0700.) Jim is an1A who bills him- was a kit available, but Piper had not released it. Me was 
self as an engine specialist and used to work for Vlctor Avia- also told that a replacement firel selector valve could run as 
tion in Palo Alto, CA. high as $2,000. This seems kind of ridiculoils as all that is 

We did everything that we could think of for the needed are five Teflol~ "O" rings or washers. 
idle probleln. After determining that #I and #2 cylinders Any help you can provide would be much appreci- 
ran cold at those lower rpms, we checked ignition, injec- ated. 
tors, and intake system. We even checked the rise of cam Ed Gohlich 
for damage and measured the injector lines for size. Dewey, AZ 86327 

Finally, running out of ideas, Jim contacted Con- 
tinental Engine and they said the back cylillders do not re- Dear Ed. 
ceive enough air at low rplns and solnetimes in some en- This is a com~non problelii on 235 and PA-32 mod- 
gines will not fire. We spent many hours troubleshooting els. Unfortruiately, those are expensive four-position valves. 
this problem. There is one compauy which rebuilds them and liiay 

A check of another Arrow and Seneca showed the be able to save you some money. At last report they were 
sane idle pattern - the newer model 360 engines have a rebuilding the units for about $100. The company is: 
balance tube to correct this. The factory recommended us Shaw Aero Devices 
to convert to a newer breather style for the oil loss per SB P 0 Box 80 
80-1 8. This consists of anew front breather piece (the new Industrial Road 
one has the hole 180 degrees to the old one), and two hose Wainscott, NY 11975 
connections on the engine cases and dumps overboard. (516) 517-1404 

We also changed the front case seal (like you rec- 
ommended in the October issue). The case seal is cheap, Brake Bleed Trick 
but the breatherparts aren't. Continental sells a kit for about by Thomas Del Biondo 
$320.00. I'm not sure what it contains as I bought the front 
piece new for $65.00 and got a used filler neck. Do you want a cheap brake bleeder that works? 

I test flew to 16,500 feet for 15 minutes with no For about $10 buy aplastic insecticide sprayer, the 
loss of oil. I would recomme~~d to other Turbo owners to kind you pump up by hand. Add hydraulic fluid and, presto! 
check which style breather they have and to use caution A pressurized brake bleeder for those hard-to-bleed Pipers. 
going to higher altitudes until you can be certain you are Does it work? My FBO uses it now. 
not losing oil through the system. 

I still have those pesky oil leaks at the push rod Where is Your W&B Data? 
tubes where they mate to the case and some rocker box 
covers even with Real Gaskets). When you purchase a11 aircraft it comes with a lot 

of paperwork. Included, of course, is the weight-a~d-bal- 
A Source For Some Piper Parts ance data for that airplane. 

You must keep that weight-and-balance data inside 
Having a hard time finding some Piper parts? A the airplane when you are flying it to be legal, right? Wrong. 

Wichita company says it has a Iot of excess Piper parts on The weight-and-balance data for your plane should be kept 
hand. in a safe place - preferably under lock and key. What should 
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be in the airplane is a COPY of that weight-and-balance Coping With Annual Inspections 
data. by Terry Lee Rogers 

If this sounds pretty elementary, just think of the 
problem you might have ifthat papenvork disappeared from When it comes to maintenance, annual iuspections 
your aircraft for some reason. This happened recently to a are probably only second to engine overhauls in the anxiety 
Canadian owner who now finds that he owns a plane with they inspire in pilots. But annual inspections can be the 
no way to accurately calculate the weight-and-balance, greater plague of the two because they come about so 

That data is not easily replicated, so please, make often ... and so regularly. 
sure that the original paperwork is kept in asafe place away Just about everyone has heard stories ofheanaches 
from the airplane. caused when a sin~ple annual inspection turns into a major 

repair operation running up mega-bucks in the process. And 
Build Your Own Gust Lock everyone hopes that his next m ~ u a l  inspection will not be 
by Jack B. Hemck another horror story in the same vein. 

An aircraft owner, however, need not be simply a 
A gust lock for a Cherokee'? Here is what I did. bystander in the process. By doing some careful planning 
The materials required: and research, an owner can do a lot to influence the out- 
1) Your present tow bar c,ome of an annual and the tally of the final bill. 
2) A piece of triangular metal with a quarter-inch Getting agood deal involvesmore than simply call- 

hole at the apex and two other holes corresponding to the ing a few shops and getting estimates, however. Such esti- 
diameter and width of your tow bar. mates are, for the most part, meai~ingless. They simply tell 

3) 1 don't know what you call this ... it is threaded you what it would cost, at the local shop rate, to go over a 
inside to accept a quarter inch bolt and threaded outside to thoroughly cleail airplane. Unfortunately, it is rare that some 
screw into wood. Let's call it "fitting X". It is available at glitches do not surface during the course of an anilual in- 
lumber yards. spection. 

4) A quarter-inch wing nut. Ironically, the "cheapest" annual quote could end 
5) A flat nylon bolt or the equivalent of sufficient up costing the most in the end. 

length to secure the two control wheels. 
6) A bumper cord of sufficient length to secure the The First Annual 

tow bar to the flat belt. 
The procedure: The first annual of an aircraft is often a shocker to 
1) Mount "fitting X into the plywood cover be- its owner. Some experts say to budget about ten percent of 

tween the rear seats. an aircraft's purcllase price to cover the cost of the first ~JI- 
2) Place the tow baron the triangular piece ofmetal. nual. Why so much? 
3) Fasten the triangular metal to the plywood "fit- First of all, the former owner of that plane prob- 

ting X with the wing nut. ably was considering selling it for some time. He probably 
4) Secure the yoke with the flat belt. deferred what maintena~lce he thought he could get away 
5) Lay the tow bar on the flat belt with the handle with for months or even years. 

of the tow bar forward of the co~ltrol wheels. Secure with Even if you purchased a plane with a new anl~ual 
the bungee cord. at the time of sale, you are hot necessarily off the hook 

unless the plane was inspected by someone you k~~(low and 
you supervised that m u a l  yourself. If the seller's mechanic 

i - r 3 f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  did ginal the items inspection, which were there left may for have later. been a number of mar- 

Secondly, your mechanic will want to bring anew 
___J _. 

plane up to decent standards when he first begins to work 

a3 on it. Look at the situation from his standpoint: here he is, 
presented with an airplane he knows nothing about. He has 

~ ... not worked on that p l a ~ e ,  he does not know what AD'S have 
been complied with, and lie does not know what type of 

This neutralizes the controls and has worked well preveutive maintenance may have been performed over the 
for me.You can protect the yoke by placing bicycle hru~dle years. 
bar grips on the tow bar handle. He will have to research all of this, spending time 

My first annual after I acquired my Cherokee the examining the logbooks for both the plane and the engine 
mechanic found a cracked aileron 110m bracket which I at- as well as going over the airframe with a fine tooth comb. 
tribute to locking the controls with the seat belt. It might be This takes time and time is what equates with money. 
something for other owners to check. Presumably you will be using this mechanic for 

some time and his choices are to be honest up front and do 
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the annual properly and charge accordingly, or to deal with Choosing the shop for your annual is alnajor deci- 
you later when things break and need repair shortly after sion which should not be tilade in a cavalier manner. It is 
the annual. Then he will have to answer the question, "why said that the best way to drive up the cost of an annual is to 
didn't you bring this matter up before'?' change shops. No lilatter how good the a~~nua l  this year, if 

No one likes to be the hearer of bad news, but you chaige shops next year you will mn into another expeo- 
most mechanics have found that it is much better to get the sive annual inspection. 
glitches out of the way up front than to try to deal with Each shop does things a little bit differently. And 
them down the road. when you switch shops, you once again present a mechanic 

with a1 aircraft he has had no experience with. Once again, 
he must resea-cli the logs, check AD compliance, and check 

Coping With AD'S overall maintenance, often dwelling on correcting his own 
pet peeves. 

AD compliance ca i  be a substantial part of the So, to save time, money and hstration over the 
cost of an annual. You probably have already noticed that long run, you want to get it right the first time when you 
many AD's are worded so as to clump them together at select a shop. 
annual time. They state that compliance is due at the next First of all, try to select a shop wliich specializes in 
annual or within 100 hours or use some similar language. your type of plane. Pipers are fairly simple planes and most 

Even old AD's can be a problem. If an AD is sev- mechanics are pretty fami:iar with them. Still, a mechanic 
era1 years old it should have been taken care of previously, who prefers to work 011 a Piper than a Cessna will be more 
right? Not necessarily. familiar with your plane and more effective in his trouble- 

Some AD's are so oebulously worded it is difi- shooting. 
cult to determine whether they apply to a particular plane. Another shop to avoid is one which does good work, 
They may refer to a part manufactured during a certain but which specializes in business jets or cabin class planes 
period. If the mechanic is unsure of the age of the part or of and wliich tends to shuttle the small planes out of the way 
the applicability of the AD, he may decide compliance is whenever there is big iron to work on. 
the most prudent path. Talk to the tnechanic and find out what type of 

Here is one area you may be able to save yourself plaies they work on and, more importantly, what kinds of 
some money. Read the AD yourself to see whether it ap- planes they like to work on. 
plies. If necessary, call the manufacturer of a part to deter- Be sure to talk to other Cherokee owners in your 
mine whether it is part of a series covered by an AD. area to see where they take their aircraft and what experi- 

Just be aware that it is certainly possible for non- ence they have had. Ifnecessary, put aoote on several Chero- 
applicable AD's to be charged to your account by mistake. kees asking tlie owner to call you to talk about maintenance. 

You would be surprised 110w freely most aircraft owners are 
Complexity & Airframe Age to share i~iformatioti - especially if they thitlk they have found 

a gem in the dust. 
Obviously, the more a mecha~ic has to check, the 

more time he needs to spend and the more money he needs Comparing Rates 
to charge. An Arrow obviously is more complex than a 
Cherokee 140 or 180. That gear system needs to be gone If airplanes were glitch-free, detennining the cost 
over at annual time a id  the owner needs to pay for it. of an annual inspection would be simple. But, as with nlost 

With new airplanes out of the question for most things in life, it does get a lot more conlplicated thau that. 
people, we are dealing with older and older airframes with Most shops in the country have gone to a flat rate 
some of the earliest Cherokees having airframes 30 years structure for an~iuals. Basically, the shop is aware of how 
old. long it should take for an annual - the time necessary to 

Unfortunately, the olderanairplane the more likely remove access panels and make the required inspectioa, and 
glitches are to develop - corrosion, crankcase cracks, worn then to put it all back together again. The amount of time - 
out brake discs, and brittle hoses are more likely as each say fifteen hours for a 140 - is then multiplied by the shop 
year passes rate - say $10 an hour - and Presto, the annual will cost 

Also, as time goes on, ail airplane may be stricken $450. 
with other problems. Low compression, requiring partial Unfortunately, you have no way to know exactly 
or complete top overhaul, can strike at any time. And it is a what this fee covers unless you ask. For example, the oil 
possibility each time you take the plane in for its annual. needs to be changed during the annual. Some shops include 
Unfortunately, for turbo owners, it is more likely than not this in the annual price. Others charge separately for parts 
that top end lnaintenance will be required. while others charge separately for parts a ~ d  labor. 

Does the price include a logbook siyl-off by an 
IA? Some shops do not have an IA or have one who bills his 
"inspection fee" separately, thereby adding another $50 or 
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so to the bill. Is there a separate charge for washing the 2) Ask the shop to save any parts which were re- 
aircrali? placed (unless a core charge is i~~volved, of course). Even 

Shopping for the lowest low-ball price for a1 all- though most shops have enough bad parts in the trash cai to 
nual will seein silly when major glitches are discovered and allow them to have sonietlling to present to you even ifnotlib 
the price tnushrooms. i~ ig  was replaced on your plane, it is a precaution which 

What shop rate will the shop charge you for mak- will certainly show the mechanic that you are interested 
ing repairs'? l-fow interested is tlie shop in discussing with and paying attention 
you the method of making repairs? Do you have faith in the 3) Make sure you cai specify the brand names of 
particular facility? pais  used during repairs. If salvage items are to be used, 

Remember, once a shop has disasse~nbled your make sure that you have a hand it1 making that decision. 
plane for the annual you are in a very poor bargaining posi- 4) Try for a shop which will pentiit you to attend. 
tion to take your plane elsewhere for a second opinion on Even if it is not ail owner-assist annual, you should be per- 
inaintenatice questions. Uliless you ca i  si~nply taxi across mitted to be there - if not in the shop itself, nearby and able 
the field to another FBO, you are stuck with a non-aimor- to see what is happening to your plane. What you do not 
thy aircraft wliich will need to be buttoned up and also will want is a situation where the plane goes into tlie operating 
require a ferry permit to go anywhere else. For all practical rooin a id  simply emerges from intensive care later wit11 
purposes you are stuck with tlie facility you begin with. you havingno direct i~ivolvement otherthan paying the item- 

ized bill. 
The Owner-Assist Annual 

Keeping the Cost Down 
One way to save inoney and, more itnpoiiaiit, to 

really get to know your plane inside wld out, is to involve The best way to keep the cost of tlie aniiual inspec- 
yourself in an owner-assist aimual. Unfortunately, only a tion down is to correct glitches before the inspection. Any- 
few shops permit owiers to help out during tlie process atid thing your mechaiiic finds wrong, he will need to correct. 
it inay take some time to find one in your area. The rewards He will replace spark plugs, batteries, landing lights, tires, 
can be great, bowever. and anything else which is worn or broken. Remember, i t  is 

During an ow~ier-assist ainiual, the owner removes his job to insure that the aircraft is airworthy before lie signs 
all access panels, upholstery atid cowliiig. He is tlie one it off 
who must fight with hard-to-remove screws. He generally When your mechanic replaces pans, he must charge 
also must fur~iish his own tools for his part of the inspec- you full retail price as well as charge you the cost of instal- 
tion. In short, lie is the one who does the gruiit work. lation. He is in business to make a profit - you can~rot be- 

He also gets to assist and be there when the in- gn~dge him a living. 
spection is made. Tlie mecha~iic will point out not only what But if you replace those items that you can - as 
th~ igs  are being repaired or replaced, but will point out those part of your preventive maintenance program - you will not 
things which bear tirture watching. In short, the process can only save tlie shop labor involved wit11 replacing them, you 
be highly educational. will be able to purchase them at a 30 to 40 percent discount 

Finaicially, the aircraft owner cat1 save several from mail order suppliers (make sure you have a recent copy 
hundred dollars, but this inay not be tlie big gain - espe- of Trade-a-Plane). 
cially if the owner's time is worth more than the shop hourly The annual inspection, like death and taxes, is sure 
rate. The big payoff conies fro111 leaniing sotnetlling about to remain with us for a long time. But by doing a little plan- 
anairplaiie that can be taught only by a competent mechanic. ning it is possible to make tlie event, if not fun, at least a lot 

less traumatic. 
Some Things to Watch For 

Suggestion on Engine Noise 
When you select a shop to do the a~uiusl, you are by John P. Saidlin 

looking for a shop you will feel comfortable with over a 
long period oftime. As we said, it is quite costly to cha~ige Regarding the strange noise recently reported by a 
tiom one mechanic to another each year - you want one you member in his 0-360 engine I believe the problem is a par- 
call stick with. tially blocked, obscured or pinched oil pump suction line. 

The best way to find out who you can trust is, as When the engine and the oil is cold, tlie l~igli-vis- 
we stated, to check with other Cherokee owners in the area cosity oil calillot flow freely to the pump suctiotl; the putlip 
and find out who they are satisfied with But are there some then cavitates causing tlie wliiimy sound. When sufficient 
other things you should watch out for? Yes. oil passes the blockage, the pump fills and the11 discharges 

1) Make sure that the shop will consult with you causing the oil hose on the discharge side to vibrate (pul- 
before undertaking major repairs. You should be called be- sate). 
fore ally work is performed which costs more than a prede- This cycle co~iti~~uously repeats itself until the oil 
tennined amount - say $50. wanns, the viscosity drops, atid the oil then flows freely 
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around the obstruction. The obstruction could be from car- Step-by-step instructions are included. 
bon and sludge buildup or some debris trapped 111 the line. The kit will increase performance and looks of the 

Remedy: the oil pump suction line should be aircraft without "cobbling up" the airplane, according to 
opened, inspected, and, ifnecessary, mecha~iically cleaned. Isham. The production of the kit is a joint venture between 
Tliere is also a possibility of an air leak into the suction Isham and Globe Fiberglass, of Lakeland, Florida. Globe 
line. Mr. Bamard might co~lsider replacing the oil hoses to Fiberglass is recognized worldwide for its durable, excel- 
and from the oil cooler. The hoses may have been damaged lent-quality Piper replacement pews. 
by the pressure pulses which he described as vibration. The price for the kit is $2,195. For more informa- 

tion contact Isham Aircraft (3 16) 755-07 13 or Globe Fiber- 
Dear John. glass (800) 899-2707. 

T h a k  for the suggestion. 
Allother possibility was suggested by a friend of Some Ideas On Engine Problems 

mine. His pla~ie, too, had a strange whinny sound in the by Marvin Merryman 
cabin. It tunied out to be the oil line which went to the 
Hobbs meter. Oil pressure caused tlie line to vibrate wildly 1 read of recent members' problems with their en- 
causing the whinny sound. gines aud have what may be some solutions. 

Ut~fortutiately, this is one of the reasons it is often First, the fluctuating oil pressure. I have seen this 
liard to diagliose these problems - often similar indicatioos sane symptom several tinles before arld it certainly does not 
are tlle result of different problems. harm your engine. The cause, 1 believe, is not the vemathenn 

(viscosity) valve 011 the back of tlie engine. The culprit, I 
Nose Bowl Mod For Cherokees believe, is the oil pressure relief valve on the side of the 

engine. 
Anyolie waiting to remove the nose bowl 011 a1 There are two types of oil pressure relief valve hous- 

early Cherokee knows that there is a major problem in- ings used on these engines: a "top hat" type and an outside 
volved - vou must remove the orooeller to eet the iob done adiustable valve. . . u 

There is, however, a cure - a split nose bowl STC. 
The STC is available from Aviatio~i Developme~it Corp, 
1105 NW 200th Street, Seattle, WA 98177 (206) 546- 
301 1. Tlie price is $175 plus shipping costs. Tlie rnodifica- 
tion cuts the bowl liorizontally eli~ni~iatilig the necessity of 
removine tlie nroneller. " . .  
New Modification Kit For Cherokee Arrow 

STD 425 

--.Sprang , 
/ 

n y S 1 e e i  Bal l  

Ishan Aircraft has a~~nou~iced  FAA certificatio~i T l~e  top hat type has a housing that looks like a top 
of a new kit which improves performance and looks of the hat screwed into a boss on the side of the engine. 
short-wing Piper Arrow. Tlie kit extends the wingspal two 
feet, extetids the dorsal fin and adds new recognition lights. p~ Adjusrment nut 

The company claims performance improvemenls 
Rod 

in rate-of-climb, cruise speed, I-educed stall speed and a 
reduced power-off sink rate because of the riew 32-foot 1 
wingspall. According to the company, the additional wing @b -4 Spring area puts the Arrow "on the step" and reduces wing load- 
111g. 

Also, according to the compaiy, the kit will save 7 or 7.-. Ball Seat """ 
fuel: the added rate-of-climb requires less %el to altitude In Engine 

aid the added cruise speed burns less fuel point-to-point. 
Whelen recognition lights provide a safety ben- The valve can be adjusted by additig up to a maxi- 

efit. Day or night otlier pilots will see the Arrow much easier mum of nine STD-425 washers under the cap, on top of tlie 
and quicker, according to tlie company. Tlie lights are spring, to raise the pressure. Your problem is that due to the 
molded illto each wing tip providing a factory look. Each viscosity ofthe mineral oil and the flow capacity of an over- 
halogen light assembly weighs just over two oulices a id  hauled oil pump, the relief valve ball is held off its seat very 
draws little power when compared to a co~lventioual light. high. The result is a lot of bypassed oil a id  pressure. 

The wire follows the existijig aircraft navigation As the oil warms up the valve must (can) r e m  to 
light wiring. its seat and begins to regulate the oil pressure normally. This 

According to the company the installation should problern is aggravated (sometimes) by the interior of the cap 
be quick and easy with no exotic tools or talents required. becoming ridged by constant contact with the spring. This 
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tends to make the action of the spring sticky and erratic. zine. Being a subscriber, a letter to .lo1111 Likakis brought a 

To further aggravate the problem, the spring often phone call. John put me in touch with a wizard mecha~ic 
gets sharp edges which further tend to hang up the spring named Alan Speakrnaster and it's fixed. 
action. First the fix, then the detail. It was the overvoltage 

The big problem wit11 all of this is the possibility relay (OVR), whicli was replaced a month before the prob- 
of areverse action when the spring sticks in the colnpressed lem arose. The BIG LESSONS: 
condition. Then the oil presswe drops significantly with in- I. Put a test point in the field circuit and watch the 
creased temperature and lower rpm. field voltage with a sensitive analog meter while flying 

The cure is to replace the spril~g and smooth the BEFORE ANYTHING ELSE! 
intemal bore oftbe cap. You !nay have to juggle space wash- 2. And as usual, the first thing to check is the last 
ers to get the proper oil pressure with the new spring, but thing you touched. 
starting with the original number of washers is probably the 
best bet. Alan is adamant about learning before fixing. 

A~nong the 30 guys 1 talked with each had see11 a different 
The second type of relief valve is a newel- style cause to a similar problem. What was so different and fail- 

and is adjustable with a wrencll from the outside of the valve, tastic about Alail's suggestion wa? that it separated parts of 
No spacers are required. the system, testing the fieldand output independently. with- 

The relief valve consists ofadomedassentbly with out spending any money! 
a threaded rodprotiuding through the dome and a nut pillned On his suggestion I built a battery-powered rheo- 
to the rod. Adjustment is obtained by turning the nut and stat controlled alternate field circuit 011 a double tl~row switch 
rod in to increase the pressure and out to decrease it. to flip between the plane's field circuit and the independent 

The problein with this assembly is identical to the one. Watching the field and buss voltages while flipping the 
top hat style, i.e., a sticking spring due to sharp spring edges switch, it was itntnediately clear that the pi-oble~n was in 
and won1 ridges on the inside of the dome assembly. the plane's field circuit. 

I have seen engines that nothing really stopped the As it tunled out, just watching the field voltage 
cold-low oil pressme and warm-normal pressure conditio~~. (between regulator and alternator) while flying would have 

Sometimes a ball has deposits on its surface and done it just as well. The field sat at 0 volts and spiked up to 
the seat in the engine also gels dirty. Be careful clea~i~jng 10 volts about once a second in a very fast sub-second ex- 
the engine seat. You do not want to hurt the seat surface or cursion. 
let any foreign material get into the engine. The buss (wl~ich is the input to the OVR) was basi- 

As to the whirring noise, it could be the alternator, cally stable. It was easy to read on a fast meter, but just a 
the alternator belts or a damaged pulley. little nudge on a damped meter. Radio Shack's IS volt DC 

Check the belt, alternator and pulley alignment to panel meter at $6.95 is terrific. And of course it wou1d11't do 
insure that the belt isn't ni~nling crooked and loading the it except in t l~e  air. 
alternator bearings. it could be bad alten~ator bearings. Next, a voltmeter and a bypass switch across the 

It could also be a starter which, due to a sticking overvoltage relay. The volt~neter showed 0.2-0.8 volts and 
drive assembly, does not fully retract the starter gear fro111 unstable. Field voltage, buss voltage, and output amps all 
the ring gear until the rplns raise up for taxi or nu, up or went rock steady wllell I closed the bypass switch. So for 
possibly the starter gets hot which allows the gear to unstick the first time there's solid evidence to reco~nmeod chang- 
and retract. Fix this now - it will ruin the starter and ring ingapart. A InewOVRfixed the problen~,al~nost $2000,urd 
gear. eight months late. 

I hope this gives you some ideas or solutions. One The plane now has permanent test points on the 
other tl~ing - on the whine problem. Make sure it is not corn- field and buss and I have a handy dual-meter palel to plug- 
ing through the speaker or headsets. If so, it is a11 electrical in in a s e c o ~ ~ d  should anything else appear. I hope this won't 
interference problem. Check for damaged or failed filter happen, but I have had occasional unexplailled altemator 
condenser on the exterior of the alternator about three inches failures before, where everything checked OK by the time 
long and two inches in diameter, silver in color wit11 one I'm on the ground. If it happens again I'll have a very good 
lead corning from one end. idea of where the problein lies. 

The battery-powered field circuit used a 12-volt 
Fluctuating Alternator Cause Found battery (car or plane), a panel light dimmer from a Bar011 
by Chris Skudder (from amechat~ic's junk box), and a hardware store double 

throw switch. 
I'm the Cherokee driver with the intennittent os- Start with the dimmer OFF or low, and a voltmeter 

cillating alternator output who welit to the poorhouse shot- on the buss prevents roasting equipment while you're ad- 
gunnillg it. Many thanks to the nearly 30 CPA people who justing the dimmer. Then a second (identical) V-meter on 
called or wote offering great advice andmuch consolation. the field and you can see EVERYTHING. 

The fix came from Light Plane Maintenance maga- Lessons: Look at the field V while you're flying; 
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and the last tliing touched is the first thing to check. My her child from slamming forward during a crash - she could 
subscription just paid for itself many times over. Many not have controlled any ofher own extremities or body parts. 
thanks to you. to all of the CPA guys who helped out, and Everything would be driven forward at tremendous force. 
to Alan Unfortunately, the upper torso, if unrestrained, 

would be stopped not by a shoulder harness, but by hard 
Shoulder Harnesses for Cherokees metal or plastic components which would then inflict seri- 
by Terry Lee Rogers ous injury. 

Tlie same principle applies to aircraft. Restraining 
Just about everyone realizes the importance of passengers' upper torsos saves lives and injuries. Period. 

shoulder harnesses in saving lives. Every aircraft built in It was olice thought that humall beings could not 
the U. S. since 1978 comes with a factory-installed har- survive any serious crash - tlie deceleration force alone would 
oess. Even all automobiles sold in the U.S. have them, UI- kill them. It tunis out, however, that the human body is far 
less they come with air bags instead. more durable than that. Testing has shown that humans can 

Unfortunately, the FAA's rule mandating shoulder survive up to 40 G's of deceleration. It is the "second crash" 
harnesses came aboutJust before the bottom fell out of the that kills - that is, the body striking parts of the interior. And 
general aviation market. As a result, the lion's share of air- that crash is what shoulder harnesses are designed to pre- 
craft do not have thetn. vent. 

Luckily, there are some alternatives which permit 
owners to retrotit lianiesses. Let's take a look at the current 
state of the shoulder lianiess situation. The Factory Solution 

Up until 1988, Cherokee pilots wishing to add a 
Why We Nccd Harnesses shoulder harness system were forced to try to fit off-the- 

shelf items into their planes. Such a system was unapproved 
Seat belts have done a nice job in aircraft and in and haphazard at best. 

automobiles in restraining people during a crash. It has cut Even trained A&P mechanics may not be great at 
down on injuries and saved many lives. designing a system from scratch. I am familiar with one in- 

Unfortunately, the saving is often in degree - a stallation - it was on an Ercoupe - in which tlie har~less was 
person who might otherwise have died, receives serious attached with rivets only. There was no additional support in 
injuries. Tlie end result may be a wheelchair rather than a the fonn of a doubler added. 
cofi~i.  This is not a had result. but shoulder Iiartiesses make The owner of the aircraft questioned the durability 
the humall cost far less. of the installation and was told it was perfectly sound. The 

Simply put, if you are involved in an aircraft acci- rivets did not look durable, but during a cl-ash they only had 
dent and are wearing just a seat belt, you ARE going to to hold for a second or so. 
strike your head on the instrument paiel. h i d  head injuries niat  plane was involved in a crash and, as you might 
are the leading cause of fatalities in small aircraft crashes. expect, those rivets did not hold for even a small fraction of 

Many of us remember what it was like as a child a second. The harness offered no protectiorl whatsoever. 
driving with our parents. Let's see wl~at was going on with Luckily, although the occupants of the aircraft received fa- 
a typical driver of the period; we will call her mother. cial injuries, none were life threatening. 

111 the years before Ralph Nader no one thought Currently, Cherokee owners have two sources for 
much about crashes and there was little or no safety equip- kits. Piper Aircraft Corporation, in 1988, issued Service 
nietit 0x1 C'TS. Bulletin 896 which announced the availability of retrofit kits. 

Children would sit (or, heaven forbid, staid) on Generally, kits are available for all models and include belts 
the seat oblivious to all danger. When mother detected a for the front two seats or for all seats, depending on the kit 
possible hazard she would put her arm across the seat to selected. 
keep the child from flying fonvard and striking the dash. Prices vary with kit, of course. One popular kit is 

Unfortunately, altliougli this tactic might have 765-383 which fits the aft seats of many PA-28s. Tlie cost 
given a parent a sense of security, the procedure would do for that kit is $344 and it should be fairly representative. 
absolutely nothing to prevent injury in case of a11 accident. What are the advantages of going with a Piper kit'? 
What mother never realized is tlie extent of force gener- Well, they were designed by the tnanufacturer to do what 
ated during a real crash. they are supposed to do. And in case of an accident you 

During a crasli, forces of eight to tell G's are not certainly want an installation wliicli has been tested and 
unusual. If a Iiun~an am1 weighs in at 15 pounds this means prove11 to be effective. 
that a force of 120 to 150 pounds will attempt to flail that 
ann forward. How many people could resist a sudden 120 Another Source 

lied to their anns. 
ct, not only could mother not have prevented Numerous companies offer retrofit kits for Cessna 
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products. Until now, however, there have been no non-fac- and should not mi across the stomach or vital olgais. 
tory harness retrofit kits for Cherokees. The shoulder harness should ruri diagonally across 

Wag Aero, however, now offers kits for the PA-28 tlie chest connecting on the side of the hip. It is imponant 
series. The harnesses are available in any of eight different that the haniess not be in aposition to apply pressure to the 
colors -black, navy, brown, royal blue, red, tan, green or neck and that it actually hold the upper torso aud not pennit 
silver gray. The kits cost $219.50 each and one is required the passenger to slide out from beneath it in a crash. 
for each seat (they say the kits will tit a iy  of the four seats 
aboard - sort of a one size fits all philosophy.) At one time, tliere were no retrofit shoulder liar- 

According to Wag Aero the kits are FAA approved nesses available for Pipers and none could be had, despite 
with both STC and PMA approvals. They come with instal- the fact that just about everyone was aware of their value in 
lation instructions. saving lives. Later, retrofit kits becaiie available, bur only 

They can he ordered from Wag Aero, P 0 Box 18 1, at more thai a thousand dollars a seat - too dear for many 
Lyons, WI 53 148 or call 800-558-6868. aircraft owners. 

Today, there are several choices and altliougli soriie 
How About Installation? may complai~l about the cost, almost everyone woi~ld agree 

that the lives ofthernselves, family and friends is lnuch inore 
Installatioli o fa  shoulder harness kit is not asimple than the several hundred dollars a seat the protection costs 

matter. You need to get through the headliner to gain access today. 
to the plane's outer skin. Then you need to position the kits, 
drill the appropriate holes, and then rivet the units into po- A Paint Job & A Quandary 
sition, with one person doing the riveting and another hold- 
ing a buck. Finally, after the installation is complete, the Even when dealing with a good paint shop ,ui owner 
headliner needs to be restored to its foni~er condition. may find himself in a quandary as was shown by the prob- 

Piper estimates four hours for one belt, eight for a letn of one 'PA mernber who is now involved i ~ i  a dispute 
pair, to get the job done and that is probably a reasonable between the shop and her mechanic. 
estimate. She really likes the paintjoh and the shop seems to 

Finally, there is one last alternative - a harness have done a good quality job. Her mechanic liked the paint 
manufactured by Jack Hooker, called the Hooker Quickie. too - except for the fact there was no logbook indicatiori 
This harness, available for under $30, consists of a V-type that the control surfaces were balanced. 
haniess which attaches to the rear seat safety belt. Unfortunately, this member really likes the work 

The price is certainly reasonable and, of course, of her mechanic, too, and she is depending on liim to do the 
there are no installatiol~ costs involved, hut there are two annual inspection and sign the plane off He insists that he 
major disadvantages: no one can sit in the back seats while canlot do so until the control surfaces are balanced. 
the banless is in use aid, because the anchor of the harness The paint shop refuses saying it Itas painted scores 
is below the neck level of the front-seat passengers, the har- of Cherokees and has never balanced control surface one. 
ness is prone to cause spinal compressiol~ in the event of a The shop says it realizes that on some planes balaliciiig 1s 
crash. required - Bonanzas, for example. But they insist that tlut- 

But tlie Hooker Quickie is certail~ly better than ter is not a problem on Cherokees - period. 
nothing aid is highly recommended by some authorities This quaidary might not Iiappeo often, but it sure 
who believe some back illjury is a better alternative thai is a11 inconve~iieiice when it does occur. It is one Inore tlling 
death in inany types of crashes. to consider when deciding on a paint job for yonr plane. 

For more ii~fonnation on the Hooker Quickie con- 
tact Jack Hooker at 30 East Jefferson St., Freeport, IL 61302 NADA Aircraft Price Guide 
(815) 233-5478. 

TIie National Auto~nohile Dealers Association. pro- 
No matter what type of harlless y o u  plane it is ducers of price guides for automobiles, motorcycles and 

importait to realize that they do not last forever. Gellerally recreational veliicles, !lave added a ;~ew giiidc to tlicir list - 
speaking, a belt (shoulder or seat) which is more than 15 aircraft. 
years old should be replaced. Sun, heat, moisture and ozone The Aircraft Appraisal Guide is available to the 
take their toll on material over the years anddrastically re- public at $85 a year for three issues - a steep price, but fir 
duce the strength. less expensive th,m tlie $245 a year for tile Aircraft Blue 

Belts which !lave heell cut, frayed or which have Book-Price Digest, the book whicli has been the bencliniark 
been soaked with some type of liquid probably have out- for aircraft pl'ice informati011 for years. 
lived their usefulness. The NADA guide shows prices for three raiges: 

Also, to be useful, a seat and shoulder belt conlbi. low, average aid high. Low range is for planes with high- 
nation lnust fit properly. The lap belt should fit snugly against time engines a id  limited avionics capability. High covers 
the lap and put pressure on the pelvis. It should not be loose planes with low-time ellgil~es and lots of avionics, and, of 
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course, average covers tlle normal situatioli somewhere in Fifth, if you already have all the speed and Iim- 
between. dling mods, o-k. If not, consider adding (a) stabilator gap 

The Aircraft Bluebook and the NADA guide are seals (b) flap bulge fairings (c) flap-to-fuselage fairings (d) 
two different books serving two different market segments wheel pants fairings to cover the strut and brake calipers and 
- the Bluebook is more detailed and includes infonnation (e) wing-to-fuselage root fairings. 
about AD'S and aircraft serial numbers. It is meant to be The wing root fairings seem to cut down on noise 
used by lending institutions ar~d aircraft dealers and bro- and drafts. 
kers. Sixth, after you have had your rigging carefully 

The NADA guide is more likely to appeal to indi- checked and adjusted, make a careful check to insure that 
viduals looking to buy or sell their own aircraft. when the rudder is centered the nose wheel is absolutely 

As one might suspect, there are differences in pric- centered. The adjustment for this is under the cowling where 
ing between the publications with the NADA guide, in gen- there are actuating rods for nose wheel steering attached to 
eral, showing a higher price for a specific model than tlie a lever (honi) 011 the top of the nose strut. 
Bluebook. I11 some cases, the difference ca i  be great. For Also, check to see that the steering rod bearings are 
example, the pri

c

e given for a 1974 Cherokee 235 is shown tight (in tlie bearing area) and free to move in the intended 
as $37,000 in the Bluebook and as $42,700 (average) in the directions, but not sloppy loose. 
NADA guide. Also, carefully check the bolt that attaches the horn 

Nonetheless, for most purposes the new guide to the strut. This a m  puts a lot of stress on the attachmelits 
should be helpful for individual owners seeking to buy or and sometimes is loose, but not obviously so. 
sell aircraft. For more i~iformatio~i contact NADA at 1-800- Seventh, check the alignment of all wheel pants to 
966-6212. insure that they are attached correctly, solidly and in proper 

aliglunent. 
Some Ideas On Slow Cherokee Eighth, make sure that the magneto intenial timing 
by Marvin Merrynan is correct as well as the timing of the magneto to the engine. 

I hope these suggestions will be of some help as 
I read of a member's problem with a slow Chero- well as those suggestions you made to Mr. Dean 

kee. I often fly a Cherokee Challenger a id  lielp with its On the Challenger I fly we have done all of these 
maintenance. We have made this a very fast Cherokee com- things. Each has  added something to tlie speed or liandling 
pared to other 180s. We did 110 tests or computations, but of the plane. 
placed alotlgside of other Cherokee 180s at full tluottle, I made these suggestions to another 180 owner and 
my plane moves steadily away from them he ended up with quite a different airplane. He also added a 

First. I reco~nrnend that be do all ofthe things you Black Mac prop a id  was pleased wit11 that, too. 
recommended, absolutely. 

Second, get one of the aircraft's latest weight-and- Concerned About Rigging & Balance 
balance fonns arid check the empty weight of the airplane 
against the empty weight of tlie original factory figures. If I read the recent article about the Melton family 
it is significantly heavier this could lower speed to some plane wl~ich had a trim tab on the aileron which was re- 
degree. moved and the plane was re-rigged. 

Third, check the propeller, remove nicks aid rough My plane also has a tab 011 my aileron which was 
areas on the leading edge, Have it done carefully by some- on the plane wber, I bouglit it. J would like to know what re- 
one who bas the knowledge and proper skills. Then, polish rig meals in plain talk and what kind of money we are talk- 
the fonvard surface (front) of the prop. On the back side ing about. 
remove all rough areas, scratches, and low areas 111 the paint Also, 7320W bas solnewhat of a vibration at low 
leaving a very smooth tllin coat of black. No doubt you rpms but it is not very noticeable when rpms are increased. 
will sand tlirough the paint in tnaiy areas. The prop was balanced on the plane and the nlechanic said 

The back ofthe propeller must be smooth, no liills, there was some vibration coming from the rear of the en- 
valleys, scratches or holes in the paint. After smoothing the gine. Any suggestioiis on where I should look for the prob- 
back surface repaint it with flat black paint. Apply a very lem? 
thin coat, just enough to make it solid black. And make Jim Ragazzo 
sure it is smootl~, very sniooth. Trenton, NJ 08610 

This will make the propeller much more efficient. 
Note: if you have the prop reworked, polish both sides of Dear Jim, 
the prop smooth. The front should be shiny smooth. The Re-rigging consists of checking tension of control 
overhauled finish is still too rough. cables and lnakitig sure they are up to specifications aid 

Fourth, rougli paint on the aircraft fuselage and then checking the riggilig of the ailerons, flaps, and rudder, 
surfaces of the wings or tail makes for a lot of drag. Your also according to maintenance manual. 
new paint job should cure that. You are looking at about ten hours of shop labor for 
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the process according to George Durham Jr., of No Toro take off until be increased his climb speed well above the 
Aircraft and also the Piper estimating manual. Cost, of flight ma~ual 's best rate-of-climb speed. I-le felt tlrat you 
course, will depend also on the hourly rate at your shop. have to go fast enough to "get rid of that drag bucket" or it 

Also, the cost will increase if problems are found, will never climb. 
such as frozen pulleys or frayed cables. Well, my brain put this advice away aloilg wit11 all 

As to the vibration, I can not offer m y  suggestions, of the other countless helpful hints I was receiving at the 
Some vibration is, of course normal - it is the nature of a time. Until last spring .... 
reciprocating engine to vibrate alittle bit. From behind my It was a chilly mornulg wbeo the Cllerokee bl-oogl~t 
desk it is not possible to guess about whether your vibration myself, my friend, and his two teenage boys to the Larrunie. 
is ~lormal or excessive. Also, I know ofnothing on the back Wyoming fly-in - tield elevation 7,280 feet, The local FBO 
of the engine which will contribute to noticeable vibration. was selling 100 LL for $1.75 a gallon (a great deal in this 

area), so I topped the tanks. 
Wants Help With Rusty Screws As the day wore on the sky cleared and rile tern- 

perature climbed to well over 70 degrees. Wheri it came 
Robert C. Phillips Jr., of Pineville, North Carolina, time for departure I checked t11e weight-a11d-balaoce; in :lie 

asked for suggestions on removing rusty screws. His an- envelope and below gross. 1 bad flow11 the airplane with 
swer: Inore weight and at higl~er density altitudes, so I was coliil- 

Rusty screws are amajor headache whell working dent that all was well for the return trip back home. Bttt 
on aircraft - that is the reason for the popularity of stainless those flights were from a 5,000 foot field elevatio~~. 
steel screw kits. But as you have found out, getting out the Take oft' seemed uneventfiil, the eligine rail pes- 
screws in the first place can be a major headache. fectly and the plane became airborne after using less than 

Here are a few tips which might help. half of the runway. On the climb-out I nailed 85 mplr indi- 
4 Use a good tool - you want ascrewdriver tip which is cated airspeed, the fligl~t manual's best rate of climb. To lily 

the largest which will properly fill the slot of the screw horror, the ailplane refused to climb. Tile stall wanlirlg ligllt 
Make sure that the tip is in good collditioll - if it is dam- was fla~lling with every bump that we met ill the ail- and I 
aged, get another screwdriver. And use with had a very sick feeling that 1 may have endangered my pas- 
large lialdles or with ball-grip ratcheting drivers. sengers 

4 Seat the driver by giving it a tap with a lianmer in I turned downwind at 500 feet AGL and was going 

the slot. both seats tile driver alld, hopefully, tend to declare all elnergency to get a speedy la1ldin~ wllel1 I 
to break the screw loose a hit. remembered my friend's advice. I nosed the plane over just 

enough to gain air speed a11d as soon as the plane showetl 4 Use a seating compound to get a better grip on the 
110 mph i~idicated, shegavemea400 feet-per-minute climb, 

screw such as "Screw G r a b  (Grand Industrial, Inc., 4625 
all the way to 10,500 feet. 

Clyde Park, SW, Wyoming, MI 49509 616-538-0339. 
The one basic aerodynamic factor that tlie tliglit 

Use penetratiilg try "ullstick" the screw ~nanual neglected to menti011 is tl~at at agiven air speed and 
4 Finally, if all else fails, you need to use a screw ex- wine loading. the angle of attack will increase with alti- 

-, 

tractor (EZ-Out). They require drilling a bole in the screw tude. When the angle of attack becotnes excessive the wing 
a ~ d  using a device like a reverse drill to remove the screw. becomes inefficient and we are forced to operate from the 
K ~ t s  are usually available locally, or contact Reid Tool Sup- "backside of the power curve." 
ply, 2265 Black Creek Road, Muskegon, MI 49444 (800- When wing loading a11d altitude are much greater 
253-042 1 .) than usual, tile best-rate-ot'climb is at a signiticantly higher 

Once you get the screws out and replaced with speed than what is quoted in your tlight manual. This factor 
stainless, hopefully this proble~n will be a thing of the past may affect all of your V-speeds. 
for you. 

Piper Cure For Nosewheel Shimmy 
Higher Climb Speed Than Specified by Lou Brinlunan 
by Bmce Vinnola 

Several years ago I developed nosewheel sl~itn~ny 
I have solnetlling to share thatjust might save some on tny 1978 Archer. 1 replaced the shitnmy dampener with 

lives. the latest model lnade of machined alurninm~~ and which 
I a111 the proud owner of a beautiful Cherokee 180. was field re-buildable. But the change did nothing for the 

1 learned to fly in her and have about 250 hours logged. problem. 
When I first got her all of the local pilots were 111 desperation, I called the factory. 1 told them 1 

very helpful a i d  full ofadvice, but the best advice was when was embarrassed to carry passengers because of the shin- 
one pilot told me of his story when he took on fuel at a ~nying on landing roll out. They apparently knew exactly 
high-altitude airport with his fully-loaded Cherokee. what the cause of the problern was because they immedi- 

He told me that he could not g a u ~  any altitude after ately recommeoded installation of Piper Kit # 7(6 992V. 
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There was no suggestion of loose rudder cables, Although the following checklist will not solve all 

won1 scissor bushings, out of bala~ce nose wheel or worn your fuewall forward vibration problems, it does give afairly 
shimmy dampener. The kit consists of two SOLID push good idea of what can cause vibration and how to go about 
rods to replace the spring loaded "buigee" type rods and finding the cause. 
two bushings to reduce the stop limits of the stop bolts. Assuming that some annoying vibration is causing 

Installation was simple and it cured the problem. you distress, here are the places to check: 
Ground handling is much more solid and responsive with 1 - Check those baffles. Look inside the cowling to 
the eliniination of the spring loaded rods. find areas of chaffing in the baffle contact areas. Trim ex- 

At first Piper wanted almost $400 for the kit. But cess material where required. But remember - those baffles 
I raised so much hell about it that a couple of days later I serve apurpose. They are designed to force airflow to go in 
received a call telling me that if I acted immediately by certain directions so that all cylinders receive cooling air. 
placing an order through my dealer I could buy a kit for Do NOT create leaks in the baffles. 
$196. 2 - Exhaust system - the exhaust is a mighty big 

Frankly, I see no reason why the "bungee" type producer of vibratioii It is inherent in the design. Make sure 
rods could not be welded solid and washers or bushings that the exhaust is tight and that the piping is not rubbing on 
installed on stop bolts. any cowling areas. Particularly, make sure the pipe is not 

chafing where it extends through the cowling. 
Source of Placards 3 - Induction hose clamps - those intake hoses are 
by Robert C. Phillips Jr. secured by clanps. Make sure the clamps are not interfering 

with aircraft structures. Look for marks on the engine nioult. 
In an atteinpt to refurbish my 1966 Cherokee 1 Rotate the clamps to move screws and other hardware, as 

found a source for placards. It is Aircraft Placards, 6 Elm required. 
Road, North Harnpton, NH 03862 (603) 964-8905. 4 - The breather - that device which was designed 

This company does a great job for letters, words, to dump excess oil overboard on your aircraft belly. Make 
etc., etched 011 metal. They can customize the work to suit sure that the breather is not interfering with the cowling. 
your ow11 needs. 5 - Engine mounts - make sure eugine mou>ts are 

in good condition and that the Lord Mounts are properly 
Hartzell Announced AD-Free Prop Hub secured by the through bolts. Replace the moults ifthe rub- 

ber has separated from the metal or the ~ilouut is obviously 
Hartzell Propeller has introduced an extensive hub worn. Worn Lord mounts, although expensive to replace, 

replacement program, offering newly designed hubs for are otien the key to eliminating excessive engine vibration. 
certain aircraft with two and three blade "Y" shank propel- wonl lj,ou1lts often permit the engine to sag. 
lers. 6 - Propeller track - that propeller has two blades 

The two-blade replacemellt features arefined con- and they are supposed to runic approxi~nately the sane track. 
tour in the fillet radius, improved shot peelling and illlproved if they are not in alig~nnent you get tlie same effect as when 
corrosion protection. a ceiling fan has an out of alignment blade. Check blade 

The new hubs are available tluough Harzell's dis- alignment by placing a properly anchored reference point at 
tributor network at half oftbe list price a id  call be installed the tip of one blade and rotating the blade to see where it 
by the Hartzell Service Center in Piqua, Ohio, or any falls. The blades should not be more than 1/16 inch out of 
Hartz~l1 distributor or propeller repair station. The new pric- track. 
ing stmctuire will remain in effect throughout 1993, accord- If the propeller has been dressed out recently and 
ing to the company. much metal was re~noved, the blades may be in need of re- 

For a list of Hartzell distributors, prices, service bala~cing. Make sure you check the blades for any signs of 
bulletins, or hub replacelliellt program illforlnatioll call darnage a ~ d  for ally loose or missing hardware. 
Hartzell at (513) 778-4387. For parts or service, contact 7 - The spinner - this is the cone shaped device 
the Service Center at (5 13) 778-4201 or via FAX at (513) which fits in front of the propeller and if yours has been 
778-4202. damaged recently, you might swear it was made of either 

platinum or gold. It is costly, and hard to find. 
Firewall Forward Vibration Check it for ally visible wobble while the engine is 
by Terry Lee Rogers idling. Remove the spinner and check the hardware and, es- 

pecially, check the bulkhead u~idemeatll for any signs of 
Vibration from the engine colnpartmellt can be a crackillg or damage. A danaged bulkhead needs to be re- 

real proble~u for aircraft owners. That isalot ofstuffpacked placed. you do llot want to fly behilld olle which is in the 
umder the cowl a id  it is often hard to determine whether disintegrating 
vibration is coming from the engine or from one of the 8 - Engine controls - those cables sllould be flex- 
maly accessories under that cowl. Is it for real, or is it ible, with gentle curves and never stretched taut. If the cable 
Mernorex? needs repositioning, pull it through the firewall and re-clamp 
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it as necessary. Make sure that all control cables are free of the wing and stabilator gap seals. They arrived quickly and 
contact with the engure or the accessory case. my mechanic put them on in the 40 hours the book said the 

9 - Starter Cable -make sure that this cable is free job would take. That's not bad, since he had never installed 
and that there is some slack to pennit flexing. gap seals before. 

10 - Engine condition - a poor running engine is 
bound to have vibration. Check out the spark plugs for type, Now for the performance. There's good news aid 
gap, and fouling. Make sure the ignition harness is in good bad news. First the bad news. 1 can't really tell the airplane 
shape and check the mag timing. Obviously, good comnpres- is faster, even though I've tried timing trips of about 100 
sion is required. NM at various altitudes. 

The fuel injectors or carburetor need to be work- I can say the airspeed indicates about seven mph 
ing properly. Both the illduction and exhaust systems need faster than it did after the prop uzas re-pitched (a total 10 
to be checked to make sure they are working properly, mph indicated gain), so I have to asstune 73J is, indeed, 

And then there is the concept of overall engine going somewhat faster. 
balancing. Dynamic balancing is becoming more popular. In that sense 1 atn disappointed. Although the pre- 
It is performed witb a machine known as a Chadwick- vious Knots-2-U customers I called (Jim sent me a list) 
Helmuth balancer (see the letter immediately below, too.) warned me I wouldn't notice much speed difference, 1 had 
It is something which car1 be performed by many A&P me- hoped. 
chanics and by all propeller shops. Where I really noticed the difference is in takeoff 

11 - Antennas - Gosh, what do these have to do and climb. I gained back all that I lost ti.o~n having the prop 
with engine vibration? Well, if the vibratiou seems depen- re-pitched, and then some. Some people in a Musketeer took 
d

e

nt upon airspeed, sometimes the culprit turns out to be off with me about 30 seco~lds in trail. I leveled at 2,500 feet 
antennas, including that long-wire sometunes used for the while he was still struggling to reach 2,000. 
ADF. Vibration at the antennas can SEEM to be coming My whole family flew to the beach oue Saturday. 
from the engine compartment. 73J was loaded to within 150 pounds of gross, the air temp 

12 -Wheel balance - These items, too, can create a was about 85 degrees (and humid), and even so I held more 
vibration which, during takeoff and landing, seems to be tharr 1,000 feet per minute climb all the way up to my cruis- 
coming from the engine compartment. ing altitude of 6,000 feet. 735 was still climbing strong even 

13 - Any other source of vibration - including the then. 
possibility that there is some real catastrophic failure going Now that San Antonio is cold, when I'm flying solo 
on under that cowl. Sometimes vibration is just something I expect to see the VSI peg at 1,500 feet per minute once 
ainoying, and other titires it is a signal that something ex- I'm out of ground effect. 
pensive - and dangerous - is in the process of breaking. Never Knowing what I lolow now, would I install Knots- 
just dismiss an unusual vibration as sotnetliiiig minor un- 2-U again? You bet I would. At least I've gained ten mph 
less you have checked it out thoroughly. indicated, and that has to meal at least some airspeed gain. 

But even if it didn't, being able to zoom to altitude 
Report On Knots-2-U Kit cuts minutes off any trip just by shortening the time to climb. 
by C. Wayne Perry And Jim Bradshaw and co~npany were a delight to do busi- 

ness with. 
1 fly a 1968 180D, N6973J. This is the second 180 I hope this is helpful in answering frotir folks like 

L've owned (the first was a '66). and I've always loved it. It me who are hoping to squeeze just a little more perfomlance 
carries a load, it's dependable and easy to fly. out of a solid perfomier like a Cherokee 180. 

But 73J has always been about six knots slow for 
some reasotl; until I put the mods on I had never been able Vibration in His Challenger 
to get her to true faster than 177 hrots. I wanted to do better 
than that. Harry Lee Waldie Jr., of Cheboygan. Michigan 

My first step was to have the propeller re-pitched, asked about possible causes of engine vibration in his 1973 
San Antonio Propeller re-pitched my prop from the mess it Challenger. The answer: 
was (it varied anywhere fiom 59 to 61 inches) to a s~nooth 
62 iirches. Unfortunately, it is just about impossible to diag- 

1 certainly lost takeoff arid climb performaice witb nose a vibration long distance. It does sound as if your en- 
that move, but the engine did run more smoothly ard the gine could benefit from a dynarnic bala~lcing job. This is 
airspeed indicated about three mph faster than before. done utilizing a machine especially nraiufactured for the 

I called around to various speed *nod shops and job and it has become quite a popular operation in the last 
found Jim Bradshaw at Knots-2-U very helpful. He even few years. Generally it costs from $125 to about $200 to 
sent some preliminary information to my mechanic before have your engine and propeller balanced. 
I placed an order. That's service. Formore information and to locate the facility near- 

Obviously, he wanted my business, so I ordered est to you contact the tnanufacturer of the equipment, 
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Chadwick-Helmuth Co., 4601 N. Arden Dr., El Monte, CA tioned in any service letters or bulletins. 
91731 (818) 575-6161. On first examination it would appear to solve the 

Piper did have a service letter out prohibiting ex- problem. It utilizes a second bracket mounted on an aft 
tended operation between 2,150 and 2,350 rpm for earlier mounting pad to absorb the vibration and strengthen the area 
model 180s, but this service letter (#526) should NOT af- of the rear alternator mounting lug. 
fect your aircraft. The Chrysler alternator used by Piper is basically 

an automotive design that has been used for more than 30 
Pitot Wiring Route; Pipers that Roll years and bas been extremely reliable and trouble-free when 

it comes to keeping the battery charged. 
A couple of topics which have gotten alot of com- The reason the kit does not cure the problem is quite 

ment in the past brought forth some comment from one of evident from the worn and broken parts that are enclosed. 
CPA's advertisers, A1 Snyder, of Skycraft Corp.: The design of the rear mounting lug, which uses a rolled 

steel bushing, c'annot accomtnodate the amount of vibration 
Regarding the routing of the electric lines for the encountered when mounted on any aircraft engine, whether 

heated pitot tube - the routing does not follow the pneu- it be four or six cylinders. 
matic lines of the pitot tube. They go directly to the wire The fit between the steel bushing and through-bolt 
harness that goes through the wing to the tip. Because of is not tight around the circumference of the bolt. The loose 
the amount of current draw - 20 amps - the wire should fit, and gap in the bearing surface of the bushing, allows 
probably be a size #12, according to Al. horizontal movement from vibration which results in wear 

The routing has been a problem even for Piper. (and noise). 
When Piper offered a retrotit kit, the kit used an alternate As the wear and clearance increase, vibration is 
method and placed the wiring along the trailing edge of the magnified until both brackets can no longer absorb the stress 
wing. They removed a rivet every now and then and added and then both break. 
a screw and clamp to hold the wire. The reason is that re- The steel bushing is about l i8 inch longer than the 
moval of the fuel tank is a "fantastic j o b  and even when it thickness of the mounting lug. When the through bolt is tight- 
is removed it is hard to get all the way back into the wing. ened, friction is applied on the ends of the bushing rather 

On another topic, A1 commented on the instabil- than between the mounting lug and mounting brackets. This 
ity of some Cherokees. Inthe Marchissue we coveredsome results in the rear mounting lug "floating" around the bolt 
of the problems concerning aircraft rigging. But one we with the resulting wear from vibration. This condition does 
did not cover. not occur on the front mounting lug. 

The Cherokee wing is supposed to have a two- Proposed remedies are to grind the bushing down 
degree washout along the wing. The only way to determine to the thickness ofthe lug, make up the difference wit11 wasli- 
whether a wing has it or not is to use a protractor and check. ers, and retighten. This does not eliminate excessive clear- 

ance between the bushing and bolt, but it does eliminate 
Normally, this is not a problem. The wings were horizontal movement. 

properly made at the factory, and this is not something a A better fix is to remove the rolled steel bushing, 
wing normally loses. machine a bushing with close tolerance around the bolt cir- 

However, a wing which has been rebuilt may not cumference and wit11 less thickness than the mounting lug, 
have the proper washout. Also, according to Al, the first press it into the lug, add washers and then use a separate, 
500 or so Cherokees built did NOT have this washout in shorter bolt on each mounting lug. 
the wing. A lot ofthose wings ended up in salvage andmay T l ~ e  design of strut 78483-0 is very poor. The hole 
have been used in rebuilding a wing on a later model. for the through bolt is much larger than the diameter of the 

The problem, of course, is that a wing with a wash- bolt, resulting in reduced edge clearance around the hole. 
out will develop a little bit different lift than one without They crack or break regolarly. The hole should be the same 
and if the wings on an a q l a n e  are different, you can ex- diameter as the bolt and at least half again as thick, with 
pect a tendency to roll. increased edge clearance. 

Alternator Bracket Fix Needs to be Fixed 
by Lou Brinkman 

After repeated failures of alternator mounting 
brackets and rear halves of alternator cases on two differ- 
ent aircraft, I bad kit # 764-347V installed on N47924 in 
June, 1984. 

I learned of this kit by a chance conversation with 
Bob Meehan, former service manager of General Aviation, 
Inc., of Fullerton Airport. I have never seen the kit men- 

Repair Those 8-Day Clocks 

I am happy to say that our Keystone Instnunent 
Division in Lock Haven still overhauls and recertifies the 
Wakman clocks. Parts have gottenmore expensive (still must 
come from Europe), but the Walunan is hard to beat for ac- 
curate, easy timing. 

New Wakman clocks are available, but prices have 
gone out of sight. So I would suggest anyone who owns a 
Wakman should keep it in good operating order. Good used 
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units are now selling for as much as $500, depending on sure the flap handle cover is trimmed so the flap handle 
model. rests on the floor, not on the cover, and that the trim wheel 

Any iuterested Wakman owners should contact the does not touch. Lightly sand the parts with #400 sandpaper 
Lock Haven office at (800) 443-3 117. Ask for George. before painting. I used Piper #744 spray paint (Randolph) 

Sincerely yours, and the color match was good. 
Sam Price Jr. The windshield trim that was out of stock at Piper 
Airparts of Lock Haven was ordered from Kinzie Industries (405-327-1565). The 
Lock Haven, PA 17745 parts are different in design from Piper with a different sur- 

face finish. Drilling, trimming and painting is required wit11 
Problem With Electric Trim not much price advantage. 

To trim the parts, heat an old knife with a propane 
One member called regarding a problem with the torch. Final fit can be done with a Drelnel tool or a belt 

electric trim on his Archer 11. During cold weather the trim sander held in a vise. Stick with the factory parts unless you 
operated much too slowly. In fact, during operation one of are replacing everything. The factory parts are usually pre- 
the cables broke. dntled and do not require trimming. 

The question was whether any other type of lubri- If you can purchase new plastic parts, do it. Time, 
cant was recommended by the factory and whether there heat and sun cause the plasticizers (the compounds that make 
were any suggestions for curing the problem. the plastic bendable) to leach out. causing the ABS plastic 

According to the technical support staff at Piper, the lu- to become brittle. Ifyou buy from a salvage yard, try to buy 
bricant specified iu the maintenance manual should handle the newest parts available. 
various climatic conditions. For anyone experiencing this While the overl~ead is down, replace your speaker 
problem, be sure to check the tail cone for water accumula- if you haven't recently done so. If the plastic is cracking, 
tion. Another cause could be that the electric trim servo the speaker will not be far behind. Lightly sand the parts 
may not be at full strength. and wipe down with thinner or denatured alcohol before 

Also, cable tension is very important. Accordillg painting. I used Krylon antique white on the overhead and 
to the Piper maintenance manual, the trim cable tension window trim and it looks great. 
should be 14 pounds, +-I pound. The stabilator cable ten- While the overhead and window trim was off, I 
sion should be 50 pounds, +- 5 pounds. paid a local upholstery shop $75 to spray the headliner with 

(Note the Warrior manual specifies nearly identi- SM vinyl dye. It looks like new. 
cal readings, except that for that model the stabilator ten- Wentwonh Aircraft (61 2-722-0065) supplied used 
sion is 40 pounds, +-5 pounds. Trim cable tension IS identi- dash and ~~iiscellaneous plastic trim. The parts were fair to 
cal.) good quality and about half the price of new. 

To repair cracked plastic parts, consider the fol- 
Fixed His Interior Plastic Trim lowing method: obtain black ABS pipe cement (hardware 
by Jim R~chmond store) and ,060 or .040 ABS plastic (local plastic supply or 

plastic vacuuni fomier). Cut and glue strips of the ABS on 
I found the recent article on plastic restoratioll of the backside of the cracks. Fill in the missing areas and 

interest. I could have used the ideas before starting my owl cracks with Bondo. Scrape or sand excess before it dries. 
interior restoration project. Paint will not fill in cracks - use Bolldo. 

Our group owns two Cherokee 235s, one of which The vinyl covered round door seal was ordered from 
was in need of having the interior redone. Airtex (21 5-295-41 15). Good quality and a fair price. The 

My project began when I tried to order some p la -  quarter round neoprene door seal was ordered from Brown 
tic interior trim parts from our local Piper dealer. Not only Aircraft Supply (904-396-6655.) Plan on using Bondo or 
were the prices outrageous, but the majority of the items strips of rubber to build up the low area in the upper left 
were out of stock with no due date. hand comer and across the top of the door if you want a 

To top things off, the dealer was on credit hold decent seal. 
with Piper. After considerable searching I found Avmat 20 Seal-Rite #403 automotive weather-strip (Pep 
in Memphis (800-238-6816 - unfortunately no credit cards BOYS) was glued to the airframe door opening. It makes a 
- ask for Jerry). If the parts are available he will sell them to double seal with the quarter round and helps keep out the 
you at a discount. Another good source is Air Parts of Lock rain, Even wit11 double seals we do not have a perfect seal. 
Haven (800-772-3 I 17.) They give a ten percent discount to The dash was deteriorated beyolid repair. When the 
CPA members. leaking windshields were removed to be resealed, we re- 

The seat backs and a flap handleitrim wheel cover covered the dash. The old material was scraped off with a 
were ordered from Airflite Industries (800-345-7753). Good putty knife. Automotive vinyl top material (auto trim shop) 
quality, but required drilling, pop riveting, some trimlnillg was glued down with 3M #77 spray adhesive. However, do 
and painting. The plastic chrome trim strip around the Seat not use that adhesive. After a few months in the sun, the 
back can be bought by the roll at Pep Boys Auto Parts. Make fabric pulled up where it was cut to fit the contours. Find an 
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adhesive that is not affected by heat. to pay a minimum of the kit purchase price again to fit it. 

Silicone Seal was used on the windshield rather Based 011 that, try to negotiate an inclusive price for fitting 
than the standard putty. The putty, over time, no longer aRer Letting him see the full kit. 
stuck, thus letting rain in. Make sure excess dash material Make it clear to the A&P you choose that Skycraft 
is trimmed off so you seal against the aluminum, not the is only too pleased to assist if help is needed. 
dash material (factory error.) It may be a chore to remove In conclusion, if someone is looking to increase his 
the silicone in the future, but for now, no more leaks. visibility and landing safety - buy it ... it really is good qual- 

The overhead plastic sun visors were available ity. 
from Piper at $85 each and $45 each at salvage yards. I 
took our broken ones to a local plexiglass fabricator. He Comments on Annuals And Maintenance 
cut and drilled new ones for $25 each. The clamp down by Harry F. Wells 
portion of your old visors will have to be cut out by the 
fabricator and used with the new ones. As you and I know, the so-called annual listed at 

The rear fiberglass bulkhead and hat rack were many FBOs, Trade-a-Plane, and other publications is a flat 
scratched and discolored. It cleanedup goodenough witha rate for the bare inspection. This generally does NOT in- 
Scotchbrite pad that 1 did not have to paint it. clude any work. This is what brings about an uproar as to 

the high cost of flying. As you so aptly pointed out, repairs, 
Mechanical Clock Repair Source AD'S, etc, really get to the bottom line. 
by Ira B. Lewis My age, and the fact that 1 ani semiretired but still 

want to work on aircraft, gives tne the opportunity to pick 
Sotneone recently wanted to know where to send and choose. If you want to pin me down on when I will have 

aWaknianmechanical clock for repairs. I recently had mine it done, go someplace else. Even if1 work diligently, as sure 
repaired at: as God made green apples, there will be a part needed that 

will be back ordered or an AD missed or done incorrectly. 
Kew Garden Jewelers When asked for a completion date I give one that is 
5422 W. Atlantic Bvd. competitive with ru~yone else, but tell them it cantlot be war- 
Margate, FL 31063 anteed. Generally, those that cannot or will not listen go 
(305) 973-1 170 elsewhere where they have been "promised the date they 

wanted only to have it delayed by the nonnal things that 
The clock is running perfectly now. The charge were told to them. 

was one how of labor at $55. With few exceptions, as you pointed out, log books 
are seldom written in English nor are the AD's. Too many 

Comments on Skylight tnechanics must be frustrated doctors as their handwriting is 
by R. Elks so identical. 

Many owners tell me that all AD's are up to date 
We recently completed a major refit on the Piper and that there is a listing of them in the back of the logbook. 

Archer I1 which I fly. It looks brand new having received a These lists do itemize the AD's, including the date done, but 
beautiful paint job, a new interior and a rebuilt engine. where there should be a signature and license number at the 

While the plane was grounded we decided to fit end of the line there is nothing. This makes it nothing more 
the new Cherokee Skylite kit by Skycraff COT. I would tlm~agrocery store list. The A&P-IA iiiust then wade through 
like to share our experiences for the benefit of our mem- all the logs and make a list that is a true compliance fonn. 
bership. Another stumbling block is that too many tnechan- 

First, Skycraft respondedto our request forprornpt ics will put the note "AD's through Dec. 1992 checked and 
delivery as the AIC was ready to be painted and we did not complied with" which is okay if no AD'S were done or re- 
wait to hold that up. The presentation of the kit was fantas- quired to be done. But each AD that must be checked each 
tic. All items were clearly identified by name and partnuni- 100 hours or annual must be itemized with the signature and 
ber. Even a routing bit was included. license number a ~ d  date on the logbook entry. 

The kit included ALL the necessary legal docu- There is one AD on a magneto that states the make, 
merits which such a modification requires. model and serial number must be entered into the log along 

However, as an instru~nent engineer and teclulical with the signature and license number of the person doing 
writer I feel qualified to say that the drawings and instruc- the work. The last annual done on one particular aircraft 
tions supplied with the kit were not up to the quality of showed the AD number - period! The next persou to do the 
Skycraft's excellent product. rumual will have to do the AD all over. This showed up on a 

In their defense, we were offered ongoing assis- pre-purchase inspection I did myself. 
tance on the telephone by the owner himself. This same aircraft had an engine whose serial num- 

My recommendations to the members consider- ber was not the one on the engine log and there was no entry 
ing this kit are: Find areasonably pricedA&P and expect showing that another engine was ever installed in the plane. 
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One suggestion would be to have tlie make, model, 

serial number, and any other necessary information on tlie Fuel Pump Not Durable 
front sheets of an engine log of the accessories, such as by WardG. Graham 
mags, carb, generator, alternator and starter. 

The most imponant ~nainte~iance consideratio11 is I had to replace two fuel pumps on my Piper Ar- 
the selection of who does the work. A reliable person with row over a short time period, each at a high cost. 
integrity is essential - a person who will explain things and The second time, as I was complaining to the shop 
work for mutual benefit. When an annual comes to me, I foreman, he asked me how I used the pump. I read back to 
tell the owner I do not have a flat rate, but do it on an hourly him about the same info~mation that Gene wrote in his sec- 
basis. olid paragraph, i.e.. the manufacturer's recommendation. 

You and I agree that the owner can help and can My mechauic friend said, "Then that's the prob- 
perform the preventive maintenance permitted by the rules. lem. The little pump is not built to stand either that much 
One thing that should be clear is that owner-maintenmce use or that length of operating time. Use it to prime for start 
must be entered into the proper log and signed by the per- and for only a very short time in the i~iitial climb out. Leave 
son with the pilot license number 'and the date of doing the it off the rest of the time unless the engine-driven pump 
work. fails." 

Occasionally I find owiners that cannot pound anail Maybe when those aircraft operating procedures 
straight and I need to find some way to dissuade them. Many were written the fuel pump replacement was only $50 and 
times my "help" finds that working on their owl  plaie is replacement wasn't a major item. Or maybe the maiufac- 
too much for them and even though they do things right, turer wanted to sell lots of pumps. 
they never want to help again Needless to say I have cut way back on operating 

Also, many pilots have been exposed to hardware time on the pump and have gone several years a i d  many 
store materials such as "pop" rivets, ordinary bolts a ~ d  uuts hundreds of hours without a replacement. 
and other items that are cheap compared to aircraft materi- 
als. I tell them that a manufactured airplane n~ust use ap- Muffler Inspection 
proved materials only. I have bad to remove non-approved 
items and let the owner put them hack in after he removed Jerry L. Wilson, of North Platte, Nebraska, said 
the p l a e  from my jurisdiction. his plane required inspection evely 50 hours because of "old- 

style" mufflers. He wanted to know whether other mufflers 
Carburetor Air Box Problem Found would eliminate the inspections. His aiswer: 
by Lewis Yowig 

In 1970 Piper became concerned about the condi- 
I recently encowitered a problem with my 1979 tion of certain mufflers and the company issued service let- 

Archer I1 that was the subject of an FAA Airworthiness Alert ter No. 561 calling for inspection of mufflers every 50 hours. 
in 1984. Because of the potentially serious conseque~lces of The inspection required the removal of tlie cabin air heat 
failing to correct this problem it may be worthwhile to bring shroud to inspect for damage including burn through or 
it again to ~nembers' attention. cracks. 

The carburetor air box contains a flapper valve The service letter stated that the inspections would 
which is controlled by the carburetor heat lever in the cock- he discontinued upon installation of a "new-type" muffler, 
pit. The valve is metal ,and contains a seal along the edge. specifically part number 99482-00V for the 140 through 
This seal is of a material that becomes brittle with age and I60 models, a ~ d  P/N 99482-02V for the I80 series. 
is subject to cracking a id  separation from the tnetal plate. Obviously, planes manufactured after 1970 would 

When apart of this seal is ~nissillg two things hap- not be affected as they would be lnanufactured with the new- 
pen: first, when carburetor heat is off, unfiltered air is al- style mufflers. 
lowed into the engine aid, second, when carburetor heat is 
on, cool air mixes with the warm air from the engine reduc- Problems With Brake System 
ing the amount of heat available to deal with carburetor 
icing. Charles Emick, of Mt. Eaton, Ohio, complailled of 

An accident reported in the March 1993 issue of persistent proble~ns with spollgy brakes. His answer: 
Plane & Pilot was attributed to faulty maintenance of the 
carburetor air box and a missing seal. The problem witll your brakes may not be air in 

Pilots sl~ould, 1 believe, be aware of this problem the system at all. The spollgy feelillg you feel ]nay be due to 
and periodically iilspect the flapper valve to see that the internal leaks. The problem is quite prevalent with Pipers. 
seal is functioning properly. Early indications of this prob- The problem stems from the fact that Piper uses 
l e~n  are excessive dirt in the oil analysis and a less than the same plmnbing system for both the hand brake and toe 
normal drop in engine rpln when carburetor heat is applied brakes. To accomplish this feat, Piper uses a type of one- 
during run up. way seal kuowi as a "Dyna Seal." One such seal is used at 
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each of the brake reservoirs. has no track record for you to be sure. Also, whether or not a 

If any of the seals go bad the system tends to leak new shop is in business a year or two down the road will 
fluid internally and you end up with a sofi pedal. Unfortu- depend not only on how good ajob it does, but on how much 
nately, the only cure is rebuilding the cylinder with the bad business sense the owner has. You are better off with a shop 
Dyna Seal. which has demonstrated good business sense over the years 

Otherwise. the Piper brake system is relatively than an unproven quantity. 
straightforward. Although it is possible to leak air, gener- ?/ A good shop should have someone can make 
ally such a leak also would result in the leakage of fluid you feel welcome and can answer your questions. Someol~e 
which would be apparent upon inspection. should greet you when you enter the shop - you sllould not 

have to find someone attached to the pair of feet protruding 
Selecting an Avionics Shop from under an instrument panel to talk to. 
by Terry Lee Rogers The "greetei' should be knowledgeable and be able 

to give you good answers to your questions. When you de- 
Sc'ccting an avionics shop is like selecting Your scribe the symptoms he should be able to give you a reason- 

family doctor - the decision will require you to use a able estimate of what needs to be done atld what it might 
layman's judgment to evaluate the technical ability of an cost, 
expert. If you are getting an installation, he should be able 

the need to decide on aradiO to show you some typical illstallations - most shops keep 
come UP in one of two contexts: Your radio(s) just went Out photographs of work performed for happy customers. 
and you need to get repairs now or you wait to add new And finally, he should be able to provide you with 
equipment and need to decide on which shop to make the references to some ofthose happy customers, 
installation. 4 A good shop is clean and neat. A shop with radios 

How should proceed evaluate radio shops? scattered all over the place and with tools laying all over the 
Well, the first thing might be to get recommendations from 

bench is not a happy shop. It is not a shop which can prob- 
friends or people whose opinions YOU tlust. Perhaps your ably get work dolle on with the of squawks, 
mechanic might make some recommendations. Hopefully, 
if you get three or four recommendations some of them 4 A good shop has a complete reference library. Typ- 

tend to be of the same shop, That is certaillly a good cally, avionics vary dramatically from model to model. A 

beginning. general knowledge of avionics theory is not enougl~ for a 
techniciati. The shop should have a library covering the op- 

Installation or Repair eration of the various gear it works on. All service bulletins 
and service literature should be current with the latest revi- 

The shop you select will depend, to some extent, sions 'led properly. 
on what is in your panel or what you plan on putting there. ?/ Tech~iciat~s who are also pilots are preferable to 
Obviously, if your panel is currently filled withllearly new non-pilots. They know how tlie avionics are used in the real 
King radios, you will almost certainly select a shop which world aud can understand the problems faced by pilots much 
specializes in working on King radios. better than non-pilots. Autopilots, particularly, require pi- 

Unfortunately, for most of us, the situation is not lots to troubleshoot them because air work may be neces- 
so clear. Generally the avionics on a typical general avia- saty to accurately diagnose the problem. 
tion plane consist of amishmash of various brands and types 4 Training is importaut. And the training should be of 
of radios. Youmight have one Narco and one Kingnavcom. all technicians, uot just the shop manager. Various avioi~ics 
Or the navcoms may be the same brand, but the ADF may manufacturers offer schooling oil most of tl~eir equipment 
be another. and this training is important in helping technicians to rap- 

And if you are planning on upgrading or adding idly find and fix avionics problems. In shops where only one 
equipment, the brand involved may deterniine which shop technical person goes to school and then attempts to train 
you select. Even though a shop may be able to install a the others, much is lost in the translation. It is cheaper for 
radio for which it is not a factory authorized service shop, the shop to do "training" in this manner, but nowhere near 
think of the problems you ]nay encounter when you have to as effective. 
select another shop a few months down the road if war- And lack of training can colnpletely nullify the ad- 
ranty work is required on that radio. vantages which would otherwise accrue from selecting a 

So, with this much said, what are the thitlgs an veteran radio repairman over a novice. The advantage of a 
owner should consider when deciding on what radio shop veteran assumes that he is knowledgeable about the radios 
is best for him? he is working on. 

The shop you are looking for will have been in 
business for many years and employ experienced person- Even a very experienced technician cannot do a 
nel. A brand new shop may do good work, but then again it good job on a new line of radios with which he has had no 

experience. 
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Rigging the Cherokee 

by Terry Lee Rogers 

A n out-of-rig airplane can be a real handful. And a To rig both the ailerons and flaps you will need to 
surprisingly large number of airplanes - Cherokees fabricate a special tool. The instructions are given in the 
included - are out of rig. manual (see the accompanying diagram). 
There are pilots who have installed the latest in Y 

speed modification kits - gap seal kits, hinge fairings and 2 !! 
* d 

other kits -without first insuring that their planes were prop- : 8 
erly rigged and as drag-free as possible. s !  Many pilots assume that it is normal for an air- 0 d z 
plane to continually fly with one wing low and for cruise & 3 
speeds to be well below book values. These conditions, how- 
ever, are symptoms of an airplane which is out-of-rig and 
which may be flying somewhat sideways through the air. 

An improperly rigged airplane, besides having 
strange handling, uses more gas and goes slower than aprop- 
erly rigged model - by flying sideways the drag is dramati- 2 1 cally increased. 

And an improperly rigged plane can be dangerous. 
The job of re-rigging an aircraft falls on the A&P 

mechanic - it is a job which cannot be performed by the 
pilot himself. 

But the pilot is the one who must determine whether 
a 

a plaue is flying properly or not. Rarely, if ever, is an out-of 3 
rig condition found by a mechanic during a normal inspec- i 
tion or maintenance operation. It must be called to his at- 3 
tention by the pilot who files the plane. u 

All pilots should know what is meant by rigging 8 
i 
X and how to determine whether it is done properly. 

i? 
Wing Control Surfaces 4 3 = x !4 .-, 

When most people think of rigging, the image of 3: 
the ailerons comes to mind. But before you car1 even think ~ . b r f u t d  A A E I O ~  and F I ~ P  RI&W Tml 
of rigging ailerons in a Cherokee you must get the flaps 
rigged properly. The flaps are large control surfaces and To check the neutral flap position, the rigging tool 
any out-of-rig condition can really make the plane fly funny is placed at the bottom of fie wing and flap as close as 
(as well as providing constant speed brakes to your plane.) possible to the outboard end of the flap (be careful not to 

The method of rigging ailerons and flaps is spelled touch any of the rivets.) 
out in the Piper Service Manual. The flaps must be properly The tool is positioned parallel with the wing ribs 

rigged first. and with the back end of the tool flush with the trailing 
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each bellcrank is in a neutral position (dimensions for this 
tool are given in the service manual.) 

The bellcranks are reached through access plates 
on the underside of the wing. They are located just forward 
of the inboard end of the aileron. 

To get the bellcranks properly aligned it is ofie~l 
necessary to loosen a control cable, certainly only ajob for 
a certified mechanic. 

Now the rigging tool is placed against the under- 
side of the wing and aileron as close as possible to the in- 
board end of the aileron. Once again, be careful not to hit 
any rivets. 

The tool is positioned parallel with the wing ribs, 
with the back end of the tool flush with the back edge of the 
aileron. 

Once again, with the aileron bellcranks both at neu- 
tral, the tool should connect with the wiug at the forward 
edge of the tool, at the spacer, and finally at the trailing edge 

edge of the flap. of the aileron 
The wing and flaps should contact the tool at the If the three points do not contact the tool, the jatn 

forward surface, at the spacer, and the back end of the flap nut at the aft end of the control rod must be loosened aild the 
should contact the back end of the tool. rod should be rotated until the three poi~lts line up. 

If the three points do not contact, the jam nuts on (Once again, like with the flap control rod, a little 
the flap control rod should be loosened and the rod turned bit of turning may make a lot of difference, so proceed at 
until the three points do contact. one half turn at a time, and keep a record of what cha~ges 

You gain access to the jam nuts by dropping tlie you are making.) 
flaps fully and removing the access panels on the under- Once both ailerons are aligned, your plane should 
side of the wing. be properly rigged. 

When tuming the flap rod be gentle. Do not turn 
more than is necessary and keep a record of what tun~s 
were made so you can go back to the original condition, if 
necessary. 

Check the other flap and adjust accordingly. 
The service tna~~ual  says that you can adjust either 

flap down slightly to correct a wing-heavy condition. This 
may have been done on your plane sometime in the past 
and you may find that with properly adjusted flaps (ac- 
cording to the manual) you have a heavy wing. You may 
have to put back some or all of tlie original droop to correct 
the problem (but ifmore than two or tluee degrees of droop 
is required, the plane may have been badly damaged dur- 
ing some past incident.) 

Rigging the Aileron I r: 
Assuming that the flaps are now properly adjusted, 

you are ready to adjust the aileron rigging. 
Some people recommend "eyeballing" the way the 

ailerons line up with the flaps when the ailerons are in neu- 
tral. This may not be accurate, however, because of the 
possibility of the "flap droop" used to cure a heavy wing. 

Also, most people have eyeballs which are not as 
accurate as a correct jig, so use the method given in the 
Piper service manual and use the same tool used to align 
the flaps. 

First, the aileron bellcranks are placed in "neu- 
tral" position using a specially fabricated tool to insure that 
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erties or siznply in higher tire maintenance costs. 

The main landing gear should have the correct ioe 
in adjustment. Toe in, which has the sane meaning ac pi- 
geon-toe in human beiugs, is adjustable by adding or re- 
lnoviug spacer washers from the torque links. 

First, a twelve foot or longer straightedge (ie. ,  angle 
iron) is placed across the front of both t n a i ~ ~  tires. A square 
is then placed across the brake disc. 

Correct toe in is +I12 degree to -112 degree and is 
adjusted by removitig tlie bolt coru~ectiog the upper and 
lower torque li~lks and renloving or adding spacer washers 
to move the wheel in the desired directio~~. 

To align the nose gear, the plane must first be jacked 
and leveled and tlie rigging of the nrdder must be checked. 

The lrose wheel is the11 adjusted according to atable 
given in the maintenance ma11ua1 and should result it1 proper 
tracking with neutral nidder pedals. 

Some Additional Considerations Symmetry and Wing Angle 

Proper rigging of flaps and ailerons should correct It is possible to clieck the symmetry and wing aigle 
most coltditious resulting in heavy wing aud excess drag. It on your plane and it is a good idea before making any other 
is not a procedure to be taken lightly. adjustrnellts to adjust rigging. 

Although any pilot can make the alignment tool, You can adjust neither the symmetry nor the wing 
make his measure~nents, a ~ d  make 11is diagnosis of tlie cur- , but if they are out, yon know your plane has been danagrd 
relit state of his rigging, the actual job of tampering with atid that you cannot make it correct with adjustme~lts. 
the relative aligutunent of coutrol surfaces is someth~ug which To check symmetry, you wait to drop plumb bob 
can only be done by a certified A&P mechaiic. lines from identical points at the outboard ends of the wings, 

Andall conditions may not be correctable. Ifaplane and points on the nose and tail. Mark the spots where these 
has had structural damage it may not be possible to get good points strike the concrete floor of your hangar. (This needs 
rigging by following the procedures. T l~e  basis airframe of to be done after the pl,u~e has beel, le\~eled.) 
the plane must be in proper alignment. Now, measure the distances between ihese poi~its 

And as the service maiual warns, it is possible that on the left side and then the right side of the plalle. l'he 
at so~netitne in the past someone has used the aft edge of numbers should be identical. lfthey are not, you have cause 
the ailerons to lilove the plane forward. This may have re- to suspect airframe damage. 
sulted in a slight bulging of the aileron contour at the trail- Likewise, although you callnot adjust on aCbero- 
ing edge which will cause an out-of-rig coudition which is kee, you can detel-mine whether the wir~gs have undergone 
very difficult to correct. stresses which have resulted in damage. 

And thee, in determining whether a plalie is prop- After leveling the plwe pick a spot n the wing to 
erly rigged from flight testing, remember that a left wing make a measureme~~t - the outboard spar is a good choice. 
low condition is somewhat normal - where the pilot is the Now, from that spar place a level and begin stackilig wasli- 
only person on board. One will 11ear1y always be slightly ers under the low end of the level until the bubble is cen- 
heavy, dependingorr file1 hum, passengers, and other weight- tered. 
and-balance data. Now you cat) use a simple protractor to measure 

When we talk about at1 out-of-rig plane, we are tlie angle. Measure the same angle on the opposite wing 
talking about a co~lsta~lt conditioli which seems to keep one using the same method. The angles had better be the same. 
wing heavy no matter how the load is distributed. 

Although the ailerou and flaps are critical to rig- Rudder Rigging 
ging, there are other items of rigging and alignment whicll 
are important, including etigine augle, wing, rudder and el- Rigging the rudders co~~sists of two steps - insur- 
evator rigging and wheel alignment. irlg the proper angle of travel and then adjusting the control 

cables. 
Wheel Alignment To check angle of rudder travel you need to make 

'Ivell. a rudder rigging tool according to the dimel~sions b 
The first tirne you may notice an out of alignment Placing the tool on one side of the nrdder swing 

condition is when taxiing your Cherokee. Improper wheel the rudder until it reaclies its stop. The surface of the rudder 
aligllme~lt ulay show up u1 unusual ground handling prop- should match up with the tool. The operation is then re- 
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peated on the opposite side of the rudder. It should be emphasized again that anyone can make 

If there is a discrepancy, the tail cone must be re- checks of alignment and rigging - the procedures are simple 
moved and the stops call then be adjusted to insure that the and the tools are common or easy to make. But only an au- 
travel is correct. thorized A&P mechanic can actually make rigging adjust- 

To adjust the cables the rudder pedals are clamped ments. 
in a neutral position and the adjustment is ntade in the aft The measurements are, however, easy to do and once 
section of the fuselage. Cable adjustlnent is made to both the rigging checks have beenlnade you can be sure that your 
align the rudder withneutral (determined by sightingalong plane is flying straight through the air and not sideways. 
the surfaces of the rudder and vertical stabilizer) and to 
maintain proper cable tension (35 to 45 pounds). 

Knots-2-U Report; Other Comments 
Stabilator Rigging Gary Adams and Linda Wilson 

The final conhol surface (except for trim tabs) In our last letter we mentioned that we had pur- 
chased the Knots-2-U gap seal kit along with the hinge fair- which needs to be rigged is the stabilator. Once again, the 

plane must be leveled to perform the rigging. rngs but had not yet installed it. We did install tlte kit in 

As with the rudder, stabilator adjustment comes December 199 1, a t d  am happy to report that Jim Bradshaw's 

in two parts - checking travel and adjusting control cables. product was well worth the investment. 

To determine proper travel it is necessary to make One of the important features that helped me de- 

a stabilator rigging tool. This tool is then placed on the cide to invest in Jim's product, besides the perfomatce in- 
crease, was the "complete" documentation and instructions 
with the kit along with "all" of the parts required for instal- 
lation (including the weight-and-balance and STC). 

You do need to provide the proper tools (drill, pop 
rivet tool, rivnut tool, etc.)The installation went well. I might 
add that the second side installation took substantially less 
than the first, but Jim's installation timing stats were fairly 
close. 

We are very happy with the installed Knots-2-U kit. 
We ordered the complete kit (quantity price break) and in- 
stalled all but the stabilator gap seal, pri~narily because of 
the numerous rivets that have to me removed and replaced. 

We do, however, plat1 to install it later. We did not 
really do tlte before and after tests that Jim outlines in his 
documentation for more accurate testing. At installation time 
I had flown 300 hours in one-and-one-half years of flying 
41 W and I felt that any change would be noticed. 

The most not~ceable change was III the increased 
rate-of-cllmb at take off Tak~nr off at Fullertol~ A~rnort in - 

upper side of the stabilator at the outer spar. California, at +I00 feet above sealevel at standard tempera- 
A bubble protractor is the11 mounted on the tool ture, winds less than six knots and fully loaded, we noticed 

and the movement of the stabilator from level position is an illcrease of 100 to 150 more feet per minute. With all of 
checked. (Note: a bubble protractor is an instrument which our cross country flying and the high density altitude air- 
is a cross between a simple protractor and a carpenter's ports we have to get in and out of, that increase was wel- 
level.) conte. 

The PA-28 maintenance manual shows d o m  travel I don't think our particular Cherokee gained the 6- 
limits of 2 degrees and up travel lilnits of from 14 degrees 7 mile increase that Jim advertises but we are very happy 
(PA-28-1 80, S N  7305001) to 18 degrees (most other PA- with the overall increase in performance. 
28s.) We would also like to share some other areas that 

Control cable tension is adjusted as with the rud- might be of interest to your readers. We have approxilnately 
der. The control column is first secured in the near forward 1800 hours SMOH on our 0-320-E2A and are anticipating 
position with the stabilator itself on it stop. (The difference many more hours before that expensive rebuild. Your articles 
between the column and stabilator with relation to their on engine rebuilding have been invaluable to us in planning 
stops provides a slight margin of error to insure that you for the big TBO time. 
always have full elevator travel available.) One thing that I have come to believe is that more 

Stabilator cable tension is now adjusted for 35 to frequent oil changes and oil analysis are probably the single 
45 pounds. most important thing you ca t  do to get your engine to TBO. 
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I am changing oil every 25 hours and sending off for the examples explain why one airplane has absolutely no prob- 
analysis every two or three changes. lem on the hottest of days, while another idelltical model 

So far, so good. I am also switching to Phillips oil may have a great deal of trouble on a day of say 85 degrees 
which is much more economical than the Aero-Shell 15-50 or less. 
that I have been using. "Regardless of all this, as you poilit out, your par- 

Everyone that sees our airplane compliments us ticular airplane had no trouble once you switclied back to 
on our "new" paint job that is going on thirteen years. Since the lower RVP avgas. Therefore, the root cause remains a 
I do not have 41W liatigared, I do spend a lot of time keep- high RVP and HOT FUEL. 
ing her polished. "In both instances you relate, the difficulty occurred 

Here is my secret. I use the "Wax Shop" product wheu the fuel had at1 opportunity to become hot. Were the 
liue and have used it for all my vehicles (cars, boats, and fuel tanks above ground and in the su~i,  or below ground'? 
plane) for the past tell years. Their Super Glaze wax prod- "What about the fuel itself? Do you know the brand 
uct is no~icorrosive a~ id  effortless to use. name and when the fuel was obtained by the FBO'? One 

Wax Shop is now sold in some retail stores, in the would expect FBOs to be careful about how much fuel they 
past you had to purchase it form a private distributor. I have purchase ifthey are doing so during a time ofthe year when 
bee11 purchasing their main line of products, by the gallon, high RVP fuel is being shipped. But we kuow that this is not 
for many years now. I can wax and polish out my plane in always the case. FBOs sell arelatively small amouut offuel. 
as much time as it takes to wash and dry it! Wax Shop prod- and if he bought this fuel in the spring then it could easily 
ucts are GREAT and I have gotten many people to use them have had quite a high RVP. 
in the past. "According to 0-4814, fuel in Utah would have a11 

No, I a n  not affiliated with Wax Shop - I just love RVP as follows: Jan. 15; Feb. 15-13.5; March 13.5; April 
their products. Try it - you'll like it ... 13.5-1 1.5; May 11.5-10; Jul~e 10; July 10-9; August 9-10: 

Sept. 10; Oct 10-11.5; Nov. 11.5-13; Dec. 13.5-15. 
Answers on Auto Fuel Vapor Lock Therefore, unless the FBO obtained a large a~nount 

of fuel at the beginning of May the fuel should not have 
In response to a reader's questions concemilig a been any higher than 10 and perhaps as low as 9. The only 

problem with vapor lock ill a Cherokee 235, Todd Petersen, othertlii~igI can think ofthat coulde~lter into this is whether 
of Petersen Aviation supplied the following: or not the fuel contained alcobol, which will significantly 

increase volatility and hence vapor lock poteutial. 
"I am aware that the problem you describe can "Many pilots rehlm to avgas during hot weather 

occur in the PA-28 with smaller engines, but I have not pre- regardless of airframe type. Some for all flying - that is, 
viously been informed of such a11 occurrence in the 235. takeoff and cruise, others only for take off and la~~ding.  I 

"Regardless of the engine, the problem is due to continue to rely on the Hodges tester as the best means of 
the higher vapor pressure of auto fuel. Whether the fuel is determining beforehand the capacity of the fuel to cause 
leaded or unleaded is irrelevant. 1 ain sure you already hiow vapor lock. The FBO might not like it wheri a pilot insists 
this, but for purposes of the discussio~l 1'11 repeat it anyway. on testing the fuel, but it would be preferable to having an 
The RVP of avgas is 7 .  Auto fuel RVP call vary from as low experience like yours. 
as 7 to as high as 15. Both extremes are rare, but possible. A "The biggest problem with it is that after using it 
more likely range is from say 9.5 to 13. The higher the va- time after time and receiving safe readings, 11ia11y pilots 
por pressure the greater the chance of vapor lock. Under become complacent and tlien stop testing the fuel altogether." 
soine of the Clean Air Act rules vapor pressure is held to 
lower numbers and soine locales have their own rules that Piper A/C & Alternator Belts 
keep RVP low. 

"Other factors call also enter the equation. I have I uoticed a letter published in the April POM re- 
spoken with PA-28 owners 011 numerous occasions arid while garding non-availability of Piper part nu~nbers 452-823 and 
one owiier may have a vapor lock problem, a~~other  with a11 452-824; air co~~ditioning and alternator belts. Also the witel. 
identical airframe operates in the hottest of weather with was not sure of the part numbers. 
absolutely no trouble. Thus, the coudition of the fuel sys- Our fellow members miglit wish to note that 452- 
tern should therefore be taken into consideration. 823 has been replaced by Piper with P/N 568-85 1 and 452- 

"Crimped fuel lines and undersize fittiugs could 824 has bee11 replaced with 564-850. These new pait num- 
contribute to vapor lock. Also, the more bends and elbows bers are now available in the Piper system. We have them in 
the greater the pressure drop. That is, a 90 degree fitting stock at Air Puts of Lock Have11 (Florida store). 
does more hann to fuel flow than, for exanple, a gradual Yes, the Piper Archer I 1  uses these same part nwii- 
bend in tubing. hers as do most prior Cherokees with the Air Co~~ditioning 

"Also, as you found out, your fuel pump was not systems. 
putting out as it should have been. All of these things taken Sincerely, 
together can contribute to the problem. I think that these Sam Price, Jr. 
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As he mentioned, his maintenance shop had "re- 

Stuck Screws; Ground Running built" the nose gear linkage and had done countless gear 
by Harry F. Wells cycles and still cannot find the problem. As to Phil's clunk 

and feeling in the rudder pedals upon extension, this is fairly 
Recently you provided nunierous suggestio~is on normal. However. the clunk can be mostly eliminated by a 

renlovi~ig rusted screws. All of them were A- I and nobody proper tensioniug of the uose gear trunnion bolts with a good 
hates rusted-in screws more tlia~i those of us that have to set ofmouitilig bushings. They should be snug, but not tight 
work on tlie~n. Over the years I have tried just about all of enough to limit free action. 
the things you suggested, but I have one thing to recom- As to the gear light going on and off with a corre- 
mend that has worked for me. sponding in-transit light flashing, this condition is also nor- 

You mentioned pelletrating oil which is fine, as mal. Any time one ofthe gear down lock switches are not in 
far as it went. And I watlt to mention 1 do not owl stock in the full lock position the pump will come on, thus giving 
the following company - in fact, I am off their mailing list you an in-tra~isit light. The pump is tlying to reset the switch. 
for not purchasing more of their product. But it does last a When a gear extension is made the nose gear may 
long time and it is GOOD! activate the down lock switch before the main gear drops 

?he l i m e  of the product is KROIL made by the conipletely (it is lighter and going down into the wind). As 
Kano Laboratories, lnc., of 1000 S. Tlio~npson Lane, Nash- the main gear drops it may cause the nose to tuilock and 
ville, TN 3721 1 615-833-4101. They only sell direct and then fully extend after adequate pressure from the gearpump 
from time to time I do see them in Trade-a-Plane. is applied to the nose actuator cylinder. 

I have other penetrating oils in my workshop and With regard to the gear light going off and right 
occasionally use them on what I would call a normal job. back on during turns on the approach to landing, this may be 
Wlieti that fails out comes the Kroil. If Kroil canlot do it caused by a worn down lock hook or mis-adjusted nose gear 
then throw the part out or drill it out atld do areplacement. down lock switch. If you pay special attelltion to the small 

In fact, I had a nylon rope of about a half inch details the problems canu~idoubtedly be resolved. 
diameter and used it for tie downs. I used it to pull my car 
a few times, too. One time a knot was left in the rope after Wants Better Alternator & A/C Belt Nos 
a car was pulled~nore than once. Using Kroil and arounded by C. R. England Jr. 
off screwdriver tlie knot was loosened. Prior to that hours 
had been sperlt using all other methods to no avail. Regarding Gates parts numbers for Archer 11 alter- 

While there is no promise made by any penetrat- nator and A/C belts - apparently they are the same for 180s 
ing oil maker to untie knots, it untied mine. So for what it and Archers. The Piper part numbers are 452-823 and 452- 
is worth, pass it 011. I have been working on aircraft for 824respectively and transcribe into the Gates numbers 8903- 
more than 30 years and I go nuts if 1 mislay this product. 1030 and 8904-1060 respectively. 

On another topic, this may be a little late for win- These are Gates industrial belts rather than auto- 
ler problems, but previously I lived in Michigat1 aud ran a motive belts and automotive parts distributors will not rec- 
small sod field operation. When we were snowed in mid ognize tlie part numbers. They catalog the belts as 7M1030 
only those of us with skis could fly, some ofthe plane own- Polyflex and 1 IMl060 Polyflex, respectively. 
ers would come out atid ru~i  their engines for tell or fifteen By the way, an aircraft parts distributor said he liad 
minutes to "keep them limber." found a source and could get me the AIC belt for $42. I 

No matter how 1 tried tliere were always those few bought the 1 IM1060 from a Gates industrial distributor for 
that insisted 011 g rou~~d  running. This is very bad for the $17.50. 
engine. Pulling them through ten or tweuty tunes would be 
far more helpful. Or pull the top plugs and squirt a little oil Seating Change Very Pricey 
in and then pull them through a couple of times. 

I always told them that I would be happy to over- We currently own a 1984 Saratoga. We purchased 
haul their engine, but would rather have them spend the the plane in December, 1992. Previously, we owned a 1971 
mouey on file1 to fly than to have them ruri an engine on the Cherokee Six with straight seating. 
ground at all. On a tightly cowled powerplant you can re- We would like to change to straight seating in the 
ally work up a cat1 of wonns. "new plane". We called Piper, to inquire if this could be 

done. They referred us to a company in Grand Rapids, Miclii- 
Comments on Arrow Gear gan, which they said could do the work for us. 
by George A. Durhatn Jr. Now conies the "hitch". We've never had "sticker 

shock" on anything for the planes from paint, to radios, to 
aniuals, etc. This gave us STICKER SHOCK !!! $5000 to 

Recently, Phil Coluier asked a question about his $6000 to turn two seats around? 
180 Arrow. It is always difficult to have a perfect airplane Can this be? Is there anyone out there who knows 
and still have problems. some way to have this accomplished without paying off the 
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nation's Debt? watch the temperature gauges. 

Being "rookie" pilots, two years, we really don't Short Landings: We approach at approxi~nately 60 
h o w  all the sources for what we need. mph, 1500 rpm, full flaps, cut power at 15-20 feet, flair at 

John & Diane Jordan approximately 40, remove flaps at touchdown, then apply 
Clio, MI 48420 brakes. 

Horton says our 1965 Cherokee 180 will get off at 
Dear John and Diane, full gross in 300 feet and down ia 300 feet. Horton does not 

We get calls about seating on PA-32 rnodels from mention that the airplane's nonnal glide will chaitge more 
time to time. Generally, the owners want to convert from to the float of a C-172. 
straight seating to club seating. Unfortunately, as you are The STOL kit consists of six fences, Seneca-style 
now aware, it is not merely a simple afternoon job and the wing tips, leading edge cuffs, a very large dorsal fin and six 
FAA requires a lot of paperwork and testing of such things vortex generators on the left side of the tail. 
as seat belt anchors, etc. One more itern - when takii~g off dirt, gravel or 

I wish 1 could tell you there is some simple, inex- "ruff' miways, use full up elevator, easing offas you accel- 
pensive cure, but there isn't. The best advice for anyone erate. Keeping the nose wheel light but on tile ground until 
purchasing a PA-32 would be to buy one configured the rotation, will help keep the prop tip out of the rocks. 
way you want to fly it. For most people the sticker shock Easing the power to full while rolling the first 100 
will be far too great to permit the modification to be made. feet or so will greatly reduce the vortex that feeds rocks 

into the blades. 
More Tips For Rusty Screws 
by Paul Israel Radio Noises 

by Terry Lee Rogers 
A recent issue discussed metl~ods to unstick rusty 

screws Cherokees can present their owuers with a variety 
Here are two other ways to do it. of radio noises and interference, and sometimes it is a difti- 
1. You can get a screw and bolt remover from Air- cult chore to track dow~i the problem. Like elusive water 

craft Tool and Supply Co., or U.S. Tool. leaks, radio noises are a problem, the solution to which can 
This is a device that fits in arivet gun. It has a loiig be tnaddening. 

lia11dle on it that allows you to apply torque to the screw Althouglt i t  is i~npossible to cover all possible 
while vibrating it. I do not recommeud the local hardware noises atid tlteir causes, some of the more commoii can he 
store type that you hit with a lia~nmer wltile twisting the looked at. But there are 110 simple solutio~is to solving radio 
tool. Most aircraft skirr is too light for this. problems. 

2.You ca i  use a hammer and chisel. Hold the chisel 
90 degrees to tlie head of the screw and make a notch in it. Generating System 
Then turn the chisel to 45 degrees and drive the screw couitter 
clockwise to loosen. The older-style generators 11x1 coinmutators lo pro- 

1 used this method to remove all of the screws tiom vide direct current to the aircraft system. l'l~ese commuta- 
oiie of my fuel t ak s .  I have also found it useful in Inany tors were ~neclta~~ical rectifiers - a rotating switch - which 
other areas. produced arcing which generated cottsiderable electrical 

~toise. 
STOL Kit Report Unfortunately, it is about itnpossible to eliminate 
by Douglas Dimn the arcing completely. The best cure is to place a radio fre- 

quency filter close to the generator. 
Carole and I installed our Horto~l STOL and gap It is also iitiportattt to keep the co~limutator and 

seal kits in the spring of 1991 brushes as smooth a ~ d  clem as possible. It might help, also, 
In arecent issue a reader wanted illformation about to grouud the generator fra~ne. 

flying with the STOL kit. 1 would suggest lie first call Hortoli The introduction of the alternator helped, but did 
Industries and get their tech figures for his plane, then ex- not eliminate the problem. The alter~iator uses a rectifier to 
periment at altitude with his aircraft. change alternating to direct current, eliminati~tg the con- 

As for us, the followi~lg works well. With 10-20 mutator. 
po~u~ds  in tbe baggage compartment, the two of us (350 However, the alternator, too, has bmslies, which 
pounds) and any fuel load, we rotate between 40 and 45 ~UII  along slip rings. Once again, arcing cau develop a i~d  tithe 
mph indicated. cure is the sane as for generators - mowtting an RF filter as 

As we rotate we pull two t~otches of flaps and climb near the alternator as possible. 
at 50-55 niph. At full gross we add about I0 mph. This gives And the diodes whiclt act as rectifiers in the sys- 
the nose a very high attitude and there is no fonuard visibil- tem present proble~ns of their own. They act as electro~~ic 
ity. There is very little cooling at this speed and angle so switches, but they, too, call make clicking sow~ds that sou~td 



Strohes and Rotating Beacons Atmospheric Problems 
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just like the old commutator noise. If the filtering and Rotating beacons can emit a wlllne caused by spark- 
grounding techniques described do not work, replacement ing of the brushes in the motor. Once again, an RF filter 
of the diodes may be the only cure. installed at the motor should help somewhat. 

The voltage regulator, too, is a prime source of 
noise. Some regulators have vibrating colitacts which can Batteries 
produce a buzzing noise which varies according to load on 
the electrical system. RF filters are good at eliminating specific sources 

More modern regulators are "solid state", but as is of interference. But are you aware that the aircraft battery, 
the case with alternators, this may not eliminate the proh- too, acts as a giant RF filter? 
lem. Once again, the transistors in the system act as elec- Besides storing electrical charge to start your plane, 
tronic switches and they may generate the same type of the battery also acts as a large electrolytic capacitor. It can 
noise as the mechaucal regulators. eliminate some voltage surges in the system and can also 

Filters are available to connect to the regulator and dampen out much of the radio frequency interference which 
this should be tried whenever this noise occurs. Older me- enters the system. 
chanical units, with pitted contacts, must be replaced, how- The battery is large however, and does not h c t i o r ~  
ever. well at eliminating frequencies above 100 KHz. Such fre- 

Strobes generate a repetitive whine which rises An aircraft in flight c a ~  receive an electrical charge 
rapidly a ld  tben falls when the I m p s  discharge. which ca i  play havoc wit11 radios. Precipitatiol~ static re- 

The power supply must be properly grounded and sults where rain, dust or ice particles are stmck by the plane. 
a separate grounding strap ]nay be useful (some units, how- Eve11 without these particles, St. Elmo's Fire, also 
ever, were designed to be insulated from the maill aircraft called the "Corona," may result in clear air. The build up of 
airframe, so use caution in making the change!) electrical charges results in a pale blue discharge which is 

A radio frequency filter at the DC power input to quite spectacular aid frightening to those who are unaware. 
the power supply should be installed. This filter is, in ef- Static wicks, mounted on wing and tail surfaces, c a ~  help by 
fect, a capacitor wluch fits across the terminalsand "grounds draining the charge from the airplane. Good co~mections are 
out" ally radio frequency voltage present while permitting a must to insure that the draining occurs. 
direct culrent to pass. Also, the system will ollly work where the plane is 

The leads to the lamps themselves must be shielded electrically integrated. "Hot" panels, such as loose or not 
to eliminate radio frequency leaks and, once again, filters properly bouded inspection plates, etc., result in the inabil- 
sllould be installed, both at the power supply itself and at ity to discharge the airframe completely of its electrical 
the la~nps. charge. 

The lamps, also, emit a large amount of radio fre- This is the reason why new aircraft have bonding 
queucy energy, and can produce a pop in the radio speaker. straps between the airframe and ailerons, the rudder and the 
Grounding the lamp case and filtering the cable are neces- stabilator. The straps are provided to insure that there will 
sary toreduce or eliminate the problem. Be careful to keep be a proper electrical connection between these parts and 
other electrical wiring away fiom the wiring of the strobe the main airframe. 
lamp system. 
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quencies can pass through the battery and enter the electri- 
cal system. An older battely which has loose internal corn- 
ponents or loose terminals can generate more noise that1 it 
dampe~ls. 

Be sure to check the battery regularly for corrosion 
at battery posts, correct water level, and general integrity. 
Also, make such a check after each traumatic event, such as 
an unusually hard landing. 

Incidentally, the battery posts are similar to an all- 
tomotive battery, however, a bolt has heen imbedded into 
the molten lead to provide for co~lnection to the aircraft 
cables. 

This bolt can and does become loose and can gen- 
erate noise as well as resista~~ce in the system. A loose con- 
nection will also generate resistance and, when combined 
with hard cranking, can actually cause enough heat to melt 
the battery post. Do check those connections. 
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Rubbing Surfaces Transmitter cables should be kept away from au- 

dio and speaker cables. 'Illis includes nlicrophones a id  in- 
Any mechanical parts which rub together can in- tercoms. Transmitter cables may radiate RF which can be 

duce electrical noise. Metal panels of the aircraft, doors induced into the system through audio cables resulting in 
moviilg on theu hinges, wheel bearings, and all control sur- feedback in the speaker as well as other interference with 
faces can all generate noise. both navigation and commutiication receivers. 

Any adjacent metal panels, such as an inspection 
plate over the a i r h e ,  can rub together and cause a buildup Reporting Squawks 
and discharge of electrical charge. Wherever there is any 
doubt, the surfaces should he bonded together (using flex- When reporting a squawk to the person who will 
ible cable where necessary.) do the repairs, it is essential to be as specific and accurate 

And of course, the radios themselves must be prop- as possible. "Radio not working" is not very useful in diag- 
erly grounded to the airframe. nosing aproblem. 'Illis is especially true in cases involving 

To properly ground equipment or parts, good elec- intermittent problems which may not manifest themselves 
trical contact must be made. This is not always the case. at the time the technician services the unit. 
What appears to be a good connection might not be. Sometilnes even items which seem trivial to the 

Sometimes the problem is a painted surface. (We pilot will prove highly useful to the technician working on 
periodically get reports of battery ground straps on Chero- the radio. At aminimmn try toreportthe time, place, weather 
kees which have been attached to apainted surface without conditions and what other equipment was in use at the time 
properly removing the paint and insuring a good contact - the failure occurred. 
guess what t h s  does to the starting.) And of course, make sure yon know how to oper- 

Also, anticonosion coatings may have beenapplied ate the equipment before you write up tlie squawk. It sounds 
and this will act just like paint - a good i~isulator. In either ridiculous, but perfectly good radios are taken in fbr service 
case, the coating will llave to be removed to permit proper each year when all that was wrong is that a switch or knob 
electrical bonding. was set incorrectly. 

Corrosion between bonded parts also can act as a1 Unfortunately, although this article gives an over- 
insulator a ~ d  where this occurs, the parts will have to be view of some of the problelns which can cause noise in t l~e  
separated and the corrosion removed. aircrati avionics system, there is no simple way to solve the 

Incidentally, if you are not aware of the teclu~ique, problelns in most cases. 
those little star washers (with little points on them) have a Some problems rnay tnask others. A~id sometimes 
real purpose: they are not for show. They can help provide a hacking down the offending part cai be difficult indeed. 
good electrical connection by penetrating sealant and cor- But by syste~natically tackling the task, a plane owner dra- 
rosioli and actually penetrating the metal itself. matically increases his chaice {tf eliminating the problem 

and restoring noise-free radio operation to his plane. 
Antenna Problems 

Hard-to-Find Parts Source Recommended 
One of the biggest problerns with avio~iics is worn 

or defective antennas. Obviously check for loose or cor- One constant problem wbich keeps coming up con- 
roded antennas or comlections. Make sure tlie base is prop- cerns hard-to-find parts. Some pws ,  in particular, are re- 
erly mounted to the airframe and that there is no corrosion ally scarce aid unavailable from Piper. 
u~ldenieatli. Aviation Consunler inagazine recommends a source 

Check inside the plane for frayed cables or loose for those really hard-to-find items. It is Aero Palis Finders, 
connections. Have the radioson while you jiggle cables lis- John E. Aiistensen, 8184 N .  Tania~ni  Trail, Sarasota, FL 
tening for static. DO NOT allow anyone to push the trans- 34248 (813) 351-2215. 
Init button while you are jiggling cables or checking out Anstensen is a fonner Piper distributor who still 
antelmas! keeps in touch wit11 other suppliers, distributors, and FBOs. 

Cables which appear all right from the outside may He maintains an inventory of parts for regular customers, 
have suffered internal corrosion a id  be in need of replace- but in addition he specializes in locating hard-to-find patis. 
ment. Wlien he finds what you need lie calls with a quote. 

Obviously, check all connectors for tightness and If it is acceptable he acquires the part and lias a local 1A 
for signs of corrosion. These are spots where trouble often inspect it for airworthiness before it is shipped to you. He 
develops. can also have them repaired, if necessary. 

Be aware that installing avionics involves more than He should be considered a good source for items 
just stringing cables. It is not like using an extension cord at you cannot find anywhere else - airframe, electrical, or in- 
home to plug in the television. Avionics are prone to stmnents. However, do not call him with a laundry list of 
interference. The location of the cables and their proximity miscellaneous aircraft parts needed just to compare prices - 
to each other may be critical. he really does specialize in those rare hard-to-find items. 
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down the pump in tlie gear down positio~~. As long as the 

Bleed or Repair Seat Cylinders hydraulic pump was running the gear unsafe light is on. 
by Rick Poe This 0 ring is a high pressure 0 ring - a standard 0 

ring will blow out. 
I was told by Piper the Hydrolock cylinders on my Dick Bogartwas the A&P who fixed my plane. Dick 

Warrior were not re-buildable. They recommended I re- is a routine advertiser in POM. His business is Bogan Avia- 
place them for $300. 1 am a mechanic for TWA aid know tion in Prosser, Wasliington. Dick is one of the most honest 
theirs are re-buildable so I decided to try to repair mine. and knowledgeable A&P businessmen in the business. 

Mostly all that is wrong is they are spongy (need Since Piper wanted to replace the entire hydraulic 
to be bled). I made a tool that worked very well a ~ d  is very control mechanism rather than the damaged 0 ring (at their 
simple to make and use. outrageous prices), Dick contacted the component manu- 

Also you can send your Hydrolocks to the tnanu- facturer atid obtained the proper 0 ring specification and re- 
factwer, PL.  Porter and they will overhaul them for $75.00; paired only what was needed. 
their iiumber is (818) 884-7260. Bill Stokes 

Concord, CA 94521 
Two Letters On Arrow Gear Door 

1 ow11 a 1970 piper Cherokee Arrow (PA-28R-200). 
When I had the airplme repainted last Fall, the paint shop 
noticed the same thing about my tiont gear doors. They 
just do not fit right. In fact, they are the same as you de- 
scribed in the article (about an inch gap in the front of the 
doors). 

I was considering purchasing some good "used' 
doors from Wenhvorth Aircraft Ioc. (612-722-0065), but 
when I found out tlie price of some good used ones, I just 
flipped. 'They want a staggering $450 per door, totaling $900 
for the pair (for "used" doors). 

Tl~ere still wouldn't be any guarantee that they 
would fit right. I then asked my mechanic (who has bee11 
fixing airplanes for 47 years now) who 1 caii trust. He told 
me that he knew about my doors not fitting exactly right, 
but he thought it was no problem. He said it wouldn't be 
wo~.tli $900 to take a ga~nble by trying to find the correct 
doors to fit. 

He said that there is no danger or problem with 
flying the airplale with my present ones, tlie only thing is 
that I might have to sacrifice one or two mph in airspeed. 

With this bit ofk~iowledge, I have decided to leave 
"well enough alone" and I will be glad to sacrifice the one 
or two mpli instead of $900 plus to hopefully correct the 
situation. 

Gene P. Durieux 
Grand Forks AFB, ND 

Cracks Found In Intake Tube 
by James Bermger Jr. 

I have owned a PA-28-140 for just less thaii two 
years now, a id  have recently been through the second an- 
nual inspection. The outcotne of this may be of interest to 
some other owners. 

During the last six tnonths 1 have noticed ared stain 
on intake tube number 3, so during an oil change last sum- 
mer my A&P replaced the gasket. After a few more flights 
the red stain was back. 

The stain begins at the gasket a i d  extends down 
the tube about 1.5 inches. A leak in this area could cause air 
to suck up the intake during flight and lean that cylinder to 
the point of failure. At ati~iual time it was discovered that 
the intake tube was cracked just below the lip at the cylinder 
head end. 

I would cautioii all pilots to be aware that cracks in 
these tubes aid the resulting fuel and air leaks ca l  he a real 
problem. I am glad 1 use 80 octane RED fuel so the leak 
could be seen. 

Hush-a-Corn Repair 
by Ward G. Graham 

Some other of the CPA readership may also be us- 
me the Husll-a-Com lntercotn system and may wait to know u 

(And read the following letter) where to find support for it. 
Revere Electronics, the original compaiiy, has gone 

I experiellced aproblem in 1987 tllat sounds simi- out of business so there is no purpose in calling or wTitiilg 
lar. During an iiistnunent training flight, on filial approacli, then1. 
1 pulled the hood off at 200 feet o~ily to find that all thee  In the providence of God, however, Anderson Elec- 

greells and ttle geu wlsafe light were M~ is a tronics lias assumed tlie support for the Hush-a-Con1 Their 
198 1 Arrow. address is 1306 Argonne, South Euclid, Oh 44121. They 

~ f t e ~ ~  go aroulld, cycling fllrough tile manual gear have a watts line: (800) 248-1441. Their commercial nun- 

down procedure and two tower passes, we landed, With the ber is (216) 38 1- 1450. 
e~igiiie shut down we found the hydraulic pump was run- Ray Anderson is presently repairing a "glitch in 

ning. The problem was eventually diagnosed to a failed 0 my set. I promised to tell the CPA galg how to get ~II touch 
ring. System hydraulic pressure was insufficient to shut withhim. 
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healthy when I opened the alternate air door, and that both 

Strobe Power Supply Repair mags felt sick some tune after the initial power loss. Yet in 
by Tom Phillips a minute or two I had s~nooth power back, and was able to 

hold altitude at the MDA and finally do a circling approach 
For those with a malfunctioning strobe power sup- right at minimums, with considerable help from a great con- 

ply I would like to pass along a good word about the excel- troller. The engine felt fine on a full-power m - u p  after laid- 
lent service and reasonable prices available from the Whelen ing; heavy wet snow was falling, with an air temperature 
Engineering Company. right at freezing. 

The wing-tip strobes on my 1979 Archer suddenly In the shop the next morning we found a sopping 
stopped working. I suspected the power supply as the source wet Brackett air filter element aild plenty of water pooled 
of the proble~n since it had gone silent. up in the air filter housing. All fuel supply lines, filters, and 

The strobe power supply in my plane is mounted injectors checked out fine. 
in the tail compartment opposite and slightly aft of the bat- My ~nechanic came to the conclusion that wet snow 
tery. It is fastened to the airframe with four screws and elec- had frozen in, and clogged, the air filter element; and that 
trically connected with three plugs (one power and one for either when I opened the alternate air door manually or when 
each wing-tip strobe). it opened automatically against its spring, a big shot of wa- 

This configuration may vary depending on your ter went through the engine, causing it to run rough for a 
installation. My power supply had two additional outputs period of time. 
which were all clearly marked on the case. For those who A test flight and subsequent three Ilour VFR flight 
are unsure all the wires should be marked before anything revealed no problems, the engine was strong and sii~ooth. I 
is disconnected. found some material in the LPM book series describing the 

I first verifiedthat the unit was getting 12 volt power importance of the alternate air supply, and decrying the lack 
when the appropriate switches were tumed on. Since that of specificity in typical Pilot Operating Manuals with re- 
checked OK, I removed the power supply and ca1ledWhe:en gard to its use. 
Engineering. My Arrow's manual certainly doesn't provide any 

They said that ifthe unit was repairable they would guidance, other than including an alternate air check in the 
fix it for a $42.00 flat rate. Additionally, they would pay the pre-take off checklist. 
return shipping if I included payment when 1 sent them the Should one open the alternate air door rnanually in 
unit. flight ifheavy snow is encountered'? I believe 1 an1 going to 

I ground shipped them the unit with my $42.00 start doing so unless I hear a good reason ,lot to, as I an1 
check aid eight business days later it arrived back via UPS fairly certain that niy exciting experience was caused by a 
2nd day Air!! Reinstallation was a snap and everything snow-clogged air filter. 
worked fine. Forrest M. Holly Jr. 

By the way, the best price I found for a new unit Iowa City, IA 52245 
was $233 plus shipping from Chief Aircraft Supply, another 
co~npany that gives great service. Dear Forrest, 

Contact: Whelen Engineering Co.. Inc. Route 145 The problem with operating the engine with the 
Wintluop Rd., Chester, CT 06412 (203) 526-9504. alternate door open is that the engine is then using unfil- 

tered air for operatioil. Not a major problem at altitude, of 
Alternate Air Saves the Day course, but it becomes just one more thing to try to remem- 

ber before contemplating a landing - and of course, many 
I'd like to share anexperience 1 had recently in lily pilots Will forget to close the thing. 

Arrow 180, and ask for some advice; it concerns the use of The real cure is for people to be aware of what the 
the alternate air control on this fuel-injected engine (TO- alternate source is for and what it does. A yellow stick-u~n 
360-BIE). in the pilot manual with some notes on its operatio11 might 

At the end of a 90 minute flight aiid a long night be enough to remind each pilot of the use of this door aiid 
IMC descent from 9,000 feet in wet snow but no ice, tan-  what its effect might be in case of a real emergency. 
perature rising from about 5 C to I C during the descent, 
the engine suddenly lost power as I was leveling for final Breaking in an Engine 
approacli vectoring at 2,500 feet. (From Lyco~ning Flyer) 

As best I recall, the engine was winding down to a 
stop as 1 called Approach and began the emergency proce- Everyone knows that you cannot just throw in a 
dures of switching tanks, fuel pump on, alternate air open, new engine and then take off. If you want a new or rebuilt 
mags switched, etc. Things were such a flurry as the con- engine to last there is the minor problem of breaking it in. 
troller turned me direct to the airport that I can't report much Service engineers at Textron Lycoming get a sur- 
on cause and effect. prising nwnber of telephone calls askingabout engine break- 

I do know that the engine did not immediately get in. Because aircraft owners who are having a replacement 
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engine put into their aircraft are interested in achieving the in of these engine models: 0-320-H, OILO-360-E, TO-LTO- 
maximum in service and performance from that engine, a 360-E. Although the general rule of using straight mineral 
review of break-in is in order. oil during break-in does apply for these engines, Service 

Textron Lycoming Service InstructionNo. 1427A Instruction NO. 1014K also states that Lycoming oil addi- 
is entitled "Engine Test After Overhaul With Engine In- tive, Part Number LW-16702, must be added to the oil of 
stalled in Aircraft." In some ways this title is misleading these engines when the engine is installed in the airframe 
because the procedures for break-in are not limited to over- and every 50 hours thereafter, or at every oil change. 
hauled engines. The factory-produced engine, as stated earlier, will 

Any Lycomingreciprocating engine installed in a always have an initial test run. Installation of the engine in 
fixed-wing aircraft as areplacement should be subjected to the airframe should be in accordance with standard shop 
the break-in procedures recommended in this service in- practice. To avoid contamination of the replacement engine, 
struction. The enginemay benew,re-manufactured, orover- the oil cooler and lines should be cleaned and flushed be- 
hauled. fore they are installed. All vent and breather lines must be 

Even anengine which has had a cylinder replaced, properly installed and secured as described in the airframe 
or just had new rings installed after the cylinder barrels maintenance manual. 
were re-honed, should be broken in all over again. Airframe and inter-cylinder baffles must be installed 

What is the objective of the engine break-in? To along with the engine cowling to insure that optimum cool- 
obtain a gas and oil seal between the cylinder walls and the ing is achieved, and that engine temperatures are maintained 
piston rings while also keeping friction to aminimum. This within specified operating limits during both ground and 
objective is achieved by first ground running the engine as flight testing. 
prescribed in the latest versiorl of Service Instruction 1427 Although all engines shipped from the Lyco~ning 
and then continuing the break-in by running the engine at factory have been run in the test cell, an engine ground test 
high cruise power settings during all flights until break-in in the aircraft as described in Service Instruction No. 1427 
is complete. will be beneficial for those engines as well as for those over- 

These high power settings cause expansioii of the hauled in the field with no test cell available. 
piston rings so that excess oil will be scraped from the cyl- On start up it is imperative that adequate oil pres- 
inder walls. Underthese condition, the oil isnot baked into sure be shown on the gage within 30 seconds or the engine 
a shiny glaze on the cylinder walls and the rings and cylin- should immediately be shut down. The engine should be run 
ders will form the seal which is desired. until it is completely warmed up so that several items can be 

Engines which are shipped from the factory in checked before the aircraft is released for flight. These items 
Williamsporl, Pennsylvania always arrive with an hour or include a standard magneto check with the engine produc- 
more of running time in the test cell. This applies to all ing power, and a quick OFF and ON check at engine idle to 
engines, new, re-manufactured, and overhauled. This in- insure that the magneto is not hot with the switch in the OFF 
plant test run assures new owners that the engine meets all position. 
specification forrpm, manifoldpressure, fuel flow, oil pres- Operation of the alternator vacuum pump, a id  car- 
sure, and the amount of power produced. buretor heat or alternate air system should he checked dur- 

Although this test m starts the engine break-in ing this period of ground operation. Cycling of the propeller 
process, athorough break-in sometimes takes as long as 50 for models with a controllable prop and a brief run to full 
hours. The break in procedure in the aircraft will be dis- power determine if any adjustment is necessary. 
cussed here. After a period at idle for engine cool down, idle 

Following the initial engine running, the new mixture and idle speed are checked to see ifadjustmelit may 
owner should continue to utilize the recommended power be needed. After shut down, the engine should be inspected 
settings for engine break-in until a satisfactory break-in is for oil leaks. 
assured. Finally, the oil suction screen, and oil pressure 

Before proceeding further, the subject of oil used screen or filter should be checked for contamination. If no 
for engine break-in should be discussed. Lubricating oils contamination is evident, the aircraft is ready for flight test- 
recommended for use in Lycoming opposed cylinder en- ing. 
gines are listed in Textron Lycoming Service Instruction The flight test after installing areplacement engine 
No. 1014K along with general infonnation regarding lu- should follow the procedures outlined here. They are taken 
brication. from Service Instruction No. 1427A. 

The general rule for engine break-in is: use straight 
lnineral oil. There are a few engine models which are ex- 1. Start the engine and perform a nonnal preflight 
ceptions to this rule. These are: TO360-C, TO-360-F, TIO- m - u p  in accordance with the engine operator's manual. 
360-C, TIO-541, and TIGO-541. These engine models are 2. Take off at airframe-recommended power, while 
to be serviced with ashless dispersant oil for the entire life monitoring rpm, fuel flow, oil pressure, oil temperature, and 
of the engine, including the break-in period. cylinder head temperatures. 

Certaio additional information applies to the break- 3. As soon as possible, reduce to climb power speci- 
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fied in the operator's manual. Assume a shallow climb angle but they camlot be iguored if an engine is to have any chance 
to a suitable cruise altitude. Adjust mixture per pilot's oper- of living a trouble-free life to the point of TBO. 
ating handbook. 

4. After establishing cruise altitude, reduce power Improve Those Cabin Heaters 
to approximately 75% and continue flight for two hours, by Larry Howard 
For the second hour, alternate power settings between 65% 
and 75% power per the operator's manual. Just a short note that may help the frozen toes of 

5. Increase engine power to maximum airframe many passengers in early Cherokees. I used two vacuum 
recommended and maintain for 30 minutes, provided en- cleaner extension (plastic) pieces. 
gine and aircraft are performing within operating manual Lay them beside each seat aud drill two or three 
specifications. small holes up front in them for heat for pilot and copilot. 

Avoid low-manifold pressure (under 15 inches) We fly over Sierras and the Rockies at maximum altitude 
during high engine speeds. Also avoid rapid changes in en- and they work real well. These pieces can be found in most 
gine speed with engines that have dynamic counterweight garage sales for almost nothing. They are fire resistant and 
assemblies. This condition can de-tune, or damage, the fully adjustable and light. 
dampers, rollers, and bushiugs in the counterweights. 

6. Descend at low cruise power, while closely moni- Wants 160 hp Engine Conversion 
toring the engine insmunents. Avoid long descents at low 
manifold pressure. Do not reduce altitude too rapidly or the David L. Stratton, of Anchorage, Alaska, asked 
engine temperature may drop too quickly. about a 160 hp engine conversion for his Cherokee 140. 

7. After landing and shutdown, check for leaks at The answer: 
fuel and oil fittings and at engine and accessory parting sur- 
faces. Compute fuel and oil consumption and compare to We get a lot of calls from 140 owners wanting to 
the limits given in the operator's manual. If consumption change over to 160 horse engines. There is an STC avail- 
exceeds figures shown in manual, determine the cause be- able tiom U. S. Propeller Service. The STC uses are-pitched 
fore releasing the aircraft for service. 74DM60 propeller and puts out 160 horsepower using I00 

8. Remove oil suction screen a ~ d  pressure screen octme fuel. 
or tilter to check again for contamination. After the initial You can contact U.S. Propeller Service at P O Box 
flight has been acco~nplished and the aircraft is released for 41 5, East Haddam, CT 06423 (800) 873-2388. 
flight, it is the responsibility of the owner to continue the Another source you might contact is Peno Yan Aero. 
break-in procedure. To seat the rings properly, the engine 2499 Bath Rd., Pennyan, NY 14527 (3 15) 536-2333. They 
should be run at cruise settings between 65% and 75% power also have a similar conversion. 
for 50 hours of operation or until oil consumption stabi- Bear in mind that all 0-320 engines are not created 
lizes. equal and some cannot be converted to 160 horsepower. 

Ifthe eugiile is operated at low power settings dur- According to Lycoming, the following models cannot be 
ing this break-in period, a condition commonly known as converted: 
glazing of the cylinder walls may occur. When this hap- A2D E2D 

pens, the ring break-in stops, a ~ d  excessive oil conswnp- E2G E2H 
ti011 often occurs. E3D E3H 

Extensive glazing can only be corrected by remov- 10-320-E2B 

ing the cylinders and re-honing the cylinder walls, Because EIO-320-E2B 

this is an expensive procedure it is a good reas011 for ac- Lycoming says these engines have thin main bear- 
complishing a correct and thorough break-in of the engine. ings and a narrow deck, which meals the flanges on the 

Many question which are being asked about en- cylinder heads are too narrow. 
gine break-in should be answered by the material in this Otherwise, the conversion seems like a good way 
article. To su~nniarize, these are the items which owners to get extra power at a fairly reasonable cost. 
should keep in milid when a replacement engine is installed 
in their aircraft. Switch Part Numbers; Arrow Gear Problem 

(1) Follow the engine mat~ufacturer's recommeo- by Jim Garrett 
datioi~ regarding the oil to be used for break-in. 

(2) Run the engine at high cruise power levels for I am writing in regards to the Arrow gear problem 
best piston ring to cylinder wall mating. mentioned in a previous issue as references to a gear squat 

(3) Contitlue break-in operation for 50 hours orlu~til micro switch.. 
oil then switch to an ~ ~ b l ~ ~ ~  D,~. The micro switch number Mr. Lewis is looking for is 

persant (AD) to keep the clean during its operat. lSEL and it costs about $28 from a micro switch distribu- 
i i~g  life. tor. The a

c
tuating a m  number is JE-1 and it costs about $4. 

Engine break in procedures are not complicated, The clunk and feel in the rudder pedals is the nose 
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gear aligning itself with the rudder pedals and is normal if ground), and the engine ran smooth so we took offagain for 
the aircraft is in a crab when the gear is lowered or the nose another round. 
gear is not in alignment with the rudder. As soon as we were airborne, the rudder pedals felt 

The Arrow's nose gear has heavy spring tension light but worked O.K., until I pushed the right rudder pedal 
built into it to aid in the emergency gear extension, and I to make another slip - it stayed down! 
have never experienced an ulllock condition in mine or any YEE HA! There is nothing quite like seeing a run- 
others I've f l o w .  Assuming the nose down limit is cor- way coming up at you off your left wing tip! Fortunately, I 
rectly adjusted you might try lowering the gear while air- could correct the problem by pushing the left rudder and 
borne using the emergency gear extension. keeping equal pressure on both pedals. 

Ifthe problem still exists I would check the springs, 011 further inspection, the rudder trim control am 
the outer should pull 60 pouilds minimum at 13.75 i~iches was foulid to have broken off along the tube where it fits 
and the itiner should pull 37 pounds at the same letlgth, over tlie pedal and bar assembly. My A&P said that it had 
Tbe dowll-lock hook spring should pull 10.5 @ 4.5 inches. been cracked for a while but it was on the back side where 
(All according to my maintenance manual). you can only see with aminor, so unless you are looking for 

Be sure to check the actuator ann for a crack. I it, you will never notice it. 
had a similar problem with amain caused by a cracked arm The most frightening side of this is the rudder is 
but the problem would show up on thejacks. also connected to this part. If it had broken all the across the 

tube I would have lost all rudder control! 
lsham Third Window Kit Installed It is a small part, however it is not a cheap repair. 
by Jeff Cook To replace the arm the entire n~dder assembly has to be dis- 

assembled along with removing the seats, side pmels and 
In April (1993) I installed what 1 feel to be the unbolting the control yoke tee bar. Part (used) $40.00, La- 

best "interior" improveme~lt that can be made to a Cliero- bor (five hours) $175.00. 
kee, it was the addition of a third window on each side of Total time on tlie part was 2390 liours. 
the fuselage. 

I purchased the STC and blue prints fro~n isham Valve Problems With 100 LL 
Aircraft and had my A & P do the work. It is best to have by Ralph K.  Patrick 
someone wllo is experienced in sheet metal work do the 
job, because if you cut the hole forthe window at the wrong Last July my wife and I purchased 5628F. a I977 
angle or to large you are out of luck. PA-28- I5 I ,  certitied IFR wit11 ARNAV R-30 loran, new Imron 

I was able to work with my A & P on the prqject; paint and 700 hours left to TBO. 
it took us about eight hours and found that if you are care- The previous owner was meticulous about this bird. 
ful it is an easy .job. Oil changed every 25 hours and over $25,000 i n  receipts for 

The one hold up I had was the frames for the win- upkeep and upgrades. He spared no expense, nor havc we. 
dows are "Piper pms". I had to wait over two months to I n  March oftliis year 011 a tlight to Ocea~lside, Cali- 
get the pieces I needed. fornia, I lost a valve at 7,000 tket forci~lga~i emergency la~ld- 

The blue prints have a diagram for the wi~idow ing at Camp Pendleton Marine Base. Tlie valve was later 
glass so you can cut your own. If you have a 1501160 or found in tlie muftler. 
180, all you have to do to dress out the inside of it and cut Repair costs were $9,50000. ~iot to mention lhc 
the headliner to fit around the window. But in a 140, (which full of being forced to land on a ~nilitary base two lii~~ldred 
I have) there is a lot of customizi~ig and a visit to the FAA miles from home. 
for approval of the additional space belii~rd the rear seats. In investigating the cause. I have discovered a few 
The increase in visibility and the feel of an larger cabin is disturbing facts. The older exhaust valves in my engi~le, the 
well worth the trouble. 0-320 (also used in the 0-360 and the 0-540) having valves 

Ishan Aircraft can be reachedat 4300 PalosVerdes, with PIN 75068 or 74541, were never meant to run 011 IOOLL. 
Valley Center, KS 67147. BEWARE! 

Reco~nmended replacement valves are, Superior ii 
Rudder Trim Arm Fails In Flight SL17540 or Lycoming # LW 19001 
by JeffCook After talking with several A&P's, Lycoming reps 

and reading a very good article i n  General Aviation News 
I own a 1966 Cherokee 140, and recel~tly I had the and Flyer it is my opinion it would be won11 while to replace 

rudder trim am. (PIN # 63457-03, fail during my flight the older valvesandguides with atopoverhaul than to gamble 
review training. that you are i n  the right place at tlie right time. Also, expect 

I was with an instructor who was having me do two to four times the ooniial cost of a top overhaul. 
steep "slip to landing" maneuvers when on about the sixth Enclosed is a copy ofthe article from General Avia- 
landing I heard a loud bang. On the groutid, the aircraft tion News & Flyer. As you will notice, there is no mentioo 
controls seemed fine, (hecause the nose wheel was on the of valve # SL17540, which I have verified with Superior 
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Airparts as their recommended valve. board trim motor is the same unit. 

I have also talked to Dan Poust at Lycoming who I used the electric hrushes in my gear nlotor. 
was very helpful in sending me the Lycoming Flyer and 
tooling specification for checking stem clearance every 4,000 Rigging Arrow Gear Doors 
hours as recommended. by Bob Fox 

On returning recently from a flight to Missouri I 
found you carnot buy 80187 AVGAS in the mid-west and A couple of CPA members asked if my nose gear 
Eastern states as you can on the west coast, making it even doors closed properly afier they saw my bird on the cover 
more important to call this potential problem to the atten- of the May issue. I really had not looked that closely be- 
tion of the owners of the affected engines. fore, but on closer inspectio~l, they did not look to be closed 

I would sure hope to see some mention of the prob- flush with the cowl. The pi

c

ture looked suspicions, but it 
Ieui in hopes of preveotiug incidents such as mine, to any of was not conclusive. 
our fellow pilots. During my a~inual (just completed), J asked my 

IA. Bob Tetlbus, to take :i look at the doors. Bob and Ed 
Wing Spar Was Stop Drilled Gorka fou~ld the doors to be quite out of adjustment. The 

front ends of both doors were quite askew and had a half 
I am the o w ~ ~ e r  of a I976 Arrow with 3241 total inch or more gap between the doors and the cowl. The gap 

hours. I only owned this plane for a couple of months. between the doors was actually too close in the back. The 
During an annual taking place prese~itly the A1 dis- gap then gradually became quite large at the forward end - 

covered a small crack (about two inches long) io a circle almost a1 inch apart. 
like pattern under each wing immediately adjacent to the We decided to try to adjust the four points where 
fuselage and under the spar cap. These cracks 011 the right the cowl attaches to the engine mount. After a series of ad- 
side had been stop drilled with a 118 inch drill. In so doing. justments, with lnost of then1 being made at the two for- 
the drill had penetrated the spar for about 118 inch. ward attach points. the doors fit perfectly. 

My questio~, is: have you ever heard of cracks in We had thoug11l about doing what Amie suggested, 
this areaand what fix on the spar (if any) must be done'? My hut decided to try this procedure first. I a11 11ot implying 
Al wants to call out a11 ERR (some FAA engineer). Do you that some doors may not require some sort of major sur- 
know if this is a requirement. I cannot fir~d anyone in this gery, but in my case the adjustments did the trick. At tirst 
area (Detroit) who has any comment. glance I thought there was no way to get these doors to fit. 

I would appreciate any infomiation on this you may They were so crooked! It is remarkable that these changes 
be able to come up with. made such a great difference. 

Another problem: the AD'S 011 the oil pump were 1 now recall that when I took offthe cowl and placed 
Iirver done while the A1 did sign them off on three occa- i t  on the ground the doors sometimes might not fit and other 
sions. My Al, of course, brought them up to date at some times would fit perfectly. It is all io the warp of the cowl, 
considerable expense. Should I contact the origi~lal AI or not the doors. I was lucky. 
the FAA. A major disadvantage of what we did was the 

Simon T. Truby amount of time we had the bird up on jacks and the many 
Sterling Heights, MI 483 14 retractions to get it just rig111 

On another subject regarding the letter froni Alaska 
Dear Simon, about the smell of fuel when changing tanks - J had that 

Unfortu~~ately, to keep your plane legal solneone fuel smell quite some time ago. 
with FAA authority is going to have to inspect the spar and I took the valve apart and was using crocus clot11 
 mak kc a deternli~~ation as to whether it is safe or repairable, on the "female" portion and found some porous defects in 
I never heard of an ERR - usually the inspector is a DAR the brass casting. Unless they were examined closely, they 
(Designated airfrane representative) or a DER (Designated were easy to overlook. 
e~igi~~eering representative.) The procedure is for them to I co~ltinued to polish with the crocus and enlarged 
inspect the area and the11 fill out an FAA form 81 10. the cracks quite a bit. They looked like worn holes. I ended 

As to the problem wit11 the oil pump, probably it up replacing the entire unit for some obscene price. I was 
would be good for you (or your lawyer) to contact the origi- told later that 1 could have filled the holes with Marine-Tex 
nal A1 and see whether he agrees that he should contribute aod used my old valve over. Legal? I don't know. 
toward your new pump gears. And on one final subject, although this is old stuff, 

it is new for me. I decided to install the backup gear ex- 
Outboard Motor Supplies Parts tender removal kit. It was fairly easy to do up to the flap 
by James T. McNeely cam mechanism. It was really hard to install the nuts on the 

new micro-switch that activates the gear horn and light if 
In a recent issue of the magazille apilot was look- the gear goes up and you lower ten degrees of flaps. 

ing for parts for an Arrow gear motor. The Mercuy out- If my Arrow had the override latch I would not 
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have bothered with the kit. It is not necessary and too ex- overhaul on them. Herb prices his ellgil~es first, then adds 
pensive for the kit ($168) and labor to install. Since my the cost of any accessories you want rebuilt. This allows 
Arrow does not have an ovenide latch, 1 felt the extender him to tailor each engine to the customers needs, so in my 
should be removed in case of an emergency and it is not case I didn't have to pay for mags I didn't need. 
possible to keep holding the override lever. The engine for us cost $5,900 which included 

The kit does not even call for removal of the pitot Cermichrome cylinders, a factory re-manufactured carbure- 
static mast. tor, new cam shaft, new Lycoming fuel pump and all AD'S 

The flap and gear horn and light interlock is really and SB's He also made up all new fuel and oil lines. 
another thing that the lawyers put in to cover Piper's fanny. This engine is rebuilt to new tolerances with the 
It makes not sense to me why they thought it was neces- exception of the rod bearings which are ,003 under. Since I 
say.  It also caused 90 percent of the work to comply with couldn't fly the airplane to him, due to weather, he even did 
the Piper service bulletin. an initial sun on a test stand for me. 

Tenbus called Piper to ask why this flap switch All of this is good, but it gets better. My Father and 
was needed. The answer: "Because we said so." I decided to load the old engine in our truck and take it to 

Colonial ourselves. Normally a road trip from Ohio to Florida 
Cracked Engine Mount is a long tiring journey, but Herb had a plan there too. He 

met us in Atlanta. GA at his fnends FBO. There we exchanged 
We have a cracked engine mount. The cracks are engines and money, and were on our way in just a couple 

at each inboard weld around the tube for the lower LH tube hours. This saved us a whole day of driving. 
to strut and RH tube to strut. The pa~ilt shows signs of stress My expenses after installation were the hourly rate 
cracks at the area of the weld. for the necessary work done by our mechanic, fire sleeves 

Stripped and Magnefluxed it showed several for the hoses, and various additional work that only applies 
cracks on the edge of the welds. to our particular airplane. 

Can we repair this or who call repair it? If it is not There was the cracked cooliug baffles that liad to 
repairable where can we find one7 The aircraft is a PA-28- be rebuilt orjust new pieces made, then shipped andpainted. 
236. The right exhaust system had to be rebuilt, a id  all new bame 

Milo De Grassi seals were installed. We also installed new Lord mounts aud 
Stockton, CA 95206 installed all new SCAT hoses. 

To finish ttungs properly, we also cleaned and shined 
Dear Milo, the firewall and repainted the engine mount. Working by 

Engine mount cracks are serious - unfortunately it myself, all of this took some spare time to do, but the value 
is an area which does not get its share of inspections. of the experience was immeasurable. My total cost was still 

A mount with cracks c a ~  be welded and repaired, less than $7000.00. 
but it is tricky. I am aware of two shops which can repair During this installation I received excellent service 
your mount or exchange it for a yellow-tagged unit. They and workmanship from the following suppliers. I would 
are Mount Central, 9529 Sunset Lane, Little Rock, AR highly reconlmend them to anyone: 
72209 (501) 565-6100 and Kosola Associates, FAA Repair Aircraft Tool and Supply (800) 248-0639, (800) 874-8670 
Station 701-46, P 0 Box 3529, Albany, GA 31707 (912) Linda Lou Aircraft Parts (800) 824-9912 
435-4119. Alexander Aeroplane Co. (800) 83 1-2949 

Skybolt Fasteners (800) 223-1963 
Good Experience Exchanging Engines Dawley Aircraft Exhaust (800) 338-5420 
by Steven D. Ivy Specialty Hose Co. (216) 497-9650 (fire sleeves) 

My father and I decided to overhaul the engine in My special thanks to Linda of Linda Lou Aircraft 
our 1965 Cherokee 140, N6681W. Pasts. Her kindness and patience are greatly appreciated. Also 

I had researched several alternatives from our lo- to Dawley Aircraft Exhaust Systems who rebuilt my unus- 
cal mechanic (who builds excellent engines) to Lycoming. able exhaust system for $230 as opposed to $1000.00 for a 
My goal was to get the best possible engine at the most new one from Piper. Their work~na~ship is outstanding and 
reasonable price. I also wanted to do the reinstallation my- guaranteed. 
self so I could get things just the way I wanted them. Most of all, t h aks  to Herb Giber and his crew at 

Our engine is a 0-320-E2A. MY search ended at Colouial Aviation. He endured my many questioiu and phone 
Colonial Aviation in New Port Richey, Florida (813) 849- calls without a flinch and went out of his way to make me 
1332. Herb Giber, the omer ,  specializes in LycOming en- happy. If your plane doesn't need the extra touches that mine 
gines. He also builds them at rock bottom prices. did, Herb will install it for you for free. Just tell him what 

In our case we decided to exchange ours rather you need in advance, (i.e. fuel and oil lines with tire sleeves, 
than have to the old one rebuilt. The only thing 1 didn't SCAT hoses, and baffling repairs) or buy them yourself and 
replace was the mags, since they had only 20 hours since bring them with you. 
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You can fly y o u  plane to Florida(he is nearDisney) The fuse was halfway making co~~tact  and was ex- 

or he will meet you in Atlanta and install it there. Either periencing a little corrosion. "For the want of a nail--." 
way, you will be on your way home in just a couple days If Ralph Patrick of Tehachapi, California cannot 
with your new engine purring away. get 80187 fuel then DO NOT put in IOOLL, but get an STC 

If you want to keep your old case and cylinders, for auto-gas. The FAA in all its wisdom may not indicate 
just pull your engine and ship it to him. Keep in mind that it this route but their answer is to throw money at the problem 
will take a few weeks to get the cylinder and crank work - like get a11 overhaul more often, change plugs when the 
done. lead gets too overflowing. IOOLL is pure poison for the older 

(and more numerous) engines. 
Stainless Steel Strut Caps Cheap 
by James Zuelsdork Accessible Rear Bulkhead Panel 

by August S. Raber 
One t h g  I couldn't find was a good source for 

stainless steel strut caps. These caps are 1-112 inches in di- I purchased a Piper Cherokee 140- 1967 in April of 
ameter and I did find a source that was selling them for this year. 
$1 1.00 per pair! I wanted to verify the state of the ELT battery so I 

After purchase I got to thinking that plumbers use proceeded to unscrew the sloping back panel in the plane. 
caps like this to cover any holes in plumbing fixtures. I went (I don't have a hat rack). 
to a local plumber and he didn't have any in stock but he After taking out numerous screws I tried to pull 
was able to order what I wanted. out the panel. The sides crumbled and split. By the time I 

I ordered only one to see if it would be acceptable. managed to get this huge piece through the cockpit and out 
I was surprised to find it was identical to the pair I ordered the door it bent in two in several places. A complete disas- 
at $11.00. This one cost $ 1.29!!! Hope this helps others ter. 
looking to plug a hole. My A&P bought a dozen. At home I took off the plastic cover and cut a new 

panel from a sheet of heavy duty fiber board (cost $7.00). 
Burrs in Brake 0-Ring Channel 1 glued a four-inch strip of tile fiber board at the 
by Harry F. Wells center (back side) of the new panel, cut the panel in half 

and bolted on a long piano hinge at the cut mark to allow 
James M. Graham's trouble with his brakes could the top half to fold forward. 

be something as simple as avery minute burr in the channel At the top I installed two pull tabs, glued the old 
that the O-ring fits in. plastic cover to the new panel at the back edges and applied 

The O-ring can be a stinker to put in the various a wide colored stick-on tape lapping over the front and back 
places that they appear, and if utmost caution is not used in edges to cover the old screw holes in the plastic cover. 
taking the old one out and putting the new one in. Then you I folded the panel in half put the bottom half in the 
have. .. TROUBLE. existing flanges on the plane and pushed the folded top half 

A good example is if someone carelessly gouges in place. The entire installation went in smooth as glass. 
out the old one with a sharp instrument, then a slight nick With the pull tabs I can check on pulleys, cables & 
will be left on the O-ring channel which will quickly dam- bird nesting materials by pulling dowtl the top half I did 
age any and all O-rings. Cleveland brakes are the best . .  bar not use any screws as the new panel fits snug and rests on 
none. the existing flanges. 

I just bad trouble with a generator that would not 
keep the charge. The commutator was wom, so off to the Hot Heater Ducts 
shop it went. It cane back all nicely undercut. We sent the 
regulator to have it matched but the repairman took one I own a Cherokee Cruiser. I bought the aircraft one 
look aid gave it back to my parts man without fixing it, winter, but as spring arrived I soon discovered that the cabin 

Well, it did not work and this is a gear-driven one was always very hot, even though the cabin heat levers were 
that brings new words to your vocabulary. And the regula- in the full off position. 
tor did look brand new. Eventually, after several rather uncomfortable 

Anyway, to make a long story short we had two flights, I discovered that the floor ducts were the source of 
causes of trouble. The generator was one, but the generator the heat and were becoming extremely hot in flight (I could 
fuse was the other. By all looks, it was okay But to double not touch them they were so hot!) 
check we put a new one in and, lo and behold, it worked. Atter landing, I examined the ducting and the heater 

The old fuse, while it looked good and we couldn't valve box. The heater box is attached to the lower part of 
pull it apart, was the culprit. It was intermittent when we the fire wall in the engine compartment. It is easy to see 
checked with a voltmeter in the circuit, so we twisted the how the valve functions if someone moves the cabin heat 
ends a little bit and it came apart. lever and you lie on your back below the aircraft and watch 

The trouble was just sitting there waiting. the mechanism. 
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There is a simple lever and actuator arrangement, not being ~nanufactured new. Your only two choices are to 

whch opens and closes a flap. Warm air from a shroud try a salvage yard - Wentworth is probably your best bet. Or 
enclosing the engine exhaust muffler is camed to the heater you can Q to have yours rebuilt. Airparts of Lockhaven (800) 
box via a piece of SCAT ducting. 443-3 I17 specializes in this type of repair. 

The valve is closed (i.e., no cabin heat) when the 
flap is flush against the back of the heater box (up against Radio Static Problem 
the fire wall), and the hot air is simply vented out into the 
air stream. On my Cherokee the flap did not fully close, Dean Thompson, of Sandpoint, Idaho, asked about 
allowing hot air into the cabin floor ducts. radio filters to eliminate magneto noise. His answer: 

Apparently at some point, the flap lever (m "L" 
shaped piece of steel) had broken or the hinge had worn, All filters basically boil down to a simple capacitor 
and someone had cut the lever short, drilled anew hole for which is designed to short out the radio frequency interfer- 
the hinge, and reassembled the mechanism. ence. It does not matter much whether your filter is a factory 

This shorter lever prevented the flap from fully installatio11 or an after market unit, but placement of leads 
closing by the actuator mechanism and allowed hot air con- and connections may be critical so it is agood idea to confer 
tinuously into the cabin. On the ground, it doesn't matter with a qualified avionics technician to get the best advice. 
much since the heat output is related to the engine power. Two installations which appear identical may have just 
In the air, bowever, it doesn't take long (less than five min- enough difference in the routing of wiring to make all the 
utes) to heat up the floor ducts 'ti1 they are really hot. difference in the world. 

It was a relatively simple job to remove the lever 
from apiece of steel stock that was about one inch longer, Brake Bleeding For Cherokees 
drill two holes and them reassemble the mechanism. Now by Steve11 Wolf 
the flap closes flush with the bulkhead, and the floor heater 
ducts are cool. What adifference in the cabin temperature! The previous owner of my plane was a mechanical 

Cherokee owners may want to check the heater engineer a l d  he devised a simple way for one person to bleed 
box or the flap on their aircraft. If it doesn't fully close, Cherokee brakes in about 15 minutes. Glad all his schooliug 
this will give a probleln with hot floor ducts and exces- wasn't wasted. 
sively warm cabin temperatures. Having examined a few You get two LONG pieces of 3/16" inside diameter 
other older Cherokees on our field, it appears that the lower clear plastic flexible tubing and put one end of each in the 
hinge on the heater flap lever gradually wears thin with brake reservoir (left side front of the fire wall). The other 
normal use, and eventually breaks. ends fit over the brake bleeding valve fitting at the wheels. 

Of course, it's very easy for a lazy owner or A&P Of course you have to loosen the brake bleeding 
to cut the lever short and drill a new hole for the hinge, but valve fittings, and then you pump the brake @and brake also) 
this will not allow the heater flap to close properly. On one and the fluid circulates through the system. You call watch 
Cherokee I examined at a local field, the heater flap was the air pockets circulate through and out, for you drape the 
worn and had been safety-wired partly open. The co1ltinu- tubing over the windshield where you have a good view of i t  
ous heating of the floor duct and the fuselage belly skin as YOU PUlnp away 
downstream of the heater box looked as though it had caused That's it. Make sure your reservoir is full at the 
scorching of the paint and skin between the center string- start, for the tubing will steal a small a~noul t ,  which you 
ers. drain back into a call when you're done. And of course do11't 

The only way to prevent these problems is to re- forget to close the brake bleed valves at the wheels before 
place the damaged or broken lever in the beater box with taking off the tubing. 
one of equal leugth. This is a simple part to make if ueces- 
sary. Constant Speed Prop, Fuel Pump Problem 

Regular lubrication of the hinge in the winter when 
cabin heat is used more frequently or a simple bushing in N7531W is a 1963 180 that had a constant-speed 
the hinge will also go a loilg way to preventing the problem Prop Put on in 78 in addition to some other things. How do 
from occurring in the first place. you estimate power output of such a beast? The rptn niaxes 

(Name Withheld) out at 2500+ no matter what. 
Beltsville, MD I suppose the drop in ma~~ifold pressure is mean- 

ingful but I am not sure. The main reason for my concern is 
Wants Fuel Gauge I feel the rate of climb is about 213 of any way I calculate it 

should be. Since I like the high, hot country in the soutli- 
Cecil Blum, of Denison, Iowa, asked about a fuel west ... The difference between 200 and 300 fpm is a lot whei~ 

gauge for his 1965 Cherokee 180. His answer: the ground is close. As best 1 can tell, a 10% power loss 
would do that. 

Unfortunately, the fuel gauges for your plane are One other problem has my FBO baffled. The me- 
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chauical pump has been checked for pressure output and same weight-and-balance calculations would be used after 
seenls OK as far as volunie goes. That is it handles takeoffs the conversion. 
when I have forgotten to turn on the electrical. 

But just as the electrical is tunied off there is a Warrior 11 Bits 'N Pieces 
temporary pressure drop that has always bothered me. by David Tombom 

Then coming back from Carson

c

ity, at 10,500 over 
lake Talioe, I tuii~ed off the electrical and the eligi~ie quit. 1 just spend some time inside our 1977 Wanior 11, 

Turning it back 011 restored power so quickly tliat working on the electrical system. Here is some ilifonnatioli 
it might have come back by itself in any case. Turned it off other Warrior I1 owners might be interested in. 
again when out of the mountains. The pressure quickly If you hold down the reset switch in the ELT con- 
dropped to 0, remained there a few seconds, a id  slowly trol too loiig you c m  pop a circuit breaker. 
climbed to about 5. No hesitation in the engine that time or Where the nose cowling bolts together just behind 
any other. The pumps are in parallel the spinner backing plate on the right side, iftlie front screw 

Donald W. Wood is too long it will touch the starter ring aid make a strange 
Pinole, CA 94501 noise during shutdown. 

Where do the large electrical cables go'? 
Dear Donald, Starting at the alternator output bolt (the big one) 

One of tlie problems of making some changes, in- the cable goes across the front of the engine, back through 
cluding a different engine or propeller, is that the book fig- the fire wall and connects to the anip meter. Another cable 
ures for calculating power output no longer work. Yes, the goes from the amp meter back across the instru~iieiit panel 
manifold pressure gauge is now the main power setting down the left side to the area under tlle rear seat and con- 
gauge, but getting accurate readings may be difticult. nects to a large diode under a dome shaped piece of plastic 

I suggest you start with an owners manual for an on the left side of the control cables. 
Arrow 180. Use the power setting charts there to give you A cable goes from the top of the diode to the bat- 
an indication as to your power settings. Then, do a cross tery master relay and another cable froni the relay to tlie 
check. Clieck gallons of fuel used per hour to confirm battery. The diode prevents 12 volts froni going to tile alter- 
whether you have the proper setting (75 percent power, for nator when the alteniator switcli is turned 011. 
example, should equate to 9.4 gallons per hour with a con- A larger cable starts at the battery master relay, 
stant-speed or fixed-pitch prop.) across to the left side, forward through the fire wall a~ id  

Your engine-driven fuel pump needs work, either colu1ects to the starter relayisolenoid wliich is just above 
on the pump itself: or on some facet of installation. It is not the electrical fuel pump. From the st'uter solenoid the heavier 
nonnal to get apower drop offwheo switching offtlie elec- cable goes forward to the starter. 
tric purnp. That power drop means either your pump is loaf- A cable runs from the starter solenoid back through 
ing along or it is getting vapor lock while the electric pump the fire wall across the panel to the breaker panel buss bar. 
is operating. One more cable is bolted to tlie engine, through 

Perhaps you are leaving the electrical pu~ilp on too the same hole in the fil-e wall and bolted to the airframe 
long. Tlie book says turn it off when you reach a safe alti- near tlie voltage regulator. Tlie voltage regulator red wire 
tude (1,000 feet agl). You should save the electrical pump goes to the overvoltage regulator and the yellow wire goes 
for an emergency when it really will be needed. to the alternator. 

wants More Power 111 His 140 ALT ---AMP---DIODE---BATTERY---SYAKTER---BUSS 
SOLENOlD 

Tom Steele. of Spring, Texas, asked about couvert- 
Ing hrs 1975 Cherokee 140 w ~ t h  a 0-320-E3D englne to 160 Replacing Cherokee Side Windows 
liorsepower HIS answer by Tnn Browti 

1 a n  sorry to report that altliougli some 0-320 en- 
gines can be converted to 160 horsepower, your engine is 
one which ca~u~ot .  The following list of engines have thin 
main bearings and narrow deck cylinder flanges and cannot 
be fitted with the higher compression pistons and other 
modifications to get the liigl~er power rating: A2D, E2D, 
E2G, E2H, E3D, E3H, 10-320-E2B and AEIO-320-E2B. 

The major improveme~it which results from using 
a "hotter" engine is rate of climb. As you stated, the results 
would be very similar to the perfomlance of a normal PA- 
28-160, but no increase in usefill load would result - the 

I have some suggestions on replacing tlie side wit%- 
dows in the Cherokee 140 based on a replacement 1 made a 
couple of weeks ago. The replacement of these side win- 
dows by tlie aircraft owner is allowed by the FAR'S at~d it 
can represent a significant cost savings (a couple of hours 
of an A&P's time plus materials). 

Here is a step-by-step procedure for the front pas- 
senger side window, so you may have to modify the proce- 
dure for tlie other windows: 

1. Remove the metal molding pieces at the top and 
bottom of the window. It doesn't matter wliiclr one is re- 
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moved first. CAUTION: these metal molding pieces are of plexiglass. 
thin alwninum so they can be easily bent and they can also CAUTION: There are two sizes of screws so be 
cause some pretty nasty cuts. careful not to try to screw the bigger screw into a hole sized 

NOTE: Be sure to keep up with the screws and for the smaller screw. If it's too hard or too easy to tun1 the 
washers. I put lnine iu tlle as11 tray in the front passenger screw it's probably the wrong size. The marks made by the 
mi rest because 1 went to the airport without a zip-lock cup washer can be used to determine the proper size ofscrew 
bag or container. to use. 

2. Remove the short (two or three-inch) piece of 10. Now go back and install the screws along the 
sheet metal at the rear of the window. This has to be done bottom ofthe horseshoe shaped window frame. Ifdone right, 
now in order to uncover the screws for the horseshoe-shaped each screw should line up pretty well. 
window frame. 11. With the horseshoe-shaped window frame in- 

3. Relnove the horseshoe-shaped window frame stalled it's a simple matter to install the top, bottom and rear 
very carefully to keep it from bending. I found that it was moldingpieces.Yes, you'll have to remove a few of the screws 
best to remove all hut two screws at the front and back of where the moldings overlap the horseshoe-shaped window 
the top of the frame and then loosen these screws. When frame but at least all of the holes will line up with the screw 
you rernove the final two screws be sure to hold the frame holes. 
securely because it is so thin that it could bend or maybe 12. Place sealant (I prefer the flowable silicone stuff 
even break. used for sealing car windows because it will flow into any 

Don't even think about a power screw driver - it nook and crannies and keep out rain water) to the edge of 
could do too much dainage and won't fit unless yon have a the window and frame on the outside and inside (reduces 
90 degree drive. wind noise somewhat). 

4.  Carefully remove the old window and save it as It lnay be better to test fly the new window before 
a patten1 for the new window. Remove any sealant or foam the sealant is applied in case you've forgotten something or 
tape which stays on the door. done solnethii~g wrong which would require removing the 

5 .  Take the old window to a glass shop which window again. 
liaiidles plexiglass and have them cut a new window. Un- My costs were $23.00 for the new window and $5.00 
less you o w  a glass shop you won't save enough to justify for the tape and sealant plus about three hours labor and 
tlie headaches of cutting your own window Besides if tliere parts scavenging. I figure I saved abut $100 111 labor and $20 
are any mistakes made by the glass shop they shouldn't in parts markup costs. 
charge you for additional plexigtass panels. For my savings I can buy enough IOOLL to fly for 

Don't worry about the new window being flat be- eight or ten hours which will probably give the FBO a better 
cause i t  will take the curvature of the door once it is in- profit margin without his having to invest inuch human la- 
stalled. bor, so both of you will be happy. 

6. 1 bought a roll of vinyl foam tape at the local An additional word of caution. Wlien you install a 
automotive parts store. The tape comes 10 feet to a pack- cover or anything else DON'T push against the window. This 
age and I used 6 feet for the front passenger side window is bow I cracked my window. If your windshield needs re- 
for my Cherokee 140C. placing you're out of luck. The FAR'S allow only licensed 

7. Peel enough of tlle kraft backing from the new A&P's to install windshields. 
window to allow sticking tlie vinyl tape around the perim- 
eter of tlie window pane itself Leave the rest of the win- Winslow Oil Filter 
dow covered by the paper to prevent scratching as you corn- by Walter Johnson 
plete the installation. 

8. Place the new window in the opening making This letter is in response toprevlous comments con- 
sure that the vinyl tape bears against the metal part of the cerning Winslow oil filter eiement problems. Either Baldwin 
opening. At this point the Service Manual calls for putting Manufacturing Company Filter #JC-405 or Wix #5 10 I1 will 
the sealant around the window but I feel it is easier and a fit the system in question. 
lot less messy to seal the window gaps after the metal foanl A word of advice fro111 one who had a bad experi- 
and moldings are in place. ence with the Winslow - invest the money to install an adapter 

9. While holding the window securely in the door for a screw on filter. 
opening (or better have a second set of hands) install the I experiencedan in-flight engine failure in July 1992 
Ilorseshoe shaped window frame very carefully to keep from when the top of the Winslow filter on N8764W, my 1964 
bending it. Model 235, partially lifted from the canister allowing all the 

Loosely install four screws, one in each corner of oil to exit down and under the plane with not a drop onto the 
the frame. Start at the niiddle and install screws from front windshield. 
to back (as if you were sewing a piece of cloth) tightening This event occurred after take off from a grass run- 

ch screw as you go. BE CAREFUL not to put any pres- away where some abnonnal vibrations were present, how- 
e against the window or you'll be buying another piece ever, not severe enough to have caused damage. 
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Cherokee Wheel Alignment 

by Terry Lee Rogers 

J ust about everyone knows that when their automobile 
tires start wearing rapidly it is time for a wheel align 
lnellt. But maiy pilots are not aware that wheel align- 

ment is importatit in airplanes, too. 
Of course, you do not typically taxi for miles on 

end in a1 airplane, so aligti~nent is not as critical as i11 an 
automobile. Or is it? 

One mentber receiitly complained that, following 
an oleostrut rebuild by his tnechaiiic, the airpla~~e tended to 
taxi in circles. The oiily way to get the aircraft to travel in a 
straight line was to apply considerable  udder pressure. 

The problem developed when the mechanic reas- 
sembled the oleo. He put the washers in the scissor assem- 
bly back in "according to tlie book" rather than the way 
they came out of the plane. Unfortunately, the book does 
not take into account the particular alignment specificatio~~s 
of a11 individual aircraft. 

And this scenario is the one which results in the 
~ilaiority of out-of-alignment Cherokees. Those washers in 
the scissor assenibly are tlie adjustmelit for wheel align- 

wheel at the center line of the tire. Snap the chalk line. 
4. Clamp the rudder pedals together in a neutral 

position. 
5 .  Adjust the rod end bearings of each steering corl- 

trol rod to align the nose wheel with the chalk line and to 
bring the rudder pedals into lleuhal angle fore and afc. To 
align tlie nose wheel straight forward, stand in frolit of the 
nose gear and align the cencer rib of the tire wit11 the chalk 
line or lay a straight edge along the side of the tire and 
parallel the straight edge with tlie chalk litie. 

Check that rod ends have sufficient thread engage- 
ment by ascertaining that a wire will not go tlirough tlle 
check hold in the rod (For rods without check lioles, main- 
tain a minimum of three-eights of an inch thread eogage- 
nleot.) 

The service rnanual has additioiial instructioi~s and 
provides a table of nose gear alignment tolerance, but you 
get the idea. You are simply iiisuri~ig that the nosewheel is 
pointed forward when you have neutral rudder. Main land- 
lng gear. 

ment 
Luck~ly, wheel alignment on Cherokees 1s not too 

Main Landing Gear 
Al~gnment of the maln land~ng gear IS not covered 

drfficult Let's cove1 the procedure In all n~at~uals However, the p~ocedure used w~ th  the Ar- 

Nose Wheel 

The first item ofaligrttnent involves the nose wlleel. 
The iiose wlieel is aligned to insure that the wheel is pointed 
forward when the rudder pedals are in the ~ieutral position. 
The alignment procedure is specified in the aircraft service 
manual. 

The procedure is as follows (consult your service 
manual for variatio~rs for your particular plane): 

1 .  Place tlie airplaie on a smooth level floor that 
will accoinmodate the striking of a chalk line. 

2. Level the airplane. 
3.  From tlie center of the tail skid extend a plumb 

bob and mark the contact point on the floor. 
3. Extend a chalk line from the mark on the floor 

below tile tail skid to a point approximately three feet for- 
ward of the nose wlieel. Allow the line to pass under the 

row should suffice for all models It is given below 
I Place a strarghtedge, no less tliai~ 12 teet long, . - 

across the front of both main landing gear wheels. Butt the 
straightedge against the tire at the hub level of the landing 
gear wheels. Jack the airplane up just high enough to obtain 
a six and one-half inch dimension between tlie center line 
of the stmt piston and the center line oftlie center pivot bolt 
ofthe gear torque links. Devise asupport to hold tlie straight- 
edge in this position. 

2. Set a square against the straightedge and 'heck 
to see if its outstandi~ig leg bears on the front and rear side 
of the brake disc. (It nlay be necessary to remove the brake 
assembly to gait1 clear access to the disc. If it touclies hot11 
forwardand rear flange, the landing gear is correctly aligned. 
The toe-ill for the maill landing gear wheels is 0 +-I12 de- 
gree. Piper recoinmends a carpenter's square for this pur- 
pose because of its especially 1011:: legs. 
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While going tlvough the specs on early 180s ru~d 140's I metal "bu~igees" that connect tlre rudder pedals witli tlie 
noticed that all dimensions (i.e., wing spar, length, height, nose wheel with solid rods. 
etc.) were exactly the same Otily the horsepower seemed That was done AFTER the second slrim~nv attack 
to set the two aircraft apart. and it seerirs the proble~n is cured. We await the decision of 

My questions are as follows: the il~suraice company as to whether and liow much it will 
Is the horsepower the only difference in these two pay toward the darnage and repairs. 

aircraftl Are the airframes the same'! Is horsepower, alone, 
the only factor determining useful load? When a 180 horse- Problem With Shunted Ammeter 
power conversion is installed in a Clierokee 140 why is the 
increase in useful load so minuscule'? I have a 1979 Archer 11. Some time ago I installed 

Tom Renner a new battery a rd  when I flew up to my cabin. \vIiich is 
Vi~icentown, NJ 08088 about a two hour flight. I noticed the load meter or anip 

trieter indicated quite a bit of alternator output slouly cotn- 
There are several differences betweell the 140 atrd ing down to a reading of inavbe I0 atups. 

180, but for all practical purposes the two are identical ex- I assutne that this meant that tlre alternator was 
cept that one has a 0-320 engine rated at 140 horsepower. chargi~~g tlie battery up. Ho\vever, that was the last time tile 
while the other has a 0-360 engine rated at 180 horsepower. alternator slrowed at~ything and since then it has not mo\;ed 

From this you would sur~i~ise  that the gross weights from the zero peg. 
of each would be the same if an engi~ie were swapped pro- I took it illto my mechanic :uid be reriioved tlie 
viding tlie 140 with a 180 horse engine. But. of coarse, you load meter or amp nreterand told tne that it was on a sliu~ited 
would be wrong. anmeter syste~n whereby it was really reading the loss of  

The gross weight is determined not by a paper ex- power from a cable tllat actually carried the maill lead and 
ercise, but by actual testing during tlie STC process. 'The tllat tllis newer system was designed to reduce the likeli- 
weight-and-bala~rce e~lvelope specified in a conversion is hood of a fire ill the cabi~r. 
that detem~ined to be safe by tlie FAA during the testing We also tested the two 1e:lds to the load meter and 
process. You would assume the plane can fly at tile satne otl my rnechn~iic's tester i t  indicated that i t  liad cotltitru~ty 
we~ght as a 180, but legally you are limited to tlie weight- I took the ammeter to ;! shop that speci;rlires i l l  

:uid-ba1:ince i~ltor~natio~l developed during the STC process. auto electronics and the 11ia11 tl~ere tliooglit it  worked. He  
showed !ire tliat wllile putting a load cotlsisting of a ligllt 

Nosewlieel Shimmy Can Be Catastrophic tester of 12 volts. that the needle calne up to a reading of 
by .Soh11 B. Meagl~er about I5 atnps oti tlie scale. I obtained another a~~rmeter  

ti-otn a used pans supplier t11;it appeared ide11tir:il to 111y 
111 Septetiiber. wllile trying to eke out tlie last 20 alnmeter. Putting tny little electrical tester oti it  indtc:ited 

I~ours before TBO on tile etigitie i n  N82845 our 1981 Da- cotiti~luity and resistance of 0.2 o h ~ i ~ s .  We i~lstalled tliat 
kotn ( i t  is o ~ i  a leaseback tor rental so TBO ~niust be ob- ammeter into iny aircraft and it also refuses to budge ti-om 
served) 111y buddv and I Ial~ded :it Alletitow~i. It was so v i o  tile zero peg. 
letit (lie was tlying) tllat lhis k~~eeho;lrd was sliake~i dowt~ to My tiiechanic and I are botii a little puzzled :IS to 
111s :11ikIe! where to proceed at tliis point. My mechatiic app;irel~tly 

I tlew b:wk to Caldwell atid g r ~ ~ t l y  landed . avoid tlit~lks there is still something wrotig witli the amtneter arid 
br:ikitlg utiti l  well dokvti tlie ironway whe11 tlie aircraft llad I tlri~ik tliere is something wrong witli the wiring. 
slowed cor~siderably. No slii~n~iiy. I read over the "know your charging system" ar- 

A ~t~ecllatiic took tile Ihkota for a Rigli-speed taxi ticles published il l  Augitst, but tliat does not speak to tlie 
:11id Wliatii! I t  liappe~ied again - this titile damag i~~g  the ~ I I -  ammeter problem. 1 wonder ifyou would be ki~id e~iougli to 
gilie ti~ount and cracki~ig the slreet ineta1 on tlie mdder! give me so~ne  advice 011 troubleshooting tile probletii. 

We liad tlie engine removed for overllaul at that William J .  Hennessy 
point acid tile etlgine ~i iou~i t  setit out for examination. The St. Paul. MN 55101 
firm wliicli did tlie clleck said the mount WAS bent - pel. 
Iiaps ft-0111 a liard landitig. Tiley straightelled it and sent it I would say that your test of the ammeter as well 
back. as substitution ofanother unit fairly well eliminates the meter 

Two weeks later. Mattituck retur~ied the engine, itself as tlie culprit. 
'I'lie boys it1 the hanger put 84X together and took it out for The problem is in the wiring itself. The ammeter 
a lligll speed taxi. Wow! It Ilappenedagain A G A I N  DAM- itself is simply a device designed to read a small current - 
AGING THE ENGINE MOUNT! nothing like 20 or 30 amps passes through that small instru- 

I am told the guys in the tower watched, bug-eyed, ment. As your mechanic said, it is a shunted system and the 
wllile the event u~rfolded on the runway below. meter is connected in parallel with a wire of known resis- 

Piper ack~iowledged the probletn has occurred in taice which handles the large amount of current - the read- 
the past and recommended we replace the spring-loaded ing on the amtneter merely reflects a small portion of the 
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total current flowing in the overall circuit. increase, according to Isham. 

However, a loose or broken wire, or anything which Wlielen recognition lights are mounted in each wing 
will introduce additional resistance into the amnieter cir- tip making the airplane easier for other pilots to spot. The 
cuit will cause the meter to indicate low or no currelit. Your lights draniatically improve night landing and ground op- 
problem almost certainly lies in this wiring. eratio~ls and provide a back up system to the factoty cowl 

mounted single landing light, according to Isham. 
Loose Wires Snag Control column The tips are not available for the Cherokee Six with 
by Bob Boriog fuel tanks in the wing tips. 

A set ofwilig tips with lights is $1,885. Additional 
My partner experienced a potentially dangerous information ,nay be obtained from Globe Fiberglass, Iuc., 

situation in our 1963 Cherokee 180. While practicing land- 4033 Holden Road, Lakeland, FL 3381 1 (800) 899-2707. 
ings he pulled full aft yoke before touchdown. A good land- 
ing ellsued and he advaiced power for a touch and go. The Wants Curtain Hardware 
yoke would not move forward so he aborted the takeoff. 
After wiggling it a few times while taxiing in he got it to go Mike Finnegan, of I'ort Charlone, Florida, asked 
forward. about purchasing curtain hardware for lus 1973 Challeiiger 

After sliutdown we crawled under the instrument as well as an Autoflite I1 autopilot. His answer: 
panel and found out that a couple of the wires behind the 
panel were not secured properly and h'ad moved out toward Piper makes the hardware for side curtail1 installa- 
the nose. The control yokes are connected behind the panel tion. The Wmior parts catalog lists both curtains and the 
witli a bolt and cotter key. One leg of the cotter key was not rod assembly. The rod, itself, is 67969- 15 and the thee  
fully flattened against tlie rod. Tlie wires had caught on brackets are 67969-02, -03, and -04. Twelve each screws 
this cotter key. and iiuts coinplete the installation. 

If this happened in flight during a stall series, it You might also try salvage yards, such a s  
would have been sporty to recover from the stall. Fellow Wentwortll, to try to locate the hardware. 
Cherokee owners would be wise to look under their panels As to the autopilot, used autopilots are available 
and check that all wiring is properly btuidled aid secured, froin salvage yards or from sources listed in Trade-a-Plane, 
A plastic cap over the nut arid cotter key wouldn't be a bad but I do not recommend the used alternative - there is no 
idea either. way to be sure of what you are getting. A new unit, with 

warranty, is worth the additional cost by far. 
Slick 50 For Cherokees 

Wants Glide Info For His 180 
Vance Smith, of Louisville, Kentucky, asked about 

using "Slick 50" in his Cllerokee. His answer: Ricky Griggs, of Cheraw, South Carolina, asked 
about glide informatioil for his Cherokee 180 The answer: 

T l ~ e  question of "super oil additives" comes up 
regularly and the answer is the same. Why'? Unfomnately, Piper owner manuals are liot neces- 

Slick 50 was approved by tlie FAA for use in air- sarily chock full of infonnatioii Sometimes you have to re- 
craft engines, but not by Lycoming. Tlie FAA determined ally search for wliat you need and sometimes the nia~iuals 
that using the additive did not hanli tlie eugitie - it certainly simply do not give you much to work with Sucli is the case 
never endorsed any clainis that the gook did any good, with glide infonilation. 

Since Henry Ford started mass production of au- Both Cessna and Gmninan give you nice charts 
tornobiles, sonieone has bee11 marketing a secret formula which show glide distances from various altitudes. Now that 
additive for oil guaranteed to provide a "tu~ie up in a can." I think of it, the charts these manuals give are amazingly 
Generally, these super additives do no good except for tlie similar ... even the data is nearly the same. 
wallets of their promoters. Proper maintenance is tlie way Nonetheless, such inforn~ation is simply not avail- 
to go for engine longevity, not Slick 50. able for Pipers. So ... l decided on a little empirical work of 

my owl. It is easy to create a chart yourself when you know 
Isham Has Lance Wing-Tips the rate of descent at the target airspeed. 

Both the Crummai AA-5 and the 'essna 182 use 
Is1i;un Aircraft has obtained FAA approval for ill- 80 miles per hour as tlie best rate ofglide speed. Piper manu- 

stallation of a new-style wing tip wit11 Whelen recognitioii als simply specify "do not let speed drop below 80 mph." It 
lights on all Piper Laice models. The company claims the turns out that the Gnunman best rate of climb speed is 91 
installatioil improves flight characteristics and provides mpli, the 182 is 88 mph, while the Cherokee 180 is 85 nipli. 
safety benefits. Therefore, I felt pretty certain that 80 miles per hour is pretty 

Tlie wing tips add a few inches of lifting surface close to the correct best glide speed for the 180, as well. 
to the Lance's wing, providing a slight climb and cruise Now you may differ with this. Empirical testing 
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8,000 Big Problems With Piper A/C 

We have a 1975 Piper Archer (PA-28-1 80) with the 
factory air conditioning (PiperAir) il~stalled. 

4,000 Over the past year we have been 11avi1ig problems 
with the alternator belt twisting and destroying itself only 

2,000 I I two to five hours after installat~on As you know, the alter- 
/- I nator belt 1s a very t h ~ n  belt on the front pulley, a i d  the air 

0 
0 1 I 1 conditioning belt i s  the thick one in the back.. 

0 5 10 15 We have bee11 to three FBO's and have replaced 
Ground Distance (Statute MUeS) the following: 

The belts (we are up to eight belts in the past year - only 50 
may show that the best speed should really be 78 mph or hours of total use!) 
perhaps 81 mph. But can you really hold such close t 0 h -  The alternator pulley 
ances in an emergency? I have my doubts as to whether I The alternator 
could. So 80 mph it  was. The alternator bracket was cracked - it was welded and is 

Both the Cesstia and Glumman manuals specify llow secure. 
the charts were for a glide at 80 mph with propeller wind- The idler pulley and bearing 
milling aid with no-wind conditions. And this is the type of 
test I decided t o m .  The main pulley around the prop appears to be in 

I timed the descent two ways: with power reduced good condition. 
to idle, and with the engine moribund because of a full-lean I have tried to call Gates, the manufacturer of the 
mixture. Wit11 the engine at idle the rate of descent was 833 belt, to see if there is a ma~iufacturing defect, but haven't 
feet per minute at 80 mph. With the engine completely dead had success getting througli, 
(as would be the case with a completely failed engine) the This same problem happened to us tluee years ago, 
rate of descent was 952 feet per minute, significantly higher hut it only took us four belts to sorneliow get tlie problem 
than mere idle. solved. 

So, using the 952 feet per minute rate, I created We have spent over $1000 in the past year replac- 
the chan show.  It should be pretty accurate for Cherokee ing the belts, a ~ d  we still have very little confidence that 
180s (and probably 140-160 models. as well). The Arrows, we won't throw (twist) ailother belt. 
with gear up, would glide longer, but not if the automatic We are entertaining having the air cooditioning 
gear system decided to put down the feet early. removed, which will require considerable expense and sigin 

oRby the FSDO. We would like to keep the air condition- 
Oleo Strut Lubricant Stocked ing for those hot summers, but alteniator operation is much 

more important thau alc. 
As I was reading the Piper Owner's Magazine I We are at the end of our patience (and pocketbook)! 

came across a request for infor~nation on a lubricatit used to Does anybody else have this problem'? What do 
protect the exposed oleo struts on his Cherokee. you suggest we do? 

Since we are in the aircraft tnaintetla~~ce business Gary M. Sliieboldt 
we see quite a few of the strut seals weeping because of the Bowie, MD 20720-4861 
d i ~ t  that adheres to tlie struts after cleaning. Piper's recom- 
mendations to use a "fluorocarbon release agent dry lubri- The longevity of altenlator belts in air conditioned 
ca11t"as a swface protectioll is good advice. We use it on all planes has beeti a problem. So much so, in fact, tliat Piper 
of the aircraft we maintain. issued service letter number 903 

Tlie dry lubricant call he obtained in aerosol cans The letter specifiesamethodofchecking belt aligi- 
through us at the Worcester Mu~iicipal Airport, in Worces- ment which Piper considers extremely important with this 
ter, Massachusetts, (phone 508-755- 1872), or througl3 the belt setup, 11) addition, the dimensions of tlie belt need to be 
manufacturer, Miller-Stephenson Chelnical corn pal^ in checked before i~istallatioii to insure proper size. The criti- 
Danbury, Connecticut (pliolle 203-743-4447). cal dimensions are given in the service letter. 

Piper Specification number is MS122 and cui be Once the alignment is f o u ~ ~ d  to be o-k, belt tension 
ordered through either facility under that  lumber. must be adjusted to 90 to 100 pounds for a riew belt with a 

Robert J. Booth, IA minimum of 70 pounds after wear-111. Piper recommends 
Piper Service Center checking belt tension every 100 hours or at each annual. 
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Pitot Repair; Yoke Refinishing 

A pitot heater does no good when the elements burn 
out, and unfortunately. even a rebuilt pitot head runs about 
$100 (ouch). 

For those wanting to save some money, Airparts of 
Lock Haven offers a kit which replaces both heater elements. 
It is stock nutnber ACC I I0 and lists for $127.00. For more 
infonnation contact Airparts of Lock Haven at (800) 772- 
3117. 

h i d  for those looking for another source of con- 
trol yoke refinishing, you might try Sacranento Sky Ranch. 
They adveaise a restoration service which might help those 
with unsightly control yokes. 

For more infortnation contact Sacra~nerrto Sky 
Ranch, 6622 Freemotrt Blvd., Sacra~nento. CA 95822 or 
call at (800) 648-5410. (9 16) 42 1 7672. 

One A/C Belt Solution 
by Dan Zastrow 

Coocerning the alternator belt problem i n  air co~l- 
ditioned PA-28s. I had the same problem with my Arrow. 
' n ~ e  belt twisted, frayed and oftell broke withitt n very few 
hours after installation. 

Tlie engine was NOT installed by my regular A&P 
IA ahid the shop that installed tlie engine told tile that "this 
is a nomial I'iper proble~n a ~ l d  there is no tix for it." 

Tlie difference was tlint 111y problem occurred nf- 
ter the e~ ig i~ l r  was rei~istnlled fro111 overliaul. Prior to oveF 
I~aul the belt had lasted several years. 

My A&P IA (Clare Patterson oI'Co11klin. Michi- 
gall) solutiol~ was to: 

I .  Retnove the cowl. 
2 .  Ke~nove all tile lower spark plugs and. for safety. 

tile plug lends 01% tlie top plugs. 
3 .  Adjust tllr alterllntor (tbrwardlnft and t i l t )  so that 

tile belt ran 11-ur. 
Witli the plugs out we could spin tlie prop easily 

2nd clrech aligntire~lt. If it is out of align~nent i t  \+:ill twist 
duriti~: tile hand spin. After a couple of hours of continuing 
c:sefi~l adjustn~etitsa~ld spin checking, the belt stopped twist- 
ing and rat1 tl-oe. 

I 11:lve had tllat belt on inow for two years wit11 no 
problems. 

Paint Touch Up; Beacon Replacement 

I aln the liappy new owtler o f a  1979 Piper Warrior. 
I read every issue of the Piper Owners' Magazine that I 
could get my hands on prior to purchasing the plane and 
then I subscribed ~nyself I am learning lots about being an 
aircraft owner atid there is lots to lealn. 

I am especially interested in any hints and tips re- 
garding exterior surface corrosion. The plane was inspected 
prior to purchase and it revealed some small bubbles under 

the paint. These spots were only located under the nose di- 
rectly in line wit11 the exhaust pipes. 

Can these spots be sanded out ard repainted with- 
out tlie whole cowl being repainted'! Is the technique for 
aluminum the sane as for iron or steel (sand. brush and 
repaint'!) Is there a primer or clearer required' 1 would ap- 
preciate any ideas. 

Tlie inspection also revealed an inoperative rotat- 
ing beacon. I noticed that several adveltisers in POM oWer 
replacement strobes as well as new fairings. The aircraft on 
the cover of the December issue shows a strobe with a two 
color lens. Possibly you know of other outlets for similar 
replacement beacons'! 

As you car imagine. I have been gettiu:! lots of 
advice from all the other pilots atid o\nrers that come by 
niy hangar. I t  is sometimes hard to son out all the sugges- 
tions. 1 appreciate the magazine and look forward to each 
Isslle. 

Scott G. Klusmain 
West Linn. OR 97068 

Painting an aircraft is sinrilar ill most respects to 
painting at, aotomobile. To get the otlicial word, I posed 
the qoestio11 to Bill He~ishaw. of Randolph Products. 

Ifyour paint is original or the original color, matcll- 
ing is fairly easy. Rardolplr Products supplied the palnt to 
I'iper up until 1983 and the co~rrpany can nratch all Piper 
colors either in liquid fomi or in aerosol cans. 

The first step in\,olves clea~ii~lg the area - any good 
solvent shoitld do the job. 

Tlrml you \+:ill want to scuWsand the area. You can 
tl1e11 wire brush tlle work. but reme~,rber to awid a steel 
irire hrosl~ - use either an alu~ninom brush or use a 
Scotchbrite pad. The use of a steel wire brush simply in- 
vites dissinrilar ~lretal corrosio~l. 

Once the area is sanded. you will need a very light 
coat of chromate primer. The coat should be tllitr enough so 
you call just about see t l~e  ineta1 below. It provides proper 
adliesio~~. 

Then finish it with the paint. And reme~iiber the 
rule: you can paint with ena~i~el  over lacquer, but never paint 
with lacquer over enarnel. Randolplt ena~nel is what was 
originally used by Piper. 

As to your question concerning strobe lights, there 
are a nuniber of good sources of replacemetlt strobes, some 
of which simply inount in tlie same locatiotr as the original 
rotating beacon. One ofthe biggest inanufactorers is Whelalr 
Engineering Co. (Three Winter Ave.. Deep River, CT 06417 
(203) 526-9504). They can provide you with details on what 
they llave available. 

Preflighting Control Surfaces 
by Terry Lee Rogers 

You know all about preflighting your plane. You 
do it before every flight, just as you were taught. But how 
tnuch attention to you pay to those control surfaces on your 
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plane'? And do you really know what to look for to spot a the air, you have a major problem on your hands. 
dangerous condition'? Carry a can of spray lubricant with you during pre- 

Every pilot is aware of the importance of control flight. Hit any hinge, pulley or bearings which are in obvi- 
surfaces and knows the havoc which would result if a con- ous need of lubrication. But make sure you check the ser- 
trol cable or piece ofhardware fails during flight. Few, how- vice manual for your plane. Some bearings are made ofTeflon 
ever, have spent much time studying their control systems which should NOT be lubricated. 
or irispecting them for wear. What type oflubricant should you use? Once again, 

Unfortunately, control cables are dificult to in- check your maintenance manual for the tinal choice, but a 
spect thoroughly. Nonetheless, prudence requires that you lightweight oil such asl-in-1 oil, LPS-2, SAE 5 or 10 should 
remove inspection plates every now and then aid check work well. 
things to make sure they are operating properly. One place to pay particular attention is the trim 

So what should you be looking for when you pre- actuator drum located in the tail behind that plastic cone 
flight your aircraft? beneath the rudder. This is a perennial problem in Cliero- 

First of all, check the control surfaces themselves kees. 
for damage. Look for dings or anything broken on the aile- Have a kiend operate the trim in the cockpit wliile 
rons, flaps, rudder, and stabilator. you check the cable as it reels onto the d m .  If you note 

Damage to control surfaces or to their stops often fraying (or have reason to suspect the cable is chafing), have 
occurs because of wind. Most Cherokees come from the your mechanic disassemble the unit and check further. 
factory ill-prepared to handle the effects of wind. Most uti- The trim tab on the stabilator should have not more 
lize a safety belt or other makeshift device instead of a than . I5  inch of free play measured at the trailing edge of 
proper gust lock. the tab. Adjustment is covered in the scrvice manual. Tlie 

Wind blowing from behind a Cherokee can still trim tab should liit both its stops before tlie trim wlieel hits 
bang tlie control surfaces up against their stops and cause its stops, according to the manual. 
damage. And although the drum in the trim system is a par- 

Even those planes with control column locks are ticularproblem for Cherokees, any pulley in tlie control sys- 
not foolproof. Slop in control cables may still permit con- tem has a potential for seizing up. Occasionally, remove as 
trol surfaces to bang up against their stops. This is one rea- many access panels as you can and check any pulleys you 
son why haigaring a plane may contribute to both longev- can tind. Make sure they turn freely. 
ity and safety. If you spot a frozen pulley liit i t  with LI'S-I or 2 

Many pilots prefer an external gust lock for con- and attempt to free it by hand. 
trol surfaces - a piece of plywood and C-cla~nps for the While doing any preflight inspection check the sta- 
rudder, for example. bilator and aileron for loose counterweights (you lnay iiol 

This will not help much with the stabilator used be able to get to them, but be aware that they arc thcre and 
on the Cherokee tail - there is simply nothing to clamp check for rattling or binding or any otl~er obvious source of 
onto. The best solution is one oftlie aftermarket locks (such trouble.) 
as offered by Dennis Ashby Co.. P 0 Box 1584, Upland, Cable tension is importa~lt atid sllould be cl~ecked 
CA 91785) or a bungee system to tie the control wheels at least annually by your mechanic. This requires  not only 
together. that access panels be removed, but the person doiyg the 

The controls need to be checked before every checking needs access to a special i ~ ~ s t r t ~ ~ n e t ~ t  calletl ;I cnblc 
flight. You may have just recently flow11 tliat plane, but it is tensiometer, something most pilots do 1101 own 
possible for a fuel truck to have dinged an aileron or stabi- A further area where Cherokees are known to li;~ve 
lator while you were inside the terminal getting coffee, problems is in the flap handle area. A new buslli~~g lias bee11 

Obviously, check all surfaces (except rudder) fbr specified by I'iper in Service Bulletin 065. The service bul- 
movement. letin resulted after nomerous tlap hatidles were found to be 

Check the rod ends. Although often neglected by won1 to dangerous limits. The flap handles ,need to be ill- 
both pilots and mechanics, the tie rod ends are a frequent spected and the service bulletill sliould be complied with 
trouble spot on general aviation platies. These rod ends But you have your plane inspected every 100 liours 
connect the ailerol~ to the bellcrank and, in Cherokees, also or every year and all these things are checked at that time by 
connect tlie flaps to the flap rod. your tnechaiic, right'! Don't bet on i t .  

These rod ends contain bearings which permit the Some mechanics are more conscie~~tious tl~an orll- 
rod to move freely in niore than one direction. However, ers. Even tlie conscientious mechanics !nay misssometliing. 
propq movement requires that both rod end bearings be For example, some pulley checks require one mecha~lic eye- 
free.You should be able to freely twist any aileron control ball the pulley while another operates tlie cockpit controls. 
rod hack and forth through 10 degrees or so of travel. A thorough check will simply not get done in a situation 

If these bearings are frozen, they will cause extra where a mechanic is working on his own without help. 
stress on hinges, brackets and the rods themselves. These As the pilot, you are the person wlio l~as  the ulti- 
stresses build up until something breaks. If it happens in mate responsibility to insure tliat the control system is oper- 
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atlng properly And as plot,  you have alot at stake to make 
sure that the Inspectton you perfonn 1s as adequate axd mean- 
111gful as posslble 

Trim Wheel & Hat Shelf 

One of the Cherokees in our flying club is a 1968 
180. The electric trim in the winter is very slow atid some- 
times sticks or slips. Even in wann weather, the trim wheel 
is very difficult to move manually even when the electric 
trim seems to be working perfectly. 

1s there an adjusttllent to allow the wheel to move 
more freely manually? I am concenled that the electric trim 
would slip. The tail section has recently beeti lubricated 
a l d  that didn't seetn to help. Is there another way to free up 
the stiffness without losing agood trip with the electric trun? 

Also, 1 know there is an after tnarket hat shelf for 
the 140's. Is there also one for the 180 with the flat rear 
bulkhead'? 

Kent Kart 
St. Charles, 1L 60175 

ficiency) All the factory specifications (including power- 
setting charts) are based on this 58-inch pitch. 

A 56-inch prop would be a climb prop. it allows 
the engine to turn over a bit more during takeoff a id  climb 
and can steepen the clintb angle slightly. It is useful for 
those who lllitst operate out of vely short strips, but it will 
also result in a loss of about four or five knots airspeed at 
top end. 

Your plane, at 60 inclles. is definitely set for cruise 
perfonnaince. 

Re-pitching to 60 iuches will give a little illore top 
end, but not as much as some people might think - the blade 
becomes more inefficient at the higher angle of attack and 
you do not get the percentage increase you might othetwise 
think. This is why, for most people. the standard pitch of 58 
inches is probably the best con~proniise. 

Any re-pitching should be done by a competent 
propeller shop a ~ d  listell carefully to ally advice they may 
otfer. One problem with re-pitching - all your aircraft manual 
charts are t11e11 i~lvalid and you are a test-pilot whet1 it comes 
to creating tlle~ii for your plane. 

Unfortonately, once the cable tension is correct and Leather Control Yoke Covers Available 
the proper atnount and type of lubricat~t is applied, there is 
 not ti~uch left to adjust, assuming that there are no other Hatid-craffed leatl~er yoke covers ~ 4 t h  built-in posh- 
problems in the system. One m e ~ > ~ b e r  recently had his tail to-talk buttons. are now available for most aircraft 
screw rebuilt - bad bearings were found - bur eve!] theti the Prices are $150 each. or $120 for each yoke witli- 
trim was inearly impossible to ~iiove. out a push-to-talk switch. They are easily installed by the 

This is a problem wliich seems to be mucl~ more aircraft owner with Velcro fasteners along the back. 
prevale~~t during the wititer months as the lubricant it1 the For more infor~?~ation contact Warren Cregorie & 
system tends to cake up due to the cold. But. as you point Associates. (8001 634-0094 or (5101 420-5701. 
out. i t  can be a problem even it1 the summer. 

Frotn what I have beeti able to g:ltlier, there is loot Strange New Cure For A/C Belt Woes 
one single proble~n hut a variety which cat1 cause the prob- by Donald E. Walker 
lem. The only suggestio~i I call offer is to troubleshoot the 
entire system iticludi~~g all pidleys and compollents (i~iclud- I am the owr~er of a 1973 Cl~erokee 180 with air- 
ing tllose located nt the trim wlieel). conditioning which started eating alten~ator belts last fall. 

As to tlie hat sllrlf bulkliead, i t  is unforto~late that Eacl~ belt lasted two to six hours before twisting 'and self- 
11ot1e of tl~e afterrn:a.ket tiiat~ut~~cturers linve gotten approval destructing. 1 tried the same fixes others have. including 
for use ill a 180. I t  is :I natoral - the same bulkliead could be replacel~lent of all the pulleys. 
used 181 180 ~nodels. The o~lly problem is that no one has Tlte alternator was removed a ~ d  bench tested and 
do~ic n proper wcigl~t-a11d-bala~~ce c l~a~ige calculation and found to be OK. As far as we could tell the alignment was 
gottet~ the requisite approval for i~istallatiol~ from tlie FAA, correct. 

Early on it was apparent that the belts being sup- 
Wants Insight Into Prop Pitch plied by Piper (PM 568 85 1 )  were very tight when installed 

and, it? fact, allowed for no adjustment of tension. These 
.IetYCook. of Ta~npa. Florida. asked about whether belts bore Gates PIN 7M 1010. 

11e sllould linve Iiis propeller re-pitched on hisCherokee 140. lo desperation we contacted Gates a i d  obtained a 
Tile al~swer: couple ofnon-aviation certified7M 1030 belts. Sureenough, 

these were a good quarter inch longer than the ones sup- 
The propeller furr~isl~ed by the factory is generally plied by Piper and, when i~~stalled, appeared to be tbe 'or- 

considered to be the best cotnpromise overall in perfor- rect size. These belts should be readily available directly 
matlce. It is called a "cn~ise" prop to distioguish it from a from Gates so long as you do not tell them it has anything 
climb prop. to do with a11 airpla~e. 

The 140 has a staidard pitch of 58 inches. This However, the crux of the problem turned out to be 
r~iear~s that a plarie would travel forw,vd 58 inches for each son~etl~ing else altogether During the investigation, I be- 
complete revolution of the blade (assuming 100 percent ef- came aware thatjust priorto belt failure the ammeter showed 
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arhythmic fluctuation at a rate of about two to tluee swings you send me information pertaining to the iristallation ofthe 
per second. Attaching a voltmeter to the main buss showed mast and wiring? 
that duing this behavior the alternator was rapidly being Tim Nilssol~ 
t u r ~ ~ e d  off and on. Yreka, CA 96097 

On consulting my handy copy of Cherokee Hints 
and Tips, 1 ran across a comment that such ammeter swings Instrument panel renovation is a topic which comes 
were often caused by a defective master switch. I began to up frequently - especially where older model Cherokees are 
wolider if this could somehow be related to the belt prob- concerned. So I decided to get some tips from areal expert - 
lem. Derulis Wolter of Air Mod. 

My non-engineer's mind reasoned that if the al- Dennis has been involved in aircraft renovation for 
ternator was being rapidly tunied off and on while under many years andhas created afew really beautiful planes. He 
load, rapid changes in belt tension a ~ d  possibly some sort says that field approval via a 337 fonn is possible with the 
of harmonic vibration might result in twisting of the belt FAA - but the trick is to get the FAA representative involved 
and subsequent failure. BEFORE you start any work. Let them know i n  advance 

Since we had tried everything else short of remov- what you plan to do. 
u ~ g  the air conditiolier, I had my mechanic replace the master The big probleln is cost. Dennis says it is possible 
switch (He tl~ought I was nuts!) Voila!, no more ammeter to eat up 100 hours of shop time quickly when modifying 
fluctuation, and the most recent alternator belt has now panels. Your first step is to remove and discard the current 
reached 15 hours with no sign of wear and tear. panel a i ~ d  that plastic overlay. You will make a new panel 

I have no idea if the bad master really caused the out of aluinii~um and, although not at1 extremely difticult 
belt problem or if the gremlins just decided to go Iiotne, job, it involves skills that Inany A&P mechanics do not ex- 
but it is something to think about. I did bench test the old ercise well. 
master i l d  found that the alternator side was intennittent. Fortunately, according to Wolter, the skills are usu- 
On disassen~bly, the unit was full of dirt and the contacts ally available at many avionics shops. These people have 
were pretty well burned, so it needed to be replaced any- experience in reworking panelsand can probably give you :I 

way. few ideas. 
But, once again, it will cost. Dennis says to expect 

Screwdriver For Adjusting Compass tospend between $3,00Omd$4,000. The cost will belargely 
by Don Spangler labor, but not entirely. For example, when you get into the 

panel you ]nay tind you want to replace marginal engine 
Can't find a brass screwdriver for setting the colll- itistrumentatiot~ Those instruments were made by AC and 

pass? Get yourself about ten incl~es of brass welditig rod, are no longer available. Some may be re-buildable. but 0111- 

flattell the end with a hatnmeroo an anvil, vise or any thick ers will need to be replaced by more modern, more expel,. 
piece ofsteel. Then, use a file or bench grinder to square it sive replaceme~its. 
up to make it look like a screwdriver tip. Then use your A more moder~i panel can make tlyi~ig ;IN older 
vise or vise grips to bend the other end into a triangle shape. plane a lot Inore enjoyable, but before you start tearing illto 

tlie panel, make sure you know what you are gettinp, yoor- 
self into. I~~cidentally, Detnlis can be re;rclied at 11is sl~op. 

Wants to Update Instrument Panel Air Mod, Inc ,  Hangar 3. Lunken Airport, C ~ ~ ~ c i n ~ ~ a t i .  OH 
45226 (513) 321-5576. 

I a11 part owner of a 1963 Cherokee 180. Another 
partner and I would like to pursue our instrument rating so Reports On Electronic Tach 
we have decided to add the necessary equipment to make by Ray Greene 
57W an IFR airpla~e. 

We discovered substantial alterations to the exist- Here is some information on the Horizo~~ I'l000 
ing panel would be required to add the second radio with tachometer. 
ILS head, audio panel and ADF and we would still not have I have flown behind it now for 30 hours atid I t l i i~~k 
the standard "T" configuration for the flight instruments. it is great. It lias some faults, but overall i t  catl~iot be beat 
Have you heard of anyone replacing the panel or panel and First of all, my ineclianic says the instructio~is ibr 
dash with one from a newer Cherokee'! Did it require rn iostalling it were so simple even I could do i t .  Seco~~d ,  run 
STC or was field approval sufficient'? up is now a snap - no more guessing about R P M  d~tTerer~ces 
I a111 familiar with the companies that n~a~ufacture  custom - it shows you in numbers. It also shows you what mag is off 
panels. We thought this approacll wouldallow us to replace line. If you over-speed the engine a red light comes 011. And 
the fuses with circuit breakers and use the mounting hard- by pushing a button you can see what your top RPM was OII 

ware for the radios. 1 would appreciate any advice you might takeoff. Neat, hull'? 
have. Now the bad parts. 111 30 degree weather it has a 

We plan to add pitot heat while we are at it. Could tendency to keep recycling until it warnls up in about three 
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to tive minutes with the e11gi11e ruln~ing and cabin heat on. We foundtliat the carburetor heat valve was in sucl~ 
It takes about as long as it takes my loran to quit shivering good condition and sealed so well that the rain wliich cane  
and come on lilie. Kind of hard on a cold engine to guess at in through the filter box was held forward of the carburetor 
RPM when the tach is cycling from 688 to 1088. heat valve. a i d  starting the engine brought it right to the 

The other problem isn't quite so bad - jus t  takes cylinders. 
getting used to. The fourth number in line - the "one" digit. If the pilot had opened the carburetor heat valve 
seems to "flicker", meaning it will not be still. It is quite first, before cranking the engine. the water would have 
distracting at first, hut you get used to it. drained out and not caused a problem. It is a new one on 

Well, this is my report. 1 hope it helps anyone in- me, but it !nay helpat~otl~er pilot a id  save him alot ofgrief 
terested in this tach, I do not think you could buy a better 

Carb Heat--Yes or No? one. 
Ed. note: this tach is manufactured by Horizon 

Instnunents, lnc., 556 S. State College Blvd., Fullerton, CA Daryl Weir, of Carbondale. Kansas, asked why 
9261 1 (714) 526-1919. Cessna and Piper had different reco~nmendations in the use 

of carburetor heat. The answer: 
Resistor Value; Stubborn Screws First of all, Piper does not prohibit the use of car- 

buretor heat. It is pemiissible and you, the pilot, need to 
I am the owner of a PA-28-180, model C.  I would make tlie final choice. The difference between the recorn- 

like to obtain tlie resistance value and wattage rating of the mendatio~is of Cessna and Piper result more from philo- 
navigation light dimming resistor. Tliis is a fixed, wire- sophical differences than from differences in hardware. 
wound crra~nic resistor. Cessoa reasons that because no one can be sure 

111 addition, I want to submit my tecliniqoe for re- whether carburetor ice is fonning. better to use it on every 
moving those troubleso~ne wing tank screws. For tile ones lauding. Piper reasons that good operating technique requires 
that would not back out, with reasonable torque I used all that the pilot be aware of engine perfomia~lce and use car- 
impact drive and tiglite~ied them slightly. Very slight tight- buretor heat only when necessary. 
elling :1nd very carefully, with inipact blows. This proved Is the Cesst~a recommendation safer'? Not when you 
100 '?4 successti~l for ~ i i e  with the stubboni screws. consider that there is a downside to it. You should never 

Rill Schmauss have a problem with carburetor ice using tlie Cessna method, 
Sneads Ferry, NC 28460 but there is always the problem of a1 unexpected go-around. 

Anyone who has ever tried climbing a 140 with carburetor 
Your question pro~iipted me to go to the arcliives heat on knows that this c a i  be a real safety problem. As 

to try to Piper is quite aware, in an emergency situation lnariy pilots 
look up tliat resistor in an old parts manual. if it is the verti- will not remember tlie carburetor beat is 011 - perhaps ul~til 
cally mounted resistor on tlie lower panel located next to it is too late. 
the starter switch, it is part !lumber 484 407 and it is classi- One other PI-oblem - if a go-around is perfonlied 
tied as a 7.5 ohm resistor of 10 watts. with carburetor heat on. detonation is quite possible which 

Your tip on tightening hard-to-remove screws is a will certainly do your engine no good. 
good one. Sligl~t tightenitlg tends to break the corrosive bond Ifyou do decide to use carburetor heat during land- 
which holds the screw in place. The one caveat is, of course, ing, use tlie same techiiques as usual - do not try apower- 
~iot to damage the liead by i~s i~ ig  too much force. Other- on landing unless that is what you really want to do. And if 
wise, you enter the realm of drilling into tlie heads and us- you use carburetor heat, you need to remain aware of this 
ing the "easy out" ~iietlrod. should a go around be necessary. 

Strange New Source Of Ingested Water 
by George A Durham Jr. 

Last week we worked on the engine of a PA-28- 
140 including changing some hot and cold air ducts. The 
plane had been purchased with a "fresh anlual." 

The aircraft was then pushed outside with the nose 
pointed south to southeast. When the hard rains caliie, it 
blew right on the nose. 

After the pilot ran the battery down, we discov- 
ered a lot of water - some on the plugs and in the cylinders, 
but none in the fuel system. We cleaned the plugs and blew 
out the cylinders. The engine started right away and the11 
stopped - water again. 

Strange Pointing By ADF Radio 

I have a 1971 Cherokee I8OF. Since 1 bought it I 
removed the old switch box, Narco MK-I6 and Escort 110. 
1 ilistalled a KMA-24 audio panel, dual KX- 155% a KN-61 
DME 81 Flybuddy loran and I added only a half pound of 
weight! 

1 did not replace the Narco ADF 31-A. This is my 
problen~. Both before and after, the ADF always points 20 
to 40 degrees east of the actual bearing within five miles of 
the statio~i 1 have had both the ADF and tlie antellnachecked. 
Everything checked fine on the bench and 1 replaced the 
connecting cable. Still, I am 20 to40 degrees offwithin five 
miles of the station. 
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Does any other CPAniemberknowhow to fix what repaired due to cracks or enlarged screw attachment holes. 

electronically is not broken? These repairs consist of welding or installation of patches 
Charles E. Truthan and are not authorized by most maiufacturers. In cases of 
Grand Rapids, MI 49546 enlarged attachment holes, many operators are installing 

"fender" washers (large OD with small ID) to cover up the 
Unfortunately, electronics installation is a science enlarged hole. 

unto itselfaid only a good, qualified avionics technicia~ is This practice is not approved by most aircraft and 
going to be able to get to the bottom of this. Not only must propeller nia~lufacturers because an out-of-bala~ice condi- 
the equipment be working properly, but a good technician ti011 may ultilnately lead to disintegration of the spinner a id  
must be aware of possible interference witli other radios. a serious comproniise of safety. For the reasons previously 

Another CPA member, for exaiiple, had an ADF given, the followilig manufacturers have issued their policy 
which would give bizarre readings whenever one ofthe com OII propeller spiturer repair: 
radios was keyed, even with proper shielding and installa- Hartzell: No modification or repairs are to be made. 
tion. The solution there involved rulnlil~g ADF wiring to This is to include "patches" and doublers of a iy  type. The 
the port side of the ship aid tlie con1 radio wiring star- only know1 exception to this policy is repairs perfonlied 011 

board. PA-3 I series aircraft propeller spinners by the holder of a11 

Would Like to Fly Higher 
STC located in Tuckel, Georg~a 

McCauley There are no authorrzed repa~rs what- 
soever. 

I have a 1966 2358, N8616W. It is a good plaie Piper: There are no authorized repairs whatsoever. 
and I have owned it for 14 years. My only need is for more Operators should bear in lnind that any u~iautho- 
altitude capability for IFR tnps from the Willamette Valley rized repair renders the aircraft un-airworthy in accorda~ice 
to points east and south. with the FARs. 

Generally I have to deal witli 10,000 to 14,000 
foot MEAs My questions are: ( I )  are there any turbo in- 
stallatiolis available for tlie 235? What is the procedure if Swinging your Compass Card 
no STCs are available'? Does Turbo Normalizer make one'? by D. C.  Harris 

(2) I am looking at a1 engine soon. How much 
ceiling i~nprovelnent would a 260 or 300 horsepower en- This procedure was written to allow you to use tlie 
gitie add and how about STCs for these? N-S and E-W adjusting screws in your aircl-aft cornpass to 

Clayton Wood minimize tlie compass error caused by the magnetic influ- 
Albany, OR 97321 ence of your aircraft and its electrical syste~ii. 

If 110 outside forces (other tnag~letic fields) are act- 
As everyone who flies is aware, every airplane is ing on the compass and its N-S and E-W adjustments are 

acompromise. Solne ca l  carry big payloads, but at the cost correct, the colnpass card will always accurately point to 
of speed, while others are speed demons, but cramped and magnetic north. If a compass is being intlue~iced by the air- 
short on payload. craft, or something in the aircraft, the aniount of the devia- 

Unfortunately, when a plane does not meet tlie tion from magnetic north will chatlge as tlie compass card 
typical missionneeds, it may be utieconomical to attempt remains stationary and the aircraft and its contents are ro- 
to modify it so it does. In your case, it would probably be tated around tlie compass card. 
most economical to attempt to trade tliat~ to try to upgrade 'rliis procedure uses the adjustments 011 your com- 
your plane. pass to compensate for the magnetic fields found i n  your 

I know ofno one who offers a turbocharger for tlie aircraft. It is important, duritlg this procedure, to have the 
235. If one were available, it would not be cheap. A com- aircraft systems operating as close as possible as in an air- 
pany which does offer such a lnodificatioli for a Bonariza craft cross-country flight (engule ninning, radio on, nav lights 
advertises a price tag of $32,000 for that conversion. on, gyro spinning, etc.) Otherwise, all magnetic tields will 

I know of no commercially available STC for a not be compensated for. 
larger engine, either. A one-time approval for an engine This procedure simply adjusts your compass by turli- 
swap would definitely not be cost-effective. The FAA re- ing the plane until the compass reads exactly North, South, 
quires the same testing that would have to be done for a East or West and then uses a sighting tool to rotate your 
production plane. aircrafi exactly 180 degrees. If the compass reading does 

not change by exactly 180 degrees, the N-S and E-W adjust- 
Propeller Spinner Safety Recommendation ing screws are then used to adjust the reading to remove half 

of the indicated error. 
It has come to the attenti011 of FAA inspectors per- Begin by constructing a sighting tool. I made niy 

forming inspections on general aviation aircraft that many tool using a one-inch by one-inch by 60-inch piece of wood 
aircraft are operating with propeller spinners that have been stock with 112-inch finishing nails protruding about two 
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inches from the wood stock at each end. step 3. 

This tool is used outside of the aircraft in such a 9.  Once again, turn the aircraft, as in step 4. 
way that sighting over the tops of the finishing nails there is 10. Repeat step 5. 
an unobstructed view of a distant object. The further away 1 I. Repeat step 6. 
from the aircraft the distant object is located, the less paral- 12. Repeat step 7.  Go hack to step 3 and continue 
lax error will affect your adjustments. the compass adiustment. 

You should use the sighting tool in a level attitude 
so the view will be much the same when you turn the air- E-W Adjustment 
craft 180 degrees and sight the same object from the oppo- 
site end of the tool. The sole function of the tool is to pro- East-West adjusttnent is accomplished exactly as 
vide a way to accurately tun1 t l ~ e  aircraft 180 degrees. On was the 11orth-south adjustment except you begin by slowly 
my Cherokee 180, I placed the sigllting tool on the top of and carefully aligning the aircraft so the compass reads ex- 
the fuselage parallel to the wings. The tool could then be actly East. Obviously, when you use tlie sighting tool to 
moved up or dowm the slope of the fuselage to make the rotate the compass exactly 180 degrees, you are looking for 
tool height correct for sighting the distant object. an exact West reading. 

Tlie sighting tool ca11 actually be placed on any Once again, repeat all adjust~nents only this time 
convenient place on the aircraft. make thetn with the E-W screw. 

Move the aircraft into an area that will allow easy Finally, you may need to repeat the entire proce- 
positioning in any direction and will allow easy tuniing 360 dure starting with step 3 on tlle N-S adjustn~ent and con- 
degrees and will allow running the engine without interfer- tinue through the E-W adjustments until no further adjust- 
ing with people or other airplanes. 111ents are necessary. When no further adjustments are nec- 

Now, for those wllo are ready, here is the proce- essary you have con~pleted the compass adjustments that 
dure: insure that no errors exists because of magnetic influences 

within the aircraft. 
N-S Adjustment 

Convinced lJser Of Vortex Generator 
I .  Start the engine and power up all tlie equipment 

you would nonnally use during flight. About a year ago I llad discussions with most of 
2. Slowly position the aircraft so the compass indi- the \-endors of speed mods concerning the efficacy of vor- 

cates EXACTLY NORTH. Set tlle parking brake and re- tex generators as a speed mod. The consensus of opinion 
cllcck the colnpass reading. Shot dow~i the engine. power was that vortex generators could not increase cruise speed 
off tlie electrical equipment (to conserve battery power and because they would unavoidably add drag which would de- 
make it safe to exit the aircraft). crease cruise speed. 

3.  Exit the aircraft and place the sighting tool on Eve~yone agreed that VGs could lower stall speeds, 
tlie aircraft ill some co~~ve~i ient  location that allows you to hut tliere was disagreeme~it on cruise speeds. One ma1 I 
sigllt a distant object. Tape tlle sighting tool to the aircraft spoke with was clearly irritated that suc11 a misguided un- 
securely with masking tape while keeping it level a id  aligned derstanding should be attracting so much undeserved atten- 
with the distant object. tion. Yet the few who were using VGs on their Cherokees 

4. Release the parking brake and tun1 the aircraft were convinced their cruise speed was improved. 
exactly 180 degrees as determined by viewing the distant The controversy sparked my curiosity. In asking 
object from the opposite end of the sighting tool. Set the arou~ldforinfom~ation I finally foundsomeone withanopen 
parking brake. mind AND considerable experience. He sent me about 50 

5. Remove the sighting tool and place tlie tool and pages of xeroxed material onvortex Generators (VGs). Not 
masking tape far enough away so they will not he disturbed "popular" stuff, these were research reports of wind tunnel 
when the etlgine is started. experiments, irlcluding pictures of laminar flow, turbulent 

6. Enter tlie aircraft, start the engine, power up all flow and discussions of factors contributing to each. I was 
the equipment you would nonnally use during a flight, and fascinated. 
note the compass reading. If the conlpass is indicating ex- Shortly thereafter, Art Matson introduced his VG 
actly south, proceed to the E-W adjustments in step 13. kit. 1 was ready to spring for it, but he didn't offer it formy 

7. Adjust the N-S adjust~nent screw until it reads Cherokee Six. So, l decided to experiment on my own, based 
half way between the present reading and South. It is im- on what I had heard and read. The VGs I tried were similar 
portant to adjust only one half the error out. After the ad- to Art's in that 1 located them in the wing root area. 1 got 
j u s t n ~ e ~ ~ t ,  release the parking brake and slowly position the about a five mp11 increase in IAS at cruise using 22 inches 
aircraft so the compass indicates exactly south, Set the park- MP. I removed the VGs and the improvement disappeared. 
ing brake and recheck tlle compass reading. Shut down the And, of course, the VGs located the stall speed also, by 
engine and power oft' the electrical equipment again. about five mph. 

8. Exit the aircraft and use the sighting tool as in I tufted the wing root area on the pilot side so I 
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could observe wllat was going 011. The tufts told me a lot. are collcenled about is bringing up oil temperature to a work- 

It is very clear to me now that both sides of the ing range before takeoff High power with semi-congealed 
original argument are correct: ( I )  VGs tl~en~selves are a oil is what does the damage to your engine. 
source of drag which contributes to lower cruise speeds. The plate should remain it~stalletl for the worst of 
and (2 )  VGs c m .  under certain circu~nsl;u~ces, illcrease the winter and retnoved when you c a ~  expect temperatures 
cruise speeds. to remain generally above the 50 degree mark. It is not an 

The reason why wing-root VGs can i t~~prove a iten] which you should have to illstall and remove on a regu- 
Cherokee's cruise is apparently due to the considerable lar basis for each individual flight you make. 
washout in the Hershey-Bar wing. Due to this washout, the 
iviilg-root area, even at cnlise, has a11 excessively highangle- Seat Adjustment; Painting Wing Tips 
of-attack. The tufts showed a stall beginning in the wing- 
root area as early as 90 mp11. I a ~ n  six-foot-eight and get very cramped and numb 

It  is safe to ~ S S L I I I I ~  that this wing-root has no lami- after one hour. What adjustments can I make to the seat back 
nar flow to worry about, so it is a good candidate for VGs. and pedals to be Inore comfortable on loilger flights'! 
The high angle-of-attack and lack of laminar flow are al- What paint does not peel from my fiberglass droop 
ready contributitlg to excessive drag in this area. wing tips' This is very annoying. 

The VGs improve the lift, even during cruise, and John C. Blair 
this lets us lower tile aircraft's attitude, which lowers the Plymouth. NH 03264 
overall drag. The tufts confinii it: the stall is delayed until 
well below 90 with the VGs in place. llnfortunately, neither the seats tior r ~ ~ d d e r  pedals 

I did some deep stalls with and without the VGs; I are adjustable so as to provide you with much relief. Some 
was concerned that the VGs would compromise the membershave retnoved the 140 seatsand replacedrhen~ with 
Cherokee's legendary stall characteristics. They did not. the later model articnlating seats, but that still will leave 
They did slightly reduce my stall but'tet. Without the VGs, you with a cramped cabin. linfottunately, when the Chero- 
during a departure stall, the but'tet in my Six will shake kee (and most other ligllt planes) were designed, it was to a 
your teeth out. With the VGs it isn't quite so violent, but one-size-fits-all pl~ilosophy. 
there is still lots of wanling, and still no wing drop. As to the paint on the wing tips, just about any good 

So I atn convinced. VGs in the Cherokee's wing- paint should adhere - enamel, polyurethane, or lacquer. As 
root are probably the closest thing to a free lunch as I have with any painting, the end result will depend largely up011 
ever seen surhce preparatioi~ According to the folksat Randolph Prod- 

By lowering the stall speeds and consequent land- ucts you need to use an epoxy primer before pailitil~g. Then 
ing speeds there is a signiticant improvetnent in safety. In paint just as if it were tnetal. 
my opinion, Art Matsoo is to be commended for offering 
his kit. Art says he is now working on the STC for the Sixes. Still Needs Shoulder ilarness 
I want to be his first custotner because 1 do not want to 
have to niake my Six experinlental in order to have the The Piper Owners' Magaritie r e c o ~ ~ ~ t ~ i e ~ ~ t l s  slloul- 
VG's advaltages. Art Mattson call be reaclled at AMR&D, der llanless kits for the front seats of my PA-28. How and 
Inc., (815-338-7345.) where can I purchase this kit for illy 15. SIN 47 I'! 

I recently tried Wag-Aero, but their kit did (lot tit 
When To Use Winterization Plate my vintage Cherokee atid I had to send it back. 

Michael A. Argtntieri 
W. M. Conway, of Brownsville, Tennessee, asked West Orange, NJ 07052 

w h e ~ ~  he should use the winterization plate on his Chero- 
kee 140. The answer: As you have noticed, the problem with Wag Aero's 

approach to tlre problem - one size fits all - is that i t  ottet~ 
The oil winterization plate is not a red-line item, does not work. 

There is no specific temperature or flying condition when Unfortunately, you are left with just one viable 
the plate must be installed and one at which it must be source fora kit a11d that is Piper Aircraft Corp. Service lelter 
removed. You are kind of on your o w  in making the deter- 953 covers retrofitting shoulder harnesses to Piper products. 
mination. In fact, from the number of letters we receive, Also imfortunately, that bulletin indicates tRat a 
there are a lot ofCherokee 140's out there with NO plates - standard kit is available for later model planes - those wit11 
they were lost years ago and the planes are being f l o m  serial numbers afier 28-2478. For 150's with earlier serial 
regularly with no winterization plate at all. numbers, sucli as yours, Piper indicates that installations are 

Geuerally, I recommend you make your decision available by special order only. Applicability infomlation 
based on ground temperature. The tell or even twenty de- and price quotations will be provided by Piper Aircraft Cor- 
gree difference betweell ground and aloft tenlperatures will poration upon requests submitted thorough your Piper Field 
not make that much difference to your engine. What you Service facility, according to Piper. 
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Cranking should be liniited to no inore than 10 sec- 

Solid Crank Means No CIS Propeller onds at a time. with a tl~ree-minute cool dow~r period - you 
by Dallas Vauglilz do not want to damage tlre staner during a starting attempt. 

Ifthe problem persists. you may need to look else- 
Larry Dixon is going to be awfully disappointed if where, i e . ,  carburetor adjustnrent and magneto operation 

11r attenipls to convelt an 0-360-A4A engine to constalit and timing. 
speed operation (Marcb edition, page 13). That model en- 
gine, according to lily data, is a solid crank engine and catz- Wants Wheel Pants 
not be nzoditied lo constant speed. 

I tliouglzt the first solid crank engine was tlze A4M I recently purclzased tny tirst airplane. a 1078 AF 
as in the Archer. In any case. if there is no red band on the cher 11. it is really a great airplane. 
tachometer. covering about 2150 through 2350 tpm. the My problem is the wlieel pants. The 1978 iizodrl 
etigine is tlze solid crank version and cannot be modified, came out \vitlz tlze current fat style \vheel pant. 'i'lzcse pants 

1 have tlze Pacitic Propeller STC which converts are very aerodynaiiic wzd look nice - tiom a distance. 
the A3A to an AIA, then installs the Arrow propeller. I am My wheel pants. lio\vever. were made of injeclion 
fussing about whether to use it as is or to attempt to go right molded plastic. The nosewheel cover seems tine. but llie 
to a three-blade. Either way. as you mention. it aiu't gonna' main u.lieel pants are cracking and lzave already bee11 re- 
be cheap. Figure S5-6 tlzousazd. paired. I really need to replace then]. 

The Piper factory wa~its S3.500 to replace tlzr niai~i 
Matching Your Plane's Paint wheel pants and they l i a ~ e  at least a six month waiting list. 
by Bob Phillips Can you suggest conrpanies that I slioold contact. I 

lia\.e been told tliere is a builder in Texas. but I cannot tilid 
Wlze11 trying to~~iatclz paint colors you canget very out ~vho  he is. What about Globe'! A sal\;age yard'! 

close by takilig a salnplr to a11 automotive paint si~ppiier. It is very important that tile quality be truly good. 
They can !nix any sl~ade and color in aerosol cans to gi\e an Bob Eurick 
exact tnzatcli as I did \vith red, orallge and white on my 235. Beaverton. OR 97006 

Hard Starting Cherokee 180 

We have a l9h7 180 ir-ith :I l.yco~ni~ig 0-360-A-IA 
iiistalled wliicli has 7 10 lioors since major. 011  initial start 
up tlze engine stalts easily using tiomial procedures. 

However. on sobseqoe~it starts. ~vitli a wannn or hot 
engine. i t  is extremely difticult to start using either inorinal 
or altcniale starting tecliniques. Viliually every stalting teclz- 
tiique has been tried. iticluding attempts by several differ- 
ent well-qualified A&Ps with 0.360 ktiowledge. 

Wlie~i start up is finally achieved, i r  is difticult to 
pilzpoi~it uliat was dolie to make it s t a~ t .  What seenied to 
ivork on one start is iio goaralitee that it will work 011 the 
tiext ocie. 

Any ide:~s 011 trcl~~iiques or possible problems? 
Hob Cirav-s 
I'el~sacola. FL 32507 

Could be you iiave a problem wit11 your e ~ ~ g i n e .  I 
tnote that it was maiored just 2 10 hoi~rs ago. Check tlie rout- 
ing of t l ~ r  file1 lines to make sure tliey are not u~zlrecessarily 
close to exliaust pa~ t s .  Most of tlie tinze, hard starting when 
hot tunzs out to be a filel-related (rather tliaiz an ignition) 
problem. 

Most hot-start problelns (and suggested cures) re- 
late to fuel-it~jected aircraA. For carbureted engines, gener- 
ally you want to simply crack the throttle and the11 start 
cranking. Do not pump tlie throttle. 

If this fails, you might try two short (partial) bursts 
with the pruner, atid then try cratlking one Inore time. 

In response to your letter col~cerizing wlieel pazts. 
right no\\. your choices are pretty ~izi~cli either Piper or Globe. 
You can also try the salvage yards. but tlze wheel p:~nts you 
get niay or inay not meet your qualifications. 

Globe Fiberglass does build quality products and 
the fiberglass holds up much better that1 the factory job. 
You probably should call Ken Rickert at Globe ar~d talk to 
him about what is available. He is probably the mosl knowl- 
edgeable guy ill the business. 

I know of no one in Texas. Kenzie Industries makes 
some interior plastic parts. but no fail-ings or exterior plas- 
ttc. 

Penn Yan Offers 160 hp Conversion 

Judging by tlie number of questions we receive. it 
would appear that there are lots of Cherokee 140 owners 
who would like just a little bit more power in their planes. 
This is the reason a colzversiolz to 160 horsepower is so popu- 
lar. 

A number of companies have held STCs for this 
conversion over the years - many have gone out ofbusiness, 
but tlie conversion is still available from Penn Yan Aero 
Services, of Penn Yan, New York. 

P e m ~  Yau's STC calls for removal of the 0-320- 
E3D engine and installation of a 0-320-D3G engine or a 
conversion of tlie E2A etlgilze to I60 horsepower. The end 
result: the owner of a Cherokee 140 or a 151 cat1 get the 
extra horsepower which will make for much more reassur- 
ing takeoifs and climbs. 
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The PennYa~l conversion requires the use ofastali- or screws. They slip in and out easily and don't blow away 

dard Piper propeller. It can be pitched to either 58 or 60 in a wind. Best of all, for $2 worth of plastic, you can make 
inches, according to the STC, although Penn Y~II recom- several sets for yourself and friends. 
mends the 58 inch pitch. Metal cutting shears work best for cutting the plas- 

You can purchase the STC from Pe~m Yan - the tic I used. The yoke should be full forward and secure. 
cost is a modest $250 (1994). Or you can pwchase a new AAer cutting out the covers I placed masking tape 
engine from the company. They offer a Penn Yan factory pieces one inch apart diagonally on each and spray painted 
rebuilt engme. with the STC, for either tlie 140 or 151 for them red. Removal of the tape gives a striped effect. Tbis, 
S8,750. Or, if you wait a (Lycoming) factory rebuilt en- plus a red plastic streamer, reminds you to remove them be- 
gine. tire cost is $9,816 fortbe 140 or 59,916 fora 151. All fore flying. 
engmes are priced in the crate, with new magnetos, new If anyone is interested, send me a stamped-self ad- 
wiring harnesses, new fuel pumps and factory rebuilt car- dressed envelope and I will send you my patten~sand asmall 
buretors and starters. saniple of the plastic I used plus notes on where to cut and 

For inore infom~ation contact Pe~ui Yan at 2499 where to bend. Best of all, it is free. 
Bath Road, Penn Yan, NY 14527. Or call (315) 536-2333 
or (800) 727-7230. Add On Strobe 

by Daii Caliendo 
Tightened His Sun Visors 
by Lou Brinkman A strobe as a replacement for a rotating beacon is a 

good way to improve a Cherokee. You have previously sug- 
The visors on my Archer liave been loose and wob- gested Whelen, but anyone considering this route should also 

bly almost fro~n the day it was built. I removed the visor consider contacting Knots-2-U (616-526-9646.) 
swivel an11 and drilled a 1148 l~ole in the threaded end, just I do not want to insult anyone's intelligence, but I 
above the upper pl~enolic spacer. I then replaced the exist- was naive enough to learn a simple less011 the hard way. 
ing lock nut with a 10-32 castle nut and cotter pin. The Wlielen (and I suspect Knots-2-LJ) offers a beacon 
hole in the b e  is larger than tlie ann to allow for adjust- replacement that is all self-contained as far as the power 
m e ~ ~ t .  Be sure to use a 114 inch extellla1 star washer be- supply goes. All you need is the hot wire you already llave 
tween the top of the frame and the upper spacer as the i n  g o i ~ ~ g  to the tail. 
ten~al type will chew up the an11 when the visor is rotated. I spent un~iecessary dollarsgetting a onit that would 

tie into my wingtip strobes before I discovered this fact. 
Another lesso~i was to avoid the clear le~is  on tlie front and 
red lens on hack model. The strobe hitting the wings and 
prop were a vertigo-inducing distractiot~. 

Get tile full red lens ar~d you lnay eve11 want to put 
a strip of tape on the lower 112 to I13 on the inside of the 
lens at the front to minimize the red strobe on the wing. 

Years ago 1 rebuilt the old revolving bulb strobe on 
my 180. The rebuild lasted less than two years and was al- 
most as expensive as astrobe. (Again. I got scared off by the 
price of a separate power pack.) 

Glareshield & Door Weather Stripping 

1 I I have a few questions on my 1972 Cherokee 140. 

L I  I Where can I obta~n apat ten~ for the tnater~al that 

Watch Out for Nesting Birds covers the top of the ~nstxument paiiel (where the compass 
and defroster vents are mounted)' 

by August S Raber 
2 What would be a good cho~ce of mater~al to use 

as a replacement for the above'! 
If you own a Cherokee you qualify as a bird 

3. Several years ago I replaced the quarter-round 
watcher; not the flying machine kind, but the nesting breed. 

seal onmy cabin door. Although I used agenuine Piper seal, 
Spring briugs out nesting instincts and the Chero- 

the final fit wasn't very snug and had to be augmented with 
kee has lots of lioles for birds. 

weather-stripping to eliminate wind noise (the door is not I purchased covers for the cowl and air filter for 
sprung or twisted). The seal was positioned so that both flat 

my Cherokee 140, but no one fabricates covers for the rear surfaces were against a In order to obtain a tighter 
openings next to the horizontal and vertical stabilator. 

fit it seems the seal would have to be positioned so that only 
So, I made some out of plastic. No glue, no velcro 

one flat surface was providing support, but doing that looks 
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as if it wouldn't provide adequate swface contact for::mple atid of leaking exhaust pipe to cylinder head gaskets. 
strength. I wish to replace the seal once again, this time The bulletin annou~ices alternative attaching liard- 
positioning it so additional weather-stripping isn't required. ware and improved exhaust gaskets to cure tlie problem, 
Can you tell me the correct placement'! The bulletin requires discarding oftlie twelve plain 

4. What type of adhesive do you recommend'! nuts and lockwashers which attach the exhaust pipe flange 
Paul Gregory to the engine cylinders, as well as of t11e six exliaust gas- 
Seymour, CT 06483 kets. 

The exhaust system is then reinstalled with six 
Tlie glareshield area on top of a Cherokee pallel blow-proof exhaust gaskets. and twelve each wasl~crs atid 

often looks terrible because tlie heat tlirough the windshield locknuts. Parts are available from Lycorniog. Piper suggests 
causes it to crack and fade. 111 fact, Don Stretch, of Aitiex compliance at the next regular inspection. but not more tliat~ 
Products says lie receives about five calls a day frotn own- 50 hours after receipt of tlir bulletin. 
ers who want to refinish theirs. Also. Piper has released Service Bulletin 926A 

Unfortunately, there is no pattern available. You wliicl~ applies to several Piper tnodrls including tlre Ti~rbo 
need to make one yourself, custotn fitting the area with Saratoga and Tio-bo Saratoga SP (1980 through 1984 mod- 
butcher paper or some other material. Then use that mate- els with listed serial tiombers.) 
rial as your patten). The bulletin was issued to assure distribution of 

Do11 says lie recommends a flat-finish black vinyl Hartzell service bulletin lb5E wl~ ic l~  pertailis to cracks tri 

material. He sells, what lie calls the Cherokee cover, for cetiai~i Hartzell three-blade propeller hubs Tliese cracks. ~f 
$20 - an excellent buy. You cat1 use either regular vinyl not detected, tnay lead to loss of propeller blades. 
nraterial or you call use pleated vinyl. Cloth will work, but The bulletin is applicable only to propellers listed 
it not olily dry-rots, it will fade quickly in tire hot sun and in a hub model/serial number listing. 
soon look ratty. The bullet it^ requires eddy current i~ispectiot~ oftlie 

Installation just about requires windsl~ield re~noval alfecled hubs at 10 hour intervals. 
and you had better plat1 on a hard day of work. This is one "Hanzell recognizes that sucli dematiding inspec- 
reason thejob is often done by owners themselves - they get tioti requirrtnents will cause added difticulty in tneetitig 
sticker sliock when they add up tlie cost of eight hours of aircraft operational cotntnitments. Ilowever, we believe that 
shop time. such requirements are !necessary in order lo maintain ilight 

Don says he does not waste ti~iie on the defroster safety. Hatizell is, and has been attempting to dratnatically 
ducts - drill offthe screw heads and let the screws fall to tlie increase the production rate of replacetnent hubs wliicli, 
floor. Tlien, when you :we ready to reinstall, drill new holes when installed, will eliminate the requirements of this bul- 
and mount the ducts with sheet metal screws. letin." 

When culti~ig tnate~-ial, make sure you leave about The bulletin further cautions that a visual inspec- 
a half i~lch to tuck under edges - eyebrows or panel edge. tion of the hub, in itself, is 110 longer considered adequate. 
You call h ~ c k  tlle inaterial undel-molding edges using a putty Ao eddy current inspection must also be perfor~iied. It also 
knife. contains the caution that "effective eddy current testing re- 

Sealing a Cherokee cabin door is always a head- quires experienced. well-trained personnel, wlro are famil- 
ache because the door is always sotnewl~at irregular - it  is iar with proper procedures for instrument calibration atid 
tighter in sotiie places than ill others. usage of the equipment." 

You need to take enough tinie to fit the seal, work- 
ing it i l l  so it is looser in those areas where there is a bigger Battery Preservation - A Few Don'ts 
gap. by Terry Lee Rogers 

One possible solution would be to use a different 
seal. A seal wlriclr comes higlily recommended is called the More aircraft batteries are replaced because of care- 
"5022 Seal" and is available frotn Brown Aircraft Supply, lessness or inattention tliati from any other cause. And it is a 
4123 Muncy Road, Jacksonville. FL 32207 (904) 196-6655. real shame, because battery care is one of the easier preveo- 

A good adhesive, both for the dash and for install- tive maintenance tasks wliicli a pilot may legally pet-lbnii. 
ing the door seal, is 3M 3OOL which is both easy to work Aircraft batteries are the familiar lead-acid type 
with and liiglily effective. use for ages in aircraft and autotnobiles alike. But unlike 

the autoniotive counterpart, tlie aircraft battel-y requires a 
Two Saratoga Service Bulletins bit more TLC - it is lighter in weight and a bit Inore delicate 

than the auto~notive variety. 
Piper has issued Service Bulletin No. 968 pertain- Battery maintenatrce has bee11 covered in these 

ing to the Saratoga 11 exhaust system. Piper considers coln- pages before - it involves keeping proper water level in the 
pliance mandatory. cells and periodically inspecting the battery atid cables. But 

According to the bulletin, reports have beell re- there are a few definite don'ts which ~nust  be avoided if 
ceived of one or tnore loose exhaust pipe attachment nuts decent battery life is to be expected. 
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So, here are some of the more common mistakes to end up'? That's right, inside your battery box. 

which pilots make (and which are guaranteed to reduce The filler tube inside the battery ends in a split ring 
your battery to scrap value in no time at all). at the bottom. You want to have electrolyte cover the plates, 

\j Failure to inspect and Service Frequently in Hot but not go above the split rings. 
Weather. Hot weather affects your battery requiring inore d Overcharging. If your battery is collstantly running dry. 
f,-equent service. The reason: chemical reactions occur more either you are not checking it enough or your system is over- 
rapidly as temperatures rise. Everything a battery does oc- charging. Check out the charge voltage with your aircraft 
curs at a quicker tempo during summer months. engine r u ~ n ~ i ~ i g  at a high idle rpm. (God, watch out for those 

As a result, inactive batteries tend to discharge propellers, folks.) 
fzister in hot weather and active batteries tend to gas the The reading should be no more that1 14.8 volts. If it 
electrolyte taster in summer. In fact, reactions inside a bat- is higher, your voltage regulatorneedsadjust~~rent or replace- 
tery increase in speed exponentially according to tempera- ment. 
ture' 4 Permitting acid bridging. If wetness appears on the 

What should you do'! First of all. check the bat- battery, it needs to be cleaned up. If it persists, you end up 
tery more kequently - at least twice a month during the with acid bridging. the acid forms a good conductor from 
sutnmer. Bring the water level at each cell up to level. Keep one battery tennilla! to allother your battery will be con- 
21 record of how ~nruch water is required to bring each cell stalltly discharging. That is llntil it dies completely and you 
up to snutf'and you will have all idea as to how soon you end up buying a~~otber.  
need to check again. To stop acid bridging, simply wipe the top of the 

Check the specific gravity of each cell. To do so battery with a wet towel treated with baking soda (make 
you will need to buy a good hydrometer. You want a slnall sure no baking soda enters the vent caps). Repeat the treat- 
hydrometer wl~ich will work well with the small amount of ment if acid buildup is heavy. 
electrolyte you can extract from an aircraft battery, and one d Boost charging the B ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  l-his probleln occurs 
\vllicb has a numerical scale - not just a "good-bad color yell suddenly you have a colnpletely dead battery and 
indication or a series of floating balls. you are in ahurry to get somewhere. You do not want to wait 

The readillgs should be within 050  of each other, for a proper charge the ten percent ru le  above) 
lftlle average reading is 1.225 or less, you need to remove so you opt for a a in the battery is 
the battery from the plane and place it on a charger You subjected to a rate for ten or 15 I n i l l U t e s  ~ l ~ i ~  
should use a charge rate approximately 10 percent of the can be a battery killer, 
amp-hour rating of the battery (three to four amps for a If your battery is old and badly sulfated, you will 
typical 35 amp-hour battery). not charge the battery with this condition - you will merely 

You are charged gravity read- overheat it, boil out some of the acid and perhaps warp the 
ings reach about 1.265 or when three consecutive lrydrom- plates, 
eter readings taken an hour apart show no change in spe- If your battery is in very good condition, but merely 
cific gravity. Also, discontitlue charging any time the bat- down (you did to off the switcll 
tery electrolyte temperature exceeds 120 degrees (the bat- the last tilne you flew. the qll,ck charge be 
tery will be very wan11 to the touch). Telnperatllres in ex- used in an elllergellcy, but i t  lleeds to be limited . more 
cess of this will damage the battery plates. than 10 amps for 15 minutes and watch the temperature care- 

d Failure to insure good connections. Battery terminals fully, 
and cables need to be cleaned periodically. You need to If the battery is really old and sulrated, you might 
remove the tennilla1 wing nuts and eyeball the situation. try to revive it wit11 a trickle charge - a charge rate of less 
Use a wire brush to insure good conductivity. than one amp - for two or three days. If that does not do the 

After everything is cleaned up, you reconnect. trick, the battery is beyond help and a new replacement is i n  
Twist the wing nuts as hard as you can with your fingers; 
too loose and resistance will cause the tem1inal to over- 4 Failure to keep records, You need to know how old 
heat. your battery is, what its specific gravity history and water 

But too rig1rt is too. screws 'wide usaee historv have been. Otherwise, you are not eoinr to be 
L, - - 

battery tenninal are actually bolts which were imbedded in able to spot karly of trouble alld you will up 
the tenninal when it was formed from tnolten lead. Tight- being olle of those who first out has a problem when 
ening the bolt too much will cause it to loosen and form a it is tilne to crank up the engine, That can be as inconveniellt 
cavity in the tenninal. This loose bolt will cause resistance 2e -- ..--.. 
and can result m a post tueltdown One final thought Take a few precautions when 
d Overfilll~lg the battery You do llot want cells to xun work~ng around a lead-ac~d battery That a c ~ d  cat] eat through 

dry, but you also do not want to overfill TO do So causes almnmun - ~t can eat through flesh and eyeballs, too 
the batte~y to lose ac~d ,  a problem m and of ttself And as a Safety glasses may seem llke the slssy way to go, 
secoildary problem, guess where that acid has a tendency but ask anyone who has been surprrsed by a sudden, unex- 
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pected, explosion from a battery, a t d  you will know why nally. these Bendix magnetos are inclutled with ;I blue data 
some simple precautions are necessary. plate, marked "remanufactured." witit a serial number lower 

Make sure you have at ample supply ofwater avail- than 90 100 1 
able to wash off any skin or facial areas which come in A note indicates that the newest magneto aRected 
contact with acid. by the bulletin was built December 3 1 .  1978. Mag~tetos built 

by Bertdix iu Jacksonville or by TCM in Atlanta are not 
Coping with the Bendix Mag AD'S affected. 

Of course, to use this information you nerd to read 
Magnetos are one essential aircraft accessory which your data plate. Wash those plates carefully wit11 soap a l~d 

is oftell lteglected by aircraft owners. Out of sight, out of water. One member reports that heavy cleaning with sol- 
mind. Two events can bring the magneto out of anonyn~ity - vents not only removes the data, i t  retnovetl tlte color from 
sudden engine stoppage or the receipt of an AD issued by his plate. He ended up not knowing what he had. 
tlte FAA. What you will do is ope11 the affected magnetos 

Although AD'S on maglletos are rare. owners of and check for coils identificatio~t. The bad coil in tlte S- 
many Bendix-equipped aircraft have bad to corrtend not only 1200 series is marked patt nti~nber 10-34927 I : I I I ~  is "opnquc 
with one AD, but with two ... and two service bulletins as amber" in color. That pan needs to be replaced with palt 
well. All since the first of the year. ~ ~ u ~ n b e r  10-391088 ialtboug11 you are supposed to order 10- 

Each AD was promulgated to address a particular 391088- 1 ) .  
probleln. And each AD comes with one service bulletin to Once the work is done the magneto case is to be 
expowtd on that deticie~~cy. stamped wit11 a "C". 

First the AD's. AD 94-01-03 requires replacement Capacitor replacement is covered by AD 94-0b-0') 
of certain coils in Bendix magnetos, including the S-1200 and Teledyne Col~ti~tental Critical Service Bulletin (CSBI 
series. The FAA is estimating that the AD will affect 20.000 641. Covered are magnetos ivitli capacitors, palt tiumber 
planes with all "impact" on general aviatioll of approxi- 10.340276, with date codes of 93-40 and 93-42 
~nately $15 mil l io~~.  This allows for $700 for parts ror each When the work is accomplislted, the magiieto data 
magneto. plate is to be stamped with a letter "E". 

However, the sane  agency is suggesting the AD Slick Aircraft Products. the other major maglieto 
call he ;tccotnplisl~ed witlt one hour of shop time per mag- supplier, is ]lot shy i n  suggesting Slick Mag~~etos as all al- 
lneto. Tliat hour would be spell1 opening tile cowl. retnovi~ig terrtative tnethod of AD complia~ice. Slick magnetos are ~iot 
tile ]magneto. splittirig the inaglleto, identifying a11d replac- affected by either AD and tlte coa of obtaining two nrw 
i~ig  the coil. reasse~nblit~g the maglleto. reii~stilllillg i t  011 Slicks is about half what AD compliance would cost ( i l l -  

I e g i i e  a t i l i  - t i l l i ~ t g  1 elgille. t i l e  a s y  cludi~ig a llew wiri~tg h;il-~~ess.) 
Ilour, indeed. .To ltelp m:ike its point. Slick a~~noititcrd a rebate 

T l~e  All would need to be accomplished \vitl~il~ 100 program wl~ich would rebate a total of S200 and also pro- 
llotlrs or at the time of the next i~ispectiot~, whicl~ever comes vide a 5300 core credit for anyone who switclles to Slick 
lirst. tnagltetos and retoms the original Bendix magnetos :oid 

ADO4-O(tO9 covers replilcetnel~t of cettaili capaci llan~ess to Slick. 
tors wl~icl~ may t e ~ ~ d  to sllort il~tet-ltally iuid produce a "llot" Slick's repiltatio~t suffered several years wherl the 
magneto even whr~ i  the igltition switch is in the off posi- company concentrated on "throw away" magnetos. bui rr- 
tio~r. cellt products ltave gottell inuclt better reputatiot~s. 

'The AD inilst be nccomplislled withi~t ten lhours of For more information colltact your Slick distribu- 
receipt of the "Priority Letter All.'' tor, or call the Slick service department at (815) 965-4700 

Hot11 AD'S nerd l~ot be complied with at the same 
time. althoi~gI~ i t  will be Inore ecot~olnical i n  inaoy cases to Refurbish Those Control Yokes 
do so. ADO4-06-09. i l l  some cases, may be performed witli- 
out removilig the ]magnetos - depending on the clearance The i~ i s tmme~~t  panel is itnpressive, the upholstery 
i~ivol ved. i~~t~naculate.  Yet there it sits - a deteriorated co~itrol yoke. I t  

WIlat specifically needs to he do~~e'! looks bad, it reels bad. 
The coils are covered 1101 o11ly by AD '14-01-03, Most control yokes are an alnminum alloy that 1s 

but by Teledylie Contit~e~ltai Mandatory Service Bulletitt plastic coated. Ever~tually the plastic cracks and peels off 
(MSB) 614. 'The first proble~n involves detern~il~ing which the substrate. Sweat a i ~ d  contaninates corrode the exposed 
magnetos are involved. alloy leaving pits and pock marks. 

All S-1200 magnetos are ittcluded if they have a The original coating was created using powdered 
red Bendix (not TCM) data plate having a serial number plastic which is melted onto the aluminwit. The process has 
with a letter prefix A and a number of 132843 or lower. two problems: poor adhesion and pi~tltole sized marks in 
Also included are red data plates (Bendix, not TCM) with- the finish. 
out a letter prefix a t d  with nwnbers below 2000000. Fi- Over the years, CPA has recommended several 

279 
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fir~lis to recondition yokes, but those firms have since dis- Only the toe-in is adjustable oti Cherokees - castor 
appeared. However, Sacranento Sky L a ~ ~ c h  is offering a and camber are nonadjustable. Toe-in is adjusted by moving 
service which makes those yokes look brand new. washers around on the joint connecting the torque links of 

They use a special process which illvolves strip- the wheels. 
ping offthe old plastic and then pre-cleaning the yoke with For most planes, the factory standard was probably 
plastic bead blasting. one washer under the head of the bolt and three spacer wash- 

The yoke is the11 heated to 300 degrees F. to de- ers under the nut - a total of four washers. If you add a11 
gas. Next, virgin glass bead is used to blast clean the yoke, additional washer to the head, you need torenlove one from 
Then, to eliminate any traces of glass bead from the metal the end to keep the total number of washers the same. 
the yoke is ultrasonic cleaned and oven dried. Here is the procedure: 

Finally a coating is applied. The coating is a hy- I. Place a straightedge, no less that1 12 feet long, 
brid epoxy/polyester plastic which is applied as a dry pow- across the front of both main latiding gear wheels. Butt the 
der. eliminating ally air entrapment. The powder is then straightedge against the tire at the hub level of the landing 
cured at 400 degrees F. gear wlleels. Jack up the plane just far enough to obtain a six 

Just about any color or texture can be applied. Typi- and a half inch dimension between the center line of the 
cal finishes are ink black, ahigh-gloss black, yoke white, a strut piston atid the center line ofthe center pivot bolt ofthe 
cool, slightly textured finish, aiid yoke gray, a11 attractive gear torque links. 
slightly textured finish. 2. Devise a support to hold the straightedge in this 

The cornpatiy wams that there are Iiniitatio~ls to position. 
the process. The quality oftlie finis11 is dependent upon the 3. Set a square against the straightedge and check 
quality of the substrate. If the yoke has deep corrosion pot to see if its outstanding leg bears on tlie front and rear side 
rnarks tlie tinished product will have some pot rnarks in tlie of tlie brake disc. (It lnay be necessary to remove the brake 
finish, altliougli somewhat filled atid rounded. Sacramento assembly to gain access to the disc.) If it louclies both for- 
will not use fillers in the metal. ward at~d rear flange, the latlding gear is correctly aligned. 

"Ifa yoke has lost enough metal to require a filler Correct toe-in for the main wheels is 0 degrees +- 112 de- 
tliat~ it has probably lost its structural integrity," accordillg gree. Piper recommends a carpenter's square for this pur- 
to the finn pose because if its especially long legs. 

To get yokes refinished, you need to completely 4. If the square contacts the rear side of the disc, 
strip tlie control yoke of wiring and switches a11d send it to leaving a gap between it and the front tlange, tlie wheel is 
thern. Access plates will be finislted if irlcluded. Decals toed out. If a gap appears at tlie rear tla~ige, tile wlieel is 
and ide~itificatioli plates are removed and sent back, toed in. 
uninstalled. The company warns they might not be salvage- 5. To rectify tlie toe-in or toe-out conditioti, relnovc 
able. the bolt connecting the upper and lower torque links and 

The price'! S 150 per pair for standard colors, S 100 remove or add spacer wasliers to move tlic wlieel i n  t l~c (It- 
for one yoke. Standard tun1 around time is three days. sired direction. (Getlerally, one AN-960-416 washer is good 

For more infor~natio~i contact Sacramento Sky for about half a degree of adjustment in or out.) 
Ra11cl1, P O Box 22610 Freeport Blvd., Sacramento, CA 6. Should a co~idition exist that all sp:~cer washers 
95822 (800) 433-3564, (91 6) 421-5719. have bee11 removed and it is still necessary to liiove the wheel 

For those who want to spruce up tlie control yokes further in or out, then it will hc riecessary lo tun1 tile torqiue 
without so much trouble or cost, consider the control grips link asselnbly over. This will put the l ink contiectil~g poilit 
offered by Warren Gregorie & Associates. on the outer side allowing use of spacers to go ill tlie s:ilne 

These grips are made of leather atid fasten easily direction. 
to the yokes wit11 velcro at the back. The cost isjust $39.95 7. Finally, recheck wheel alignment. If the aligti- 
for most models, althougll a special model for Cherokees ment is now correct, safely the castellated nut with a cotter 
with the Bow Tie control wheel cost $29.95 each. A build pill. You are tinislied. 
in push-to-talk switch is available for an additional $30. 

For details cot~tact Warreti Gregorie &Associates, Open Door Can Alter Characteristics 
P O Box 11562, Oakland. CA 9461 1 (800) 634-0094. by Donald Renller 

How To Check Wheel Alignment? 111 my Cherokee !40 the lower door latch some- 
times does not get fully closed and the door will crack open 

Lou Brinkman. of La Habra, California, corn- in flight. If the upper latcli is locked there are IIO control 
plained that tlie service matlual for his Archer didnot cover problems whatever, just a little extra wind noise and a inor- 
main gear alignment. His answer: ma1 landing can be effected easily. Once I attempted a inor- 

ma1 landing with both latches open. The door was trailing 
Many PA-28 manuals do not cover the procedure, open in the wind and I was surprised to find greatly increased 

but it is spelled out in the Arrow manual. vibration on short final. 
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The Cherokee Starting System 

By Terry Lee Rogers 

B ased on past performance, it can be said there are during c r a ~ i k i ~ ~ g  and fail to disengage when tlie englne 
two kinds of Cherokee owners: those who have bad cranks. 
startiilg problems a ~ i d  those who will. This has happened many times a id  when it does 

The Cherokee is a tine plaie with ail excellent you can be sure you \+,ill t i e d  a complete starter motor and 
Lycoming engine (Turbo Arrows are tine, t o o )  But with a Bendix drive. TIie unit conti~loes to speed witli the e~lgitie 
starter motor up front atid a battery in the back. problems until all bearings atid moving parts are totally destroyed. 
do develop. And the use of a non-geared stalter 011 the 140 Cleaning and lubricatiog the Bendix are the keys 
compounds the problem. to continued perfoni~ance. Piper recom~iiends a 50 hour in- 

Starter problems fall into two areas: mechanical terval between servicing. but more fieque~it lubrication may 
and electrical. Let's take a look at a typical Bendix starter be helpful. 
and see how it works mechanically. Silico~ie spray applied to the Belidin can be help- 

ful, but avoid oil as it cat1 attract din. This is a procedure 
Meet Your Rendix wliicl~ call and should be performed on every walk arou~id. 

But for top perfoniia~ice you will ha\,e to plat] oti 
Tlie grinding noise you lirar whe~i you crank your removi~igthe unit fiom tlie plane periodically for more com- 

e~igitie is not tile sound of tile stalter motor wl~icli is rela- plete inaiotena~ice. 
lively iloiseless. Tlie grinditig co~iies from the Bendix adap- Llnfortuoately, tliis is not going to be easy - in fact. 
tor wliicli 1i10~11its 011 t l ~ e  fro111 oftlie iiiotor ill a cast iron it is quite a chore. Plat1 on taking tlie elitire motorand Belidix 
Iiousil~g. asse~iibly out of the plane as a unit. 

Tlir ut~it co~isists basically of n sliding pitiio~i gear First, to avoid any possibility of a short, discon- 
011 :I spi~il-splilied sliaft. WIie~i the sliafi spins tile pillion ~lect tlie battery grou~ld cable. Tllen. tl~idoall bolts and wires 
watlts lo slide dow~r tile spiral spines because of iliertia. fro111 the starter making liotes as to where everything goes. 
'l'llis drives tlie piliioli forward to engage the flywheel. Then remove the unit frotii tlie plaiie. 

Now tile tlywlieel is tortied until tlie e~igi~ie  fires. 
I'resto. Tlie spinning tlywheel tiow drives the pinion back- 
wards which causes it to screw itself down the shaft and out .....- .... .... ,- 
of tlie way until i t  is needed again. 

A very simple device which created quite a for- 
tune tor Vitlcent 7'. Be~idix, the illventor, and pemiitted the 
self-starting automobile and airplane. 

Acti~ally, auto~iiobile and airplane Betidix drives 
are ~learly identical. But aircraft have far more problems 
because ot'tlle starter placetne~it - right out in front where it 
is exposed to rain, snow atid din. 

Once the splioed shaft becomes contaminated with 
even a small amount of din or ice the pinion ca i  no longer 
work its way along tlie shaft. It cannot move forward to 
engage the tlywheel or, what is worse, it may become stuck E.pl& Vle.  ol Gear Reduction S m r w  Momlor 
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Now, move to a convenient working place and re- it is located toward the rear of the plane while tlre starter 

move the Bendix unit from tlie motor. Remove the bolts motor remailis up front. 
u,liicll hold the Bendix housirig to the starter and slide the Compounding the problem of the long cable travel 
l~ousing off Be careful to note the position of ally washers is the use of alwninum cable. 
or spacers. And of course, be sure not to lose any patis. Many tnembers of CPA have chai~ged the alu~iii- 

Now. to remove the Bendix gear push out the pin lium cable to copper to good advaitage. Copper cable, al- 
wliich affixes the Bendix drive to the shaft. (Note, this pin though slightly heavier then alwnilium, provides lower re- 
is shown i n  the accompanyi~lg diagra~n - it fits in the riar- sistance atid more current to pass. 
row cetiter section of the Bendix drive body.) Good contact and corrosion avoida~lee are a must. 

With this pit] removed the Beadix should slip off Piper advises checking the battery box for signs of c o ~ ~ o -  
1101~. sion every 50 liours or 30 days, whichever comes tirst. 

Check the unit to insure that the pinion gear slides The box must be properly cleaned a i d  any corro- 
freely on the splitled shaft. Check for badly worn or miss- sion neutralized with a solutio~l of water and baking soda 
ing teeth. If there are any plan on buying a new Beridix mixed to a consistency of a thin cream. 
(cost about 515. I All electrical co~mections, tluoughout t11e starter 

If the unit appears to be okay, it is time to being system - i~lcluding the grou~id at both the battery a ~ d  the 
reassetnbly. starter motor - [nust be clean and tight. Otherwise, voltage 

Cleat1 all dirt and lubrication from the splined shait loss will occur. 
ustng an appropriate solvent Then, lubricate the Bendix Piper recomtne~lds an overall starter system volt- 
mecl~anism. Piper recommends a thin film of 1.ubriplate age check. It must be made witli a low-reading voltmeter 
t'777 lubrication for the splined shaft, but otlier sources capable of reading no more that1 two volts full scale (one 
recommend a graphite-kerosene mix applied by brusll. volt full scale is even better). 

(If you are installing a new Bendix, it is already In checking from the battery positive terminal to 
lubricated and you can skip this step.) the starter motor terminal, while the engine is cranking, the 

Apply #I925 Molytex-0 grease or the equivalent voltage loss should be no more than 0.3 volts maximum. 011 
to tlie splined shaft at the point where it connects with tlie the otlier side, the voltage from the battery groutid post to 
bronze bearing as well as to tlle reduction gear (tiot on some tlie starter frame sliould be no more than 0. I volts. 
140's). Piper recommends using about 1.3 to 2 ounces of A loss greater than either of these !neatis there is all 
this grease in packing tlie gear box and drive end of tlie overly high resistance ill the starter circuit and additional 
shaft. tests lnust be made over each patt of the circu~t to locate the 

Now, you are ready to reassemble and reinstall the higli resistance connectiotis. 
starter motor. reversing the procedure for disassembly. Cliecksof tlie starter motor perfor~iiance itselfmi~st 

Torque the attach bolts to tlie engine to 150 inch- be perfot-med by ;I shop wliich has proper cquip~nelit. ill- 

pounds and recoonect the battery and the unit is ready to cluding voltmeter, atiimeter capable of reading seuer;iI 11~11- 

go. dred amps, a tachometer and ;I brake-ar111 scale assrmhly 
capable of reading foot pou~ids oftorque. 

The 140 Non-Geared Starter Piper specifies three tests: tlie 110-load test, lock- 
torque test and the resistance test. 

One special prohleni exists for owners of 140's. I n  the no-load test, the motor is spu~i witli tlie bat- 
To save some money, Piper designed tlie 140 to use a tion- tery while voltage is adjusted to a specified level witli ;I v:tri- 
geared direct drive starter. This starter has barely enough able resistance. Tile amperage and rpln are tl~en i~icasnrrd. 
power to get the job done when the airplane is new, but Low speed and higli current draw i~idicate too mucli li-lct~o~i 
when it gets a few years old, performance falls below tliat or a shorted annature. 
of tiiarginal and may not be enougll to stati the plane. Failure to operate, along with a liigli currelit draw. 

Olie quick (but tiot inexpensive) way to itrcrease indicates :t direct grootid i n  the temii~ial or fields or froze11 
140 sta~iiiig perfoniia~lce is to replace the stalidard starter bearings. 
wit11 a geared starter. Failure to operate, along with 110 currelit draw, 111- 

A geared st'mer to replace the standard model costs dicates an open tield or amlatitre circuit or broken brusli 
about $350 to $400. This price. although it seems high, is springs. 
only about $100 more than a new stock starter, a i d  it lnay Low speed or IIO speed, coupled with low currelit 
be wort11 it to a 140 owier wllo has been plagued with stali- draw, indicates Iiig11 illtenla1 resistance due to poor con~iec- 
ing problems over the years. tions, defective leads, dirty commutator or otlier worn or 

opetr p'at~s. 
Electrical Troubleshooting Higli speed atid high current draw indicates shorted 

fields. 
A Cherokee exhibits more than its share of hard In the lock-torque test, the motor, rather tl~ain spin- 

startiligproblems because of the placement of the battery - ning freely, is contiected to a brake arm which connects to a 
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spring scale. The motor is then operated at a specified volt- So, why not try a preemptive strike? Every couple 
age (controlled by the variable resistance) and tlie torque of years mn a tank dry - then. with at1 empty tank, remove 
and amperage measured. the sump drain and replace the O-rings. Then, do the same 

The resistance test operates the same as the lock- thing with the other tank. 
torque test except that the pinion is locked into position By planning ahead, you have elimillated a poten- 
rather thm being pennitted to turn at all. Ollce again, the tial problem for peanuts. 
proper voltage is applied a i d  the anperage is detennined, To check tlie fuel system further you will need a 
but this test does not give a torque reading. helper. With the engine un-cowled, have your helper tun1 

If any of the internal electrical checks show the on the electric boost pump while you check the fiiel pump 
unit is defective, it should be repaired by aqualified electri- housing a ~ d  the lines mniing to the carburetor or fuel in- 
cal shop. If the tests show it is operating properly and if all jector body for leaks. 
external checks show there is no abnormal resistance it1 the If yourplaie has a carburetor, remove the air filter 
control circuits, the plane should start properly. and tun1 on the boost pump. Check for fuel dripping from 

The aircraft starter motor is simple - a blood brotlier the venturi or accwnulatilig it] the bottom of the heat box. I f  
of the dependable unit found in your fanily car. It is some- this is occurring it is a sign of a leaking tloat needle and 
what less dependable t11a11 the car unit because of the con- seat or a fuel-saturated carburetor float. (And you always 
ditions under which it is used. wondered why you needed to lean the engine so much to 

Most pilots think little of their starters w~til  the keep it miming.) 
day they find they cannot start their planes. But periodic Do not forget the engine-driven fuel pwnp as a 
preventive maintenance c a ~  keep their motors operating like potential source of leaks. The AC fuel pump is held together 
new and their planes flying. by five or six screws and these have a tendency to loosen in 

And one final word. Staster maintenance is not one service. Check for tightness every few nionths. This is a 
ofthe items which the FAA pennits pilots to do with impu- neglected item which is rarely checked by anyone, includ- 
nity. To make it all legal, work with your A&P meclia~iic ing some tine ~necliaiics. Make it a point to check it your- 
and make sure that be signs offall work in the aircraft logs. self. 

Fuel, Oil and Hydraulic Leaks Oil System 

by Terry Lee Rogers 
Althouel~ leaks at tlie ~usllrod tubes of Continen- .. 

tal engines are common, they are rare on Lycoming engines. Cherokees sufter from two types of leaks - those 
The pusluods, located at the top ofthe cylinders, sbould be which result in water leaking into the cabin, and those which 
checked, but rarely should you have to worry about replac- result il l  vital engine fluids leaking from the plane. 

We have disci~ssed cabin leaks several tililes in the ing a pushrod seal. 

past. This inonth we will concentrate on those leaks which 
However, tlie oil which goes to the top end in a result ill an oily lness on the ralip and wliich may be the 

Lycotning has to go somewhere and these engines have ex- 
l~arbinger of expensive f i ~ t ~ ~ r e  trouble. 

tenial aluminu~n oil-retutn lines which can be the source of 
Actually, altl~ough the ina~ority of potential leaks 

sotile dramatic leakage. 
are of e~igine fluids, they are riot necessarily so. Induction 

These lines carry little pressure, hut they are sub- 
leaks, for example do not let tluids out - they pennit air to 
enter. But tliey inlay inean disaster to an engine which is ject to quite a bit of vibration and rubbing wear. And they 

are secured to the case with hoses a i d  clamps - just the 
pennitted to operate leaner il l  some cylinders than is per- 

right combination for creating a leak. Those hoses work at 
~nissible. 

elevated temperatures and go mi-inspected for lorig peri- 
So, what are they potential leaks in your plane and 

ods. After awhile you c a i  expect them to be age-hardened 
what can you do about them'? 

a i d  brittle. 

Fuel Leaks 
Once again, replacing these hoses is not a difficult 

or exoensive iob. If vour eneine has some time on it. olai ., 
on replacing the hose sections a i d  inspecting the oil-retuni All aircraft engine needs fi~el, induction, oil, cool- 
lines for signs of daniage or cracking. 

i~ig a i d  exhaust systems, andany ofthem can leak. Although 
Oil lilies to tlie oil cooler, turbocharger, or prop 

it is possible for a metal part to break or crack, generally 
govenior are subJect to leaks and, if a rupture occurs, can 

leaks will not be from a metal part. Tlie leak will come 
be catastrophic. And although Piper reco~nlnends replacing fro111 a seal, O-ring or a baffle. 

Let's start with the fuel t a k s .  Tlie O-rings at the 
all oil lilies every 1,000 hours it is surprising the number of 
planes with 2,000 or Inore hours with the original factory 

swnp drains have a tendency to deteriorate and leak. This 
hoses. Anyone who wants to tmst bis life with a 20-year-old 

can be a real proble~n when it occurs with a full tank of 
hardened, brittle hose, has no business flyiog an airplane. 

fuel. 
Oil can also leak from the front seal of the plane. 
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Luckily, however, this is a very rare type of leak because it iudication is generally found in the form of fuel stains near 
is also the hardest to fix. Generally, this seal is a large 0- the gaskets at the intake manifold end. 
ring which must be stretched with a special tool to fit over Exhaust leaks generally result from general dete- 
the propeller flange (the propeller must also be removed, rioration of the system or from corrosion of non-stainless 
of course.) steel parts. However, white or sooty deposits at the cylinder 

Ifthe front crankcase seal goes out yourplanemay exhaust bosses or at the flanges are indications of a leak. 
leak oil at the propeller, but more commonly, air pressure Not only is an exhaust leak dangerous because of the possi- 
during flying will pressurize the case and force oil out the bility of carbon monoxide, tlie flurry of hot exhaust gasses 
breather pipe. Suspect the seal if oil consumption suddenly can erode the exhaust bosses a i d  eventually destroy the part. 
goes sky high and there is no indication the oil is being Blow-proof gaskets are a good investment at just a 
bunied. few dollars each. Not only are they a guarantee against a 

A final source of oil leakage is the constant-speed blown gasket in the future, they can be reused if the system 
propeller on some models. The propellers have an O-ring is opened in the future. 
which sometimes leaks and needs to be replaced. The O- In summary, the job of spotting leaks is the job of 
ring is set in the propeller groove and then the propeller is the pilot. Whether leaks are of oil, hydraulic fluid, exhaust 
slipped on the engine shaft and flange. Doing it the other gasses, or induction air, the pilot is in the best position to 
way around may result in a pinched O-ring. Also, care is spot them duriug his walk-around inspection. Also, he has a 
necessary to insure that the proper O-ring is used. McCauley vested interest in finding and correcting them before they 
and Hartzell use similar O-rings, but they are not inter- become bigger problems. 
changeable. 

Questions on Early English Bird 
Oleo Struts and Brakes My partner and I have been members of the asso- 

ciation for a couple of months now, and we are both very 
Up until now we have conceutrated on oil leaks at impressed by the magazine. 

the engine, but leaks may appear elsewhere and a pilot We operate a very old, but nice Cherokee 160, se- 
should be on the lookout for them during each walk-around rial number 52. This makes our aircraft one of the very ear- 
inspection. liest Cherokees about, but with very low hours, she still flies 

As most Cherokee pilots know only too well, struts beautifully. However, there are a few minor "niggles" that 
and brakes can leak. Both systems use the same Mil-H- we would like to rectify in due course. 
5606 aircraft hydraulic fluid. Determining where the leak 1 .  Our aircraft has a generator. With the nav kit we 
is located is usually easy, however, as it is obvious where have aboard we have often wondered whether it would be 
the fluid is coming from. advantageous to upgrade to a11 alternator. 1s this a worth- 

Fluid coming from a brake means the cylinder will while modification? Who makes a modification kit with the 
need rebuilding. Fluid coming from a strut means a strut- relevant new components'! 
rebuild (replacing the O-ring), although an application of 2. Our engine is a Lycoming with a noii-replace- 
Granville strut seal may also do the trick. able oil filter. First, is this enough oil filter for this engine, 

aiid, if not, can you give me names and information? 
Some Different Kinds of Leaks 3. Our aircraft suffers from some engine-induced 

vibration at certain ROM and while tliis is not uncotnfort- 
Back to the engine, there are a couple of addi- able, it is certainly worse than later model aircraft which 

tional kinds of leaks to look out for. Although neither re- have a quite different engine ~noullting system. Is it possible 
sults in fluid leaking, they are important and demand atten- to retrofit this eugine mount, or is this likely to be a very 
tion from the pilot. I am referring to induction leaks and expensive option? 
exhaust leaks, of course. 4. When we bought our aircraft tile operating tnanual 

How often has it been since you checked your air was very short on a lot of infonilation, such as performaice 
box for integrity or for the condition of the seal. Deteriora- details and system drawings a1d descriptions. Is it possible 
tion here will allow dust to enter the engine even wheii you to purchase more comprehensive manuals such as those pro- 
are not using carburetor lieat aud will shorten the life of duced for later Warriors? 
your engine. 5 .  The flight manual states: "The aircraft is not 

More important are those little intake manifold cleared for flight into known icing." It might seem an obvi- 
tubes found on carbureted engines. A leak here will cause a ous question, but can you clarify this point for us'? Does it 
cylinder to run lean. Either an exhaust valve will eventu- meal tlight in cloud is forbidden orjust that flight above the 
ally bite the dust due to the higher temperature created or icing level is forbidden? Our aircraft has anon-heated pitot. 
fuel consumption will increase as the pilot increases mix- What effect does rail1 have on this? 

e until the engine runs smoothly (the lean cylinder fi- Sincerely yours, 
gets enough fuel to run properly.) John R. Lawson 

How do you spot a leaky induction tube? The best Metheringham, Lincolnshire 
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Problems With Cowling Hardware 

Dear John, 
The alternator conversion is a good idea - this is Dear Terry, 

why nearly all modern cars a id  planes use a11 alternator In the past five years no fewer than three different 
rather than the old-fashioned generator. Generators have a mechanics on several occasions told us they properly fixed 
hard time keeping up with the current drain ofmodern elec- the retainer and stud on the top cowl fasteners. I got the 
tronic equipment. same story with our last annual and the first time the cowl 

There is one kit STC'd for your plane. It is manu- was taken off these parts dropped into the engine compart- 
factured by Interav, 106 E. Rhapsody Drive, San Antonio, ment. 
TX78216 (210) 344-2785. It comes complete with all com- I cannot find any suggestions in my Hints & Tips 
ponents need for the conversion. The list price for the kit is binder Is there any pennanent solution to the proper mat- 
$738. ing of the retainer and stud to keep them attached (Piper 

Although it is possible to get by with an oil screen parts 484 428 and 487 719). 
rather than a filter, it is obvious that a screen just isn't going I would appreciate any suggestions since ow A&P 
to do as complete a job as an oil filter. Luckily, it is possible people do not seem to have the answer. 
to convert to an oil filter. Sincerely Yours. 

Adapters are available from Lycoming for the 0- L. C. Kolditz 
320 engine. The part number is 77852 and it replaces the New Athens, IL 62264 
housing where your current oil screen is located. The pro- Dear Loren, 
cess of making the conversion is covered by Lycoming Ser- The problem you describe bas been around for 
vice Instruction 13 19A available from your Lycoming dis- awhile and is getting worse as fiberglass-cowled Cherokees, 
tributor. from the late 1960's to the present wear. The proble~n exists 

Changing engine mounts is definitely not a cost on many different models right up to the Lance and Sa- 
effective way to proceed. If the vibration is not uncomfort- ratoga. In fact, the higher horsepower, the more likely the 
able, you might be best advised to live with it, although a problem. 
propeller and engine dynamic balance, if available in En- I talked with Ken Rickert, at Cilobe Fiberglass, in 
gland, is a solution which has benefited many other 'hero- Lakeland, Florida, who has seen a lot of cowls with worn 
kee owners. Ii'udware - in fact, he keeps a small collection of it  in 11;s 

Likewise, you are pretty much stuck with the in- ofice. 
formation contained in the operators' manual. The more According to Ken, what happens is that the hard- 
modem manuals were supplied when GAMA adopted a stan- ware wears and, as it wears, it providesmore and more clear- 
dard fomiat, but the older manuals were riot rewritten. Your ance. Vibration increases due to the looser fit and wear in- 
n~anual is as up-to-date as you can get. creases some more 

Obviously, you do not want to fly your plane into The hardware can be repaired by replacing the 
icing conditions. It has no capability of deicing itself and Teflon bushings if the condition has been permitted to go 
i c i ~ ~ g  is one of those conditions that can omly get you into on too long. These bushings are available for about $1 0 each 
serious trouble. from Piper or ii'om Brown Aviation, in Jacksoriville, FL (904) 

The phrase "not approved for flight into know11 396-6655. 
icing conditions" is designed to differentiate the Clierokee If these bushings are not repaired in time, eventu- 
from those planes which do, in fact, have deicing equip- ally, the hardware becotnes worn out arid needs to be re- 
inelit aboard. What conditions should you avoid? That de- placed - not repaired. Unfortunately, although the female 
pends upon how nmch pucker factor you can stand. portion is fairly easy to replace, the male sections are part 

You ca i  fly into clouds and above-the icing level of the fiberglass portion of the cowling and are not so easy 
(ifthe plane is properly equipped for instrument conditions), to replace. 
but not if you know or have reason to know you will actu- In fact, working with the fiberglass cowling requires 
ally encounter ice. hi the US., it is up to the pilot to make technical expertise wliich most mechanics simply do not 
this decision, but the record shows that the FAA will sec- have. That cowling is heavy on antiniotiy trioxide - you do 
ond-guess pilots who make erroneous decisions (if they SUI- not repair it with Bondo or some other fiberglass product 
vive, that is.) which might otherwise work well on a car or boat. A repair 

Rain will not affect the non-heated pitot, but, of by soineolie who does not know what he is doing can cause 
course. ice will, atid that is just one more reason you do not more problems than it solves. 
want to fly into any situation wliere you are likely to en- The proper repair requires de-mating the hardware 
counter ice. 1 h o w  1 perso~ially have no desire to practice and then "encapsulating" it in tiberglass, including several 
partial panel IFR while actually in the clouds. layers of aircraft-quality fiberglass cloth, and with a com- 

Sincerely yours, position the same as used by Piper. Not only is technical 
TERRY LEE ROGERS expertise required to work with the fiberglass, as you can 

imagine, the location of the parts is critical. Just a fraction 
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of a11 inch miss-match in the Inale and female connectors 100 hours after an overhaul. Always use full throttle for take- 
will prevent the cowl from attaching properly to the plane. off during the break in period and use a high power setting 

Despite the difliculty, replacement of the Ilardware for cruise. 
is the only real permanent solutio~l to the problem if the After break in, use the proper engine oil recom- 
condition has resulted in damaged metal-to-metal colnpo- mended by the lnanufacturer (consult Lycoming Service In- 
nents. struction 1014 for more information.) 

But eve11 though an engine is broken in properly. it 
Oil Consumption - How Much? does not mean that the pilot is home free for the remainder 
by Terry Lee Rogers of the TBO run. It is not uncommon for oil collsumption to 

suddenly increase and then a pilot faces a new set of deci- 
Just when should you get excitedabout the amount sions. 

of oil your engine is consuming? What other reasons are there for high oil co~lsump- 
According to most mechanics and other experts, tion'! 

the answer is probably never. Even when oil consumption 4 &ng damage or wear ~i~~~ do wear and when they do 
humps up against the manufacturer's rmmmended maxi- they can no longer provide as good a seal as when they were 
mum limits, oil bum is rarely a safety offlight item. Incon- new They tend to pass hot gasses into the crankcase pres- 
venient and expensive, yes. Dangerous, hardly ever. surizing the crankcase, and they permit a film of oil to re- 

Most pilots are solnewhat shocked at the nlallu- main on the cylinder walls during the colnbustion stroke. 
facturers' recommended upper limits. The number (for gen- l-hat fill,, is bwned as of the combustion orocess, 
eral aviation engines) ranges from about a half a quart an ,/ Piston A cracked or othenvise pis- 
how for the 0-235 up to 2'2 quarts per hour for the 0-470-E ton will pennit oil to pass suffer cata. ~~~, 7 
a I l U  J .  

What about Cherokees? The upper limit on oil 
consumption for the 0-320 is 0.7 quarts per hour, for the O- 
360 and IO-360,0.8 quarts per hour, and for the 0-540-8, it 
is 1.0 quarts per hour. 

Think about it. One quart per hour! This comes as 
quite a shock for most pilots who think anything greater 
than one quart in six to eight hours is ridiculously extrava- 
gant. 

Nonetheless, aircraft engines do burn oil. Air- 
cooled engines have a looser fit than automotive engines 
and are guaranteed to burn some oil. The only question is 
how much oil ;u~d how quickly in a particular engine. 

Just about everyone agrees that the biggest factor 
in causing au oil-guzzling engine is improper break in, par- 
ticularly in an engine with Chrome or Cermicrome cylin- 
ders. 

The standard advice about breaking in engines - 
don't baby it. Run the engine hard. It is good advice (which 
applies equally even when only one or two cylinders are 
being broken in after a top overhaul.) 

Unfortunately, even if an engine is flown hard, it 
will not help much if the engine, after assembly, was ex- 
tensively ground-run by the mechanic before being turned 
over to the pilot. You want to nu1 that engine hard from the 
beginning to eliminate any glazing of the cylinders. When 
that happens, that engine is never going to break in prop- 
erly unless the cylinders are pulled and the glaze broken. 
Then the break-in process C ~ I I  start over again - but oh, 
what expense and inconvenience it causes. 

strophic failure as well. 
4 Stuck rings. Stuck rings do not configure themselves to 

follow the cylinder walls accurately. Like won1 rings, they 
pennit a film of oil to pass and bur11 in the cylitlders. 
4 Cylinder wear or scoring. Just as worn or damaged rings 

will pennit oil to pass, so will worn or damaged cylhider 
wall surfaces. 

7/ LOSS of choke. Normally, cylinder walls are 1101 perfect 
cylinders. The walls tend to taper dow11 at the top. When 
this choke is lost, oil conswnption goes up. 

4 Ring alignment. Each ring has a gap - this is what al- 
lows it to be expanded so it will fit over the piston. Nor- 
mally, the rings are aligned in a helter skelter manner. How- 
ever, as each piston ring turns while the engine is operating, 
the rings occasionally reach a positiol~ where the gaps lioe 
up. When this happens, it is possible for oil consunption to 
increase - oil goes straight through the in-line gaps rather 
than being caught at each ring. Fortunately, this cause of oil 
consumption bas a teudency to fix itself as the rings con- 
tinue to rotate. AAer a few hours of flying, oil consu~nptiot~ 
tends to return to nonnal 

7/ Valve guide wear. Valve guides which are too loose 
will permit oil to pass through them. Intake guides will per- 
mit oil to siphon down into the cylinder after shutdown. This 
oil will then be burned at the next start up (u~lless the oil has 
fouled the plugs so badly that start up is impossible.) 

,/ Oil Leaks. This is obvious. An engine may he burning 
excessive oil, or it may be simply leaking it out. Won1 or 
tor11 gaskets or seals are a problem. Also, overfilling the en- 

What Causes High Consumption gine will cause it to be throw1 overboard. 
4 Pressurized case. The crankcase may be pressurized if 

We have talked about poor break ill - the leading the engine front seal is defective. R m  air, caused when the 
cause of high oil consumption, The procedure is to use min- plane flies through the air, causes a high pressure at the front 
eral oil until consumption stabilizes, usually from 50 to of the engine. This pressure car1 pass through, behind the 
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propeller, if the front seal is defective. The pressure then cemed about how this fuiction occurs, as long as the oil 
forces oil from the breather. It elids up on the belly of your pressure and oil temperature indicators show a proper read- 
auplar~e rather than in the crankcase. ing. A & P mechanics, on the other hand, often need to 

In addition to monitoring oil conswnption, there know how the system works and what parts control the flow 
are a few other diagnostic tools which should give you a1 of oil during various phases of operation. 
idea of the condition of your engine. Because of the large nwnber of calls concerning 

Amfferential compression checkwill show whether this subject which are received by Lycoming Service Engi- 
there is excessive wear or damage to valves, rings or cylin- neers, we can be sure that there are m a ~ y  who do not have a 
ders. Your mechanic witl rotate the cylinder to top dead cell- good understanding of the oil system. 
ter (TDC) on the co~npression stroke. Then, after insuring It is not surprising that many A & P mechanics do 
that the prop will not turn (a very important safety check - not have a firm grasp on the operation of the oil system. 
that prop can take off your ann) he will introduce 80 psi air There is room for a great deal of confusion since there are 
into the cylinder and observe how much is retained. If air is two basic systems and several variations on each of these. 
escapirig past the lings, a l~issing sotuld will be heard at the Except for the screens, filter, a ~ d  oil cooler, the 
crankcase breather. If it is escaping past the exhaust valves, flow of oil through the engine is completely predetermined 
the hissing witl be at the exhaust pipe. And if it is escaping by the engine running clearances and by the passages whch 
past an intake valve, the hissing will be at the intake side of are drilled in the crankcase and accessory housing during 
the engine. engine manufacture. 

The procedure is specifically covered by Lyco~ning The flow of oil serves three purposes. First, it lu- 
Service Instruction 119 1 bricates, but cooling the engine by carrying away the heat 

And one other tool, oil analysis - especially analy- generated by co~nbustion is a second purpose which is of- 
sis over a period of time where trends are monitored - will ten just as important. 
show whetherrings are wearing abnormally or whether cyl- Many engines, particularly those which are turbo- 
inders or other engine components are wearing at a high charged, have oil squirts in each cylinder which are designed 
rate. to direct cooli~lg oil 011 the back side of the piston. 

Turbocharged engines have a11 additional source And finally, the oil cleans the engine by picking 
of oil consumption - oil passing through the turbocharger up dirt and depositing it in the screens or filter, or by keep- 
seals. If this occurs, the turbocharger must be replaced or ing that dirt in suspensio~~ until the oil is changed. 
overhauled. Also, on turbochargers, the oil drain line which The oil which has done its lubricating, cooling, and 
returns oil to the crankcase must be checked for blockage. cleaning flows by gravity back to the oil sump. From the 
A blocked line will cause high pressures which will eventu- sump, the oil pump pulls oil through the suction screen. 
ally burst the turbocharger seals and pennit oil to enter the This screen will filter out large particles of carbon, 
engine via the coinpressor. dirt, or metal. The pwnp the11 forces the oil through one of 

Should you continue to fly your engine when it is the two basic systems. In each of the two basic systems 
bunling oil at the maximum rate suggested for that nlodel there is a valve which forces the oil through the oil cooler 
engine - even a quart or hour or so. Yes, it is not a critical when the engine valve is open. 
safety item. Lycoming engines were origi~ially equipped with 

But you should not put that planned overhaul off a By-Pass valve which was controlled by a spring. Referred 
too long. Although high oil consumption, in itself, is not to as a spring and plunger type, it functioned as a result of 
dangerous, it can lead to other problems. the amount of pressure in the oil system. 

Rings call gum up and then break. Then you have The spring controlled bypass system was super- 
not only high co~~sumption, but metal throughont the en- seded by a system controlled by a Thennostatic Oil Cooler 
gine. Your core value ]nay have just gone way down. By-Pass which reacts to oil temperature changes. 

Valve and cylinder danage are real possibilities, Operatioil of the spring controlled By-Pass system 
too. And that high oil consunlption may just cause you to is the result of thick oil which causes an increase in differ- 
run out of oil during a long cross country. ential pressure across the bypass valve to be open, thus by- 

Yes, you can continue to fly with high oil consump- passing the oil cooler. As the oil warms up, oil viscosity and 
tion, but not for too long. That oil consumption may just be pressure in the system are reduced allowing the bypass valve 
telling you that the engine is on its last legs and in real need to close and forcing oil flow through the oil cooler. 
of a rebuild. Although the By-Pass valve helps the engine to 

wann up more quickly by routing cold oil around the oil 
Oil Flow, Screens, Filter, Cooler and Pressure cooler, its primary function is for system safety; should the 
(From Lycoming Flyer) oil cooler become plugged for any reason, systeln pressure 

across it will rise and the differential pressure across the 
The tlow of oil through a Lycolnillg reciprocating bypass valve will again cause the valve to open. This by- 

aircraft engine is k11ow11 to be a necessary function during passes the oil cooler and prevents a possible rupture of the 
the operation of the engine. Pilots are often not at all con- cooler and loss of oil. 
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The Thermostatic Oil Cooler By-Pass Valve was filter, and requiring an oil cooler in the aircraft installation, 

designed to provide better control of the engine oil tem- it is standard procedure for Textron Lycoming to supply a 
perature while also maintaining the safety ofthe oil system thennostatic bypass valve. The hole in the accessory hous- 
by bypassing oil around an oil cooler which is plugged for ing which is provided for a spring controlled bypass valve is 
any reason. capped with a plug. 

The thermostatic oil cooler bypass valve may be A hole on the top of the adapter is provided for the 
used on engines which use the pressure screen system ;uld oil temperature bulb. 
on engines which have a full flow oil filter. For most en- One case of confusion over the possible variations 
gine models an oil filter also requires a1 oil filter adapter. of this installation was docmnented in the November 1990 

While the oil is cold, this system allows oil to flow issue of Light Plaile Maintenance. The owner of a 1976 
through the oil filter without passing through the oil cooler. Cessna 172 could not determine why oil temperature in liis 
As oil temperature rises to approximately 180 degrees Fahr- engine tended to be high during hot weather. Upon exan~i- 
ellheit, the valve closes and forces oil to pass through the nation, he found that the filter adapter had a plug installed 
oil cooler. The oil returns to the accessory housiiig where it instead of aThermostatic By-Pass Valve. 
is routed through the oil filter adapter, the filter, and then "The Case of the Missing Bypass valve". Engines 
again through the filter adapter, accessory housing and fi- delivered to Cessna for this model year were delivered with 
ilally into the crankcase. a pressure screen housing and a spring coiitrolled oil cooler 

The oil filter is another part of the system where bypass valve. When the aircraft manufacturer provided an 
blockage could cause serious problems. For this reason an oil filter as an option, the adapter and filter were installed at 
oil filter bypass is built into the oil filter adapter, or in the the aircraft manufacturer's plant, but the original spring con- 
case of engines utilizing a dual magneto, into the acces- trolled bypass valve was retained and installed in the acces- 
sory housing. sory housing. 

These bypass valves are a built-in safety feature As stated in Textroil Lycoming Service Instruction 
whch activate as a result of excessive pressure in the oil 1008B, installation of a tl~ermostatic oil cooler bypass valve 
filter. The oil filter bypass is not adjustable. will provide better control of the engine oil temperature. 

Oil enters the crankcase ofmost Lycoming engines This aircraft owner did achieve better control of his oil te111- 
near the top ofthe right rear cylinder when it passes through perature by modifyii~g his oil system to include a thenno- 
the pressure relief valve. static bypass valve instead of the spring controlled one. 

There are three types of pressure relief valve. With There is oiie more possible variation to the flow of 
either the short or long dome valve, pressure is adjusted by oil which may be found with a Lycoining engine. Some air 
removing the dome and adding or deleting washers which frame ma~ufacturers have utilized small engine models with- 
are located under the controlling spring. out an oil cooler. At the request of these airframe manufac- 

There is also a third style pressure relief valve tures, these engines are not machined to accointnodate ail 
which may be adjusted with the twist of a wench or screw- oil cooler. Individuals who acquire these engines for use in 
driver. their home built aircraft may need an oil cooler to keep tern- 

An individual looking for the pressure screen lions- peratures within operating limits. 
ing may not find exactly what he or she is looking for since This can be accomplished by utilizing an adapter - 
there are two possible variations. The housing for the pres- Lycoming part nu~nber 6241 8. Utilizatioi~ of this adapter 
sure screen may have one hole facing the rear of the en- will allow the engine to be used and the oil to be cooled, but 
gine. This housiiig is used onengines incorporating a spring there are liinitations. An oil filter cannot be installed, aiid 
and plunger to control oil flow, and the single hole will be oilly the one-hole pressure screen housing can be used. This 
used for an oil temperature probe. limits the system to use of a spring controlled oil cooler 

Another style pressure scree11 housing has two bypass valve which is installed in the adapter. 
holes faciug the rear of the engine. The small hole is used There are several bits of i~~fonnation which inay be 
for the oil temperature bulb colinection, and aThernlostatic helpful to those who have now acquired a better understand- 
Oil Cooler By-Pass Valve is installed in the large hole. ing of the Lycoming engine oil system. Lycoming Service 

Even more attention to detail may be required Instmctio~is 1008B gives instructions for installation of a 
when an oil filter is installed. The pressure screen housing Thermostatic Oil Cooler By-Pass Valve on eilgiiies which 
must be removed and the oil filter adapter installed in its have a pressure screen housing and no filter. 
place. With the oil filter adapter installed, either a spring 
controlled bypass valve installed in the accessory housing Special Service Publication (SSP) 885-1 gives ill- 
just above the adapter, or a thermostatic bypass valve in- structio~i for the installati011 of engine mounted oil filter kits. 
stalled in the bottom of the adapter may be used to control And finally, a kit (Number 05K21437) for a remotely 
oil flow to the oil cooler. Because ofthe better oil tempera- mounted oil filter has been developed. Ii~structions for the 
ture control, use of the thermostatic oil cooler bypass valve installation of this kit are not co~nplete as this article is be- 
is preferred by Textron Lycoming. ing written. 

For engines shipped from the factory with a1 oil 
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Wants Wing Walk Material 

Johu B. Gratzek, of Athena, Georg~a, asked how 
he could repair his wing-walk material. The answer: 

For wing walk material you have two choices: Piper 
sells the material pre-cut - PlN 4947 18 is a sheet 18 by 56 
inches while PIN 494720 is a small sheet for the flap. The 
cost is solnewhere around $30. 

Another choice is to purchase the material from 
Wag Aero, P 0 Box 181, Lyons, WI 53148. They sell it in 
one foot width for $3 9 9  per foot (catalog K-3 11-001). You 
will have to cut and shape it to fit. Wag Aero's phone num- 
ber is (800) 558-6868. 

Pitot Heat Elements 

One member has pointed out that you do not need 
to buy a new or used pitot head to get new heating ele- 
ments. The elements are available from Piper separately and 
any avio~lics shop can install them. 

For most planes, even without pitot heat, the heads 
are the same -just the elements are not in place. 

The elements are PIN 464-356 for the front ele- 
ment, and it retails for $26.82. The rear element is PIN 464- 
357 and it retails for $40.69. (A used pitot head runs $300 
or SO.) 

Cures Leaking Side Windows 
by Tom Cox 

Want to keep your Cherokee dryerrr? Tired ofthose 
side witldows leaking? You say you can't stand that musty 
smell of wetlless that causes corrosion and other nasty prob- 
lems for you and your Cherokee? 

Well, brother do I have a fix for you! I was tired of 
the same problem, so I set out to do something about it. 

Go to your local hardware store and buy some col- 
ored electrical tape approximately 318 inch wide that closely 
matches your backgrowid color around your windows. This 
tape is to be installed on the outside. Yes, on the outside! 

Clean your witldows and edge metal so they are 
free of all dirt and oil filtn. Illstall a strip of tape on the 
vertical sides first, between the metal and the plexiglass, 
allowing a 114 inch overlap at the bottom. Be careful with 
the trimming! Install the bottom tape next, overlappillg 
across the vertical tapes. No need for one across the top - 
water won't run uphill. 

Important - do not overstretch the tape! Allow the 
tape to return to its normal shape before installing. This is 
an iuexpellsive fix for a serious problem. 

Induction Hoses Nearly Ruin Day 
by Merve Wetherley 

I am half owner of a 1970 Arrow, a well-main- 
tained a ~ r p l a ~ e  of 4700 TT and 1700 hours since a factory 

new engine. 
Last month at our local Birchwood Airstrip, 20 

miles northeast ofA~~chorage, Alaska, I flew apractice traf- 
fic pattern while waiting for my three passengers to mive. 
Operations were normal and then I taxied to the ramp, shut 
down and loaded for the flight to Talkeetna. 

Returning to the run-up area and then the active, 
we rolled down runway 19. The Arrow was close to gross 
weight, with a light cross wind from the west. 

Clearing the tree banier at the departure end of the 
runway it immediately became evident my Arrow was nei- 
ther accelerating nor climbing as it should. Slowly banking 
right, above the arm of the Cook inlet, a glance to the en- 
gine gauges indicated a smooth and illexorable decrease of 
both ~nanifold pressure and rpm. Something was Y%Y wrong. 

During the following 30 seconds, while attempt- 
ing to hold the airspeed above 80 mph, searching the mud 
flats below for a suitable forced landing area, shoving quad- 
rant levers full forward, checking auxiliary fuel pump on, 
fuel on proper tank, alternate air to open, magnetos on both, 
a id  thinking "This can~lot be happening," I managed to nurse 
the Arrow in a descending teardrop and, after a quick emer- 
gency warning to any airplane in the area, touched down 
mid-runway in the opposite direction from takeoff. 

The instruments indicated less than 23 inches of 
mercury and 2200 rprn. Normal readings would be 29 inches 
and 2650 rpm. The landing gear was down the entire time. 

Taxiing to parking, we secured the plane and drove 
to a local "watering hole" to contemplate the meaiing of 
life. Jeff, my A&P partner, arrived the following day, re- 
moved the top cowling a11d immediately determined the 
cause of our problem. 

The 3 114 inch flexible air induction line, leading 
from the air filter casing to the 90 degree elbow on the 
engine's metering valve had completely collapsed allowing 
only a small amount of intake air. Further exa~ninatio~l re- 
vealed the following: 

1. Air inductiotl line was too long allowing for ex- 
cessive movement. 

2. The real culprit was improper installation of the 
line prior to our obtaining the airplane. The 3 114 inch flex- 
ible hose has an inner wire coil for rigidity, but the first few 
inches of hose fitting over the metal, 90 degree elbow on 
the metering valve had no wire inside. The hose clamp was 
only securing the &. After matly hours of flexing, vi- 
bration and engine heat at this un-reitlforced sector, the in- 
ner coil un-bonded, allowing the air line to simply collapse. 

3. The air line appeared nonnal at the last inspec- 
tion as the problem was out of view. 

I do not know if our incident was a fluke or if oth- 
ers might experience a similar happening, but hose is cheap 
and the inspection takes five minutes. 

Our little plane now sports new air hoses. Every 
few flights a preflight includes wisnappi~lg the four fasten- 
ers for top cowling removal. You simply cannot view much 
through the tiny oil dipstick opening. My final pre-rotation 
call out now includes manifold pressure and rpm readings. 
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weight-and-balance section are tlie same OII some things aud 

Engine-Out Emergency Procedures for 140 different on other items. Example: the rotating beacor~s are 
by Donald C. Remier the same ann: 263.4. However, the nav antetula is 1.2 lb. at 

203 inches arm on the old plane while the new one has .5 lb 
Here are some thoughts on engine-out emergency at 265 inch ann. I figure the old weight-and-balance was 

procedures for a Cherokee 140: averaged CG instead of actual a m  installation. 
1. I'itcli for best glide speed - 80 lnph (outside Also, my aircraft has a hat rack a t~d  I can find no 

ring of airspeed indicator.) figures for its installation in my logbooks that are correct. 
2. Set mixture full rich. Was this mod called a close out panel'! I have called Piper 
3. Switch tanks. who referred me to a dealer in Kansas and I have yet to hear 
4. Fuel pmnp on. from them 
If propeller is turning, engine should steat or try Silicerely yours, 

cranking with the starter. The mag switch can be left on Mitcll Darnell 
left mag or on both. Altus, OK 73521 

If it is ascertained that no power can be restored, Dear Mitcli, 
prepare for an emergency landing. Actually, you are doing a pretty good job of ioter- 

1 .  Squawk 7600 and call Mayday on 12 1.5. Deter- pretiug the iufonnation already. Yes, the datum runs to the 
mine coordinates from loran or give position from a VOR front of the propeller spinner, a id  you ca i  plan accordingly. 
radial or known landmark. As a general mle, use the actual measured distance 

2. Do complete shutdown so that the engine call- to determine tlie ann whenever practical. If it is not practi- 
not start up unexpectedly. Fuel pump offmixture  to idle cal to do so, you may be able to use the arm specifications 
cutoff..mags o f f o p e n  and block the door ... turn off the for tlie later-model 140. Some arms will remain the same - 
master switch before ground contact. the locatio~~ ofradios, for example. Antetuias, however, were 

3. Maintain best glide speed of 80 mph. Do not reduced in size and weight over the years and changes were 
get coo slow. made in location, so you will want to use the actual anii on 

4. Try to obtain ground contact with wings them. 
level ... full flaps ... slowest possible speed. Sacrifice the wings Unfo~tunately, the original data011 your plane may 
to absorb kinetic energy. be in error - if you are showir~g a discrepancy of nearly 29 

5 .  It will take full up trim plus considerable back inches on the locatio~~ of the whip antenna, tlie original fig- 
pressure on the yoke to maintain 80 mph airspeed. Any ures are obviously way off. Also, if someone installed a dif- 
relaxation ofback pressure will result in increased airspeed ferent rear bulkhead without making appropriate weigl~t-and- 
a t~d resultant loss of glidi~ig distance. bala~ice calcolations, it will be extremely difticult to get this 

Be prepared for hard ground contact. have the lap corrected. 
atid shoulder belts cinched tight. If possible, select a hard But you are on the right track - make your own 
surface for ground contact; a soft surface will almost al- measurements whenever you can - you sl~ould end up very 
ways result in a flip over. close on any changes you make. 

Energy absorption in a gradual manner is the name TERRY LEE ROGERS 
of the game here. If tlie energy is absorbed too rapidly seri- Sincerely yours. 
ous injury will most likely result. 

Ways to Clean Grease from Belly 
Weight-and-Balance for 140 
Dear Terry, Dear Terry, 

1 am trying to bring my weight-and-bala~lce up on I don't know if you have come across this way to 
my 140, SR\J 28-21528. clean the bottom of your airplane. If you have, then, oh well. 

I suppose the datum starts at tlie nose cone or in Anyway, I have tlie same problern everyone else has in get- 
front of it. I caunot figure it out exactly because the tnea- ting the accu~nulatedglu~kofftlie bottotn. So, I put my beatiie 
surements don't seem to come o w  correctly. Exanple - the on and thought for awhile and came up with hand cleaner I 
whip antenna is located at 131.0 inch ann in the original purchased at Pep Boys for 79 cents. 
weight-at~d-balance data. However, the way I measured it Let me tell you, it works great. No1 only did i t  get 
came to a 159.8 inch ann. the oil atid grease off, but the exhaust streak came off in a 

Ihave installed some new equipmellt and I would flash also. I used the kind with no pumice and applied i t  
like to know what the arm is for the instrument panel. I wit11 a rag on the bottom from stem to stem. Surprisingly, it 
have the information for the CG on the radios and I want to went through everything down there like adose of salts. Next, 
get it as close as I can. I am guessing the arm for the insm- I just hosed it off a ~ d  cleaned the plane as usual wit11 auto- 
tneut panel is 68.8 or 69 iuclies. motive car wasli concentrate. 

I have a Cherokee Cruiser information manual for Ialso tried it on the leading edges of the wing, cowl- 
ber 28-7425001 to 7625275. The arms in the ing, etc., with the sane results, only I applied it with one of 
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those sponges contained within anylon mesh, rubbedligfitly problems. The discharge of sooty smoke from the exhaust 
over a wet surface, and, viola. I keep the pla~ie waxed so tends to indicate a11 over-rich condition. Have you cl~eckcd 
that may have helped some. It seemed to come off very to insure that tlie primer lines are not leaking'? Does your 
easily though. carburetor have a metal float i~istalled? Your meclia~iic niay 

Ri chat-d T. Langan need to take a look at that engine. 
Tmckee, CA 96161 Once again, the auto fuel should cause you no pl-oh- 

Dear Terry lems, but I do reconimend using fuel with as liigli an octane 
One more belly cleaning method. I simply spray a rating as you can get. I k~~olow your engine is supposed to 1-uli 

light coating ofWD-40 over the accu~nulated oil and dirt. It on 80 octane, but automotive octane and aircraft octane rat- 
immediately loosens up the oil making it very easy to wipe iogs are figured differently. Cheaper 87 octane file1 inay 1101 

off with a dry rag. It leaves a nice slick belly that wipes up cut it in your engine. 
even the more easily the second time. And avoid any fuel with alcohol. Tlie alcohol h:ts 

Jim Belding very deleterious effects on seals and gaskets in the file1 sys- 
Florence, OR 97439 teln. 

Assuming you are getting continuous use out of 
Auto Fuel Running Rich? your plane and that it does not sit for long periods of idle 
Dear Terry, tinie, an oil change. with filter, of every 50 llours should 

I own a 1969 Cherokee 1408 purchased in Febru- suffice. If the plane is infrequently used or operated 111 ex- 
ary, 1994. it lias an STC for auto filel. The exhaust pipes tremely dusty conditions. than you liad best lean toward 25 
have a thick, black sooty deposit. On takeoff, with h l l  hour chauges. 
throttle a ~ ~ d  mixture rich per the checklist, tlie engine throws Silrcerely yours. 
out noticeable aniounts of black smoke. TERRY LEE ROGERS 

1 have taken one long cross-country f r o ~ n  
Stnithville, TX (84R) to Canidenton, Missouri. The flight Fuel Filler Necks; Nosewheei Shimmy 
took live liours eacli way consuming less than one tank of 
fuel eacli way. I estitiiated five gallons of fuel remaining David Hardin, of Auburn, Washington, askedabout 
putting my fuel consuniptio~l at 7 - 8 gallons per l~our. My pitted gasoline filler riecks a id  also about a proble~ii with 
140 does 1101 liave a "black belly" from exliaust and observ- nosewlieel shimmy during braking and certain taxi speeds 
ers have [noticed the black discharge only or1 takeoff. in his Cherokee 140. The answer: 

The cngine does 1101 run I-ougli or 1101, oil pressure 
is good. 1 have changed tlie oil filter at 25 hours. The engine Unfortunately. there are no shortcuts for repairing 
does not appear to he "making 11ieta1." the fuel filler necks. Ifthey are corroded to the point where 

The engitie lias 110 hours SCOH with 3300 hours they are leaking. they need to be repaired. Unfo~tunately, 
on the airfra~iie. Wlieli I changed the oil it still had a golden epoxy or other "quickie"  neth hods are likely to result in short- 
tank color (Aeroshell 15-50.) Since purchasing the Cliero- lived cares. Skycrafi can do tile most thorough job. 
kee and flying approximately 30 liours it lias not required And beware of any attempt to formulate a gasket 
the addition ofany oil. The plugs were sooty, but 1101 fouled. on your own. ingestio~i of foreigli material into the fuel sys- 

It lias bee11 suggested that I use 100 LL rather than tem is one good way to liave a11 engine-out accide~lt - it is 
auto gas. That may be the answer, but I would like to con- ceminly not wonh taking the chance. 
tinue the savings in fuel costs. I have become tiiore adept at Nosewheel shimmy can result from several tilings 
leaning tile engine while flying. I have begun experiment- - rudder cables with iniproper tension, worn or mis-as- 
ing with leaning the cngine on takeoff. 1 am considering senibled scissors, a id  worn sliimniy da~iipers. 
adding a fourchannel EGTICHT gauge. Tlie cables should be adjusted according to ser- 

Do you recom~iie~id that I continue using auto fuel' vice manual specifications. 
Sliould I use the liigliest octane auto fuel or the 87 One other cure preseriteditselfrecently One mem- 

octane grade'! her, tired of the shimmy, replaced the shimmy da~npener 
How about auto gas with alcoliol'? Hangar talk has with a solid set of push rods (Piper kit 664 992V). 

so far kept mc away from any auto fuel with alcohol. 
Considering tliat I I~ave an auto filter what is your Oil Pressure & Temperature: 235 

reco~iimendatio~i for oil chaiges'? I have heard everything Dear Telry, 
from 25 to 50 hours. I own a 1972 PA-28-235, SIN 28-7210001. 

Sincerely yours, equipped with the Lycoming 0-540-I3458 I purchased the 
Jack Else aircrafi in February, 1993, wit11 I500 hours TTA&E. The 
Bastrop. TX 78602 plane now has just over 1700 hours. 

Dear Jack, Ever since I purchased this aircraft it has shown, 
If you are operating according to the limitations of after engine warn1 up of a few minutes, high oil tempera- 

the auto fuel STC, the use of auto fuel should not cause you ture, 220-250 degrees, and low oil pressure, 30-40 psi. It 
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niatters not whether I a n  at 12,500 feet or at 4,000 feet, or It is normal for the vacuum to fall below five inches 
if the day is hot or cold. when your engine is idling - the vacuum regulator only be- 

I change the oil and filter regularly at 50 hour in- gins to function when that level of vacuum is being pro- 
tervals. 1 typically add about one quart per each tell hours duced, and a vacuum pump at idle commonly produces less 
of engine time. The annual in September, 1993, showed than five inches. 
compression of four 78s a id  two 76s. The oil filter has Sincerely yours, 
been cut open and did not display any rnetal. TERRY LEE ROGERS 

My A&P added a ninth washer to the oil pressure 
relief valve spring. He said he'd never seen eight on there Hinge Rods For Cherokee 140 
before, but we'd try a ninth. It made no difference in either 
oil pressure or oil temperature. One member recently needed to replace the hinge 

The A&P said he didn't think there was anything rods on his Cherokee 140 but couldnot determine the proper 
to worry about as he felt that 30 - 40 psi of oil pressure was material or gauge. Piper, does supply the material, although 
plenty. The wanner oil temperature was not a problem ei- the part itself does not show up in the parts manual 
tlier, as far as he was concerned. The material can be ordered as PIN 189-3 10. Ac- 

Any conime~its, ideas, suggestions, tips, concerns? cording to Rick Davis it only comes in six-foot lengths - this 
The original attitude indicator in t h s  plane recently is the way Piper purchases it. 

failed. After a local shop installed a replacement rebuilt 
unit they taxied the plane around the airport to make sure Wants Landing Gear Specs 
everything was working. The mechanic then told me my Dear Terry, 
vacuum regulator was not working properly as the vacuum I have a 1978 Turbo Arrow. Please tell me where 1 
gauge followed the throttle (i.e., low rpni, low vacuum, high can find details about my landing gear: 
rpm, high vacuum - 5 inches). He explained that the regu- 1 .  What is allowable side movement in the main 
lator would keep the pressure constant, around five inches. scissor lillks. 
1 agreed to have a new regulator installed. 2. Nose gear trunnion upldom movement (currently 

Guess what'? There was no change in the vacuum has ,025 inch) 
gauge indications alter the new regulator was u~stalled. After 3. Nose gear trunnion forelaft ~novement (curre~itly 
a little research tlie mechanic said lie thinks Cherokee has ,030 inch) 
vaculmi gauges are supposed to follow the throttle so he I have looked through my Hints & Tips but 1 can- 
didn't charge me for the new regulator it its i~lstallation, not find anything specific enough. My mechanic says he 
Also, he left the vacuum regulator set at about 4.25 inches Cannot find the tolerances in any of his Piper manuals. 
saying that this is easier on the gyros. My POH says five Any suggestions? 
inches, so I upped it to five inches. Sincerely yours, 

1s the A&P correct about the vacuum gauge dis- Gary Manchester 
play'! Is 4.25 inches of vacuum better on the gyros? Portland, OR 97225 

Sincerely yours, Dear Gary, 
Edward F. Murphy The reason your niechaiic cauiot find specifica- 
Mesa, AZ 85203 tions for the gear in the maintenance manuals is that Piper 

Dear Edward, does not provide this information. Basically, you are limited 
The Cherokee 215 is known for its prclpellsity to in gear inspection to searching for defects in the casting it- 

run a bit hot, but I am concerned about the ~narginal indi- self, such as cracks, or for any signs of obvious ~nisaliw- 
cations not only for oil temperature, but for pressure as ment or binding. 
well. 1 contacted Piper for advice and their only response 

A few things to check: is to check with a Piper service center (Flightcraft is in Port- 
4 check the oil screen for blockage by tin foil or oil land) for additional help - each center has a D.S.A. 011 staff 

cans who can hopefully provide guidance. 
--r- 

4 Remove the thermostat~c valve for the oll cooler a i d  
S~ncerely yours, 

check f o ~  proper operation 
TERRY LEE ROGERS 

- - .  
To increase oil pressure you need to remove wash- Auto & Percolation 

ers - not add additional ones to the valve. But if this does by John SclKeiber 
not help, you should consider the possibility that the oil 
pump itself may be in need of attention. Regarding previous co~nments on auto fuel, refer- 

Slightly lowerillg the vacuum may he of some help ,,,,, to 'cvapor lock" leaning are very important, ne 
lessening strail1 on vacuuln instruments, hut they were thought that vapor lock will cause the to quit eonl 

designed to operate at full rpm at the recommended vacuum fuel is not entirely correct, 
- five inches is certainly the way to go. What is happening in this case is a phenomeno~i 
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known as fuel percolation. Liquid fuel, under pressure, is 
delivered to the float bowl of the carburetor and it boils Turbo West 
violelitly once inside the bowl, pushing vapor and extra liq- 10656 W. 120th Ave. 
uid fuel out of the bowl vent and venturi. Airplane engines Broomfield, CO 80020 (303) 469-7372 
are designed to use extra fuel for engine cooling and, as 
such, are close to the point of being too rich. Aviation Sales, Inc. 

Any utinietered file1 added to the full-rich mixture 12260 E. Control Tower Road 
will result in poor perfonnatice. All pilots need to know Englewood, CO 801 12 (303) 799-9999 
that leaning the nlixture can produce more power. Try it 
instead of having an accident. Columbia Air Services Inc. 

Groton-New Longon Airport 
Interested in Back-up Vacuum Groton, CT 06340 (203) 449-1257 

Miles C. Gel-berdng, of Fort Wayne, Indiana, asked 
what type of backup vacuum system was available for his AMR Combs 
Arrow. The answer: 4050 SW 1 It11 Terrace 

Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33315 (305) 359-0000 
Basically, there are two ways to go for backup 

power - using tlie vacuum from the engine intake manifold, Pensacola Aviation Center 
or going to a1 electrically powered auxiliary vacuum pmnp. P 0 Box 278 1 

The electric standby puliip is a system which has Pensacola, FL 32513 (904) 434-0636 
been around for years. n ~ e  auxiliary pump is mounted in- 
line with the engine-drive pump so you need only switch it Sun Aviation, Inc. 
on after detecting failure of tlie primary pump. The induc- P 0 Box E 
tioo mallifold system, on the other haid, requires some ad- Vero Beach, FL 32960 (407) 562-9257 
ditional thought. 

You activate the system by pulling out ahiob which Avsco Aviation Service 
operis a valve that allows malifold pressure into the sys- 5125 Blalock Indust. Blvd 
tem. But you also need to reduce power to get ellough Atlanta, GA 30349 (404) 765-1871 
vacuum to operate the gyro instmnents. Because the en- 
gine needs to run at reduced power levels, this is definitely Epps Air Service 
a11 emergency system only. Peachtree-Dekalb Airport 

For an electric standby pump, colitact Airbonie Atla~ta, GA 30341 (404) 458-985 1 
Division, Parker Hannifili Corp., 71 1 Taylor St., Elyria, OH 
44036 or Pa~iico Industries, 7702 Geralay~ie Dr., Milwau- Mnncic Aviation Ce.  
kee, W1 53213 (414) 771-8792. Be prepared to spend in 5201 North Walnut St. 
excess of$2,000 for tlie system. P 0 Box 1169 

A less-expensive alternative is the manifold vacuum Muncie, IN 47305 (3 17) 289-7 141 
system which should cost about one third the cost of an 
electric system. This system is ma~ufactured by Precise Signature Flight Support 
Flight, P 0 Box 3375, Su11 River, OR 97702. I~~ternational Airport 

P 0 Box 35033 
Piper Distributor Listing Des Moines, lA 503 15 (515) 285-4221 

In many cases, Cherokee owners experie~lcing a 
problem with their planes are requested to contact their lo- 
cal distributor. Each has a full-time DSA on staff who is 
supposed to be able to haidle most technical questions. But 
where are the distributors located. 

The following is the cun-ent list (by state). 

Aviation Wllolesale Supply 
21 13 Merr~ll Field Dr~ve 
Anchorage, AK 99501 (907) 272-4397 

Avex, Inc. 
106 E Salt8 Marla St 
Saita Paula, CA 93060 (805) 933-1328 

Kansas City Aviation Center 
POBox 1850 
Olathe. KS 66061 (913) 782-0530 

Sky Tech Inc. 
701 W~lson Po~nt Road 
Baltimore, MD 21220 (410) 574-4144 

Piper Sales East, Inc. 
P 0 Box 708 
Norwood. MA 02062 (617) 762-3500 

AMR Combs 
P 0 Box 888380 
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Grand Rapids, MI 49588 (616) 949-5000 Piper plastic is not going to cure the problem. Fiberglass 

simply is not going to bond with the plastic. 
Modern Aero, IIX. One Ohio entrepreneur provides a two-part kit for 
14801 Pioneer Trail repairing plastic for about $30. It may have some effect on 
Eden Prairie, MN 55347 (612) 941-2595 new plastic, but it can do little to repair old plastic which 

has seen years of use. The underlying plastic remains brittle 
Av-P ae and breaks around the repair. 
POBox 81887 At least one pilot, seeking a quick and cheap cure, 
Lincoln, NE 68501 (402) 475-4125 got his hands on some war surpli~s Devcon - a coinpouiid 

used by the Navy to repair fighters. The goop was applied 
Flightcraft Inc. liberally to a damaged wheel paill, but it soon cracked ruld 
7505 NE Airport Way came off in large sheets. In addition, the amount added was 
Portland, OK 97218 (503) 33 1-4200 so great that the wheel pant was way overweight, with the 

weight colicelitrated in the tail end. 
Penn Jersey Piper Sales The pilot soon wondered why lie ended up with a 
37 15 Sullivan Trail bad uosewheel shimmy in addition to a co~itinually deterio- 
Easton, PA 18042 (2 15) 258-625 1 rating wheel pant. The reason - that Devcon not only failed 

to make a repair, it caused an out-of-balance condition. 
Cheyen~re Air Center So if a plastic part is damaged or just wears out, be 
325 Airport Road prepared to purchase another one. You may replace it with 
Washington, PA 15301 (412) 228-6400 an original plastic part or, in some cases, you may be able to 

replace it with an FAA-approved fiberglass part for the same 
Brown Flying Service price or even less. 
133 1 Northern Blvd. 
San Antoiiio, TX 78216 (210) 824-7241 Fiberglass 

One man who lolows his fiberglass is Kea Rickert, 
Intermountain Piper ofGlobe Fiberglass, in Lakeland, Florida. Globe, under Ken's 
237 N. 2370 West direction, has gotten more FAA approvals on aftermarket 
Salt Lake City, UT 84116 (801) 322-1645 p'uts than ally other fiberglass supplier in the world. Globe 

has been around a long time and has a11 excellent reputation 
Plastic & Fiberglass Parts in the industry. 
By Terry Lee Rogers Globe si~pplies approximately 100 different Piper 

parts from its 2,000 foot production facility. Globe's prices 
A Piper Cherokee lauds at a small airport. It is a are sometimes alittle bit higher than other fiberglass suppli- 

good larding, but the speed is a little hot. As the pilot at- ers, but all the company's products are FAA approved - some- 
tetiipts to turn off at the second taxiway, he veers off the thing the competition cruulot always say. 
mnway and clips a lullway light with the left gear. Sometimes the production gets a bit coilfused For 

Very little damage is done except to the pilot's example, Globe has discovered Piper manufactured eight 
pride. But because of damage to the wheel pant, he will different designs for wheel pants over the years for the Chero- 
soon lean1 niore than he wanted to know about plastic and kee. Piper also produced 12 different designs for wing tips. 
fiberglass repair. "Sometimes even Piper does not know what they 

Actually,iilost Cherokees have alot ofparts which are dealilig with," said Rickert. 
are referred to as "plastic" by many ouners. Some of thein When a fiberglass part is damaged a pilot needs to 
really are plastic while others are fiberglass. Whether an decide whether to repair or to replace it. hckert estimates 
ite~ii can be repaired at all depends upon wliat it is made of that 30 percent of damaged fiberglass parts can be repaired, 
atid also how much damage it sustained. while it is cost effective to replace the remaining 70 percent. 

Let's take a look at some of the commoii Cliero- "Some parts are just not repairable," said Rickert. 
kee parts which may require repair or repla

c

ement and see "The atitimony trioxide used by Piper is flame retardant and 
what cat1 be done about them. it is cheap to mauufacture, hut the disadvantage is that when 

it is damaged you cannot just slap on a patch. It is like put- 
Plastic ltcms ting a Band-Aid on cancer." 

l'lastic items include wheel fairings, dorsal fin As the Piper fiberglass parts age, they tend to wear 
caps, wing tips, stabilator tips, and all interior plastic as out. They become brittle and crack just froni normal wear. 
supplied by Piper. The word on these items is simple: re- Although the damage isoftennot considered repairable, some 
place them. They are not realistically repairable. items, such as nose bowls and engine cowlings, need to be 

You can take these items to your local Corvette or repaired because the item is extremely expensive new or is 
oat repair man, but simply putting fiberglass against the just not available. 
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But when repairing such items, the person doing per plates are generally bonded into the cowling. To make a 

the repair work must be knowledgeable about wha.t be is proper repair you need to grind the old plates out, replace 
doing and must use the proper materials. Unfortunately, for them, and then bond them back. 
most people, buying the proper chelnicals is simply not pos- Many of the defective fasteners have gotten that 
sible. way because of lack ofproper inspection over the years. ifa 

For example, at Globe Fiberglass, products are plane has been getting $200 "paper" annuals for a number 
made using Ashland 692TP25FR flame retardant resin and ofyears, it is likely no one has examined the cowling integ- 
Hexcel 7532 bi-directional cloth. You cannot just go out rity at all for quite some time. 
a id  buy a quart of resin and a few square feet of cloth. It 
comes in big rolls and in 50-gallon drums and is considered Exhaust Burns 
hazardous material so you cannot just put it in a package Some Cherokees run the exhaust pipe pretty close 
and ship it. to the fiberglass cowlitig. it results in bubbled paint and 

Or, you could try the Piper method and add anti- burned areas on the cowling. 
mo:ly trioxide to regular resin. The problem is that you will The only cure is to cut out the burned area and 
end up having to buy the aitimony trioxide in 50 pound replace it with new inaterial. 
bags - it is not available in small quantities. To solve the prohleln requires use ofa  heat shield. 

Knowledge of working with fiberglassmay be hard Globe uses a rnaterial hiowl as Gentex to make the shields. 
to come by, too. Piper, for example, bas absolutely nothing but this material is not cheap - it costs $40 per square fbot 
ui its manuals about how to repair fiberglass parts. The pro- a id  requires special handling. But Ken bas found it to be 
cesses require too much skill on the part of the individual to the most effective material to prevent exhaust burns on cowl- 
try to teach him by letting him read a training manual, ings. 

And repair of engine cowlings are somewhat a grey 
area even to the FAA. Cowlings generally are considered Paintirig 
non-structural items - only the Cessna 210 and the Bonanza Painting fiberglass is not much different than paint- 
cowlings are considered structural - all other plaie cowl- ing any  other aircraft surface, according to Ken. No special 
ings are considered fairings. However, if a cowling breaks preparation or tecliniques are required. It does help. liow- 
loose in tlight a id  departs the p l a ~ e ,  it may create a serious ever, if you start with a two-part primer, sucli as DuPont 
accident, especially if it goes through tlie windshield or Kolar. 
strikes a wing or tail section. 

AlthoughGlobe has done some repair of these items Interior Plastic 
for customers, Rickert does not advertise this service and The thin plastic used by Piper (and others) for win- 
makes it clear to his customers that repaired parts cai only dow frames and other interior trim becomes brittle with age 
he utilized by someone who has 811 1A able and willing to a i d  cracks easily. It becomes uiisightly and, unfoitunately. 
return tlie aircraft to service after installation of the repaired is not considered repairable. Some people have repaired i t .  
part. but it soon cracks again. The inaterial itself is worn out. 

What does it cost to do arepair'? For a dan~aged set The good news is that it can now be replaced. Up 
of cowlings (upper a i d  lower), Ken estimates the cost of until a few years ago no one made rnucl~ of tlie trim avail- 
repair would be between $500 and $750, depending upon able. Now you have two choices. Plane Parts Co., of 
tlie condition. If a part is available, it might not cost much Lawndale, California (3 10-542-1702) makes tnuch of the 
more new, fiom Globe, than having it repaired. trim ia plastic, while Globe Fiberglass (800-899-2707) 

Globe keeps accurate records of pricing over tlie makes some of it in fiberglass ( i t  is more durable. but, of 
years a ~ d  many of its current prices are actually lower than course, more expensive.) 
the sane part cost seven years ago. Approxiluately 80 per- 
cent of Glohe'sparts are priced lower that1 Piper parts, while Wing Tip Tanks 
20 percent cost more than Piper's. Piper used wing tip tanks to hold auxiliary fuel on 

What are some specific problein areas involving certain models of the PA-32, including the Cherokee Six, 
Piper plastic and fiberglass parts? Below are listed some if and on the Cherokee 235. The tanks were very usefi~l i n  
the items which concern Cherokee owners: extending range, hut as time went on they developed aprob- 

l en~  with the fiberglass delaninating inside tbe t a l k  
Cowling Fasteners Unfortunately, the tanks are no longer available 

Several Cherokees have had cowlings depart tlie from Piper. 
aircraft in flight because of broken or worn fasteners. Gen- When Piper built thein they put about six coats of 
erally, fasteners are items which may be purchased koni resin inside. There are reports today (based oil mirror ex- 
aiy aircraft bardware supply co~npany. amination) of delamination on the inboard wall arouud the 

Pin plates, however, are items which need to come sump area. The owners are getting resin flecks inside tlie 
fiorn a Piper dealer or distributor. And although the lower inboard tank wall. These flecks ca i  block fuel system screens 
pin-plates on most cowliligs are easily replaceable, the up- and can also clog carbu~etors and fuel injector nozzles if 
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they get that far into the system. ment during approaches and landings. The airplane feels 

There are also reports that some have been repaired much firmer during landings. Tracking the centerli~~e during 
by hollowing out the inside tank cavity and applying sev- final is much more accurate now even in squirrelly cross 
era1 coats of gel coat inside. However it is not something to wi~ids. Our 29-year-old Cherokee is behaving more like an 
take lightly - if the job is not done well, it can result uot Archernow. 
only in bad tanks, but even in engine failure (due to con- 4) The most improved aspect of the streamlining 
tanlination of the fuel system.) has to be the rate-of-climb. The airplane now climbs like the 

Ken Rickert's frank recommendation is simply to proverbial homesick angel! Even on hot, sticky days, I can 
disarm the tanks and be prepared to accept the lower range. typically reach pattern altitude by the end of the runway. We 
Underno circumstancesshouldsloshingcompound beused generally fly with full fuel and two people. The new and 
to try to stop the problem. improved climb has become a fun thing to do; I look for- 

ward to it! As you well know, this really says something for 
Sticker Shock the short Cherokee 180 that has always been a nose-heavy 

Unfortunately, there is no free lunch, and this is rascal! 
certainly true wit11 plastic and fiberglass parts. Although The seals are of very high quality. 1 especially like 
~ilany aircraft owners are un-fazed when they shell out big the stabilator installation. Jim Bradshaw is to be congratu- 
bucks for such high tech items as avionics with lots of bells lated for his high quality products and his approach to cus- 
a id  whistles, they balk spending money for on fiberglass tomer satisfaction. I had a number of self-inflicted wounds 
parts. a11d he helped me out quickly and in the most friendly fash- 

Globe Fiberglass sells Cherokee wheel pants for ion. When Mr Bradshaw develops additional mods (like a 
about $1,000 a set. This may seem high, but it is a quality new engine cowling for the early Cherokees), I will be the 
product wlucl~ will fit the aircraft and last for a long time. first in line to place an order. 
It would be possible to lnanufacture a product for a lot less 
with less quality and perhaps without any FAA approval - Nose Gear AD On Piper Arrow 
install it yourself at night while no one is watching and Arrow owners received a11 unwelcome surprise in 
"forget" to put anyttung in the logbooks about the change. August with the publication ofAD 94- 14-14 requiring modi- 
However, most people do not want to get involved in this fication of the nose-gear on numerous Piper aircraft - par- 
kind of maintenance procedure on the plane they fly and ticularly Arrows. 
Globe Fiberglass does not operate that way either. The AD became effective on August 16 and, ac- 

Nonetheless, a few years ago there was little avail- cording to FAA estimates, affected 6,888 aircraft at a cost 
able in the way of plastic or fiberglass parts. Today there is per plane of $382. This cost includes the cost of pans ($52) 
cotnpetitioll and that is what makes it better for every air- and a11 estimate of six hours of shop time at $55 per hour. 
craft owner concen~ed about keeping his plane in flyable The AD requires the ~nodificatioli of tlie nose gear 
condition. by installati011 on the Arrow of Piper PIN 764-377 which 

strengthens the nose gear to prevent nose gear collapse 
Knots-2-U Ups Performance "which could lead to airplane damage." 
by Bob Hechlinski The kit consists of a close tolerance bolt, four bear- 

ings and associated hardware for installation of these parts 
Like all ~ne~nbers  of the Cherokee Pilots' Asso- on the draglink assembly. 

ciation. 1 read each issue of the Piper Owners' Magazine Compliance is required within I00 hours of opera- 
fro111 cover to cover when it arrives. I learn a lot from the tion after the effective date of the AD. 
otlier owners' experiences in POM. I just recently had a Planes which are affected are the PA-28R- 180 S N  
pleasant surprise with my 180C that I want to share with 28R-3004 through 28R-7130013; PA-28R-200, SAV 28R- 
you and the members. 35001 through 28R-7635545; PA-28R-201, SIN 28R- 

We just installed a full compleme~~t of gap seals 7737001 through 28R-78373 17; PA-28R-201T, SAV 28R- 
from Knots-2-U. These ilicluded seals for the stabilator, 7703001 through 28R-7803373; PA-28RT-201, SIN 28R- 
ailerons and flaps. Also installed were the six pieces ofspe- 79 18001 through 28R-8218003; PA-28RT-20 IT. SIN 
cia1 flap hinge fairing. The results were impressive. In or- 793 I001 tlxough 28R-8231009. 
der of increasing benefits, they are: 

1) There was an increase in overall speed. The best Master Switch Remains Active 
1 C ~ I I  calculate is about four to five knots, but this is the Dear Terry, 
least of the improvements. We have a question about our master switch which 

2) There are some Cherokee pilots who claim that we have never seen discussed in POM, so I'll run it by you. 
Hershey-bar wing Cherokees roll llke a fat dog. Adding the We own a 1969 Cherokee 180. The master switch 
new fairings has changed this markedly. The feel is much is the usual red split switch with battery on the lefl and alter- 
more responsive and controllable than ever before. nator on the right. I have always flipped both sic'es of the 

3) There is significant control authority improve- switch on and offat the same time. Sonle time ago the switch 
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started to be "slow" in turning off. dry and it is done in only a few ~ n i ~ ~ u t e s .  

In shutting down after flight we twn off the radios, 
strobes, transponder, etc, and lean the mixture to idle cut- Another Source of Backup Vacuum 
off. The engine quits. Then we turn the master switch off, by Alvin M. Younger Jr. 
but nothing happens for four or five seconds. The11 we hear 
the click of a relay closing from behind the baggage com- I just wanted to follow up on a reader response in 
parhnent bulkhead where the battery is located and the rest the August issue. On page 20, you pointed a reader towards 
of the electrical system shuts down as it should have when a couple of options on electric standby vacuuni pumps. I 
the master switch was turned off. would like to add another name to your list: Aerosafe Cor- 

Our mechanic said that some electrical component poration, Route I, Box 289, Milsap, TX 76066 (800) 433- 
was keeping the relay charged and keeping it from closing. 5689.1 am extremely satisfied with the Guardian 1 vacuum 
As the master switch is really a safety device for shutting unit for my Dakota. Additionally, the service support fro111 
down a malfunctioning electrical system in flight, do you Aerosafe could not be improved upon. 
have any suggestions as to why it may not be working? 
Thanks. We read POM every month and enjoy it. EGT Reading Getting Higher 

Sincerely yours, Dear Terry, 
Geoffrey 1. Arnold The EGT (Mixture Monitor'?) in tny 1967 Arrow 
Boise, ID 83703 used to read about three quarter scale at optimum mixture 

Dear Geoffrey, setting. Over the years it has drifted so that the optimmn 
If you check out the schematic for your aircraft seems to be a little past full scale. Is there a calibration 

you will note that the circuit for the master solenoid is very procedure, or is the problem solved by buying a new part? 
simple - the battery (and alternator) feed into one side of Also, in Hints & Tips 1 noticed several articles on 
the energizer coil and the other side proceeds to the main repfacing side windows. Are PA-28R-180 windows also 
side of the master where it is then grounded. "flat" so my local plastics shop crui reproduce them. 

Other than the wiring, the only two places there Sincerely Yours, 
can be aproblem are in the solenoid or the master switch. If John Stettler 
either co~tiponent gives apartial ground to the solenoid coil, Whinier, CA 90603 
it will pemiit the solelloid to stick or remain energized even Dew Jolin, 
if the master switch is physically in the open position. The EGT used by Piper was an Alcor unit whicl~ is 

Your mechanic should check the voltage at the adjustable via a potentiometer screw accessible after remov- 
ground side ofthe relay coil. It should read battery (or alter- ing a plastic plug from the rear ofthe gage case. 
nator) voltage - 12 to 14 volts - when the master switch is You should be able to adjust the unit to get the 
open. If it indicates less, than there is a partial short in the needle back into the meter scale. If you rum into problems, 
master relay or master switch. you should contact the folks at Alcor (12043 Colwick, San 

111 some plru~es there is one more component to Antonio, TX 782 16 2 10-349-649 1 or 800-354-7233. 
consider - those planes with an auxiliary power receptacle. The side windows in your plane are basically the 
These planes have an additiollal relay which is wired in same as those in all otber PA-28 models. They do have a 
parallel with the master relay and may also induce feed- slight curve, but you utilize flat plastic which thenacqi~ires 
back into the circuit. the curvature of the ~nount when they are installed. 

Return to Keeping the Belly Clean Wants to Know Service Ceiling 
by Joe Datres Dear Terry, 

There has been a lot of discussioll on cleaning the Perhaps you can help us with one question. When- 
oil off the belly. I would like to add one idea to the ever we see statistics on any airplane, "service ceiling" is 
pot. I have used mineral spirits for years for tliis job. ~t is usually included. We do not know what the service ceiling 
easy, quick, and doesn't cost very much! is on our airplane, a 1979 Cherokee 6 300. We have been all 

Mineral spirits is basically what is sold in auto de- through the lnanual and ca~uiot even find any mention of 
partments, labeled as Tar Remover, for a lot of motley for a the words "service ceiling." What gives'! 
very small cal .  OR, in paint stores labeled as paint thinner Our engine is a11 10-540-KIG5. 
(it usually says on the can it is mineral spirits). Sincerely yours, 

In a discount paint or lumber supply store you can Morton Lessans 
usually get a gallon for about $2. It is plellty safe enough to Chevy Chase, MD 20815 
work with and only mildly flammable. Dear Morton, 

Just take an old rag and moisten with the mineral The service ceiling on your aircraft, like all air- 
spirits wipe the oil and dirt. I usually go over it craft, varies by weight. Piper published service ceiling speci- 
once, quickly and then another quick pass with a clean rag fications for your airplane at two different gross weights. 
(and more mineral spirits) to coniplete the job. Just let it air They we as follows: 3,400 poullds, 16,250 feet; 2,900 
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Lycoming Literature Keeps Owners Informed Curtains & Engine Questions on 180 

At least a few Cherokee owners were surprised and 
upset when they received a letter fro~n Textron-Lycoming 
listing the service bulletins, service instructions and service 
letters applicable to their engines. 

They were anlong 37,455 owners of0-, 10, and AIO- 
360 engines who received the 12-page letters compiling the 
service literature which may or may not apply to their en- 
gines. 

The reaction to the letters has been mixed, accord- 
ing to Marian L. Folk, technical design coordinator for the 
engine division. 

"We have had those who love it and those who 
hate it:' she said. 

"The intent was sunply to encourage owners to take 
an interest in the mainte,nance of their airplanes, she said. 
"Most owners do not do their ow11 maintenance. We wanted 
to make them aware of what publications apply." 

Although many plane owners simply turn their air- 
craft over to maintenance shops to have work done, their 
shops should have access to the publications listed by 
Lycoming. Unfortunately, solne do not. 

"Maintenance shops need access to literature to 
~naintain any engines they are licensed to maintain - not 
just Lycoming engines," said Folk. 

"If this letter causes one maintenance facility to 
purchase a subscriptiorl and get the material they need to 
properly service the aircraft they are working on, then the 
letter has done its job, she added. 

Lycoming intends to send similar letters to the 
owners of all their engines. Many who received the 0-320 
letter indicated they 110 longer own the planes listed on tlie 
FAA roster, but they have upgraded. Many want to know 
whether they can get similar letters for their new planes. 

According to folk, after all the 0-320 letters have 
been sent out tlie company will prepare them for 0-360 en- 
gines. Others will come along as they can be prepared and 
mailed. 

"We intend to cover all of our engines," she said. 
According to Folk, the letter is broken up so it can 

be used in conjunctioil with service publications. Lycoming 
does not intend tile letter to cause additional expense to 
aircraft owners. 

"If maintenance has been perfonned in a timely 
manner by a reputable company, the letter should not re- 
quire any action on an ow~ier's part." she said. "All this is, 
realistically, is an attempt to notify owners of what publica- 
tions are out there and what may or may ]lot affect their 
engines. 

"There is nothing in tlie letter which is mandatory. 
We merely recommend that tlie owner check with the per- 
son doing the maintenance. 

"We don't want anyone to land except for the rea- 
son that this is where they want to be." 

I am the proud owner of a 1968 model Cherokee 
180. It is fairly low time (2,600 hours) with a mid-time en- 
gine (700 hours) in need of paint. 

1 have several questions. After researching speed 
kits i l d  reading back issues I feel 1 have a handle on the 
different offerings, but my questions are of a different na- 
ture: 

1 .  Where c i i  I obtain a polished metal spinner for 
my 180? 

2. Wllere can I obtain curtains and tracks similar 
to those used in the later model Archers and Arrows? 

1 What is the merit of going to a 200 hp 10.360 
with constant speed two-or three blade prop (the Arrow 200) 
at rebuild in the futuse? 

4. If going to the above, would long-range tanks 
be a consideration? 

5 .  In reference to question three, wlly not upgrade 
to 235 hp? 

6. Oil c.onsumption is approximately one quart in 
two to four hours; is that acceptable? 

Gary Edwards 
Independence, MO 64055 

Dear Gary, 
The only sources for polished spinners are Piper 

Aircraft or one of the salvage yards. It might be possible to 
purchase one from a11 aftermarket supplier, such as Wag 
Aero, but when doing so you must be careful that any such 
spinner is designed for your plane and comes with appro- 
priate FAAIPMA papeswork. 

Spinners have been a major problem for Cherokee 
owners - tliey aud their bulkheads are susceptible to dml- 
age, especially when subjected to stress during ground ma- 
neuvering of the planes (those spilu~ers are not convenient 
bandle holds.) They are also expensive and hard to come 
by. Many owuers have gone to co~nposite spinners, as of- 
fered by TCB Co~nposite Co. (ad on page 26) to avoid these 
problenis. 

Curtains are not comniercially available. although 
you may be able to modify tracks fro111 Piper to fit your 
plane. Most people have their curtains made to order by 
sonieone very good at sewing. 

The questions conceniing engine conversioll are 
easy to answer: tliere is 110 STC for any conversions to a 
higher-horsepower engine or for any longer range tanks. It 
might be possible to get FAA approval, but the last person I 
know who did so spent nearly $22.000 just on engineering 
work to get it approved by the FAA. Believe me, these are 
not just bolt-on conversions. 

As covered in last month's magazine, the oil con- 
suniption of your engine, although nothing to write home 
about, is acceptable, at least according to the limits set by 
Lycoming. 
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and side panels is another improvement I am hoping to make 
soon. Should these all be done at the same time? 

Can Panel Be Re-Done? Sincerely yours, 
Randy Herrop 

RonMathews, of Shennan O&s, California, asked Douglas, WY 82633 
about replacing or modifying h ~ s  instrument panel on his Dear Ra~dy.  
early 235 to a modern "T" configuration. His answer: Although "Royalite" plastic overlays are available 

A panel can be modified, but it is a titne-consum- from Piper for later model Cherokees, the early models, with 
ing and expensive proposition. the nonsta~~dard instniment configurations, are out of pro- 

Recently, Light Plane Maintenance magazine ran duction. 
a two-part series by an older Mooney owner who completed Your choices theo are to repair the panel you cur- 
just such a modification. Some of his observations: rently have, to replace i t  with a custoln panel, or to seek a 

panel from a salvace yard. 

4 An instnunelit panel has scads of wiring and tubing It is possible to repair the plastic, although it will 
never look like new. Repair consists ofremoving and clean- behind it - it is anigl~tmare to work on and requires a lot of 

time and diligence to complete the detail work. Ing the panel and using fiberglass tape and two-part epoxy 
glue applied to the back side of the panel around the crack. 4 Finding a mechanic who will tackle the project is a 

A custo~n designed hardwood panel is available 
job in itself. Most mechanics have a lot of work coming in Pfluger,s Custolll Aircraft Panels at the ko 
and they do not have the time Or energy to spend 'I1 a Vista Airpol?, Rio Vista, California (707) 374-4359. Although 
which may take in excess of ahulldred hours of shop time. palels are beautiful, obviously are not cheap, 4 Design time is a lot greater than you might think - it A final option, assumilig your panel is so far gone 
requires not only fitting items to the panel but insuring that it is worth saving, is to try to filld an early-model palel 
brackets hardware Inate togetller properly when the from one of the salvage yards (such as Wentworth - see back 
installation is to begin. cover). Of course, any palel you buy will have quite a few 
4 An inexperienced installer may quote a lower price years on it and it may need repair before it can be used. 

than one who knows what a job will take, but you will end Seat and side palel upholstery is the province of 
up paying more in the long run if you try to get a low-ball Airtex PI-oducts. 215-205-41 15. For $3 they can send you 
quote to complete the job. not only their catalog but an actual satnple of fabrics and 
4 Be prepared foralot ofdowntime. The Mooney project materials available. 

took nearly tliree months to install a new panel even though My suggestion is to do one job at a time, rather 

the parts had already been prefabricated. than trying to do it all at once. That way, you are more likely 
4 Do not even co,lsidering lllodificatioll unless you c;ul to take tlie time to work carefully. cutting and fitting and 

get some cooperation from the FAA early on. The Mooney detail work are important when doing interior work and you 

project nearly ended up without approval even after the do not want to be rushed by the shear volume of work you 

completed installation was finished. need to accomplish at one sitting. 

I/ Due to the comolexitv of the project, it is quite pos- . - 
s~ble that some parts of an mstallat~on w~ l l  not work prop- lise Only Piper A/C & ~l~ ~~l~~ 
erly a id  requ~re reworknlg later on by Thomas P Bowen 

Of course, the Mooney ~nstallatron involved acom- 
plete redesign of the panel. W ~ I I  less involved, an installa- In a recent issue a reader suggested one could save 
tion would involve correspolldingly less hassle. But by ordering AIC and alternator belts direct from Gates 
Panel redesim is amajorpro~ect and it should be approaclled bypassing piper parts systeln and savillg money. The 
that way. Most people with 'Ider planes learn live with reader noted that the Gates industrial belt, 7M 1030 Polytlex 
nonstandard patiel layouts because of the money time was a direct replaceluent for the Piper part # 452.823 alter- 
involved. nator belt. I ordered the belt from Gates and upon receipt 

the belt looked identical. vet it iust didn't feel right. 

Wants To Fix Interior, Panel 
- 

I d ~ d ~ i ' t  pay mrccb for tlie best so 1 cut it apart and, 
wonders of wonders, tliere way almost no rernforcement cord 
within tlie belt. 

Dear Terry, The four-year old belt on my Challenger was packed 
I am enjoyingmy 1963 Cherokee 180. During last 

with reinfol-cing cord. (I bad removed it, but it hadn't failed 
winter tlie dash became cold and brittle. Unfortunately, it 

after four years in service.) 
has begun to crack and split in a couple of places. 

In tliis instance, it would seem prudent to stick to 
Can you guide me in helping to find information 

the Piper part irrespective of cost. 
on how I might recover the dash area? Reupholstering seats 
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creating a "Cherry Key" of their parts, but I am willing to pay the piper (pardon the 

By Sterling Brooks pun) in order to keep my airplane in tip-top shape. 
MY dad and 1 checked the vrovcller tracking on mv 

Okay, I confess to being the mystery writer of last 
year's article entitled "Hazards of Hasty Piper Purchase." 

The purchase was indeed hasty and the aircraft was 
a howser, hut nearly two years and thousands of dollars later, 
I am calling my 140 a "Cheny-Key" and not a dog. 

My 140 just went through an $11,000 renovation. 
In bringing my Cherokee up to snuff I leamed many things 
along the way and will submit articles about an IFR Free- 
dom-Cerminil top overl~ul,  new Airtex interior, leather seats 
and the resultant burn-test needed to comply with the FARs. 

I also installed new Met-Co-Aire wing tips, Knots- 
2-U wing root mods, King loran, and a Garmin GPS, as 
well as all new tinted glass (from Knots-2-U) and copper 
cables from American Aviation, new Slick magnetos, new 
fuel-pump, new oil and fuel hoses, and some repainting, to 
boot, as well as sound proofing. I also had great success 
with a wonderf'ul rubber door seal that survived the dreaded 
"garden hose test" and has reduced interior wind noise. 

Other repairs include a fix for split foam-pads on 
the older seat bottoms, repairing cracks in the plastic instru- 
ment panel face and the installation of aLycoming full-flow 
oil filter with rare-earth magnets Lo capture and hold fer- 
rous metals. THE RARE EARTH MAGNETS ARE AMAZ- 
ING! 

Don't even think of using Bondo to fix hail dam- 
age! Bondo might be good for your '78 Chevy, but not for 
your Cherokee! I found an aircraft grade product this year 
that is vastly superior, won't shrink and is easy to work with. 

Althougli the Cherokee is flying again, and flying 
great, I am not finished yet. In a few weeks I will be install- 
ing Laminar Flow speed mods. Will these mods work as 
advertised and will my former dog turn into a greyhound? 
I'll report my findings and submit photos showing some of 
the installation procedure. 

Up to this point in time, 1 can say that I am very 
satisfied with all companies I have purchased parts from 
that advertise in the Piper Owners' Magazine. As an expe- 
rienced experimental aircraft builder, I will also recommend 
other vendors that have treated me fairly on both avionics 
and parts purchases. 

Back to the Future 

. . - 
Cherokee and found a 118 inch discrepancy when mcasur- 
ing the tips of the blade during the tracking test. He wasn't 
satisfied and would only sign-off on something less than 11 
16 inch. 

Prop track is easily checked by using a few large 
spring-type clamps and attaching a bar or wooden dowel 
horn the scissors on the nose gear leg, going fomard to meet 
a point at the prop tip. 

Remove one spark plug from each cylinder and ro- 
tate one blade ofthe prop to a point where the very tip of the 
trailing edge meets the wooden dowel. Then spin the next 
blade down and see where it meets. If it is more than 1116 
inch off, you could be experiencing engine vibration, such 
as I did. Engine vibration translates into stress on bearings 
which can mean shorter engine life. 

When we further looked into the tracking problem, 
we discovered bidden honors lurking beneath the prop spin- 
ner. Someone has installed the wong washers on the prop 
bolts. 

I eventually learned that my Cherokee needed many 
new parts in addition to new prop bolt washers. I also needed 
a new fonvard propeller spinner bulkhead that was dam- 
aged by the incorrect washers. The bulkhead cost about $70, 
but the prop-bolt washers were outlandishly expensive. 
Piper's price for new washers for the propeller bolts listed at 
$48 each, and a Cherokee 140 needs six total. Yes, my fkiends, 
$48 for a single washer! I wasn't ready to spend nearly $300 
for six tiny washers! 

I was lucky to eventually locate Air Parts of Lock 
Haven (800) 772-3117, where I found the best deal. The 
incredibly expensive washers, part number 80122-55, are a 
little smaller than a quarter and much thinner than a very 
old dime. 

In talking to George at Air Parts of Lock Haven, I 
found him to be helpful and knowledgeable. He discounted 
the washers to $21 each, for a grand total of $126, saving 
me $162 over Piper's "asking price." 

I don't know who installed the wrong, smaller-di- 
ameter prop-bolt washers, but they "dug" into the soft alu- 
minum fonvard spinner bulkhead. I suspect that incorrect 
torque contributed heavily to the damage. 

A damaged or warped bulkhead can easily contrib- 
ute to ennine stress, believe it or not, and excessive vibra- - 

Fortunately for me, my dad is a crackerjack me- tion can place an extra burden on the forward crankshaft 

chanic, a retired jet jockey, and still holds an A&P. Working bearing. $126 for correct washers is cheap insurance to in- 

under his supervision and with the skills I previously had in sure long bearing life. Splitting the case to repair a crank- 

building mv last aimlane. I was able to shave off an esti- shai? or bearing is an expensive and time-consuming pro- - * 

mated $6,000 in labor costs during my nine-month Chero- 
kee rehabilitation. 

I will admit to a few problems along the way, one 
of which is a running dispute with Piper Aircraft over a 
windshield collar. More on that later. 

New parts for any type-certificated aircraft come 
rather expensively these days and Piper is especially proud 

cess. 
(Side note; my father was the pilot of a brand-new 

Cessna 421 in the 1960's in which a prop completely de- 
parted the aircraft during a ferry flight. All 421s were 
grounded as a result until a cause could be found. The cause: 
soft bolt washers which deteriorated to the point that the 
prop bolts loosened.) 
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After rc~noving my spinner a ~ i d  propcllcr and sister part from the other side at the front center windslueld 

chccking my Cherokee's prop-flange witli a micrometer, support. 
cvemliing looked fine. After installing (Ile new washers and Lastly, the part is about seven inches too long, but 
spinner, thc propeller track workcd out to about 1/32 of an this problem can be climinated by trimming wit11 aviation 
inch and rcsulted in a much smoothcr running aircrafl. snips. The half inch width problem cannot be rcctilicd by 

The installation of all-new ti~ited glass from Knots- trimming. No craftsman in the world could trim the entire 
2-U was casier than I cxpcctcd and priced very fairly. It was length of tlic collar and make it match thc other side. A~id 1 
a satisfying installation espcricncc and resulted in a remark- am confident tliat no A&P mechanic can rnakc tliis collar fit 
ablc cos~nctic and fttnctional improvcmcnt. If you decide to without distortion along t l ~ e  lower radius of thc windslrield. 
do this. bcar in mind that it must be done undcr the supewi- My warning and lesson to anyone replaci~ig wind- 
sion of an A&P mechanic. Also notc that during windshicld shields.. . if you nced a new windshicld collar. contact 
rcplacement, tlicrc is no better t i~nc  to replace the rotted or We~itworth Aircraft for a used part. I have purchased uscd 
fadcd glare-shicld material No way would I attempt to do pans from them and am very pleased with not only tl~cir 
this with the windsliicld in. pans, but tficir attitude. 

The low-point i11 my nine ~no~i t l i  Clicrokee resto- 
ration came with tlic purchase of a new right-side wind- Next up ... service bulletins complied with. includ- 
sliield collar. Tlic original right-sidc collar (see photo) s d -  ing the Piper headlight-air filter mod, spar-wing attach 
rercd a fcw too Inany nicks and scr,ltches over previous years plates, and the rcally scary Lyconning prop-sludge horror 
and through scveral windshield installations in tlie past. I (easier to check and cornply with than it sounds, but jeeze, 
decidcd to fork over r~carly $80 a11d ordercd a new collar you should sec llre goo that lurks in your crankshaft near tlic 

Tlrc product that calnc to mc is promoted by Pipcr prop hub!) 
as a "one-sizc fits all" part that tlic factory says will fit most 
Clicrokees. (Sounds likc Piper took a ~irarkcting approach The Interior 
that liosicry makers n~adc famous). 

I. along with tiiy dad and another A&P r~icchanic A twcnty six year old Chcrokcc is usually a candi- 
bclicvc that Pipcr citlicr sent tlie wrong part. or is trying to datc for a nu~iber  of coslnctic upgrades and my Chcrokcc 
pull a fast o ~ i c  witli owners of oldcr Cherokees. Piper will 140 was certainly ovcrdue for a new intcrior Fortunately, 
nor admit to error nor l~avc they expressed any intcrcst in the Iieadlincr was in good shape, but tlie side panels and 
having nic scnd the part back for verification. seat covers were terrible. 

Tlic "one size fits all" collar will in no way bend At some point in the last decade or so sonicone had 
along the lower radius oftlic windshield witliout creating a installed clicap, automobile-grade black carpet in the Chero- . 

kcc.  he black carpc; lookcd terrible 
sincc tlie interior was done in brown 
earth-toncs and burnt orange. Tlicrc 
was no indication in Uic log books when 
the carpet was installed. but it certainly 
wasn't FAR cehfied-grade carpet. I put 

! a ~natcli to some scrap carpct and i t  ig- 
/ nited like rocket fuel. No way this stuK 
1 would pass an FAA burn test. 
I 
I After removing the scats tlie car- 
pet was rcniovcd from the floor. Somc 
of it was glucd down and it was a b ~ g  
chore cleaning off the old glue. Thick 
layers of orig~nal prcssed cardboard 
rnatcrial was undcr much of the carper 
area and had detcrioratcd to the point 
that it flakcd badly when touching it. 

I removed all old material aud li- 
~ially had to use acctonc to clea~i old 

New Collar Buckled Wherr ltlstalled orr Plarre adliesivc from the interior alu~ni~iurn 
floor panels. I couldn't fiud a sourcc 

scvcre bucklefro~o a poirrt about 13 i~ic l~cs  fro111 the trailing for the pressed-cardboard, but found something even better 
end, as scen in plioto 2. 111 addition. t l ~ e  new part is nearly a to be uscd as floor and wall soundproofing. 
half-inch wider than the original part. As a result. evcn if Aircraft Spruce and Specialty Co~npa~iy (800-824- 
tlic part could be rnadc to fit the turning radius, there is an 1930) had been a good source for building supplies wlrcn 1 
ugly half-inch unevcn uriion where tlic new part meets the built my kit plane a fcw years ago. Tlicy offered a closcd- 
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cell insulation material, FARcertified, and it was perfect for it to cure for a few days. 
soundproofing my Cherokee's cabin. (See page 235 of their Next came repairs to the plastic instrument panel 
1994-95 catalog, part number 09-42720). It comes in thick- face. My 26-year-old panel had a number of cracks and holes 
nesses from 114 inch up to one inch. that needed fixing. 

This material replaced all the old cardboard and After removing the panel I cleaned all surfaces with 
fiberglass insulation I could remove from the floor, side walls MEK (Keytone). Areas near cracks and holes were sanded 
and door. It easily glues to aluminum with Ptibond adhe- with 80 grade sandpaper, then wiped down with acetone. 
sive. When usingeither acetone or ketone, be careful. These clean- 

I purchased premium all-fabric side walls, new car- ers will easily clean too much material off of the plastic. Use 
pet and five yards of seat vinyl material from Airtex Interi- chemical resistant gloves unless you don't mind getting your 
ors (a POM advertiser). Some trimming was needed to make fingers jet-black. Also, watch out for ignition sources. Ke- 
the side walls and carpet fit, but it was certainly worth the tone is an extremely flammable solvent, but an excellent 
effort. The final instatlation looks first class and much bet- cleaning agent. Ketone is also on the "endangered species 
ter than the original items ever looked when new. list" because it is so volatile it is getting hard to find. 

I wanted to do my seats in leather and when I called Next 1 applied a two-part epoxy paste to the back- 
several shops that specialize in aircraft upholstery, 1 was side of the panel where I found cracks and holes. Use a good 
astounded how much shops wanted to cover four tiny Chero- quality tape on all cracks and holes. Tape the front of the 
kee seats. Most quotes were around $3,500 to $4,500 and panel and apply paste on the backside. The tape prevents 
this was if I removed the seats and shipped them to their the paste from protruding through the front and also helps 
shop. to align the lip of the panel to nearly original alignment. 

I elected to use a local upholstery shop which didn't I had several large holes in the areas where screws 
mind the fact that I was supplying my own vinyl. He under- hold the face to the aluminum panel. Previous owners had 
stood the need to use aircraft-grade materials and was able simply settled on using very large washers to hold and cover 
to find and buy leather that matched the color of my Airtex the enlarged boles. In many cases, the holes were so large I 
vinyl. had to glue in small, dime-sized aluminum washers over 

When using non-certified upholstery materials such the worn-out holes before applying epoxy paste to each hole. 
as leather, the FAA will require that the material he tested 
with a horizontal bum test as per CAR Part 3, Advisory 
Circular of August 20, 1984, AC No. 23-2. Sounds like a 
bureaucratic nightmare, but actually it is no big deal. 

If you want a sample test, contact your area Flight 
Standard District Office for information on labs in your area. 
If you cannot find a lab in your area, try International Tex- 
tile Center on the campus of Texas Tech University in Lub- 
bock (806-747-3790). My tests were done by R. D. Mehla, 
Ph.D. This FAA approved lab requires tluee samples about 
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13 by 4 inches. It charges a $45 fee. After allowing to cure for a few days, I injcctcd YB 
My seat tops are now covered in leather and the Weld into the front of the face in all cracks and areas wlierc 

sides and backs are done in vinyl. This m e  of covering is I attached aluminum washers, using a large veterinary Iiy- 
called "leather match in the upholstely business. It offers podennic needle (I'm talking elephant grade!) Seriously, I'm 
all the comfort of leather at a fraction of the cost of full not sure what size the needle was, I just went to my local ag- 
leather. I can assurc you that the comfort is superior over my vet supply house and bought the biggest specimen I could 
old fabric seat covers and I sweat less on warm days. find. The needle is a trick I learned from my expcrimcntal 

Ifyou are interested in having leather seats in your airplane building days. It allows you to apply glue to areas 
own Cherokee, you will need about four yards of Airtex vi- that are hard to reach or where you need precision in appli- 
nyl and one full leather cowhide. The hide cost me about cation. 
$350 through my upholsterer. Total cost of all materials and After curing for a few more days, I drilled out new 
labor for the seats came to about $900 and this included holes where the original attach screws would go and sanded 
rebuild of a foam-seat boltom. The old bottoms were split places where some residual epoxy paste and JB Weld had 
frolii front to rear and made for a rather low ride in the seeped out. After cleaning with regular alcohol. I painted 
seats. My scats hada black rubber membrane under the foam the top and lipof the panel with IOylon ultra flat black spray 
and attached to the frame seat bottom much like a trampo- paint. This paint is getting hard to find, hut ultra-Pat black 
line. is usually availahfe at good suppliers of automotive paint. It 

I couldn't find replacements so my upholsterer made is deeper than regular flat black and it holds up well on 
repairs by installing new seat bottom webbing on the seat plastic. 
frame. I repaired the split cushion by applying a generous The plastic panel face was painted medium gray 
alnouot of clear silicone adhesive in the crack and allowing using a paint forlnulated for spraying on plastic. The fin- 
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ished product makes the panel look like something com- I told the repairman I bought this funny looking 
monly seen on aircraft produced in the 1990s. I especially clock at a garage sale and just wanted it for a desk-clock at 
like the nice, styling contrast between the black instrument work. He knew enough about this Cherokee clock to say it 
faces and gray panel. was a precision time piece usually found in tanks and air- 

One note on my panel upgrade: I upgraded the avi- planes. The final repair bill came to $65 and now I have a 
onics prior to repairing the panel. The best time to do this is collector's item back in the panel that keeps accurate time. 
when you have pulled ail the seats out of the plane because 
you need to lay on your back and took up under the panel. A Laminar Flow Speed Mods 
small folding camp stool is helpful when you actually need 
to sit in front of the panel. The camp stool makes this work My first airplane was a 1979 Piper Tomahawk. It 
"user friendly" was a great little ship and sewed me well, but when I even- 

My Cherokee now sports digital Terra avionics to tually purchased my Cherokee 140, 1 knew I was getting a 
include flip-flop navcom and transponder. It also has a King more impressive looking airplane and I thought I was going 
KLN-88 loran that makes some GPS units Iook anemic. The to be abie to fly faster. I was greatly disappointed in the fact 
KLN-88 was a $5,995 hot-rod a few years ago, and now you that the Tomahawk was a faster airplane. 
can find them for $995 from J. A. Avionics, a very helpful Tomahawks can easily fly about eight knots faster 
and reputable dealer (800-323-5966.) than a Cherokee 140. It may be hard to believe, but theAvia- 

The KLN-88 has more functions than I'll evcr need, tion Consunler UsedAircraft Guide will venfy that a Toma- 
but I really benefit from a CRT lube that is easy to see in the hawk flies faster than a Cherokee 140. What an embarrass- 
strongest sunlight or darkest night. It also has a n&y pseudo ment! 
moving map that is handy in keeping on track to my final Many 140 owners remind me of fishermen who 
destination. It also tells me all the flight service station and boast about the "one that got away," by saying they can eas- 
center frequencies. ily ccrise along in their stock Cherokees at 120+ mpb. Stock 

A new PAI-700 compass was added as well as a 140s simply don't move very fast despite the fact that many 
panel mounted external temperature gauge. The old gauge owners say otherwise. The Used AircraR guide says a 140 
protruding tlrrough the windshield was dificull t6 view with will chug along at from 110 to 11 7 mph. My Cherokee was 
birocal glasses and 1 suspect created measurable aerodynamic closer to the bottom figure and I was very displeased in the 
drag. The new temperature gauge has a small belly-mounted overall performance. 
sensor about the size o fa  tip ofa  lead pencil. As a result of my disappointment, I decided to do 

Tlic Cherokee also has a Garmin GPS 90 that fits something about my slow flying plane, An engine upgrade 
neatly on the left yoke and works fabulously with thc small- was out of the question because it would be costly to install 
attached standard anlenna. The LCD display is Easy to see, and would only consume more fuel. I really liked the fact 
anrazingly full featured, and runs for about 14 hours on bat- that my 150 horsepower 140 flew well on auto fuel at about 
teries. If I should evcr lose panel power, I have a nice, inde- $1.09 a gallon. An upgrade to a 160 Hp Lycoming wasn't 
pelldclit backup navigation device. One caveat about the GPS practical because 100 LL at $2.20 per gallon wasn't an op- 
90: on days colder than 45 degrees, the display is difficult to tion on my meager budget. 
see until the interior ofthe cockpit warnrs. Night illumina- I took about a year to investigate different speed 
tion is very good, giving a pleasing blue-green glow that is modification kits oiicred by manufacturers and it is easy to 
easy on the eyes. Thc Garmin shows altitude, muway dia- see why speed mods are popular for Cherokees. A lot of 
grams and more, and is a rcally great asset for the cross- things can be done to improve a Spam-can such as mine. 
country Cherokee driver The flap hinges, for example, are appalling energy-etficiency 

II),our panel-mounled windup 8-day clock is not robbers. Next time you look under the wing of your airplanc 
working (like mine), do not throw it away and replace it look closely at the hinges. They are large picces of U-chan- 
with a modern digital clock. Tlrcsc clocks are worth a mint nel type material facing directly into the wind. Try holding 
- up to $800 for a new one, and I am not talking about what four fingers of your hand out the window of your car as you 
Piper Aircraft Charges. If ever there were a Rolcx of air- drive 60 ~ n p b  next time. Imagine that force at 120 mph over 
plane installed clocks, many Clrcrokees have them and own- the life of your airplane. This one small example of drag, 
crs have no idea of their value. alone, has been robbing all Cherokee owners of both speed 

Sincc minc wasn't working, I took it to a Rolcx and fuel. 
repairman. Hc almost salivated when he set eyes on it and I Alrd while looking under your wing, look at the 
explained how I wanted it cleaned and repaired. massive gap between the trailing edge of the wing and the 

I knew good and well that if I told him it was out of leading edge of the flaps and ailerons. This entire area, on 
my airplane he would probably charge me twice what the both wings, is allnost large enough to park a set ofgolf clubs 
repair was worth. I think we all know the stigma that comes minus the woods. I'll be first to admit the Cherokee is a 
wit11 airplanc ownership - everyone tliinks we have money great-looking little airplane, but 'geeze, Piper sure came up 
lo burn The opposite is usually true - I'm poor because I with a serious drag problem in taking design and produc- 
own an airplane, not rich. tion shortcuts. 
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Aficr reading evcrylliing avail- 

able about Cherokee spccd mods and 
examining a few Cl~erokccs that had 
speed-kits, 1 scttlcd on a kit froni Lami- 
nar Flow Systems. 

The co~npany offered a veqJ 
comprcliensive line of aerodynamic cn- 
l~ancemcnts beyond ailcroli and gap 
scals, to include some attlactivc and vely 
slippery looking wticcl pants. I also liked 
their flap hinge fairings and fairings that 
cover thc screws, seams and rivets along 
tlie fuel tanks. Talk about a diay airfoil - 
Cl~erokec wing tank scrcrvs and rivets 
rcscr~ible something one would expect to 
see holding iron blanks together on a 
WWll batllcship. 

Dcspitc the fact that Lalnil~ar Flow Systems liad On my first turn to base I was doing everytlring as 
just csperienced a very devastating hurricane this past storm I had in mny first two years of flying the Cl~crokce. except I 
season. 1 received my kit a few wccks after thc island was grossly overshot the runway 1 cooldn't beiicvc it. Chcro- 
nearly blown out of tlic Caribbean. Robin Thonias, prcsi- kees sink like a rock without power on linal approacli! After 
dent of LFS, Inc.. must be kin to Hucklcbcrry Finn or at not even touching down on t l ~ c  mnway bccausc of the over- 
lcast Leif Erickson. slioot. I went around for aiiotbcr landing attempt. Still. on 

Wlicn the LFS mods arrived I clicckcd cverghing, the seco~id try, I calilc in loo fast. and again overshot iri! 

rcvic~rcd the i~~st ruct io l~s  and was ready FOR ~nstallation. intended lal~dilig spot. 
I found the wliolc proccss ratbcr silirplc and com- Arter taking a few days to becornc acci~stomcd to 

plctcd all installations in four days. I guess alicr spending landing 111y lrewly iiiodificd Cherokee, I lravc round tiiat i t  
more than tn'o years in buildir~g a kit planc this installalion ;~ctoally is n ~ o r c  coi~lrollwblc 11po11 landing and l now makc 
was a breczc, but it might take an inexperienced owner a rliorc '-greaser" landings than 1 was cvcr able to do in tlrc 
wbile longer to install. Also, note that all work must bc done past. Colic are tliosc unpredictable la~idiligs that i v e  bccii 
under the supervisioli of an A&P if you plan on doing thc guilty of making with mny unmodified Clicrokcc. l'm sure 
installatio~i yourself. like 1 did. liiost Cherokee drivers arc very awarc that iiairspccd blccds 

The only thing that really rcqoircd a little elbow off in a stock 140 on final. the airplane will drop on the 
grease was sanding a two-part epoxy rnalerlal that is ap- runway likc a fat pig. 
plicd along the fuel tank fasrings. 1 elected to use a product The sccond new sensation came after making a fe\i 
produced by Poly Fiber that I purchased from Aicsander short cross-countl). fliglrts. I had to rclcarn and bccou~c ac- 
Aircraft Co. Thc installation called for using Bondo. wliicli custorucd to sccirlg 111ore landscape ovcr t l ~ c  nose. My arlglc- 
many people have used over tile years on various aircraft. I of-attack had changed in flat-out icvel fligl~t. TIlc ~iosc oii 
likc 121c Poly Fiber material bccause it was dcvcloped for oiy airplane now scc~ned to bc lowcrcd by :ibout tl~rcc tlc- 
aircraft and won't shrink. Pol? Fibcr worked great on lny grees. This took me scvcral wccks to get nscd to, but I reail!. 
cspcrimcntal airplane and thc small amount nccdcd for the like the new and iniproved view ovcr the pa~icl. I feel trilrclr 
LFS file1 tank fairings worked pcrfcctly. safer by having a bettcr vicw of trallic ahead and bclo\v ~ n c  

Much o f t l ~ c  installation proccss was done working during lo~ig cross-country fligl~ts. 
alone except I needed a spare set of hands when installing My Cherokee also sccms to zip along like a i~cw 
Ihc Fancy Pants on tlic ~iiain gear legs. Hclp was needcd to ailylane now I have sccn a great illiprovcirici~t in cnrlsc 
hold some parts for marking. but this i~~siallation was very spccd. No stock Tol~ialrawk will even. fly kistcr than III? 
easy and took just over an hour for all three gear lcgs. Chcrokcc now because my cn~ i sc  spccd has gone op iroiir 

The moment of tn~tl i  \\;as iicar. On the fifih day. ail ab0111 I 11-112 to 134-135 ~ n p h  at &st ~ I I I ~ C I  2.550 rp~rr. Fli~t 
A&P-IA signed oKriiy paperwork and I was ready to makca out. at 2.700 ipm. I alrr getting soiiicnlrcrc close to I45 nipii. 
few toucli and go landings. My Cherokcc flcw differently bill I've only ir~adc ;I few nlns at this cnginc rpm. I ' i l i  not ,I 

and I wasn't prepared for wl~at followed. spccd-demon. I'm simply a penny-pii~clier. 
The first thing I noticed r~poti takeoff was that tlic On a receiit trip rroiu Santa Tcrcsa. New Mexico to 

Cherokcc took less mnway lo bccotne airborne. despite the Abilcne. Tesas. my GPS slio\vcd a 174 mph groiiild spccd. I 
fact that 1 didn't lravc the usual 10 to 15 rnph prevailing will adiiiit to having a qualtering tailwind of30 mpli on this 
headwind Thc nosc-up attitude was very lioticeablc on climb- trip, but tlie old Chcrokce has ncvcr-ever s l~o\r~r  illis type o i  
out and my I-ate-of-climb i~iiproved as much as 300 feet pcr perforliiancc since I bought it in 1993 I don't expect lo cs- 
minute. pcrielice tliis spccd very oftcn. bur I do bclievc (hat LFS 
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mods greatly increase flat-out speeds, cruise speeds, and Wentworth Aircraft and got a much better deal than by buy- 
lower stall speed while increasing overall performance. ing new Wentwortli was good to work with. The phone rep 

Another area that I am tlirilled with is the perfor- kncw exactly what I needed and shippcd the product in less 
mance of my airplane when fully loaded. I used to really than thrce days. 
sweat when making takeoffs with tanks full, luggage in the The used spin-on oil filter system was made into a 
back and me and the wife up front. The Cherokee now has a super filtration system by adding four each rare-earth supcr 
wliole new attitude and has given me greater peace-of-mind magnets outside the Champion oil filter housing. 1 learned 
when taking off at full gross weight. Climb out is impres- this trick from the book, I01 Wqs to Extend the I,+ of' 
sive when the old bird is stuffed full. Your Engine. The book can be ordered by calling (203) 834- 

Due lo tlie increased speed, I now have the option 0330. 
of either flying fastcr or flying at lower engine rpms con- These tiny super magnets suck metal particles from 
su~ni~ ig  lcss fuel during my cross-country trips and extend- your oil and increase the filtration eficicncy by tenfold or 
i~rg the life ofthe cngine. I also have a new level of confi- more. Regular oil filters can "catch" i~npunlics down to 25 
dencc if theengine should ever quit. The Cherokee seclns to or 30 microns, but rust and smaller particles c a i  easily pass 
bc Irappy to glide now. Previously, when cutting engine co~npletely through a filter. The rare-earth supcr magnets 
power. the old bird just dropped out of tlie sky. Thesc days I capture much smaller ferrous particles and can makc your 
think 1'11 havc more time to find an clncrgcncy landing site filter trap ~nclals down to three micro~~s. 
if the Lycoming locks up. I remember as a youngster watching my dad cut 

I spend a lot of time flying back and forth to see my open oil filters. looking for clues ofengine wear. Many A&P 
parents in a town about 200 miles a way. In looking at my ~nechanics still do this today to dctcnnine how an engine is 
log book I have noticed that I liave shaved OK nearly 25 to wearing. Tlre best way to do this is by using an oil can cut- 
30 minutes of flying time on this routine cross-country trip. ter, not a hack saw. Oil can cutters from aircraft supply houses 
This translates into saving nearly 100 gallolls of fuel per cost around $100, but I bouglil a large pipe cutter from Har- 
year 011 this one destination alone. It is now faster and cheaper bor Freiglrl Sales for less than $1 8 that works fine in cutting 
to visit my ihlks! And. I now iiiake this cross-country trip my Champion filters. 
fastcr than my Tomahawk ever did. In cutting open my filters, I discovered what a great 

A final note about speed kits. Prior to installing thc job ale super magnets were doing. At eacliattacli point whcrc 
kits. 1 installed new Met-Co-Airc wing tips and Knots-2-U the magnets were inountcd, ~netallic residue remained on 
wing root mods. Wliile I didn't ~ioticc any particular speed the inside walls of the can. It is easy to see how this type of 
increase. I did see an in~prove~ile~il in rate-of-climb and be- abrasive material can easily pass through the old oil screen 
licvc tlicse two niods helped i~nprovc a right heavy wing and cntcr tlie lubrication system for more passes through an 
problc~n I had for some time. I don't know why they im- engine. 
proved thc wing condition. but I knour that sirlcc their in- I rvould highly rccom~nend that anyone brcaking 
stallation I no longer fight a heavy wing. in a new, rcbuilt or top-overhauled engine consider this type 

1 am looking fonvard to seeing what my new ser- of tiltration system. 1 lrad just installed new pistons. rings, 
vice ceiling will be. In theory I should be able to get a bit valves and jugs on my cngine and the magnets captured a 
liiglier sincc thc airplane now lias less drag and grcatcr clli- lot of mater~al that typically is associated with tlie first hours 
ciency. but I won't find out until a few ~nonllis when I fly of engine break in. 
across mountains over New Mexico and Arizona on a trip to I took a photograph of a cut-open filtcr and a new 
Dcalli Valley. California. filter about to be installed. If you look closely at t11c cnt- 

Tlrc really big adventure that I wouldn't liave open filter, you should be able to see llic ~netallic residue 
planned with the "old" Clicrokcc is a flight from Florida to still clinging to tlie interior wall of the oil filtcr, captured by 
the Babanias ... (Hey. this is bold and brave for a desert-locked the super magnets. 
land-lubbcr from west Tesas!) Looking at my globe, and Thc super magnets didn't create any interfercncc 
kcling niorc confident in how the Cherokee now seems to wit11 niy compass and they are so powerful they never ~novc 
glide. I might just take this leap of faith . b u t  it sure won't once installed. 
bc during the liurr~cane season! Don't msli out to Radio Shack to buy lnaglrets for 

your filter. I tried some and they don't even come close to 
Oil Filter Tricks the strength of the super magnets. Tlicsc special niagncls 

arc made of a rare niatcrial that apparently only comes from 
My Chcrokcc originally had a screen-only oil fil- China. They arc $5 per magnet in a set of 4 and can be 

[ration system and I elected to removc it. adding a fi~ll-flow ordered through TBO Advisor at (203) 967-8260. 
paper cclcmcot filler system. The old screen did a grcatjob at 
filtering out small boulders. but made for a lousy engine oil New Oil Lines 
filtcr by allowing lots of small particulate matter and rnst to 
go by tlirongli the screen One of my greatest concerns was the fact that my 

I purchased a used spin-on oil filter systeiii from log books did not reflcct when or if the oil lines had been 
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replaced. I had heard and read too many liorror stories about liole in the plug and placed a hose fro111 a shop-vac near the 
lines breaking during flight and I didn't want to be another drill to collcct ~netallic particles. Tlie plug was easily re- 
statistic. ~novcdby inserting a screw drivcr into the liolc and working 

Precision Hose Teclmology, of Tulsa, OK (800-33 1- tlie plug loose. 
5946) offered an exact replacement kit ior my Cherokee. 1 It was like pecnng into a liaunted liousc as I sari 

was amazed at how many diflcrcnl variations were avail- all the goo lurking in llrc chamber of the cranksliaR. Over 
able for the PA-28-140 and I was lrappy tliat PHT knew ex- tlic years, a lot of lead and oil deposits liad accumulated 011 
actly what my Clierokce needed. the interior wall of the crankshaR. The sludge went back 

I found PHT through Trade-a-Plane last year aflcr about five inches into tlie crankshaft. but was clcali from 
calling about five or six different companies. PHT was the tliat point back where oil joumals keep lhc crankshaft flusbcd. 
easiest to deal with over the phone, had the best price, and 1 We made a small scraping tool out of 318 inch alu- 
was very satisfied witlr tlle quality of the product. minu~n tubing, tliat resembled a small spoo~r with a '10 dc- 

I took a Polaroid plroto of the oil lines before re- gree bend at the head. This tool. along with a clriscl-point 
moving them. While looking at a couple of other Cherokees screwdriver allowed removal oT tlic sludge. Tlie goo was 
on the field, I discovered that one of my old oil lines was scraped carefully forward into a plastic container. We rc- 
installed incorrectly. I elected to use a better routing ~netliod moved enough sludge to complctcly fill two good-size cof- 
as found on tlre other airplanes. fee cups, but fortunalcly. there was 110 cvidcncc of corrosion 

I was lucky that I decided to change out my old on the interior wall of LIic crankshaft. Tlic original milling 
lines. One small oil line cmlnbled in my liands when 1 re- marks were still evident, which was a good siglit to scc. 
moved it. I can only guess, but suspect that tlicsc lroses were 
probably the original lloses that left tire factory some twenty- We purchased two new crankshall plugs in case I 
six years ago. darnaged one during installation. They wcrc purcliascd from 

In removing tlie oil cooler, I poured a qua~itity of Superior Air Parts in Dallas. Texas. This group iias bee11 
oil through it to check for obstructions. Next, the new PHT good to do business with and often docs not nccd a par1 
hoses were installed and fit perfectly. I can highly recom- number wlien talking to them on llle plionc (214-213-4433). 
mend PHT products. The new plug was easy to reinstall. We used a largc 

wooden dowel about the size of the plug and simply tapped 
Crankshaft Plug it back in wit11 a hammer. After ~norc tliali I20 liours of 

flying, there is no evidcncc of oil leaks in this arca. 
A reccnt Lycorning service bulletin. #505A. calls 

for rclnovlng a plug from the crankshafl on certaln cnglnes, 
such as the one in mv PA-28-140 the oroblcrn 1s crankshaft Power Chart For 140 
corrosion in ccnain liollow cra~~ksliafts, thc result of sludge by David Johnson 
build-up. 

Some crankshafts have been severely dan~agcd as Recently a Cherokee owner passed through onr lo- 
t~leresujtofllloistureacculnulating in alld aroundt~lesludgc cal airport for a fuel stop and I visited witli llim for awliilc 
area on tlie inlcrior wall of tlrc crankshaft area. and cornpared ~iotes on Cherokees since I am a proud Cliero- 

Engines witli constant-speed 
props don't seem to lrave this problcrn 
because of tlie flushing action of oil pass- 
ing tlirough tllc front of thc crankshaft. 
If your crankshaft is like mine, oil doesn't 
"flush" through this area, it simply gets 
trapped and turns into sludge wlien 
mixed with other deposits. Infrequc~lt 
flying and use of IOOLL (wlrich contains 
a lot of lead) only seem to exacerbate the 
problem. as do aircraft owners wanting 
to go 50 or more liours betwccn oil 
changcs. 

Over the ycars. some crank- 
shafts have lusted on tllc inside to the 
point where they cannot be repaired. Tlie 
problem is apparently found in aircraft 
tlla~ aren't flown very regularly and in 
areas of Iiigli Iiurnidity. 

My dad carefully drilled a small I Sludpe Occuples Larpe Portlon ofMzlk Contazner 
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kec owncr, too. drip just enough fuel to ruin tlic new paint on the pants. 

li::F!/ Winter Starting; Other Alaska Tips 

--. 
~herokee 140 2150 Gross Wt. 

Take off R u n  (Flaps up) 800' 
Take Off Over 50' Obstacle (Flaps Up) 1700' 
Landing Roll (Flaps Up) 523. 
Best Rate of Climb 8s MPH 
Best Angle of Climb 
Climb Enroute 

75 MPH 
100 MPH 

useful Load 949 LBS 
Flaps Down Speed '15 MPH 
Stall Speed (Flaps Down) 54 MPH 
Touchdown Speed 55.65 MPH 
Stall speed (Flaps Up) 64 MPH 
Ae~roach S~eedlShart Final (Full Flaw) 75 MPH 

In trying to come up with a way of preventing this 
situation in the future we devised a very siniplc lix. Using a 
couple ofs~nall plastic snap lid refrigerator food storage con- 
tainers found in a discount store, we fabricated cups to hang 
fro111 the cross-T portion of thc drain valves. We cut a key- 
hole shaped slot which allows the cup to be placed up over 
the valve and then turned 90 degrccs to lock in place. They 
call be quickly rcrnovcd prior to flight and reinstalled bcfore 
hangaring. This less tliall $3 solution has eliminated a very 
frustrating lnaintenance problc~n for us. 

, ~ ~ - .  
copper cables, loran and an auto gas STC. No problerns at 
all with auto gas, although 1 always have a few gallons of 
avgas 100 in tlie tank with tlie auto gas and I only use avgas 
in one tank whicli I use for takeoffs and landings. 

I take ereat i~itercsl in the ideas in the Hints Xr Tius 
w 

book At a recent FAA scrni~iar onc of tlic presenters. a coni- 
22751111 22001106 lnercial air tasi operalor, rccolnrnc~ided not turning the prop 
22751112 22251107 over by hand in cold weather prior to starting. He said that 
227511 12 22251107 
2300H13 22251107 the oil really docs no1 lubricate well because there is no oil 
23001113 22251108 pressure and you are just scraping bare nictal against bal-c 

~~~~~~:~ ~ $ ~ : ~ ~  metal. After preliealing, he says, you sliouldjust get in. primc 

-. - 
ByBradfordParker 

Although high-wing plancs arc prcferred up here. 
I havc seen sollie PA-28s with 850 tires and a PA-32 fork on 
the main. This makes them look really lougli, like a jeep of 
the air. 

Mv 140 is a 1975 with w i n c h  and tail strobes. 

POW?, 75% 70% 65% 60% 55% 50% 
GaUHour 8.4 7.8 7.2 6.7 6.1 5.3 
Horsepower 105 98 91 84 77 70 

RPMITAS 

her and start her up. 
Finding suitable auto gas without alcohol in it in 

the ~ i n f e r  lnontlis is difficult, but onc of thc avgas dealers at 
He shared with tile infor~uatioli from aperlbr~iiance lnlcrnalional offers discounts on Sundays. 

chart that lie had and allowed me to copy it. I liad not seen My plane developed a bad case ofvibrat~on whicli 
this material bcforc - at ]cast 1101 on thc 140, and pass it necessitated leaning imllled~atcly dtcr t a k e o ~ .  M~ AW and 
along for wliatevcr it is worth . (Scc chart above) 1 invcstieated and found the cause: a lcakine uri~ner. 

Standard 
Altitude 

1000 
1500 
2000 

" -. 
One tliing 1 keep in milid when draining lanks in 

Stop Mess From Fuel Drain Leak the winter is do not force thc drain. ~f the sump docs not 
By Jcrly L. Kessler work it is because therc is ice 111cre. Forcing it will only 

loosen it up so it can possibly float around and plug the fuel 
We have suffered from a malady tliat wc are ce~lain line. You need to get il in a hangar where you can get tlic icc 

amicts all Cherokee owners - the  leaking of fuel tank drain inside to melt and tlien drain it out. 
valvcs onlo the wheel pants of tlie airplane. 

The posltlonlng of tliesc valvcs arc sucli that a slight Electrical Problem--Voltage Too High 
dnp of fuel IS destrned to crcate a stall1 on top oftlie pants or By Joe Kolllckl 
destroy tlic walnt ent~relv At our last annual, wc lnstallcd a 

24001122 
24251123 
24251124 

set of Laminar Flow Systc~ns Faicy Pants on our 1967 Cl~ero- A friend of ~nilic recently ran into somc interesting 
kee 180. Since this procedure called for relnoval and incor- problems wllicll to share with fellow Illem- 
poratioli of our existing pants into tlie fairings of tlie Fancy hers, Since n,y friend too mecllanically inclined, he 
Pallts kit, wc applied new paint to the colllpletcd asscnlbly mically takes llis problems to local lnechanic who is 
bcfore reinstallation. really good in most areas, but very wcak when it conles to 

Wc liad recently replaced the O-rings in both tank elecUicity (he admits this 
valves and they were reniaining bone dry. Apparently they The problems started soon after my friend had a 
were only lying in wait for the newly painted wheel pants lo copper cable upgrade (1 do llot know what brand) installed 
be installed. for within a month both sides had managed to in his 79 Turbo-Arrow Coillcidentally, during the salne gcn- 
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232511 16 
23501118 
23501119 

227511 14 
22751115 
23001115 

21501105 
21751106 
21751107 

22251109 
22251110 
22251111 

20751102 
20751102 
21001102 
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era1 time frame. I also had a two-gauge copper cable kit 
installed (from America11 Aviation) with which I am very 
happy. Anjqva): 111)' friend's starter really cranked well aflcr 
the installation, but 'after 15-20 minutes of cruise flight the 
altcr~lator would drop off line. 

Putting a voltmeter on the electrical bus showed 
tile voltagc at cruise would start out at 13.5 volts and begin 
to rise to 15.5-16 volts until the overvoltage relay would 
take the alternator off line. The mechanic adjusted the volt- 
age rcgulator to its lowest selling. but the voltagc would still 
get to 15 volts. My friend in the meantime would fly with all 
of his electrical equipment turned on to load up the allcrna- 
tor and keep voltagc around 14 volts. 

In the meantime. Mr. Mechanic proclaimed the 
voltagc rcgulator "shot." and installed a refurbished one. 
The second flight with the new regulator began to show the 
same problems; my friend was now starting to get angry 
and swore 11e wouldn't go back to that mechanic! 

ARcr a few more flights the alternator just stopped 
working (my friend had a change of heart and was back 
with Mr. Mechanic again). The mechanic pronounced yet 
a~iotlrcr death and installed a new alternator (my friend and 
I took the old one apart and found that some stator winding 
wires had come loose and were making contact with the 
rotor slip rings, thus causing the alternator to uncontrolla- 
bly draw power from its own windings.) 

The wires had eventually worn clear through and 
separatcd-tlius, the alternator output fell lo zero. We were 
amazed something like this could happen. My friend also 
rerncmbered that he could hear a faint lrumming on his 
liavcorns and ADF wlrcll engine speed was changing (this 
p r o b l e ~ ~ ~  went away wit11 a new alternator installed). So, with 
iicw coppcr cables. new voltagc rcbwlator and a ncw alter- 
nator my friend was set. right'? 

Wcll, unfortunately not. 
Around hvo rvccks later tny friend called and guess 

what problem had reappeared! I hustled over to watch the 
"new" alternator being taken apart, expecting to find the 
satne sliorti~~g problem, but that was not the casc. We were 
now all perplexed - we had checked everything in the elec- 
trical system. I suggested we start from ground zero. 

After an hour. the resistance betwccn the maill bus 
and the supply lead to the voltagc regulator was thrcc ohms. 
Not much. but more than the espcctcd . I  to .3 ohms. 

-lints & Tips 
Valve Causes Engine Problem 

Dear Terry, 
On a recent trip in my 1970 140C I ran into a little 

trouble. After about a ten minute climb out, the engine made 
a loud "bang" accompanied by an extreme vibratiol~. 

My first reaction was to switch tanks all the while 
looking for a place to set her down. By pulling the RPM 
back to 1500 the vibration became less violent and I safcly 
made it toperris Valley (a small skydiving airport) only thrcc 
miles olf my right wing. 

After thankigg God for my safe return to mother 
earth, I began to inspect for the cause. With the help of a 
local A&P wc determined it to be the right rear cylinder tlrat 
apparently "sucked a valve." 

My next nlovc would be to determine if the engine 
had suffered internal damage from the shredded metal par- 
ticles. The engine oil was relatively metal-free, but upon 
draining the oil from the filter, my heart sank as 1 watched 
large metal flakes pour out. 

Some A&Ps agree that this would require a major 
overhaul wliilc others say "not always." If the remaining 
cylinders are undamaged, would it be safe to replace the bad 
jug and continue flying? 

Scott Strasbaugh 
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270 

Dear Scott. 
From what you describe, that cngine could be a tick- 

ing time bomb and I would certainly be uncomfonable fly- 
ing behind it. As a general rule, you have major problems 
anytime you find more than a quarter teaspoon of metal in 
the filter or where you find individual pieces as big as a 
pencil lead. 

Checking the other cyli~lders for damage will not 
solve your problem because the major damage will still be 
hidden -when that metal travels in thc engine it goes (hrough 
numerous oil passages and, ifthe oil filterbypass valve opens. 
into bcarings and throughout the valvc train. 

If you still have questions, save the particles and 
confer with the "ultimate authority," Lycoming (717-343- 
6 18 1 j, but I am afraid they will also be suggesting the plane 
be grounded pending a complete overhaul. 

TERRY LEE ROGERS 

When I attached the leads to tcst the overvollage 
relay, I found the screw 011 the voltage supply to the relay Recommends Replacement Strobe 
had allnost completely backed out (or had never been tight- B~ Marcus Norto11 
ened) After tightening all connections, the resistance was 
15 ohms. The next flight showed a rock steady 13.75 volts A few weeks ago the old Wllelcn rotating beacon 

at the bus with varying engine speeds. on my Archer stopped in its tracks. It still lit up. but there 
I t  has now been six weeks and many flights later ,as no rolltion. 

and my friend has had no problems. He has recently had a That had happened once before and I found parts 
voltage indictor installed and now makes it part of his scan. (electric motor and gears) at osmosh for about $50. This 
In retrospect, the higher resistallce in the electrical system time I talked with Whelen: they no longer support tl~eprod- 
before the copper cable installation may have maskeda prob- .,t, 
let11 or it could have just been a coincidencc. Regardless, we I found a used Grimes rotating beacon at M&K 
arc all a happy team again! Aviation in Jeffersonville, Indiana, for a bargain price of 
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$100. But light output sccmcd low, and it rotatcd slowly. and stifIencr can be replaced by using blind cheny rivets in 

I worried that a strobe unit might create a lot of the inboard rib. The remainder of the rivets are accessible 
light spatter on a low-wing Piper, but, nevertheless, I or- through the inspection openings. This repair, by replacing 
dered a ncu one from Linda Lou in Memphis for about $280 the panel, does not solve the basic design problem which 
(901-365-661 1.) 

When it arrived it was clear the unit would Inore 
than fill thc space taken by the old beacon. Part of the power sHrn ~ , - . I E L  

(S407 57 C ? / O < I ~ ' D ~  
supply would jut well above the light fairing. The strobe ,%VS  TO^, T J X / ~  

would lrave done the job, but the asthetics were not ideal. 
I talkcd further with Whclen (860-526-9504) and 

learned it makes a flasher unit - much like those on most 
Cess~ias. With an adapter for the Piper mount, the flasher 
unit would fit - without jutting into the airstream. I liked thc 
look, and tlie price - about $130 from Linda Lon. 

It is a special order for Linda Lou, so it cannot be 
rctumcd if you do not like it. When installing, pay special 
attention to the instruction to use RTV to seal out the weather. 
But installation is simple. The beacon looks good and pro- 
duces a strong light. 

Skin Cracks in Warrior Wing ,dl& u M  - C04 r,w4 

By Curtls Slllcr 

Dcar Tcrry, 
Thts letter concerns cracks ~nslde the rlght wlng of .. .-- 

Piper Warriors. This Inadel has the taper wing design. I have 
made some sketches of the riglit wing arca; this area is di- F~ 'SZNZ 

rcctly under thc wing walk and cvcn with tlrc cabin access >, U , . ? 2 ~  I‘.:", ; A>& jd p 
door. 

The Piper part number is 62061-02 and consists of 
an outer wing skin wlrich forms thc top skin of the right -$3.~ 

wing and a stiKcncr pancl whicb provides the backup stmc- ,&Are L' 
sn:~C*df r ,  

turc for tlrc wing walk area to carry the loads imposed by ,2fiot2,1 P,R 

pilot and passengers walking on the wing whilc entering or BB LIEAFI 
cxitilig thc cabin tbrough the door. Also included is a copy 
of a photo of a replacement skin panel. 

The cracks are in thc stircner pancl and not in thc 
wing skin. I believe the wing skin cracks reported in the 
FAA Airwortliiness Alerts in thc Dccclnbcr issue of POM 
arc vcry similar to these cracks. 

In nly aircraft tlie crack in the stiffener panel is 
approximately three inclrcs long. This was found during the 
last I00 hour inspection and can be seen from the inboard, 
forward inspection opening in the lower surface of the wing. 
The condition is also detectable as an incrcascd dcflection 
oftlie wing walk area directly above the crack. 

This condition appears to be a common proble~n 
since two aircraft in our aero club have tlie same cracks. 
Each of these aircraft have different lristorics with one hav- 
ing 6,100 hours total time and the other with 0,200 hours 
total time. Each aircraft has an allnost identical crack. 

I am sure other Piper owners have experienced this 
same condition since this stilTcncr pancl is similar in all 
~nodcls which usc the taper wing design. 

Replacing the skin and stiffener panel appears to 
be a majorjob. The inboard rivets are not accessible without 
rclnoving the wing. Our aero club mechanic thinks the skin 

allows thc cracks to develop in the first place. This appears 
to bc a design problem which is created by causing a con- 
centrated load to be applied on the wing skin directly wherc 
the foot is placed when entering or exiting the cabin 

I have developed several fixes but have not received 
approvals as of now. One fix would be to add channels in 
between the raised portions of the stiffener. With clips on 
cach cnd of the channels, thesc would transicr the vertical 
load (someone standing on the wing walk) into the webs of 
the inboard rib and first outer rib. 

On a dircrcnt subject, I lrave also taken thc rccom- 
mendations in thc Piper Owners' Magtizinc and replaccd 
thc voltage rcgulatoriover voltagc scnsor relay, with the kit, 
Piper part number 746-928V Our friends at Air Parts of 
Lock Haven were able to provide me with the part and the 
Piper paperwork necessary for installation. The unit fixed 
the excessively wild oscillations in the ammeter. It also cured 
a severe ADF noise and minor directional errors that were 
being experienced. 
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Trim Motor Rebuilding 
By Art Tee1 

In summary, for someone inclined to get this starter. 
I would suggest the following: 

I .  Order the right model (ring gear toot11 check is 

In response to the question in the December issue critical.) 

of POM concerning electric trim rebuilding, such services 
2. Check both the mags @ the battery 
3. Compare the price of both the original and this 

are provided by Bradcn Flying Services, Easton, Pennsylva- 
nia Airport. Tlic radio shop will do the rebuilding at a cost model. 

4. Look at the gain in useful load as an argument 
of approxirnately $350 depending on condition. The tele- 
phone number is (610-258-1706). for or against. 

There have been several design changes in the trim On another topic, I installed GAC gap seals and 

motor and capstan assembly tliat are not identified by part hinge covers many years ago. We found the teflon-like lapc. 
which is on the seals, was rubbing the paint off the ailerolis number changes, so tlie only sure way to have a usable re- 

pair is to send the actual unit, not exchange it with anotlier. and parts of the flaps. I looked at the gap seal maintenance 
maliual and found that this tave was acluallv a 3-M vroduct. 
It 1s polyethylene sttcky tape - very much 11kc "Scotch" tape 

Lightweight Starter; Seal Kit Problem I called Z-M and was glvcn three vendors in the 
By Bob Fox Orlando area. I finally was able to get one vendor who would 

sell me one or two rolls without going into orbit about liow 
Through the years 1 have had more than my share small the order was. (The other two told me the tapc was a 

of failures of the starter system in my plane. From several special order item and they did not routinely stock it.) 
Bendix failures, shearing of the Woodruf keys, similar prob- The trouble is that the tape, which 3-M says sliould 
lems wit11 another pin, tlie motor itself acting up and having for about $25 a roll, was sold to me for allnost $49 a roll 
to be rcdone several limes, to the icing on the cake, when (including shipping 80 miles from Orlando to Vcro Beach. 
tlie liousiog enclosing the starter out on tliat cantilever stance l-he vendor was R. S. ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ .  They were v e q  accornmo- 
cracked. dating on the phone and took the order with a credit card 

1 Installed the Sky-Tcc Hi-Torque starter early this and the s t aa r r ived  a few days later. All in all a good deal 
summer. Part of the reasoli I am writing is to provide infor- until I gotthe vlsabill a few days later. After a call (oHuglies. 
mation for others conte~ilplating such a change and a warn- they said that was the price unless you ordered a case. 
ing to be very careful about i~istalling the starter precisely 
according to the instructions. This is also a warning about R 
inaki~ig sure your mags arc up to snuir so the starter cannot 

epair Your Sun Visor Clips 
be allowed to eo backward. By Dr. Louis J. Capozzoli - 

My mags were checked and were OK. A couple of 
weeks after the starter installation, however, and away from 
home, naturally, tlic engine turned backward on several oc- 
casions. 1 was ready to see mny nice new starter turned into 
junk. 

As it turned out. tlie cause was tlie battery which 
must have been ready to casli in at that time. I asked Sky- 
Tec if the startcr needed liiorc amps to operate. I was just 
advised by the ~iianufacturer tliat tlic Sky-Tec stalter does 
not require more amps than the stock rnotor and also that I 
liave not hurt it. Tliey also answered another question I liad 
- that is. the new starter does not need to be lubricated, as 
did tlic original. 

The Sky-Tcc motor weighs only 10 pou~ids versus 
18 for tlie original. Tliey also liiake a unit whicli weighs 
only eight pounds, but that oiie will not fit tny bird. And 
that is my next warning: make sure you install the correct 
starter. 

Tlic installation was easy, and it seems to make 
sense that the design will not be a strain in tlic unit itseli 
and tlrc electrical system. The starter spins the engine like a 
top and it seems to fire a prop blade sooner. I don't think it 
is my imagination (Not "Hawthorne effect" either.) One 
drawback is that it requires an STC, a 337 and a new weight 
and balance whicli must be done by a mechanic. 

T l ~ e  two cup shaped supports on llic center post 
holding the free ends of the visors became worn with the 
visors falling out. Lack of support of the free end could cause 
vibration to break the visors. 

The center supports are held witli a round-headed 
screw secured witli a barrel nut with no slot in tlic hcad. 
Turning tlie screw liad the barrel nut turn. I drllled a llolc 
into the aluminum barrel nut with a rightangle drill, then 
used an easy-out to hold ttic nut while I unscrewed the screw. 
Another connection between these supports turned out to bc 
about a 118 inch round plastic pop rivet. This 1 drilled out 
easily. 

I cleaned the plastic with sandpaper witli special 
attention to the pocket edge in whicli the visor rests. I tlic~i 
used Five Minute Epoxy and built a wall about 1132 ilicli 
high across the open end of tlie support. The easiest way to 
do this is to put the epoxy around the edge and leave it rest- 
ing downward 011 tile open cnd on a piece of waxed paper. 
After the initial fivc-minute set of tlie epoxy. I put it in an 
oven at 225 degrees for ten minutes. 

After this, I cut the excess epoxy from tlie support. 
I then drilled a 318 inch hole through the epoxy fill. extend- 
ing it to the edge of tlic support as a narrow slot. On re- 
mounting the support, cracks developed in tlie plastic around 
the bolt holes. 1 gently opened these cracks and put addi- 
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tional cpoxy therein. The technique I use today is to charge thcm daily 

Again, I went through the waiting and baking pro- using an appliance timer to eliminate boil over. It is also 
cedure. If you are sloppy with the epoxy, you will have to re- important to check water level regularly. 
drill the mounting holes. I then installed the holders back 
on the windsliicld using the original bolt and barrel nut. I Solved Master Cylinder Problem 
replaced the plastic pop rivet with a No. 6 screw and nut. By Don McGohan 
You need a srnall screw because the round ball on the end of 
tlie visor rod will hit this screw if the head is too large. Thc One day I was taxiing out to takeoff when 1 heard a 
No. 6 screw must be cut to length. about 718 inch. Start with loud ccpopn and lost pressure in my right toe 
a longer screw and adjust, accordingly. brake. After several unsuccessful atternuts bv mv mechanic . - -  

using more than one method to restore brake pressure by 
Light Starter; Wheel Fairings bleeding the brakes (we all know about those ditficult-to- 
By Michael Stevcns bleed Piper brakcs, don't we?), it was finally decided that a 

brake ovcrhaul was necessary. 
It has been about tcn months since 1 had a Sky-Tek The first bit of bad news was that, unfortunately. 

Super Flyweight startcr installed on my plane. The reduc- overhaul kits Tor these brakes aren't available. It scclns that 
tion of about 10 pounds up front helps offset the 13 pounds tlie manufacturer, Gar-Kcnyon, went out of business years 
addcd by thc Black Mac prop on my plane. Thc starter in- ago, or, at any rate they no longer make these cylinders or 
stallation did not require any modification of the engine the parts for them. Apparently, not all Cherokees use thcse 
bafnes. It did however require the wiring to be adjusted due same parts because rebuild kits are available for other mod- 
to the starter being shorter in length than the original. els. But if you have Gar-Kenyon master cylinders with part 

The starter turlrs tlrc engine over significantly faster numbers 91207 or 26044, you are out of luck. 
than the original starter did. This last summer I no longer Of course, Piper still stocks new cylinders and will 
had any hard starting problems. I bclieve tlie starter was be happy to sell them to you for the take-your-brcath-away 
responsible for Ilris. price of nearly $650 apiece. 

Another itern I had installed at the same time was Fortunately, there is a direct Clcvelalrd replacc~nent 
LoPrcsti's wheel well Sairings. Thcy arc worth about 3 mph part for both the toe brakc master cylinders and the hand- 
in cnrisc speed on my planc. The kit impressed me in its brake cylinder for much less money. Each one will cost some- 
quality of parls and the dctail the instructions. where between $100 and $150, but it will take care of the 

problem. I had to have all llrrcc replaced. Tlrc Cleveland 

Looking for Panel Decals part number for tlrc toc brakes is #10-30 and for the hand 
brake it is #10-22. 

Dear Terry, 1 foundout that your brakes are something you tend 

Where can we get decals for the plastic instrument to take for granted until tbcy suddenly go out. Hopefully if 
this scenario Iiappcns to any other members this informa- panel covers? Wc are replacing the panels, but where we arc 

getting the panels doesn't have the decals. tlon will help. 

T1,arlk you for your help 
Sincerelv vours. Speed Mods & Victor Engines , . - 
Ron Butler By Ricky Griggs 
Round Rock. TX 

Dear Ron, I have found oneof the best kept secrets in the Piper 
Most of thc decals needcd for your panel are avail- line. I purchased a 1977 Turbo Arrow last year after own- 

ablc on a preprinted sheet of decals available irotn either ing a Cherokee 180 for four years. This Arrow is great. I 
Aero Graphics. 9740 SE 58th Ave., Bcllcview, FL 32620 or have installcdall ofKnots-2-U's speed mods (616- 526-9646) 
from Aero D-Cals. 3240 Drane Field, Rd., Lakeland, FL and they really enhance the response of the Piper tapcr wing 
33811. Ifyou need ally specialized decals, you are limited to as well as give improved climb and more knots. 
m

a

king them yourselves with a tape e~nbosser or having plac- The kits were simple to install and I would rccom- 
ards ~rradc up at your local stationery store. mend that if possible install all kits at once it will save du- 

Sincerely yours. plicate labor. 
TERRY LEE ROGERS I damaged a gap seal when installing the hinge fair- 

ines and I called Jim and had a rculacement the ncxt dav. 

Warning on Trickle Charging 
By Bob Phlllips 

', 
Jim is great to deal with. He also supplied my windshields 
and side glass. 

In December I found I needed a top ovcrhaul and I 

I discovered Inany years ago that trickle charging had 1,300 SMOH so I started looking at a replacelneiit en- 

lrry boat batteries will eventually dry thcnr out. gine. I called Continental and six other rebuilders to see 

312 
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wltat was available. I found a large range of ideas and prices. kec 140 bit the dust. 1 replaced it with the strobe kit from 
Then I talked with Victor Aviation in California. Knols-2-U. Everytl~ing wasjust as advertised. My A&P said 

These guys made sense to me. 1 have built auto that it was one of the most complete kits he bad ever seen. I 
engines for years and I know that tllere can be a lot of differ- made the installation myself, under the supelvisio~t of my 
ences in rebuilds. V~ctor spends a lot oftirnc correcting mi- A @ ,  and it was easy 
nor problems that make the end result amazing. This is the Also, recently I upgraded my avionics by replacing 
smoothest running engine I havc ever flown. It has a deeper one of the MK-I2As witha Michels TKM MX- 12. I havc 
sound and a better feel than bcfore. In addition to the smooth- really been happy with this product. I also purchased it fro111 
ness the climb rate is better and cruise speed is also up. The one of the classified section advertisers -Nick Knczevick of 
best part is the way Victor does business. Digital Syste~ns (405-722-3506). He is a dealer for Michels 

I purcl~ased a Limited Vtctor Engine that he had and will usually be able to match the prices advertised ill 
on his shelf. They shipped tlte engine out wit11 the return Trade-a-Plane. 
labels and shipping paperwork. All I had to do was insert One thing that he does that others probably do not 
my core engine. the labels on the crate, and call the do is to request that you send him your indicator. He will 
freight lines for pick up. During i~~stallation of the new en- then bench align the indicator to the navcoln. If any of l11c 
gine Rob Baxter, who handled I I I ~  purchase from my first readers wanted to upgrade from the older radios, I would 
phone call, answered nlarry questions and even gave me his recommend Nick and the Micl~els/TKM Thcse navcoms also 
home phone number to call on tlle weekend if we Itad any have a three-year warranty. 
problems. I would suggest anyone considering a new engine Concerned About Ammeter Shunt 
to give Victor a call. 

I feel that I received more for ~ n y  money than I Dear Terry. 
would have with arty other major overhaul. Victor does it The POM is one of my favorite pieces of mail each 
rigllt from the engine to the support after the sale. You are mont~l, I foulld an article written by one of nlelnbers 
relnindcdof the quality every time you say "Clear." and hear. very llelpful in resolving a probleln I having u,ilh rnq. 
not feel, the engine come to life. Turbo Arrow's landing gear system. 

I am curious about the ammeter AD which was 
Missing Shoulder Harness Bushings implemented years before I bought my plane. What was the 

purpose and wlty does my plane have under its instru~ncnt 
FAA persom~el fro111 the Teterboro FSDO, conduct- panel a large coil of wire used as a shunt? I would like to 

ing ramp inspections, have bee11 discovering that the shoul- disable the existing and erratic ammeter and sllul~t and re- 
der harness retainer bushings (P/N S2237-3) at the lapbelt place them with an approved digital indicator. 
buckle were missing and. in some cases. unauthorized re- Sincerely yours, 
pairs have been made utilizing a plastic electrical "tie wrap" Richard Seeley 
in place of the buslting. 524 Foxen Drive 

Without the retaining bushing, the shoulder har- Santa Barbara, CA 93 105 
ness will not bold securely on the sllouldcr strap retaincr Dear Richard. 
stud. This situation has resulted in shoulder harnesses re- The purpose of the ammeter AD was to eliminate a 
leasing due to missing retainer bushings that have cracked potential source of in-flight fire. The early ammeter design 
from fatigue and fallen off. In discussions with pilots, most was a bit flimsy for the amount o l  current oflen used by a 
havc mentioned that tlle shoulder harnesses kept coming Cherokee while in flight. 
unlatched during flight. Several companies offer digital ammeters includ- 

The use of "tie wraps" has also kept the shoulder ing J.P. Instruments, P 0 Box 7033, Huntington Beach. CA 
harnesses from properly releasing due to the "tie wrap's" 92615 (800-345-4574) and Electronics International. 5289 
locking head jamming the shoulder harness at the retainer NE Elrun Young Parkway. #G200, Hillsboro. OR 971 24 (503) 
stud. Utilizing the "tie wrap" can cause the shoulder ltar- 640-9797. 
uess to partially connect to the stud and release the shoulder Sincerely yours. 
ltaruess lapbelt in turbulent air and during normal body TERRY LEE ROGERS 
movement. 

11 is recommended that a thorougll preflight inspec- Cherokee 140 V Speeds 
tion include the shoulder harness locking mechanism at cach 
scat Dear Terry, 

That Cherokee Performance Chart that Ddv~d  
Knots3 U Strobe; Radio Replacement J O ~ ~ S O ~  sent to you was most lnterestlng Those nulnbcrs 
By Mart~n J Mary were, of course, extracted from the performance cun2es in 

the Cherokee owner's manual, but are much casler to read 
Recently the rotatmg beacon on my 1971 Chero- In tabular form 
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0 FLAPS €4 MPH 
210 DEGREES FLAPS 61 MPH 
25 DEGREES FLAPS 56 MPH 
40 DEGREES FLAPS 55 MPH 

APPROACH TOLANDING 
0 FLAPS 65 MPH 
10 DEGREES FLAPS 82 MPH 
2s DEGREES FLAPS 79 MPH BEST GLIDE SPEED 83 MPH 
40 DEGREES FLAPS 76 MPH 

STALLING SPEED WINGS LML POWER OFF 

purpose 
I remounted my compass solely to the Asliby glare 

sh~eld ~nstead of through-boltme it to the alum~num instru- 

inside contour of the windshield and placed inside the wind- 
shield as a guard. 

Even so, removing the defroster vents would be a 
real trick. I'd advise pulling the windshield. 

The defroster vents are attached to the Ashby glare 
shield. To eliminate potential air leaks I fabricated thin cork 
gaskets and glued them to the defroster outlet flanges in the ! 
- - - 
top of the existing aluminulnpancl top. This seemed to work 
as airflow is now better than before. Although the instruc- 
tions suggest using two existing screw ltoles in the alumi- 
num instrument panel top to secure the glare shield, I found 
it easier and more secure to locate two new rivnuts for the 

V SPEEDS CHEROKEE 140 N4539R 

W BEST RATE 85MPH MCA 75MPH FLAPS UP 
VX BESTANGLE 78MPH MCA 65MPH FULL FLAPS 

W E  NEVER EXCEED 170 MPH THIS IS RED LINE 
MANWERING SPEED 129 MPH ROUGH AIR PENETRATION 

YELLOWARC 1 6 1 7 0  MPH SMOOTH AIR ONLY 

support, and a noticeable dccrcasc in cabin noise with the 
thicker windshicld. (Addendum to glare-shield installation: I finally 

Added bird-strike resistance is a ~~icepcace-of-mind solved the probleln of the obstructed lights by rnounling 8.5 

feature illat, tl~ankfully. I can't comment on at this time. mm long x 3/16 inch diameter clear acrylic rods in holes 

Howcver. there are significant installation issues that any- drilled in the lip of the glareshield on the centerline of each 

one conternplating either of these two mods should be aware of the indicator lights. The rods press-fit into the fiberglass 
"f lip of the glareshield with about 118 inch protruding on the 

STALLING SPEED VS. BANK ANGLE 
BANK ANGLE o 20 40 50 60 
FVIPSUP 6 4  66 73 80 91 MPH - .- ~ 

I 

uA. 

First, the Ashby glareshicld: it i sa  well-made, light 
piece of fiberglass work, requiring very little trimming to 
fit. The detailed instructions, although containing some ty- 
pos. arc easy to follow No time estimate is provided, how- 
ever, it took ine about eight hours work to get the old panel 
top cleaned. old panel overlay trimmed and new glarc shield 
trimmed and fitted. 

Althougll tlic instructions suggest that the glare 

- - 
lncnt panel top where it had been originally. This avoided 
distorting the fiberglass; however, under takeoff powcr it 
vibrates badly. I think this problem could be cured by gluing 

shield can be installed with the windshield in place 1 do not 
think this is practical. The fit is just too tight and the mul- 
tiple refits required to get a good fit would likely leave the 
inside of the ~vindsl~ield scratclled quite badly. The only way 
to protect the windshield would be to use some light-gauge 
aluniinu~n or formica about four ioches wide, cut to fit the 

a piece of quarter inch thick closed-cell foam insulation to 
With solnc help from my friends I also extracted the undcrside of the glare shield before mounting, some- 

sotnc perforlnance nunlbers and made them into a table that thing I elected not to do. 
can be Scotch taped to a 4 x 6 file card for easy and quick Finally, three issues arose regarding the existing 
rclerence. I am sending it along to you to print if you wish, instrument panel overlay My airplane has the old-style over- 

Sincerely yours, lay with the molded-in glare shield lip. The top of the lip 
Don Lenner had to be cut away lo within 314 inch of the rear edge of the 
St. Louis, MO 63125 lip to allow the Ashby shield to sit flat. Second, thc bottom 

outboard comers of the old panel overlay fit so closely to the 

New Glareshield; One-Piece Windshield lip of the Asl~by panel Lhal I think 1'11 havc to cut my old 
overlay ncxt time I need to remove it. I would recommend 

Dear Teny, upgrading the panel overlay to the new style without the lip. 

As preliminary steps in an interior upgrade for my Finally, the lip on tllc Ashby shield is deep enougll 
that it obstructs the view o i  the HiLo Vac lights and gear Arrow 1 installed a Kosola & Associates one-piece quarter- , , 

inch u,indshield and a Dennis Ashby fiberglass glareshield. rndlcator lights on the Anow I haven't figured out a fix for 
this one yet but am contemplating simple, passive fibcr-op- I arn cstrelnely pleased with the results: a completely mod- 

ern, end for ,68 vastly increased for- t ~ c  cable or lexan rod "light repeaters" s d  into the lip of the 

ward visibility with the re~noval o i  the windshield center new glare shield. 

pilot's side. I finished the end facing the pilot by pressing 
on a 17132" black neoprene tap washer (the center hole is 
just under 3116 inch) cut down so just the bevelled portion is 
used. It is a very clean installation and, with both ends of 
the acrylic rod polished, enough light is transmitted from 
the indicator lights so that they are visible in direct sun- 
liglrt. There is enough clearance in front of tile indicator 
assemblies so they can be removed to change bulbs.) 

The Kosola windshield, which the company esti- 
mates will install in about 8-10 hours, actually took over 20 
hours to install. (1 was there through the entire process so I 
know what the A&Ps did was all necessary) Removing the 
old windshield center post was simple enough: an access 
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panel is cut in the top of the aluminum instrument panel top did. Surprisingly enough, they had one in stock and tbc price 
and rivets supporting the posl are drilled out top and bot- was about $60. Considering a broken spinner bulkliead can 
tom. have the spinner ruin the propeller shank, this is clicap in- 

Unfortunately, both cover plates supplied with the surance. 
Kosola kit and the new steel support post had to be trimmed 1 had the light bulb in my large beacon burn out 
extensively for a good fit. Matching tlic nine holes in the and naturally priced the new slim-line beacons. With tbe 
mounting plates on the Kosola post to tlie upper and lower price of $250, I replaced the light bulb for $16. Tlre light 
fittings rcquired careful, time-consuming drilling as well, bulb isa  GE 1940, It can probably be obtained for about half 
However, the biggest chunk of time was spent trimming and my price from an electric supply house. Without tlic nunrbcr 
bevelling. fitting and refitting the oversize windshield to fit I had to go to an FBO. 
channelling designed for eighth inch glass. 

Once trimmed. the windsliield went in easily (al- Install Your Own Carpeting 
though tbe interior flanges of the windshield channel had to By Rich Grwacz 
be widened a bit) and sealed with tlrc supplied urethane seal- 
ant. (The sealant in my kit appeared to be old stock as it The following information should in no way be 
contained nulncrous hard Julnps which made neat applica- construed as of professional expertise or I 
tion very dificult.) will relate tlre installation process as it happened to me, right 

Both of these lnods are worthwhile additions from or wrong, 
a sdcty and aesthetic standpoint. However 1 doubt the wind- Cherokee carpeting comes in a lot of pieces as re- 
slricld could be cost-justified, given tlrc labor component, quired by the Inany interruptions in the shape of tile 
"less you needed a (My did This fact could allow you to do one sectioli at a time or tlie 
mcnt, however, that he would recommend the Kosola onc- Being to sort ofwork I to try 
piece to anyone conternplating upgrading to quarter inch the baggage or cargo first. 
glass as thc trimming time is about the same as filling split Makc sure you securely fasten the baggagc door, 
quarter incll windsliield panels). Both lnods sllould be done Next, rclnovc all tie down belts and attaclllnents Re. 
together and 1 would suggest figuring about 30 hours labor tile baggage door sill or latch molding at vely edge 
for the two. of tlie baggage area. Rernovc thc protective grill (perforated 

Sincerely, aluminum) from tlic rear of the seat back at the baggagc 
Barry Dnyer floor level. This protective grill keeps itetns from falling 
Vancouver, BC down into the area below the seat cushion where a lot of 
Canada control cables are located. 

(Note: it may prove beneficial to store all screws 
Ed Note: For further information contact Dennis Asliby Co., and wasllers in a separate to keep track of 
P 0 Box 1584, Upland, CA 9 I785 (909) 982-3793 or Kosola 
Kr Assoc., P O Box 3529, Albany, GA 31706 (912) 435- 
4119. ,,OF, OF. s d  

Starter Fixup; Spinner Bulkhead 
By Dr. Louis J. Capozzoli 

Two stories about recent llappcnings from my 1970 
Clierokcc 140. 

I was having hard starting as llic winter advanced. 
This wasn't hclped witti going to 15W50 oil or Ieaving a 
light in the engine compartlnent. When tlic temperature got 
down to 20 degrees I cvcn had trouble cranking the engine 
jumping it Crom my car. Copper cables were installed a long 
IIme ago. 

I took the starter off One of the springs holding 
each of thc four brushes against the annature was broken. I 
was trying to crank the cngine wit11 only three-fourtl~s of tlie 
starting power. This was repaired and things crank well now 
even if tlle temperature is 30 degrees. When below that tem- 
perature I usually jump it from my car. 

While working on the starter, I bad to remove the 
propeller and nose cone (one terrible design.) I found tlic 
spinner bulkhead was patched in one place and cracked in a 
second place. The FBO reconnnended replacing it, which I 
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Cherokee Hints & Tips 
"Krylon" acrylic worked very well. Keep bound edges of tlrc 
carpet under the sill molding. This may also be a good time 
to install those spar attachment inspection plates. This about 
wraps up the cargo area; now on to the main cabin. 

Main Cabin installation 

, "r".r"Yn ,-*if"' 
To install carpeting in the main cabin the first step 

s"T Utl a *  4'"-. **- is to remove the front scats. (Rear seat removal is optional.) 
ro,X- 6 ~ ~ ~ 7 2  =z-s-T" - Next remove the center console trim or moldings wlrcrcver 
ha.. @r,<sr &+,,I (a,prm 

the carpet is held by these itenrs. Remove the front floor 

Corpehng Must Permit CIeoronce for Sm! Rollers I partltlon molding These are the ones that get stepped on 
and scuffed most and take a lot of punlsliment I changed 

I I interior color from "Hershey brown" to "raven black trim. 
screws go wlrcrc.) I cl~osc to replace all the screws and cup These ~noldings (if painted) should be cleaned. 1 
washers with stainless steel. used denatured alcohol. They are then spray painted with a 

The next step is to start peeling back the carpeting flat undercoat and then a couple of finish coals. I also put a 
or wliat is IcR of it. ligllt spray of "Krylon" clear over the last coat for a little 

In my particular plane the baggage arca had what more protection. Krylon paint has worked very well on all 
appeared to be a cloth covering with foam under it glued to my moldings. 
ttic alurninum floor area. The cloth peeled off quite easily, Removing tlie old carpeting is the biggest part of 
but tlic foam was another matter. this entire process. My carpeting consisted of a thin brown 

Alter scraping with a plastic edge tool (so as not to (brocade) cloth glued to 114 inch of foam all bonded to fivc 
scorc tlic alunrinum floor), I found a product called "goof layers of cardboard (more like the boards used in laundry- 
off'. used to remove dried latex paint. A sinrilar product done shirts.) The live layers were about 114 inch or less in 
called "Dad's" latex paint ronover also works vcry well. thickness. 

Use a large floor fan in using any solvent products. The cloth and foam came off fairly easy. but tlie 
(Follow the precautions on tlie labels). I did a small area at cardboard was anollrcr matter. After Inany hours of scrap- 
a tinre starting at the deepest area away from the door. This ing and pulling most of the floor was clean except for a 
Ijroduct seemed to soften tlieold glueveryquickly. You must couple of small areas in the foot areas ofbotlr pilots where 
use good ventilation in any of tliese processes. tlrc glue was hard as stone. I could not find any solvent to 

Clean up for my baggagc area was done with min- cut this glue. 
era1 spirits. My carpet piccc was sliglrtly larger, but as I in- At this point I would like to point out that you are 
tcnded to replace the wall panels very soon, when 1 glued probably standing on the very skin of the bottom of the air- 
down llrc foam-backed carpct I left areas turnedup and over- craft. 1 cut a piccc o i  112 inch plywood to fit over tlie seat 
lapping. Tlris left sornc extra - I did not know where I might rails on each side of the scat arca. This will keep you from 
lmve to trini the carpet back after installing the new wall looseni~lg any rivets in the skin or denting or strctching the 
panels. underside alunrinuln. 

A good snap blade retractable knife worked very Again 1 did not cut the carpet to final edges be- 
\\;ell in cutting the carpct. Let only enough blade extend to cause I had ordered wall panels to be installed later. My 
cul thc carpct and backing, not the alurninunr. Cut firmly at Airtes carpet and the alunrinum foil backed 114 inch closed 
a 45 degrec angle into the corner between the wall and the cell foam were both ordered together. I cut and stuck the 
floor. If done correctly, one cut is all that is necessary. self-adhesive foam cut to Dave Henderson patterns (Nov 87 

The 3-M company makcs some cxcellcnt adhesives issue of POM). 1 cut light aluminum flashing to the same 
for foam-backed carpet. Adhesive can be obtaincdfro~n auto- pattern, but 112 inch shorter around the entire peri~neter. 
trim sliops or vinyl and convertible top suppliers. When This is glued down to the foil backing by 3-M adhesive gen- 
replacing tlre grill at the base of the seat back a s~nall  five- eral purpose spray. This flasliing would keep a sliarp heel or 
incll wood-handled awl proved most valuable for finding other sharp object from penetrating the foam and seems to 
tlie screw holes in tlie new carpeting. Tlie holes in the grill give a more secure and solid feel to tlie floor. 
sliould give a cluc as to tlrcir whcrcabouts. Next glue down the carpet to the aluminurn flash- 

Note: I use a small, recliargeable screwdriver with ing with 3-M general purpose trim adhesive for foam. Iplaced 
a clutch. An imported type (quitc inexpensive and not very tire bound edge ofthc carpct pieces next to the rear scat rail 
powerful) is ideal for this type of work. Use the clutch on to keep any fluff from binding or getting caught in tlie seat 
thc liglilcst setting!! slides and rollers. Try layering all the pieces in the airplane 

I also found a flexible shaft eight inches long helped at once and a lot of this will be much more apparent. 
get into the tough area. I polislled and clear-coated the grill To do the tunnel area beneath the instrument panel 
and sill molding while tliey were removed. I found clear you will need to remove the aluminuln lieat ducts that run 
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tlic icnyli oftlic foot well arca. I iook these offand repaired. tiorl. TIic techniques arid products listed below should work 
straightened, polislicd and then clcar-coated them. 1 bought well for anyone presently peering through pocked Piper 
slainless stcel screws and cup washers fro111 Airtex - 100 of plcxiglass (in other words, anyone with an airplane Inore 
each for $7.00. than a week oldj. 

Wlicn doing the snap area in the vicinity of the My previous cspcricncc with plesiglass scratch rc- 
back scat riser, make a jig or drill guidc by putting some- ~noval was with tlie venerable MicroMesh product. While 
thing (plastic, metal, wliatcvcr) against tlic riser and mark- MicroMesll works well. it is very riiucli an art form. rvith 
ilig or drilling the existing liolcs into the guidc. (See Figure experience being tire primary deterininant of success. 
2). When the carpel is glued in place. put the jig or guidc Tlic product I used was a Transclco-Satinal Polish- 
against tlic carpet as a help to locate thc existing holes ing Pad. reconitncnded (and sold) to liic by George Mesiarik 
tbrougli the carpeting. at LP AeroPlastics. Inc. (412-744-4448). It produced faster. 

A little tiliie spent on this gnide could save lioi~rs better results with less work and fuss than MicroMcsli at 
latcr in finding thcsc holes. Remember lo allow eriouglr space about thc same cost. 
between the carpet and the scat rails to allow tlic scat slides The first step is to clea~i the scratclicd area care- 
to tnovc easily fore and afl without binding on the carpct- fully using dish soap and water. Thcn determine tlic depth 
ing. (SCC figure 1 ). of the scratch. Minor abrasions or sculb arc ones that can- 

not be felt with a fingernail. These can be removed by wet- 
Harsh Hose AD Modified by FAA polishi~ig witli thc Satinal pad backed by a sponge-rubber 

hand sanding pad (3M Part No. 05530). - .  , 

Tlie year started oKwitli a balk [or Cherokee own- Scratclics that can be felt with a fingernail need to 

crs in tlie forrii of an AD which required expelisivc rcpcti- be wet-sanded out witli tlic finest grade o l  wet-or-dry abra- 

live inspections of the oil cooler hoses on all models. Most sive that will remove tlie scralcli whcn used with rnodcralc 

owners felt llic AD was overbroad and unduly onerous to presSurc~ Scratclics of a light to tnodcratc dcpth call 

Cherokee owncrs. Now. the FAA has agreed. usually be removed with 2000 grit paper. while oncs as dccp 

Tlic original AD required inspection of oil cooler as mine (1132 incli) rcquirc 600 grit to start. 

hoses every 100 hours and replacement after 1,000 hours or Starling with 1500 grit works well: if tlic scratcl~ is 

ciglit years in operation. It applied to all Cherokees - some not coming out. switcli lo 1200 or even coarser (one stage at 

in \rliich a probleni existed due to close proxi~iiity to the a time). DO NOT apply inore prcssurc. Once you havc fonnd 

exhaust stack - and other 111odels where no real problem a grit that removes the scratch, sand tlic scratch out co111- 

existed at all. plctcly. 

Now. tlic FAA has issued an ainvortliiness infor- Then, rvork your way up tl~rouglr firicr and finer 

~iiation bulleti~i which pcrn~its alternati\~e ~nctliods of com- grits (600, 1000. 1200. 1500; 2000) until you fi~iisli tlic area 

pliancc. Many owners may now colilply with a oncti~nc in- with 2000 grit. Rclncriiber to use a sanding pad. 

spection of tlie hoses and, if ncccssary, replaceluent of the For really deep scratches you can rnirii~nize distor- 

hoscs. tion in the sanded area by using a hard rubber pad up to the 

Aircraft with rear-mounted oil coolers can utilize 1000 grit level, switching to a soft pad for the filicr grits and 

the alternative procedure. while those rvitli front ~nounted iinal polishing. 

oil coolers Innst still have their hoses replaced every 1.000 It is critical to maintaining optical clarity llial you 

hours or eight years. avoid sanding too stiiall an area: for a single scratch, start 

To avoid this, owncrs inay install an approved lieat- out witli about a five inch diarnclcr circle around tlic scratcli 

resistant hose. Replaccmcrit witli a TSO-C5Ra QQC D hose and increase tlie dialncter about one incli for each finer grit 

will eliminate repetitive oil line inspection or replaccuncnl of paper. (In lily case. I cnded up witli a sanded area abont 

of the hoses whctlicr tlic oil cooler is nlountcd at tlie front or 12 inches in diameter at tlic 2000 grit stage). 

tlic rear of tlie engine. It is also important to remove all the sand marks 

Thc FAA lias suggested (fiat Cherokee owncrs ~iiakc fro111 tlic previous grit before riloving tlic next finer one. Use 

their mechanics m a r e  of the alternative method of compli- plenty of water! 

ancc as the special ainrortliiness bulletin was sent to regis- Once you have worked up to the 2000 grit lcvcl 

tered plane owncrs only - not to mcchanics. you should have a uniformly satin-appearing arca on your 
windotv. Wash t l~is  well wit11 dish soap and water. tlieri wcl- 

Refinishing Scratched Windows 
polisli witli the Satinal pad. keeping tlic entire arca wct with 
a sorav bottle. (Workirie inside a hanear is nreferablc). Thc ' ,  - u 

By Barry Dwyer Satilldl pad will remove the liazc left by 2000 grit paper 
quickly; it may take a couple of rounds of polishing to get a 

I recently had the unfortullatc experience of get- crystal-clear finish, though. Wash and inspect the area and 
ting a 3/8 inch long by 1/32 incli deep scratcli in tile middle wet-polisli again as needed. 
of a new windshield. I was able to successfully remove the The entire process took me about oric hour to com- 
scratch and refinish the windshield to a near-new condi- pletely remove tlie scratch from my windshield. I used about 
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onc-quarter of the Satinal pad and orrc tlircc-by-three inch Replacing Arrow Gear Switches 
squarc of each of the various grits of ahrasivc paper. At tliat By Joe Young 
ratc. one Satinal pad (about 1612.00) should easily refinish 
an entire Chcrokcc windshield. One sheet each of tlie wet- 01ic or the fixcs my plane needed during the last 
oriln/ abrasive papers will cost aboul$5.00 Tor the full range was the lllicro switclles on 8m,s landing I found 
of 600 tllrougli2000 and will probably be cnouglito refin- thcsc to be to get through Piper and 
is11 several co~nplctc windshields. Jim Garrett's submission to Cherokee Hints &Tips 

George at LP Acro Plastics cautioned me tliat, with Part Arrow Problcmn hclpcd lnc 
a scratcli as deep 21s thc onc I Irad, the chances of having started in the for a supplier, 
optical distortion in the windsliield cvcn aTtcr careful pol- However, the part listed was either or 
isliing werc vcry lrigli. He was right: there is some distor- 
tion in tlic five incli diameter area where I used the 600 grit. To find tlie switch, I contacted Clrarlton Bates in 
Howcvcr. it is ~iiinor and will probably disappear with the Rock, Arkansas (800-482-9313), illformed me 
first re\+, bugs or spring. Olhenvise. the urindshield looks tile part llulnber I was looking for was I SEI rather than 
brand ricw again and much better than with the gouge out of ISEL, Tllc part tile actuator arm was correct 
thc middle. (JE-I). 

1 highly recomtncnd thc Satinal polishing process Their price for the switch was $32.55, and the ac- 
to anyone who is considering refinishing a scratclred wind- tuator arm cost approxilnately $4,50, The people at Charlton 
sl~icld or sidc windows. It is inexpensive, fast and produces Bates were vcly llelpful and as out part 
escellcnt rcsults. Practicc 011 a piece of scrap plexiglass first discrepancy. 
and take a decp brcatlr before taking that piece of 600 grit One word of advice: the first switch failed last May. 
sandpaper to tlie ~iliddle of your windshield! The seco~rd failed during the Tall, and 1 am now replacing 

the third onc in Marcli. Given the age of the aircraft, 1 prob- 
Adjusting Voltage Regulator ably sliould have replaced all swilchcs associated with tlic 

gear system at tlie same time. The extra expense of tlie 
Dear Tcr~?;. switches would have eliminated scvcral hcart-sinking cxpc- 

I lravc a 1977 cn~iscr wl~icli is charging at about riences during the last year when gear indications wcre not 
125+ volts so liaturally thc battery gradually gocs down ovcr as llre should have been. 
tirue. 1 located tlievoltaee remiator with the tliouelit in mind - - - 
or adjusting upward according to the manual. Vent Window Weather Stripping 

The regulator is not as described in tlie Cherokee By Bernie Heilnos 
Scnricc Manual and is labclcd 'Larnar BOO32 1-2 with a nwn- 
ber 484121'. It has a liolc marked adjustment and sllowing 
the direction of screw rolatioli for 'increase'. This appears 
to bc a simplc external adjustl~rc~rt with another person IIION- 

toring witli a voltage meter to aim for 14+volts. 
Are there any pitfalls of which you are aware ex- 

ccpt of coursc not to go beyond thc normal range of 14.5 
volts on a 12 volt system? I wonld apprcciatc an irnmediatc 
response so I can have your tliouglits before I start adjust- 
1ng. 

R. D. Lindsay 
Chillicothc, OH 45601 

I installed new pilot's side vent window weather 
stripping more than two years ago and it still maintains a 
watertight and Inore importantly airtight seal. 

Please pass it along to other mcmbcrs who llave 
any complaints about leaking or noisy vent windows. 

This product is available at most hardware stores: 
318" EPDM Rubber Wcatherstrip (318 incli wide X 114 inch 
Thick X 17 feet long), product number V25B. Frost King, 
Thermwell Products Co Ilic . Paterson, NJ 07524 and Los 
Angcles, CA 90058 

Dear Mr Lnidsa), 
Plpcr recolinnel~ds a method of voltage remlator Concerned About RPM Limitation . . 

scttilrg 1+4iicli rcquircs monitoring rcgulalor tcmpcrature, 
amperage and voltage. In fact. the conipaliy lists two metli- Dear Terly. 
ods. described as thc "fixed rcsislance" and the "variable As a ncw pilot and recent 1973 Cherokee 180 pur- 

resistance" methods. chaser, I was so~ncwliat dismayed to read your answer to an 
Both methods are considerably more complicated Owner's question regarding operation within certain RPM 

tllall merely turning the screw and looking for all appar. ranges for Cherokees equipped with the 0-360-A4A engine 
cntly appropriate voltage. The problem witli the shortcut and Sellscnicll76EM8S5 propeller. MY plane has same 
method is that you are merely guessing and. at different power combinations alld Yet I have done most of my flyillg since 
settings. yon may end up with rrrore or less voltage than you my December purchase in the "no continuous operation" 
planncd. You could end up witli a system which does not range. including a trip from Manassas to Houston and hack. 
charge (like yon already have) or you may end up cooking My plane has no placard or markings on the ta- 
your batter). cfionieter regarding the RPM restriction and, from review- 
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pcrliaps you can help me willi. no toc brakes oil either side. It had tlie ancicnl old bow-tie 

My nm-ups arc always rough unless I lean aggrcs- yokcs. and the panel wasn't standard-T; I kept going cross- 
sively from starl-up and during the taxi (field elevalio~i 780 cycd looking for tlic turn and bank where there was an al- 
kct) .  timeter. etc. 

By aggl-cssively. I lnean uritllin all inch of thc idle Mission # I  was to gel rid of the old bow-tic yokes 
shut oKposition. In cruise (at 5.000 to 7,000 fcct), I have (and their AD 69-22-02) and put in sonie modern ram's- 
bee11 lcaning to 50 degrces rich o i  peak and consistently lior~i stylc yokcs.'Piper eve11 has an SB or1 doing it. Unfortrt- 
gctting handbook perfornia~icc (ic.. 140 knot cruise at 75 nately, my yokes werc tlic carly 0.75 inch column, and the 
percc~il powcr. But at my last annual. ;I cracked cylinder SB called out new yokes for t l a t  colunln diameter. I really 
was found and attributed to ovcr leaning. wanted the largcr lale niodel colulnns ( I .  I25 ilichcs). 

In addition. several ~no~ i ths  before tny last annual. Also. Piper wanted ridiculous sums for tlie yokes. 
I lost powcr in cn~ i sc  bccausc a spark plug cracked (and the about $700 cach. and used 1.125 yoke refurbished assem- 
second foulcd) which was again attributed to over-leaning. blies wcrc available from Wentworth, so into 337 land I went. 
Sincc my last annual. I have been lealiing 75 to 100 dcgrccs Our local FSDO bwy is a pretty decent sorl, and I rcvicwed 
rich of pcak arid have noticcd a performance degradation in adva~icc with liirll wllat I had planned (with mny IA of 
and i~~crcasc  in fuel co~isuniptio~i from 10.8 to 12.1 gph. coursc). 

Docs this m,&c sc~ise to you? Should I consider an Tlic conversion was pretty straigtitrorward: I bonglit 
engine ~ilonitor and, if so, wliich do you reco~nmend? the yokes from Wentworth for $600 tlie pair. cornplctcly rc- 

I'd prefer to avoid tlie espcnsc. Pcrliaps a tnorc so- furbished with black powder-coat, columns, and all tlic ncw 
pliisticatcd fucl-flow gauge can be i~istalled? bushing picces. 1 removed the old yokes and enlarged the 

Si~lcercly yours. panel cutouts and drilled ncw mouirling liolcs. using thc 
Michael Granet bushing plates as temp!ates. The o~ily obstacle turned out to 
Cu~nberland. MD 2 1502 bc an amazingly resistant bushing-to-U-joint fit, requiring 

Dcar Mike. heating. honing, and several iiours of cursing (my strong 
Thc Bcndis fuel njcction system is a bit compli- suit) to get properly joined and aligned. 

calcd. but it ge~ierally perforins well witliout problems. Tlic rcsult is cvcn better than I iiad anticipated: tlic 
Thc biggcsf problcrn with the system is the center yokes are gorgeous. thcy niakc tlic cockpit rnorc modcni- 

body scal wliich allows fticl to pass from tlic fuel to the air looking. and they giidc tnorc stnoothly than ihc old 0.75 
side of thc rcgulator. Fuci cotiics out of thc irnpacl lubcs and coluliins cvcr coold. The mike switches are mounted in the 
tlic systc~n is too rich. Tliis lnay be your problem. yokes and tlrc wircs go insidc tlic colulnns to the back sidc 

You cannot control tliis by adjusting tlie "Mixture" of the panel for wiring into thc audio circuits. An added 
co~itrol or thc li~ikagc. Tlic linkage co~ilrols IDLE niixturc bonus IS that the new positio~i of the yokes elilninates tlie 
o~ily. Adjusting tlic li~ikagc will do nothing lo solve the prob- right-liand yokc rrorn hittirig the mixture knob when it was 
lc~iis at altiludc or at lrigli powcr scltings. Thc condition. if at full-lean. a minor irritation. And of coursc the 50-hour 
i t  has bccn in cxistcncc for somc tirnc. will show stains at recurrent AD no longer applies. 
Ihc impact tube. Sotiic caveats for anyonc trying this mod: watch 

Another check your mcclianic can make is to block out for tlie inevitable metal cliips from llic rcwork; 1 used a 
offtllc l i~ic to tlrc flow dircctor and run tllc fucl pump. If fucl vacuum clea~ier with a 518 incii heater hose taped lo tlic cnd 
drios fro111 thc inioact tubes. the seal is defective. Tlie o~ilv 
cure is to replace tlie rebwlator section. 

Sevcral compa~iics ~iiakc cliginc analyzer systems 
and tlicy arc a good irivcstmcnl. But tlicy will ~ i o t  solvc your 
over-leanitig problem. Fis the problelii first and then coti- 
sider adding i~~s t ru~ i l e~ i t a t io~ i  to help you Inore closely moni- 
tor thc condition of your cnginc in thc Cuturc. 

Siricerely yours. 
TERRY LEE ROGERS 

Early Model Cherokee Upgrades 
B) Grcg lllcs 

My235, N8581W. is nearly dill-siniple: fised prop, 
fixed gear. basic IFR panel (two VORs. glideslope, mark- 
crs). and hirl? decent condition for a 32-year-old airplane 
with ten owners in its history. 

Problc~il was. 11 LOOKED kllld of old-faslll0ned 
(on tlic ins~de). and I got ~t w ~ t h  only thc srnglc handbrakc - 

pane/ Has MI/ltavy Look-Note Lack o f  Plastic 

320 
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View of Right Hatzd Side of Redmze Panel 

offering loc brakes until 10487. Wllal lliey left oul $%IS l l ~ c  
bracc on the enginc side of tlre fircwall to take the llrn~s! 
fronr the brake cylindcrs. which rise up rroln the rudder bar 
pcdals to mounttng points on tlrc inside oitlrc firewall. 

Unfortunately. I didn't lcarn about tlris situalion 
until tbc old brakes wcrc lipped out and the new ones wcrc 
going in. Also, in addition to the brace, l l ~ c  new rudder bar 
needed a cornpletc ncw set of ruddcr bar mounts, Jirn at 
Wentwofih was an absolulc prince thc crrtire time. sending 
rue additional or replaccmcnt parts and basically acting likc 
a partner in the enterprise. I lrave just EXCELLENT expe- 
rience wit11 Wcntworth and call reco~nmcrtd them quite 
highly. 

How r~ry mechanic cvcr got that fircwall brace in- 
stalled without pulling the engine is beyond me: he did it 
while I was at work - in 6.5 hours. A superb job. 

Thc rest of it went smootlrlv csceDt for tbc final 
to constantly clean up any chips kicked out by 111y tools. stage of the installation. when wc round that tlrc new rudder 
Also. when wiring tlrc mike switcl~cs in. be EXTREMELY bar didn't align to the old ruddcr trim mechanism. As 1 rc- 
careful about routing the wircs out tlic lrolc in tlre large col- searclrcd it. I found that if I replaced t l ~ c  ruddcr trim mccl~a- 
umn, and lnovc cvciything back and fort11 and fro111 stop lo nisni ($400 more), I would then have to replace Illc trim 
stop in all directions to cl~cck for catclring or snagging. housing. interior trim, and perllaps t l ~ c  resl of tlrc airplanc 

Mission #2 was to rearrange the panel into a sian- before tire dornirio c k c !  ended. More pl~orre calls. FSDO 
dard 'T' configuratio~i. Thosc with pre-1968 Pipers can ap- confercnccs, 1A confcrcnces. and eventually a modific;~tiori 
prcciatc how different their panels arc froin l l ~ c  inorc mod- to thc trim mechanism to line up to the ocw nrdder bar tab. 
crrr planes. Tlris was enouglr to warrant a visit to tllc airplane 

Tile task was really miicl~ simpler than i had an- by tile FSDO rep, and hc likcd wlrat hc saw and approved 
ticipatcd. and il~volvcd c i ~ l a r g i ~ ~ g  tlrc clock 11olc k o ~ n  t\vo the mod. 
inches to thrcc inches to accorrunodate t l ~ c  DG. then rclo- Tlrc tab was about $3.100, plus another 80-100 
eating the slall w a n i i ~ ~ g  lighl. hours of my time cleaning and painting, rcscarching. coor- 

Tlrc old AN horizon liole liad to liavc an adapter dinating with my rnechanic, FSDO, Pipcr. and doing solnc 
rrrout~tcd lo it (got one from Spnicc), and then it was ji~st ;i of tlrc ir~stallalion work. About $2.000 labor for in!. 
matter of playing tbc "shell garne" will1 tlic altimeter. VSI. mechanic's shop, and about $1.300 in parts including re- 
iior~zon. DG. and tur~Vbank. and re-plumbing the pitotlstatic build o i  thc cylindcrs. ~rcw hoses, thc used mddcr bar Kr 
tubes. rnounts Kr pedals and pieces. plus lots ofsliippi~rg fees and 

Voila! A s t a~~dard  T pancl. albeit wit11 the bottom soinc docul~rents from Pipcr. 
inslrurnents slightly sl;~nted dounrvard frorr~ kit lo rig111 Sure is nice to lrave brakes. 
because tlre original horizon lroie was so much larger t11a11 I lrave lots more done to il and lots more planned 
standard three inches. for it, 1'11 kccp you posted. 

Oh ycah, the cheap plastic panel ovcrlay saw its 
last day, it wasn't worth chopping il up to fit the new liolc Rebuilding Those Fuel Valves 
sires. Thc bare uanel needed some flat-black oairil and some 
holcs plugged up, but it came out pretty decerit. and tirat Mary Chcrokce owners lind they arc in a bind wlun 
stupid lip on the top or  it was uevcr 111irc11 of a glarc shield their fuel selector start to Nelv are expen. 
anyway. Wit11 the lip gone. the over-the-nose visibility is sivc and i t  is hard to find a re-buildcr, 
slightly improved, and the panel nour has a slighl military Well. Torn Block. contributing editor of Flying 
look, which appeals to mc. Magazine and the owner or a Cherokee 235. rcccntly rc- 

A frolrl lily clltry. and 24- searched the problc~n and c a m  up with a few resourccs. 
morrth pilol - sfaticcheck. and the panel \+>as verj functional. Like many such stories. tlrcrc is good news and bad 
(I still want to do a full-width alumirri~iir 0.125 iilcli thick First bad seleclor arc not be- 
engraved panel ovcrlay to pretty it up. but that \rill collie ing built new nor arc they rebuilt - lllcse are , .  ~ later.) out of luck. 

Mission #3 was to install dual toe brakes. At first. But most Cherokee owners will find lrelp available. 
wc tliouglit that this was just going to bc a nsatter ofbuyi~rg First ofall, are built by Sllaw Aero De\,ices in Ft, 
soiile standard parts and bolting them in. H~nmrn, big 1ear11- Myers, Florida (941-768-5644), But call asking tllern 
irrg cuivc ahead. to send you a valvc - tl~ey can only sell valves to Piper - yo11 

My serial llumbcr is 10093, and Piper didn't start purcllasc [beln fro,,, directly, not from s h a , ~  
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Morc bad news: these val\.cs are expensive. The Dear Ellison, 

four-tankval\cfor aPA-32 or a 235, for csample, runsabout Some of the older Cherokees used a seal which was 
$3.000 from Pipcr. veryprone to leaking. However. newer planes, such as yours. 

Now the good ncws: BXrS Aircraft in Wichita, Kan- came with an improved seal Croln thc factory. Frankly, with 
sas. will overhaul tlrcse fuel valves. Their price for thc same your seal giving relatively good service for 20 years, I would 
four-tank valve: l ro~n  $475 to $550, depending on parts re- say stick with the ractory version. 
quircd. Alid yes. BXrS will deal with you directly They are The big problem with installing any seal is taking 
at 900-835-2961. thc time to "work the scal. Tlic door simply does not come 

Thanks, Tom. for all tlic dctcctivc work. with a great fit and you need to insure tlrat the seal is more 
ole~rtiful in areas where there is a greatcr Rap and stretched 

Landing Gear Motor Problem 
- - 

t~ghter in those arcas wherc the gap narrows It takes a wlr~fc, 
but you can get a really good fit dyou take the tlme to do it 

I am a CPA ~rrc~rrbcr and I liave a questioli lor ya. I right. 

have a 1967 Arrow and Iiavc been csperiencing on and off Sincerely yours, 

gear problems. Evcty olrcc and a while the gear won't re- 
TERRY LEE ROGERS 

- ~ 

tract or deploy. My A1 lias finally tracked the problenr to the 
motor. DO vou know WIIO does triotor and pump  repair...^ Nosewheel Shimmy; Radio Fix Found . . .  
know my A1 is going to check with "Air Parts" in Lock 
Haven first, but any othcr suggestiolrs would be greatly ap- Dear Terry, 
prcciated. I have seen many comments in these pages about 

Tliis gear problern was difficult. I could go for weeks nose wheel shimmy, suggcstcd cures and frustrations. Wc 
and thc gear would work grear. Then out of thc clear blue tracked down and fixed tlic nose wheel shinuny on ~rry Cliero- 
sky. the gear would not deploy. So it was very inter~nittent at kee while doing the alrnual; it was a simple procedure we 
first but got to tlie point it was doing it on a frequent basis. call "fixing the mains." Wlrilc servicing the oleo struts wc 
Wc first ilionglit switches were at fault but this was not Lhe detected a slight but noticcablc flex in both of the main gear. 
CBSC. So we installed new bushings and hardware in both torque 

Thanks in advance lor any help you could give, links and everything slnoothcd right out. 
Ja~ries Kohler On another subject: radios. We just greatly ilnproved 
Skykingl iUJ,gnn.com the performalice of both COM radios. the transponder and 

Dcar Jim. DME and it didn't cost a dime! Thc degradation was so 
Tlic only onc 1 know who works on these units is slow and intcnnittent (over a three year period) that nothing 

Air Parts ofLocklravcn (800-772-3 117). Sollie ~ne~nbers liave ever stuck out like a sore thumb. However, thc onc constant 
indicated that they have local al~tolliotive electrical repair clue we wcrc getting was colrrlrrents from controllers that 
statio~is do the work - gcncrally only tlrc bruslres are re- tlie transponder return they were seeing was "in and out," 
placed and thcy arc available. sometirncs great, so~lreti~nes not at all. 

But this assu~ircs that tlie proble~rr is actually in the Whcn wc finally decided something had to be donc, 
landing gear power pack -not in one of tire li~nit switclics or we began by checking all the usual things, the edge conncc- 
othcr clcctrical compolrents in the system. tor at tlrc rear of the transponder tray, the coax connector at 

Sinccrcly yours. the rear or tlrc tray, tlre BNC connector on tlrc coax and its 
TERRY LEE ROGERS receptacle on the transponder, the BNC connector at thc 

antenna end of the coax. the antenna itself for bent or bro- 

Wants Door Seal ken parts ... but everything was A-OK. 
My backgroulrd as a lram radio operator and broad- 

cast engineer made this poor perforlnancc twice as frustrat- Dear Ten): 
My 1978 Lance is going to bc painted in thc next ing. But somctl~ing I learned in ~rry broadcast days came to 

month or two. Tlie rear door seals leak and tlrc front scal mind - check the silnplc s t d f i r s t .  
So-0-0, we slruggcd up the lrrountilrg hardware on \vliistles. It is to bc cxpcctcd tlicsc seals would be a little 

tired after ncarly 20 years. tlie transponder antenna ... and that was tlrc cure! 
We went for a ride and received solid transponder My i~itcntionis to lraveall the seals replaced. Based 

on your cspcric~rce is thcrc a particular seal which is supe- reports from lower altitudes 30 miles away, solid Mode C 

rior'! Is there also a seal wlriclr should be avoided'? From reports, too. About antennas: I think most on our Cherokees 

\\-hat I liave licard tlrc infkatables seen1 like more trouble are quarter wave unbalanced. Quarter wave is acertain lcnglh 
for a certain frequency and it is found using a simple math than I want to take 011. 
for~nula. Unbalanced means this quarter wave clement is Sinccrcly yours. 

Ellis011 L. Davison worked against ground (mounting surface), and the mount- 

Gihsonia. PA 15044-9723 ilrg surface is as important to signal performance as the quar- 
ter wave element itself 
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Connectiolr to this "ground plane" point with the I found out later that the Artex has a smaller re- 

antennas on my airplane is by way of the outer part of the mote panel, which fits easier into limited instrument panel 
BNC connector, which ends up being the mounting base space, but I found a spot anyway. 
pan oftlrc antenna. If the point where the antenna and mount- The battery for my Cherokee lives on a sturdy struc- 
ing surfaces come together isn't clean @are metal to bare tural platform just behind my baggage bulkhead. and there 
metal) and tight, then the ground plane erect cannot be es- was gobs of room to put the ELT there. As sturdy as it was 
tablished, thus poor performance. for the battery, it still needed a cross-brace under the surface 

We cleaned and tightened the other antennas, too. to make the ELT mount really brick-firm This was an easy 
The D m .  which previously had gone from intermittent to fabrication, just a piece ofaluminum angle bolted under tlie 
not at  all. immediately began working 100 percent. Good unit crosswise to the lelrgthwise rib already in place. 
news for the COM antennas, too. What had been a 4-112 The antenna mounted right ovcrt~cad of the unit 
mile range for a PCL unit became 15 miles, maybe more (I position, aud although it was near a reinforcing bulkhead. i t  
haven't taken time yet to see how much more), and tlrat still required a doubler in the skin. Antc~rnas call be up to 45 
slight amount of ignition noise in my headset is gone now degrees offvertical, so I bent a slight angle in it to match tlie 
too. Tight antenna connections are as important as tight angle of my comln antennas, and it looks grcat. 
battery connections. The remote panel was the biggest work. because it 

Sincerely yours, has to be cabled from the ELT to the instrument panel. and 
A member from Des Moincs that needed the side panels removed, which needed the scats 

removed. Also. in a 32-vear old airplane. some past sins had 

Another Reason For Ammeter Flutter to be reconciled, SO I did a fair alnoulrt oS rerouting and re- 

By Robert Kane clamping of existing wiring. I found a little spot in tlic up- 
per right of tny panel wllere alrnost nothing else would f i l  

I arn reporting an experience which seems at vari- 
ance with the descriptions in tlie chapter "know your charg- 
ing systeln" in your Cherokee Hints &Tips. 

I have had two separate occasions ofrapidly (more 
than one per second fine fluctuation of the load~ncter (am- 
meter) needle oflrry Lance. In each case, the master switch 
was ok: the problclrr was the overvoltage relay. 

Apparently. the more modern electronic ones do 
have the capability ofresetting. 011 pagc 63. tlre author states 
that this device is "usually a non-rcsclting relay." By resct- 
ting itself. the condition is perpetuated. Also. there appear 
to bc several upgndes occurrilrg in this relay giving enhanced 
( ' I )  pcrfor~nance. 

Sincerely yours, 
Robert Kanc 

anyway, aud carefully routed out a cutout for the ELT re- 
mote panel. 

I put some captive i~rstn~mcnt nuts on it and in it 
went. It connects using what LOOKS like a standard phone 
cable, but it isn't so don't try it, the pin-to-pin conuections 
are different. If your cable is too slrort, build anotlrcr which 
is wired pin-to-pin, not left-to-right like a telephone cable. 

That's about it - - I waited ulitil five nlinutes after 
the hour and ran the tests called out in the book. entered the 
installation in tlrc logbook and had trry 1A check it out and 
sign it off. 

My total cost was around $220 because I needed 
sotuc screws and clatrrps wlrjlc 1 had everything apart. If I 
had paid someone, I think it would probably liavc cost aboot 
six hours or more. at a shop rate ofpcrlraps $50. for allother -- .. .. 

Venice. Florida 34285 3100 

ELT upgrade; Airwolf Remote Filter 
By Greg lllcs 

My 235 came with a junky old ELT-in-a-basket - 
a poorly installed a i r  loosely screwed into the baggage 
comparlment wall, with an interior antenna which tnay or 
may not ever have been able to broadcast my position when 
needed. In addition. the unit was ~iletal and square-edged, 
so it caught andlor gouged everytlrilrg put into the baggage 
area. Lastly. the batteries were the old custom setup. $40 
every two years to replace (no big deal but irritating). 

So 1 decided to replace it with a modern D-cell type. 
There are units out there fro111 $169 to over $700, but Tor 
what 1 needed, it was a toss-up between the Atlreriking 
AK450 and the ACK and Artcs units, all around $200. I 
picked the AK450 because it had the mike plug for broad- 
cast voice. 

Airwolf Remote filter 

My old 0-540 B2B5 doesn't even have a filter at 
all, just a screen. mandating a change every 25 hours. Also. 
it makes a hell of a mess to clean that screen, dulrrpi~lg oil 
all down the back side of the engine where it is most difi- 
cult to clean. So I wanted a filter. and 1 wanted it vertical so 
it wouldn't dump its oil all over the placc. 

I picked the AirwolSover the ADC unit r~rostly for 
the mess situation. The ADC has a finer screen and a chip 
detector, but it makes the salrre (or worse) liress as my oil 
screen when changing or inspecting. 

This is really a piece-of-cake installation except for 
one hitclr: there is usually not a really sturdy place on the 
firewall alid a doubler or reinforcement plate is almost al- 
ways needed. I used a triangulation sclrclrre where I mounted 
a plate from the top ofthe filter bracket to tlie cross-brace on 
the firewall. 
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require any rivdiog through tlie outside 
skin? I just had lily plane rcpaintcd and 
I would be reluctant to add anything tliat 
would require touching up. 

Sincerely Yours 
Tim Averett 
Colllpuscrvc 

Dear Titn. 
Pipei indicates tliat eight hours 

of shop labor is required for installa- 
ti011 of a pair of shoulder liarnesses. al- 
though at lcast onc mclnbcr has indi- 
cated tliat i~istallation in his planc rc- 
quircd twice that. There is solnc meticu- 
lous lilting required to get thcjob done. 

In addition, approximately 12 
rivets do need to be olaccd tliroueh tlic " 
csterior ski11 of the plane. Tlicsc can bc 
covered with touch up paint, of coursc. 

This no1 only stiffens tlie flcxurc of tlic fircwall. but also but i t  still tiray affect tile cos~netics of your planc. 
limits tlic rotational pivoting of thc bracket ilsclf. Weighed against cosnietics and cost, of course. is 

Still. bolting everything tl~rougli the lircwall is a the additional safcly which shoulder harnesses oKcr. 
one to two liour job for mc and a good friend. and I had to Sincerely yours. 
get UNDER any fireproofing or sourtdprooling on the in- TERRY LEE ROGERS 
side of tlic lircwall. past tlie brakes. past tlic cables, past tlie 
wiring. and around all the bolts and brackets. Company c a n  Repair Heated Pitot Tubes 

Nccdlcss to say. 1 studied it very carefully bcforc 1 
picked a spot. 

Thc engine mod is the simple part: tlic Ainvolf 
adapter bolts riglit on and all thc fittingsfit. and oncc cvcry- 
thing is in place, I just ~iieasured for Iioscs. ordcrcd the rigill 
length and put the111 in. I chosc to install cvclytliing except 
tlic adapter until the last minute. wliicli allowcd mc to keep 
flying, order {lie hoses. and the11 cliange tlic adapter and 
install tire hoses in a half-day. 

Total cost. about $550. Time overall was probably 
8-10 hours includi~ig oric of a friend's to do the bolting 
tlirourh the firewall. It works Rrcat. vew clca~i oil changes - - 
and Lycoming will allow changes up to 50 hours apan (or 
fonr months) with the liltcr in place. 

Onc final mention: tlie STC on the Ai~wolfallows 
oiilv for Ainvollfiltcrs (Cliarnpions with an Aimzolf sticker 
on tlieni as far as I can tell). Thcsc arc $2-3 tnore espensive 
tlia~i Cliarnpior~s and have lo bc mail-ordered. The local parts 
storc guy tells me that "everybody n ~ n s  Champions" but 
strictly spcaki~ig it's 1101 allowed. Ainvolf says they arc work- 
ing on Cliarnpions for the STC. but tliat \%'auld seem self- 
defealing. so we'll see. 

Air Parts of Lock Have11 received FAA approval 
for its repair shop to redo blade-type heated pilots. Tlic tubcs 
are stripped, clcmcd inside and out. alodincd, pressure and 
static tested and ncw heat elements arc installed. 

Prescnily. Air Parts of Lock Have11 is turning tlie 
units around in 48 hours. For more information contact 
Georgc McKinncy at 717-748-0823 

Some Comments On Cherokee ADS 
By Christoplicr Ulibarrt 

I recently co~iiplctcd my annual as I am not only a 
pilot but an A&P mechanic. "Hints &Tips paid for itself as 
I used it to research areas 1 was nnfalniliar with on tlic Chero- 
kee. I lcarncd quite a bit just by tliumbing througli il and 
looking up specific topics. such as thc wing AD. e~iginc oil 
cooler lioscs, wing flaps and many more subjects I was con- 
ccrncd with as I did my annual. 

I recently conipleted scvcral ADS that I would like 
to ~nake coninients 011: 

AD 95-26-13, oil coolcr Rosc i~ispectio~i and rc- 
placcmcni i replaced rny old hoses w~t l i  TSO-C57a T ~ p c  D 

Questions O n  IIarness hoses mannfac~nred by Speclalh Hose Aerospace. 7802 Free- . . 
doni Ave. NW, Nortli Canton. OH 44720. 1 was very plcascd 

Dear Tcrry, with thc qnick response and csccptional help by Mike (the!. 
I own a 67' Chcl-okce l8OC and I am collsidcring don't give out last He was vev llelpful and ccr- 

adding shoulder harnesses. I understand Piper niakes a nice tainly llle a price could turll down at $85,3 
kit. but i t  requires stnictural additions abovc each rear win- ( P N  60901-72). With freight and handling the total was 
dow. Do you know liow many liours this kit norrnally lakes g:189,62. bad and econolnical as lllay have delayed 
to install and inost importantly, do the sfnrctural additions 
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replacement if1 had gonc elsewhere. I have been flying with as on the fat-wing Arrow I 1  Thcy also incorporate Whelen 
nry new hoses and have not had any proble~ns with leaks or recognition lights. 
damage and I call fly with conCidence that they have been First, thesearc expensive u ~ t s ,  at $1885. This price 
replaced and do not have to worry about old hoses anymore. does not include thc required nut plates (52)_ rivets lor same; 

AD 96-10-1, landing light seal and support asscm- circuit breaker or switch. They arc very well made, though. 
bly I went through our local FBO hcre in Abilene, Texas, and weigh accordingly: 17 pounds each. for a weight pen- 
Abilene Acro, Inc., to order thcse parts. No difficulties in- alty over the stock tips of about 23 lbs. 
stalling them, Iiowever. do follow tlie instructions in Piper The manufacturer claims these tips will provide 
Service Bullctin No. 975. If you do 1101 relriovc the round decreascd TI0  ground roll, lower stall speed. 150 fptri climb 
rivets and i~islall the flat rivets you will not get a good scal rate increase, 25% reduction in power-off sink rate and, in 
around tlie lalidi~ig light becausc the landing light supporl, conjunction with the dorsal fin kit (which 1 don't have). a 6- 
itc~ii #4 (PM 85174-02) does not install fluslr. Order seal 8 nrplr speed increase. 
retaining ring. Item #8 (Ph'63 186-40) instcad of P N 6 3  186- I can confirm that each of these claims is accurate, 
37. P N  63 186-40 is a rcco~nlnendcd suitable substitute. It is within the limits of ~ n y  flight testing. The airplane definitely 
thicker and will seal your liglrl better. gets off the ground quicker and feels much Inore solid in 

Bewarc of the grommet, itcnr #10 (PM 434-136). ground cffect and at low speeds. On thc day I did my flight 
that comes installed in tlie landing light support (item #4 testing an inversion to 9000 MSL made timed climb tests 
mentioned above) as mine was brittle and cracked when 1 impossible. However, I've flown with the tips for almost 50 
went to install the wires through it. I replaced it with a new hours now and can verily at least a 100 f p ~ n  rate increase. 
grommet. The maill purpose ofthis AD is to replace the old Approaches arc defil~itely flatter and the airplane 
seals with new ones and is because the old ones were be- floats a bit morc at the usual 70 KT fence speed. Greasers 
coming cracked and brittlc. causing them to be ingested into are easier too, with more wing working in ground elfect. 
tlic engine causing engine failul-e. I would not delay this AD The biggest diNerence is the effect the extra span 
\,cry long ifyou do not have lo!!! has on roll damping and, in turn, the ride in turbulence. I 

AD 96-10-03, rcplace the flap handle attach bolt expected the decreascd wing loading to make the airplanc 
(clcvis) and associated hardwarc. I found that the hole for ride worse in bumps. Not so. What loss there was in wing- 
the clcvis bolt was clolrgated sornewliat but not bcyond tlrc loading-related ride is Inore than made up for by the roll 
,316 il~cli diz~meler, as per tlre AD. 1 followcd the instruc- damping. The airplanc exhibits alnrost no tcnde~rq to roll/ 
lions in Piper Service Bulletin No. 965 and replaced all the dutch roll in light turbulence. 
hardware and installed tlie buslii~rg without any problems. 1FR flying is easier and cross-countryflying is less 
Hopc this infor~rratiolr lielps someone out tlicrc. tiring. too. The "little" Arrou,feels like a much largcr. ~iiore 

Tile service bulletin. ho~vc~'cr, does lcavc out an solid airplane. As a bonus. the wing leveller works better. 
important step olreleasi~ig tel~sio~i by disconnecting the large The down side oftlie roll dalrrping is, well. the roll 
flap spring attached to the bicycle chain assembly and damping. The roll rate is noticeably slower. I've got Knots- 
sprocket attached to the cable you need to get access to it in 2-Ugap seds, which tweaked thcailcrons considerably. Witli 
order to disconlrect the cable from the old clevis bolt. It was the longer tips. roll response is still better than the stock 
casy as all you have to do is pull l o n a r d  on the spring with Cherokee. I'd hate to put these tips on an airplanc without 
a gloved hand to disconncct it from the fonmrd hook, then gap seals. though. It'd roll like a Mooney. 
merely allow tlie flaps to be lowered while you hang on to Speed bclow 3000 MSL at higher IAS (where para- 
tlic spring. DO NOT let go of tlie spring until the flaps arc site drag is a bigger factor) seems to have suNcred about two 
all thc way down or llrcy will slam down witl~out the spring knots. At 5000 feet it's about where it used to be with tlrc 
tension. Now you can access the clevis bolt. cable and hard- short tips. 
ware. Tlie big speed advantage occurs at and abovc 10.000 

CAUTION: be carcrul to prevent any debris from feet, wlrcrc flight testing has cstablishcd a five knot speed 
lallirig dowu the access hole and ellsure when you install increase. In addition, tile airplane reels "solid at these alti- 
your ncur flap handle assclrrbly not to interrupt tlrc fliglrt tudcs, a significant irnprovc~nent over the "balancing on a 
control there that you will see when there is notlii~ig it1 the beach ball" feeling thc stock wing produced up high. Alti- 
hole. Wliilc I had iny flap handle out I found it was a great tudes above 10,000 feet will now bc practical at all but the 
opportunity to repaint it oncc I drilled the new Irole. highest weights on the hottest days (whcre the little Lycotn- 

ing will give up before the wing does). 

Isham Extended Wingtip Mod Report ~ h c  35 watt recognition ligh(s make die plane much 

By Barry Dvqcr morc visible at night, particularly when connected through 
a PulscLiglrt system, as I have done. Allllougl~ they're no1 

This sulnmcr I installed a set of Isham/Globe Fi- quite powerful enough to call "landing lights" they produce 

berglass extended wingtips on my 1968 Arrow. These are enough liglrt to make taxiing and the first part of the takeoff 

the units that increase the span from 30 feet to 32 feet 2 or the last part of the landing roll easier, particularly on 

inclrcs, tlre same wide runurays. 
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Globc Fiberglass was vcly lielpful tlrroughout the flies a Mooliey M-20E whiclr is lrcavcnly modified. Over 

installation. answering plionc calls, faxing installation ma- the last three years I have increased my spccd by 15 knots. 
terial, supplying parts lists, etc.. in spite of tlie fact tliat 1 Most of my kits were installed one at a time because birth- 
had bought thcsc tips osed. For the price. tliough. things days. Christmas and Father's Day only come once a year. 
like liardwarc. a circuit brcakcr and landing light split switch We have our own shop in Carlsbad. CA and have 
($30 from Piper!) should be includcd. installed all types of mods on all typcs of aircraft. I bclicve 

Weight pe~ralty notwithstanding, 1 think thcsc tips in these mods. I have installed all the speed mod kits for our 
will makc a better airplane out of the Cherokcc Arrow. Arc airplane from Knots-2-U and the Fancy Pants from Lami- 
they worth tlrc money'? Probably not, unless you're planning nar Flow. 
to keep tlrc plalrc u~itil you dic or, like me, you can find a set Out latest mod (just completed) is a one-piece wind- 
of thc tips used at a bargain price. slricld. Althouglr I cannot count this as a speed mod, it has 

Sinccrcly yours. sure givcn us a brighter outlook. 
Barry Dwycr 

Cherokee 180 Propeller Query 
TCP Availability; Hooker Harness 
By Karl Collins Dcar Terry, 

I have a '67 180C. I found out my propcllcr doesn't 
Thank you for tlrc plionc number for ALCOR. I colnply with tlie recent AD. Even though it was overlraulcd 

talked with a grcat guy thcrc named Jiln Collins. He told me just two years ago, it docs not have thc " K  stamp in its 
their price was $20.40 per quart, but tlrat I should contact serial number. Sensenicli has told me tliat the only ones cer- 
olic of tlie "wholesalers" like Aircraft Spruce East, in At- tified to add this slallrp and comply with the overhaul is 
lanta. 1 did. and their price is $15.75 per quart. Just thought Scnscnich itself A full service prop shop is not authorized 
you iniglit like to know for fi~turc reference. to do this AD. 

Hooker Harness has gone to $25 pcr seat for their My prop is the original and was slightly bent and 
slroulder harnesses now. and they say shipping will be about overhauled sometime in the 70's. My fear is that it will not 
$5 (Hooker Custo~n Harness. 30 E Jeffersoli St.. Freeport, have enough material lo survive another overhaul. 1 hate to 
11,61032 815-233-5478). waste money on a prop that is already near or at limits. 

1 all1 considering just buying a brand new prop and 

Increasing Speed in Cherokees 
B) Blll Da~leda 

For those who have the need for speed but do not 
kliow wlicrc to start 1 lravc a little advicc I was in the salnc 
positio~r when my wife bought me a stabilator gap seal kit 
for my birthday. 

I looked at the siniple piece of alulninuln and the 
hand fi~ll of rivets. I could not figure out how this was going 
to iiiakc 111). PA-28-235 go any faster. After I installcd the 
kit wc took our first test flirlil. I could not bclievc tlre diKcr- 

using my old onc for tlrc wall. I downloaded from thc 
Sensenich web site , a Wilrdows program that shows whiclr 
Droos go with wliicli airplalre. For my 180C they show a 
76EMXS5-0-58 (climb) a i d  a -60 (standard). 

My current prop is a -60 (standard). Archer's can 
usc a -62 (cruise) prop. My question is can I legally put a - 
62 (cruise) prop on my plane? I don't see why not. as it is 
the sarnc propcllcr except for tlic pitch. The engine is the 
same and I also have thc solid crank. I'm going to check 
witli my mechanic. but it shouldn't be a problcm. right? 

Sincerely yours 
-. . 

euce and ni? wife was impressed witli my smooth landings. I'lm Avarett 

Now, how did this ~rlake such a difference? When Dcar Tim, 

t l~c  gap bct\vccn thc stabilator and tlie trim tab is sealed, tlie Ycs, a 62 would bc OK on your plalre. Sensenicli 

airflows o\:er tlie tab instead ofgoing into tlie gap. Now you manufactures both tlic 58 and 60 for your airplane. But a 
prop shop can rc-pitch your propeller for additional specd usc less trirri which gives you lnorc speed due to less drag. 

Tlic trim is approsimatcly onc third of wliat it used to be or climb capability. Thc prop shops I checked with indi- 

bcforc. cated that on a Sensenich propeller you could vary the pitch 

Afier mods are installed. it is necessary to makc a plus or minus about four inches from the cruise confipra- 

fcw tcst flights. All of lily custolners witli speed mods have lion. 

rcportcd a change in handling, climb, landing and speed. Sinccrcly yours, 

Every time I am asked if speed mods work. 1 have TERRY LEE ROGERS 

to say yes. Whcn askcd wlierc to start, I always reco~nmend 
tllc stabilator gap seal kit. Everyone WIIO kllows mc can scc Cylinder Head Temp Question 
horv proud I am of our 235. so I all1 asked these two ques- 
tions oftcn. All of tlic lriods I have installed on "the yellow Dear Tcrry, 
money bucket" (the loving name I call our 1968 yellow 235) I have replaced the #2 cylinder on the 0-540-B2B5 
1iat.c liclpcd. Wc can now out fly our low wing Illan who installed in my PA-28-235. I illstalled a spark plug gasket 
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thennocouple and gagc to monitor temperatures during 4. The front cowl pins in a friend's Cherokee arc 
break-in. We are seeing 500 degrees C during climb and worn to the point of being unsafe. Do you know ofanyonc 
low 400's during cruise. Is this normal? What is the desircd who can replace thc pins (most shops he has asked liavc 
or designed temperaturc supposcd to bc? Some "engine" practically laughed at him)'? 
people tell us that agasket type ibemocouplc will read higher 5. Can an access panel be added to the fiberglass 
than an inserted probe. Any guidance gratefully appreci- rear baggage bulkhead so that removal of the wholc thing 
atcd. can be avoided for ELT access and inspections. Is an STC 

Question Rcccived required to do that, or does it fall under legal interior mods. 
Over Intcrnet Has anyone done it? 

Dear M9200N@,aol, 6.  Are there any STCs for adding access pancls on 
Tbc Cherokcc 235 does suffer from a tightly-packed the wing or stabilalor for c o ~ o s i o ~ l  proofing. The two mca- 

engine compartment and Iras a tendency to rnn a bit hot, ger access boles are hardly suficient for getting the ACF in. 
especially during liot weatbcr and during cli~nbs. This is 7. Any lips on scaling lcaks'? My floor is wct by 
one cngine which could have uscd cowl Paps. It is also nor-  boll^ doors and in the rear baggage. The hcadliner insula- 
~ n a l  for engincs to ruli sligfitly liotter during brcak-in, as tion was wet in several spots. 
piston rings wear rapidly. Sincerely yours. 

And yes, spark plug gaskcl them~ocouples do read Ray Andr<aka 
higher than an inscrted probc. The amount varies from en- 16 Arcadia Dr. 
gilic to engine. I know of no comparison made on the 0-540 Nortli Kingstown. R1 
cnginc, but in thc case of the 0-470, for example, tllc maxi- Dear Ray, 
mum head temperature is specified as 525 dcgrees at the Starting from the top, herc are some answers to 
spark plug gasket and 450 degrees at tlie inserted probc. your questions: 
This should give you an idea of the type of difference which As to shoulder harnesses, altliough Wag Acro 
you might expect. mal~ufactures a shoulder harncss kit for the PA-28. they do 

In your case, I would not worry too much about the not offer one for tlie PA-32 series. Piper's kit is thc only one 
tcmperature, but I would monitor it and try to keep the speed currently approvcd for your plane. 
up during climb out. especially on hot days. For a spinner to be legal it must be either listed on 

Sincerely yours, the TC or it must havc an STC. Unfortunately. fro111 tire 
TERRY LEE ROGERS information you provided it is not possiblc to determine the 

legalit), of yours, but it is certainly ope11 to question. If rc- 

Cherokee 6 Questions place~nent is needcd I suggcst you contact TCB Co~npositc 
Company at (904) 778-1477. They can provide you a spin- 

Dcar Terry. licr and bulkhead at a co~npctitive pricc and without an cs- 

I'm in my first annual on a 1965 PA-32-260. A tendcd back order timc. All llrc calls I have received about 

couple of things liavc colne up that I thought members may the company's products have been highly enthusiastic. 

havc come across before. I know of no source for thc oldcr-style overhead 

1 .  Is there a reasonably priced alternative to the vent units. You might try repairing it yourself, but you may 
consider Piper's price worth avoiding thc nuisancc of hav- Pipcr shoulder harness kit? It looks like the kit is currently 

$522 per seat. I'd like to have tlie addcd safety of sl~oulder fng to deal with il. 

harnesses, but at that pricc plus thc labor, It is not very <af- Cowl pins arc a problc~n in older Cherokees, cspe- 

fordable. 1 suspect if the kit could bc done without incrtia cially PA-32 models. The pins and connecting plates do wcar 

reels a good part of tlie price could be reduced. oat and should be rcplaced. Although it is a time-consum- 

2. I lravc a fiberglass spinner. The type certificate ing and diff~cultjob, it should 1101 be beyond the expertise o l  

only sl~ows an alu~ninuni spinner. My fiberglass spinner is a good mechanic. Unfortunately. most pilots silnply ignore 
the problem and, occasionally, a cowling departs all aircraft in good sl~ape, but is dillicult to install so that it doesn't 

wobble. it Itas no support othcr tlian thc mounting plate at In flight (onc lnelnber even ran an ad in the magazinc - one 

t11c rcar. Newcr spinlrcrs also have a forward bulkhcad had landcd in his back yard and he wanted to return it to thc 

rnountcd to the prop l ~ u b  to keep the spinner from wobbling. owncr.) Bcsides being expcnsive, this could also rcsult in a 

A) is tliefiberglass spinner still lcgal since it is not serious accidcnt if a dcparting cowl destroyed cither a wind- 

listcd in the TC? shield or the tail fcatliers of a Clicrokee in flight. 

B) is llicre supposed to bc a forward bulkhead to Access panels in tlic rearbulkl~eadfall into a murky 

help support thc fiberglass spinner (mine has no screw holes, area. It probably docs requirc an STC or othcr FAA approval, 

no chafe marks to indicate tlicrc cver was)? although I liavc seen some prctty lieat ones insValled. prob- 

3. Most of my overhead cyeball air vents arc miss- ably without proper papcrwork One owncr installed a panel 

ing the rubber valvc so they can't shut off. Pipcr only sells a which mounted in place with velcro and made inspections 

co~nplete unit at about $130 each. Is there any way to repair extremely easy. The problen~ is that an AI, sornctime down 

or obtain replacc~nent air valves for less money'? tbe tine, may dccide to ground a plane witti such an unau- 
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thorizcd addition. your Cherokee better than it ever was, but aclueving it with 

Acccss panels are available for the wings fro~nPiper sweat equity and the kind of tender loving care that only a 
(kit 765-I06V). They arc available for botlr tlic PA-28 and proud owner can provide. Most of the cmpliasis here is on 
PA-32 ~nodcls and inslructions are give11 in Piper Service the interior work with a little bit on the exterior. 
Bulletill 789A No such kits arc available for tlic stabilator, In the course of refurbishing my 1978 Archer TI I 
but gcncrally you can get to most surfaces to corrosion proof have done a lot of research and learned a lot that I hope will 
the stabilator witl~out additional plales. be useful to other Chcrokcc owners. 

Finally, leaks. This has bee11 probably one of tire 
biggcsl arcas of concerll among Clrerokee owners. The book, Interior Plastic 
Chcrokcc Hints & Tips. lists 16 separate articles on the prob- 
lem. Ur~fortunatcly, tlierc is not one single solution. General Ifyour plastic is structuralty disintegrating. you will 
advice usually is to utilize a garden hosc to find thc source need to go to Heinol (903-534-1897) or Kinzie (405-327- 
of tire lcak before tryi~rg lo fix it. As ~nucli ofthe upl~olstery 1565) or Planc Parts (3 10-542-1702), but otherwise it's 
as possible is reruoved and you then try to find tlie entrance amazing what you can do to restore the luslcr to faded aud 
point whilc an assistant plics tlrc outside of the craft witlr discolored plastic trim at a very minimal cost. 
water. The process is difficult because watcr oftcn accumu- First, remove all of the trim and bring it homc; this 
lates at one place but comcs into thc aircrafi at a dista~rt is no job for tlie hangar or the ramp. Be sure to labcl or 
point. Finding the leak 1s not usually a fun process. nu~liber all the pieces so you know where they colne from! 

Sincerely yours, Next, clcali tlrc pieces thoroughly wit11 soap and water, mak- 
TERRY LEE ROGERS ing sure to get rid of all residual tobacco smoke, dirt and 

traces of wax. Rinse well and allow to d q  (Irorouglrly ... maybe 

Cherokee Plastic model a day or two. Then, if necessary, use Heinol's plastic repair 

By Stan Za~nkow tape ($2 gets you 30 square inches) wherever necessary for 
cracks and ulrstressed breaks. 

I liave bee11 searching for a model of a Cherokee. 
My thanks to Paul Gould wlro provided tlrc clue to a model 
supplicr for a PA-28. 
Chcrokcc and Cub lnodcls made by: 

Minicrali Models. Inc. 
1450 W 228th 
Torrance. CA 90501 
(3 10) 325-8383 

Choose a color for your new interior design, re- 
membering that it's easy to go darker, but tough to go lighter. 
At tire hardware store, buy a can of Rust-Oleum (a halfpi~rt 
is plenty) and lots of cheap spollge brushes in one arrd two 
inch widths. Don't attempt to use spray paint; it takes a lot 
of eaperie~ice to spray well and you will forcvcr be anlioycd 
at the iuevirable runs (particularly if you were lrolding the 
piccc upside-down so that, wlicn installed, the run runs up- 
Iiill.) 

The Chcrokcc model is #I610 and costs $8.50 + The secret is to brush tlie paint on in very sliglit 

2.75 slripping. Minirnumcredilcard is $15 (so I bouglrttwo), tlrin coats: it rnight even bc a good idea to thin tire paint a 

but you can send a check if yo11 only want one. They usually little before application. In so doing, the fine "grain" in thc 

only sell to dislribulors, so tlrcy can't tell you where to buy plastic is preserved and slriny spots do not forln. Allow tlie 
I , , ~ ~ I I . .  paiiit to dry at least two days between coats. Hanging the 

A 181 Second to None 

pieces fro111 the basement rafters on bent coat hangers as- 
sures no d w n g  marks, alid three t l i~n coals docs a rood- . - - 
looking job. After tile paint is thoroughly dry, apply Armor- 
All eencrouslv accordine to the botllc instructions. Do this - - 

By Kc11 plesser two or three times. a day apart. 
This process will produce like-ncw appearing plas- 

There seelns (0 bc a glut ofarticlcs tllesc days 011 tic pans, You can use the same treatment on the rubberized 
sprucillg up Your old a i ~ l a n c .  Not Surprising. sillce it is half-round interior window welting, but it will take four or 
quite possible to owl1 a plane that is a good as (or better five days for a coat of paint to dry. ~f you are a fanatic for 
than) ncw for a wlrolc lo1 less tlian the price of new. The detail, you can also do the little plastic that co\rcr lire 
folks at AOPA had a project plane called the "Good as New upper lnounting screw holes. 1 used ~ ~ ~ t . 0 1 ~ ~ ~ ~  gloss 
172." which was basically a cleanup o fa  lircd old airframe, finis[, almond (color 7770) for tilc window LCln and over- 
Ncsl, tliey decided to crcalc thc "Bcttcr tlia~r Ncw 171" by head console and duct work, and &,, finish black (color 
handing blank cliccks to paint slrops. intcrior sliops, engine 7777) for thc instn~ruent pallel. Alluond is so close lo thc 
sliops and avionics shops to create a 20-year-old airplane original piper plastic illat you'll to be careful  lot 
that is nicer tlrall t11c facto~y cvcr dreamed. And they suc- to ,is, some spots. 
ceeded. My glareshield was still in pretty good slrape and a 

Tliis article is aboul doing llrc same thing, blll with- few coats of Armor-All brought hack the shine. The iabric 
out the blank checks. In it we will explore ways to uiake fornard of the glareshield was another matter; it intact, 
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Wintlows window and install tfie retaining brackets. The excess sili- 

cone will liavc oozed onto the masking tapc on the outsidc: 
My plane came with 118 inch side windows and 11 remove the tape very carefully and the excess silicone will 

4 inch windscreens, but some older Pipers have 118 inch come with it. (Warning: some masking tape will remove the 
windscrecns. Since all of my Plexiglas was getting yellow paint beneath it, particularly if the paint is old and thin. If 
and stretched, I chose to go with new I14 inch material all you plan to repaint, then no problem; otherwise, watch out.) 
around. I took a hard look at the STC for a one-piece wind- Any silicone that gets on the glass can be removed with a 
shield (it's quite attractive), but ulti~nately decided against very clean cloth and some isopropyl alcohol. Don't use pa- 
it. Rcmenrber that FAR 43 allows you to replace your own per towels on your Plexiglass ... ever! 
side windows. but you need an A&P to do the windscreens. If you arc replacing the windscreens. consider a 
Aircraft Spruce (800-824-1930). among other places, will digital OAT gauge before you have your A&P drill a holc in 
sell you windows at 25% off list, but the factory (L-P your nice new pilot's side windscreen. The critical tempera- 
Aeroplastics) won't talk to you unless you are in the busi- ture regime for instrument work is the one associated with 
ness. ice formation. Can you tell the difference between 34" F and 

Clear plastic was my choice, but green and smoke 0P F on the factory OAT? Neither can I. 
tints are available. Tliink twice beforc shelling out tlie 20% 
surclrarge for tinted glass. Sure it keeps the solar heating Carpet 
down on a sunny day, but how about night operations or low 
IFR wlrcn you want all the visibility you can get? There are a number of suppliers of FAR approved 

Removing the old side windows is a piece of cake. carpcting. I purchased frnll~ Wool Carpets by Classica (ROO- 
Once tile interior plastic has been removed. sin~ply remove 992-9665). Call them and ask for a book of samples. Sixty 
the four relaining L-brackctsby removing three small sheet- square feet (12 x 5 feet) will do a Cherokee with plenty to 
metal screws each, then pus11 tlie window from the outsidc spare, including carpeting the lower portion of the front side 
in. Label the brackets as you go along, because when you're panels. At $16 a square yard, we are talhng about $100 
done, you'll liavc 24 of tliem to sort out. 1 wrote a code on plus shipping. Your local automotivc trim shop will cut the 
cach wit11 a marker pan like " R C F  (meaning right side, carpet and bind the edges for a nominal price. Look for a 
centcr window. forward bracket). Tlre entry door 1s a differ- trim shop that specializes in street rods, because street roddcrs 
a 1 1  animal. with a continuous retainer held in place with are v e v  fussy about qualily 
slicct metal screws e\.cry couple of inclies. Only the new Ifound the article in the May 1996 POM to be pretty 
pilot's side window needed trimming before installation. My much on-target regarding carpeting, except that I made one 
local auto glass shop did the job for five bucks (but they continuous piece to cover the areas under the rear scats, over 
insisted that it was at my risk, wl~icli is fair enough?) the scat riser, over the fuel line guard, and down to tlic floor 

Once the old glass is gone, you need to clean up all (at the rear passengers' heels). Here. I used two-inch Velcro 
of the old caulk. A Stanley razor knife does a good job, and to secure tlie carpet to the aircraft frame. This docs a good 
you'll be changing blades l~iucli more frequently than you'd job in covering the cable bundle on the right-hand sidc, just 
otlicnvise think Beware of tlie shalp edges of tlie aluminulii aft of tlic door. 
window cutouts! You do not want to slide your hand along it The area in the front of the aircraft is done with 
\vliile you clean up the caulk. I turned my knuckles into lots of srnall carpet pieces; three under cach scat (outboard 
liamburgcr and shed more than a little blood while figuring of seat rail, between seat rails, and inboard ofseat rail), largc 
this out. Tlie door window is a particularly difficult job, since, pieces under the rudder pedals, each side, a piece under the 
unlike othcr windows. there are ~nultiplc rivct tails that in- flap lever console held in with snap fasteners, and left and 
tmde into the window mounting area. If you want your win- right pieces up by the mdder trim whcel. held in with Velcro. 
dows to be flush witlr the skin when viewed from the out- If you nieasure and cut very carefully, the carpet inboard of 
sidc. you n~ust locate and cou~~tersink the glass underneath the scat rails can be one with the flap lever piece, making 
evely rivet tail. This is a most ted~ousjob. best done at home. for a cleaner job. 
Rcruove the lower door retainer and the hinge pins (rernem- When you buy the Aero Sound Shield package 
bcr wliiclr washer went where on tlrc liingc pins) and bring you'll get enough high-density foam to cover the entire area 
the door home. This job will amuse you for a week full of beneath all tlie carpet, except for the baggage area and flap 
evenings. lever console; otherwise. you are on your own to find some 

To install the new glass. first place the glass in po- kind of suitable and legal material to put beneath the carpet, 
sition and have your assistant hold it in place. Using wide assuming that you want to remove the junk material that 
m;~sking tape, mask tlie seal from the outsidc. Run a sharp came from the factory. 
X-Acto kniie along tlie window cutout so that half of the 
tape is on the aluminum skin and the other half is on the Side Panels 
glass. 

Next. remove the window, rub the tape edges to The original Piper side panels are viriyl over thin 
ensure adhesion, and apply lots of a good quality siliconc foam over cardboard slilTeners. They are neither particu- 
sealant between the tape and the window edge. Insert the larly durable nor particularly elegant. Airtex has a mucll 
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better idea for stiffeners by using ;I cor- 
rugated polyvinyl material instead of 
cardboard, but I thought that tlreir se- 
lection ofvinyl coverings was somewhat 
limited. Don Stretch of Airtex agreed to 
sell me a set of stiffeners. without cov- 
ering, for about a third of the regular 
price. I acquired some FAR-approved 
foal11 and some leatllcr (see below) and 
had the same local auto~notive trim shop 
put it all together. The result is a cus- 
tom leather interior at a very modest 
cost. 

A word of warning. Each of 
thesc Cherokees is practically hand- 
crafted. so no two are quite idc~~tical .  It 
is absolutely necessary to custom-lit the 
corrugated polyvinyl stiffeners from 
Airtex prior to having them upl~olstered. 
Cutouts for ELT switches, air vents. fuel 
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I Coockait shavirz~ seats - old armrest is leather-covered I 
sclcclors, pitot-static drains and the like will vary Modify vintage is pretty r ~ ~ u c h  nonexistent. 
wlial you must before you upliolstcr, not after. I happened to come up011 a company that is a whole- 

For another dollar or two, get Airtex to send you sale supplier of roam products (including FAR approved 
an additional piccc of the corrugated polyvinyl about two- materials) and this firm agreed to design a new foal11 for t l ~ c  
fect square. Cut this to tlic shape of the baggage door and Cherokee seat frames and make me one set. 
have it upliolstered. too. Makes all tlrc difference in the world. Astonishingly. they didn't have a charge for the 

RKrD associated with creating the first item. They took my 
Leather old foam. measured tlrc mou~iting dirnensiot~s. took lily nc\v 

bolstcri~ig requirements and put it on their CAD tnachinc 
I gotta admit it. 1'111 a sucker Tor lcatlrer interiors. wliich. at the press of a button. drives a cutting tool n:liicl~ 

Sure. vinyl is more practical, and cloth IS more co~nfortablc creates tlic seat foam. As you can see from the pbotograpli. 
on a very liot or v c y  cold day. But there's something about the result is quite attractive (although, if1 had it to do over 1 
leatlrcr that says 'Lcar Jet', even if at only 125 knots. FAR- would ask for morc lumbar support.) 
approved upholstery leather is a little pricey, but might be The new scat base foam turned out to bc about tlrrcc- 
worth it to you. I would recoinmend Perronc Leather (800- quarters or  an inch thicker than t l ~ c  original, so all occu- 
222-6341) as an excellent source backed up by cxcelle~it pants sit noticeably lughcr in the plane. This could bc a prob- 
advice: ask for Bill Pcrrone. An auto trim shop has access to lem if you or any of your regular passengers are much over 
upholster). leathers too, but thesc must be s l ~ o w ~ i  to meet six fect tall. 
the FAR flammability standards to be Icgal. Here's the really astonish~ng part: this firnri doesrl'i 

I found a local leather fabricating company with want to bc named in this magazine because they are not in 
access to wholesale suppliers ofupllolstery leather. but agam, tlrc retail business and they're not set up to lrandle indi- 
the issue is tlie flam~nabilily standards. In tlie F e h r u q  1996 vidual orders. Having doiic the original RKrD for me. they 
issue oTPOM, Sterling Brooks dcall wit11 how to obtain a don't have a way to cope with i~rdividual custorncrs. If an 
burn certification so I won't repeat it here. Remember that established dealer would like to contact me I would be lrappy 
llrc onus is on you. the aircraft owner, to be legal. It takes to put tliern in touch with the foam company. Maybe that 
five hidcs to do a co~nplctc job (seats and side panels), and a way the Cherokee community can best gain access to this 
typical hide is 50 to 55 square fect. At prices as high as $10 product. 
a square foot this is a Irigli-dollar option ... so use your i~nagi- There's no reas011 why your trim shop cannot c o w  
nation and sliop carerully and you might save yourself some tlie plastic seat backs (front and rear) in leather or vinyl: i t  
money. makes for a mucli more finished look. Ifyourbacks arc badly 

disintegrated. tlie interior plastic suppliers mentioned car- 
Seats & Seat Belts licr hiive rcplacemenl iic~ns. I addcd storage poucl~es on ilic 

back of the rear seats and the back of the pilot's scat to keep 
The foam in the seats of my plane were starting to all of the st& that one typically wants to store (gum. ft~cl 

di5integratc after 18 years and the result was a less-than- sample, barf bags, charts ....) The back of the right front seat 
comfortable ride In addition. the bolstering (side support, was designed with D-rings and a reinforced hook to hold 
lumbar support and thigh support) of a stock seat of this my oxygen bottle in place without the need for the usual 
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ovcr-seat liarncss. Do you have any no-longcr-used antennas to re- 

You really ought to consider replacing you~r ratty movc? Minor bird strike damage 011 thc leading edges to 
old scat belts whilc you're at it. Bclts do weaken a n d d ~ y  rot repair? Corrosion to dcal with? A bent rear tie-down'? New 
with age. Aircraft Bclts (800-847-565 1) is one of niany places sliouldcr liarnesses (the mounting bolt protrudes through the 
tlrat will re-wcb your belts, reusing your existing hardware. roof and must be painted)? An ulireliablc rotating beacon'? 
This sc~vice is not cheap we're talking $ZOO+ to do thcjob, The dollar signs are startiiig lo mount, but it's cheaper now 
but inadequate bclts arc poor econolny. Wfiat do you figure tlian it will be later 
your lirc is worth? Tlic choice of a paint slrop sliould be made on the 

basis of phone calls, site visits, and, most of all, inspection 
Airframe and Paint of the shop's prior work. I was hugely impressed with the 

products of Dial Eastern States Painting in Cadiz, Ohio (a 
If you arc going to illvest in new paint, plan on regular classified advertiser in tliis magazine.) Dick and Rita 

spending a lot of time in planning your design. A good way Guentherdo magnificent work at rcasonableprices, and llicir 
to start is to \talk up and do~vn the ramp at local fly-ills (or attention to dclail is nothing less than extraordinary Rita is 
better yet, Oslikosli) and lakc snapshots of paint schemes one of those artists that I referred to earlier, so you'll get 
tliat appeal. Try to figure out what thc colnrnon thread is; sollie design lielp if you ask. Call them at 614-942-23 16. 
thc color, the ovcrall design. the image (i.e., conservativc vs but be prepared for at least a six-month wait for pour paint- 
racy) or whatever. ing resenration. You won't be disappointed. 

Get a set of paint chips fro111 a reputable shop and Now is also a good time to install any airfra~iie 
lay your cfiosen chips sidc-by-side. Stare at them: in direct ~iiodifications if you have a desire to do so. I installed the 
su~nlight, in artificial light, in diffuse light. They will look full sct of Knots-2-U kits, but 1 found that in a tapcr-wing 
diKcrcnt. Put your chosc~r interior trim colors, carpet samplc, Cherokee tlie payoff in climb rate is far liiore than in speed. 
lieadliner sample. seatbelt samplc, and leather or vinyl Not having carefully calculated a bascline before installing 
sa~iiplc side-by-side with tlie exterior colors. What is tlic the kits, I hesitate to quotc numbers: so I'll categorize tlie 
overall cffect? Sollie things just don't work: like gray interi- climb rate i~nproverne~it as significant. and thc spced im- 
ors with carth-tone exteriors. If you aren't artistically in- provement as modest. 
clined, find a fricnd or relative who is. Maybe call the teacher 
of an interior design course at tlic community college. But Odds n' Ends 
tlii~ik and stare for a long li~nc. This is no time to be hasty. 

Consider carefully all of the elements of the cxtc- Hcrc arc a fcw other ~nisccllancous things I learned 
rior design. Unfortunately, a 12-inch N number on a small during the course of tliis project tliat might bc usefull: 
plaric is a major design clcmcnt. Especially if you  ha^ a 4 A cornplete interior refurbishment such as de- 
"f;~t" N numbcr (no i s  and an M or w) .  FAR 45.29 leaves scribed is going lo lakc you three months of weekends, plus 
little roo111 for creativity with required markings. You want a bunch ofevenings at home. 1 recommend you plan on start. 
tlic graphical design to compleme~~t tlie lines of tlic airplane, ing in late ~~~~~b~~ (like 1 did) and plan for painting ill 
not fight them. The artistic frielid you are goillg lo find can March. You don't want to miss any nice flying weather. 
help you here. too. 

If you don't like tlic N-number you've got. paint 
time is tlic timc to change it. In what has to be the last great 
bargain in the fcdcral goveniment, you call have the num- 
ber of your choice (assuniing it is 1101 already spoken for) for 
the grand sum of $10. Just write to tlic FAA Aircraft Regis- 
tration Branch (AVN-450). PO Box 25082. Oklahoma City, - -. - - . - ? 

UK l i l L 3 .  

Tcll the~n tlie nu~iiber you want, the make, model 
and serial ~iu~nbcr  or your plane. and tlie currcnt N-number. 
Thcy'll get back to you in a month or so. To find out who 
already owlis what N-nurnbcr, log onto the Internet at 
w~+~\~.landings.com. There is a wealtli of aviation infarliia- 
tioti at tliat sitc, including all oftlic FARs and an on-line N- 
ni~lnber searclr capability. 

Before heading oEto the painter is a good tiiiic to 

~ - 

4 The problem with the above is that doing detail 
work in a cold hangar is at least uncolilfortablc. and per- 
haps impossible. I purchased a 55,000 BTUlliour kcroscnc 
'torpedo' hcatcr lo keep warm. This turned out to be a iiiis- 
takc. You will need thrcc to four times this capacity of you 
wish to raisc !he temperature of an uninsulated T-hangar 
appreciably. . . 

d ~ e  very cautious when taking away interior spacc. 
Our Cherokees have adequate interior spacc for four people, 
but no margins. I found that the loss of half an inch in tlie 
side pa~icls (thicker foam) and 314 inch in headroom (more 
sculptured seat contours) caused a noticeable scnsc of close- 
ness. If you are either a tall or a large person, then this might 
be a bigger problc~ii tliat you would imagine. 

4 If you can a o r d  it. painting lime is the tilnc lo 

carefully consider all manner of external items. I replaced get rid of as much of plastic componellts of your air- 

the and baggage door locks wit]l new ones keyed frame as you can. in favor offiberglass. Tlicse include wliccl 
to match tlic ignition switch (surprisingly inexpensive at pants, dorsal fin, ruddcr cap. tail cone, wing tips, stabilator 
tllc local locksmilli); if you're concer~ied about security, you tips and perhaps some other stutf It varies by year what's 
may clcct stronger or more cffcctive locks. plastic and what's fiberglass; no sensc spending good money 

332 
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to paiut disintegrating plastic parts. Globc Fiberglass (800- Self-Destructing Alternators 
977-2707) nrakcs good stuff. C\~CII if pricey. Lcss expensive 
parts are available, but I'm told (can't confirm) that they Dear Terry, 
don't take paint i~nifor~rrly wcll, so the bargain might not I own a 1974 Archcr and my problc~n is will1 thc 
tom out to be one. alterirator. The first altcrnator lasted forever and I rcplaccd 

4 One final thouglrt: having invcstcd it wlicn Mattituck did my ovcrhaul about 310 hours ago. Wc 
bringing your aircraft up lo standards well beyond those of put a ~rcw Clrryslcr Altcr~rator on it and it lasted about 120 
the factory. call your insurance agent and raise tlrc hull value llours. ~t was replaced \~itl,  a rebuilt tllat lasted for about the 
on your policy If you had lo sell right now (or settle in the saluc tillle. 
cvent of a major accident). figure that you could recover This Archcr has no problcms with belts and tlrcrc 
about 80% of thc  value of tlrcse upgrades (valuing your la- is no air conditiolling. 1 have always to  
bor at zero) and raisc your illsurancc lilrrils according~y. tile suggested procedures - engi~rc off, alternator OK cnginc 

on. altcrnator on. 
Hangar Flying The voltagc checks when tlrc newly rebuilt altcrna- 

tor is test run. I don't have a clue whcl-c to start looking for 
I'm always willing to SharC my expcricnces and the Gremlin u~ider the cowling. 

research with other Cherokee owners who are about to em- Sinccrcly yours. 
bark on soch a projccl. Feel free to call 410-781-6115 ifyou Ray R. Brown 
want further detail about anything you've read hcrc. but P 0 Box 8046 
picasc do so on wcckd;ty evenings betaccri 8 and 10 p.m. The Woodlands, TX 
Eastern time. You can writc mc at 630 Buckhorn Road, D~~~ R ~ ~ ,  
Sykesvillc, MD 21784 or c-mail kcn.plesser(@jIrapl.edu. Alttrouglr problcrns with belts arc common. prob- 
Good luck. lcms with self-destructing altcmators arc not. The biggest 

clue in your case is that your problems started when tlic 
Landing Gear Revisited original alter~rator was rcplaccd and thc engine v a s  over- 

hauled at the same timc. 

In the Octohcr issue a ~ncmbcr was Iiau~ing prob- When I lravc scc~i them in tlrc past. thcy arc asn- 

lclus an intcrlllittent ill his A ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  we discussed ally traceable lo orie of two problcrns - non-approved auto- 
the possibility of rebuilding his landing gear motor. rnotive altcr~rators arc used or tlrcrc is an oil leak in thc 

~ l ~ i ~  lnay bc a in cases, but at  vicinity of tlrc alternator which is trashing tlrc i~unards. 
lcast one rcadcr has re~rri~rdcd us that the prohlcrn is often in I would suspect that ifyou investigate you will find 

the pressure switch located under thc rear seat. that one of these "gretnlins" is the causc of your problcrn. 

Tlris switch is dcsigued to cut oKthc motor whcn Sincerely yours, 

pressure reaclres 1.800 pounds (1,400 pounds in solire early TERRY LEE ROGERS 

modcls.) If thc switclr is not working, the gear motor will 
not work. Also, this s~*~itc11 is oftcn the culprit when the Had TOW Damage To steering 
motor kccps coming on in flight to eliminate gear "droop." B~ R. C. Thompson 

The problc~n often is that the older 1.400 pound 
switchcs do not maintain a high enough pressure to kccp My Cherokee Six was towed back to thc hangar 
the gear fro111 drooping. Many lnenlbers llavc replaced the and put away. apparently with an excessive angle left turn 
oldcr switches with 1,800 pound switches (not ncccssarily perforlllcd backing it in. I did not discover the prob. 
legal without appropriate papenvork.) Icm immediately. because all the tur~is to the takeoff posi- 

If the switch is suspcct. it call bcclrccked f0rOpCra- tion for flight happened to also hc to tlrc left! 
tio~r with a voll-ohmmeter. Tlle first indication of a proble~ri occurred just af- 

tcr lift-05, when I discovered I could not counteract P-iactor 
Shop Around For Oil Cooler Hose and torque with enough riglit rudder! In the climb I had to 

maintain right wing low to fly a straiglrt coursc. 

Are you currently complyinguith theoil coolcr AD'? At tlie tillre I was mystilicd, becausc in level flight 

one lnclnber to report that llc was quoted a the problem seer~rcd to go away. and thcn return. so~r~cti~rrcs 

of$258 for origillal oil-coolcr B ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  on tlre opposite sidc, though usually to a lcsscr degrec. For- 
~ ~ t l ~ ~ ~  than bitc the bullet, lrc sllopped around and found tunately thc rest of the night went well and wc landed nil11 

the Teflon W D  boscsat Clliefaircrafl forabout llalf price, tlle wind straight down tlre rnnbvay. Oncc the plane was sc- 

Not only was tfrerc a price saving. but the Teflon cured, it took very little to find the problem. 
hoses also eli~ninatc tlrc repetitive inspection otlrcnvisecalled It seelrrs that tlre adjustment bolts on each side. 

for by the AD. whicli limit the angle the nose whecl can turn to tlre corre- 

Clief is at 541-476-1869, sponding side, at the l i~ui t  of their travel each strike the 
opposite side of a vertical pin. This pin extends upward out 
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ofa  11olc in part of thc frarnclcngi~re mount, and is secured Cure For Lack of Nose Gear Centering 
at the bottom bclobv the frainc witli a clevis or cotter p ~ n  SO By Mitch 
that i t  caru~ot accidcntly pop up and out of the hole. How- 
ever, fit pin is not sccurcd in a ma1111cr that prevents rota- I just received my Novctnbcr POM and came across 
tion in t k  f r a~ne  holc. thc rudder centering problem letter. 

Obviously. IF tlrc pi11 remains straiglit, this is no I tl~ink I have experienced the salnc problem witli 
proble~ir. Ifthe pin is seriously bent (about 70 degrees in our my rudder centering. It was really bugging me, ,,rocceded 
casc), the fact that it can rotatc mcans that the rudder excur- to check everytlling - I re-rigged the rudder cables, set the 
sions available at an? niolnent can be a~ivt f i i~ i r  or nothing, cable alld clleckcd all of the stops, 
LO onc sidc or the other!!! What Ifinally found was the interconnect bolt that 

prcscnt prOblcllls in the air, par- connects tile left side of the rudder cross bar to the right side 
ticularly in tlie pattern, and even worse probleliis at touch- was loose. This caused one cable to become loose and the 
down. Also notc tliat si~ilply chccking for "satisfactory" rud- other side to tighten. Then it  would reverse when pushing 
der trtvcl in each directio~i on the ground may very well not the opposite rudder, 
oncovcr the problem at all. since the pi11 could l~ave rotated Anyway. 1 replaced the bolt with a new one. I 
to a roughly ~niddlc position. clamped a bar to each set or pedals to center the two to- 

As a partial rcmcdy, I have dccidcd: gether, then installed a new bolt and torqued it down prop- 
1) pot the plane a7l.v lnyselr. or at least personally erly, re-rigged the system to neutral all they way back to the 

observe thc process wherie\,cr possible. a ~ i d  rudder. 
2) while taxiing on the ground to try to deter~riinc I have not experienced the proble~n sincc I replaccd 

that proper Icft alid right tra\rcl is available. and iliost im- and torqued this bolt, 
portantly 

3) to dcterminc that neither side can turn f.nnber 
than nor l~al .  -- 

Battery Needs Winter Help 
Unforiunatcly this is more difficult than it sounds 

to do with ally accuracy. I am open to any ideas you have When it gets below about D O  deg F, I I I ~  three-year 

about this situation. old battery does not spin my PA-28's prop wcll. I've had 

a flight instructor no\v~ I very that I many nervous moments right after yelling "clear" into the 
\\asn3t tliat very green studeut 1 oncc was, alid had some- cold winter air. 
thing like this liapper~ to me. The elid of tire flight would I have copper cables. we've cl~ecked all the con- 

probably liave been far too csciting for niy taste. ncctions, and, yes, the starter is getting old. But I found that 
when I jump the plane from a car, tlrc extra amperage frorn 
the auto svsteni reallv soins things quicklv, i e .  the cables 

Subject: Needs A Throttle Cable 

Dcar Terry. 
Would you know the ~ileasurertient or part number 

for a tlirottle cablefor my 1968 Cherokee 140. SN 28-24703? 
I have a sen~ice manual however they do 1101 list 

pa0 ~iunibers. 
I ~vould like to ordcr one from Aircraft Sprucc or 

solnc\vhere like it. Ally ideas you could give \vould be ap- 
prcciatcd, 

Sincerely yours. 
Mike Pears011 
Sidney. B.C. V8L ST9 

Dear Mike. 
111 checking With George Durham at No Toro Air- 

craft. he reports t l~at  the part is only available from Piper, 
list price is $362.70. part nu~iiber 12693-04. 

Any part or assembly you put oil your aircraft needs 
to be PMA or STC's for that aircraft. You can repair your 
prcselit cable. but it Ins  to be as good as or better than the 
original. 

Sincerely yours. 
TERRY LEE ROGERS 

. . - .  
and starter are not in that bad of shape. 

The problem seczns to be that my schedule only 
allows so much time for flying. When I do fly, often it's only 
for 30 ~ n i n  to an hour, so not a lot of charging goes on to 
replenish the battery. And, of course, I fly less in the winter. 
when tile battery really needs the replenishment. 

I boughtan "on-board battery charger" at Fleet Fann 
for 27 bucks. The il~structions indicate it is for the type of 
battery found in autos. trucks. airplanes, etc. It is a tiny 
unit. maybe 4"x5"x1.5", and is made for a 12V system. It 
has light gauge wires that connect to the battery posts per- 
i~ianently. My battery is under tile rear seat, aud I connccted 
to tlrc positive post and to the bolt where the negative strap 
attaches to tile spar. I'm considering adding some banana 
plug colinectors so I can safely remove the unit with no 
trouble. 

The uuit is velcro'd to the rise in the floor between 
rear seat foot areas. Do you know what the definition of a 
"permanent addition" to an aircraft is? If I use banana plugs 
and velcro, so that the charger can be pulled off at any timc, 
would an FAA sign-off be needed? 

I didn't want to put the unit under tile rear seat, 
where the battery is, because if anything came loose it could 
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interfere with tlrc control cables or autopilot. I really like AD requires at tlrc next annual inspcctio~r that thc carbarc- 
thc floor location, because the LED lights arc readily vis- tor be inspcctcd. If it has a one-piecc vcnluri, it should havc 
iblc. Theunit provides I .5 amps whenever thevoltage drops a "\I" stamped on it and it requires no furtlrcr action. 
one volt below the fully charged voltage (14.4 volts, I think). "If a two-piccc venturi is installed. inspcctio~i is 
Upon reaching full chargc, it stops charging. Tlrc charge required to dctcrniine looseness or parts missing and a onc 
ratc is so slow, I cannot noticc ofthe charging gas s11rcl1 piece venturi is rcquircd before further flight. (Scc also Prc- 
1 usually associatc wit11 charging a battery with a six or ten cision Air~notivc Service Bulletin No MSA-2, Revision 1 
amp charger But I lcavc the s~ilall "storm window" open dated November 1 .  1991.) 
anyway (inside the hangar). "Reports of rough running and lrigli fuel consnmp- 

I havc a drop ligl~t/extension cord that I pull down tion probably came from well-meaning firsl class hangar 
to plug in the engine pad hcatcr. For now, I am running flyers." 
another cord Trorn there through the baggage door and to Sinccrcly yoors. 
the charger. Tlrc charger has a green LED whicli shows it TERRY LEE ROGERS 
has power, and a red LED which indicates the battcly is 
fully charged. The red LED stays lit even when the unit is 
unplugged, provided the battery is fully charged. Sources for Sun Visor Clips 

This unit has ~irade a trelirendous diKcrcncc. My 
battcly is always fully charged. I an1 considering the addi- In the January issue wc wcrc asked about getting 
tion of one more item - a battery wanner. I've used this typc rubber clips for sun in early Cherokees arid 
of 'clcctric blanket' on big-block 4-wlreel drive trucks, and came up empQ Now are sources galore. 
it can help a lot. Even wlicn fully charged, a cold battery First, there is Piper. Your distributor sliould bc able 
will deliver only a fraction of its ratcd cranking amps. In to order tllelll for you. Tllcy arc part number 658hj-OOo, 
this application, I'd want a warlner that is sniall. a ~ l d  of your local distributor cannot tlrcm, you tv Co. 
lowcr wattage than an auto~notivc warlncr. And. it is impor- lUlllbia Air Scrvicc in CT (203) 449-1257, 
tan1 to I-cmow tlrese warlriers during thc snmmcr, as a bat- And Steve Wentwortlr, of Wentworth Aircraft. has 
t e q  needs to be able to shed excess heat. a sct of ncw style "black" clips which hc says are "guaran- 

If I was goilrg lo k c c ~  {Ire plalle longer (l'lrr look- teed not to turn to goo," Welltwofih has a toll-frcc - 
ing to liiove up). I would routc the I 1OV cord for the charger 800-493-6896, 
(and eventually the warmer) up tlrrough thc firewall lo the Don't forget Airparls of Lock Haven in Vero Bcacli. 
spot wlrcrc plug in lhc heater. Then ca s i l~  Florida (407) 770-6350 or (800) 772-3 117. They have tllelll 
energize cvcrythilrg with a singlc cord, even on an outside in rubbo: guaranteed llot to in stin, 
ramp when away froln riry hangar. And finally, tlicrc is Heinol & Associates, oTTylcr. 

If clcctricily is available. it oldy lliakes sense to keep Texas, wllicll at cacll, Thcirtelcplloue 
your elrginc warm and your battery charged. It's easier on is (903) 514-1897, 
tlre starter and engine, and a lot easier on your nerves. 

NAME WITHHELD 
Upper Midwest Instrument Panel; Exhaust Manifold 

Worried About Carburetor AD 

Dcar Tcrry. 
Do you lravc the low-down on tlrc carburetor AI): 

93-18-03'? I have heard discouraging news on tlrc results of 
this convcrsiolr from a dual to a single venturi. Higher fuel 
consumption, rough running, ctc. Is this ~nerely because of 
faulty setup'? I would appreciate any incormation on this. 

Sincerely yours. 
Warrcrr Schrocger 
13 18 Laclair Ave 
Pittsburgli. PA 1521 8 

Dcar Warren. 
There were a few reports of problems when this 

AD first came out. To find out the current status. I contacted 
George Durham, of No Toro Aviation. His answer: 

"AD 93-1 8-03 is vcly descriptive as to tlie carbure- 
tor models that are affected by the single-piece venturi. The 

Dear Tcrry. 
Is tlrcrc a trick to getting tlrc ilrstru~irent panel off 

so you call gct access to the master switch? l would appreci- 
ate any thoughts you might lravc. 

A second question corrccrns the exhaust manifold 
on tlre left side ofthe engine. At the point wlrcrc tlre exhaust 
pipe connects to thc rnufler there are four very srnall es- 
lraust leaks. They are about the size and shape of a sha rp  
ened wood pencil point. 

I have a CO monitor in the cockpit and haven't 
noticed any effccts except a slight s~irudging on the Tusclagc 
behind the point where tlre lowcr cowling and fuselage mcct. 
I all1 conccrncd and reluctant to fly until I get a fix bccausc 
I do not want tlre leaks to gct so bad as to crodc thc pipe and 
lrrake the lrolcs larger. 

Besides. any exhaust leak is cause Tor concern for a 
lot of reasons. 1 have tried tiglrtcning tlie clarrrp to no avail. 
Has the clalrrp lost its resilience over the years and a new 
one is needed? This clamp has a bump on it wlrich rnatcs 
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with a liolc in the mumer pipe and tlic cxhaust pipc. 1s llrere side. and cut the glass on the wheel pants to clear Lhc cali- 
some sorl of seal wliicli is needed? Otllcr than the clamp pers. 
tlicre isn't a scal or gaskct. By the way, tlrc muffler and pipe Any experience or ideas'? By thc way, the equip- 
appcar to bc in excellent condilion. ment list shows that it should 11ave Cleveland wheel assem- 

Sincerely yours. bly 40-28 and brake assc~nbly 30-18. 
Jack Else Sincerev yours, 
Balstrop. TX John A. Gianelli 

Dcar Jack. Salinas, CA 
I put your questions to George Durham of No Toro Dear John, 

Aircrart. Hc rcplied: Let's star( from the bottom and work up. 
The cover around thc switclrcsjust paps into a clian- Tlic book slrows tliat you have thc correct wheel. 

11c1 and i t  can be re~novcd by bowing thc covcr strip care- brake and discs. The minirnunr thickness for the 164-5 disc 
h~ll? - pying one end out of the channel. is ,157 incl~es. 

Aficr scveral years tliis cover becomes brittle and It appcars that your torque plate has been installcd 
t l~c  possibility of breakage is higlrcr. incorrectly. The brakc caliper should bc on the back side of 

Tlie exhaust leaks concern me because ofcvidcnce tlie stub axle. The torque pins should be onc over the other 
on tllc fuselage. I 1  is possible for thc pipe to look good and or 90 degrees to thc ground, m d  the bolts sliould be able to 
be crodcd olfinsidc of tlrc iiruffler. Thc ~rrumer is slotted so be removed witlrout the problems you are having. 
that the cla~up will tightcn. but the clanip docs not seal. The spongy brake probleni may be the old hoses 
Tliis is accomplislrcd by the close fit bctwee~i tlrc ~numcr since we arc to believe the master cylinder and calipers havc 
arid tlic pipc. new o-rings. You may check the condition of the caliper. 

TIic bump on the clarnp was a pin welded into the where tlrc anvil plate tuatcs. Because the steel plate is harder 
clamp to providc indexing and locking tlie exIraus1 to tlrc than tile aluminum caliper, the extreme pressurc causcs (af- 
~nnmer. You may want to check wear and Ioosencss thcre. ter a nunrbcr of years) the aluminum to compress and the 
Originally. tlic hole in thc cxl~aust was drillcd alicr the muf- two surfaces are no longer parallel. Tliis causes a rocki~rg of 
llcr was installcd. Tlic fit allowed altnost no movement and the anvil and a loss of effeclivc braking; times two could 
tlrc pln fit tiglitly in thc bole. givc you the spongy effect you arc cxpcriencing. This sur- 

face can be made flat again by machining a slight amount 

Brakeless in Satinas off The othcr alternative is to replace the calipers. 

Dear Tcr~y. Compass Won't Swing 
I havc nothing but good things to say about "our" 

organization to all tlic Clicl-okee pilots tliat I mcet. I have. Dear Tcrry. 
in just a few short months, co~ripletely dog-earcd my copy of I'vc been a CPA member for a few years and could 
Flints and Tips. Holvcvcr. I liave been unable to find an ar- really use soruc lielp wit11 tllis problem. A few wecks ago we 
ticle dealing with the problcm on illy 180. attempted to rcrnount and re-swing the compass in our 1971 

Tlic craft is a I963 I80 scrial number 1081. Tllc Arrow (purchased this summer). Our local radio shop con- 
brakc calipers arc s~nallcr tlra~r wliat I have seen on any otiier cluded it was "off' due to an unsliielded Narco VOR head, 
Clierokee and arc located aft of maill strut casting. Tbe bnke  so wc had tlrat unit sliieldcd and the compass moved closer 
disc is also about sixty pcrccnt the tlrickness ofotlrcrs that 1 to the pancl (it had been ~nountcd high). 
Iiavc sccn. One of the nrajor problclns that it has is spongy Mtcr tlrc move, our littlc floatcr was off as muclr as 
brakes. Wc liavc rcbuilt the master cylindcr (no toe brakes) 35 dcgrccs and resisted ~iroving away from a wcsterly head- 
and calipers several tirncs and blcd them in a variety ofways ing; no matter what direction we flew. Away from the air- 
'ti1 wc wcrc rcady to drop. but to no avail. planc. it worked fine. 

The otlicr troubling aspect 1s that tlrc top bolts, Ncxt, all the i~rstrumcnts were removed to identify 
wllich fi~sten the two calipcr halves. are jarnrned into t11c t l ~ c  interference. but wlren none was identified as Lhe cul- 
stnlt casting and have actually worn a groove Into it. I can- prit. our sl~op concluded that part ofthc airframe had sollie- 
not rctnovc thc top bolts on eithcr sidc without slowly re- lror%, become magnetized. Our radio shop and A&P lravc 
~novi~ig the wheel and disc at the same tinie. This intcrfer- spent weeks now trying to isolate tlie magnetized area with 
encc cariscs very unevelr pad wear bctwccn inboard and out- little success. I lravc seen sonre lilcralure on degaussing, but 
board pads. Again, all tlrc other calipers 1 liavc scen are one involvcs removing a majority of tlic avionics and the 
klrgcr and. maybe lriore impoWantly. mom~ted ahead of thc otlrer requires pulling tlie engine, both vcry costly projccts. 
1nai11 struts. I could possibly rotate the caliper down one bolt J could sincerely use any suggestion you might pro- 
Irolc on tlic liiou~iting brackct (about sixty degrees), but that vide regarding alternative areas to check or othcr ways to 
would put it dangerously close to the ground if I had a flat. degauss the airframe (or only part of it). 
I t  also seems that I lniglit liiovc the calipers to tlic front, R. Michael Martin 
cxtcnd tlre brake lioscs, swap the wheel pant brackets side to Lake Hiawatha, NJ 
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Dear Mike. tire. it is hot an out-of balance conditio~i but an alignment 

As you know. ~irost of a Clierokce is made ofalu- problem. Yo11 could try alignment. according to tlie maiiitc- 
rriinu~n - it docs not magnetize. Magnetism colnes fro111 ei- na~~cemanual,  but ifyou arcalready in specs, i t  wouldprob- 
tlicr braces and components made of steel. Or from the en- ably liot help mncli. 
ginc. Or fro111 so~nctl i~ng - pcrhaps a magnetized scrcwdrivcr Unlcss the wcar is really cxcessivc. the solution of 
IcR behind tlie panel. rotating the tires is probably tile best one. (On sorue plancs. 

(I mention the last i tc~n because, allhough you i.e.. single-engine Cessnas. higli wcar rates are the norm 
would not think it would ever happen. it does so at an amaz- because of tlic gear gcolnetry. On those planes, rotation of 
ing frequency.) tires on the rim is the conimon solution.) 

Nonetheless, unless soruething was done whcn the Sincerely yours, 
radio $$,as shielded, it wor~ld be very urilikely that tlie air- TERRY LEE ROGERS 
frame (or engine) suddenly was magnetized. So. either some- 
thing was leiibchind the panel that was not there before, or Arrow Has Oil Leaks 
tlic residual magnetism was always tlicrc. but only became a 
problc~n with the relocatio~i of the compass. Dear Terry: 

Assu~ning you can find no other source of magne- For years I liave had a problcrn with oil leaking 
tisin. 1 would srlggesl relllounting your colllpass in the origi- fro,,, tllrougll bolts wllicll connect case halves to- 
nal position. I1 might be possible to isolate and tlien degauss gether, Tllese arc bolts which mate t~ the tapers in tile oEending pan bcliind the panel, but there arc no easy case ~ ~ ~ l ~ , ~ ~ ,  Millc is older s w ~ c  case wllicll llas no 
slrortcuts. One of the ~iiain reasons for traditional cornpass provision for kllgs at bast of bolts. 
localions is to avoid residual magnetism which might lurk I was so discouragcd with the oil leaks that a few 
behind a panel. hundred hours ago (maybe four hundred) I had the engine 

Sincerely yours. lorn down and rebuilt. My meclianic did replace onc or two 
TERRY LEE ROGERS of these through bolts witli oversized ones. but still thc oil 

Icaks. 
HOW to Eliminate Tire Wear 11's fly an hour and clca~i the belly an liour. a real 

hasslc. 
Dear Terry, Several FBO's ii;lve said they could fix ilic prob- 

On my Cherokee thcre is noticeable wcar on the lem. and many liave tried, all at my expense and all to no 
inside of tlrc right main tire. Tliis would norlnally suggest a avail. These attempts lrave ranged from silicone to wrap- 
toc out condition. I intended to ~itakc toc in adjustlnents but ping fine solder around llic bolt to ronn a "gasket seal"\vhcn 
round that the wheel was actually already toe in. tlic cylinder is tightcncd down. 

I cliccked the riglit main and found that within gcn- I arn beside n~yscl i  The engine runs great arid oil 
era1 liniits, botli gear wcrc aligned the same lncasured by consumption is lo'iv. But those darn leaks. I1 seems a slianie 
using the tecliniquc of placing a board touching the fronr of lo havc to put out thousands for another cngine. 
both tires and checking tlic angle by aligning another board Can you offer any advice or suggcslions'? T a m  sore 
along the tire the way one does on a Cessna. There is no that 1 ant not the only one with this problem 
~roticeablc uneven wear on the left tire and no scallopiug of Si~icercly yours, 
eitlier one. Charles E. Webstcr 

Again with I-ougli measurement. both gear were Lake Havasu. AZ 
vertically the same. I know of no way to adjust the venical Dear Charles, 
alignment and cvc~r if there was, it would probably be Inore You are correct in assurniiig that you are 1101 alone 
bother than it is worth. I rcvcrsed the tire to evexi out tlie wit11 this problem. In fact, tlic problem is the reason for Ly- 
wear over time, but this is 1101 inally a fix. just a patch. When coming Service lnst171ction 12YOD nd~icli covcrs man) 01 
I reinstalled Uie wheel it was quite out ofbalance, even tliougii tlic wide-flangc Lyconiing engine niodcls witli hod?.-fit 
I mounted tlte red dot adjacent to thc valve slem. I had some through studs. 
adhesivc backed weights and applied 28 grams to the rim Tlie instructio~t is divided into iliree scctio~rs to 
011 Llic liglit side. This was not enough to really changeany- explain different methods of repairing an oil lcak at tllcsc 
thing. studs. For example. oil leaks at one of thesc studs can bc 

Do you know of any wcigllls whicli could be ap- repaired by inslalliirg a ,001 or ,002 ovcrsizc stud in tllc 
plied to tlie rim by way of atlacliing by the through wheel original bore, reaming tlic through stud bore to accept a 0 0 5  
bolts or does one simply live \with out of balance tires? or ,010 inch oversize tlirouglr stud. or by inslalling a Ly- 

Sincerely yours, coming seal (P/N 72075) around the tlirough stud at tllc 
Bob Lindsay main bearing web parting surface. 
Chillicothe, OH Altlrough installatio~i of an oversize stud can usu- 

Dear Bob, ally be acco~iiplisl~cd in an assernbled engine. the bulletin 
If you are experiencing tire wear on tlrc inside of a points out that occasionally a ,005 or .010 incli ovcrsizc stud 
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with a seal is required, and this condition "can only be de- several hundred hours to the vach It's fun to fly. I get about 
tcrnmincd when the cngi~ic is disassembled." 145 mph at 75 percent at 7,000 feet on a roughly standard 

So. there may be hope, but only your mechanic can day. Fuel consulnption under the same conditions is about 
dctcrlrline \vlriclr mcthod to use after cot~sulting with the 10.5 gpli. 1 have had the airplane at 14,500 feet. but arn not 
service bulletin. impressed with tbc handling above 12,000. 

Sincerely yours, My airplane was weighed after thc conversion for 
TERRY LEE ROGERS a new weiglrt and balance sheet. The weight went up some 

atid the moment moved fonvard mainly because of the prop. 
How to Check Fuel Tank Hose I think it was about 32 pounds, but do not recall exactly. 
By David W. Tra~rer Sinccrcly yours. 

Karl Shidlcr 
I'vc bee11 111eaoillg lo write and give this tip for 9664 Bctabcl Rd #21 

several months. so I'll start the ncw year oE right by writ- San Juan Bautisla, FA 
ing. 

MY mechanic showcd mc this: Early Cherokee Safety Mods 
In order to check the fuel tank vent tube you just By Bob 

put a piece of appropriate sized hose over the metal vent 
tube and blow into it. Ifthe tube is blocked, you cannot blow. When reading tlre many "upgrade" articlcs. I won- 
But wait - there's more. dcr how many Cherokee owners considered the following 

Continue blowing. This will pressurize the fuel tank xrafetv ----, 
(fuel cap on. of coursc). 1) Cylilider head temperature: a simple add on that 

Now relnove the llosc your nloutll and point will increase engine life and A lnulti-cylindcr 
the lrosc at your cheek. I f  tllc plastic fuel tank vent tube (cxpcnsive) gauge is nice, but a s,lIgle-cyl,nder works 
inside tlrc wing at the back oilhe fuel tank is o-k, then the well. Your #4 or #6 (back nonnallv hot. 
fucl talk indeed bccamc pressurized and air will now blow test), To prove it, lno;c the and compa;c readillgs 
against your cheek. If thc flex tubing inside the wing is dc- using a comlnoll power and altitude, (OAT gross 
terioratcd, then when you blew into the hose your breath weight also affect readings), I filld units in 
just escaped into tlrc wing and failed to pressurize tlic tank, cylinder) Inore than spark plug sensors, 
Thcl-efore, air will 1101 blow against your cheek. But your CHT is only a gauge. You must look at it. Lower 

This is an casicr method than either of thc altcma- nose to increase air flow and richen lnixture to 
tivcs: tail1 operating temperatures within limits. 

1) rclno\?c thc fuel tanks and look at tlrc tubing or, 2) Exhaust Gas Temperature: Again, an easy mod 
2, lanks steep turns. Then tllat will increase lire and lower your fuel bills, A 

see if you smell gasoline. single cylindcr kit does nicely. Install it on number 1. Put- 
The #2 method is also a bit risky. ting the CHT and EGT on the same cylinder is common 

practice, but a little thought may co~lvi~rce you that tile back 
Has 200 HP Challenger cylinder runs hottest and tllc cylinder with the longest in- 

take ~na~rifold tuns lcancst. 
Dcar Terry. 3) Carb tetnperaturc: Another easy mod that could 

1 saw the question in the January issue of the Piper save your life and will reduce stress. Knowing tllc actual 
O\\ncrs Magazine and 1 thought I'd reply. I own a 1973 temperature and adjusting carb heat accordingly also savcs 
Cllcrokee Challenger (1 80) with tlrc 200 lip conversion and fucl and increases range. If you fly much actual IFR or north 
a constant-speed propeller. of tlic Mason-Dixon line in winter. this is much more than a 

Mine was done on a onctirnc STC by a previous nice-lo-have toy. 
ow~rer. The airplane flew on an experitnental airworthiness 4) Vertical card compass: Vsible in both seals whcn 
cc~tificate for a few ~no~rths  .i\'llile the FAA approved tlrc ~rlollnted on the windshield divider and much better than a 
clrangcs. It now has a standard ainvorthiness certificate. "whiskey" if you lose tlre vacuum pump (see below). 

The engine is a Lycoming 10-360-AlB6 from a NOTE: Lots of Trade-a-Plane ads list the above 
Bccclicraft Sierra. The mixture. prop control and throttle gauges. Prices and quality valy considerably. Always con- 
are fro111 an Arrow and work well with thc Challenger panel. sult your A&P before you buy. He may be able to get you a 
?'lie cowling is highly modified. The 10-360 is wider than better price and he certainly knows which parts bcsl fit your 
tlrc 0-360 and requires the cowling to be widened. The cx- airplane. Labor certainly will be less if you do the installa- 
11aust cotncs through a nacelle at thc riglit rear of the cowl- ti011 during an annual. By ordering ahead you can have the 
ing and then passes tl~rough a Brackelt filter in a custom parts on hand and paid for when tlie "big annual bill" collles 
enclosure associated with the lowcr cowling. Intake air is in. I think all these mods are minor alterations requiring 
then routed to the front of the engine via four-inch SCAT. only a log entry But your A&P is the final authority. Re- 

I llave owned N16326 since 1989 and have added member. he's the one who gets to sign your log books and be 
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responsible. fused as to whcther or I can go on another 100 liours. 

5) Electric tun1 &bank or turn coordinator: vacuum Thanks very much. 
pump failure and alternate vacuutu source mods were dis- Stevc Voelker 
cussed awhile back. Anotlicr approach is illstalling a 12V Gresham, OR 
DC or turn coordinator. 1 prefer tlic turn coordinator bc- Dear Stcvc, 
cause my timed turns come out better. (No vacuum ~ncans Unfortunately, thcrc is no way to dctcrminc which 
loss of heading gyro as well as attitude indicator). A vertical gcar you have slrort of opening up thc cngine unless tlie part 
card compass and a 12V DC T&B work well togcthcr. If you nurnbcrs of the gears wcrc indicated in thc cnginc log books 
go this route, please gct a couple of hours of partial panel at tllc last gear replaccmcnt. 
flight instruction. Sincerely yours, 

6) Auto pilot: Pipcr offered tlic Edo-Air (Mitchell) TERRY LEE ROGERS 
wing lcvclcr as an option on carly Cherokees. Thc units of- 
ten appear in Trade-a-Plane. (Pipcr Miscellaneous and au- Vertical Compass Fixed Swing Glitch 
topilot sections). Although 25 years old tlrcy work well and By Dennis Luis 
most shops repair theni. Tlicy make single-pilot IFR cross 
country much easier and also scrve as a backup gyro if you 
lose tlic vacuum pump. 

Auto pilots work better than hand flying with par- 
tial panel, but Day-VFR is tlie only condition a slnart pilot 
flics in if he or she cannot fly thc airplane on partial panel!! ! 

NOTE: A little slioppi~ig and a talk wit11 your A&P 
could put in a vcrtical card compass, a 12 VDC T&B and an 
autopilot for tlic cost of an alternate vacuum source. 

7) Pilot hcat -Piper began illstalling the blade unit 
on latcr scrics Cherokees, so this is not a difficult mod. A 
good timc to do it is wheo you liavc your fuel rank hoses 
checked (wing tanks removed). An cxlra switch and circuit 
breaker arc rcquircd. Make sure an clcctrical load analysis 
is done (real important if you liave a 35 atlip allcrnator). If 
you arc flying actual TFR witlioul a lieated pitot you arc an 
accidelit looking [or a placc to happen. 

8) Strobe lights - Again, best done when checking 
your [ucl tank hoses. Whelen tuakcs a double flash power 
supply (HDA,DF); wing strobes that fit in your cxisli~ig wing 
tips (650A): and a fail unit that goes in tlic liolc your old 
light comes out of(A5OOA). Your pla~ie will be mucli casicr 
to scc day or night. 

NOTE: Normally, strobes are off in tlic clouds (vcr- 
tigo). So, if you add a heated pitot and slrobcs. you will 
almost lievcr have both on at the same tirnc, wliich makes a 
big diEerence for tliosc with a 35 amp aller~iator. 

Oil Pump Impeller 

Dcar Tcny. 
I am wondering if you can Iiclp me to narrow down 

whether or not I will have to co~liply with AD 96-09-10 on 
my ncxt annual. I am trying to rcscarcli whether or not my 
Cherokcc has an aluminutii impeller. 1 liave an 0320-E2A 
S/N L23691-27A in my Clierokee. On my last annoal. my 
mechanic detcrrnincd Illat il did not haw thc iron sintercd 
impeller, but may have the aluminum one. Is there any way 
to determine this with0111 tearing into the cngi~ic? 

My 0-320 is at about 2.250 since major. 4.240 TT. 
I am hoping get about anotlicr 100 liours out of it bcforc 
rebuild since it is so far in grcat running condition. Betwccn 
tlic Lycoming SB on this. and the AD. 1 am somewhat con- 

1 rcceived lily copy of Pipcr Owner's Magazine lo- 
day and read tlic article on the compass problem of R.  
Michael Martin OF Lakc Hiawatlia. NJ. 

I had a similar problem with thc compass on in? 
1972 Clrcrokee 180. Whcn I purchased tlie airplane llic OIII? 
avionics in the plane were a King 170A and a uanspondcr. 
so not a lot of possibility for avionic inlcrfcrcncc. liowcvcr 
thc compass was way off. 

I purchased a new compass to mount in thc loca- 
tion on the cowl as thc original was. I had the same prob- 
Ictn. 1 could not swing the compass. It was suggested that 1 
degauss the plane, but way too expensive. I was ablc lo solvc 
the problclli by installilig a Vertical Card compass and Ira\- 
ing my A&P mount the compass on lhc metal divldc bc- 
twccn llic two front windshiclds. 

Tlic rnclal we decided was causing tlie problem was 
tlic mclal in tlie mddcr linkage. Relocating lhc compass with 
thc VC compass in thc windshield moved tlic compass 
enough to clirninate the interfcrcncc and allow thc compass 
to liow work pr'opcrly. The solution was aboi~t $275 includ- 
ing compass and tlic windsliield mount. 

Thc compass is available from Chief. Pacific Coast 
or any other mail order house. 

Sirlccrely yours, 
Dcnnis Luis 
Woodland, CA 

Notes on Arrow Gear AD 
By Ed Booth Jr. 

I recently complied with thc drcadcd AT)-97-0 1-11 I 
calling for rcmoval and ilispeclioli oithe ~uain gcar "swivel 
pins" on all Cherokccs with retractable gcar. 

I was pleasa~illy surprised to lcam that 111) 1968 
Arrow (I 80) was equippcd with whatPipcr lerliis the "ncwcr 
style" 518 inch studs. According to paragraph 1 1  ofllie AD. 
tlie inspcction is therefore not required. I had been lcd to 
bclieve that all of the earlier Clrerokccs had the srnallcr pins 
installed, and that expensive repetitive inspcctions would 
bc required. My logs do not indicatc that tlie pins or brack- 
cts were ever changed during my Arrow's 29-year histoly. 

I bclicve the AD to bc unnecessary for tlic Clierokee lioc. 
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and tlic FAA admits tliat tlic AD callie about as thc result of ler who was guiding me if I could fly ovcr JAX Inter~ia- 
a gear collapse 011 a Seneca (PA-34-200T) in charter opera- tional for a direct to 81FL. He agreed. At this tilne at 3.500 
lion in Ellgland. (See Advaliccd Notice of Proposed Rulc fect and eight miles fro111 JAX. the engine began ~unning 
~~iaking-Dockct No. 93-CE-6 1-AD). It appears that my 2,500 rough. A quick glance at lily gaugcs told me eveqthing was 
poulid Arrow has tlic idclltical main gear structure as the OK except #4 cylindcr was cold. 
4.750 pound Sencca. Con'ferned about the roughness, I advised the con- 

Whilc it is good to know I arn riding on gear over- trollcr of my predicament and askcd to land at JAX if1 needed 
built for my aircraft. this is yct another exatliple orthe FAA to since I was flying directly overhead. He agreed and askcd 
issuing unncccssar), AD'S. How many cracked pins do you my fuel supply. I had 40 gallons. 
think lhcy will find?- it rclninds me of the infarnous wing I decided to not tcrnpt fate and asked the controller 
removal AD of the late 1980's. for permission to land. I did 1101 dcclarc an emergency but 

I hope otlicr owncrs find they have tlic large pins, and tlie controller, with good judgment, treated it as such and 
that they can skip tlic inspection. gave me whatever choice of runway I was comfortable wit11. 

Kccp up llle grcat job will1 tlle n~agazitle. I still would 1 was based at JAX and was falniliar with the protocol. He 
like to know if tlicre is an approvcd mod for a baggage con- asked mc liorv 1 was doing and I told him that tlie roughness 
partliiclit ausfuel tank-something in tlic 15-20 gallon range'? had not changed and one cylindcr definitely was dead and 
Cessna owncrs llavc at least three STC'd taliks of this type that I could makc the field co~nfortably Hc acknowledged 
to clioose froni. It would allow me to make it to Oshkosli and switched liie to the tower. 
nonstop! ! ! Tower asked what my fuel quantity was. By this 

time it occurred to me why they kept asking. I could scc tlic 

Fuel Selector Problem emergency crews all lincd up and ready. Three milcs out 1 
made my final clicck for landing and I did so without a hitch 

Dear Tcrfy. except when I flared and lost a second cylinder. 1 quickly 

1 liavc a 1969 Clicrokec Sis - 260. The problern added power and the engine recovered on thrcc. I touched 

I'm having is that my mechanic can't find any inforlnation down and taxied and wavcd to tlic cmcrgency crew and thcy 

on tlic filcl sclector The proble~ii is that whc~i tlic selector is acknOwlcdged. 
on ally tank cxccpt tlic riglit tip tank. all tlie fuel froni thc I was able to taxi to Air Kalliall where 1 parked my 

right tip tank drains into tllc left main tank. Have you lieard trusfy ??? Arrow. Since it was Saturday, no one was there so 

of this problcm hcforc'? I left a note for %c Yates to check for a cloggcd fuel injector 

My mechanic contacted Pipcr but liasn't had any (rcmemnher, when 1 added power on flare. the second cylin- 

lock gctting a solution froill tliem. Another lncclianic told der fired). and I would call him Monday lmorlling. 

mc tliat tlic f11c1 sclcclor can't he repaired and has to be On Monday 1 drovc to Air Kallra~l to see Vlc. Hc 

replaced at a cost for tlic part of $2500 and tliat Piper cur- said Ilc was tied up but if l walitcd I could pull the injector 
and clean it and go on mny way. I did and was liorrified when rcntly doesn't have any. Ally liclp would hc greatly apprecl- 

ated. I could sce tlirougli the injector. I rcrnoved a spark plug, 

Siliccrcly yours. looked and gave a "yeiech". Somcthing broke. 

Frank Craig llidccd it did. One of those cxpcnsive, useless so- 

Madison, AL diu~n cooled valves broke. A portion ~lla~laged to iravcl to 

Dear Frank, #3 and demolish it (tliat was the secolld cylilider to cool o n  

Most Chcrokcc liucl sclccior valves call bc rebuilt. but rccovcr). Fortunately for mc I was about to "help" a 

Thc only company I know doing the work at thc lnolncnt is little and came away witli nearly 10 big oncs. Until tliis all 
ReS Aircrart in KS, charee ESOO happened the engine was opcrati~ig absolutely liormal in all 

~ ~~ " . - . . . . . . 
tlic work. You can contact llicm at (800) 836-2961 paranictcrs. 

Sincrl-rlv vnlnrr; Sort of rcrliindcd me of an English rnotorcyclc I - . . . - - . - ., , - . -, 
TERRY LEE ROGERS used to race About tlic llmc that I set a lap record, won the 

quallfylng race. won the class racc, and had the rnarn cvcnt 
in thc bag: collie the main cvcnt ... it blew up. 

Broken Valve With Mid Time Engine What am I to make of all this? ~ h c  engine had - 
By Torcllo Tacclii some 1,200 liours, During my ownership a~inuals were per- 

formed to my spccifications. (I'll never understand how any- 
~~t~ last ~~~~t I my ilolnc field to solne OIIC can advertise an al~nual labor of $500.) Cornprcssion 

friends at a nearby field wllcrc I was formerly based, a dis- varied frolii 72180 to 74/80. The two higliest ones brokc. 
talice of 18 N.M.. After exchanging the usual airplane"lies", Nothing was left to tlrc imagination. 
I said adios, and flew to see lily daughter at thc Uriiversity of Perforlnance was to specs. Oil consumption (I use 
Florida, a d is ta~~cc from 0 I J of 70 nm. 15/50), one quart per 12 hrs. Two weeks before, I flew to 

After tapping thc old man, daughter said adios and New York state, round trip, 15.4 hrs and used one quart. All 
the old Inan flew home, dista~icc 85 nm. 1 askcd the control- Cxcept for SIX hrs were in IFR. 
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It was ilnpossible to determine the cause from the Nose Strut Leaking Air 

wrecked cylinders but tlic two survivors had no indication 
of an imminent disaster. Dear Terry, 

What have I learned? I've now been flying for 19 I have a 1973 140. The nose strut leaks air & never 
years. (T i l e  flies wllcnyou'rchavingfun). have 1,200 llours. fluid, I had tile *aP reseal unit and I assistedby 
third airplane and this and is my second plane to have had ing the 
engine proble~ns. Both were near mid-time, plus or lnillus and nlaking that were scars or divots, 
100 hrs. In three days the nose was flat again. 1 replaced the 

a f.nct, personal and yellow dust cap and inflated the strut again. It lasted 21 
that of many pilot friends that 2,000 TBO is at best a pipe days that time, Now I your suggesliolls, 
drearu. 1 plan to fly niy Arrow for a long timc but I assure Sincerely yours, 
you if I reach 1,000 hours it will havc a most thorough ex- Mat 2867 
amination, no baroscopc either, dis~nantled and inspected. From Internet 

PS: The people at Air Kaman were most helpful Dear Mat, 
and kind. They even watched lily pocket book. 1 sent the If your strut is leaking air, it is getting out through 
prop governor Oceanside Service secO1id time that Schraeder valve - it needs reppacement. Those are high- 
I've had to employ their fine senrice. Oceanside is in Merrit pressure valves - look tire valves, hut work a t  lnuch 
Island, Fl., and PMA Fabricators in Ft. Landerdale. higher pressures. Have your mechanic replace yours - the 

These guys sold me two new mufflers at slightly cost is minimal. 
more than the cost of rebuilding. They manddcture theirs Sincerely yours. 
by using a sea~illcss "can" as opposed to a welded one as is TERRY LEE ROGERS 
the standard one. Tlicir service is also top notch and so ends 
another exciting chapter in aviation ... Stay tuned for more. Fuel Selector Was Repaired 

Fuel Hoses Worn Out By A. J .  Malnar 

By Gene Llttge In the Avrd lssue there was an artlcle that I can 
relate to. It pertains to the fucl selector valve. 

My Arrow had so~nc damage right at annual time The fuel selector on my 1968 Cherokee 6-300 was 
due to a door in and Iny rudder leaking from the left tip tank to the tank the selector was set 
After tlie annual, I had little tirue to fly due to professional on. I called around trying to find a solution, I was a 
co~nmilments. price of $3,700.00 for a replacement valve. The kits are uot 

One day, the a i rp la~~e  gods kept sending me the available lo my 
luessage "Go check the airplane." So. 1 went. A complete I called B&S Aircraft in Wichita, KS. They wanted 
walk around indicated nothing ofa serious tlalurc wrong, so $725,00 to repair I all the fuel out of a l l  tanks, 
I decided to taxi to the fuel pits. and top ofF the tanks and, Took the fuel selector valve Relnoved the fitting coming 
perliaps, colnmit aviation. She really started rough, and out of fuel selector ~l~~~~ was - crud 
didn't want to about 1,500 rpm. I 'gured ''Ie and debris had accumulated on the sprilig wliilc the selector 
was "Id and 'lnooth Out aRer warlnup. I tiad that port open. The spring was n~iable to press the ball 
tlic pits. and after a few lliore ~ninutes shut her down. against the seat when the selector was in another position 

I got Out of the airplane and was shocked to find a There was trash and crud in the other ports. 1 clea~ied all 
two-foot diameter pool of IOOLL under the engine cornpart- ports and installed the fuel valve alld fueled all tanks, 
tnent. To make a long story longer. the fuel llose from the problenl was solved with a savings, 
fuel pump to the fuel injector manifold. although appearing 
in excellent condition, had completely disintegrated inter- 
nally. Windshield leak; Ashby Glareshield 

I did some running around here in Kansas City and 
finally had one made for 35 dollars. (It's the real deal with Dear Term 
~nilspcc nun~bers and e\,erytliing.) There was no cxternal In the April issue you discussed water leaks: I agree 

indication of anything wrong, and it had just colne out with your answer plus I had an additional leak fool me for a 

higll-dollar annual. 1 figure should have caught it ill wliile. The leak was around the windshield - water Illell ran 

tlie annual. down the pillar in front of pilot's side window and then back 
I have no otl~er purpose in this letter than to advise along floor seat. 

others that tlicrc probably are some seriously inadequate fuel I never did understand why it didn't leak when fly- 

hoses in their engine compartments. Check for rough run- ing through rain Yet it did standing 

ning and fuel under the airplane. Just one little in-flight fire I finally stopped the leak when I ran a bead of sili- 

can ruin your whole day. cone along top edge of the windshield. I did that over five 
years ago with a plan to "do it right'' later. The ugly silicone 
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is still tlicrc and still working ... 1 put it off long enougfi that they come wit11 it. 
1 became a paraplegic in thc rncanlirnc and now I can't rcacl~ "The vertical lip is reinforced in order to serve as a 
it. So. ifyou do this yourselflnake it look right to start with. hand hold - you simply grab thc glarcshicld when adjusting 

In tlic Asliby ad on page nine, the glaresliield the the seats. 
lady is holding doesn't have openings for defroster vents. "The installation time varies, depending on who is 
Do 1 have to cut them 111yscl0 Do tlrc vcnts have to be re- doing thejob and whether or not the windshield is removed. 
mo\~cd? Does it stop before it reaches vents and if so what When t11c windshield is out it is easier to remove everything 
holds it in placc and will it work with one-piece windshield off the panel, especially tlie old naugahydc or clotli. In the 
modification') time studies I have done, the average installation time is 

On page 19: an acquaintance of mine tliat is test about four hours with the windshield in place (much less if 
pilot for Raytheon was telling mc about a Iiandlrcld Garmin it happens to be removed.) Once the glareshield has been 
GPS tliat 11e got a Wal Mart for $69  Says hc wouldn't bc installed it takes less than two minutes to install or remove 
without i t  in planc or car. I haven't been to Wal Mart since; it. 
but if true and you don't need moving map and can't save "The glareshield comes with a naugahyde texture 
op $699. this might be a "po man's alternative". molded into it. If you decide to change its se~nigloss black 

Sincerely yours, color, sirnply spray-can it any color you desire. 
Dan Calicndo "The one-piece windshields I have seen have a steel 
Andovcr KS 67002 post replacing the old windshield post. As the glareshield 

Dcar Dan. already has the cutout of the center to accommodate thc post, 
I put your qucstions to Dcnnis Ashby and lic indi- thc answer is yes - i t  will work with the new one piece wind- 

catcd that he has badother. s~milar qucstions. So, hc rcplicd sliicld. 
with the "complete" glareshield primer: "Finally thcrc is thc qucstion of slripping. Current 

"We nlake glareshields to fit all PA-28 aircraft and shipping charges are $23 cast of the Mississippi and $20 
all tlrc widc-body Clrcrokccs. sucli as the Six and Lance. In west of the river. This is for ground transportation - coast- 
addition. we make a new product - a vacuum formed ther- lo-coast ground takcs five working days on the avcragc." 
moplastic-bczcl for tlic 140 wliicli fits in front of the instru- Dennis Ashby 
~i ie~i ts  (call for inorc details). P 0 Box 1584 

"Thc glarcsliield is rnadc of 100 pcrccnt libcrglass Upland. CA 91785 
that is hand-laminated to for111 a one-piece structure that 909-982-3793 
ti~cks under the windshield in the front, covering the corn- 
plctc top ofthe instrument panel. It extends past the front of Fixed Slipping Hand Brake 
thc instru~ncnt panel face approxin~atcly three inches and By Jay H, Lowden Jr, 
tlicn drops vcllically. at tlic widest part, about onc inch to 
form a lip. It is on this vertical lip tliat the optional lights In the May issue, Mike McCurdy discussed a prob- 
may be mounted to reflect light onto thc instlumcnts. Tlicrc 

lem the not had thatproblem and 
is also room for sniall switchcs or annunciator lights. fixed it with a small triangular file, cleaning up the detents 

"The lights consist ofincandescent bulbs (about 10, on wllich llolds tllc locking lnecllanism, 
3 inches apart) niounted inside a sofi clear-plastic tube. Thcy for several with no signs ofslipping, If he 
are white and wired in parallel and shipped wit11 approxi- wants to discuss this with me hc can call mc at (804) 743- 
matcly thrcc fcct of wire attacl~cd lo tlrc left sidc. Thcy arc 7740 or fax me at (804) 271-4427.SolvedHandBrakc Lock 
FAA/PMA approved. By Joc D'Andrea 

"The glarcsl~icld bridges thc i~ist~umcnt pancl in - - 
the luiddle up to approxiniately 318 inch to allow the radios Concerning Mike Mccurdy's problem in thc may 
to vcnt. Since I liave no idea of what kindof radios you have issue, 140 llad problem - it lock, I 
or will install in thc futurc I leavc tlic vcnling rcquirements removed the G'pusll to lock" part lllc br,&e handle and 
to you and your radio man. If need be, vents or louvers can drilled out the rivets holding it together. There is a triangu- 
bc cut into tlic top of thc glarcsliicld. lar piece of steel sandwiclied in between the two sides. I 

"Because lire glareshield co~npletely covers the top flipped it so a sharp edge was llow in play, 
of the instru~ncnt panel. it is a good t i~nc  to rclnovc the old I re-riveted the part and rcinstalled it and it works 
clot11 covering and other things that are there. This does not fine. It lllay work 30 years this way, 
necessitate re~iioval of tlie windshield, as all thesc i te~ns can 
be removed witli it left in place. (Note: if you have an early 
180 to 235 Chcrokcc with thc large hu~np  in tlrc middle, you Hatrack Bulkhead New Source 
arc going lo ha\'c to remove the right windshield regard- BY James Parker 
less.) 

"The defroster louvers are  installed on the Tim Averet wrote in thc June issue asking for a 
glareslrield pern~anently, so if you remove thc glarcshicld Source On hatrack bulkheads for Cherokees at 
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Kinzie Industries, in Alva. Oklalrorna (405-327-1565) or c- 
]nail (kinziealva[@aol.co~n). They are now producing in sev- 
eral color clioiccs with STC. 1 was their first order - I had to 
finish trim to fit myself because the "rim" is manufactured 
oversize. It is made of ABS plastic and can be cut wit11 a 
power hand sabre saw using a PVC cutting blade. The cur- 
rent price (June) is $350.00. 

Ammeter Flutter & Arrow Gear 

Several months ago a CPA member, Mike 
Prc~bindowski, reported a puzzling a~nlnetcr flucluation - 
his meter would indicate normally, then suddenly flick to 31 
4 scale, and then return to normal and start the cyclc all 
over again. 

Mike clrccked out the alternator. the voltage r e p -  
lator and the entire electrical syslcln. Finally. the problem 
was found to be in the landing gear system - the power pack 
would cyclc to bring up tlrc gear. stop, and then the gear 
would sag again, slartiug tlie cyclc again. The ammeter fluc- 
tuation was merely indicatiug the extra load as the pulnp 
cycled on and off. 

So, a decision was made to use the higher pressure 
(1.800 psi ratl~cr than 1,400 psi) pump and pressure switch 
from a Seneca. And here is where the story gets even more 
interesting. 

The switclr solved the problem of the intcr~nittent 
pump, but now tlrcrc was a new problcm - the  pump would 
not slrut off at all. 

Mike's mec11;uiic was assured by "teclurical cxpcr(sn 
that the pressure switch was not adjustable, but was set at 
tlrc factory. Not content to accept this advice, he found the 
manufacturer of the switch and was informed that tlrc switch 
was, indeed. adjustable - a washer on the plunger can be 
moved thereby adjusting the li~riit oftlrc switcli. 

Using a pressure gauge, Ire determined that the 
switch, as received, was set to turn off at a prcssnre of 2.000 
psi - a  pressure too lrigli for the 1,800 psi pump assc~nbly to 
reacll. Ergo. the pump was per~na~rcntly on. 

Adjusting tlic switch solved tlie problem. Now. the 
pump turns off at 1.800 psi and the gear is kept locked in 
tlie up positio~i as Mr. Piper (and Mr. Weick) intended. 

i ints & Tips 
Going back to the original rnanufacturcr of tlrc 

equipment may do little or no good - they make new cquip- 
ment and are not interested in resurrecting "dinosaurs" from 
the 60's. They can rerer you to sonre field repair shops whiclr 
may be able to help. but then you are on your own. 

~uroco,,troi {(I I,lriallanon Drawrng Shmving System Com~oneflrs 

Then one day I read a report of a Piper owner wlio 
round a source which was actually anxious to help out will1 
problems on his vintage autopilot. Tliat conrpalry was Auto- 
pilots Central in Tulsa, Oklahoma. 

Calling the company got me in touch with Bob 
Fcrguson. possibly one of the best infonned individuals about 
autopilots in tlie country. First of all, a word about Autopi- 
lots Central. Tliis is not a hole in the wall operation. They 
operate a large maintenance lrangar and are a 24-hour a day 
operation. You do not have to sclredule around one personns 
fishing excursions. 

Bob explained that tlie colupalry had a good supply 
of tlie electronic components found in tliosc old Centut) 
(Milclrcll) systems used in the older Pipers. along with wir- 
ing diagrams and. very importantly, many of the har~iesscs 
needed to bench check those old svstenrs. Callinr ahead. 
Bob will sclredule you into the ~nailiteliance hangar and nrakc 

Cherokee Autopilots a 11otc1 rcservatio~r for you at the convenient airport hotel. 
By Terry Lee Rogers 

What is an autopilot? 
Tlrere arc a lot of Clierokees in whiclr the autopilot 

has long ago gone belly up. And there are a lot of owners Early autopilots were called "gyro pilots" and this 
wlro have no idea as to what can be done to revive their gives us a to the workings of all Vlrtuall) 
auto~irated friends. autopilots use some form of gyro as a primary reference for 

Unfofiullatcly. tllcre are a lot of slrops whicll can some of its functions. In its simplest form. the autopilot is a 
instal! new avionics. iiicluding autopilots. but few teclmi- ,ing levelcr, A is lnounted in tllc aircraft with its spill 
cians who can give any advice about older units. axis oriented so it will sense any deviation from level tliglit. 

So~neti~nes it pays to refurbish an older autopilot Tlre g y o  incorporates somefom~ olpickoff (electric orpneu- 
while at 0lliCr tilllC~ a pilot is llloney ahead ~illlply to trash ,,tic) that is connected to a servo device that has control o l  
the current unit and ilrstall a brand new one. But liow can a tile ailerons ofthe ,,lane. when the gyro senses the ,,,illgs 
pilot get good i~rfor~nation to make Iris decision? are not level. the pickoff tells the servo to move tlre ailerons, 
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which lnovc the aircraft back to wings lcvel and climinatcs A computer or central processing unit of some kind 
thc signal from tlic gyro pickoITwliic11, now, tclls tlic servos is rcquircd to rcccivc, process and send the signals to the 
to stop inoving thc ailerons. Now. that took a lot longer to correct places at the correct times. These are often remote- 
explain than it does to happen. mounted boxes in the nose or tail avio~rics bays, but thc 

The average autopilot senses and makes 25 correc- modern trend is toward miniaturization and compacting and 
tions in tlrc same time a lru~na~r pilot can makc about eight, digital elcctronicfiave pcrmittcd autopilot dcsigncrs to in- 
Tllc autopilot will also sense displacements (deviationsfroln corporate the computers into the panel-mounted controller. 
the refcrcncc) and trends and rnakc corrections that a hu- Tlrc scnros are com~nonly located mar  thc controls 
Illan pilot will never be aware of. Tlie autopilot's sensing they affect. such as aiterolr servos mounted in tlre wings. 
dcvices are calibrated a bit finer than even tlre best human There are exceptions, of course, hut if tlrey are not locatcd 
pilot. Thcy are capablc of sc~ising and correcting deviations near tlie controls. then tlicy will bc locatcd wlrcrc tlrcy have 
s~nallcr than one tcntli (1110) of a degree and doing it in access to thecontrol cables so they can be mecl~anically con- 
milliscconds, so kccping tlic wings lcvcl is an easy chorc for nected into tlic aircraft. The servos always incorporate slip 
the autopilot. clutches or breakaway devices (links or shcar pins) that per- 

Autopilots can also have pickoffs and servos tlrat mit the pilot to override a malfunctioning servo and regain 
arc oriented for the pitch and yaw axes of tlie aircr'di and liianual control ofthc aircraft. 
providc full thrcc-axis stabilization for us. The magic be- Other separate pieces of the autopilot may be alti- 
gins wlicn wc ask the system to do somctliing besides hold tude sensors and radio couplilig devices, although again. 
us in a stabilized attitude. By introducing external signals tlre trend is to incorporate these items into t l ~ e  basic corn- 
into the path of thc sensors and servos we can command the puter. 
system to change the aircraft's attitude, altitude and direc- Autopilots arc classed as electromechanical devices 
lion and wc can control it through all nornial flight manen- and this gives us a little insiglit into what tlrey might need 
vers. in tcrms of maintenance. Tlic gyros and servos have the 

If. for examplc. wc want tlrc aircraR in a twc~lty moving parts and the most maintenance. The servos are 
dcgrcc bank to thc lcff, wc send a signal to tlre servo saying doing all the work and generally need repair or overhaul 
wc arc in a twcnty degrcc bank to the right. This causes an long before tlre electronics fail. Tlic clcctronics hcgin to have 
immediate "correction" from tlrc scrvo, rcsulti~ig in a turn problcms as age takes its toll on some components, such as 
lo thc lcfl until thc signal fro111 tlrc gyro is equal, but oppo- electrolytic capacitors and transformers. 
site to tlrc conrma~ld signal we sent from outside. The servo Sonic ofthc systems tlrat usc tlrc split-pin blue hex 
stops. leaving the aircraf( in a twenty dcgrcc left hank and it con~lectors need connector replacelllent to eliminate inter- 
will stay there as long as we lcavc tlic command in thc sys- mittent malfunctions. It seems tlre split pins lose their grip 
tern. When we relrlove thc cornmand. tlrc scrvo immediately on things and create open circuits in vital arcas. such as 
"secs" the signal from tlrc gyro that is displaced twenty de- gyro signals and scrvo drive lines. 
grccs to tlrc left and acts to bring the wings back to lc\~cl. Wc Whatever the nralfunctiolr it is ilrrportant to deal 
Iiz~vc just make our first "command tur~i." with it in a timely manner. In addition to tlrc pilot relief that 

From this simple beginning wc can expand our it provides, in a real emergency tlre autopilot's ability to fly 
cxtcrnal inputs to include lieadilrg control fro111 directional and navigate tlie plane could make the dinerencc betwccn 
gyros, altitude control kom barometric chambers, and navi- life and dcatlr. 
gation tracking from VOR rcccivcrs. loran and GPS, and So, get it fixed if it's broken and turn your autopi- 
cvcn localizcr and glideslope receivers to perliiit tlic autopi- lot on! 
lot to bring the aircl-aft to tlrc misscd approach point. un- 
touclied by Iiuruan hands. Some Considerations 

What are Components? If you have an older Piper autopilot. here are a fcw 
tlings you miglil want to bc aware of: 

So what cornponcnts make up an autopilot7 They Q: What are tlrc diKcrcnccs bctwccn tlic various 
are multi-box systems and thcir parts are scattered through- Autopilot modcls? 
out the airplane in ~irost cases. Siniplcr systems have gyros A: All Autocontrol I and I1 units are RF (radio fre- 
(attitude, dircctiolial and lurlr rate) mounted in tllc instru- quency) and arc very old and soon will bc non-repairable. 
men1 panel where tlrey do douhlc duty. providing primary We are simply running out of parts. The salnc for Altimalic 
instrument refcrc~iccs for llic pilot and iiicorporatilig the I and I1 systems. Autoflitc systems all co~isist of either tlre 
pickoffs for tlre autopilot. They usually have solirc form of gyro-stabilizer wing leveler or the Century I wing lcvclcr. 
co~rtrol panel or " head  that i~rcludcs tlic switches for en- Both are available with nav trackers and currently repair 
gaging the systc~rr and sclccting its various niodes (often parts are available for both. 
called thc mode selector) and making cornliiand inputs to Q :  How can an owner detcrminc whether it is fea- 
the system. This is always locatcd within easy reach ofthe sible and practical to repair an older unit'! 
pilot on the panel or pedestal in the cockpit. A: Call Autopilots Central and discuss it with mc. 
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unlcss I really pierced tlrc surface with the point of my probe. About tcn ycars ago Randolph Paints, whiclr supplied the 

1 cleancd tlrc shakers. rcinstallcd tlrem, and an ops sloshing co~npound lo Piper, told its dcalcrs to mark all tlrc 
clrcck calm out o-k. renraining supply "not for aircrafi use." It was just too dan- 

As I recall the historq- of my bird. I paintcd it in gerous. 
1990. I took off the co~rtrols and tips, etc., and had t h c ~ r ~  So. the only real cure for a leaking early-model tank 
done scparately I don't think we undid tlre lail bulb connec- is to remove it and rcscal it with fuel-proof sealer and no 
tion other than the screw connector at the back of the fix- sloshing. 
turc. This was probably just taped out of tlle way as  the vcr- Al conti~rucs toget early-model tanks because many 
tical f i~r was prirncd and paintcd. I think I rnay have just local meclranics will just not fool with tlleln. They rcmovc 
undone tlris co~rnection for the first time since it was built. I the tanks, put thc~n  in boxes (Al supplies thc boxes if dc- 
alrr pretty sure it has not been undone in the last 17 years sired), and ship them oK to Skycraft for resealing. 
s i ~ ~ c c  I have had it. Somc tanks, wlricli are resealcd in the lield, cvcn- 

This is a long letter Tor a very little problem, but I tually cnd up at Skycraft's doors when they start re-leaking. 
thought you might find this intonnative. Either a mechanic simply sloshed a tank or hc put too much 

sealant in and it ended up every-vherr, or  possibly tlic wrong 

Cherokee Fuel Tanks kind of rivets were used to put tlic tank back together. 

By Tcrrq- Lcc Rogers Let's look at the way Al rcscals the tanks. 

All rnost Cherokee owners know about their fuel How to Re-Seal 

tanks is that they are located generally somcwhcre in tlrc 
vici~~iiy of thc fuel filler caps. TItis is unfortunalc, in that Tbc first tliing A1 does is to serialize eaclr tank. He 

those fuel tanks can becotnc mighty cxpcnsive i t  tlicy are tllcn i~~venlorics all thc attachments (sender unit. fittings. 

not nroucrlv cared Tor. fuel caps, quick drains, outlcl fittings.) Thcsc are all recorded . , tllcrc is a of gas for C,,ero- on an inspection record with thc tank serial number and 
,, ~ ~ . ~~ u~ ~ - -  -..- ~~~ ... ~.~ . 

kcc drivers - his name is A1 Snyder and he owns Skycraft service ordcr nu~nber. 

Corporati011 oT North Hampton, New Hampshire. And Tor Notation is made ofthe date reccivcd and any dis- 

24 ycars he has bccn resealing Cherokee tuel tanks. crepancics noted. Thc tank is made of a skin of the wing 

Currently, A1 continues to reseal tanks for thc and a lhrcc sided bulkhead w41ich is riveted to the skin with 

Hersliev-Bar and thc 25 eallon tancr wine ~nodcls and he 250 sofl rivcts. This creates the tank which holds the fuel. - - 
also manulacturcs a kitwliiclr nrovides wine moirnted land- Thc Lance and Scneca tanks also have an internal rib for 

~ .~ ~ ~~~~- a ~ ~ ~ . . ~ - ~ ~ - ~ .  ...~~.. 

ing and taxi lights (more on this kit later). additional strength. 

After 24 years A1 probably knows (fie Chcrokec fuel Thcn all the rivets are drilled out and the two parts 

tallks better thall anyone (including piper). ~ ~ d ,  as it separated. Both parts are the11 immersed in a stripper tank 

oul. there is a lo1 to know 1 spent some time with him to to soften the old sealcr and sloslring plus the outside paint. 

find out for ~rryselt wliat there is to know about Clicrokee The stripper is difftcull to work with. It requires gloves, car- 

fucl tanks. bon mask and an cye shield. One of the ingredients is for- 

Thc f~ r s t  tlnng jou ~rccd to know 1s that Ptper mlc a c ~ d  Ants usc it to break down vegetation for food It 
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penctratcs skin instantly. Fuel Tank Knowledge 

Once the strippcr is washed off and every bit of 
slosh, scaler and paint is rcmovcd, the parts are treated with In tlre meantime, lrc has some other illforination 
a phosphoric acid etch and are washed with clcan water and which might be of interest to Cherokee owners: 
dried. Finally. the parts arc inspccted Generally this means d Fuel tanks arc valuable - they dcscrvc carc and 
tapping out leading edge dents, minor straightelring of skin attention. A new tank, from Piper, will cost you $1.667. And 
edges, wire brushing of surface corrosion and Surface rust if you happen to have a Lancc tank. be preparcd to spcnd 
on stccl filler necks. If badly corroded, filler nccks may re- $4,800 fro111 Piper Tor a new olre New tanks conre blank 
quire removal and replacement wit11 new parts. and oversize. They must be cut to fit the opclii~rg in thc wing 

Finally. after loading the skill with rivets, the tank and a transfer template ~nadc of tape for all 70 rnou~rting 
is rcady to be sealed. Once scaling is completed, all attach- holes (8 to 12 Illan hours plus painting.) Wllcn sending ftlcl 
ment parts are cleaned to Piper specifications, the vcnt tubc tanks to skycraf(, AI insuring a normal Cllcrokcc 
is blown clear, new hoses installed. and fittings are wired. tank for $2,100 and a L~~~~ tank for $5.000. 
Sometilr~es the vent drain is broken. Al rcpairs these at no Incidcntally, if you dalnagc a tank you must buy a 
charge. The sending unit is installed with liquid scalcr and colnplctc tank from Piper - thc company does not lravc parts 
labeled. All openings are taped shut. numbers Tor individual tank parts -just complete tanks. 

Al uses a sealant like Piper is currcntly using. It is d No two fuel tanks are the same. Thc rcaso~l is 
tcnrpcrature sensitive. The optimum temperature is 80 de- that when Piper builds the plane, wing is built in four 
grees for a two-hour working period. In tllc sulnlner Ire has subassemblies: inboard LE, outboard section 
to work fast - so~nctirncs he cannot answer the phone during LE, and the section from butt to tip, Tllc tallk is 
rcscalilrg. A f i l ~ n  of sealant is applied to each interface and added last and is fitted three subasselllbl,es arc 
all attachments (fittings, fillcr neck. flange, rivnuts. etc.) on jig. 
Tfrc skin and bulkhcad arc mated and clcco fastcncrs hold "Wc have seen the width vary by as lnuclr as a quar- 
tlrcor together until rivetcd. Tlrc correct rivets must be used, tcr of an bet,veen tanks,n said 

The tank is composed ofheat-treated structural aiu- Be prepared to spend solnc money gctting a ncw 
rninu~lr (skin) and soft alulninuli~ (bulkhead). Tlrese two tank fitted, Usually it takes about hours to drill all 
structures are riveted togcthcr wit11 AN426A4-5 rivcts. The lrolcs and fit a tank, although mecllan,cs have rcpol,cd 
A is soft, identified with a smootlr hcad. The stiffeners across it takes as long a 12 hours, 
tlre tank arc structural and require AN426AD-4-5 rivets. d Uscd tanks should not be used. Becausc of the 
AD is identified with a dimple in tlre middle of the hcad. 

production differences bctwccn tanks, Skycraft is vcry carc- 

Later Model Tanks ful to identify tanks during the rcbuilding process to insure 
that the same tank is returned to the proper owner and that 

So if Pipcr clrangcd the for~nula for tlic scalant in orders arc not mixed up. Othenvisc. the tanks will not f i t  
the plane when thcy arc returned. 1967. later model tanks slroi~ld rcquirc no resealing, right? 

Wcll, tnaybc. d Steel filler necks need to be takcn care o f -  if not 

~l~~ later lnodcl tanks are a real improvement. but primed at least once a year, tllcy will rust. Older style fillcrs 
Al gcts his slrare of them for rcscaling. were flush witlr tlre tank - rain tended to accu~nulate. Newcr- 

one place w~lcre telld to leak is around ,he style fillers have a raised surface of a littlc more than an 
fuel.gauge selldcr ~ ~ f ~ f i ~ ~ ~ t ~ l ~ ,  tank has to bc rclllovcd eighth of an inch. designed to act as a water dam. Al can 
to fix the leak. For some rcason from 1970 to 1975 the filler replace the fillers during thc resealing process. Hc charges 

necks faster t ~ l c  tllc tank lllust be $150 for each filler (in staillless stccl) or $95 each to put in 
partly opcned to remove and replace it. This Incans the tank a new chrome filler inlo the old nloullting flange. 
lias to be resealed. d Cl~erokee 235 and Cherokee 6 tip tanks desenje 

Lancc and Seneca inboard tanks lravc an internal special attcntion. These tanks all have steel filler nccks and 
rib. A few rivets on this rib lend to leak. Sometimes, me- if tlrey get rusty they cannot be replaced - thcy are molded 
chanics call in about the inboard tanks on Lancc models into the tanks. Inspect all stccl fillers and put prilllcr on 
and A1 offers some advicc: them once a year. If they are pitted tlrcy are already rus(cd 

"Bcforc removing the tanks, relnovc all fuel from halfway tlrrough. Piper went to stainless steel fillcrs in the 
the tank. Drill out tlre leaking rivet. Use a flus11 clrcrry rivet mid 70's. but carlier ones were all stcel. 
covcrcd witlr scaler. It may save you from having lo rcseal at d Quick drains arc made of brass - they cannot 
this tirue." take lnucli torquc. When illstalling tlrc~n it is imporla~rl that 

And then. after IlangiW up tlrc pllolle, he says, "A111 they not be over stressed. In fact. Al says that when using 
I crazy or what? Sending busi~icss away?" the correct sealant, the sealant alone should he enough to 

Al explains. howcvcr, that he is in business to solve hold them ill - no is necessary. 
problc~us for owners and that a simple repair may last for a d Stainlcss steel screws are thc rage, and they do a 
year or two or more - Ire will end up repairing tlre tank when good job avoiding rust and it to 
it finally becomes necessary. 
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and fairings the next tirnc il is necessary Howcver, many - uot intcrnally in tlic wing. The wires come with protective 
stainless stccl kits contain only decorative screws - not the tubing, however, so thcy are not simply "flapping" in tlrc 
structural screws necessary when installing tanks. Remem- wind. 
bcr, we said tliosc tanks were structural - they need struc- And A1 is working on one new project - an addi- 
tural screws. Stainless steel structural screws are not rcal tional wing mounted tank for additional fuel in most Chero- 
shiny -they have less chrome than regular stainless screws. kces. Don? worry - hc will be sure to announce it when he 
Tlicy have an unthrcaded portion of shank under thc liead gets approvalTrom tlie FAA. Currently he is in the testing 
(threaded up to thc licad means a non-structural screw.) Thcy stage. In fact, lic recently had to provide a flutter study for 
should also have a designation marked dircctly on the head, the FAA. 

7/ Fuel gauge sending units can go bad, but somc- 
times can bc repaired. With tlie older units use a little phos- A Cost-Effective Autopilot Repair 
phoric etch in the liltlc cup on the Stcwart Warner units. 
(That phosphoric acid etch is the stuKyou buy at thc home In the October issue we covered Cherokce autopi- 
rcpair store to clcan up alu~iiinu~n bcforc painting it.) lots. Howcver, we did not mention one of the best cost-effec- 

Aiter the acid, swish the rotor through 10 or 12 tive ,,lethods of - replacement of defective cornPo- 
limes, thcn clean out any remaining acid etch witli water. nents used parts. 
Finally. when dq. you are ready to try the unit. Use an olim- The biggest supplier of used autopilot components 
mclcr and yon should read a scale of froin 30 ohms (tank (both pipcr and S-T~C) is wentusofih ~ i ~ ~ ~ & ,  3015 cedar 
full position) to 240 ohms (tank elnpty position). The stops Ave. S, Minneapolis, MN 55407 (612) 722-0065, (800) 493- 
can bc adjusted to get thcsc valucs. 6896. 

d The Lancc uses four sending units with the left Taking your planc to a shop to repair it may be the 
and riglit pairs connected in scrics. TM~O units, tlicn, opcrate right decision in many cases, but only if you are reasonably 
one gangc. with resistances thc same as with a single sender. close to thc shop. Many othcr rcpairs can be made, cost ef- 

4 Plastic floats 011 scnding units arc cxpcnsive (A1 fectively, righf at your local airporl. 
has them for thc Stewart Warner units -they are $35 cacli.) But how did you know what needs to bc replaced. 
One problcm is that they consist o i a  plastic float on a thin Steve Wcntwortll has sold so many units over the years that 
piece of wire. Tlic floats are kept in place ~ + t h  a sinall washer lie knows the systems well. Often he can help you diagnose 
and a dimple on lhc wire. but the dilnplc tcnds to wcar and the probleln nglli over the pllone. Rcplacelnent of ColnPo- 
liiay perlnit tile float to colnc OK. ~1 recollllncnds putting neuts is the most common method oiautopilot repair and, 
the last ciglith of an incl~ of thc wire on the float cnd in a for the older autopilots, new parts are simply not available. 
vise alld a mucll larger dilnplc lo insure that tilc Even shops specializing in autopilot repair utilize salvage 
float does not come off the wire -ever. parts. 

4 Auto incl, may be good generally, but it tends to So, when making your decision on rcpainng or 

causc havoc in two applications - in tllc fiberglass tip tanks upgrading your autopilot, give Steve Wcntwortli a call. Hc 

of earlier 235 and PA-32 models. and also in thc oldcr inod- may save you a lot of time and money. 

cls of Cherokees (1967 and carlicr) in which fuel-resistant 
scalcr was used and in which thc tanks have never been Another Shoulder Harness Solution 
rcsealcd. A lot of auto fuel contains alcoliol. whether adver- By Ben DiDuca 
lised or not. and it can cause problems in tllcsc two tanks. 

7/ Fuel caps arc all vcnted. as is the fuel lank itsclf, Not all of my experiences wit11 aviation have been 
Tlic double venting is designcd to insure that the tank will good. Topping the "bad" list was my unespectcd investment 
vcnt cvcn if one vent system is cloggcd. Othenvise. drawing Of $8.000 in a new top end shortly after purchasing "68 
fuel would cause the ruel tank to  collapse, causing 180. Ever the eternal optimist, I continued to embrace flight 
really cspcnsive dainage. and aircraft ownership hoping t l~at someday someone would 

do something that was both done well and affordable. It lias 
Othcr Prqjccts happened. 

About a year ago I began researching the sl~oulder 
AI is referred to by as a drealner - who pro- harncss retrofit for my Cl~crokee. Several companies makc 

duccs somc vcry practical resulls. after markct st&, but I was gctting very mixed feedback 
One such result is the SQlite, provides new from people who Itad installed these products. After rccov- 

landing ligllts in wing.  TI^^ lights are and ering from lllc sticker shock of tile new Piper unils (about 
thc kits, selling for between $395 and $595. dcpcnding on $500 per side plus installation), I contacted b'entwofi Avia- 
modcl. comc complete witli cvcrylhing needed, down to a tion. 
special router bit wlich perinits cutting the holes for the They had a set of used retractable belts in stock and 
ligllts in thc wing with an electric hand drill. promptly scnt tltem to me. They werc in good condition and 

~ ~ ~ t i ~ g  of wiring is tfie aileron and flap gap thc anchors and struts were actually cut from the fuselage of 
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another PA-28 in one piece. After rccciving the parts I took gasket gets rusty (surfacc rust. mild). 
then1 and my Cllerokcc to my A&P. Mark Enlz at A&M Perhaps you lravc seen this problem before. It would 
Flying Scrvice in Willows. California. be nice to see an answer in tlle CPA magazine. 

After a co~lversatio~l or two between Mark and the Sincerely yours, 
FAA, and some additional information w11ich was faxed Barrett Johnson 
promptly from Wentworth. Mark installed the slloulder bar- 3069 Beecharn St. 
ncsscs. The job was done well and in an expedient fashion. Napa. CA 94558 
This is an extensive installation requiring the removal and Dear Barrett, 
rcplacerncnt of tlle headliner andMark's work was sani- Early Clrcrokce kller necks were steel and pronc to 
tary. ToVal cost, with the harness, was less than $1,000 and I corrosion. Inspect all steel fillers and put primer on tlrc~n 
have been very pleased. Evcryhody needs a home run once once a year. If they are pitted they are already rusted half- 
in a wlrilc. way through. 

If any of tlle rcadcrs are interested in maintaining If tlley do rust tlrrougl~ they lnust be replaced, wliiclr 
the integrity oftllcir facial structure upon hard impact they can be costly. 
may want to givc mark a call at (916) 934-4190. Sincerely yours. 

TERRY LEE ROGERS 

Skycraft Sky-Lite 
By Michacl Vandcrboof Repaired Fuel Selector Valve 

By Bill Nelson 
In a recent issue is a fantastic and e~rjoyablc article 

on upgrading your Archer with mod kits. This article was I purchased my 1965 Cherokee 180 in April of 1996. 
wonderfully prepared with pichres. names and number of Right from the start tlie fuel selector was very difficult to 
companies. It was an infonnative and well docu~ncnted ar- move and when it did so it made a grinding noise. 
licle. I called the Piper folks at (561) 567-4361 and in- 

There is one co~~tribution I would like to oKcr all quired about a rcplace~nent valve or an ovcrllaul kit. The? 
our readers. I had already begun investigating tlie wing liglll gave 111c a part number, 760-546V, and suggested 1 call the 
rnod wlrcn I read t11c article. but Ira\~e now finislred install- nearest Piper distributor. The hstributor had the kit in stock. 
ing one. but not the one mentioned in tlrc article. priccd at $147, but couldn't tell me wlrat it contained. 

The one in the article requires tlrat you purchasc Slrortly after I purchased the aircraft I acquired a 
both new wing tips (around $2,200). Tliat is for starters Piper selvice manual through a good friend who had two. 
(ouch). Also, how do you think you replace a mere ligbt Tllat turned out to be a stroke ofgood fortune. Anotl~crstrokc 
bulb in tllosc? You remove the & wing tip, set it on top of good fortune lines in tlle fact that one of my sons obtained 
of the wing (carefully), replace the bulb and tlle~l rcassc~u~ble his A&P ticket about the same time. 
tlle wingtip. As I have said to others, this is like removing We went to the fuel valve pages in chapter 9, sec- 
the roo[ of my house to change a light bulb in tlrc ceiling. tions 18 tlrrough 27, and found that tlrc fuel valve could bc 
This alone made my decision not to use this kit. inspected and serviced to some extent without the replacc- 

I found anotl~er kit from "Skycraft Corp." which me~~tofany  parts. Wcfo!lon,ed ll~einstruclio~u~neticuloos!?: 
also advertises in the magazine. This is the kit I installed. It which allowed using a mild valve grinding compound on 
is only about $400 and is placed just inboard of each winglip the valve core wlrile it was in the housing. We carefull) re- 
in the leading edge of the wing. asse~nblcd the valve after a thorough cleaning and tllc op- 

The nice thing about the kit is that to change a eration was normal, with no leakage or grinding. 
bulb, you nlerely unfasten the lens, change it, and fasten the I llopc this i~~format io~l  is beneficial to other own- 
lens back. Now that is easy. ers. And incidenlally. I love lllc POM - a lnusl for all serious 

Even my mnecharic said, "Tlus is the best engineered Piper owners. 
and thought out mod kit I've ever scen." 

It is easy to i~rstall and easy to understand and a lot N, STC For 160 Hp Conversion 
of attention was put into it. Tllc kit was installed by Arrow 
Aviation in Dallas (the authorized Piper shop.) He was im- AMR&D. of Woodstock, IL, has obtained a nc\v 
pressed by sudl dctails as nylon wasllers ul~dcr t l ~ c  screws to STC to upgrade the Cherokee 140 witll 0-320-EA lo 
avoid breaking the paint seals. Also. I have found the lights llorsepowcr, 
easy to adjust myself. For tlre small cost this has to be the The new STC requircs only a piston and pin change 
best addition to my plane, and the illu~nination is awesomc! and ten additional horsepower Accordillg to 

company, it is the only 160 1rp upgrade available that still 
Rusty Fuel Filler Necks retains the original 2,700 rpln redline and 2,000 hour TBO. 
Dear Teny, Propeller pitch is based on the owner's preference for cruise 

I have a 1963 150 with the old style (small) fuel or climb power and is restricted only by Piper's original rpln 
tiller necks. The part of the neck that contacts the gas cap limits. 
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Tlic STC to install the 160 lip 0-320-D.A. engine 6. Wlial is thc deal [or putting curtains on thc win- 

in tlic 140. 150, and 151 models is also available from dows. Obviously anything I put up has to meet flame 
AM&D. Inc. AM&D oKers a variety of STC's for Chero- retardancy. Arc thcrc ccrtain curtain rods wliicli must be 
kccs including \.or?cx generators, gap seals, stabilator tips, used or is this frcc to be improvised? 
wing tips, and a propeller tip iriodification. The company Ray Andraka 
indicates that a rnumcr ~nodificatio~i with dual outlets will North Kingston, OH 
bc available soon. Dear Ray, 

For pricing and additional information contact For the most part latcr model seats will fit the seat 
AM&D, 11412 Cliarles Rd., Woodslock, IL 60098, (81 5) tracks of early model planes. Tlic only proble~n is that Piper 
318-7347, fax (815) 337-2673. drilled extra holes in the tracks of thc later models. It is not 

possiblc to get the seats back far enough to gct out from 
Lotsa Questions On Cherokee 6 bclrind the panel without reworking the tracks. 

Likcwisc, the seals should fit the floor holes. But 

Dcar Tcrr).. on the very early modcls, such as yours, sometimes it just 

It's coming up on annual t i~nc  again on my 1965 doesn't work out properly. Some of lhcsc planes were, in- 

Chcrokee Six-260. A fcw qoestions concerning things I'm deed, hand-littcd at thc factory. Doors, seats and even ailc- 

considering doing: rons sometimes do not properly interchange. 

1. My scats are in rough sliapc. and at a mini~iium You can interchange inside panels, buc it miglit bc 

rcquire new cusliions and covering. I think the irarnes may cheapcr and easier to match what you want to simply ordcr 
need straiglltcn~ng loo (,here are at least tllrcc rcfcrences ill new pancis froni A i m  Interiors at Fallsington, Pcnnsylva- 

the logs about straighte~iilig sct rramcs, and there is virtu- nia (215) 295-4115. Tlic original Piper panels were backed 

ally no roolll betweel, tile front alld lniddlc seats), I've with cardboard which has not held UP well over the years. A 

bcen wo~idcring abont fitting newer style seals with the higher may have the same problelns yours 

backs. Will scats salvaged from a late model fit thc existing Whelen manufactures wingtip strobes which will 

rails in the front and scat sockets in the back'? If so, do replace the positioi~ lights ofyour plane. Probably the A600- 
PG and -PR lnodels are what you arc looking for. For more modcls other than a PA-32 sliarc tlic scats? What is required 

to makc it lcgal (ifil can be done)? How about thc interior illformalion contact Whelen at Route 145, Chester, CT 06412 

sidc panels, what ycar modcls will lit a '657 or call (203) 526-9504. 

2. 1'111 planning to take care of SB 1006 (the recent You can get shoulder harnesses fro111 a wrcck, but 

spar inspection SB) while I'm in the annual. According to the cost of installation, getting a field approval and rc-web- 

,lie logs tanks last oKin 1991 to care of the SB bing may colnc pretty close to the cost of the Piper units. T v  

on the flexiblc vcnt boscs. Wliilc I'm in tliere I'd like to put Wentworth for the used assemblies (800) 493-6896 and. for 

tip strobes and Skycraft lights on. Docs aliyonc havc an STC re-webbing. try Aircraft Belts, Inc., at (800) 847-5651 

for tip strobcs on tlic PA32-260, or will I need to go the field Tip tanks are a problem on both the PA-32 series 

approval route. I'd like to put Wlrelcn comet flasli strobes andthc 235 models. The fiberglass tanks, usedon the Hershey 

on. I currently have a belly strobe liiou~ited in tlie rear fusc- Bar Wing planes, liavc a tendency not only to leak. but to 

lage which is unusablc at night because it reflects off the delaminate the fiberglass. Unfortunately, although some have 

stabilator onto the inslrumcnt pancl and thc wings. been worked (under the table), I know of no one who has a 

3. I'd like to install slioulder harnesses at least in good inelhod of repairing them. Several peoplc, however, 

tlie front two scats. I got sticker shock froin tlie Piper kit. have warned against the usc of auto gas in these ~nodels. 

($522lscal) Is it possiblc to get the doubler plates, inertia Not only are the tanks not repairable - there is no sourcc 

rccls, buckles and other hardware from a salvagc yard? If (other than salvage yards) of additional lanks. 
so. nould these be the same parts as those found in the Pipcr The aft location of the ELT can present problcms. 

kit., I ilnaginc if went Illis route i t  would be wise to Yes. you can cut a hole in thc panel for an inspection platc. 
It is not a structural part of the aircralt, but cosmetically the tlic salvaged belts re-webbcd. Is thcrc somewhere I can get 

new wcbbing for a PA32? job may not come out well and it is a lot of work for little 

4. My fiberglass lip tanks are weeping a little on gain. As an alternative, Don Stretch at Airtex recomme~ids 

I l~c  cnd of tlie leading edge (just cnough lo sliow a 3" blue simply adding a remote test switch on the instrument panel. 

stain which is usually damp). What can be done to repair Many aircraft come asith one iiom the factory and Don thinks 

this? I've hcard that Piper used alitirnony oxide or some- they ALL slroufd be so equipped. 
tliing like that in the resin that might niake il hard to repair. Finally curtains are, again, decorative. Piper did 

What causes tbc tanks to weep, can and how do you repair sell a kit at one lime - I do not know whether it is currently 

llic~n and what can be done to prevcnt a recurrence? available or not. But you can makc your own brackets and 

5. My ELT is bcliind the rear bulkhead, so it re- curtains if you desire. Just make sure you use fire-retardant 

quires removal of about tliree dozen screws to access it. It cloth. 

sure would be handy if I could cut an access panel in the Sincerely yours, 

bulkhead. Has anybody done tliis (Icgally)? TERRY LEE ROGERS 
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Concerned Over Wing Skin Cracks Dear B O ~ ,  

Thcre~s. rndeed an STC to Increase thcgross wc~ght 

Dcar Terry, 
I am noticing a problenl witli Cherokccs. Recently 

I noticed an alarming number of them (two 140s and two 
15 Is) with skin cracks in thc wings. Most oftlie cracks s c c ~ ~ r  
to for111 on thc IcCt wing top skin about lialfivay between the 
main spar and tlic an spar at either tlrc most inboard rib or 
the second rib fro111 the fusclage. One plal~c has a crack in 
tlrc bottom right wing skin at the tliird rib from the fusclage. 

All of thesc airplanes were uscd for flight training 
and l~avc. no doiibt, had rough service. It would be a lot or 
work to replace tllc entire skill pancl. Do you know of any 
teclinical data or approved data that can bc used to repair 

of a Warrior by 115 pounds. It is owncd by Aireast, i64  
Schroeter Avc., Franklin Square, NY 11010 1 did not know 
the details of tlie STC, but I was told, at the AOPA conven- 
tion, that the STC, indeed, consists of a sticker which per- 
mits the increase and that no airframe changes arc required. 

As to your 140, the 58 inch propeller is the stan- 
dard one for your plane. It can be re-pitched. Re-pitching to 
56 inches will cut your cruise speed by a couple oriniles per 
hour. but it should incrcasc rate-of-climb by a couple of hun- 
dred feet pcr minute. 

Sincerely yours. 
TERRY LEE ROGERS 

cracks hkc these? It secms to mc that a s~rnplc patch could 
be fash~oned and r~veted in that would s u p p l ~  adequate Refurbish Rocker Switches? 
strcngtli. The problcni would be in obtaining-FAA app;oval 
for suc11 a repair without approved data. Dear Terry, 

I assume tlris is an emerging problem with thc We joined CPA last year and cnjoy your iinc maga- 
Cherokees and wonder if you have seen tliis problem before. zine. We have a 1972 Chcrokce Six, N4528T. This is our 

Thank you for your help and for your great publi- third Cherokcc, having owncd a Warrior and Arrow prcvi- 
cation. ously. 

Sincerely yours. All threc planes have had standard Piper plastic 
Charles Alesander rocker switcl~esfor the master, strobes, fuel pump, pilot 11cat. 
14 19 Lakcwood Dr etc. Invariably, tlie lettering on thcse wears off so that its 
Slidell. LA 70458 hard to read the switch, especially at night. The new pro- 

Dear Charlcs, duction aircrdt have internally lit switcl~es. Do you know if 
Wcll. nobody said airplanes would last forever. And those are available for retrofit to oldcr 11iodels7 Is tbcrc a 

you arc right - skin cracks duc to metal fatigue are one morc way to re-blacken those old switch engravings'? 
emerging problcrn affecting not only Chcrokccs. but much Sincerely yours, 
of ihc aging general avialior~ ncct. Randy Brcnnan 

Luckily, you can patch ~iiost skin cracks. Piper does Vcro Beach. FL 
not provide technical data for making sucli repairs - they Dear Randy. 
rely on AC 43.13 and the good cornmon scnsc of a mechanic I checked \\it11 Don Stretch, at Air(cx Produas. Thc 
Iliaking such repairs. later nlodcl switcl~es would rnakc an interesting addition to 

Basically, llrc lrolc needs to be stop drilled to pre- your pancl, but unfortunately tbc paperwork required to get 
vent it from spreading, and tlrcn a patch needs to be applied, an approval From the FAA would bc cvcn more intcrcsting 
The size and shape of the patch and thc number of rivets (and expensive). 
nccdcd arc (generally) specified in thc literature (see AC Your best bct would be to clcan up the old switches. 
4313-1A&2A, para 100-c, and illustration 2.24). sand t l~cm and paint tlicm if necessary Thcn, you call niakc 

TERRY LEE ROGERS up new labels with a label makcr The newest label llrakers 
can make labels which are small and attractive, unlikc tlic 

Warrior Gross Weight Increase older rnodels which ~nadc larger labels which made the panel 
look like your local produce stand's price panel. 

While looking at  a 1978 Warrior, the owner said it Si~icercly yours, 

had an STC which increased the allowable cross weicl~t. TERRY LEE ROGERS - - 
When I asked thc dcta~ls of t h ~ s  lie s a ~ d  that it sr~nply In- 
volved the Issuer provld~ng a ~ C W  POH w111~li allowcd an TWO Cures For Seat Cylinders 
increased weight and nothing morc; that is, no lnodificatio~l 
lo the plane. I was solucwhat skeptical of this. Arc you fa- I rcccived the March issue today and read with in- 
miliar with this and does it exist; does it have any merit etc? terest the article on scat cylinders. 

Second question. 1 have a 1977 Cruiser with a 58 Actually. the cylinder can frequently be repaired 
pitch prop. Is this tlie correct pitch and what would a 56 for only a few cents worth of either brake fluid or hydrauhc 
pitch do to clinib and cruise? jack fluid, provided the seal has not dried out and disinte- 

Bob Lindsay grated. 
Chillicothc. OH Remove it from the seat frame carefully. lest the 
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s p r i ~ ~ g  tcnsion shoot the connection cnd piccc throng11 the which uses a powder coating mctliod of rejuvenating the 
cciling. and add fluid lo the proper chamber. You can dctcr- yokcs. Pris~na can be reached at (800) 434-9225 or (9 16) 
mine the correct clia~iibcr by obscn~ing the action ofthe rod 342-9225. 
21s i t  is depressed. As to starting on one magneto, this is a good idea. 

As tlie cylinder is dcprcsscd by the weight of the Late-model planes, with key starters. do this auto~natically - 
seat's occupant. tlie fluid flows frorn one chamber lo tile the right magneto is shorted out so the only starting ignition 
othcr tlirougl~ an orifice. The attaclicd spring accu~nulates is done with the magneto with tlre i~npulsc coupling. Tliis 
tension. When Uie actuati~ig levcr is dcprcsscd. \vitliout any- provides a hotter spark and cori.ect l i~ning for starting. 
one sitting in the scat. thc spring prcssiire forces the rod Older planes, wiUi starter buttons, should be started 
out. and tlic scat riscs. on tlic left magneto (the one with the i~npulse coupling). 

It is best Lo pop thc scat up as you climb into the The11 switched to both wlien the engine is running. 
cockpit and then rcach down Lo push thc lever lowering the Sincerely yours, 
scat into the IFR seat level your frarnc desires. TERRY LEE ROGERS 

Wcntwortli rave me tlie clue on rcbuildincr whcn 1 " - 
~ n q n ~ i c d  about a Ilea c)lnider That tlp alo~ic financed an- 
otlicr two hundred dollar liarnbnrgcr trlps Dakota Has Door Seal Problem 

Ralpli J. Baron 
Columbus, NJ Dear Terry, 

I have a 1969 Dakota and bavc had door seal prob- 

and this ... lems for many years. Can you suggest a solution'? 
I faitlfilly read the magazine from stem lo stem 

1 had ~ ~ d ~ ~ ~ ~ k  Scat cylillders rebuilt by ,lie and I thank you mightily for the advice you gave several 
manufacturer, P L. Porter Col. 6355 DeSoto Ave.. Wood- years ago concerning alternator belt probleln It was truly 
land Hills. CA 91367-2687 the pulley which is the key and I have been virtually trouble- 

They rebuilt botli the cylinder and control button free since (rap on m?. woodcll 'lead!) 
and put on a new stainless braid hose instead of the old Sincerely yours, 

plastic one. It works great, cost $107 in October, 1997. You Jerome B. Lannners 

have to send it lo tlic~ii and wait about a mont11. so it mig11t P O Bos 45 

be good to sclrcdulc tlic rebuild with otlicr maintcnancc. Madison. SD 57042 

Warren Schoettlin Dear Jcromc, 
San Dicgo. CA Door seals have been a problelu for a long time and 

continue to olacli~c Cl~crokce owners. The best solution seems 

Yokes Need Refinishing 
- - 

. - 
to be the do01 seal ~na te r~a l  currently used by P~per  on t h e ~ r  
new planes It can be used on older models, howcvcr. botli 
the door scal ~na te r~a l  and the "bu lb  used at tlic ja111 nccd to 

ucar icrty, be replaced together - otherwise, it docs no good. Unfonu- 
1 lla\;c a 1968 140. Among the otlicr i~nprovc~~~cn t s ,  is no supplier your local dis- 

the origind bow-tie yokes were replaced with the newer rani's 
tributor, horn stylc. i-lowcvcr. tlic plastic coating is slowly peeling Sincerely yours. 

from the yokcs. Arc you awarc of anyone who can re-coat TERRY LEE ROGERS 
the yokes'? I am awarc of the Walter Grecrorie company that - " .  
\\11l suppl) lcatlicr covers. but I an1 l o o k ~ ~ i g  to restore them 

Also 1 rcccntlv read the start~ne o~occdurc outlmed Notes on Replacing Oil Temp Gauge 
u .  

in the ESSCO replace~nent POM. This procedure rccom- BY Guy AIcsandcr 
rncnds starting on only one magneto. then switching to both 
afcr tlic engine is ~unning.  1 don'l see the logic in t l i s  and Here are some notes on replacing tlic oil tempera- 
would appreciate any thoughts you might have on tlic mat- ture gauge. at leasf as it applies to my 1g78 180. 
ter. First. deter~uine whether the non function is the 

Sincerely yonrs. sellding unit or the gauge. With the Inaster switch on. re- 

David N. S p c r a ~ ~ z a  move the wire from thc sending unit. ground tlie wire and 

203 Hillside note if the gaugc needle lnoves to the upper limit, If it does 

Dallas. PA 186 12 not move it is a faulty gauge. If it is the gauge you had best 

Dear David. remove tlie pilot's seat now rall~cr than later. To re~iiovc thc 
~ l ~ ~ ~ - ~  llavc been llulllerous colnpanies which have gauge ~lotc that all gauges in that cluster conic out as one 

done re-coating of tlic yokcs, but ~iiost have stopped doing unit from the front. 
it. I know of only two con~panies at the ~noment. One is The front plastic is removed by working it out as a 
Allied Plastics and Coating or  HOUS~OII. Texas (713) 741- tongue and groove fit. Start at tllc top of one end. Remove 
'9779. Tlic oilier is Pris~iia Colorcoat, of Chico. California, tile glass (plastic) by taking out two screws. llyou liave an 
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auto pilot tlie connector niust bc rcmo\rcd from the back of inlportant that tlie fncl lincs be loosened or removed bcforc 
thc unit. The unit can be re~noved by taking out two scrcws: llie valve body is removed from the structurc Failnrc to do 
set this aside and remove tlic knob and screws holding the so can result io twisting of the fucl lincand fracturing of tlle 
selector switcli. Hang this out ofthe way. line fitting end. 

Relnovc thc oil line to tlic oil pressure gaugc and Since the wing-mounted Cucl tanks are plumbed 
have a rag liandv for thc drios. Remove thc wires from all direcllv to thc fuel valve. it will bc necessalv to drain all thc - 
gauges, marking each wire and its post with sclf-sticking 
nulnbers or colored tape. Re~novc the screws lrolding the 
clustcr container. tlicn rcniove the container from tlie front. 
Replace thc Taulty gauge and reinstall by revcrsing these 
procedures. Havc patience and ... good luck. 

Rebuilding Your Fuel Selector Valve 
Courtesy Llght Plane Malntcnancc 

By regulation, aircraft f i~cl  systems must be dc- 
signcd with a way to nianually stop thc flow of fuel lo tlrc 
engine. In some aircraft this is acco~nplishcd by simply in- 
stalling an on-oflvalvc in line with thc engine fuel supply, 
On othcrs. lnanultl col~trol is provided in coniunction with 

fucl lroni the tank? bcfore removlne ihc 11neq froln ihr v;~lvrs 

a sclcctor that allows Fucl to be take11 from one or both Posiiioit t l l ~  selector k i d  t o  i l ~ e  q f f p o s i t i o i ~  bcfc~r<~ re- 
tanks indcpendentlp Tn tnost of the Clierokcc scrics. this iitovnl. Thrrr iuill be n hnlf-?~orritrl i~zder  on the selector shaf f  
function is accolllp]js~led by using a brass body tjlal accepts i l f i ~ t  ullouis fke kitoh t o  br instnllrd iit oitly oil? posiiioti. 

a fucl-supply line from each tank and a brass inner cone 
drilled to routc fuel in the proper dircction. It's a sirnplc 
devicc wit11 a limited function and seldom is ~naintcnance 
required. 

Thcrc is. Iiowcver, one important tfiing to retncm- 
bcr about the Piper fuel valvc: both tlie inner cone valve 
and t l ~ c  sclcctor body are nladc of tlrc same brass n~alcrial 
and the sealing bctwccn tlie cone and body is accolnplished 
simply by a precise fit. Thc tapcred cone is held snug in tlie 
body by a spring. A shaft is pinned to the cone so that the 
sclcctor valvc handle can turn tlic val\.c to tlie desired posi- 
tion. 

The problcrn is that two metals of thc same mate- 
rial and liardncss seldoni coniplcnicnl each other. In fact, it 
is likcly thc two will gall and scorc against each other wlicn 
placed ill frictioli - especially when tlicy arc not lubricated, 
When in the prcscncc of cvcn a s~uall  amount of contami- 
nant. tlic valve will bind as the debris grinds its way into the 
soft brass niaterial. It is Tor this reason that thc Pipcr fuel If you're quick. you could cap the lincs 'after removing them 

valve will occasionally need servicing in order to keep it from tlie valvc, but space is limited, and in order to install a 

operating smoothly and without leakage. cap or plug the lincs must be bent inboard slightly. There is 
a certain risk in doing tliis, in tliat the lines can kink, re- 

Flooding the Cabin stricting fuel flow and possibly causing a crack at tlrc bcnd. 
It is safer to just draili the tanks and clirninate potential flood- 

Gaining access to the iucl selector is rcla- ing of thc cabin or daniagc to the syslcni. 

tively easy. Simply remove thc ccnlcr scrcw attaching tlie In thc event your partner decides to lielp you out 

lralidlc to the valve shaft and p~ off the plastic cover plate with tliis procedure. recognize that an open fuel linc with an 

after removing tlrc t.r\'o or three machine scrcws The selec- unilnpcdcd flow of fuel will vent about onc gallon ofavgas 

tor will be located i~nrncdiately below thc covcr plate. Tor every 45 seconds of elapsed time. In a lnaltcr of minutcs. 

The valvc is attaclied to the Tuselage structure with the cabin floor u4ll be con~pletely soaked and every bit of 

two scrcws or bolts. Thcrc will be three or four lines at- carpet adhesive will be softened in the process. If you find 

taclied to tlic sclcctor, depending on aircraft model (a vcnt yourselfin this predicament, reposition the aircralt in a well- 

liIlc is sometimes included in selector body but most in ventilated area and opegl all windows and doors. As always, 

the Cherokee series usc a three-linc confiyration). It is be aware of static electricity potentials and lnake sure your 
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"liclpcr" removes any steel tools fro111 his back pockcts be- a liberal coating of valve grinding compound to tlic shaft 
fore you commence kicking Iris butt down the ramp. and press down lightly while turning the shaft back and forth. 

FelPro, Inc., valve lapping compound can be found in any 
Valve Inspection Grainger's catalog, 1657 Shermer Rd., Northbrook, IL 60062 

(800-023-0620) and is listed at $14.05 for a one-pound call. 
After rcmoving tlrc valvc from its mounting, clean Every five repetitions or so, rotate thc valvc 90 degrees and 

oKany old fuel stains and piper llrrcad sealant. Pay particu- repeat the procedure. As the valvc cone and body wear into 
lar altcntion to the threaded boss where the AN fittings arc each olhcr. the grinding co~npound breaks down and some 
attached. If thc fittings arc screwed too tight to the body, tlie of the "gritty" fccling is lost. Whcn this happens. remove 
boss will leak fuel from thc split. It may not be a big leak, tlie cone and apply additional co~npound to tlie valve. Rc- 
but it can leave the cabin smelling offucl. It sliould bc noted peat the procedure until all the scratches and scoring arc 
that when the fittings arc rcmoved, any boss cracks are al- removed. Tbc cone and valve body will have a frosted look 
most i~npossible to see. The fitting is equipped with a ta- caused by the abrasive. Check for full contact around thc 
pered pipe thread and the i~itcrference fit to the boss will cone and the body to ensure tlicrc are no flat spots or depres- 
open any crack in the threads. sions in the fit. 

Tliese fittings can be left in if they aren't leaking, A very fine jeweler's rouge lnay bc used il'a shiny. 
b~rt if there's any doubt about lcakagc, hold thc body in a smooth appearance is desired for the cone and t l ~ c  body. It 
vise and relnove the fittings with a box-end wrench. Do not isn't necessary to maintain a good seal, but it does rnake for 
try to usc an opcn-cnd or crescent wrench. Tliey will merely very smooth operation once rcasse~nblcd. 
round oiTtl1c cdgcs of the filling. causing you to revisit tliat 
low opinion you might have about yonr partner in the pro- Lul~rication 
ccss. 

There are several colnpounds available tliat arc spc- 

Valve Removal and Repair cifically made to lubricatc fuel system components. Unaf- 
fected by petroleum-based products, they gcncrally remain 

tile valve still in the vise, relnove gland cITcctive for many years. While some drying docs occur when 

nut located on the top of the valve body and pull it free from thc product is removed from a fuel environnicnt. it lasts a 

Ilic valve sl~aft. The gland nut contains a small O-ring, PIN long lime when fully submerged in a fuel system. Fuclubc is 

MS295 13-01 I ,  to seal thc shaR and bcncath the nut is a soft one such product and it is designed to be used with a variety 

copper gasket. The O-ring sliould be replaced with new be- of fucl systcrn components. A one-pound can is about $17 

fore the valvc is rcasscmblcd. and can be purchased from Avsco. 8656 De11to11 Dr., Dallas. 

Next, slide the spring, the spring cup and the seg- TX 75235 (800-292-6036) or Air Parts. 1991 Airport Rd.. 

mcntcd washer from the shall. If the valve is not bound or Wicl~ita. KS 67277 (800-333-4221). It only takes a little 

stuck, i t  sllould rrcc froIn fllc body little cllbrt, F~elube to do the job. Chances arc can will slill be full 

is stuck, you may need to reattach the handle aud turn the by the time they sliovel the last load oidirc over your grave. 

conc while pulling tlie shaft out of the body. Someli~nes a Aficr thc valvc and body are colnpletely clean and 

sharp tap with a brass hammer on tlie selector body will dry, apply a light coating ol'Fuelube to the cone and gland 

allow thc cone to work loose. nut O-ring. Usc thc product spariugly because il'too much 

Once removcd, thc cone and body can bc inspcctcd excess lube is scraped OK into one of thc drilled passages, 

for wear and galling. Look for scratches or deep scoring in gravity feed fuel supplies could be hampered. 
bot11 pieces, particularly at the lower portion of the valve 
conc. Liglit to modcratc scoring can bc removed with valve Reassembly 

grinding compound. Vcry decp scoring might require valvc 
rcplaccmcnt. Chcck tlic body bore for chipping ofthc drilled Position tlic cone and the seg~nented washer in tlic 

passages for obvious damage. Generally speaking, the body valve body while positioning thc washer tang in its locating 

will rcmaio Cree of any serious scoring whilc leaving the hole. Ncxt, slide the spring retainer and spring over t11c shafl. 

valve cone lo take the beatiug. With the O-ring in place and lightly lnbricated, place tlic 
copper washer and gland nut on thc valvc body aud tighten. 

Lapl~ing the Valve Again, use a box-cnd wrench on tlie brass gland nut to avoid 
rounding off thc corlicrs. 

Because the seal between the valve and t11c body is It is possible lo install the valve in such a way tliat 

critical. lapping thc two together is the only sure way of the incl sclcctor handle does uot depict tlic position of tlie 
valvc inside the selectorbody Pay particular attenlion Lo the rclnoving any scoring while maintaining the proper fit. While 

a moderately scored cone call be clcancd up with a medium- mdesing of the shaft as related to handle position and fuel 

grit saudpaper first. the filial stage should include lapping flow direction. Note how the lcfl and right tanks are plumbed 

using a 220-230-grit lapping compound. to thc valvc and blow through the fittings to cnsurc that fuel 

With tlic handle attached to the shaft. simply apply flow is properly directed for the position selected. 
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If the fittings were removed form the body, clean Had Problem With Oil Temp Gauge 

the threads on each fitting and lightly coat with Fuelnbc By C. Schreibcr 
before installation, Do not over tighten. The fittings should 
be snug enough to allow for lightening of the fuel lines, but I read with interest the article in the March issue 
not so tight as to compromise the fitting boss. about the plane with the intennittent oil te~npcrature gauge. 

Reinstall the selector valve and Fuel lines, leaving I had a similar problem with my 1978 Archer. At 
everything loose until all lines and fittings arc properly the would normal and otller times it would 
aligned. Do not force lines or " B  nuts into position on the read lligh, allnost to red line at times. Again engine and 
selector valve. Cross-threading the relatively soft brass oil telnperatures were in the normal After 
threads is a very real potential, or an adverse stress may be of sensors a friend's 
applied to the fuel line itself. normal-reading system) and putting temp sensors on the oil 

cooler, engine and test flying all indications were in the nor- 
Leak Check mal operating range. 

The gauge was found to be the problem. It was re- 
Before closing UP the SeJcclor valve coverings, Put paired (in case) and telnp readillgs are back in ,he 

some fuel in both tanks and check the valve for leaks. Let normal operating range, 
the valve sit idle for a few minutes and then work the selec- 
tor through its full range of travel. Make sure any physical 
stops on the valve are in place and working as described by Needs glue for Storm Window Latch 
the POH and selector valve cover placards. 

In order to be absolutely sure your selector valve is Dear 
properly serviced, remove the fuel line from the output side Lois and 1 own a 1977 Warrior I1 based in 

of the firewall-mounted gascolator and ensure that fuel is Bu'lin@on Verlnont. Over the Past three Yearsthe latch 
nowing wllen eitllcr tank is ~ l ~ ~ ,  be certain that holds the pilot window closed keeps ialling oE.The aircraft 

fuel supply is s~lut  o ~ w h e l l  is placed in tllc is tied down which subjects it to the elements. However we 

 hi^ lnay secln but if you're ever ill do cover it. The way we havc attempted to repair the latch 

a where tile fuel supply must be was to roughen up the snlfaces of both the window and the 

roriing to know that it will bc vdlen the selector is in that latch anchor then apply super glue. 
position. Unfortunately within one year the latch falls oK 

~h~ firs( things you'll find about this usually just after the annual. l was wondering iranyone else 

tninor service work to your selector valve is that the valve has had this problem or if you  night know what to use to 
now turns rather easily and yon will actually feel the detents alleviate this ~roblem? I have b a n  holding tlie window closcd 

11 comes ",,dcr the '.catllartic lnaintellancc, with FAA approved duct tape which unsettles the first-time 

(Reprinted with permission of Light Plane Maintenance. 
To subscribe call 1-800-424-7887.) Sincerely yours, 

Lois & Jerry Tomli~lson 
Vergcnnes, VT Wants to Install Lightweight Starter Lois and Jerry, 
You have the right idea, but the wrong glue. Super 

Dear Terry. glue, although great for quick temporary repairs, docs not 
19" 160 is goingiast. hold up well over time. For a per~uancnt repair you need a 

Any advice on the new lightweight starters? 1 understand good epoxy glue, Onehighly recolumellded ror plex,glass is 
there are several ~nanufacturers out there. Epoxi-Patch available from the Hysol Division orthe Dcx- 

Sincerely yours. ter Corporation. They will ship you a small amount by mail. 
Eric Mcdford Their. phone number is 800-538-5712 (Ed note: It turns oul 
Firecrest, WA another good source is Wolcott-Park. Inc.. 1700 Hudson Ave.. 

Dear Eric. Rochester. NY 14617 (716) 342-3120. What you want to 
I am aware of two sources [or these starters. The ask for is Hyson Epoxy Patch Kit #EPK 608, 

firsf ones illtroduced from SkyTec (800) 476-7896 or costs $6.59 2,8 oz, plus freight - call for in 
(817) 573--2250. These starters weigh just 7.8 pounds and your area,) 
use an clectro~nagnetic ellgagelnellt rather than the spin- Sincerely pours, 
niiig Bendix method of engagement. TERRY LEE ROGERS 

After SkyTec introduced its starters, Lycoming de- 
veloped then own 

I have heard noth~ng but good th~ngs about both Ground Wire & High Oil Temp 
models By R ~ c k  S~zemore 

Sincerely yours, 
TERRY LEE ROGERS I'm writing concerning the high oil temp problem 
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(Mar 98). 1 purcliascd a 74 Warrior last December and dis- Kclly said they used to do some aircrait work in thc 
covered I had a high oil temp problern. Ground lcsts con- past so he has done some work on panels. Hc said tlrcy painted 
finned that the lrigl~ readings were false. the panels. sent them back to be placarded, and then em- 

I noticed thc high oil t c ~ ~ i p  readings varied when I bossed the placards. I can only imagine how nice thcy turned 
adjusted the instrulnenl back panel lighting levels. The prob- out. 
leln was corrected by tightening a loose ground wire on thc Kelly's boss said the next time they do some cast 
instrument panel. alu~ninum yokes they'd probably charge a littlc more be- 

cause of the cxtra time needed to bake the yokes. You'll prob- 

Re-Coating Control Yokes ably end up paying about $150 (just a guess). He said they 

By Bcrnic Hirsch guarantee the work for a year, but thc coating sl~ould last 
many ycars without a mark. 

I wanted to have my control yokes refinished witliin Sinccrcly yours. 

a Tew days. so I called a local company and asked if they Bernie Hirsch 

wcrc willing to powder coat aircrafi parts. They said sure, Indianapolis, IN 

and quotcd ~ n c  $135 for tlrc job (two yokes). I told them I 
prcfcrrcd gloss black, and they said fine. They have a vari- Installing A Quarter-Inch Windshield 
cty of colors available and told mc if 1 choosc a color they By Tim Moore 
wcrc currently using on another job, they could work faster. 
Becausc they were already painting wit11 gloss black, this Aftcr looking at eight stop-drilled cracks around 
worked out fine. the temperature probe and another eight or nine on thc 

My A&P removed tlic yokcs by disconnecting the copilot's windshield, my partner and I decided to replace 
u-joint behind tlie panel and sliding the whole shaft and the old 118" Plexiglas windsllicld with a thicker 114-inch 
yokc out. Hc clipped any leads leading to trim control and windshield. I own tlic Cl~erokec Hints & Tips and find the 
push-to-talk lnaking a note of tlreir colors. ctc. 1 removed help and tips written in it most valuable, but there is but onc 
the trim switch and PTT bullons from thc yokes, the Piper short article on replacing tlic windsl~icld - lct alonc replac- 
cnible~ns and took tllc two yokcs along with the little metal ing with a thicker than original one. I hope this article ad- 
plates for thc switclrcs to thc powder coat company: dresses rnany of tlre questions you might also have about 

how easy is it for two very average hangar iiicchanics to 
Colonvorks Powder Painting replacc an old cightli-inclr windshield with a quarter inch 
6810 E. 32"" Strcct windslrield. 
Indianapolis, IN 46226 We purcllascd our windshield from LP Aero. They 
(attn: Kclly Strauser) were vcly lrclpful and inforlnativc when I called them to 
(3 17) 546-8850 ask advice about the upcoming job. They informed me that 

sincemy 1974PA-28-151 was built after 1973, it most likely 
Kelly said tlicy first sand blast the old chipped paint already had a 114-inch clranncl that the glass would lit in. 

OK. spray on tlrc new paint and bake the yokes to "OK-gas." It seclns that in 1973 Piper made a soundproofing 
1 asked him to plug lhc littlc screw holes from the plate so option wliiclr used the quarter-inch glass, thereby negating 
they wouldn't get filled wit11 paint. a need to get an STC or a fonn 337. 1 never lreard or read 

Tmc to Iris word he finished within just a few days, that anywlrerc bcrorc! A simple log book ently, weiglit-and- 
When I went to pick up the yokes. hc said because tlie yokes balance and A&P sign-off is all that's required. LP Aero 
werecast aluminuni it took considerably more heat and time said that it shoold be a rclativcly easy job since all 1 had to 
to rnakc tlic "off-gas" work, and they ended up giving my do was remove the old glass, clean out the channel and in- 
yokes three coats of paint instcad of two to makc sure thejob stall the new glass. 
looked nice. During the process he forgot to rc-plug tile screw Sounded easy, too easy 
holes. so lie offcred to rc-tap tlic holes and remove the paint, Rclnoving the old glass was very simplc. Wc on- 
which worked out finc. screwed the stripping around the glass and pulled it off. There 

Whcli I got back to niy ofice I began to rewire the was an RTV type caulk used that was still very elastic, this 
switches. I re-soldered all the connections and used slrrink made pulling off tlrc strips solnewl~at troubleso~ne but still 
tubing 011 the bare wircs to shicld tlicm from any short cir- very easy Then we simply pulled tlie hotto111 of tlie glass up 
cuils. It was at this time I noticed some overspray on thc top and it pops out. I spcnt 5-10 min cleaning out tlie channel 
of the shafts from the powder coating. I took some steel wool and then did the same and pulled out the pilot's side glass. 
and aner five to ten minutes had buffed out the overspray If all we were going lo do was to replace the old 118-inch 
paint and rcmovcd some othcr minor corrosion on the shafts glass with a new 118-inch glass, we would need the foam 
lo niakc them nice and smooth and shiny. tape, that LP Aero can supply you with, which wraps around 

My A&P reinstalled the yokes and now I have what he edges to seal it. It would bc about a 2-3 hour job I esti- 
looks like a new set of yokes on my 1969 Arrow. Absolutely mated. Very simple. 
perfect! Piper suggests using Bostich 1100 as the scaler or 
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clioicc lor the 114-inch windsliicld sincc the foam tape is too We removed thc protcclive covering, wipcd the new 
thick to usc with the extra thick glass. Wc also used "rope plexiglass down with Plexus (great cleaner for plexiglass) 
cau lk  which was suggested by a fellow pilot who has done and went for a test flight. It was quieter than with thc 118- 
several windshield replacements. inch glass -but not a "big" diffcrcnce. 

Since our Warrior had some rips in thc "eye brow" Would I do it again? Yes. For the little difference in 
wc decided to repair it while wc had the glass out. Wc also cost between the 118-inch vs 114-inch thc 114-inch lnakcs 
opted to rcplacc tlic black material on thc glare shield. This scnsc. I would not remove a good windshield and go to the 
black rubber-backed material was glued down on the glare 114-inchjust to get a little more sound proofing - it'sjust not 
shield wbicli was a surprise to me since I thought it lifted worth it. 
out. We siinple glued a ~icw piccc of headliner inatcrial right If I can bc of any help to anyone else, please lcel 
over the old s p d .  There is a riveted iiictal strip that holds in frcc to contact meat niy e-mail address: Tmoore5i~erols.co1ii 
the "eye brow" and thc black inaterial must be fitted around 
this strip since it docs not come out. This was certainly the Adventures in Wing Spar Inspection 
hardest part of this proccss! Tire result is very nice and ccr- By JeELord 
tainly bctter than before. 

lnstalling the 114-inch glass was lrarder than LP This is a case of "the more you look, the more you 
Aero led us to belicvc. LP Acro suggested that we tapcr the find,n 
cdgcs alittle to aid in slippiiig it into thc channel. This turned The aircraft is a 1974 Piper Archer. I had planned 
out to bc a must do or you will not get the windshield in very in advance that - during a annual - 
easily. Onc cornplaint of mine was the lack of instructions both fuel tanks and sent to Skycraft in 
lroin LP Aero. Thcre was a set of instructions, that came to have the tanks examined and resealed if ncccssary, 
with the glass, for installation in planes tliat did not have a have new stainless steel necks installed, and have my hoses 
114-inch channel and needed the STC that comes with the or vent lines as appropriate. tanks had been 
glass. Since they said our plane didn't need the STC, wc pulled two years for some leak and ret,uildillg 
didn't liccd to use those directions. Thc problem was it was of the and hose replace,ncnl, The tank eEort 
thc only sct of directions we received. My phonc calls lo LP this time around was in anticipation having the aircrafl 
Aero during the days wc worked 011 the project wcrc repainted this coming summer, and want,ng full 
usclcss since all the tech guys at Sun 'n Fun - lily luck. that tanks are in good shape before, than find out 
Wc rcalizcd that "dry fitting" was very important and wc othenvise, after painting. 
put in and took out thc windsliicld at least 20 times. Each To further set the stage, the aircraft has 4,800 hours 
time we would grind off some here and some there, we opted total time, has been used as a trainer, had only lour 
to measure twice and grind oncc. Wc foulid that thc bottom owners (I owned it for ten and is meticulously 
cdgc ~iccds to be tapered aliiiost to I18 inch to allow thc trim maintained; in fact, at a recent FAA PACE (voluntary ra,np 
strips to align witli tlic old screw holes. Getting tliose screw inspection) evaluation it was rated as one of 
boles to match witli the tliicker glass was thc hardest part, tainedand record kept aircrafltllat illspecling FAA 
Once it all fit, and we were sure of it, wc put a bead of caulk team had seen! 
inside the cl~annel and down the center post and slipped in It secined obvious, also, to perform Piper Service 
the glass. Bulletin 1006 since the tanks were out, and the best access 

A local pilot stopped by and suggested using a rope was already gained. As you can scc froill the pictures, N56619 
calk at this point. Since wc had zero instructions to work maintained a clean corrosion internal strut. 
witli, a pilot witli some experience in this job was helpful, All internal structures had zinc 

lhe rope since lie said it  more casily ~ h ~ ~ i n a t e d  at tllc factory (24 years ago!) And tllat treatment 
allow you to renlove tlie glass if it ever became necessary has remained throughout the aircraft life, wllicll 
We used a lot oftliat caulk and finally had all the trim pieces has been quite N56619 in Min. 
installed. Warning, ~iiake sure tliat tliose trill1 strips fit eas- fiesot,, New Orleans and now, Louisville, but with 
ily before you caulk il in. Wc had to rc1novc a lot of plexiglass virtually all of those years hangared, 
to make tliose holes line up and with caulk all around tlie The white stain "splashing" that is seen in soine o l  
glass it makes tliosc holes even inore difficult to align. close-up pllotos is result o f~~mouse  milk" treatment 

After getting it all tiglrtened (don't tighten the torelnove s o l l l e o f ~ ~ c m o r e s ~ u b b o r n s c r e w s d u r ~ n g ~ e ~ a ~  
scrcws until all the trim screws are in) we went around and removal two years ago, white "fogging,, that is 
used a clear siliconc to fill in any little gaps around the wind- seell in of pllotos is a result of touch up paint appli- shield and around the triln picccs, don't get it on the cation overspray, again, when the tanks removed two 
plexiglass. It's a good idea to leave the protective covering years ago, 
on the plexiglass up to the very last. You will need to pull an The close up photos clearly show a complete ab- 
inch or two of it back bcforc you insert it into the channel sence of corrosion on any areas of spar cap, spar web, or 
but it will help kccp the glass protected during the installa- ribs; nevertheless, we also with that element 
tion. the service bulletin which requires Dinolrol Av-8 to the in- 
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to be able to buck that last row of riv- 
ets! The only way to do this is to use a 
very long bucking bar, from undernratlr. 
carefully working it into the narrow gap 
(wlicre the rubber wing root seal nor- 
mally lies) between the lower wing skin 
and the fuselage; a long. awkward. tc- 
dious process, at best. This wingwalk 
repair effort took more than ten hours! 

I can practically guarantee you - 
and the mernberslrip - that based up011 
my experience and tlrat witnessed in the 
lnultiplc SD's and Alcrts already pub- 
lislied, virtually every older Clicrokce 
out there has this defect and that the 
combination of time in service witli age 
are the factors: in other words. just bc- 

Closeup reveals cracks in wingwalk skin doubler, cause your Cherokee rnay be ofthc 80's 

Every older Cherokee aircraft has potential for this problem. decade, rather than the 70's. docs not 
preclude this defect from being prescnt. 
Do not ignore it. It will uot go away. 

spection areas. The cracks in the stifleners. and the wing walk doubler can 
Now to t l ~ e  "more you f i n d  part of the story. and will only get worse, and will at sonic point present d 
Wliile poking around witli a flaslilighf and mirror real tlrreat to aviation safety. 

during the service bulletin inspection, we discovered cracks Then - and if that were not enough - prior to rein- 
in tlie fuselage end, and outer end. of both of the two lower stalling the refurbished lank on the port side. a look inside 
skin stiffeners, in the pancl below (opposite) thc wing walk thc wing toward the fuselage revealed a handsome nrousc 
area. Those stiffeners arc not available as separate items, nest - sfraw, fibers, mouse droppings and all! 
and must be either tediously removed from the lower skin. An hour's worth ofrcrnote control vacuu~ning and 
repaired and reinstalled, or, the cutire lo\vcr skin pancl lnusl gatl~cring took care of the airframe modification, witli an- 
be located and replaced. other liour or so oftlrorougb inspection to ensure that no in- 

We opted for the remove - repair - install option wing lines or wires had become subject of rodent gourmet 
This took approxi~natcly six lrours to remove, repair and meals! Onc can only assume tliat Mickey and friends cillrcr 
reinstall. and would have taken a great deal longer if, the stayed at the beach alter one of my trips to Florida or bailed 
next problem we discovered hadn't resulted in providing out 6,000 feet somewlrere en route. 
even greater access to the atfected area. 

Just when we thouglrt wc had everything under Moral of the Story 
control, a little more poking around witli a mirror and flaslr- 
light uncovered that Inore commonly seen defect of cracks Do not ignore Senice Bulletins. Pull those tanks. 
in the ribbed doubler, on the underside of the wingwalk skin. Replace old flcsiblc lines and vents. Do the spar check and 
As you can sec from thc close up photos of this arca, thc corrosion treatment. And then crawl in thcrc whilc those 
cracks are not insignificant and, as born out in many al- lanks arc out, and do an lro~iest inspection of the interior 
ready published SD's and Senrice Alerts, this is undoubt- wingwalk arca! 
cdly the side effect of age, tinie in service and the com- 
poundcd stresses endurcd in that wingwalk area. Solved His Shimmy Problem 

This discovcry, of course. required the removal of By Joly Stein 
nlorc than 100 rivets and this unncr wine ski11 nancl. Tlic . . u 

ribbed doubler - as luck would have it - is available as a 
scparatc piece (PM 62062-000). and as fu~tlrcr luck would 
have it. Muncie Aviation was able to con~e up with the \.el). 
last onc in stock (at that time) from Pipcr, in Vero Beach! 

Oncc we liad drilled out the rivets fro111 the 
wingwalk skin piccc, rcmovcd and replaced tlic doubler. then 
rc-rivctcd if to tlrc skin. tlic real cliallenge then became re- 
installing tlie wingwalk skin. Why? Because if you look 
closely at t l ~ e  close up pliotos. you will note that the rib clos- 
est to tlrc fuselage is reversed; the rib gutter faces inward 
against tlie fuselage, preventing any direct access in order 

Good uews for sonre wheel sl~imlnies. I own a 1966 
235. 11 always liad a shimmy. Three local FBO's tried all the 
usual solutions ... with no success. I learned to live wit11 tlic 
problen1. Kccp Llic weight off the nose wheel and use only 
tlrc hand ... wit11 great care. 

A shimmy is not a minor problem. A year ago I 
landed on a short runway wit11 too much speed. The result- 
ing braking and shaking cracked the engine mount. This is 
a major expense. 

I read t l ~ e  letter in the May magazine about a Piper 
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fi.x and decided lo check it out. The kit is part number 764- to loosen the brass nuts, but DON'T. The inner seal is easily 
975V It cost $627 and required 3.5 llours to install. The kit cut by the shaft threads. Fill the cylinder with hydraulic fluid. 
consists of two new steering rods and a new stcering Cork 1 always get too much in there at first. The cap has to slidc 
stop. The major difference from the original equipment is in and be secured by the circlip. It may take two or three 
that tlie steering rods are solid - not more bungee springs times to get it right the first timc you do this job. 
and the steering radius is sorncwhat restricted. The net re- 
sult is that the shimmy is gone. I cannot make it happen NOTE: I assume everyone knows aircrafl hydraulic fluid is 
even if I try. Taxiing seems normal. red and quite different from autolnobilc hydraulic fluid. If 

If you have the shimmy problem, check out this you decide to use auto fluid, don't bother replacing the seals. 
solution. You'll just have to replace them again . .  soon. 

Also, I would not try to reuse a corroded cylinder. 

Repairing Those Adjustable Seats ~f the seats rail at a critical time and the seat bottoms out .... 

By Bob Durr 
9. Reinstall the cylinder. Repeat the adjustment 

tests. When the seat moves to and l~olds any position, you 

There has bee11 some comment about adiustable have it fixed. 

scats lately Hcrc 1s what I found out when I rccently workcd 
mv seat The Controller 

1 .  The adjustable scat is lrcld in position by a "Hy- 
dro-lock cylinder installed under tlie seat. (Manuracturer - 
P L. Porter Co., Woodland Hills, CA. (818-884-7260.) 

2. Removc tlie seat from tlie aircraft. turn it upside 
down and locate the "Hydro-lock" cylinder and controller. 
(Button you push to adjust the scat and associated win: hose.) 

3. Loosen the two Allen set screws and work the 
control head off the front end of the cylinder 

4. You should now be able lo see a small pin pro- 
truding sli~htly fro111 tbc end of the cylinder. Use a colnmon 

Now comes the bad news. The rubber seal is what 
fails and I was unable to find anyone, including P. L. Porter. 
who repairs controllers. The Piper part nulnbcr is 76445- 
00. Distributors generally stock this item (it fails fairly of- 
ten?) The quoted price was $528!! 

That is a lot of money to be able to adjust a seat in- 
flight. It might be worth $528 to a club or a multi-owncr 
sctup. If only one or two fly the aircraft -you could adjust it 
on preflight with a common screwdriver. 

- - 
scrcwdrlvcr to deprcss the pln The cyl~ndcr should fully 
extend Non turn the scar over Have someone S I ~  in t11~ Found Cure for Pulsing Ammeter - 
scat Push the pln agaln Thc scat should slowly lower If the 
scat adjusts as descnbcd, the good news 1s that the cylmder The follow~ng art~cle was subrn~tted anony~nously 
is OK! through tllc Internet: 

The bad tiews is your controller is bad - see below! ARcr spending many hours and $$$. we finally 
found the surprising source of the pulsing ammeter on our 

5. If thc cylindcr is frozen or will not bold a posi- Cherokee 140 today. I'm posting this in the hopcs tliat it 
tion. it has to be repaired. Which isn't a diNicult task! First, will save someone else this much misely. 
rclnove tlic bolt at the rear or the cylinder. Now slide the Upon purchase; our Cherokec 140 had no serious 
cylinder out or tlie black block. Use liberal amounts of WD- electrical problem that we could see. A few montlis later 
40. It should not take much effort to relnovc the cylinder. though, the ammeter started pulsing. The nature of the puls- 

6. Now, disassc~nble thecylinder. Caution: Astrong ing varied over time. We described the problem before an- 
spring is used to expalid the cylinder. Finnly grasp the spring nual. The mechanics declared that their meter said tlrcre 
housing and compress thc spring while you remove the cas- was some ripple voltage, so they replaced thc alternator. T t ~ c  
tellated uut. The job takes tliree hands or two people. Re- intermittent problem returned, and it was a horribly expcn- 
move the circlip. Hold the cylinder over a catch basin (Hy- sive annual, so we decided to start wasting our own time at 
draulic Fluid.), grasp the sbait firmly and work it oul of the a constant rate instead of our money a1 what was starting to 
cylinder. seem like an exponential rate. Besides. while looking back 

7. Unless corroded, the cylinder is easily cleaned. through the logs, we round that the previous owner had lived 
I~~spect  all three "0" rings (on piston. inside bottom ofcylin- with the same problem, and had replaced the alternator, VR 
der. in the cap.) Inspect lor leaks (Iiydraulic fluid residue). (voltage regulator), and OVP (overvoltage protector), and 
Replace ''On rings as required (standard). You probably will thenadjusted tire VR down so that the pulsing voltage would 
need to make or find a special tool to replace the bottom not go so higli as to trip the O W  Clearly there was a long- 
cylinder seal. You might want to have your A&P do that standing problem hcre that multiple mechanics had bee11 
one. If there is ally evidence of leaking fluid ... replace all unable to fix properly. 
s&~ls. A pulsing ammeter on this type of Cherokee can 

8. Lubricate all seals with hydraulic fluid. Insert easily result from any extra resistance in the field wire. The 
shaft and piston ilito tlie cylinder. (Careful: don't cut the "0" voltage regulator (VR) draws more current through the field 
rings.) Leavc space to add fluid. It looks like the easy way is wire to increase the alternator output voltage, so some extra 
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an cxliaust valve, about 6,000 feet above Lancaster, Cali- lighting works very well. We connected the lighting to the 
fornia. It vibrated quite a bit but 1 was able to easily get to nav lights rheostat. The glareshield is a little shiny so we 
Fox Field and make a safe landing. I replaced the E2A with painted it flat black before installing it to reduce tlie reflec- 
a D1G, 160 HP under the RAM STC from Pen11 Yan. Penn tion in the windshield. 
Yan was great to work with and I love the engine. I've put All of my work was done by or under the patient 
about 80 hours on it, It's smooth and strong and uses virtu- guidance of Bill Dallcda, tlie owner and operator of 
ally no oil. The cost, including tlie engine and installation. Aircrafter's, on the field at Palolnar Airport in Carlsbad. 
all new fuel and oil hoses. a refitrbished engine niount and California (760-43 1-7608). Bill and his wife Lynn ilre Chero- 
oil cooler, all new or rebuilt cngine accessories, a prop over- kee owners themselves, with a '68 PA-28-235. Whatever 
haul and re-pitch to 60", and a new niuffler was $14k (in work you have in mind, Bill llas probably donc it to Iris 
1997). Cherokee and can show you the way. Bill is an advocate of 

After flying my '74 Cherokee Cruiser all over cre- owner participation and will allow you to get into the work 
ation for the last seven years, and now plopping down the to whatever extent you want, and will even let you use Iris 
money for a new engine, 1 finally bit the bullet and made tools ! Bill will generally make his s l~op available Lo you 011 
several improvements that I'd been thinking about. evenings and weekends while work is in progress so that 

After the new engine. I added Isham's third win- you can do some of his "homework assignments" after nor- 
dow niodification, a baggage door (donevia afieldapprovall mal hours. A&P's Mike and Eric work for Bill aud are also 
337), new glass all around i~icluding a stomr window in the vcry knowledgeable and helpful. There is also a cast of re- 
passeuger side, Asbby's glareshield, a paintjob, and a new tired A&P's and aircraft industry bwys that wander through 
" N  number. I also installed new dorsal fairings from Globe from time to time with lots of knowledge and expcric~icc lo 
Fiberglass ...p retty pricey but look great. share. All in all, a great place to get your Cherokee worked 

The first order of business with the third window on, learn something about it, and have a good time. 
mod and the baggage door was lining up the parts. I priced I had my plane painted at Mathews Aviation on the 
then1 new through Piper distributors .... expensive and long field at Teliachapi, California. Chris Matlicws does the strip- 
lead time. I ended up buying them througll an aircraft sal- ping and A&P work witli control surfaces, etc. and Kcilli 
vagc outfit in Kansas called Dodson's International (800- Brunke docs the painting. They did a beautiful job and were 
255-0034). Steve Baker and Ham there are very knowledge- great to work with Tlicy've got lots of photos of previous 
able. paintjobs to help you con~c up with a paint schemc. Cost for 

Dodson's just cut out the section of the fuselage your typical Cherokee strip and poly paint is $5k. Takes about 
witli the baggagc door and windows and sent it to me. I a month to cornpletc the job . Since I live in San Diego. tlie 
drilled out the rivets and cleaned up the necessary parts. drive up was a bit of a pain but the effort was well worth it. 
The wfiole shot was $625. You can reach Matliews at (805) 822-9122. 

The third window really opens up the cabin and is The " N  number change was surprisingly easy. Send 
vcry attractive. The after bulkhead is moved back about 2 a letter to: 
feet. Of course flooring has to he installed, but since most of 
the bracing is already there, it's just a lnaller of fitting up FAA 
and riveting the aluminum. It helps a bit with weight and Aircraft Registry 
balance too since the Cherokee 140's tends to be a little for- PO Box 25504 
ward. I got a liat rack from Dodson for $125 (1998) out of Oklahoma City. OK 73 125 
an Archer and it fils perfectly at the new after bulkhead lo- 
cation. The baggage door is a huge improvement. No more Include a list, in preference order of three " N  nurn- 
dragging luggage and thiugs over the front scats ! bers you'd like and a check for $10.00. In 2-3 weeks. they'll 

I got the new glass from LP Aero in Long Beach, write you hack telling you which ofyour selections areavail- 
California, includi~ig 114" windshields, 118" windows, a able. If one of the available numbers suits you, you'll Iiavc 
passenger side window withastorm window. all tintedgray. 1 year to make the change. The FAA's letter is on a tliree- 
Total cost was about $1,000 (1998). I~istallatio~i was easier part form. After you've painted on the new N number, you 
than sollie of niy past cllorts with window putty and other send one copy of the form back to then1 and they'll send you 
types of sealants. We ran a bead of silicon sealant around a new registration. You bring another copy of the form to 
the fuselage window cutout, puslied tlie glass up against it tlle FSDO and tllcy'll type you up a new ainvorthiness cer- 
so that the silicon squislicd out, and re-installed the wiudow tilicate. The last copy you keep with you current registratiot~ 
retaining frame. Tlie next day. after the silicon had dried, I until you get the new one. 
scored it and peeled it away. Makes a very nice and leak free Several years ago, Aircrafters added speed mods 
installatio~i. including Laminar Flow flap and gap seals, fancy pants, 

Asliby's glareshield, witli the FAA approved light- the Knots-2-U stabilator seal. and Met-co-Air tips. If you're 
ing is aboul$200 (1998). The lighting is just a transparent reluctant to jump lleadlong into the speed mod process, I 
plastic tube with a string of lights inside, glued to the front encourage all to try the stabilator gap seal and Metco tips as 
edge ofllie glareshield. Tlie glareshield looks great and the a first shot. The improvement in handling is very noticc- 
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able. My Cherokee used to just sort of " mush  along, a little can give him somc business. 
uose higl~. With just these mods, handling became more crisp Gear Problem Was Motor 
and sure. The slabilator seal makes the landing flm much By S. Salvanos 
nicer. lots easier to hold the nose wlrccl off. You'll also nick ~ ~ ~~ ~ 

up speed and climb. I haven't carefully quantified either but Here are the details of my recent experience with 
I'd say with all the mods you'll get at least 10 mpll and 200 the landing gear of1ny 1968 A ~ ~ ~ ,  which when published, 
fpm. might help some other pilot. 

Piper Air Filter Service Bulletin 
Some weeks ago, after I took off, 1 put the gear 

selector III tlie up posltlon and aner somc seconds as usual, . ~ 

the landing gear seemed to be retracted. There was no more 
A1 press time Piper introduced a neu,scrvice bulle- drop in lhc voltmeter orany indication in tllealnrnetcr. How- 

tin requiring inspcction of Facet air filters for plastic crack- ever, the yellow light continued to be on during the half 
ing. hour flight. 

The bulletin, Number 1022. states that ingestion of I tl~ought that perhaps one of the threegear up limit 
pieces of the air filter into the euginc induction system may micro-switches failed, but soon I understood Illat I was 
occur if the plastic disintegrates on these filters (Facet P/N wrong, as when putting the gcar selector switch in the down 
638873 or Piper Pln 460-632 used on numerous aircraft in- position just before landing, the gcar would not extend. I 
cluding the Cl~crokce 140, 150, 160, and 180, Archer I1 & checked the breakers and all of them were in. Then I pressed 
111, 235, Turbo Arrow. Six, Lance and Saratoga ~nodels. the emergency level down to cxTend the gear. The three green 

Although the inspcction is only required on filters lights came on and the yellow one off. 
rnani~factured during the first quarter of 1997 through the After a successful landing we put the aircraEr on 
third quarter of 1998, it may be difficult to determine when jacks and tried to retract the gcar, but it was innpossiblc. We 
a parlicular filter was manufactured. Piper says to treat the then checked the power and found tllat eveqtl~ing was ok 
filter as suspect unless it can be proven otherwise. up to the motor of the hydraulic pump. So we understood 

that the problem sl~ould be in that znotor and. after demount- 

More on Seat Cylinders iug it, we found that one of the wires of the two brushes of 

By Bruce Niss the rotary was broken. 
So it is now quite clear that the hydraulic pump 

Ed Note: In the last issue we ran an article concerning re- failed just before the landing gcar reached the up limit 

building the Hydra Lock seat cylinders manufactured by the switcl~es. Tllis is why the yellow light remained OR the break- 
ers in, and there was no Inore indication of power consump- R. L. Porter Cornuanv. However. some models have a differ- . , 

cot ad~ust~nent cvl~ndcr Here 1s what one member found tlon 

concerning the cylinder in his Dakota. 
Pulsing Ammeter Cause Found 

Dcar Terry, By Jeffrey Pitts 
Here's the deal: the size "Bloc-0-Lift'' pneumatic 

strut that was OEM in my Dakota is no longer made. but I have read with interest several articles in the past 
another of tlrc samc brand and within % inch dimensions of few issues of POM about the bouncing ammeter needle in 
tlrc original can be obtained fro111 the Dean Lewis Company Piper Warriors. My story follows: 
of Vancouver, WA, Telephone (360) 693-6211 (ask for I purcl~ased ncw from the factory a 1976 Piper 
"Rick). Il is manufactured by Stabilus Corp.. the OEM Warrior 11 and proceeded to accu~nulate 10.000 hours on the 
~uanufacturer of my original, their PIN 732087. It has the airframe from 1976 through 1996. The airplane was used in 
samc lift pressure (250 NewlonsAh Ibs) as the original, and, my flight school and scrupulously maintained, receiving an 
the best part, can be obtained from Dean Lewis Co. For "annual" inspection every 100 hours since it was in com- 
$67.00 each. Tlrcy are not re-buildable, but at that price. mercial use. 
who cares'? From I990 (about 6000 hours) onward. the amme- 

My mechanic, Troutdalc Aircraft Services of ter bounced from 0 to 25 amps randomly, but usually on 
Troutdalc, OR, says the rebuilds done by the present Piper allnost evely flight. We replaced the OVR, Alternator, VR, 
supplier (P. L. Porter Co.) don't last and are definitely not a fuses, master switcl~. etc nulncrous times without improve- 
good deal . I have no idea how much $ the rebuilds are, and ment. Finally, at 10,000 hours, after a total electrical fail- 
the Porter Co, engineers were unable to determine which of ure, the ~necl~anic found an internally shorted and broken 
their struts that tl~ey sell to Piper would fit nly Dakota, even ~ n a i r ~  alterrlator cable which was the original Piper inslalla- 
aRcr I supplied them with all the dimensions of my original tion. 
Bloc-0-Lift. The cable from the alternator to the bus had an 

So that's what I know. Rick is great to deal with. internal crack (not at the terminal end) which eventually 
He put some effort into tlds, so I hope solne CPA members failed. Cutting away the insulation revealed the culprit. Re- 
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plac~ng t h ~ s  alternator cable cltmlnated the bounc~ng am- I 
lnetcr llccdlc 

Aren't a~rplancs wonderful? 

Overhead Vents; Temper Foam i Index to Articles 
I 

Dear Terry. I 
We have a 1976 Archer on which we want to redo I 

the Intertor The overhead vent registers arc d~fferent from 
the newer ones in that they arc almost square Instead of long 

I 
I and narrow These vents measure about 2 118 bv 2 3/16,  

R 

inches. I I Access panels, wings: Piper kit 328 
I .  Are there replacement vents of this type avail- , Accesso2y TBO 43 

. . .. 
able'! I ACE burglar alarm locks 88 

2. Is there an upgrade version (of the ball type that I Acoustic Kit 329 
twists to open and close) available that would fit? I Adaptor; Oil filter 53, 127, 285 

Also. we would like to refurbish the seat cushions I Antenna: 
with Ternper Foam but can not find a source. I ADF Radio: Narco 271 

Sincerely yours. I ADF Radio: Static on 90 
Blanc V~ckery I Aileron, Rtgging 242 
Dalton. Ga. I Air box, carburetor: Problem 239 

Dear Blanc, 1 Air Conditioning: Alternator belt 196 
I am sorry to report that there are no replaccrner~ts I Air Conditioning: Pulley Bearillg 45 

for those square type vents and there is also no practical way Air Conditioning & Twisted Belts 265; Alternator belts 
to upgrade or convert them. I 

192; Belt twisting, alignment 267; Found leak 
Finally, Temper can be purchased in sheets 1 214; Removal of 88; Short belt life 218 

from Kees Goebcl Medical, 9663 Glades Drive, Hamilton, I Air conditioning belts, use only Piper 300 
OH 4501 1 (800-354-0445). It is available in several degrees ! Air 246 - or lirmness. I Air conditioning Belts 245 

Sincerely yours, I Air conditioning, Belts &Master switch 270 
TERRY LEE ROGERS I Air Filter clogged: & Alternate air 25 1 

1 Air Filter, early scries: frorn Chysler 3 19 
Cure For Sticky Starter I Air Filter. sewice bulletin (Piper) 362 
By Dick Krusc / Air Tank, Portable: Constructing 51 

I Air Vents: Hart to turn 153 
I experienced the problem of a starter that spins, I Air Vents, Interior, made of metal 160 

but doesn't engage several times. My FBO gleefully sug- I Air-Oil Separator: Walker 114, 212 
gcsted a new or rebuilt starter, but alter asking questions of Air conditioned plane: belt wear, worn pulley 180 I . -  scvcral A&P's. I have solved the problem after nine months Amcraft Price Guide: NADA 23 1 
and 240 llours. I Airflow Systems: Intercooler, turbo Arrow 153 

Here is mny solution: I Airspeed Indicator, cause of crash 208: Planes with 
1) Use a slnall diameter but long screwdriver into I Electric trim 210 

the port side of the cowl opening. Push the starter gear on I Airspeed indicator problem: & "slow airplane" 34 
the top, rotating it counter clockwise. This sill move the I Airspeed indicators: Erroneous 130 
gear forward. From here, the starter will always engage (a I Airspeeds: Cherokee 180 model 85 
short piece of coat hangar wire with a loop in one end and a I Airtex interior: Reco~nmcnded 35; Utilized 303 
1/2 inch long 45 degree bend in the other is part of mny plane's I Airwolf Remote Oil Filter: installation 323 
on-board tools.) Ainvorthiness Directive: Lycoming Oil Pump 14 

2) Engage the starter, but do not start the engine. Directives: co~nplying with 226 
This will pull the starter gcar into the ring gear. I Alcohol & automobile fuel 105 

3) Using an aerosol brake cleaner with the tube Alcor EGT: Adjusting I2 
extension, drench the shaft behind the starter gear. I Alcor TCP: fuel additive 73 

4) Using an aerosol "pure silicone" spray, drench I Alignment, wheel: Article 261 
the shaft again after the brake cleaner has evaporated. I Alignment, wheel 243; Checking 280 

Doing this every other month has eliminated my I Alteration, major: FAA Form 337 2 
starter problems. I Alternate Air: and clogged air filter 251 

I 
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Alternate air door, Arrow: Causes power loss 175 I Arrow gear unsafe: Manifold pressure switch 110; 
Alternator: Described 62; mounting problem 104 I Motor 362 
Altcrnator: Tips to extend life of 68; Crequent failurc 333 1 Arrow, inside door handle: from Ford 3 1 
Alternator & N C  Belt Numbers 246 I Arrow, landing gear, AD 97-0 1-0 1 
Alternator bclt: Short life, air conditioning 196, 218 I Arrow landing gear: freeing indicator switch 134 
Alternator belt, N C :  & ~naslcr switch 270 Arrow. landing gear droop: causcs damagc 105 
Altcmator belt. pulley: Air-conditioned plane 180 I Arrow. landing gear light: & dimmer switch 27 
Alternator bclt twisting: Air conditioning, alignment 267 I Arrow, nose gear: Spring tension 253 
Alternator belt wcar: Wl~crc A/C rc~novcd 180 I Arrow power settings: dctermining 8 
Alternator Belts: Gates replacement 223, 3 19 I Arrow Propeller: scrapped 135 
Alternator belts: Air conditioned plancs 192, 245 I Arrow Propellcr AD: Shop around for scrvicc 168 
Alternator belts: N C  plancs, Pipcr SIB 3 19 I Arrow propeller, Hartzell: Out of tolcrancc 136 
Alternator belts, twisting: Air conditioning 265 I Arrow Propeller Mod: Three blade 165 
Alternator Brackct Fir: Commcnts 236 1 Arrow, propeller overhaul: Repetitive AD 163 
Allcr~~ator, conversion: from generator 284; Older I Arrow, retractable gear: Brake hose chatfing 12 

Aitplanc 52 I Arrow, turbo: runs hot 107; Praised 312 
Alter~iator ficld circuit: Adding circuit breaker 160 I Arrow, turbo: Turboplus intercooler 30 
Alternator filter: Hysonics 75 Arrow, valvc problems, 172 
Alternator. Fluctuating: Over voltagc relay 229 I Arrow, gcar in transit, flight: & nose door rigging 28 
Altcr~iator Mount: Cracked 9 1 I Ashby, glareshield 128; 314. 341; 361 
Alternator Problcm: Loud Buzz 165 I Auto Fuel: & Percolation 292; & Vapor lock 245: 
Alternator whinc: Rcplacc bushings 108 1 Approved for 140, Wamor 35; Cherokee 180 model 
Alternator blown: and Over voltage relay 8 1 184; problelns with 146 
Alurninu~n Cablcs: Causc starting problcm 157 I Auto Fucl: & Vapor lock 218; &vapor lock 105; Fuel 
Amrnctcr (Load Meter): Described 64 I Tank sealant 197; Prohibited by Piper SB 90; Rccom - 
Aln~nclcr AD compliance: Electronics Intcmalional 94 1 mended 47; Tcsting for alcoliol 105 
A~i~~i ie te r  AD Kit: Poor fix of problc~n 91 I Auto fuel, problems with 43 
Ammetcr, Shunt: AD 313 I Autoflite autopilot: repair 110 
Alnrncter dance: and Over voltage relay 8 I Automatic Gear Extension: Arrow SB, commcnts 109 
Ammcter, erratic: & voltage regulator 35, 3 10; & Automatic Gear System: Arrow, Scrvicc Bullctin 129 

Ovcrvoltagc rclay 023; ovcrvoltagc rclay vibration 359 I Automatic Gear System: Arrow, disabled 119 
Ammeter fluctuating: & Bad master switch 94: & I Auto~natic Wastegate: Turbo Arrow, Merlyn 165 

Master switch 63; Alternator shorting 104; & I Autopilot: Accutrac (Brittain) 16; Autoflite 17 
Arrow landing gcar 343: brokcn alternator wirc 362 1 Autopilot, older & gyro instruments 13 1 

Ainrt~eter Modification: Electronics International 184 1 Autopilot repair: Article 343 
Ammeter. shunted: Problem with 263 I Autopilot repair: Autoflite 110 
Ammctcrs, fluctuating: Without shunt-typc mctcr 87 I Autopilot repair. Autoflite: Edo Aire 24 
Annual Inspcction: Ovc~vicw 59; Owner assist 60, 227 1 Autopilot repair: used parts 348 
An~iual Inspections: Article 225 I Autopilot, used: Easy add on 339 
Annual, owner assist: Recommended 14 1 Avcon I80 hp modification: Analysis 92 
Annuals and Maintcnancc: Commcnts 238 I Avcon conversion: 180 Hp 124; 180 Hp cls propeller 
A~itenna Problems: & Radio Noise 249 183; includes CIS propeller 29 
Antcnna, transponder, & mounting 322 I Avcon enginc modification: 180 Hp, fixed pitch 219 
Armor-All Ultra Plate: Rccom~ncnded wax 17 I Avionics Cures 75 
Arrow: engine oil leaks 337 I Avionics Master: Installing backup 163 
Arrow, gcar switches: Replacing 3 18 I Avionics Shop: Selecting 240 
Arrow: Nosegear Bushings shot I I I 
Arrow altcrnate air door: causes power loss 175 I 
Arrow automatic gear: revised service bulletin 109, 135 1 
Arrow Gcar: Clunk in nosegear 246 / Backup Vacuum: Source 293, 297 
Arrow gcar: Switch parl numbcr 253 1 Baggage door: added via field approval 361 
Arrow Gear. autotnatic: systcm disablcd 119 I Balancing Propeller 148 
Arrow Gear door: Failure 152 I Balancing controls: & Painting plane 23 1 
Arrow Gcar, gear in transit: Upper limit switch 190 I Battery: Post meltdown & repair 91 
Arrow, gear lowering: & 1,800 psi switch 35, 333 I Battery Box Corrosion 37 
Arrow Gear, not retracting: Bug in pitot 194 Battely Box Ground: Improves Starting 35, 87 
Arrow, gear rclraction: Mud dobbers in pitot 197 I Battery Box modification: Bogerl 113 

I 



Battery cable: Replace~nent with copper 9 1, 94 
Battery charger: Solar 103; trickle 334 
Battery, installing new: Suggcstion to avoid leaks 76 
Battery Pack, emergency: Building 164 
Battery Preservation 277 
Battery, trickle charging: warning 312 
Beacon: Replaced by Kliots-2-U Strobe 313 
Beacon. rotating: Light bulb substitute 119. 228; 

Replacement with strobe 267 
Bearing, wheel, senrice 143 
Belly, Clean Grease from 290, 297 
Belt, alternator: Air conditioned plane 196; Short life, 

air conditioned 218 
Belt, alternator, AJC, Pipcr SIB 3 19 
Bcll, allernator, AJC & master switch 270 
Bell, alternator, wear: Where A/C removed 180 
Belt numbers: Alternator & AJC 246 
Belt, twisting: Air Conditioning, alignment 267 
Belt wear, air conditioned: pulley worn 180 
Belts, A/C& alternator 245; Use only Piper 300 
Bclts, alternator: Gates replacement 223, 319 
Bclts, allcrnator: Air conditioned plane 192 
Belts, alternator, twisting: Air conditioning 265 
Bclls, scal & Shoulder: Replacing 332 
Bendix drive lubrication: iniproves starting 28 
Bcndix magneto AD 279 
Bcndix, stuck: Starter 78; Cure 363 
Bcst cconomy speed: Determining 19 1 
Bcst glide speed: Cherokee 180 modcl 95 
Birds, nesting 276 
Black Mac propeller: Fixed-pitch 212 
Blecding Brakes: Article 221; Diff~cult 164; Mcthod 

258: Pcsticide sprayer 224 
Bleeding brakes 54: Pump type oil can 167; Simplc 

Mctliod 87 
Blow-by, Oil: Scorcd piston 147 
Bogcrt Battery Box Modification 11 3 
Bolts: Working loose 87 
Bow-tic yokes: replacing with Rams horn 320 
Brakc Bleeding: Method 258; Pcsticide Sprayer 224 
Brakc Bleeding 54; Simple way 87 
Brake Discs: Stai~iless Stecl 84: thickness 336 
Brake, hand, slipping: Cure 342 
Brake lioscs chaffing: Retractable gear 12 
Brakc Linings: Types availablc 185 
Brake linings: Breaking in 11ew 57 
Brake 0-Ring Channcl: Burrs in 257 
Brakc problem: Dyna-seal87 
Brake Systein: air entering 15: Dyna-seal 55 
Brakcs, Prolongilig life of. rnclhods 58 
Brakes, Blecding, Articlc 221; Difficult 164 
Brakcs, bleeding: Pump-type oil can 167 
Brakcs, brcaking in I85 
Brakes, dual toe: adding 321 
Brakes, linings 55 
Brakes, master cylindcr: some kits not available, 

Cleveland rcplacc~ncnt 3 12 

INDEX 
( Brakes, servicing: Hydraulics 53 
I Brakcs, spongy 239, 336 
( Brakes, toe: lG early models 3 I: Early models 30, 175 
1 Break in, cnginc 251 
I Brcaking in engine: after top overhaul 74 

Breather tube; winterization kit 33 
I Brushes. landing gcar motor 91 
I Bulb Lifc. Landing light, poor 190 
I Bulkhead, Hatrack: 140. source 133, 140 216; Kinzic 
1 342 
I Bulkhead Panel, rear, Modified, accessible 257 
I Bungee: Gust lock 111 
I 
I 0 
I 
I Cabin Heaters: Improving 253 
I Cabin Vent Repair 156 
I Cable, Starter: Do not usc wclding cablc 140 
I Cable, Throttle: Broken due to lubricant 132 

Cable, Tlirottle: Only from Piper 334 ' Cables, aluminum: Causes starting problcms 157 
I Cables, control: Adjusting for temperature 125 
I Cables. copper: Bogert 119 
I Cables, starting: clcan coiinections 24 
I Camshaft, poor grinding: Overhaul error 22 
1 Capacilor 124 
I Carburetor: Economizer 72; Idling system 71 
I Carburctor Air Box: Problem 239 
I Carburetor, float: Too lieaw 77 
I Carburetor Heat: Expcricncc with 155 
1 Carburetor Heat 271 

Carburctor Heat creep 15 1 
I Carburetor, mixture, failure to cut-oK 168 
I Carburetor Syslcm: Overview. description 70 
I Carburelor Tc~nperature Gauge: easy add on 338 
I Carburetor, ve~ituri AD 335 
1 Carburetor, water in: Heat box 271 
I Carburetors: Bad plastic floats I I I 
I Carpet: Replacing 302, 315; 330 
I Case. Engine: Pressurizcd, problcrn 2 13 
I Casc scal, front: Changing 224 
I Case sealant, misapplied: Ovcrhaul error 22 

Caulk, cleaning up aflcr 26 
I Cciling, Service: Cherokee Six 297 
I Cess~iaEngine: FAA might approvc 179; in 140 
I Model 176 
I CG limifs: & Weight &balance 37 
I Challenger, 200 Hp: I-time STC 338 

Charging battery, trickle: warning 3 12 
I Charging System: & Radio noisc 247: Dcscribc, lroublc- 

I Shooting 61: High voltage 309 
I Charging system: Tips to extend life of 68; 

I Usc of trickle charger 334 
I Cherokee 140. graph, Horsepower vs airspeed 46 

Cherokee 235; High fuel burn 200 
I Cherokee 250: One time conversion 86 
I 



INDEX 
Cherokee Six: Service Ceiling 297; Seventh seat I Conversion, oil filter: Kit available 58 

Modification 214; Storage under seat 11 I Conversion, third window: Isham 183, 361 
Chcrokee Six, Propeller: Corrosion in Hub 25 I Conversion, engine, 180 Hp 167 
Cbokc. cyli~der, ituproper: Overhaul error 21 I Conversion, engine, 160 Hp: New England Prop 165 
Chrotnc Rings, error: in chrome cylinders 22 I Conversion, engine, 200 Hp Challenger: I-time STC 338 
CHT gauge, easy ~nodificatio~~ 338 Cooling engine: On ground, open filler door 119 
CHT gauge, Erroneous 107 I Cooling Kit, Piper: Cherokee Six 211 
CHT reading high 326 I Copper cable: Replacement of aluminum 91, 94 
Circuit breaker: To altcr~~ator field circuit 160 I Copper cables: Bogert 119 
Clean Grease lrom Belly 290 1 Corrosion, and touch up 267 
Clinib Speed: Higlier than recolnlnelided 233 I Corrosion at Step 52 
Clock. 8-day: Valuable 304 I Corrosion, battery box 37 
Clock Repair Source: 151. 236,238,319 I Corrosion, glareshield: Windshield leakage 49 
Club Seating, PA-32: Conversion 166 I Corrosion in Hub: Propeller. Cherokee Six 25 
Cold Stan: Pull blades through 213 I Corrosion problem: Dirt floored hangars 9 
Cold starts: Avoid 104 I Corrosion, wing spar: Service bulletin 93 
Cold wcather: Winterization plate 274 I Corrosion, Wing spar 149 
Cold Weatlier Flying: Tips 12 Costs, cutting. tires 143 
Column, control: Replacing u~liversal joint 176: Snagged I Cowl, faired: & landing light 113 

By loose wires 264 I Cowl, fiberglass: repaired 360 
Compass. adjusting: Screwdriver lor 270 I Cowl Louvers, PA-32: For high temperatures 147 
Compass, swinging card: Article 272 I Cowl Vibration Noise: Baffle material 49 
Comp::ss, vertical card: easy add on 338: not erratic 339 1 Cowling: Two piece 166 
Conipass: will not adjust 336 I Cowling, Engine: Loose, PA-32 151 
Co~nprcssio~r Check: A maintenance aid 22 I Cowling Hardware: Problems 285: 327 
Co~istant Speed Prop: 180 lilodel 258 I Cowling, hinge rods: Cherokee 140 model 292 
Constant Speed Propeller: Discussiol~ I91 I Cowling, nose bowl: 2 Piece, early Cherokee 228 
Co~ista~rt speed propeller: German. electrical 194 I Cracks, Spinner Nutplate: Dangerous 129 
Constant speed propeller: Avcon 92; Co~iversion 6; Not I Cracks, wing skin 351 

R c c o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i e ~ ~ d e d  4: Not with solid crankshaft Cracks, wing: Warrior 3 10 
275: With Avcon Conversion 29 I Crankshaft Plug: Lyco~ning SB 505A 307 

Continental engines: SB. Crankshafts 223 I Crankshaft, solid: No CIS propeller 275 
Control Cables: Adjusting for temperature 125 I Crankshafts, SB: Continental engines 223 
Control Column: Rcplaciug i~lliversal joint 176; Snagged I Cruise Prop Performance 171 

By loose wires 264 I Cruise Prop: Cherokee 180 326 
Co~~trol  co1um11: Interference, radio tray 47 I Cruise vs Climb Propeller 36 
Control lock, Bungee cord 3 19 I Curtain Hardware 13. 264, 299 
Col~trol surfaces: Preflighting 267 I Cylinder finish, poor: Error in Overhaul process 21 
Control surlaces. wing: kgg ing  241 I Cylinder head temperature: high 326 
Control wlleel covers: Leather 269 I Cylinders, seat: Bleed or repair 250; Cures for 
Co~~trol  Wheel. Used 3 1 I 351; Repair 359, 362 
Coutrol Wheel, Rams H o n ~  218: Replacing 163 
Control wheels cracked: failure on takeoff 29 I 

I D 
Co~ltrol Yoke: Replace~nent 106: Refinishing 352. 356 
Coutrol Yoke: Grime causes sticki~ig 35 I Decal Removal: Suggested method 59 
Colitrol Yoke Refinishing: Source 267, 279 I Decals. aircraft logos: Source 174, 312 
Control Yokes & Bushings 198 I Defects, used Dakota: Not found before buying 97 
Con\,crsion, alternator: Older Aircraft 52 I Digital OAT: Replacing standard 330 
Conversion. club Seating: PA-32 166 I DG ruined: by deteriorated hoses 24 
Con\,crsion, Engine: I60 Hp. lilnitations 259 I Dimmer, light: Resistor value 271 
Conversion, engine: 160 Hp 180; 160 Hp limitations I ~ i ~ d ~ ,  lnaster switch: R~~~~~ for 76 

187: 160 Hp Pel111 Yan 275: 160 Hp RAM 23: 160 I Distance, glide: 180 model 264 
IHp RAM 95: 160 Hp New England Prop 253; 160 or I ~ i ~ t , i b ~ t ~ ~  Listing, Piper 293 
180 Hp 213: Avcon I80 Hp 124; Avcon 180 Hp 78: ~ ) i t ~ l ~ i ~ ~ ,  water 210 
Avcor~ I80 Hp, cis prop 183: One-time, Cherokee 

I Documentation, plane: From FAA 176 
250 86: AMR&D 160 FIP 349 Door Handle, inside, 180, from Ford 3 1 

Conversion. four place: Cherokee 140 32 I Door Handles: Water leaks 149 
I 



Door Latch: U-Bolt adjustment 57 
Door Latch Leak 69 
Door latch repaired: With new pin, PA-32 27 
Door locks: Rekeying or upgrading 332 
Door. Old Style. Converted 70 
Door opcn: In-flight closing of 96 
Door, opcn: Alters flight characteristics 280 
Door Seal: Improved 172 
Door scal, inflatable: Bob Fields 47.57. 89, 159 
Door seals, replacing 36. 352 
Door stop. Wind Ding 87 
Door Weather Stripping 276 
Doors: Swapping I I 
Doors. gear. Arrow. Rigging 255 
Drains. fuel, stuck: repaired 35 
Drooped Wingtips. 180 model 33 
Dyna Seal: Brake System 55, 87 

Economizer: Carburetor 72 
EGT, Alcor: Adjusting 12 
EGT gauge: Easy add 011 338 
EGT Probe: Location of 72 
EGT probes. Weslcc: Ordered 208 
EGT Reading: Increasing 297 
ELT Upgrade: Artex 323 
Electric Fuel Pump: Not durable 239: Rebuilding 

164: Repair 3 1 
Electric Trim Motor rebuilding 3 11 
Electric Trim: Slow in cold weather 237 
Electric Trim: Slow 32, 269 
Electrical cable routing: Warrior I1 259 
Electrical problem: Bauery post ~nel t  down 91 
Electrical System: Described. Troublesl~ooting 61: 

Rudinients of222 
Electronic Taclromctcr: Horizon 270 
Electronics International: Alternate Ammeter AD fix 

94: Anilneter n~odification 184 
E~ncrgcncy Procedure: Coninents 298 
Emergency Procedures: Engine out. 140 model 290 
Erncrgcncy procedures, Cherokee 180 85 
Engine: Operating beyond TBO 153 
Engine. break-in 25 51 
Engine case seal: Front. changing 224 
Engine, Cessna: in 140 ~nodcl 176 
Engine Components. Inc: Recommended 200 
Engine. Continental SB: crankshafts 223 
Engine Conversion: 160 Hp RAM 23: 160 Hp RAM 

95; 160 Hp, New England Prop 253: 160 or 180 Hp 
213; Avcon 180 Hp 124; A w n  180 Hp 78: 
AMR&D 349 

Enginc Conversion: 160 Hp 180: 160 Hp Limitations 
259; 160 Hp Lin~ilations 187: 160 Hp Penn Yan 
275; Avcon 180 Hp, CIS prop 183 

Engine conversion: one time. Cherokee 250 86 
Engine Conversion: 160 Hp, New England Propeller 16 

INDEX 
I Engine Conversion: 180 Hp. Hutchinson Aircrafi I67 

1 200 Hp Challenger, I-time STC 338 
I Engine cooling: on ground, open oil filler 1 1  9 

Engine Cowling: Loose. PA-32 151 I 
Eng~nc  description: Lyco~ning 0-320 181 ' Enginc, exchanged: Recommended 256 

I Enginc failure: & Mumcr 130 
I Engine, idle, rough: Lance 266 
I Enginc. induction flexible tubing. collapsed 289 
I Engine, intake tube: & Lean mixture 160. 250 
1 Engine Kick-Back: Magneto not grounded 157 
I Engine, leaky studs 298 
I Engine Lifc, Extending 84 
I Engine literature: Lyco~ning 299 
/ Engine, Lycolning 0-360: Caring for 88 

Engine Miss: 140 Model 184 I I Englne modification: 160 Hp, PennYan 186: Avco~r 180 
Hp, analysis 92; Avcon 180 Hp. fixed pitch 219 

I Engine monitor, insigl~t 211 
I Engine Mount, Cracked tubing 256 
1 Engine mount, Lord, discount from Wag Aero 168 
I Enginc mounts, cracks: Lance 111 
I Enginc Noise: 180 model 220 
I Engine Noise Problem: PA-32 and 235 lnodels 20 
I Engine noise, whining: Prop governor 209 
I Engine oil leaks: at crankcase center I2 

Engine Overl~aul Overview 38: Choices 80 I 
E ~ i g ~ n c  Overheating: Suggestions. Turbo Arrow 11 1 I 
Englne, Lyco~ning: Crankshaft SB 505A 307 I . .  
Eng~ne. 011 leaks: through studs 337 

I Engine Porting 198; High Perfon~iance A i r c r a  169 
I Engine Porting: Reconunendcd 195 
I Engine Power Loss: Baffle, ~nufflcr 194 
I Enginc power Loss: Mumcr bafiles 223 
I Engine. propeller. 180: RPM restrictions 145. 3 18 
1 Engine roughness: Oil control ring 130 
I Engine Sealant, improper: Overhaul error 22 
j Enginc starting: On cold day 119 

Enginc starting, hot: Poor 200 I 
Engine STC, onetime: Expensive, 200 Hp, CIS Prop 50 I 
Eng~ne  swap: Warrior, 180 Hp 196 

I Engine, valve problems: Arrow 172 
I Engine. valvc failure: making metal 309 
I Enginc Vibration: Cliallenger 235 
1 Engine Vibration: & Leaky primer 308 
I Engines, Turbo: Differences 2 10 
I Epohy: Vent Window Latch 97 
I ESSCO: Source of rnanuals 88. 157 
I Exhaust Back Pressure: & High oil pressure 72 
I Exl~aust leak &clamp 336 
I Exbausl, mufller. old-siyle: Requires inspcctioll 230 
I Exhaust Piper Check: Mumcr bafnes 223 

Exhaust. system: Extra ~numer  supports 168 
I Exhaust system & muffler: Lance I I I 
I Exhaust system, mumcr: replace at 1.000 hours 97 
I Exhaust system S B :  Saratoga 277 

,5 1 Exhaust valve, broken: 0-360 11 
I 



Exhaust valvc. broken: mid tinie engine 340 
Exhaust valvc, frozen: & engine power surge 58 
Extended Core Plugs: Champion, for fouling 34 

FAA: Cuslom N Nulnbcrs 332, 361 
FAA Form 337: Limitations 97 
Fairings. \&,lieel 275: Mended with juice jug 163; newer 

Style 16 
Fancy Pants: Perforliiance modificatio~i 85, 98 
Fiberglass cowling: hardware problems 327; repaired 

360 
Fiberglass & Plastic parts: Article 294 
Fiberglass resin: Not fireproof 152 
Fiberglass tip tanks, Problems, Cherokee 235 115 
Field circuit. alternator: Adding circuit breaker I60 
Filler neck. fuel tank. Rusty 178 
Filter. air, early model: from Clir?.sler 3 19 
Filler. air: Service Bulletill (Pipcr) 362 
Filter. oil, re~uotc ruount: Ainvolf 323 
Filler. removing: Vacuum system 199 
Firewall, keeping cleal~ 24 
Fixed-Pitch Black Mac: Propeller 212 
Flap Handle: AD 96-10-03 325 
Flap Handle: Clevis pin worn 120 
Flaps, handle: Clevis pi11 broke 167 
Flight manual: Make copy or original 29 
Float, carburetor: Too b e a y  77 
Floatplane. Cherokee 107 
Flooring. replaced 114 
Flucluating Alternator: Over voltage Relay 229 
Fluctuatir~g ammeter: & Master Switch 63; Alternator 

Slrortiog 104: Master Switch Bad 45; voltage 
Reg~~lalor 3 10 

Fluctuating Ammeters: Without shunt-type meter 87 
Fluctuating AIUP Needle: Faulty ulaster switch 75: 

Bad alternator wire 362 
Flucluati~~g gauges: Oil and fuel temp 105 
Fluclnating oil pressure: Pressure relief valvc 228 
Foam. Tctnpcr: For seats 363 
Forced landing: &Oil line break 31 
Four-place conversion: Cherokee 140 32 
Frost, removing froin wing 209 
Fucl & E~lglrlc gauges: replaccmcnt 29 
Fuel & Oil Temp gaugcs: Fluctuating 36, 105 
Fuel. 100 LL: Problerns 254 
Fucl additive: Alcor TCP 73 
Fucl additive. HEET: Can cause problerlis 40 
Fuel additive. TCP 113 
F~lel. Auto: Cherokee 180 niodcl 184 
Fucl, auto: &vapor lock 105, 245: Alcohol testing 

105: Approved for 140. Warrior 35: Problems 
With 43. 146: Reconunended 47 

Fucl Bur11 High: Cherokee 235 200 
Fuel caps. locking: Prevent vandalism 145 
Fuel Computer: Symbolic Displays 38 

INDEX 
1 Fuel consumplion: Excessive, Pathfinder 40 
I Fuel drains, stuck open: Repaired 35 
I Fuel drains: Clogged with ice 308 
1 Fucl Gauge: Early model 258: Testing 195 
I Fucl gauge bad 25 
Fuel hoses: worn out 341 

I Fuel Injection: No conversion available 266 
Fuel Injection, Bendix: Rich engine 13 1 

I Fucl Injection, Rich 3 19 
I Fuel injector nozzle: Line loose, lea11 mixture 37 
Fuel Lcak. quick drain: Eliminating mess 308 

I Fuel Lcak: Fittings on selector valve 47; Primer linc 
I Under cowl 48 
Fuel Line Chatiog: Pipcr service bulletin 14 

I Fuel mixture. rich: Bendix iuel injection 13 1 
1 Fuel pressure gauge: Low, solved 216 
1 Fuel Pu~np, Electric: Rebuilding 164 
Fuel Pump, Electric: Not durable 239 

I Fuel pump, elcclric: Repair 3 1 
IFuel Pump Gasket: Inlonnation 199 
I Fuel selector, PA-32, Rebuildable 152 
I Fuel selector packing: & fuel smell 88 
I Fuel Selector Valve: Problem with kit 109: Rebuilding 
1 224, 340; Rebuilding source 321; simply clogged 341; 
I Rebuilt with kit 349: Rebuilding, article 053 
1 Fuel smell in cabin: Packing fucl selector 88; Tank Vent 
I Line 88 
I Fuel: System: Description 177 
Fuel Tank: Measuring graph 15; Running Dry 145 

'Fuel Tank: Sender Units 178 
I Fuel tank. quick drain plate cracked 179 
I Fuel tank, filler neck: Rusty 178, 291. 349 
1 Fucl tank float: Missing I20 
I Fuel tank leaks: & Sloshing sealer 95 
I Fuel tauk linc blocked 120 
1 Fuel tank problcrns, tip: Cherokcc 235 115 
I Fuel tank. rubber hoses: Gas smell 193 
I Fuel tank scaler: Determining type of 178 
( Fuel tank selector: O-ring replacement 88; repaired 
I With kit 349 
I Fuel tank: Sender bad 159; Plastic floats 348 
Fuel tank, slruclural screw: Supplier 134, 151 

I Fuel tank vent line: & smell in cabin 88: Method of 
I Checking vent linc 338; SB 1006 345 
I Fuel tank vent tube: Gasoline smell 6 
I Fuel tanks, Cherokee: article 346; resealing 346 
I Fuel tanks: & sloshing scaler 149 
I Fuel tanks: No extended range tanks 16 
I Fuel tanks, sealant: & Auto fuel 197 
I Fucl tanks. wingtip: 235 model 295 
I Fuel-flow Meter: Carburetcd engines 27 

I 
I Gap seals & Teflon tape 3 11 
Gas cans, plastic 133 

I Gas caps, locking: Prevent vandalism 145 I 



I 
Gas gaugc: Scndcr units 178 
Gas smell in cabin: & Primcr Icaks 33 
Gasket, Fuel Pump: Information 199 
Gasoline Tank: Measuring graph 35 
Gauge. EGT: Erroneous 107 
Gauge, fuel: Early model 258; Sender bad 159; Testing 

195 
Gauge, fuel prcssurc: Low, solvcd 21 6 
Gauge, oil temperature: Troublcshooti~ig 186; notes on 

Replacing 352; defective 355: & ground wire 355 
Gauge, temp, bad: Despite water test 123 
Gauges, fuel &engine: Replacement 29 
Gauges, fuel & oil temp: Fluctuating 105 
Gauges, fuel & oil temp: Erratic 36 
Gear, Arrow: Switch part numbcr 253 
Gear, Arrow, in transit: Upper Limit Switcll 190 
Gcar, Arrow, not retracting: Bog in Pitot 194 
Gcar, automatic. Arrow: Revised service bulletin 135 
Gear door failure: Arrow 152 
Gear doors. Arrow, Rigging 255 
Gcar Extension. automatic: Arrow SB, comlnents 109 
Gear in transit, in-flight: Arrow, nose door rigging 28 
Gear. Landing: Indicator failure, Arrow 156 
Gcar. landing, Arrow, AD 97-01-01 339 
Gcar, Landing, Arrow: Clunk in nose gear 246 
Gear, landing, Lance: Weak pump 2 15 
Gear. landing: motor. proble~n 322 
Gear lowering, Arrow: & 1,800 psi switch 35 
Gcar, nose. AD: Arrow 296 
Gcar Rc-chroming 25 
Gear Retraction, Arrow: Mud dobbers in Pitot 197 
Gear struts: Filling 13 1 
Gear switches, Arrow: Replacing 318 
Gear System, Automatic, Arrow: Service Bulletill 129 
Gear unsaie, Arrow: Manifold pressure switch 110; 

Motor 362 
Gcarcd Slartcr 198; In~provcs starting 8,34.44, 53, 77 
Generator: Conversion to alternator 284 
German CIS Propeller: Electrical 194 
Glareshield 276; Dyeing 192 
Glaresliield, Ashby: Connnents 128: details 341; 

Addcd to plane 361 
Glareshield, Ashby: Upgraded plane 314 
Glareshield, faded: Use RIT dyc 34 
Glarcshicld panel rusty: windshield leakagc 49 
Glareshield Replacement: Procedure 135 
Glarcshield replacement: made from carpet 10 
Glide inforn~ation: 180 model 264 
Glide speed, best: Cherokee 180 model 95 
Glue. storm window latch 355 
GPS. Ganuin GPS 90 304 
Granville Strut Scal 53. 124, 130 
Gross wcight increase, Warrior STC 35 1 
Ground Running: Not rccorumcnded 246 
Gusl Damage: Scat belt gust lock 58 
Gust Lock: Build your own 225: Bungec I l l ;  

Seat back 152: Source 218 

INDEX 
I Gust lock: Bungce 125, 319; Seat back 119, 124: 
I Using seat back 12 
I Gyro Instrunleots & Older autopilot 13 1 
1 Gyro Problem: Deteriorated hoses 24 

I Halogcn bulb: Landing Light 197, 207 
I Hand Brake slipping: cure 342 
I Hand-Held Transccivcr 107 
I Handicapped controls: for Cherokee 115 
I Handle, flap: AD 96-10-03 
I Handle, door, 180. inside: from Ford 3 l 
I Handle, door inside. Arrow: from Ford 3 1 
I Harncss Kit, Shoulder: Piper 129, 149 
I Harness, shouldcr 274: Pipcr, diflicult to install 

1 165 Retrofitted to 180 16; used parts 348 
I Harncss, shoulder kits: Reconnnended 266 

I Harnesses, Shoulder: Article 230 
Harnesses, shoulder: Bushings may bc missing 3 13 

I Harnesses, shoulders Installation 23 1: Pipcr 
I rctrolit 36. 327; shop time 324 
I Hartzell Propeller: Worn cxccssivcly 128 
I Hartzell, Propeller: AD-free hub 234 
I Hartrcll propeller, Arrow Out of tolerance 136 
I Hat shelf bulkhead, 140 model 2 16, 269 
I Hatrack: 140. Source 133: Kenzie 342 
I Headliner. kit 329 
I Hcal, carburetor 271 
I Heated Pitot Installation 28: Kit 216 
I Heated Pitot repair: Kit 267; repair sourcc 324 

Heated Pitot-Static Head 159 
I Hcater, Cabin: Ilnproving 253 
I Heater, cabin: Low heat 210 
I Heater Ducts: Hot 257 
I Heater, pitot. elements 289 
I Hcavy wing airplane: Washout in wing 236 
I HEET, fuel additive: Can cause problelns 40 
I Higli Pcrformallce Aircraft: Porting 195 
I Hinge, gear door, Arrow: Causes damage 105 
1 Hingc lock plate: Theft proofing; 193 
I Hinge Rods: Chcrokcc 140 model 292 

I History of the Chcrokce: 140 model 98; 150. 160 
niodels 98: 235 model 106; Warrior 99 

I Hooker Quickie Harness 132, 326 
I Horizon Instruments: Tachometer 212 
1 Horsepower Graph: HP vs airspeed, 140 model 46 
I Horton STOL kit 187: Report 32, 51. 247 
I Hosc. rue1 tank vent: method of checking 338 
I Hoscs, fuel: worn out 341 
I Hosc. oil coolcr: Check 113; Rebuilt 27; Shop 
I Around for 333 
I Hose, oil coolcr: AD colnlnents 324 
I Hose, oil cooler: AD modified 3 17 

I Hoses, oil, fuel & hydraulic: Rcplaccd 179. 307 
Hot Engine Starting: Poor 200 

I Hot Running Lance: Bad gauge 262 
I 
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Hot Ruln~iirg Lance: lives with it 23 I Isliaii~: Lance, Wing tips 264 
Hush-a-Com Rcpair 250 I Ishain kit, 3rd Window Installed 254; 361 
Hydraulic. fuel & oil: Leaks 283 I Isham, Third window, Conversiou 134, 183, 186 

I Isham wingtip extension 134; report 325 

7 I 

lcc dctcctor, carburetor: Recoininended 4 
I $ 
I . .  

Idle mixlurc: Checking 41dlc Rough, Turbo cngines 224 Jacking arrcrafr: Preventing strut extension 159 
Idle Lance. Rough 2661dler Pulley Bearing: Air Condi- Jacklng, aircraft Suggestions 51: 209 
tioning 45 I 
Idling system: Carburetor 71 1 

I 
X 

Ii~ipcllcr~ Oil Puinp AD 96-09-10 
l lnp~~lse  coupling: & Hard Startiiig 78, 133, 150 I Kick-Back, engine: Magi~eto not grounded 157 
Indicatcd Air Speed: & Pcrfor~nance mods 98 I Knob, vent: From Radio Shack 169 
Indicator. Airspced: planes with clcc, triin 210 I Knots-2-U: Performance kit, report 244; Perfonnancc 
Indicator, airspeed: Cause of crash 208 I Modification 93; & Turbo Anow 3 12 
Indicator. landing, gcar: Failure. Arrow 156; freeing I ~ ~ ~ t ~ - 2 - ~   it: ~ ~ ~ ~ r (  26. 148, 235, 296 

stuck switch 134 I Knots-2-U Tail Strobe Modification 3 13 
Induction tubes. leaky: & lean mixture 160 
lnductio~~ tubing: Collapsed 289 

I 
Inflatable Door Seals 47. 57, 89. 159 I 1 
Inflation. tire: Marking valve stem 27 
Insight Graphic Monitor 21 1 
Inspection, annual: Ovenriew 59: Owner-assist 60 
lnspcction Platc. Wing: Service Bulletin 49 
Inspection Plates. wing: Number installed 108 
Inspection. wing spar: Probleins encou~~tered 357 
Inspections. Annual: Article 225 
Inspcctions, points missed: Article 203 
Installation: Shoulder har~iesses 231 
Instrument. gyro: & dctcrioratcd hoses 24 
Instl-nment P a ~ ~ c l :  Plastic, repair 303; re~noval 336 
111st1-oincnt Panel: Renovation 300, Updating 270; 

Rearranging 321: getting rid of plastic 321 
Insulation: Adding 132: Acoustic kit 329 
Instirance: Increase value alter rci~ovation 333 
Iiitakc Tube: & Lea11 rnixlure 250 
Intercom: Radio Systems Technology 112 
Il~tercom Rcpair: Hilsh-a-Corn 250 
Intercooler, turbo Arrow: Airflow Systemsl53; 

Tnrboplus 30 
Intercooler, Turboplus: Turbo charged Arrow 93 
Interior. Airtcx: Recominelided 35 
Intcrior. carpet: Replacing 315 
Intcrior: instruinent panel repair 303 
Interior Plastic: Rcpair of. article 121: Source 184 
111tcrior plastic parts: Repainting 166: Sources 328: 

Refurbishing 328 
li~terior Plastic Trim: Rcpaircd 237: replace with 

Fiberglass 332 
Intcrior Rcno\ratio~i 36. 300: Replacing carpet 302, 330: 

Sou~~dprooling 303, 329; Headliner 329; Side 
Panels 330: Lcather 331: takes time 332 

Intcrior screws: Replacing 166 
Intcrior space & renovation: 332 
interior, Upholsterq.: Burn Test 303 
Intcr~nittent Radio Problems: Audio pailel connectors 2 

I I Laminar Flow Systern: Perforlnancc Modification 
I 88; Report 43, 304 
Lance: Mufler & Exhaust System I1 1 

I Lance, Hot Running: Bad gauge 262 
I Lance, hot running: lives with it 23 
I Lance Landing Gear: Weak pump 21 5 
I Lance, rough idle 266 
I Lance Wing-Tips: Isham 264 
I Landing Bulb Life: poor 190Landing Gear: Indicator 
I ure. Arrow 156; Shorted by 
I wood screw 30 
I Landing Gear, Arrow: Clunk in nose gcar 246 
I Landing Gear, Arrow: Manifold pressure switch 

1 110; Nose gear AD 296; Nose, spring tension 
253; Not retracting, bug in pilot 194: Upper limit 

I switch 190 
I landing gcar, Arrow: Switch part nuinbcr 253 
I Landing gear. automatic: Arrow, Service Bulletin 129 
I Landing, gear, automation Arrow SB. coininents 109 
I Landing gear, automatic: Arrow, revised S/B 135 
I Landing gear door: failure, Arrow 152 
I Landing gear doors: Arrow,, rigging 255 
I Landing gear droop, Arrow: Causes damage 105 
I Landing gcar indicator, Arrow: freeing switch 134 
I Landing Gear, Lance: Weak pump 215 
I Landiug gear light: Arrow & dilnincr switch 27 
Landing Gear lowering: & 1.800 psi switch, Arrow 

I 35, 333 
I Landing gear motor: Brushes 9 1; Probleln with 
1 322, 362 
I Landing, Gear Re-chroming 25 
I Landing gear, retractable: AD 97-01-01 339 
I Landing Gear retraction: Mud dobbers in pitot 197 
1 Landing Gear Specs: not available 292 
I Landing gcar strut: Will uot compress properly 152 

l5  1 Landing gear struts, pitted 214 
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Landing gear switches, Arrow: Replacing 3 18 
Landing Light: Bulb from tractor 168; Faired into 

I 
/ Magrrctic compass: won't adJust 336 

cowling 11 3 I Magneto, Bendix, AD 279 
Landing light: Halogen 197; Halogen bulb 207 I Magneto, impulse coupling: Hard Starting 78: Hard 
Landing light scal: AD 96-10-1 325 I sfaning 150; Poor starting 133 
Landing light, wing-mount: Skylight 119: Skyliglrt. Magnets, rare earth: Oil filter 306 

commcnfs 238: described 348. 349 I Magnetos, leads reversed: & hard starting 87 
Latch, Door: U-Bolt adjustment 57 I Maintenance: Servicing Wlreels & tires 14 1 
Leak, engine oil: tlrrougl studs 337 I Maintenance and annuals: Co~rrmclrts 238 
Leak, fucl: Primer line under cowl 48 I Maintenance, battery 277 
Leak, fuel: Quick drain, eliminating mess 308 I Maintenance costs: tires 143 
Leak, side windows 289; windslricld 341 I Maintenance, Preventive: Items listed frorn FAR 100 
Leak, water: Door latch 69; Througlr tail 175 I Maintenance, preventive: Overview 1; Tips 59 
Leak, water, at firewall 52 I Maintenance. Propeller: Anicle 205 
Leak, water, cabin: multiple cures 75; Wing root 47 I Maintenance, strut: Leakage & removing pits 50 
Leak, watcr, in tail: Lance 48 I Maintenance, Tires: Saving money 152, 176 
Leaking windows: Silicone bead 193 I Major alterations: FAA Form 337 2 
Leaks: Oil, fuel & hydraulic 283 Manual. flight: make copy of original 29 
Leaks, struts: Granville kit 53 I Manuals. aircraft: ESSCO 2, 88, 157 
Leaks: Through Wings 25 I Marvel Mystery Oil 219: Sticking valves 169 
Leaks, water: Door handles 149 I Master cylinder, brakes: sornc rebuild kits not available. 
Leaks. water, cabin: Cherokee Six 44; Finding I Cleveland replacc~uent 3 I2 

37; Sources of78 I Master Relay: Described 63 
Leaks. water in cabin: cures [or 7, 9 I Mastcr solenoid: Overheating 112 
Leaky Studs. cngine 298 I Master Switch: Kr Fluctuating alnlncter 63: Remains 
Lean mixture: & intake tube 250 I on 296 
Lean mixture: engine failure on t,akeoff 37 1 Masfcr Switch & Fluctuating Alnlrreler 94; Using half 
Leaning: Turbo charged engine 147 I During starting 8 
Lcaning. Lycolning 0-540 177 I Master switch, Avionics: Illstalli~~g backup 163 
Leather, Interior trim 33 1 Master Switch Bad: Fluctuating Ammeter 45 
Life of Engine: Extending 84 I Master Switch Diode: Reason for 76 
Light bulb, landing: From tractor 168 I Master Switch faulty: Fluctuating alnlllctcr 75 
Light bulb substitute: Rotating Bcacon 119, 128 I Merlyn automatic: Wastegate, Turbo Arrow 165. 2 1 1 
Light, gear-in-transit, fliglrt: Arrow nose door rigging 28 1 Mctal in Oil: After valvc failure 309 
Light, landing: Halogen 197 I Met-co-Aire wing tip report 26; 306 
Ligl~t, tail. wiring, bad con~rection 345 I Met-co-Aire wing tips: Reco~rrmcnded 17 
Lighting, panel: &post light 211; Suggested I Metcr, fuel-flow: for carbureted elrgincs 27 

improvement 23 I Micropbone, stuck: Quick cure for 5 
Light-weight starter, Skytec 355 I Miss, engine: 140 model I84 
Linings, brake: Breaking in new 58: Types available 185 1 Mixture, engine runs-or.: Carburetor floats, plastic I I 1  
Lock, gust: Bungee 125, 3 19 I Mixture, failurc to cutoff': Mixture rrrctering valve 168 
Locking Gas Caps: Prevents Vandalism 145 Mixture. idle: Checking 4 
Locks, bctter: ACE burglar alarm 88 I Mixture lean: & leaky induction tubes I60 
Locks: Rekcying or upgrading 332 I Mixture. lean: & Intake tube 250: Engine failure on takeor 
Lord engine mount: Discount, from Wag Aero 168 1 3 7  
Louvers, cowl: PA-32, high temperatures 147 I Mixture, leaning 0-540 111odc1 177 
Lubricant, olco strut 255 I Mixture rich 291; Bcndix fuel inJcctiolr 13 1 
Lycorning: Troublcshootilrg School 166 I Mixture, rich: fuel inJection 319 
Lycolning 0-320: a great engine 181 ( Model, plastic: Piper Cherokce 328 
Lyco~ning 0-360: Caring for 88 I Modification: Battcly Box. Bogcrt 113: Horton STOL 
Lycoming, AD: Oil Pump 14 1 Kit 187: Vortex Generator 270 
Lycoming engine: Rocker art11 needs plugs 58 1 Modification: ?-blade prop. Report 298 
Lycoming Literature 299 I Modification. 3rd window:, Isbam Kit installed 254 
Lycomiug, SB: Crankshaft 307 Modification, ammeter: Electronics Intertrational 184 
Lyco~ning Valve Spring: Updatc SB 1240 I94 I Modification, Engine: Porting, recoml:~ended 195 

I Modification, enginc: 160 hp, Penn Yan 186; 180 hp 

a! I Avcon, analysis 92; Avcon, 180 Irp, fixed-pitch 219: 
I 
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160 Hp AMR&D 349 I Nosewheel Shiinmy: 140 model 291; Cable tension 

Modification; gap seals: & Teflon tape 3 11 1 136; Cured 183; Dakota, catastrophic 263; Piper 
Modifications, Isham: Third window 361; baggage door I Cure for 233, Problem 172; Fixing the inains 322Nose- 

361 I wheel shimmy: Fork mis-assembled 13; Solid 
Modification. one piece Windshield: Kosola 3 14 I Steering rod (Piper kit) 358 
Modification. pcrronnance: Laininar Flow System 43,304; Nutplate cracks, spinner, dangerous 129 

& Turbo Arrow 3 12 I 
Modification, perionnance: Fancy Pants 85. 98; Knots- I 

I 
0. 

2-U 93, 148, 235, 296; Knots-2-U, report 244; 
Spccd claiins 151: Streainlining coininents 104 I OAT, Digital, replacing standard 330 

Modification. propeller: 3-blade, PA-32 220, Arrow I O-ring, ~~~l sclcctor valve 88 
3-bladc 165 I Oil Fuel Lines: Replace 130 

Modification, seveiltl~ seat: Cherokee Six 214 I Oil additive, Slick 50: Not recommended 264 
Modification, Split nose: Early Cherokee 228 I Oil Analysis: Article 161: Recommended 10 
Modification. Fonn 337 Liinitations 97 I Oil and Filter: Changing, articlc 125 
Modification, pcrrorinancc: & Indicated airspeed 98 1 o i l  scored piston 147 
Modification. perfori~~ance: Liinited 96: Limited by I Oil changes, frequent: Extcnd engine life 244 

Propcllcr 150 I Oil Consumption: Article 286 
Modifying airplanes: Not easy to do 207 I Oil consumption: & single-weight oil 116 
Mods, Perforinancc: Coin~ncnts on streamlining 104 Oil cooler hose AD: Comments 324 
Morning Sickness: & sticking valves 171 I Oil cooler hose AD: modified 3 17 
Motor. landing gear: Bruslics 91 I Oil cooler hose: Check 113; Rebuilt 27 
Motor. clcctric trim: Rebuilding 311 I Oil cooler hose, broken: forces landing 23 
Moun(, engine: Cracked tube 256; discount, rroin Wag I o i l  cooler-winter ~~~t tape over 32 

Acro (Lord) 168 I Oil filter: Adaptor 53, 127, 285 
Mounts, engine, cracks: Lance 111 I Oil Filter Change: Without mess 157 
Mumer Xr Exhaust System: Lance 111 I Oil Filter Conversion: Kit available 58 
Mumer & Stack: Rebuilt 150 I Oil Filter, remote: Airwolf 339 
Mumer bame: Engine power loss 130. 194 I Oil filter, spin-on: Added 306 
Mullcr bamcs: Clicck 223 I Oil filter: & rare earth magnets 306 
Mufiler, old style: Rcquircs inspection 239 1 Oil filter, Winslow 260 
Muffler supports: Adding extra 168 Oil. fuel &hydraulic: Leaks 283 
Mufflers: Rcplacc a1 1,000 hours 97 I Oil, fuel & hydraulic lines: Replaced 179 

I Oil leaks, Engine: at crankcase center 12; through 
72 I Studs 337 

1 Oil Line, broken: Forces landing 147 
N Number. custom: FAA 332: 361 I Oil Line. Replacing 307; shop around for 333 
NADA Aircraft Price Guide 23 1 I Oil on firewall,: Preventing 24 
Na\'-Radio Fix: Balun 48 I Oil on ring gcar: ilnproves starting 17 
Neck. filler, fuel tank: Rusty 178 I Oil prcssurc: Low or slow on start-up 87 
New England Propeller: 160 Hp engine 253 1 Oil Pressure & Temp: 235 inodel 291 
Noise. engine: PA-32 and 235 models 20 I Oil pressure, fluctuating: Oil Pressure relief valve 228 
Noisc in engine: 180 rnodel 220 I Oil pump: Gear damage 149 
Noise, loud buzz: Alternator problem 165 Oil pump AD: Lycoming 14 
Noisc, whining. engine- Prop governor 209 I Oil pump Impeller AD 96-09-10 339 
Noise reduction: acoustic insulation kit 329 I Oil Quick Drain Plugs: Hazardous, Arrow 10 
Noiscs. radio 247 I Oil screens 287 
Nose bowl. split, mod: Early Chcrokcc 228 I Oil screens, filter, cooler: & pressure 287 
Nose Gear AD: Arrow 296 I Oil, Shell multi-grade: Recommended 168 
Nose gear shiinmy: Replace bushings 76 I Oil Temp &fuel gauges: Fluctuating 105 
Nose gear steering: Iiiterconncct bolt 334 I Oil Temp &Pressure: 235 model 298 
Nose strut: Rc-chrorning 48 I Oil Teinp Gauge: troubleshooting 186; defective 355; 
Nose strut. inflating 48 1 & ground wire 355 
Nose Wheel Shimmy: Archer 129 I Oil Temp, high: Exhaust Back Pressure 72 
Nosegear. Arrow: Spring tension 253 I Oil Temperature: Redlinc 109 
Noscgear. bushings shot: Arrow 111 Oil Temperature Gauge: Faulty 78, Reads low 266; 
Nosewlieel: Close call with front axle 8 I Notes on replacing 352 

I 
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Oil Temperature gauge bad: Lance 262 I Turbo Arrow 3 12 
Oil Temperature, High: Causes 72 I Performance mod report: Knots-2-U, Met-Co-Aire 26 
Oil Temperature, high: & Thcrmal valve 72 I Performancc modification: Fancy Pants 85; Knots-2-U 
Oil temperature, high: Bad instrumcnt mounting 116 1 235, 296; Knots-2-U, report 244; Laminar Flow 
Oils, fully synthetic: Not recommended 147 I Systems 43, 88, 304 
Oleo strut inflation: From oxygen cylindcr 119 Performance modifications: Gap seal & Teflon tape 3 1 1  
Olco Strut Lubricant 265 ' Perfonnancc modifications: & Indicated airspeed 
Oleo Struts: Car-inc, for, articlc 201 I 98; Limited 96 
One piecc Windshield Mod: Kosola 314 I Pcrfonnance mods: Spccd claims 15 1: Specd limitcd by 
Open Door: Alters flight characteristics 280; In-flight clos- I propeller 150 
ing 96 I Pipcr Distributor Listing 293 
Outside Tempcraturc: Panel Mount Gaugc 304 1 Piper Parts: Source, Wilco 224 
Overhaul: Over-view 38: Propcllcr 124 I Piper SB: Prohibits Auto Fuel 1 90 
Overhaul , starlcr: Improves Arrow starting 150 I Pitch, Propeller: Analysis 93 
Overhaul, engine: Clioiccs 80 I Pitch, propeller 137, 269; Changing, Analysis or 
Overhaul Horrors. engine 21 1 144; Comments 146 
Overhaul propeller 199 I Pitch, propeller, rcdone: 140 model 218 
Overhaul, propeller: Cures slow planc 158; Repetitive Pitot Cover: Making 159 

AD, Arrow 163 I Pitot covers: from tennis balls 12 
Overhaul, top: Break in 74 I Pitot Heat Elements 289 
Overhaul, top, inferior: done before aircraft sale 13 I Pitot, hcated: Installation 28: Kit 216 
Overhauls, top: Overview 73 I Pitot healer repair: Kit 267: rcpair source 324 
Overhead vents, squarc: not availabIe 363 1 Pitot heater wiriug routc 236 
Ovcrhcating: Defective temp scndcr 75 I Pitot-Static Head, heated 159; easy add on 339 
Overheating Engine: Suggestions. Turbo Arrow 111 1 Pitted landing gear struts 214 
Over voltage Relay: Dcscribcd 62; & High voltagc 309; 1 Placards, source of 234 

& Ammeter fluctuating 323 I Planc Documentation: from FAA 176 
Over voltage relay: Blows alternators 8; vibration of Plastic & Fiberglass Pans 294 

& ammeter fluctuating 359 I Plastic gas cans 133 
Owner-Assist Annual 7 Plastic, interior: Source 184; rcplace with 
Owner-assist annual Rcco~n~nended 1 4  I fiberglass 332 

I Plastic, Instrument panel: Repair 303 

# I Plastic model: Piper Cherokee 328 
1 Plastic parts. interior: Repainting 166; Sources 328; 

Paint. matching 275 I Rcfurbishing 328 
Paint, touch-up 2 17 I Plastic Trim, interior: Fixed 237 
Painting: Interior plastic parts 166 / Plexiglass windows, scratched: Repairing 3 17 
Painting, aircrafi 216: choosing design 332 I Plug, Crankshaft: Lyco~ning SB 505A 307 
Painting plane, materials listing 89 I Plugs, extended corc: Champion, for fouling 34 
Painting plane 133: &balancing controls 23 1 I Polishing Propeller 148 
Painting, Wing Tips 274 I Portlng Engine: Reco~nmended 195 
Panel, instrumcnt: Renovation 300; Updating 270; re- Porting, engine 198; High Performance AircraR 169 

arranging 321: getting rid oiplastic 321; removal 336 Post Light: Cures panel lighting 211 
Pancl Lighting: Suggested improvement 23 I Power Chart: Cherokee 140 307 
Panel lighting: & post light 2 1 1  1 Power loss. Arrow: Alternate air door 175 
Pancl Lights: Fixing 2 15 I Power loss, cngine: Muffler baillc 194, 223 
Parking brakc slipping: cure 342 / Power Settings. Arrow: determining 8 
Parts & Services Suppliers: Chcrokcc. listing 81 I Power Supply Repair: Strobe 251 
Parts, approved: Defincd 2 1 Power Surge, enginc & frozen exhaust valvc 58 
Parts manual: ESSCO 2 1 Precise Flight: Standby Vacuum 112 
Parts, Piper: Source, Wilco 224 I Prcflighting Control Surfaccs 267 
Pans Source: Hard to find 249 I Preheat: & Enginc Damage 11 2 
Pathfinder, high fuel burn 40 I Preheat, Tanis: Rcco~nmended 47 
Pcnn Yan: 160 hp cngine mod 186; Conversion, Pressurkcd Case: Engine Problc~n 21 
160 Hp 275 I Preventive Maintenance: Items listed from FAR 43 
Perfor~nance Chart. Warrior: Created 86 100 ; Tips 59 
Performance mod: Knots-2-U 93. 148; and I Preventive Maintcnancc: Overview 1 

I 
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RPM Restrictions: Propeller. 180 model 145. 3 18, ( Shoulder belt kit: Piper, installed 58 
Rudder. centering: & interconnect bolt 334 I Shoulder Harness 274; Hooker Quickie 132, 326: 
Rudder: Darnaged by towing 333 1 Piper, dificult to install 165: Retractable 16 
Rudder Linkages: Lubricate 160 I Shoulder Harness. bushings may be missing 3 I3 
Rudder Rigging 243 I Shoulder Harness Kit: Piper 129. 149 
Rudder Trirn An,,: Failure in flight 254 Shoulder Harness Kits: Recomlnendcd 266 
Rusty glareshield panel: window leakage 49 I Shoulder Harnesses: Article 230: used parts 348 
Rusty Screws 233. 246. 247 I Shoulder Harnesses: Installation 23 1. Piper 

I retrofit 36, 327; shop time 324 
s I Shunted Amnteter AD 313 

I Side Panels (Interior): Replacing 330 
Salvage Yards: Article & listing of 101 I Side Windows: Replacement 259 
Saraloga: Exhaust System SiB 277: Hartzell ?-blade prop I Ski Tube: via 337 Form 160 
SiB 277 I Skin Cracks in Warrior wing 3 10 
Screwdriver: Adjusting compass 270 I Skin stiffener cracks, wing walk area 358 
Screws, fuel tank: Structural 134: Structural, supplier I S b  Writing 99 
151 1 Skycrafl wing-mount: landing light 119, 348, 149 
Screws. inferior: Replacing 166 Skylight, wing-mounted: Skycraft, comments 238 
Scrcws. rusty 233. 246, 247 I Skytec: lightweight starter 3 11, 3 12. 355 
Seal, case, front: Changing 224 I Slick 50 oil additive: Not recommended 264 
Seal. door: l~nprovcd 172 I Slipping, Seat: Problem in Archer 156 
Seal, landing light: AD 96-10-1 325 I Sloshing sealer: Fuel tank. leaks 95: 
Seal, strut. Granville: Problcnt in Arrow 132 1 Fuel tanks 149 
Seal. wing root: Replacing 174: Source 105 I Slow airplane: Suggestions 232 
Scalant. Fuel tanks: & auto fuel 197 I Slow airplane 219: & airspeed indicator error 34 
Sealant. fuel tank-: Determining type of 178 I Slow plane: Cured, propeller overhaul 158 
Scaler-sloshing compound: Fuel tank leaks 95 1 Smell, fuel: Fuel tank hoses 193 
Seals. door. replacing 36, 352 1 Smell, fuel. in cabin: &primer leaks 33 
Seals. wing root: Wax 207 1 Solar battery charger 103 
Seat Belt y s t  lock: Causes damage 58 Solenoid. master: Remains on 296 
Seat & Shoulder belts: Replacing 332 I Soundproofing 36. 303 
Scat Cylinders: Bleed or repair 250: Cures for I Spar Corrosion 149 

35 1 I spar. n j~n g. . Crack stop-drilled 255 
Seat modification, seventh Cherokee Six 214 1 Spar, Wing. Corrosion: Servicc Bulletin 93 
Seat Slipping: Problcln in Archer 156 I Spar. wing, inspection: problems encountered 357 
Seating Change: Expensive. Saratoga 246 I Spar. Wing. Service Bulletin Update 41 
Seating. club: PA-32, Conversiolt 166 I Spar, wing, scn'ice bulletin 1006 
Scats, adjustable: Repair 359. 362 I Spark plug fouling: Preventing 5 
Scats: Replacing wit11 ncwcr 167 1 Spark plugs-extended core: Champion. for fouling 34 
Seats. Archer: in older plane 119 I Speed. Best Economy. Determining 191 
Scats. newer I I3 I Speed. Best Glide: Cherokee 180 mode 195 
Selector. fuel tank: 0 ring replacement 88 Speed, climb: Higher than rccor~t~nendcd 233 
Selector valve, fucl: Rebuilding 224 I Speeds. V speeds: various models 187: Cherokee 1-10 
Sender units: Gas Gauge 178 I 313 
Senrice Ceiling: Cherokee Six 297 I Spin-on oil filter: Added 306 
Service manual: ESSCO 2 I Spinner Nutplate Cracks: Dangerous 129 

Senrices & Parts S~~pplicrs:  Cbcrokcc, listing 81 I Spinner, propeller: Do not repair 272: Source 198: 
Scvcnth Seat modification: Cherokee Six 214 / replacing 314; fiberglass 327 
Shell multi grade oil: Reco~~u~~tended 168 I Spongy brakes 239. 336 
Shirnrny Cure: Nasc fork Mis-assentbled 13 1 1 Spring. Valve. Lycorning: Update SB 1240 19-1 
Shimmy. Nosewheel: Replacc bushings 76 I Springs. valve: size, Lycoming 193 
Shimmy, Nosewheel: Archer 129 I Stabilator kgg ing  244 
Shimmy. Nosewhccl: Piper cure for 233: Problenl 172; St"i"less Screws: Stmctural. supplicr 15 1 
Shimmy. Nosewheel: I40 model 291, Cable tension I Stainless Steel Brake Discs 84 

136: Cured 183; Dakota, catastrophic 263: I Stainless Steel Strut Caps: Inexpensive 257 
Fixing the rnains 322: solid steeri~tg rod Kit 358 Standby Vacuum 293, Precise Flite 112 

Shops, Maintenance: Rccommeltdcd listing 116 I Standby Vacuum: Source 297 
I 
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Slandby Vacuum Systerns 46 ( Strut Caps, stainless steel: I~iexpensive 257 
Start. cold: Pull blades through 213 I Strut inflation: From oxygen cylinder 119 
Starter: & Bad brush spring 315 I Strut Leak fixing: Granville kit 53 
Starter: Lubricate Bendix 28; Needed internal 1 Strut Maintenance: Leaks & removing pits 50 

repair 123 I Strut, oleo, lubricant 265 
Starter, Cable: Do not use welding 140 Strut Seal, Granville 124, 130; Problem in Arrow 132 
Starter, geared 198: I~nproves starting 34, 53. 77 I Struts, inflating: Portable air tank, building 51 
Starter. improvement: Cleaning tcnninals 130 I Struts. landing gcar: Filling 13 1 
Starter. improving: Clean connections 108; Geared drive I Struts, landing gear, pitted 214 

r~iodel 8 I Struts. oleo: Caring for, article 201 
Starter. lightweight: Sky-Tec 3 11, 3 12. 355 I Struts, re-chroming: Source & recommendation 177 
Starler Overhaul: I~nproves Arrow starting 150 I Studs, engine. leaky 298 
Staaer. Slow. cured: Replace cables 30 I Sun Shields: Make them yourself 150 
Starter. Stuck Bcndis 78: Cure 363 I SUII Visors: Tightened 276: Rosen 329 
Starting: Marking throttle quadrant 48: Methods to I Sun Visor Clips: repair of 3 11; source of 335 

l~nprove 42: Using split master switch 8 I Suppliers, Parts & Services: Cherokee, Listing 81 
Starting. Cold: Avoid 104 I Switch, landing gear: Arrow, Manifold pressure 110 
Starting, Curc: Ground battery box 35 Switch Part Number: Arrow gear 253 
Starting. Difficult: I~npulse coupling 78 I Switches, landing gcar, Arrow: Replacing 3 18; 1,800 
Starting, engine: on cold day 11 9 I psi switch 35, 333 
Starting, hard: 180, 275: Batte~y Box ground 87: I Switches, rocker: Refurbishing 351 

lnlpulse coupling 150: P leads reversed 87: I Synthetic oils: Not recommended 147 
Solenoid to starter wire 160 I 

Starting. Hot Engine: Poor 200 I 7 
Starting improved: Outcr bushing in starter 30 I 
Starti~~g, improved: clean starter connections 24: Geared I ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ :  ~~~i~~~~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~  212 
Starter 44: Geared starter 53 I Tachometer, electronic: Horizon 270 

Starting, improving: Oil on ring gcar 17 I Tachometer error: & Power settings 78 
Starting: one magneto. early planes 352 I Tachometer: Determiniug magic number 95 
Starting, poor: & ilnpulsc coupling 133 I Tafl Leak 175 
Starting problem: Cherokee Six 212 Tall light. wiring, bad connection 345 
Stalling. Problen~s: Replace starter bushings 76 I Tanis Pre-Heat 47 
Starting Proccdurc: Recornmended 17 I Tanis preheat: Reco~n~uended 150 
Startiug System: Article 281 I Tank. Fuel: Measuring Graph 35 
Starting Tips 113: Six or Lance 2 16 I Tank: fuel: Quick drain plate cracked 179 
Static On ADF 90 I Tank, Fuel, Filler Necks rusty 291, 349 
Static. radio: & filter 258 I Tank, fuel, rubber hoses: Gas smell 193 
STC Listing: PA-28 17: PA-28 and PA-32 update 137 1 ~ ~ ~ k ~ ,  fuel, cherokce: 346: resealing 346 
STC. oncti~nc cnginc: Expensive, 200 HP. CIS 50 I Tanks. fuel, wingtip: 235 model 295 
Steering da~~iage:  Fro111 towing 333 I Tappet clearance. wrong: Overhaul error 22 
Steering, nosewheel: & I~~terconnecl bolt 334 I TBO: Questions answered 4 
Step. corrosio~i at 52 I TBO. Accessory 43 
Sticking Valve: Damage to Engiue 44 I TBO. operating beyond 153 
Sticking Valves: Lycoming 0-320 182: Man'cl Mystery ~ c p  ~~~l ~l~~~ 73, 113; source 326 

Oil 169 I Techniques, acceptablc: FAA approved maintenance I 
Stickiug Valves: & ~llorning sickness 171 I Teflon tape & Gap seal kits 3 11 
STOL Kit: Horton 32, 51. 187. 2.t7 I Temper foam: for seats 363 
Storage. u~idcr scat: Cherokce Six 11 I Temperature, cylinder head: High 326 
Storm window latch: Glue 355 I Temperature Gauge: Reads low 266 
Strca~nliuiug Improvement: Comments 104 I Temperature Gauge Bad: despite water test 123 
Strobc: Adding 219. 276: Replacing rotating beacon I ~~~~~~~t~~~ caugc: CHT. EGT easy add 338 

267. 309 I Temperature Gauge (OAT): replacing with digital 330 
Strobe lights: easy add on 339 I Temperature Gauge. Oil: Faulty 78: notes on replacing 352: 
Strobe Powcr Supply: Rcpair 251 i defective 355: & eround wire 

I . - 
Strobe. tail: Knots-2-U Mod 313 Temperature Gauge, oil: Bad, Lance 262; Troubleshooting 
Strobes &Rotating Beacons: & Radio noise 248 ! 186 - 
Stmt: Will not co~llpress properly 152 I Tidperature, high: Turbo Arrow 107 

I 



Temperature, high oil: Bad instrument mounting 116 
Temperature, oil: Redline 109 
Temperature, oil, high: Causes 72; Exhaust Back 

Pressure 72 
Temperature sender bad: Overheating cured 75 
Theft proofing: Hinge lock plate 193 
Thermal valve: &High oil temperature 72 
Thermometer, panel mounted: 304 
Third window kit: Isham 134 
Three-Blade Propeller: Report 298 
Throttle Cable: Broken due to lubricant 132; 
only from Piper 334 
Tip Tank Problems: Cherokee 235 115 
Tips. wing, Super Tips: and handling 15 
Tire idlation: Marking valve stem 27 
Tire Mainlenance: Cutting costs 176 
Tire wear: minimizing 337 
Tires & Wheels: Servicing 141 
Tires, cutting costs 143, 152 
Toe Brakes: carly models 30. 31, 175; 

adding 321 
Tools: Required for lnaintcnance 2 
Top overhaul: Break in 74 
Top overhaul, inferior: Done before aircraft sale 13 
Top Overhauls: Overview 73 
Torque wrench: Needed for maintenance 3 
Tow bar: Modification fixes slipping 119 
Towing: Causes steering damage 333 
Tradc-a-Plane 124 
Transccivcr, hand-held 107 
Transponder antenna: & mounting 322 
Trim Ann, rudder: Failure in flight 254 
Tritn, electric: Slow 269; Slow in cold weather 237 
Trim, electric, slow: Curc 32 
Troubleshooting school: Lycoming 166 
Turbo Arrow: Runs hot 107, Praised 312 
Turbo Arrow, Mcrlyn: Automatic Wastegate 165 
Turbo Arrow, Overheating: Suggestions 11 1 
Turbo Engincs: Differences 210 
Turbo engines: Rough idle 224 
Turbo Normalizer: onetime, for Dakota 108 
Turbo, Waslcgate: Mcrlyn 211 
Turbo charged engine: Leaning 147 
Turbocharger: & Turboplus Intercooler 93 ; No add-on 

available 272 
Turboplus intercooler: Turbo charged Arrow 30, 93 

Upliolslery, carpcting: Replacing 315 
Upliolstery material: Needs burn tcst 303 
Upl~olstery fix Inexpensive 6 
Upholstery shops: Expensive 303 
V speeds: Various models 187; Cherokee 140 

3 13 
Vacillating Amp Needle: Faulty master switch 75 
Vacuum gauge: iollows cngine speed 292 

INDEX 
I Vacuurn Pump: Article 188 
I Vacuum pump: Can be overhauled; Damage froin 
I solvent 70 
I Vacuum Pump Precautions 16 
I Vacuum, Standby: Precise Flight 112 

Vacuum, standby 293, Sourcc 297 
I Vacuum System: Removing Filter 199 
I Vacuum Systems, Standby 46 
I Valve, exhaust, broken: 0-360 engine 11 
I Valve, exhaust, broken: mid-time cngine 340 
I Valve failure & engine making metal 309 
I Valve, Fuel Selector: Problem with kit 109; simply 
I Clogged 341; Rebuilt with kit 349; Rebuilding, 
1 Article 353 
I Valve, fuel selector: Rebuildable, PA-32 model 

1 152; Rebuilding 224, 340; Rebuilding sourcc 321 

I Valve Prohlenis: 100 LL fuel 254; Arrow 172 
Valve Spring, Lycoming: Update SB 1240 194 

I Valve Springs, size: Lycoming 193 
I Valve Sticking: Lycoming 0-320 182 
I Valve Sticking, Exhaust: Damage to Engine 44 
I Valves, sticking: &morning sickness 171; Marvel 
I Mystery Oil 169 
[ Valves, Wobble Test: Procedure 204 
I Vapor lock: &auto fuel 245; Auto fuel 218 
I Vent Knob: from Radio Shack 169 
I Vent Repair: Fresh air 156 
I Vent tube, fuel tank: Gasoline smell 6; Method 

I Of checking line 338; SB 1006 345 
Vent window latch: Epoxy 97 

I Vent window spring: from Hobby shop 194 
I Vent Window: Weather stripping 3 18 
I Vcnts, fresh air: Hard to turn 153; Made of rnctal 160 
I 
I Vents, square, ovcrhcad: not available 362 
I Vcnturi, carburetor AD 335 
I Vertical card compass: easy add on 338: not erratic 339 
1 Vibration, engine: Challenger 235 
I Wbration, engine: & Leaky primer 308 
I Wbration, firewall forward: Articlc 234 

I Vibration, Noise: from cowl baffle seats 49 
Visors, sun, lightened 276 

I Visors, sun: clips repaired 3 11 ; sourccs 335 
I Voltage, High: & Overvoltage relay 309 
I Voltage Regulator: Adjusting 3 18 
I Voltage Regulator: Description 62; Rcpair it yourself 
1 170; Repair source, Hazotronics 174 
I Voltage regulator: solves erratic almneter 35 
I Voltmeter For Panel: Recommended 28 
I Vortex Generator: Recommended 270 

I I Walker Air-oil separator 114, 12 

I Warrior, enginc swap 180 HP 196 
Warrior: Electrical cable routing 259 

I Warrior Performance Chart: Crcated 86 
I 



INDEX 
Warrior Skin Cracks 3 10 I Windshield, 114 inch: Installing, article 356 
Warrior, wcight increase: STC 351 I Wing, access panels: Piper kit 328 
Washer, propellcr bolt: Expensive 301 I Wing Angle:& Symmetry 243 
Wastegate, Automatic Turbo Arrow, Merlyn 165, 211 1 Wing Attachment: Improper bolts 120 
Water Ditching 210 I Wing Control Surfaces: Rigging 241 
Water in carburetor Heat box 271 Wing Ding: Door stop 87 
Water leak: Door latch 69 Through tail 175 I Wing Extension Mod: Isham, report 325 
Water Leak At Firewall 52 I Wing, heavy: and re-rigging 169 
Water leak, cabin: multiple cures 75, Wing root 47 I Wing Heavy Plane: Rigging 39 
Water leak in tail Lancc 48 I Wing Inspection Plate: Service Bulletin 49 
Water Leaks: through wings 25 I Wing, Inspection Plates: Number installed 108 
Water Icaks, cabin: Cherokcc Six 44; Door handles I Wing Leveler: Autoflite 17 

149; Finding 37; Sources of 78 I Wing levcler: Accutrac (Britlain) 16 
Watcr leaks in cabin: Cures for 7; Prcvcnting 9 ( Wing low aircraft: Cured by rigging 200 
Wax, rccommended: Armor-all Ultra Plate 17; I Wing Root Leak 47, 174 
Wax Shop 245 I Wing root seal: Obtaining 90; Source 105 
Wcar, tires: Minimizing 337 Wing Root Scals: Wax 207 
Weathcr Stripping, door 276 I Wing Skin Cracks 351 
Wcather Stripping: Piper later-model 58 I Wing Skin Cracks: Warrior 3 10 
Weather Stripping; Vent window 3 18 I Wing Spar: Crack stop drilled 255; Service Bulletin, 
Weight & Balance: CG limits 37 I De-mating 140 
Weight & Balance data: Make copy or 224 I Wing spar, Corrosion 149Wing Spar SB @e-mating): Up 
Weight & balance data: Providcd by Piper 40 I date 41 
Wcight, gross, incrcasing: 2-place Cherokee 140 I Wing Spar Service Bulletin: & Corrosion 93 

model 32; Warrior STC 35 1 I Wing spar service bulletin 1006 345 
Weight-and-Balance: 140 model 290 I Wing Tip Tanks: 235 model 295 
Wlrcel alignment 243; Article 261; Checking 280 I Wing tips, Met-co-Aire: Recommended 17; 
Whccl Bearing Service 143 I Report 306 
Wheel, control: Refurbish 279 Wing tips, Super tips: and handling 15 
Wheel, control, used 31 I Wing walk area: Skin stiffener cracks 358 
Wheel, control yoke: Covers, leather 269 I Wing Walk: Material 289 
Whccl fairings: Mendcd with juice jug 163, Newcr style I Wing Walk Repair 158 

I6 1 Wing-Mount landing light: Skycraft 118 
Wheel Pants 275 1 Wings, leaks through: water leaks 25 
Wl~celcbair Conversion 115 I Wing spar inspection Problems encountered 357 
Wlicels & Tires: Servicing 141 1 Wingtips, droopcd, 180 model 33 
Whecls, control: Rams Horn 218; Replacing 163 I Winslow Oil Filter 260 
Whecls, control, cracked; Failurc on takeoff 29 I Wing Tip extension kit: lsham 134 
Whine, alternator: Replace bushings 108 Winter: Fuel drains & ice 308 I .  . .  
Wind shear: Crash described 96 I W~nter~zat~on:  Duct tape over oil cooler 32 
Window, Third, kit: Isham: installed 134, 254 Winterizatiou Kit,: Breather tube 33 
Window latch, vent: Epoxy 97; 355 I Winterization Plate: When to use 274 
Window sun shields: Make them yourself 150 ' Wire, starter to solenoid: & hard starting 160 
Window. Third: Conversion 183 I Wiring, bad connection, tail light 345 
Window, Third: lshaln 186 I Wiring route, pitot heater 236 
Window, Vent: Spring from bobby shop 194 I Wobble Test: Valvc sticking, 0-320 182 
Windows Icaking: Silicone bead 193 I Wobble Test, valves: Procedure 204 
Windows, side: Made own 87; Replaccd 108; I Wrench, torque: Needed for maintenance 3 

Rcplaccment 259, 330 
Windows, side, leak: Cured 289 

I 

Windows, scratched: Repair 317 
I 5 
I Yoke, control: Grime causes sticking 35; Replacement 

Windows and Windshield: Source 330; LP Aero I 106 
361 I Yoke, replacing Bow tie with Rams Horn 320 

Windshield, onc-piece: Kosola 3 14 I Yoke Refinishing: Source 169, 267; 352; 356 
Windshield leak 341 I Yokes, Control: bushings 198 
Windshield, Replacing: & Collar 302 
Windshield, 114 inch: Available 69 I 

I 
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